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PREFACE.
a task so difficult and so important as that

I feel it to he a

principles which have guided me in carrying

to

conclusion.

It

the blessings of knowledge

;

has long been the desire and aim of the
publishers of this work to spread as widely as possible
1.

and, in special furtherance

a

of this design, they wished to place in the hands of
sketch of the Life of Christ on
their readers such
more clearly,

it

earth as should enable them to realise

and to enter more

thoroughly into- the details and
sequence of the Gospel narratives.
They therefore ap
plied originally to an eminent theologian, who accepted
but whose elevation

prevented him from

to the Episcopate

out.

it

the proposal,

could not at first but shrink from

for which

felt that the amplest leisure of

a

me, and

a

Under these circumstances application was made to

I I

-

and the

a

state the causes which led me to undertake

duty to

it

of writing the Life of Christ,

it,

In -fulfilling

would be insufficient, and powers incomparably

labour

lifetime
greater
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But

than my own would still be utterly inadequate.

the considerations that were urged upon me came no

doubt with additional force from the deep interest with
con
which, from the first, contemplated the design.

I

I

I

sented to make the effort, knowing that
could at least
promise to do my best, and believing that he who does
the best he can, and also seeks the

blessing of God

upon his labours, cannot finally and wholly fail.

And

I have

reason to be thankful that

I originally

entered upon the task, and, in spite of all obstacles,

If

have still persevered in it.
any measure

the following pages in

fulfil the objects with which such

a

Life

ought to be written, they should fill the minds of those
who read them with solemn and not ignoble thoughts ;
they should

"

add sunlight to daylight by making the
they should encourage the toiler;

happier;"

happy

they should

console the sorrowful; they should point

the weak to the one true source of moral strength.

But whether this book

constant

be received

happiness

which

every hour that has

been

I

have felt during almost
spent upon it.
Though,

owing to serious and absorbing
often

high ends,

with harshness and indif
nothing at least can rob me of the deep and

or whether
ference,

it

be thus blessed to

passed

without

duties, months

my finding

have

an opportunity to

write a single line, yet, even in the midst of inces
sant labour at other things, nothing forbade that the

I was engaged should
or that I should find in it a

subject on which
thoughts,

be often

in my

source of peace
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alike in kind and in degree,
from any which other interests could either give or take
and happiness
away.

After

2.

different,

I

had

myself for the task,

in

I

some
seized,

small measure prepared

in the year 1870, the

opportunity to visit Palestine, and
especially those parts of it which will be for ever iden
earliest

possible

tified with the work of Christ on earth.
scenes wherein

He

moved — in the

Amid those

"holy fields

Over whose acres walked those blessed feet

Which, eighteen hundred years

ago, were nailed

For our advantage, on the bitter cross "—

in the midst of those immemorial customs which recalled
at every turn the manner of life He lived — at Jerusalem,
on the Mount of Olives, at Bethlehem, by Jacob's Well,

in the Valley of Nazareth, along the bright strand of
the Sea of Galilee, and in the coasts of Tyre and Sidon

—many things
with

came home to me, for the

a reality and vividness

first time,

I

unknown before.

re

turned more than ever confirmed in the wish to tell the

full story of the Gospels in such a manner and with such
illustrations as — with the aid of all that was within my

reach of that knowledge which has been accumulating
for centuries —might serve to enable at least the simple
and the unlearned to understand

and enter into

human surroundings of the life of the Son of God.
3.

But, while

I say this to save the book from

the

being

judged by a false standard, and with reference to ends
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which it was never intended to accomplish, it would be

mere affectation to deny that

I

have hoped to furnish

Though
much which even learned readers may value.
the following pages do not pretend to be exhaustive or
specially erudite, they yet contain much that men of the

highest learning have thought
books which

I have

The

or ascertained.

consulted include the researches

of

it,

divines who have had the privilege of devoting to this
subject, and often to some small fragment of
the best

No

one,

I

years of laborious and uninterrupted lives.

hope, could have reaped, however feebly, among such har

vests, without garnering at least something, which must
have its value for the professed theologian as well as for

And because

believed — and indeed most

I

the unlearned.

earnestly hoped —that this book might be acceptable to

I

have admitted into
many of my brother-clergymen,
the notes some quotations and. references which will be
comparatively valueless to the ordinary reader.

But, with

I

a

I

this double aim in view,
have tried to avoid " moving
diagonal,"
strange
and have never wholly lost
as in
sight of the fact that
had to work with no higher
object than that thousands, who have even fewer oppor

tunities than myself, might be the better enabled to
read that one Book, beside which even the best and

perhaps yet more important to add that this

of

a

Life of Christ

believer.

avowedly and unconditionally the work
Those who expect to find in
new

it

It

is

4.

is

profoundest treatises are nothing better than poor and
stammering fragments of imperfect commentary.
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theories about the divine personality of Jesus, or bril

of mythic cloud tinged by the sun
set imagination of some decadent belief, will look in
liant combinations
vain.

It has

not been written with any direct and special

reference to the attacks of sceptical criticism.

It

is not

even intended to deal otherwise than indirectly with the
serious doubts of those who, almost against their will,

think themselves forced to lapse into
disbelief.

readers,

if

I

a state of honest

to hope that such
they follow me with no unkindly spirit
indeed

may

venture

through these pages, may here and there find considera
tions of real weight and importance, which will solve
imaginary

objections.

difficulties

and

supply an answer to real

Although this book is not mainly contro

versial, and would, had

it

been intended

as a contribu

tion to polemical literature, have been written in a very
different

I

manner,

do not believe that

it will

prove

wholly valueless to any honest doubter who reads it in
spirit.
Hundreds of
a candid and unconfemptuous
critics, for instance, have impugned the authority of the

Gospels on the score of the real or supposed contradic

tions to be found in them.
such

objections,

which

books, from Strauss's

I am of course familiar with

may be found in all sorts of

Leben Jesu and Eenan's

Vie de

E. Hanson's Jesus of History, and the
English Life of Jesus, by Mr. Thomas Scott. But, while

Jesus, down to Sir

I have never consciously evaded a distinct and formidable
difficulty, I have constantly endeavoured to show by the
mere silent course of the narrative

itself that many of
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these objections are by no means insuperable, and that

many more are unfairly captious or altogether fantastic.
5.
there are questions wider and deeper than the

If

minutise of criticism, into which

I

have not fully and
is not either from having neglected

directly entered, it
to weigh the arguments respecting them, or from any
unwillingness to state the reasons why, in common

with tens of thousands who are abler and wiser than
myself,
can still say respecting every fundamental

I

doctrine of the Christian

Writing

faith, Manet immota fides.

as a believer to believers, as a Christian

Christians, surely,

after nearly nineteen

centuries

to

of

Christianity, any one may be allowed to rest a fact of
the Life of Jesus on the testimony of St. John without
stopping to write a volume on the authenticity of the
Fourth Gospel ; or may narrate one of the Gospel

miracles without deeming it necessary to answer all the
arguments which have been urged against the possi

bility of the supernatural.

powerful

After the long labours, the

and the perfect historical candour
with which this subject has been treated by a host of
reasoning,

it

is surely as needless as it is impossible to
lay again, on every possible occasion, the very lowest
apologists,

As regards St. John, therefore,
have contented myself with the merest and briefest

foundations of our faith.

I

of some of the evidence which to me still
seems adequate to prove that he was the author of the
summary

Gospel which passes by his name,1 and minuter indica^1

See

Tol.

1., pp. 141, 142,

passim.
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tions tending to strengthen that conviction

scattered throughout

It

will

be found

would indeed be
" every argu
hypocrisy in me to say with Ewald that
ment, from every quarter to which we can look, every
the

book.

trace and, record, combine together to render any serious
doubt upon the question absolutely impossible
but

I

do say that, after the fairest and fullest consideration

which

I have been

able to give to a question beset with

difficulties, the arguments in favour of the Johannine

authorship seem to me to be immensely preponderant.

Nor

have

I

left the subject of the credibility of

miracles and the general authenticity of the Gospel nar

although there was the less
need for my entering fulty upon those questions in the
ratives entirely untouched,

following pages from my having already stated else
where, to the best of my ability, the grounds of my
belief.
The same remark applies to the yet more solemn

truth of the Divinity of Christ. That —not indeed as
surrounded with all the recondite enquiries about the
irepvxcbprjo-K

or communicatio

idiomatum,

the

hypostatic

union, the abstract impeccability, and such scholastic
formulae, but in its broad scriptural simplicity — was the
subject of the Hulsean Lectures before the University
en
of Cambridge in the year 1870. In those lectures

I

deavoured to sketch what has ever seemed to my mind

the most convincing external

namely, "The Witness

of History

evidence of
to

Christy

our faith,

Those who

have rejected the creed of the Church in this particular,

approach the subject from a totally opposite point to our
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own.

They read the earlier chapters of

Sfc.

Luke and

Matthew, and openly marvel that any mind can
believe what to them appears to be palpable mythology;
St.

or they hear the story of one of Christ's miracles of
power —the walking on the Sea of Galilee, or turning

into wine —and scarcely conceal their in
sinuated misgiving as to honesty of those who can

the

water

accept such narratives
share their convictions

as

true.

in these

Doubtless we should

respects,

if we

approached

is

—incidentally

it,

the subject in the same spirit and by the same avenues.
To show that we do not and why we do not so approach
at least — one of the objects of this book.

scepticism which

know to be in many cases perfectly

I

a

I

hope
The sceptic — and let me here say at once that
to use no single word of anger or denunciation against

a

honest and self-sacrificingly noble — approaches the ex
point of view the
amination of the question from

very opposite to that of the believer.
majestic order and apparently

He looks at the

unbroken uniformity of
Law, until the Universe becomes to him but the result

inconceivable.

is

a

mechanically evolved from tendencies at once irreversible
To us such conception
and self-originated.
wholly

Law to us involves the necessity of
" Nature,"

Law-giver, and

a

which we only
use as an unscientific and imaginative synonym for the

postulating

it

is

sum total of observed phenomena, involves in our con
ceptions the Divine Power of whose energy
but the

We believe that the God and
" has made Himself known to
Creator of " Nature
us,

visible translucence.
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if not

by a primitive intuition, at any rate by immediate
revelation to our hearts and consciences. And there

fore such narratives

I

as those to which

have alluded

are not nakedly and singly presented to us

unsupported and startling difficulty.

in all their

To us they

are

but incidental items in a faith which lies at the very

of our being—they are but fragments of that great
whole which comprises all that is divine and mysterious

bases

and supernatural

and Christendom.

in the two great words, Christianity

And

hence, though we no longer

prominently urge the miracles of Christ as the proofs of
our religion, yet, on the other hand, we cannot regard
them as stumbling-blocks in the path of an historical

We study the sacred books of all the great re
ligions of the world ; we see the effect exercised by those
belief.

religions on the minds of their votaries

;

and in spite

of all the truths which even the worst of them enshrined,
we watch the failure of them all to produce the in

estimable blessings which we have ourselves enjoyed from

infancy, which we treasure as dearly as our life, and
which we regard as solely due to the spread and
establishment

of the faith we hold.

We read the

systems and treatises of ancient philosophy, and in spite

of all the great and noble elements in which they

their total incapacity to console, or
Then we
support, or deliver, or regenerate the world.

abound, we
see the

see

light of Christianity dawning like

a tender day-

spring amid the universal and intolerable darkness.
From the first, that new religion allies itself with the
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world's utter feeblenesses, and those feeblenesses it shares;

yet without wealth, without learning, without

genius,

without arms, without anything to dazzle and attract—
the religion of outcasts and exiles, of fugitives and

prisoners — numbering among its earliest

converts not

many wise, not many noble, not many mighty, but such
as the gaoler of Philippi, and the runaway slave of
Colossse — with no blessing apparently upon
as

it

save such

cometh from above — with no light whatever about

save the

light that

comes from heaven —it puts to

it

flight

kings and their armies; it breathes a new life, and a

new hope, and a new and unknown

guilty and decrepit world.

the work

holiness

into a

This we see; and we

see

grow, and increase, and become more and
more irresistible, and spread " with the gentleness of a
covers."
sea that caresses the shore it
And seeing this,
we recall the faithful principle

of the wise and tolerant

Eabbi, uttered more than 1,800 years ago —"
counsel or this work be of men,

but

if it

be

it

If

this
will come to nought ;

of God, ye cannot overthrow it, lest haply

ye be found to fight against God."

And when we have thus

been

led

to

see

and to

believe that the only religion in the world which has
established the ideal of a perfect holiness, and rendered

of that ideal, has received in
conspicuous measure the blessing of God, we examine
common the attainment

its truths with a deeper reverence.

The record of these

truths —the record of that teaching which made them
familiar to the world — we find in the Gospel narrative.
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And that narrative reveals to us much more. It not
only furnishes us with an adequate reason for the ex
istence and for the triumphs of the faith we hold, but it
also brings home to us truths which affect our hearts

and intellects no less powerfully than "the starry heavens
within." Taught to regard
above and the moral law

ourselves as children of God, and common brothers in

His

great family of man, we find in the Gospels a reve

lation of God in His Son which enables us to know

Him

serve

more, and to trust

Him

Him

more absolutely, and to

more faithfully, than all which we can find

in all the other books of God, whether in Scripture, or
history, or the experience of life, or those

unseen

which God has written on every individual
And finding that this revelation has been re

messages

heart.

corded by honest men in narratives which, however frag
mentary, appear to stand the test of history, and to bear

on the face of them every mark of transparent

simpli

city and perfect truthfulness — prepared for the reception
of these glad tidings of God's love in man's redemption

by the facts of the world without, and the experiences
of the heart within —we thus cease to find any over

whelming difficulty in the record that He whom we
believe to have been the Son of God —He who alone
has displayed on earth the transcendent miracle of a

sinless life—should have walked on the Sea of Galilee or

turned the water into wine.
Arid when we thus accept the truth of the miracles
they become to us moral lessons of the profoundest
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value.

in

In

considering

a wholly different

the miracles of Jesus we stand

position to the earlier disciples.

To them the evidence of the miracles

whelming force to the teachings
were as the

lent an over

of the Lord

;

they

of God to the proclamation of the
But to us who, for nineteen centuries,

seal

new kingdom.

have been children of that kingdom, such evidence is
needless.

To the Apostles they were the credentials of

Christ's mission

of His will.

;

to us they are but fresh revelations

To us they

are works rather than signs,

revelations rather than portents.

Their historical im

portance lies for us in the fact that without them

it

would be impossible to account for the origin and spread
of Christianity.
We appeal to them not to prove the

truth of Christianity, but to illustrate its dissemination.
But though to us Christianity rests on the basis of a
Divine approval far more convincing than the display
of supernatural power — though to us the providence
which for these two millenniums has ruled the destinies
is a miracle far more stupendous

of Christendom

in

its evidential force than the raising of the dead or the
enlightenment
miracles

of the blind — yet

enables

us

to solve

otherwise be insolvable,
conceptions

illustration.

belief in these

problems which

would

as well as to embrace moral

which would

To

a

otherwise

one who rejects

have

found

no

them — to one who

believes that the loftiest morals and the divinest piety
which mankind has ever seen were evoked by a religion

which rested on errors or on lies— the world's history-
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must remain, it seems to me, a hopeless enigma or a

revolting fraud.1

6. Eeferring to another part

to say

I do not regard

the Gospels.

of the subject,

I ought

as possible any final harmony

Against any harmony which can

vised some plausible objection could be urged.

of

be de

On this

subject no two writers have ever been exactly agreed,
and this alone is sufficient to prove that the Gospel
notices of chronology are too incomplete to render cer

I have, of course, touched

tainty attainable.

directly, as

well as indirectly, on such questions as the length of the
ministry

;

and wherever the narrative required some clear

and strong reason for adopting one view rather than

" Que la philosophic est ingenieuse et profonde dans ses conjectures ! "
writes De Lamennais in his scornful style. " Comme les evenemens qui
1

les plus extraordinaires, deviennent simple des qu'elle daigne
les expliquer ! Vous ne concevez pas que le ehristianisme se soit propage
Les Apotres ont dit,
naturellement : elle va vous le faire comprendre.
paraissaient

'

Nous vous annoncons l'lilvangile au nom de l'Lternel, et vous devez nous
Nous rendons la
croire, car nous sommes doues du pouvoir miraculeux.

l'usage de leurs membres, la vue aux
morts.'
A ce discours le peuple est
aveugles, l'ouie aux sourds, la vie aux
sante

aux malades,

aux perclus

de toutes parts, pour etre temoin des miracles promis avec tant
Les malades n'ont point ete gueris, les perclus n'ont point
de confiance.
marche, les aveugles n'ont point vu, les sourds n'ont point entendu, les
accouru

morts n'ont point ressuscite. Alors, transports d'admiration, le peuple
'
est tombe aux pieds des Apotres, et s'est eerie, Ceux-ci sont manifestement

les envoyes de Dieu, les ministres de sa puissance

'

et sur le champ brisant
plaisirs
pour
le
des
culte de la croix ; il a
ses idoles, il
passions
prejuges,
a
ses
ses
a
; il a ref ornie ses
renonce a ses habitudes,
moaurs et embrasse la penitence ; les riches ont vendu leurs biens, pour en
distribuer le prix aux indigens, et tous ont prefere les plus horribles
tortures et une mort infame aux remords d'abandonner une religion qui
a quitte le culte

leur etait si solidement
A

prouvee."

!

(Ess. swr VlnMfference, iv. 458.)
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highly disputed point — such, for
— have
instance, as the Feast alluded to in John v. 1
treated the question as fully as was consistent with
brevity, and endeavoured to put the reader in possession
another

on some

I

of the main facts and arguments on which the decision
But it would have been equally unprofitable and
rests*.

idle to encumber my pages with endless controversy on
Collateral topics which, besides being dreary and needless,
are such as admit

of no final settlement.

upon a particular sequence

of

I

instance

have carefully

deciding

events, we can only say

that such a sequence appears to us
by any means that we regard

In

it

&

probable one, not

as certain.

In

every

examined the evidence for

myself, often compressing into a few lines, or even into
an incidental allusion,

To

some

the

order

extent

I

the results of a long enquiry.

with Stier and Lange in

agree

of events which they have adopted, and
in this respect, as well as for my first insight into
the character of several scenes (acknowledged
place),

I

am

perhaps more indebted

in their

to the elaborate

work of Lange than to any others who have written
on the

same

subject.

from the results

When an author is writing

of independent thought on the sum

total of impressions formed during a course of study,
it is not always possible to acknowledge specific ob
ligations;

I

but whenever
was consciously indebted
have, throughout the book, referred espe
to others,

I

cially to Ewald, Neander, Schenkel, Strauss, Hase,
Sepp. Stier, Ebrard, Wieseler, Hofmann, Keim, Caspari,
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Ullmann, Delitzsch, De Pressense, Wallon, Dupanloup,

Ellicott, Young,

Capecelatro,

Alford, and many others

;

Andrews, Wordsworth,

as well as to older writers

like Bonaventura and Jeremy Taylor.
acknowledge

the writings

the assistance which

I

I

have also to

have gained from

of Dean Stanley, Canons Lightfoot and

Westcott, Professor Plumptre, Dr. Ginsburg, Mr. Grove,

and the authors of articles in the Encyclopaedias of Ersch

and Grube, Herzog, Zeller, Winer, and Dr.

lights

Incidental

various

of

have

archaeological

course

treatises,

caught from

been
as

W. Smith.

well

works

as

of geography and travel, from the old Itineraries and
Eeland down to Dr. Thomson's Land and Booh, and
Mr. Hepworth Dixon's Holy Land.
7.

It

is needless to add that this book is almost

wholly founded on an independent study of the four
Gospels side by side.

In quoting from

them

I

have

constantly and intentionally diverged from the English
version, because my main object has been to bring out

and explain

the scenes as they are described by the

original witnesses.

The minuter details of those

scenes,

and therewith the accuracy of our reproduction of them,
depend in no small degree upon the discovery of the

true reading,

and the delicate observance of the true

usage of words, particles, and tenses.
supposed for a moment that

It

I offer these

must not be

translations

—

which are not unfrequently paraphrases — as preferable
to those of the English

version, but only that, con

sistently with the objects which

I

had in view,

I

have,
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with more rigid accuracy the
force and meaning of the true text in the original Greek.
It will be seen too that have endeavoured to glean
in illustration all that is valuable or trustworthy in
aimed

at representing

I

Josephus, in the Apocryphal Gospels, and in traditional
particulars derived from the writings of the Fathers.
8. Some readers

will

perhaps be surprised by the

frequency of the allusions to Jewish literature.
on "the sea of the

out embarking

Talmud"

With

(as the

Eabbis themselves call it) — a task which would require
a lifetime — a modern reader may find not only the

but probably all the materials it
can offer for the illustration of the Gospel history, in the
writings not of Christians only, but also of learned and
amplest materials,

Not only in

candid Eabbis.

the well-known treatises

of Lightfoot, Schottgen, Surenhuys, Wagenseil, Buxtorf,
Otho,

Eeland, Budaeus,

Gfrorer,

Herzfeld,

McCaul,

Etheridge, but also in those of Jews by birth or religion,
or both, like Geiger, Jost, Gratz, Derenbourg, Munk,

Frankl, Deutsch, Raphall, Schwab, Cohen, any one may
find large quotations from the original authorities col

lected as well by adversaries as by reverent and admiring
students.
Further, he may read the entire Mishna (if

he have the time and patience to do so) in the Latin
version of Surenhusius, and may now form his judgment
respecting

large

and important treatises

Gemara, from such translations

the Berachoth
consulted

as the French

by M. Mo'ise Schwab.

all the authorities

even of the

I

of
have myself

here named,

and

one

have
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gained from them much information which seems to me

Their

eminently useful.

of light on

some parts

I

have thrown a flood

of the Gospels, and have led

which, so far as

to some conclusions
new.

researches

I

me

am aware, are

have, indeed, in the second Excursus of the

Appendix, shown that nothing of the slightest import

ance can be gleaned from the Talmudists about our

Lord

The real value of the Eabbinic writings in

Himself.

illustrating the Gospels is indirect, not direct — archaeo

The light which they throw
on the fidelity of the Evangelists is all the more valuable
logical, not controversial.
because

hostile.1
9.

it is derived

If

from a source so unsuspected and so

in any part of this

book

I

sin against the divine law of charity,
pardon for it.

But at least

I

have appeared to

I

must here ask

it,

may say that whatever
trace of asperity may be found in any page of
has
never been directed against men, but against principles,

words into English.

This

is

1

1

take this opportunity of saving that the reader will not find in the fol
lowing pages any one rigid or uniform system of transliteration of Hebrew
due to the fact that,

in most instances,

my references to the Talmud have been derived from the numerous sources

in the above paragraphs, and in referring such passages to the
responsible for their accuracy,
author who
have generally adopted his
Scripture names have mostly left in the form in which
mode of spelling.
and in many terms that have acquired
they occur in our English version
;

I

I

is

mentioned

have left the words

I

a common currency, like Mishna, Gemara, Talmud, &c.,

in the shape most usually adopted. Besides these sources of difference
" quas aut incuria fudit aut humana paruin
there may doubtless be others

a

I

cavit natura." For these errors, where they occur, as well as for all others,
must ask the indulgence of the candid reader, who will appreciate the
taskaccomplished under conditions far from favourable.
difficulties of
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longor only against those men or classes of men in
past ages whom we solely regard as the representatives
of principles.
It is possible that this book may fall into

the hands of some Jewish readers, and to these particu

larly

I would wish this

reason

remark to be addressed.

I have

to believe that the Jewish race have long since

learnt to look with love and reverence on Him whom
nay, more, that many of them,
irrefragable logic of history, have

their fathers rejected
convinced

by the

;

openly acknowledged that He was indeed their promised
Messiah, although they still reject the belief in His

divinity.

conviction

I

in the writings of many Jews, a clear
that Jesus, to whom they have quite ceased
see,

to apply the terms of hatred found in the Talmud, was
at any rate the greatest religious Teacher, the highest
and noblest Prophet whom their race produced.

therefore, would

be the

last

They,

to defend that greatest

crime in history — the Crucifixion of the Son of God.

And while no Christian ever dreams of visiting upon

them the horror due to the sin of their ancestors, so no
Jew will charge the Christians of to-day with looking

with any feeling but that of simple abhorrence on the

long, cruel, and infamous persecutions

to which

the

ignorance and brutality of past ages have subjected their
great and noble race.
We may humbly believe that
^

the day is fast approaching

when He whom the Jews

crucified, and whose divine revelations

the Christians

have so often and so grievously disgraced,

will

break

down the middle wall of partition between them, and
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make both races one in religion, in heart, and life —

Semite and Aryan,

Jew

and Gentile, united to bless

and to evangelise the world.

10. One task alone remains — the pleasant task of

thanking those friends to whose ready aid and sympathy

I owe so

much, and who have surrounded with happy
memories and obligations the completion of my work.

First and foremost, my heartiest and sincerest thanks are
due to my friends, Mr. C. J. Monro, late Fellow of

Trinity

College, Cambridge,

and

Mr. E. Garnett, of

the

British Museum. They have given me an amount of time

and attention which leaves me most largely indebted to

I

their unselfish generosity ; and
have made claims on
can adequately
their indulgence more extensive than
repay.
To my old pupil, Mr. H. J. Boyd, late scholar

of Brasenose College, Oxford,
table

of Contents.

I

I

I

am indebted for the

have also to thank the

Eev.

Professor Plumptre and Mr. George Grove not only for

the warm interest which they have taken in my work,
There are
but also for some valuable suggestions.

many others, not here named, who

out any assurance from me, that

I

will

am not ungrateful

for the help which they have rendered

especially offer my best acknowledgments

T. Teignmouth

believe, with

;

and

I

to the Eev.

Shore —but for whose kind encourage

ment the book would not have been undertaken
to those who with so much care
conducted

it through

And now

must

the press.

and patience

—and
have

I send these pages forth not knowing what
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shall befall them, but with the earnest prayer that they
may be blessed to aid the cause of truth and righteous

ness, and that

of His mercy,

He in whose name they are written may,

"

"Forgive them where they fail in truth,
And in His wisdom make me wise."
The Lodge, Mablborotjgh College,
Monday lefore Easter,

1874.

F. W. F.
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OF

CHRIST.

OHAPTEE I.
THE NATIVITY.
Alrrbs IvfoBpiiiriio'tv

(Opp. i. 108).

Iva ^/ueis

6eoTrornBwpi.ev.

— ATHAN., De Incam.,

p. 54

One mile from Bethlehem is a little plain, in which, under

of olives, stands the bare and neglected chapel
known by the name of "the Angel to the Shepherds."1
It is built over the traditional site of the fields where,
in the beautiful language of St. Luke —more exquisite
than any idyll to Christian ears — " there were shepherds
a grove

keeping watch over their flock by night, when, lo, the
angel of the Lord came upon them, and the glory of the

Lord2 shone round about them," and to their
happy ears

" Angelus ad Pastores.'' Near this spot once stood a tower called
Migdal Eder, or "Tower of the Flock" (Gen. xxxv. 21). The present
1

rude chapel is, perhaps, a mere fragment of a church built over the spot
Einleitung, p. 57.)
by Helena. (See Caspari, Chronologisch-Geographische
Migdal
prophet
The
Micah (iv. 8 ; v. 2) had looked to
Eder with Mes
sianic hopes; and St. Jerome (Be Loc. Hebr.), writing with views of pro
phecy which were more current in the ancient than in the modern Church,
" that by its very name it fore-signified by a sort of
ventures to say
Lord."
prophecy the shepherds at the birth of the
2
By 8<i£a Kvplov (Luke ii. 9) is probably meant the Shechinah or cloud
of brightness which symbolised the Divine presence.
B
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were uttered the good tidings of great joy, that unto

them was born that day in the city of David a Saviour,
which was Christ the Lord.
The associations of our Lord's nativity were all of

the humblest character, and the very scenery of His
birthplace was connected with memories of poverty and
toil. On that night, indeed, it seemed as though the
heavens must burst to disclose their radiant minstrelsies ;

and the stars, and the feeding sheep, and the " light and
stillness,"
and the rapture of
sound in the darkness and

faithful

hearts, combine to furnish us with a picture

thrilling

verses

painted in the colours of heaven.

But in the brief

of the Evangelist we

are not

and

told that

those angel songs were heard by any except the wakeful
shepherds of an obscure village ; — and those shepherds,

amid the chill dews of a winter night, were guarding
their flocks from the wolf and the robber, in fields where
Buth, their Saviour's ancestress, had gleaned, sick at
heart, amid the alien corn, and David, the despised and
youngest son of a numerous family, had followed the
young.1
great
ewes

"And

with

suddenly,"

adds the sole Evangelist who has
narrated the circumstances of that memorable night in

which Jesus was born, amid the indifference of a world
unconscious of its Deliverer, "there was with the angel
a multitude of the heavenly host, praising God, and
saying, Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace
will."2
among men of good
Ps. lxxviii. 71.
Luke ii. 14, i» avB'pdmois eJWar: such is the reading of the best MSS.,
A, B, D, and some of the best versions, the Vetus Itala, Vulgate, Gothic,
1

5

n,

Moreover, however dear the other reading may be to us from
long
and delightful association, this best maintains the obvious poetic parallelism
:
&c.

Glory

Peace

to God
to men of good will

in the highest,
on eaith.

THE SHEPHERDS.

It

3

might have been expected that Christian piety

the spot by splendid memorials,
and enshrined the rude grotto of the shepherds in the

would have marked

marbles

and mosaics

of

some

stately church.

But,

instead of this, the Chapel of the Herald Angel is a
mere rude crypt

and as the traveller descends down
the broken steps, which lead from the olive-grove into
its dim recess, he can hardly persuade himself that he is

in

;

Yet

a half-unconscious sense of
fitness has, perhaps, contributed to this apparent neglect.
The poverty of the chapel harmonises well with the
a consecrated place.

humble toil of those whose radiant vision it is intended
to commemorate.
" Come now ! let us go unto Bethlehem,1 and see
this thing which has come to pass, which the Lord made
known to
said the shepherds, when those angel songs
had ceased to break the starry silence. Their way would
with Valcknaer, " men
As shall not unfrequently refer to the text
with whom God is
of the Greek Testament,
may take this opportunity of telling the
ordinary reader that by s is meant the Codex Sinaitieus, now at St. Peters
burg, discovered by Tischendorf in 1844, and perhaps as old as the fourth
century; by A, the Codex Alexandrinus in the British Museum, written
in the middle of the fifth century; by B, the Codex Vaticanus in the
Vatican, which belongs to the middle of the fourth century; by C, the
Codex Ephraemi, a palimpsest in the Imperial Library at Paris, not.
later than the fifth century; by D, the Codex Bezae in the University
Library at Cambridge, not later than the seventh century; by E, the
Codex Basiliensis, about the eighth century ; by F, the Codex Boreeli at
Utrecht ; by L, the Codex Begins Parisiensis, ah accurate and important
shall seldom refer to the readings of any
MS. of the eighth century.

By

&vBpwirois

may perhaps understand
pleased."

eiSoKias we

I

I

I

later MSS. A full and convenient account of them may be found in the
Rev. F. Scrivener's Plain Introduction to the Criticism of the New
in"
Testament (1861), and
the Prolegomena to Alford's Greek Testament,

i. pp. 83—90.
1
Luke ii. 15, $U\eunev H = agedum.

I

must remark at the outset
quotations
Gospels
that in most of my
from the
do not slavishly follow,
me English version, but translate from the original Greek.

I

,

I'
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lead them up the terraced hill, and through the moonlit
gardens of Bethlehem, until they reached the summit of

the grey ridge on which the little town is built. On that
summit stood the village inn. The khan (or caravanserai)
of a Syrian village, at that day, was probably identical, in

its appearance and accommodation, with those which still
A khan is a low structure,
exist in modern Palestine.
built of rough stones, and generally only a single storey
in height.
It consists for the most part of a square

enclosure, in which the cattle can be tied up in safety for
the night, and an arched recess for the accommodation of
travellers.
The leewan, or paved floor of the recess, is
raised a foot or two above the level of the court-yard. A
large khan — such, for instance, as that of which the ruins
may still be seen at Khan Minyeh, on the shore of the
Sea of Galilee—might contain a series of such recesses,

which are, in fact, low small rooms with no front wall
to them.
They are, of course, perfectly public ; every

thing that takes place in them is visible to every person
in the khan. They are also totally devoid of even the

most ordinary furniture.
The traveller may bring his
own carpet if he likes, may sit cross-legged upon it
night.1
for his meals, and may he upon it at
As a
rule, too, he must bring his own food, attend to his own
" It

is common to find two sides of the one room where the native
farmer resides with his cattle, and the remainder elevated about two feet
higher for the accommodation of the family" (Thomson, Land and Book,
1

II.,

See, too, Lane's Modern Egyptians, i. 18. — Leewan is a
cb. xxxiii.).
corruption of el-eewan, which signifies any raised place to sit upon.
My
description is, however, drawn directly from my own experiences, especially
one night at a poor and lonely place called Khan Hulda, between Sidon
A distinction has
and Beyrout, at which we found ourselves belated.
been drawn between Kar&Kv/ia (Luke ii. 7), and vavSoKuov (Luke x. 34), but
probably the only distinction is that the former was a free place of shelter,
and had no host
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cattle, and draw his own water from the neighbouring
spring. He would neither expect nor require attend

and would pay only the merest trifle for the
advantage of shelter, safety, and a floor on which to

ance,

But if he chanced to arrive late, and the leewans
were all occupied by earlier guests, he would have no
choice but to be content with such accommodation as he
could find in the court-yard below, and secure for himself
and his family such small amount of cleanliness and
decency as are compatible with ah unoccupied corner on
the filthy area, which must be shared with horses, mules,
lie.

and camels.

The litter, the closeness,

the unpleasant

smell of the crowded animals, the unwelcome intrusion of

the pariah dogs, the necessary society of the very lowest
hangers-on of the caravanserai, are adjuncts to such a

position which can only be realised by any traveller in
the East who happens to have been placed in similar
circumstances.

In

Palestine it not unfrequently happens that the
entire khan, or at any rate the portion of it in which the
animals are housed, is one of those innumerable caves
which abound in the limestone rocks of its central hills.
Such seems to have been the case at the little town
of Bethlehem-Ephratah, in the land of Judah. Justin
Martyr the Apologist, who, from his birth at Shechem,
was familiar with Palestine, and who lived less than
Lord,1 places
the scene
a century after the time of our
of the nativity in a cave. This is, indeed, the ancient
and constant tradition both of the Eastern and the
Western Churches, and it is one of the few to which,
Justin Martyr was born at Flavia Neapolis, A.D. 103, and died
A.D. 166. The date of his First Apology was about A.D. 138. (Gieselor,
Ch. Hist. i. 153, E. Tr.)
1
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though unrecorded in the Gospel history, we may attach
probability.1
Over this cave has risen the
a reasonable
Church and Convent of the Nativity, and it was in a
cave close beside it that one of the most learned, eloquent,
and holy of the Fathers of the Church —that great St.
Jerome to whom we owe the received Latin translation
of the Bible — spent thirty of his declining years in
study, and fast, and.

prayer.2

their northern home at Nazareth, in the
mountains of Zabulon, Joseph, the village carpenter,
had made his way along the wintry roads with Mary his
espoused wife, being great with child.3
Fallen as were
their fortunes, they were both of the house and lineage
of David, and they were traversing a journey of eighty
miles to the village which had been the home of their
Prom

great ancestor while he was still a ruddy shepherd lad,
The object of
tending his flocks upon the lonely hills.
that toilsome journey, which could not but be disagree
able to the settled habits of Oriental life, was to enroll

their names as members of the house of David in a census

It

is impossible to stand in the little Chapel of the Nativity, and tolook without emotion on the silver star let into the white marble, encircled
by its sixteen ever-burning lamps, and surrounded by the inscription, " Hiet
est."
de Vvrgine Maria Jesus Ghristus natus
2
He settled in Bethlehem A.D. 386 and died A.D. 420. His allusionsto the sacredness of the spot are very touching, and the most splendid
offers of preferment were insufficient to tempt him away from that holy
ground (Ep. 24 ad Marcell.).
3
It appears to be uncertain whether the journey of Mary with her
From Dion. Hal. iv. 15 (ed. Sylb.,
husband was obligatory or voluntary.
p. 221) and Lact. De mort.persec. 23, the former seems not unlikely. Women
were liable to a capitation tax, if this enrolment (faroypu<pii) also involved
But, apart from any legal necessity, it may easily betaxation (ctiroT/^o-is).
1

imagined that at such a moment Mary would desire not to be left alone.
The cruel suspicion of which sho had been the subject, and which had
almost led to the breaking off of her betrothal (Matt. i. 19), would mako her
cling all the more to the protection of her husband.

THE CENSUS OF QUIRINUS.
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which had been ordered by the Emperor Augustus.
In the political condition of the Bonian Empire, of
which Judaea then formed a part, a single whisper of the
Emperor was sufficiently powerful to secure the execution

of his mandates in the remotest corners of the civilised
world. Great as are the historic difficulties in which

this census is involved, there seem to be good inde
pendent grounds for believing that it may have been
Saturninus,1
that it was
originally ordered by Sentius
Quirinus,3
begun by Publius Sulpicius
when he was

It has been held impossible that there should
kingdom
have been a census in the
of an independent prince; .yet the
case of the Clitae ("Clitamm natio, Cappadoci Archelao subjecta, quia
adigebatur,"
nostrum in modum deferre census, pati tributa
&c, Tac. Ann.
vi. 41) seems to be closely parallel. That the enrolment should be conducted
in the Jewish fashion at the place of family origin, and not in the Roman
fashion at the place of residence, may have been a very natural concession
to the necessities of Herod's position.
It may be perfectly true that this
plan would give more trouble ; but, in spite of this, it was far less likely
to cause offence. Vet although the whole proceeding was probably due
to a mere desire on the part of Augustus to make a breviarium imperii, or
Domesday Book, which should include the regna as well as the provinces
(Tac. Ann. i. 11), it is very doubtful whether it actually did not cause dis
turbances at this very time (Jos. Antt. xvii. 2, § 2), as we know that it did
ten years later. How deeply the disgrace of a heathen census was f olt is
"
shown by the Targum of Jonathan, Hab. iii. 17, where for The flock shall
stalls,"
be cut off from the folds, and there shall be no herd in the
he has,
"The Romans shall be rooted out; they shall collect no more tribute from
Jerusalem " (Kesooma = census, v. Buxtorf, s. v. ; Gfrorer, Jahrhund. des
Heils, i. 42).
2 Cyrenius
(P. Sulp. Quirinus) was a man of low extraction, at once ambi
tious and avaricious, but faithful to Augustus (Tax. Ann. ii. 30; iii. 22 — 48).
1

Tert. Adv. Marc. v. 19.

Other passages bearing more or less directly on this famous census are Tac.
Suet. Aug. 28,101; Dio Cass. liv. 35, &c; Suidas, s. v. '&mypa<pi\.
Ann.
No less than three censuses of Roman citizens are mentioned in the
Monumentum Ancyranum ; and Strabo (under Tiberius) speaks of them as
Zumpt has, with incredible industry and research, all but esta
common.
blished in this matter the accuracy of St. Luke, by proving the extreme pro
bability that Quirinus was twice governor of Syria— viz., 750 — 753 A.U.C.,
and again 760— 765. It was during the former period that he completed
the first census which had been commenced by Varus (Zumpt, Das Geburts*

i.ll;
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first time legate of Syria, and that it was
completed during his second term of office.
In defer
ence to Jewish prejudices, any infringement of which
was the certain signal for violent tumults and insur
rection, it was not carried out in the ordinary Boman
for the

jahr Christi ; Hist. Chronol. JTntersuchungen, Leipz., 1870). ^he argument
mainly turns on the fact that in A.U.C. 742, Quirinus was consul and
afterwards (not before A.U.C. 747) proconsul of Africa: yet sometime
between this year and A.U.C. 753 (in which year he was appointed rector

to C. Csesar, the grandson of Augustus) he conquered the Homonadenses
in Cilicia (Tac. Ann. iii. 48). He must therefore have been at this time
propraetor of the imperial province of Syria, to which Cilicia belonged.
The other provinces near Cilicia (Asia, Bithynia, Pontus, Galatia) were

senatorial, i.e., proconsular, and as a man could not be proconsul twice,
It is not
Quirinus could not have been governor in any of these.
possible here to give the ingenious and elaborate arguments by which

Zumpt shows that the Homonadenses must at this time have been
under the jurisdiction of the Governor of Syria. Further than this, we
know that P. Q. Varus was propraetor of Syria, between B.C. 6 and
B.C. 4 (A.U.C. 748 — 750), and it is extremely likely that Varus may
have been displaced in favour of Quirinus in the latter year, because the
close friendship of the former with Archelaus, who resembled him in
chai-acter, might have done mischief.
It may therefore be regarded as all
but certain, on independent grounds, that Quirinus was propraetor of
Syria between B.C. 4 and B.C. 1. And if such was the case, instead of
having been guilty of a flagrant historical error by antedating, by ten years,
the propraetorship of Quirinus in Syria, St. Luke Las preserved for us the
historical fact of his having been twice propraetor, or, to give the full title,
Legatus Augtfsti pro praetore; a fact which we should have been unable
to learn from Josephus or Dio Cassius, whose histories are here imperfect.
For the full arguments on this point the reader must, however, consult the
exhaustive treatise of A. "W. Zumpt. The appeals of Tertullian to censusrecords of Saturninus, and of Justin Martyr to the tables of Quirinus, as
proving the genealogy of our Lord, are (so far as we can attach any im
portance to them) an additional confirmation of these conclusions,
which
are not overthrown by Mommsen (Res. Gest. Div. Aug., p. 123) and Strauss
(Leben Jesu, i. 28) ; see Merivale, Hist. iv. 45. Quirinus, not Quirinius, is
probably the true form of the name (Orelli ad Tac. Ann. ii. 30). For further
discussion of the question see Wieseler, Sy'/iops. of the Four Gospels,
may, however, observe in passing that, although no
E. Tr., pp. 65 — 106.
error has been proved, and, on the contrary, there is much reason to believe
that the reference is perfectly accurate, yet hold no theory of inspiration
which would prevent me from frankly admitting, in such matters as these
any mistake or inaccuracy which could be shown really to exist.

I
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manner, at each person's place of residence, but accord

ing to Jewish custom, at the town to which their
The Jews still clung to
family originally belonged.
their genealogies and to the memory of long-extinct
tribal relations ; and though the journey was a weary
and distasteful one, the mind of Joseph may well have
been consoled by the remembrance of that heroic descent
which would now be authoritatively recognised, and by
the glow of those Messianic hopes to which the mar
vellous circumstances of which he was almost the sole
intensity.1
depositary would give a tenfold
That Joseph alone knew these facts appears from Matt. i. 19, where
the best reading seems to be not irapaSeiyiiarlo-ai, but tuyiiarlaai—i.e., not
example,"
"make her an
but, as Eusebius points out, "reveal her condition to
world."
the
The hOvinnBlvTos of verse 20 means that this intention continued
until the explanation had been revealed to him. There is nothing sur
prising in the fact that the descendant of a royal house should be in a
Hillel, the great Rabbi, though he, too, was a descendant
lowly position.
great part of his life in the deepest poverty as a common
spent
David,
a
of
1

The green turban, which marks a descendant of Mahomet, may
workman.
often be seen in Egypt and Arabia on the head of paupers and beggars.
Similar facts exist quite commonly among ourselves ; and, ages before this
time, we find that the actual grandson of the great Lawgiver himself

(Judg. xviii. 30, where the true reading is "Moses," not "Manasseh")

was an obscure, wandering, semi-idolatrous Levite, content to serve an
irregular ephod for a double suit of apparel and ten shekels (i.e. about
On the genealogies given in
thirty shillings) a year (Judg. xvii. 10).

St. Matthew and St. Luke, see the learned and admirable article by the
Bishop of Bath and Wells in Smith's Diet, of the Bible, and his more
Here need only add that remark
elaborate work on the same subject.
able confirmations of the descent of Jesus from David are found (1) in the
story of Domitian and the Desposyni, alluded to infr. Chap. IV. ; and (2) in
"
a statement by Ulla, a Rabbi, of the third century, that Jesus was treated
extraction"
(nin rmWi anjrt w nan),
exceptionally because of His royal

I

Sanhedrin, 43 a, in non-expurgated editions) (Derenbourg, L'Hist. de la
It is now almost certain that the genealogies in
Palestine, p. 349).
genealogies
Gospels
of Joseph, which, if we may rely on early
are
both
traditions of their consanguinity, involve genealogies of Mary also. The
Davidie descent of Mary is implied in Acts ii. 30 ; xiii. 23 ; Rom. i. 3 ;
Luke i. 32, &c. St. Matthew gives the legal descent of Joseph, through
the elder and regal line, as heir to the throne of David; St. Luke
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is

is

is

if,

Travelling in the East is a very slow and leisurely
affair, and was likely to be still more so
probable,
as
the countiy was at that time agitated by political ani
mosities.
Beeroth, which
fifteen miles distant from
Bethlehem,1
or possibly even Jerusalem, which
only
six miles off, may have been the resting-place of Mary
and Joseph before this last stage of their journey.
But

the heavy languor, or even the commencing pangs of
travail, must necessarily have retarded the progress of the
Others who were travelling on the same
errand, would easily have passed them on the road, and
maiden-mother.

if

when, after toiling up the steep hill-side, by David's well,
they arrived at the khan — probably the very one which
Chimham,2
had been known for centuries as the House of
and
so, covering perhaps the very ground on which,

years before, had stood the hereditary
house of Boaz, of Jesse, and of David— every leewan
was occupied.
The enrolment had drawn so many
one thousand

gives the natural descent. Thus the real father of Salathiel was heir ot
the house of Nathan, but the childless Jeconiah (Jer. xxii. 30) was the last
lineal representative of the elder kingly line. The omission of some obscure
names and the symmetrical arrangement into tesseradecads were common

It not too much to say that after the labours of Mill
(On the Mythical Interpretation of the Gospels,-pp. 147 —217) and Lord A. C.
Hervey (On the Genealogies of Our Lord, 1853), scarcely a single serious
difficulty remains in reconciling the apparent divergences. And thus, in
this, as in so many other instances, the very discrepancies which appear to be
most irreconcilable, and most fatal to the historic accuracy of the four Evan
gelists, turn out, on closer and more patient investigation, to be fresh proofs
that they are not only entirely independent, but also entirely trustworthy.
St. Matthew calls
Bethlehem of Judaea (ii.
to distinguish
from
Ephrath
Bethlehem in Zebulun (Josh. six. 15).
It the
of Gen xlviii
it

1)

is

Cf. Micahv.
Or rather "hostel "(rnns) (Jer. xli. 17;
2.

7.

1

it

is

Jewish customs.

is

made by Mr. W. Hepworth Dixon
good description of Syrian khans.

a

the khan of Bethlehem
I., ch. xiii.). Ho gives

2

3

Sam. xix. 37, 38). Onetradition
says that the khan was on the ruins of a fortress built by David which
had
gradually fallen to ruin. The suggestion that the House of Chimham was

(Holy Land,
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strangers to the little town, that "there was no room for

inn."
them in the
In the rude limestone grotto attached
to it as a stable, among the hay and straw spread for
the food and rest of the cattle, weary with their day's
journey, far from home, in the midst of strangers, in

night— in circumstances so devoid of
the chilly winter
all earthly comfort or splendour that it is impossible to

it,

imagine a humbler nativity—Christ was born.1
Distant but a few miles, on the plateau of the abrupt
and singular hill now called Jebel Fureidis, or "Little
Mountain,"
Paradise
towered the palace-fortress of the
Great Herod. The magnificent houses of his friends
The humble
and courtiers crowded around its base.
might have heard the
wayfarers, as they passed near
hired and voluptuous minstrelsy with which its feasts
were celebrated, or the shouting of the rough mercenaries

whose arms enforced obedience to its despotic lord. But
the true King of the Jews —the rightful Lord of the
Universe — was not to be found in palace or fortress.
wild,"

"

5

is

i.

a

a

§

;

i.

A

;

is

it

4

1

at the end of B.C.
or the beginning
was the winter
Dionysian
all
but certain but neither the day nor
era,
of B.C. of our
veptepyArepoii . . . /cal rijv iiiiepav itpoathe month can be fixed (elalv Se
Clem. Alex. Strom, 21, 145). That the actual place of Christ's
TiBivrts
very ancient tradition, and this cave
birth was cave is, as we have seen,
used to be shown as the scene of the event even so early (A.D. 150) as the
time of Justin Martyr (Dial. c. Tryph., c. 78, 304, lv o-irn\altp ran aweyyii
rrjs
Cf. Orig. c. Cels., 51). There therefore nothing improbable

That

in the tradition which points out the actual cave

?

it

is

i.

it

is

as having been the one
Hadrian
said
Bethlehem.
at
now covered by the Church of the Nativity
to have profaned
by establishing there the worship of Adonis. (Sepp,
is fair, however, to add that the tradition of the cave
Leben Jesu,
It
7.)
just as the
may have arisen from the LXX. rendering of Isa. xxxiii. 16,
apros
8oB-ii<rerai ourf, were fancifully referred
subsequent words in the LXX.,
bread." There seems to be no proof of the
of
house
to Bethlehem, "the
assertion (mentioned by Stanley, Sin. and Pal., p. 441), that the Arabs,
Nativitywhen they plundered the church, found that the Grotto of the
likely that
If such had been the case,
was an ancient sepulchre.
the Empress Helena (A.D. 330) would have built her church there
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kings'
The
houses.
They who wear soft clothing are in
cattle-stables of the lowly caravanserai were a more fitting
birthplace for Him who came to reveal that the soul of
the greatest monarch was no dearer or greater in God's
sight than the soul of his meanest slave ; for Him who
had not where to lay His head ; for Him who, from His
cross of shame, was to rule the world.1
Guided by the lamp which usually swings from the
centre of a rope hung across the entrance of the khan, the
shepherds made their way to the. inn of Bethlehem, and
found Mary, and Joseph, and the Babe lying in the
manger.
The fancy "of poet and painter has revelled in
the imaginary glories of the scene.
They have sung of
"
"
bright harnessed angels
the
who hovered there, and
of the stars lingering beyond their time to shed their
sweet influences upon that smiling infancy.
They have
painted the radiation of light from His manger-cradle,
illuminating all the place till the bystanders are forced to
splendour.2
shade their eyes from that heavenly
But all

10, LXX. I0ao-l\€v<rev \hrrh rov fiJAou] (J. Mart., Dial. c. Tryph.
p.
298).
Tert. Adv. Marc. iii. 19, "Age nunc si legisti penes David,
§ 73,
' Dominus regnavit a ligno,' ex=pecto quid intelligas
nisi forte lignarium
aliquem regem Judaeomm et non Christum, qui exinde a passione ligni
superata morte regnavit."
Some suggest that the LXX. read y» for
1

Ps. xcvi.

fl«,

but

it is more probable that the words were added by Christians, than that

they were erased by Jews. The admission of the rendering quoted by
Tertullian from the Vetus Itala, made some of the Western fathers attach
great importance to a phrase which, though interesting, is
spurious.

certainly

Notte,"
As in the splendid picture, " La
of Correggio. See Arab. Gospel
;
of the Infancy, ch. iii. "And, lo ! it (the cave) was filled with lights more
2

it

it,

beautiful than the glittering of lamps and candles, and brighter than the
light of the sun."
Protev. ch. xix. ; "There appeared a great light in the
Gosp. Pseud. Matth. xiii. : " A
cave, so that their eyes could not bear it."
cave below a cavern, in which there was never any light, but always dark
And when the blessed Mary had entered
began to become all
ness.
light with brightness," &c.
"Praesepejam fulgettuum"
(Ambros. De
Adv Dom. 86). " Quando Christus natus est corpus ejus resplenduit ut sol
quando oritur" (Vincent. Lerin. Serm.de Nativiiate.
referring to Isa. ix. 2).
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this is wide of the reality.

Such glories as the simple
shepherds saw were seen only by the eye of faith ; and
all which met their gaze was a peasant of Galilee, already
beyond the prime of life, and a young mother, of whom
they could not know that she was wedded maid and virgin
wife, with an Infant Child, whom, since there were none
to help her, her own hands had wrapped in swaddlingclothes.

The light that shined in the darkness was no

physical, but a spiritual beam ; the Dayspring from on
high, which had now visited mankind, dawned only in a
few faithful and humble hearts.1
And the Gospels, always truthful and bearing on
every page that simplicity which is the stamp of honest
narrative, indicate this fact without comment.
There

is in them nothing of the exuberance of marvel, and
mystery, and miracle, which appears alike in the Jewish
imaginations about their coming Messiah, and in -the
apocryphal narratives about the Infant Christ.
There
is no more decisive criterion of their absolute credibility
as simple histories, than the marked and violent con
trast which they offer to all the spurious gospels of the

early centuries, and all the imaginative legends which
Had our Gospels been un
have clustered about them.
authentic, they too must inevitably have partaken of the

characteristics
early

fiction

which mark, without

about the

illuminated fancy

Saviour's

it would

the most stupendous event

exception, every
life.
To the un-

have seemed incredible that

in the world's history should

have taken place without convulsions and catastrophes.

The apocryphal Gospels, with their fondness for circumstantiality, and
their readiness on all occasions to invent imaginary names, say that there were
four shepherds, and that their names were Misael, Acheel, Cyriacus, and
Stephanus (see Hofmann, Leben Jesu nach den Apokryphen, p. 117). The
little village of Beit-Sahur is pointed out as their native place.
1
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In

the Gospel of St. James1 there is a really striking
chapter, describing how, at the awful moment of the
nativity, the pole of the heaven stood motionless, and

the birds were still, and there were workmen lying on
the earth with their hands in a vessel, " and those who

I

;

it

it,

handled did not handle
and those who took did not
lift, and those who presented
to their mouth did not
present it, but the faces of all were looking up and

I

saw the sheep scattered and the sheep stood, and the
shepherd lifted up his hand to strike, and his hand re
looked at the stream of the river, and
mained up; and

the mouths of the kids were down, and were not drinking;

and everything which was being propelled forward was
intercepted in its course."
But of this sudden hush
Nature,3
and pause of awe-struck
of the parhelions and
mysterious splendours which blazed in many places of the

childbirth,3
world, of the painless
of the perpetual vir
ginity,4
of the ox and the ass kneeling to worship Him
manger,5
in the
of the voice with which immediately
after His birth He told His mother that He was the Son

3.

''

2

•

1

Commonly known as the Protevangelium, ch. xviii.
" Credibile est in aliis partibus mundi aliqua indicia nativitatis
Christi
apparuisse
(S. Thorn. Aquin., Summa iii. qu. 36, art.
Hofnuum, p. 115,

seqq.)

2,

i.

3,

6

2.

4

7,

9

3

" Nulla ibi obstetrix, nulla muliereularnni sedulitas intercessit"
(Jer.
Adv. Helvid.), probably with reference to Ps. xxii. —" Thou art He who
womb." This
tookest me out of my mother's
is, however, involved in io-irapydvuffev.
Luke ii.
« Yirgo ante partum, in partu, post partum " (Aug.
Serm. 123).
" Claustrum pudoris permanet " (Ambros. De Adv. Dom. 10). This
was a.
mere fantastic inference from Ezek. xliv.
(See Jer. Taylor, Life of Christ
ed. Eden, p. 65, n.)
Gosp. Pseud. Matth. xiv. An incident imagined with reference
to
" The ox knoweth his owner," &c,
Isa.
and Hab. iii.
mistranslated
in the LXX., "Between two animals Thou shalt oe made known" (iv n4o-<p
Sio £<W yvwoBfori), and the Vet. Itala ("In medio duorum animalium innot
" Cognovit bos ct asinus Quod puer
erat Doniinus " (Pistor, De
esceris.")
Natiii. Dom. 5).
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of God,1 and of many another wonder which rooted
itself in the earhest traditions, there is no trace whatever
in the New Testament. The inventions of man differ
wholly from the dealings of God. In His designs there
is no haste, no rest, no weariness, no discontinuity ; all
things are done by Him in the majesty of silence, and
they are seen under a light that shineth quietly in the
darkness, "showing all things in the slow history of
ripening."
" The unfathomable depths of the
their
counsels,"

Divine
it has been said, " were moved ; the
fountains of the great deep were broken up ; the healing
of the nations was issuing forth : but nothing was seen
on the surface of human society but this slight rippling of
the water : the course of human things went on as usual,
while each was taken up with little projects of his own."
How long the Virgin Mother and her holy Child
stayed in this cave, or cattle-enclosure, we cannot tell,
but probably it was not for long. The word rendered
"manger"
in Luke ii. 7,2 is of very uncertain meaning,
nor can we discover more about it than that it means
a place where animals were fed.3 It is probable that the
Arab. Gosp. of Inf. i.
eat:" Curtius, Grundmge Griech.
tpdrvrr (from narto/mi,
Etym.,
"crib,"
in Pro v. xiv. 4 (Targ. wvnia,
ii. 84). It is used for d«s A. V.,
"barn;"
"stable,"
cf. Isa. i. 3; Job xxxix. 9), and for rrwi*,
in 2 Chron.
"stall."
xxxii. 28; cf. Hab. iii. 17. In Luke xiii. 15 it is rendered
But
actual mangers, built as they are in the shape of a kneading-trough, may
be, and are, used as cradles in the East (Thomson, Land and Book,
ii. 533). Even where these are wanting, there is often a projecting ledge
on which the cattle can rest their nosebags. Mangers are certainly ancient
1

2

"I

I

conclude that tpdrvn mean3
(Horn. 17. x. 568 ; Hdt. ix. 70). On the whole
"
"
"
primarily an enclosure where cattle are fed ; and secondly, the placo
eat,"
and hence is used both for a stable and a manger.
from which they
"praesepe."
3 Vulg.
Hence Mr. Grove (Bibl. Diet. s. v. "Bethlehem")
goes a little too far in saying that " the stable and its accompaniments are
the creation of the imagination of poets and painters, with no support from
narrative."
the Gospel
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crowd in the khan would not be permanent, and common
humanity would have dictated an early removal of the
restingmother and her child to some more appropriate
place.

The magi, as we

see

from St. Matthew, visited

"
Mary in the house."1 But on all these minor incidents

The fullest of them is St.
Luke, and the singular sweetness of his narrative, its
almost idyllic grace, its sweet calm tone of noble reti
though
cence, seem clearly to indicate that he derived
but in fragmentary notices, from the lips of Mary herself.
It indeed, difficult to imagine from whom else could
have come, for mothers are the natural historians of infant
years but
interesting to find, in the actual style,
woman's
woman's memory and
that " colouring of
which we should naturally have expected in con
conjecture so obvious and so interesting.2
firmation of
To one who was giving the reins to his imagination,
description;
the minutest incidents would have claimed
to Mary they would have seemed trivial and irrelevant.
Others might wonder, but in her all wonder was lost
a

a

a

a

;

is

it

it

is,

it,

the Gospels do not dwell.

in the

one overwhelming

revelation

—the

one absorbing

;

consciousness. Of such things she could not lightly
speak " she kept all these things, and pondered them
depth and sacredness
in her heart."3 The
is

of that
very
reticence
the natural and probable explanation of the
fact, that some of the details of the Saviour's infancy
fully recorded by St. Luke alone.

Luke

19.

ii

325.

»

See Lange,

i.

Matt. ii. 11.

*

1

are

CHAPTEE II.
THE PRESENTATION IN THE TEMPLE.
" He who with all

heaven's heraldry whilere
Entered the world, now bleeds to give us ease.
Alas! how soon our sin
Sore doth begin

His infancy to

seize

!

"— Milton, The Circumcision.

Four

events only of our Lord's infancy are narrated
by the Gospels — namely, the Circumcision, the Present
tation in the Temple, the Visit of the Magi, and the

Flight into Egypt.

Of these the first two occur only in
Yet no
St. Luke, the last two only in St. Matthew.
single particular can be pointed out in which the two
narratives

are necessarily

contradictory.

If,

on other

grounds, we have ample reason to accept the evidence
of the Evangelists, as evidence given by witnesses of
unimpeachable honesty, we have every right to believe

that, to whatever cause the confessed fragmentariness
of their narratives may be due, those narratives may
fairly be regarded as supplementing each other. It is
as dishonest to assume the existence of irreconcilable
discrepancies, as it is to suggest the adoption of im

possible harmonies.

The accurate and detailed sequence
of biographical narrative from the earliest years of life
was a thing wholly unknown to the Jews, and alien
alike from their style and temperament.
Anecdotes of
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infancy, incidents of childhood, indications of future
greatness in boyish years, are a very rare phenomenon
It is only since the dawn of
in ancient literature.

Christianity that childhood has been surrounded by a
halo of romance.
The exact order of the events which occurred before
the return to Nazareth can only be a matter of uncertain
conjecture.
The Circumcision was on the eighth day
after the birth (Luke i. 59 ; ii. 21) ; the Purification was
thirty-three days after the circumcision1 (Lev. xii. 4) ;
"
the Visit of the Magi was when Jesus was born in
" (Matt. ii.
Flight into Egypt
Bethlehem
1) ; and the
The supposition that
immediately after their departure.
the return from Egypt was previous to the Presenta
tion in the Temple, though not absolutely impossible,
seems most improbable.
To say nothing of the fact that
such a postponement would have been a violation (how
law,2
it would either
ever necessary) of the Levitical
involve the supposition that the Purification was long
postponed, which seems to be contradicted by the twicerepeated expression of Sti Luke (ii. 22, 39) ; or it sup
poses that forty days allowed sufficient time for the
East,"
"
and for the
journey of the wise men from the
flight to, and return from, Egypt. It involves, more
over, the extreme improbability of a return of the Holy
Family to Jerusalem —a town but six miles distant from
Bethlehem —within a few days after an event so frightful
Although no supposi
as the Massacre of the Innocents.
tion is entirely free from the objections which necessarily
arise out of our ignorance of the circumstances, it seems
Not after the birth, as Caspar! says.
For by the law a woman was obliged to stay in the house during the
forty days before the purification (Lev. xii. 1—8).
1

3
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that the Flight into Egypt, and the
circumstances which led to
did not occur till after
the Presentation. For forty days, therefore, the Holy
spot sur
Family were left in peace and obscurity, in
rounded by so many scenes of interest, and hallowed
by so many traditions of their family and race,
Of the Circumcision no mention
made by the
apocryphal gospels, except an amazingly repulsive one
in the Arabic Gospel of the Infancy.1 It was not an
almost

is

a

it,

certain

it

it

it

incident which would be likely to interest those whoso
object
was to intrude their own dogmatic fancies into
the sacred story.
But to the Christian
has its own
solemn meaning.
It shows that Christ came not to
Thus
became Him to
destroy the Law, but to fulfil.
righteousness.2
fulfil all
Thus early did He suffer pain
for our sakes, to teach us the spiritual circumcision —the
circumcision of the heart— the circumcision of all our

As the East catches at sunset the colours
bodily
a prelude to Calvary,
of the "West, so Bethlehem
tinged with
crimson
and even the Infant's cradle
reflection from the Bedeemer's cross.4

It

a

is is

senses.3

was on this

day, too, that Christ first publicly received that name5

a

1

Arab. Ev. Inf. ch. v. — It was doubtless performed by Joseph, and the
presence of witnesses was necessary. Special prayers were offered on the
chair was placed for the prophet Elijah, as the precursor of the
occasion,
Messiah, and a feast terminated the ceremony. Lange (i. 399) well observes

2

the contrast between the slight notice of the circumcision of Jesus, and
the great festivities with which that of St. John was solemnised. " In John
glory."
the rite of circumcision solemnised its last

Matt. iii. 15.

•

*

cision of the heart."

a

:

3

See the somewhat fanciful, yet beautiful remarks of St. Bonavontura
rite of fuller
in his Vita Christi, ch. v. " We Christians have baptism,
grace, and free from pain.
Nevertheless, we ought to practise the circum

Williams, Nativity, p. 87.
Among the Greeks, and Romans also, the yev&\ia, or nominalia were
See
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of Jesus, which the command of the angel Gabriel

"

" Hoshea meant salvation ;
had already announced.
Jehovah;"1
Jesus is but
Joshua, "whose salvation is
the English modification of the Greek form of the name.

At

this time it was a name extraordinarily common
It was dear to them as having been
among the Jews.
borne by the great Leader who had conducted them into
victorious possession of the Promised Land, and by the
great High Priest who had headed the band of exiles who
returned from Babylon ; 2 but henceforth —not for Jews
only, but for all the world — it was destined to acquire
a significance infinitely more sacred as the mortal desig
"
nation of the Son of God.
The Hebrew " Messiah
" were names which represented
and the Greek " Christ
His office as the Anointed Prophet, Priest, and King ;
"
but " Jesus was the personal name which He bore as
on the eighth or ninth day after birth. Among the Jews this was due to
the fact mentioned in Gen. xvii. 5, 15 (Abraham and Sarah).
1
vvff\TV, 3»ii£, and '*: ( Jehoshua, Jeshua, Jeshu) are the forms in which it
occurs.
It was sometimes Grecised into Jason, sometimes into Jesus.
Its meaning is given in Philo (aarnpia Kvplov, De Mutat. Nomin.,
21),

§

and in Ecclus. xlvi. 1, payus 4m o-wrripta), just as in Matt. i. 21. In
the New Testament "Jesus" twice stands for Joshua (Acts vii. 45;
Heb. iv. 8). The name thus resembles the German Gotthilf. The Valentinians, by the cabalistic system, notarikon, made it equivalent to

Jehovah shammaim ua-aretz (see Iren. IL, xxxiv. 4) ; and Osiander makes
it the ineffable name, the " Shemhammephorash,"
an inserted
2

See

rendered

to.

Ezra ii.

2

;

iii. 2

;

Zech. iii.

1,

see 1 Chron. xxiv. 11 ; 1 Sam. vi. 14 ; 2

utterable

by

&c. For other bearers of the name,
Kings xxiii. 8 ; Luke iii. 29. A son of

Saul is said to have been so called (Jos. Antt. vi. 6, § 6). In the New Testa
" (Col. iv.
ment we have " Jesus which is called Justus
11) ; Bar- Jesus (Acts
xiii. 6) ; and probably Jesus Barabbas, if the reading be right in Matt, xxvii.
16.
Possibly the name might have been omitted by transcribers from
feelings of reverence; on the other hand, it might have been inserted by
heretics to spoil the fancy (alluded to by Origen ad loc.) that "in tanta
peccatorem."
ruultitudine Scripturarum neminem invenimus Jesum
(See
Keim, Geschichte Jesu, i. 384 —387.) No less than twelve people of the name
(besides those mentioned in Scripture) are alluded to in Josephus alone.
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"
" emptied Himself of His
glory

to become a

sinless man among sinful men.1
On the fortieth day after the nativity—until which
time she could not leave the house — the Virgin pre

sented herself with her Babe for their Purification in the
" Thus, then," says St. BonaTemple at Jerusalem.2

" do

they bring the Lord of the Temple to the
Temple of the Lord."
The proper offering on such
occasions was a yearling lamb for a burnt-offering, and
sin-offering;3
a young pigeon or a turtle-dove for a
but with that beautiful tenderness, which is so marked a
characteristic of the Mosaic legislation, those who Were
too poor for so comparatively costly an offering, were
allowed to bring instead two turtle-doves or two young
pigeons.4
"With this humble offering Mary presented
herself to the priest. At the same time Jesus, as being
a first-born son, was presented to God, and in accord
ance with the law, was redeemed from the necessity of
Temple service by the ordinary payment of five shekels
of the sanctuary (Numb, xviii. 15, 16), amounting in
Of the purification
value to about fifteen shillings.
and presentation no further details are given to us, but
this visit to the Temple was rendered memorable by a
double incident — the recognition of the Infant Saviour
ventura,

by Simeon and Anna.
Of Simeon we are simply told that he was a just and
devout Israelite endowed with the gift of prophecy, and

that having received divine intimation that his death
1
2

"Jesus mel in ore, in aure melos, in corde
row KaBapur/j-ov

avrav.

The reading,

jubilum."

aiiTrjs, adopted

(St. Bern.)
by the E. V., is of

prejudice.
very inferior authority, and probably due to dogmatic
improbable.*
the reading of the Codex Bezae, is singular, but
3
Luke ii. 22; Liv. xii. 1—8; Numb, xviii. 16.
«.Lev. xii. 6— 8.

AutuS,
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would not take place

till

he had seen the

Messiah,1

he

entered under some inspired impulse into the Temple,

and there, recognising the Holy Child, took Him in his
" Nunc
arms, and burst into that glorious song —the
Dimittis" —which for eighteen centuries has been so

The prophecy that the Babe
Gentiles,"
no less than
a light to lighten the

dear to Christian hearts.

"

should be
the strangeness of the

circumstances,

may well have

caused astonishment to His parents, from whom the
aged prophet did not conceal their own future sorrows

—warning

the Virgin Mother especially, both of the
deadly opposition which that Divine Child was destined
to encounter, and of the national perils which should
agitate the days to come.2

Legend has been busy with the name of Simeon.
In the Arabic Gospel of the Infancy, he recognises
Jesus because he sees Him shining like a pillar of light
in His mother's arms.3 Nicephorus tells us that, in

reading the Scriptures, he had stumbled at the verse,
" Behold, a virgin shall conceive, and bear a eon "
(Isa. vii. 14), and had then received the intimation that

he should not die

till

he had seen

it fulfilled.

All

' Hence he has received in
early Christian writers the surname of
OeoBo'icos.
The expression, " waiting for the consolation of Israel," resem
bles what St. Mark says of Joseph of Arimathea, " who also waited for the
kingdom of God " (Mark xv. 43). A prayer for the coming of the Messiah
formed a part of the daily geullah ; and " may
see the consolation of
Israel,"
was a common formula of hope. Sepp quotes Chagigali, fol. 16,
and other rabbinical authorities.
2
The word kcitcm (Luke ii. 34) has been taken to mean, " this child who
arms;"
lies in my
but the E. V. is probably nearer to ihe true meaning,
and the metaphor involved is that of a stone — whether for stumbling or
for edification (v. Wordsworth ad loc). In the sad prophecy, " Yea, a sword
also,"
shall pierce through thy own soul
the same word, po^uia, is used as

I

in Zech. xiii. 7, LXX.
3
Ev. Inf. Arab. ch. vi.
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attempts to identify him with other Simeons have
failed.1
Had he "been a High Priest, or President of

the Sanhedrin, St. Luke would not have introduced him

"a

in Jerusalem whose
name was
The statement in the Gospel of the
Nativity of Mary that he was 113 years old is wholly
so casually as

Simeon."

arbitrary;

man

(av6payiro<i)

as is the conjecture

that the silence of the
Talmud about him is due to his Christian proclivities.
He could not have been Babban Simeon, the son of
Hillel, and father of Gamaliel, who would not at this
time have been so old. Still less could he have been
the far earlier Simeon the Just, who was believed to
have prophesied the destruction of Jerusalem, and who
was the last survivor of the great Sanhedrin.2
It is
curious that we should be told nothing respecting him,
while of Anna the prophetess several interesting par

ticulars are given, and among others that she was of
the tribe of Asher — a valuable proof that tribal relations

still lived affectionately in the memory of the

people.3

Gospel of James xxvi., and of Nicodemus xvi. They call him
/i4yas SiSdffKakos.
It is a curious coincidence that the Jews say that
" Christ was born in the days of R. Simeon, the son of Hillel."
2
spell this word, Sanhedrire throughout, because it is evidently a
mere transliteration of the Greek awlb'piov.
3
1 can see no ground for the conjecture of Schleiermacher, approved
by Neander, {hat the narrative was derived from Anna herself.

i

1

I

CHAPTEB

III.

THE VISIT OF THE MAGI.

" O Jerusalem, look

about thee toward the east, and behold the joy
God."—Babtjch iv. 36.
that cometh unto thee from

narrative of the Visit of the Magi, recorded
in the second chapter of St. Matthew, is of the deepest
It is, in the
interest in the history of Christianity.

The brief

first place, the Epiphany, or Manifestation of Christ to
It brings the facts of the Gospel history
the Gentiles.

into close connection with Jewish belief, with ancient
prophecy, with secular history, and with modern science ;
and in doing so it furnishes us with new confirmations
of our faith, derived incidentally, and therefore in the
most unsuspicious manner, from indisputable and un
expected quarters.

Herod the Great, who, after a life of splendid misery
and . criminal success, had now sunk into the jealous
decrepitude of his savage old age, was residing in his
new palace on Zion, when, half maddened as he was
already by the crimes of his past career, he was thrown

into a fresh paroxysm of alarm and anxiety by the
visit of some Eastern Magi, bearing the strange intel
ligence that they had seen in the East1 the star of a
'The expression might, perhaps, be rendered, "at its rising" (the
plural &varo\a\, not avarohii, is used for " the east," in
this would

seem to require avrov, and does not

Matt. ii.
well suit verse 9.

1) ;

but
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new-born king of the Jews, and had come to worship
him.
Herod, a mere Idumsean usurper, a more than
suspected apostate, the detested tyrant over an unwilling
people, the sacrilegious plunderer of the tomb of David 1

—Herod,

a descendant of the despised Ishmael and the

hated Esau, heard the tidings with a terror and indig
nation which it was hard to dissimulate.
The grand

son of one who, as was believed, had been a mere
servitor in a temple at Ascalon, and who in his youth

had been carried off by Edomite brigands, he well knew
how worthless were his pretensions to an historic throne
which he held solely by successful adventure. But his
craft equalled his cruelty, and finding that all Jerusalem
§ 1. On seizing the throne, with the support of the
Romans, and specially of Antony, more than thirty years before (A.U.C. 717),
Herod (whose mother, Cypros, was an Arabian, and his father, Antipater,
an Idumsean) had been distinctly informed by the Sanhedrin that, in
obedience to Deut. xvii. 15, they could not accept a stranger for their king.
This faithfulness cost a great many of them their fives. (See Jos. Antt
xiv. 9, § 4 ; xv. 1, &c., and rabbinic authorities quoted by Sepp.) The
political and personal relations of Herod were evidently well adapted for
the furtherance of a new religion. The rulers of the Jews, since the Cap
tivity, had been Persian between B.C. 536 — 332; Egypto-Greek and SyroGreek between B.C. 332^142; Asmonsean and independent between
B.C. 142 — 63; and under Roman influences since the conquest of Jeru
salem by Pompey, B.C. 63.
Under Herod (from B.C. 37 to the birth of
might
government
the
fairly be cafled cosmopolitan. In him th«
Christ)
1

Jos. Antt. xvi.

7,

East and the West were united. By birth an Edomite on the father's
side, and an Ishmaelite on the mother's, he represented a third great
division of the Semitic race by his nominal adoption of the Jewish religion.
Yet his life was entirely moulded by conceptions borrowed from the two
great Aryan races of the ancient world; his conceptions of policy and
government were entirely Roman; his ideal of life and enjoyment entirely
And, in addition to this, he was surrounded by a body-guard of
Greek.
barbarian mercenaries. At no previous or subsequent period could a worldreligion have been more easily preached than it was among the hetero
geneous elements which were brought together by his singular tyranny.
(Guder, KbnigHerodes der Grosse,\.) His astuteness, however, had early
taught him that his one best security was to truckle to the all-powerful

Romans

(ol irdvruv Kparovvres

"Brnjuaioi,

Jos. Antt.

XV. 11,

§1).
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shared his suspense, he summoned to his palace the
leading- priests
and theologians of the Jews —perhaps
the relics of that Sanhedrin which he had long reduced
to a despicable shadow —to inquire of them where the

Messiah

was to be born.

He

received the ready and
confident answer that Bethlehem was the town indi
x

for that honour by the- prophecy of Micah.2,
Concealing, therefore, his desperate intention, he dis
patched the wise men to Bethlehem, bidding them to
let him know as soon as they had found the child,
that he too might come and do him reverence.
cated

continuing the narrative, let us pause to
inquire who these Eastern wanderers were, and what
can be discovered respecting their mysterious mission.
Magi,"
The name "
by which they are called in the
Greek of St. Matthew, is perfectly vague.
It meant
originally a sect of Median and Persian scholars ; it was
subsequently applied (as in Acts xiii. 6) to pretended
astrologers, or Oriental soothsayers.
Such characters
were well known to antiquity, under the name of
Chaldaeans, and their visits were by no means unfa
Diogenes Laertius
miliar even to the Western nations.
Reports to us a story of Aristotle, that a Syrian mage
had predicted to Socrates that he would die a violent
Before

in the English version, "where Christ should be born;" for it
is o Xpio-Toi, " the Anointed." " Christ " in the Gospels, even when with
out the article in Greek, which is only in four passages, is almost without
exception (John xvii. 3), an appellative and not a proper
name (" non pro1

Not

as

prium nomen est, sed nuncupa.tio potestatis et regni," Lact.
Instt. Div. iv. 7\
(See Lightfoot on Revision, 100.)

Micah v. 2 ; cf . John vii. 42. The latter passage shows how familiarly
this prophecy was known to the people. The Jewish authorities quote
the text loosely, but give the sense.
(See Tnrpie, The Old Test, in the
New, p. 189.)
The version of Gen. xlix. 27 in the Targum of Onkelos is,
" The Shechinah shall dwell in the land of Bonjamin."
(Gf rorcr, Jahrh.
d. Heils, i. 55.)
2
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and Seneca informs us that magi, " qui forte erant,"
Athenis
had visited the tomb of Plato, and had
there offered incense to him as a divine being.2 There
death;1

is nothing but a mass of confused and contradictory
traditions to throw any light either on their rank, their
country, their number, or their names. The tradition
which makes them kings was probably founded on the

" And the Gentiles shall
prophecy of Isaiah (lx. 3) :
come to thy light, and kings to the brightness of thy
rising."
The fancy that they were Arabians may have
arisen from the fact that myrrh and frankincense are
Arabian products, joined to the passage in Ps. lxxii. 10,

"The kings of Tharshish

presents

gifts." s

;

the

and of the isles shall give

kings of Arabia and Saba shall bring

There was a double tradition as to their number.
Augustine and Chrysostom say that there were twelve,
but the common belief, arising perhaps from the triple
gifts, is that they were three in number.4 The Vene
rable Bede even gives us their names, their country,
and their personal appearance. Melchior was an old
man with white hair and long beard; Caspar, a ruddy
and beardless youth ; Balthasar, swarthy and in the
prime of life.5 "We are further informed by tradition
that Melchior was a descendant of Shem, Caspar of
Ham, and Balthasar of Japheth.
Thus they are made
representatives of the three periods of life, and the three

ii

2
Diog. Laert.
45.
Sen. Ep. 58.
3
original
«}?, i.e. Arabia Felix. One MS. of the Protevangelium
In the
makes them come from Persia (4k Xiepaiios) ; Theodoret calls them Chaldteans ; Hilary, Ethiopians ; some more recent writers make them Indians.
(See Hofmann, p. 127.)
* See all the authorities for these legends
or fancies quoted with
immense learning and accuracy by Hofmann.
*
Bede, Opp. iii. 649.
1
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and valueless as such fictions
may be for direct historical purposes, they have been
rendered interesting by their influence on the most
splendid productions of religious art.1
The skulls of
divisions of the globe;

with its crown of jewelled
still exhibited among the relics in the cathedral

these three kings, each circled

gold, are
Cologne.2

at

It

is, however, more immediately to our purpose to
ascertain the causes of their memorable journey.

by Tacitus, by Suetonius, and by
that there prevailed throughout the entire
East at this time an intense conviction, derived from
ancient prophecies, that ere long a powerful monarch
would arise in Judaea, and gain dominion over the world.
"We are informed

Josephus,3

It has,

indeed, been conjectured that the Boman histo

rians may simply be echoing an assertion, for which
Josephus was in reality their sole authority ; but even if
we accept this uncertain supposition, there is still ample
proof, both in Jewish and in Pagan writings, that a

guilty and weary world was dimly expecting the advent
" The dew of
of its Deliverer.
blessing falls not on us,
and our fruits have no

taste,"

exclaimed Babban Simeon,

The art- student will at once recall the glorious pictures of Paul
Veronese, Giovanni Bellini, &c.
2
They were said to. have been found by Bishop Reinald in the twelfth
1

century.

" Pluribus persuasio inerat, antiquis
sacerdotum libris contineri, fore
potirentur"
profecti
valesceret
oriens,
ut
et e Judaea
rerum
(Tac. Hist.
v. 13). "Percrebuerat oriente toto vetus et constans opinio esse in fatis,
potirentur"
ut eo tempore Judaea profecti rerum
(Suet. Vesp. 4). xpv<r^i>s
koto rbv Kcupbv 4ice1vov cwrb ttjs x^Pas ris aiirav £p£ei rys oiKoujuevJis
(Jos. B. J. vi. 5, §4). Josephus steadily and characteristically interprets
the prophecy of Vespasian.
It is true that these historians refer to the
days of the Flavian dynasty (A.D. 79); but the "vetus" of Suetonius, and
the 4th Eclogue of Virgil, taken in connection with the possible date of the
Third Book of the Sibylline Oracles, are signs that the expectation had
existed half a century earlier.
3

....&!
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and the expression might sum up
much of the literature of an age which was, as Niebuhr
" effete with the drunkenness of crime." sThe splen
says,

the son of Gamaliel

;

did vaticination in the fourth Eclogue of Virgil proves
the intensity of the feeling, and has long been reckoned
heathendom."
"
among the unconscious prophecies of

There is, therefore, nothing extraordinary in the fact
that these Eastern magi should have bent their steps to
Jerusalem, especially if there were any circumstances to
awaken in the East a more immediate conviction that
this wide-spread expectation was on the point of fulfil
ment.
they were disciples of Zoroaster, they would

If

in the Infant King the future conqueror of Ahriman,
the destined Lord of all the World. The story of their
journey has indeed been set down with contemptuous
see

confidence as a mere poetic myth ; but though its actual
historic verity must rest on the testimony of the Evan

gelist alone, there are many facts which enable us to see
that in its main outlines it involves nothing either im
possible or even improbable..

Now St. Matthew tells us that the

expectant

cause

of their

attitude was that they had seen the star of
the Messiah in the East, and that to discover Him was
the motive of their journey.
That any strange sidereal phenomenon should be
interpreted as the signal of a coming king, was in strict
Such a notion
accordance with the belief of their age.
1
may well have arisen from the prophecy of Balaam, the
That the Jews and their Rabbis had borrowed many astrological notions
from the Chaldseans, and that they connected these notions with the advent
See the quotations from the tract Sanhedrin,
*of the Messiah, is certain.
R. Abraham, Abarbanel, the Zohar, in Miinter, Sepp, &c. Comp. Jos.
Antt. ii. 9, § 2, and i. 7, § 2, where Josephus quotes Berosus as having said
that Abram was " skilful in the celestial science."
1
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Gentile sorcerer— a prophecy which from the power of its
rhythm, and the splendour of its imagery, could hardly

fail to

in eastern countries.

Nearly a
century afterwards, the false Messiah, in the reign of
Hadrian, received from the celebrated Babbi Akiba, the
Star,"
"
and caused
surname of Bar-Cocheba, or Son of a
be disseminated

a star to be stamped upon the coinage which he issued.

Six centuries afterwards, Mahomet is said to have pointed
to a comet as a portent illustrative of his pretensions.
Even the Greeks and Bomans x had always considered

that the births and deaths of great men were symbolised
by the appearance and disappearance of heavenly bodies,
and the same belief has continued down to comparatively
modern times.
The evanescent star which appeared in
the time of Tycho Brahe, and was noticed by him on
Nov. 11, 1572, was believed to indicate the brief but
dazzling career of some warrior from the north, and was
subsequently regarded as having been prophetic of the
fortunes of Gus'tavus Adolphus.
Now it so happens
that, although the exact year in which Christ was born is
not ascertainable with any certainty from Scripture, yet,
within a few years of what must, on any calculation,
have been the period of His birth, there undoubtedly did

appear a phenomenon in the heavens so remarkable that
it could not possibly have escaped the observation of an
astrological people. The immediate
of this

applicability

Luc. i. 529 ; Suet. Caes. 88 ; Sen. Nat. Quaest. i. 1 ; Serv. ad Yirg.
astrum,"
Eel. 9, 47, "Ecce Dionaei processit Caesaris
&c. — Every one will
1

remember the allusions
and

" The

in Shakespeare —

Heavens themselves blaze at the death of princes."

" Comets

portending change of time and state,
Brandish your crystal tresses in the sky,
And with them scourge the bad revolting stars
That have consented to our Henry's death." —
1

Henry

IV,

Henry VI., i. I.

-
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phenomenon

to tbe Gospel narrative is now generally
abandoned; but, whatever other theory may be held
about it, it is unquestionably important and interesting
as having furnished one of the data which first led to
the discovery, that the birth of Christ took place three
or four years before our received era.1 This appearance,
and the circumstances which have been brought into
connection with it, we will proceed to notice.
They
form a curious episode in the history of exegesis, and
are otherwise remarkable ; but we must fully warn the
reader that the evidence by which this astronomical
fact has been brought into
immediate connection
with St. Matthew's narrative is purely conjectural, and
must be received, if received at all, with considerable
caution.

On Dec. 17, 1603, there occurred a conjunction of the
two largest superior planets, Saturn and Jupiter, in the
trigon.2
In the
zodiacal sign of the Fishes, in the watery
following spring they were joined in the fiery trigon by
Mars, and in Sept., 1604, there appeared in the foot of
Ophiuchus, and between Mars and Saturn, a new star
of the first magnitude, which, after shining for a whole
year, gradually waned in March, 1606, and finally disThis is the date adopted by Ideler, Sanclemente, Wieseler; Herod the
Great died in the first week of Nisan, A.U.C. 750, as we can prove, partly
1

from Oh^ fact that shortly before his death there was an eclipse of the moon
(Jos. Antt. xvii. 6, § 4). Ideler and Wurm have shown that the only eclipse
visible at Jerusalem in the year 750 A.U.C, B.C. 4, must have taken place
in the night between the 12th and 13th of March (Wieseler, p. 56). Our
era was invented by Dionysius Exiguus, an abbot at Rome, who died in 556,
Birth."
See Appendix, Excursus I., " Date of Christ's
• Astrologers
divided the Zodiac into four trigons — that of fire (Aries,
Leo, Sagittarius) ; that of earth (Taurus, Virgo, Capricorhus) ; that of air
(Gemini, Libra, Aquarius); and that of water (Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces).
(Wieseler, Synopsis of the Four Gospels, E. Tr., p. 57.)— On tho astrology
of tho Jews in general, see Gf rorer, Jahrh. des Heils, ii. 116.
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Brunowski, the pupil of Kepler, who first

of colours like

with an interchange
not being in any way

as sparkling

it

describes
a

noticed

it,

appeared.1

diamond, and as

a

nebulous, or offering any analogy to
cornet2-^ These re
markable phenomena attracted the attention of the great
Kepler, who, from his acquaintance with astrology, knew
the immense importance which such a conjunction would

Now there

a

period of our Lord's birth.

is

have had in the eyes of the Magi, and wished to discover
whether any such conjunction had taken place about the

conjunction

of Jupiter and Saturn in the same trigon about every
twenty years, but in every 200 years they pass into
another trigon, and are not conjoined in the same trigon
a

again (after passing through the entire Zodiac), till after
lapse of 794 years, four months, and twelve days. By

calculating backwards, Kepler discovered that the same
conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn, in Pisces, had happened
no less than three times in the year A.U.C. 747, and that
the planet Mars had joined them in the spring of 748;

interesting one.

For such

a

is

it

a

and the general fact that there was such combination at
this period has been verified by a number of indepen
investigators,3
dent
and does not seem to admit of denial.
And however we may apply the fact,
certainly an

conjunction would at once

1

The star observed by Tycho lasted from November, 1572, till about
1574.
Such temporary stars are perhaps due to immense com
bustions of hydrogen. See Guillemiri, The Heavens, pp. 310—313 Hum
boldt's Cosmos, ii. 323—333 (ed. Sabine).
There may, therefore, be no exaggeration in the language of Ignatius
(Ep. ad Ephes.
19), when he says, " The star sparkled
brilliantly above
stars."
all
He supposed that the other conjunctions would coincide with seven
great climacteric years or epochs Adam, Enoch, the Deluge,
Moses, Isaiah
(about the commencement of the Greek, Roman, and Babylonian
eras)
Christ, Charlemagne, and the Reformation.
:

3

§

2

;

April,
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have been interpreted by the Chaldsean observers as indi
event ; and since
cating the approach of some memorable
Pisces,"
it occurred in the constellation
which was sup
posed by astrologers to be immediately connected with
Judaea,1
the fortunes of
it would naturally turn their

thoughts in that direction.
The form of their inter.
pretation would be moulded, both by the astrological
opinions of the Jews —which distinctly point to this
very conjunction as an indication of the Messiah —and
by the expectation of a Deliverer which was so widely
spread at the period in which they lived.
The appearance and disappearance of new stars is a
phenomenon by no means so rare as to admit of any pos
sible doubt.2 The fact that St. Matthew speaks of such
a star within two or three years, at the utmost, of a time
when we know that there was this remarkable planetary
conjunction, and the fact that there was such a star
nearly 1,600 years afterwards, at the time of a similar
conjunction, can only be regarded as a curious coincidence.

We should, indeed, have a strong and strange confirmation
of one main fact in St. Matthew's narrative, if any reliance

Kepler's first tract on this subject was De nova Stella in pede SerHe was followed by Ideler, Handbueh der
pentarii, Prague, 1606.
Chronologie, ii. 406 ; Pfaff, Das Licht und die Weltgegenden, Bamb.
1821 ; Miinter, Stern d. Weisen, Copenhag., 1827 ; Schumacher, Schubert,
Professor Pritchard carefully went through
Encke, Goldschmidt, &c.
Kepler's calculations, and confirms the fact of the conjunction, though he
slightly modifies the dates, and, like most recent inquirers, denies that the
That such astro
phenomenon has any bearing on the Gospel narrative.
language
explain
of
the
St. Matthew, if
nomical facts are insufficient to
taken with minute and literal accuracy, is obvious ; but that they have no
reported to the Evangelist,
bearing on the circumstances as they were
perhaps half a century later, is more than can be safely affirmed.
2
Sepp, who always delights in the most fanciful and unfounded
Xpurrbs
combinations, connects this fact with the Fish (IX0T2 = 'l-naovs
Christians."
symbol
of the Church and of
0eoB Tibs 2btj)|>) as the well-known
1

(Leben Jesti,, p. 7.)
U
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could be placed on the assertion that, in the astronomical
tables of the Chinese, a record has been preserved that
epoch.1
a new star did appear in the heavens at this very

But it would

be obviously idle to

build on

a datum

which is so incapable of verification and so enveloped
with uncertainty.
We are, in fact, driven to the conclusion that the
astronomical researches which have proved the reality of
this remarkable planetary conjunction are only valuable

showing the possibility that it may have prepared
the Magi for the early occurrence of some great event.
And this confident expectation may have led to their
journey to Palestine, on the subsequent appearance of
an evanescent star, an appearance by no means unparal
as

leled in the records of astronomy, but which in this
instance2 seems to rest on the authority of the Evan

gelist alone.

No

one,-

any rate, need stumble over the sup
position that an apparent sanction is thus extended to
atr

This is mentioned by Wieseler, p. 61. We cannot, however, press
star,"
Evangelist's
use of acrrtjp, " a
rather than atrrpov, " a constella
the
"
tion
the two words are loosely used, and often almost indiscriminately
1

;

Further than this it must be steadily borne in mind (v.
supra, note 1, page 33), that the curious fact of the planetary conjunction,
even if it were accompanied by an evanescent star, would not exactly
coincide with, though it might to some extent account for, the language
used by St. Matthew.
2
It is remarkable that the celebrated Abarbanel (d. 1508), in his
nswn ^d, or " wells of salvation "— a commentary on Daniel —distinctly
6ays that the conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn always indicates great
He then gives five mystic reasons wLy Pisces should be the
events.

interchanged.

constellation of tho Israelites, and says that there had been a conjunction
of Jupiter and Saturn in Pisces three years before the birth of Moses.
From a similar conjunction in his own days (1463), he expected the speedy

What makes this statement (which is quoted by
birth of the Messiah.
Munter, Stern d. Weisen, § 55 ; and Ideler, HanSb. d. Chronol., ii. 405)
more remarkable is, that Abarbanel must have been wholly ignorant of the
conjunction in A.U.C. 747. (See Ebrard, Gosp. Hist., E.Tr., p. 178.)
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Apart from astrology

conceded by many wise and candid
observers, even by the great Niebuhr, the last man in
the world to be carried away by credulity or super
stition, that great catastrophes and unusual phenomena
nature have, as a matter of fact — however we may
choose to interpret such a fact — synchronised in a re
history.1
markable manner with great events in human

in

It

would not, therefore, imply any prodigious folly on
the part of the Magi to regard the planetary conjunc

And'

tion as something providentially significant.
if
astrology be ever so absurd, yet there is nothing
absurd in the supposition that the Magi should be led
to truth, even through the gateways of delusion, if the
spirit of sincerity and truth was in them. The history

of

will furnish

repeated instances, not only of the
enormous discoveries accorded to apparent accident, but
science

even of the immense results achieved in the investiga
tion of innocent and honest error. Saul who, in seeking
asses, found a kingdom, is but a type of many another
seeker in many another

The Magi

age.2

came to Bethlehem,

and offered to the
resting-place3
his rude and humble
a

young child in
reverence which we do not hear that they had paid to
2

See Niebuhr's

Led. on Hist, of Rome, ii.

" Superstition,"

" How often,"

says

says Neander,

"

paves -the way for faith.''
condescended not merely to the
even to their failings and their

Hamann, " has God

feelings and thoughts
prejudices."

of men,

but

103, ed. Schmitz.

often

Matt. ii. 11 («s tV ohdav) seems to show, what would of course be
It is
probable, that the stall or manger formed but a brief resting-place.
needless to call attention to the obvious fact that St. Matthew does not
mention the birth in the inn, or the previous journey from Nazareth.
It is not necessary to assume that he was wholly unaware of these circum
stances, though
see no difficulty in the admission that such may have
3

been the case.

I
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"And
the usurping Edomite in his glittering palace.
when they had opened their treasures they presented
The
unto him gifts, gold, and frankincense, and

imagination of early Christians has seen in each gift a
special significance : myrrh for the human nature, gold
to the king, frankincense to the divinity ; or, the gold for
the race of Shem, the myrrh for the race of Ham, the
incense for the race of Japhet ; — innocent fancies, only
worthy of mention because of their historic interest, and
their bearing on the conceptions of Christian poetry and
Christian art.1
1

"Dant tibi Chaldaei praenuntia munera reges,

Myrrham homo, rex aurum, suscipe thura Deus."

(Ps. Claudian.)

" Thus, aurum, myrrham, regique, hominique, Deoque,
Dona ferunt." (Juvenc. Hist. Ev., 249.)
" Aurea nascenti fuderunt munera regi,

See,

Thura dedere Deo, myrrham tribuere sepulcro."
(Sedulius, ii. 95.)
Orig.
too,
c. Cels., p. 47, Iren. iii. 10, and many other ancient fancies

in Hofmann, Das Leben Jesu nach d. Apokr., p.
found in the Latin Hymns of Mauburn, &a

128 ; and others

may

b«

CHAPTEB IV.
THE FLIGHT INTO EGYPT, AND THE MASSACRE OF THE
INNOCENTS.
Salvete flores martyrum
Quos, lucis ipso in limine,

Christi insecutor sustulit,
Ceu turbo nascentes rosas."

Petjdent., De SS. Innocentt.

When they had offered their gifts, the Wise Men would

naturally have returned to Herod, but being warned
of God in a dream, they returned to their own land
another way. Neither in Scripture, nor in authentic

if,

history, nor even in early apocryphal tradition, do we
find any further traces of their existence ; but their visit
led to very memorable events.
The dream which warned them of danger may very
probably have fallen in with their own doubts about the
cruel and crafty tyrant who had expressed a hypocritical
as
desire to pay his homage to the Infant King ; and
we may suppose, they imparted to Joseph any hint as

to their misgivings, he too would be prepared for the
warning dream which bade him fly to Egypt to save the
young child from Herod's jealousy.
Egypt has, in all ages, been the natural place of
refuge for all who were driven from Palestine by distress,
Bhinokolura, the river of
persecution, or discontent.
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as

Milton, with his usual exquisite and learned

accuracy, calls

—

it,

Egypt or

"

'

The brook that parts
Egypt from Syrian ground,"

is

a

it

;

might have been reached by the fugitives in three days;
and once upon the further bank, they were beyond the
reach of Herod's jurisdiction.
Of the flight, and its duration, Scripture gives us no
further particulars telling us only that the Holy Family
fled by night from Bethlehem, and returned when Joseph
would be
dream that
had again been assured by
safe to take back the Saviour to the land of His nativity.
It left to apocryphal legends, immortalised by the
genius of Italian art, to tell us how, on the way, the
dragons came and bowed to Him, the lions and leopards

adored Him, the roses of Jericho blossomed wherever His
footsteps trod, the palm-trees at His command bent down

to give them dates, the robbers were overawed by His
majesty, and the journey was miraculously shortened.2

They tell us further how, at His entrance into the
country, all the idols of the land of Egypt fell from

a

2

it

a

is

a

a

5,

is

1

Milton has, however, been misled by the word wady, and its trans
lation by " brook" in our version. Mr. Grove informs me that Rhinocolura,
Egypt,"
now Wady el-Areesh (the nachal Mitzrahm, or "river of
Numb.
&c),
broad shallow wady with scarcely
xxxiv.
trace of
bank
Still, as
through
usual in desert valleys,
torrent does flow
the bottom
after winter rains.
of
See the Gospel of Psendo- Matthew xviii. —xxiv. Arab. Gospel of the

1,

6

is

§

is

a

;

7

;

;

Infancy, xii.— xxv. B. H. Cowper, The Apocr. Gospels, pp. 56—64, 178—
191; Hofmann, pp. 140—183.
Many of these legends are mere fanciful
representations of Ps. exlviii.
Isa. xi. — 9; Ixv. 25; xix.
&e. From
the dissemination of the Gospel of the Infancy in Arabia, many of these
fables have exercised a strong influence on the Mohammedan legends of
Jesus, Some of the Rabbis took occasion from the visit to Egypt to charge
Christ with knowledge of magic. Matathia, in the Nizzachon, says that
as Jesus did not know the Tetragrammaton, or ineffable name of God, His
miracles (the reality of which
not denied) were due to sorcery learnt in
Egypt (Sepp, Leben Jesu, xiii.). It hardly worth while to refer to
the
preposterous story in the Toldoth Jeshu (Wagenseil, Tela
p.
7),
Ignea, ii.
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their pedestals with a sudden crash, and lay shattered
and broken upon their faces, and how many wonderful
cures of leprosy and demoniac possession were wrought
by His word. All this wealth and prodigality of supeiv
fluous, aimless, and unmeaning miracle — arising in part
from a mere craving for the supernatural, and in part
from a fanciful application of Old Testament prophecies

—furnishes

a strong contrast to the

of the Gospel narrative.
where the Holy Family

truthful simplicity

St. Matthew neither tells us
abode in Egypt, nor how long
their exile continued ; but ancient legends say that they
remained two1 years absent from Palestine, and lived at
Matareeh,2
a few miles north-east of Cairo, where a
fountain was long shown of which Jesus had made the

water fresh, and an ancient sycamore under which they
had rested.
The Evangelist alludes only to the causes
of their flight and of their return, and finds in the latter a
new and deeper significance for the words of the prophet

Hosea, " Out of Egypt have

I called my Son."3

St. Bonaventura (De Vita Christi) says seven years.
This town is sometimes identified with On, or Heliopolis, where lived
Asenath, the wife of Joseph, and where, under the name of Osarsiph,
Onias, at the head of a large colony of Jewish
Moses had been a priest.
rage
of Antiochus, had founded a temple there,
refugees, flying from the
and was thus believed to have fulfilled the prophecy of Isa. xix. 19. (Sepp.)
3
"Finds a new and deeper significance, or, in other words, totally
misunderstands,"
is the marginal comment of a friend who saw these
pages. And so, no doubt, it might at first appear to our Western and
Northern conceptions and methods of criticism; but not so to an Oriental
and an Analogist. Trained to regard every word, nay, every letter of
Scripture as mystical and divine, accustomed to the application of passages
in various senses, all of which were supposed to be latent, .in some mys
terious fashion, under the original utterance, St. Matthew would have
regarded his least apparently relevant quotations from, and allusions to, the
Old-Testament, not in the light of occasional illustrations, but in the light
1

2

of most solemn prophetic references to the events about which he writes.
And in so doing he would be arguing in strict accordance with the views
in which those for whom he wrote had been trained from their earliest
infancy. Nor is there, even to our modern conceptions, anything erroneous
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flight into Egypt led to a very memorable
event. Seeing that the Wise Men had not returned to
him, the alarm and jealousy of Herod assumed a still
He had no means
darker and more malignant aspect.
of identifying the royal infant of the seed of David, and
The

least of all would he have been likely to seek for Him in
the cavern stable of the village khan. But he knew that
taught him
the child whom the visit of the Magi had
to regard as a future rival of himself or of his house
was yet an infant at the breast

;

and as Eastern mothers
years,1

he issued
usually suckle their children for two
his fell mandate to slay all the children of Bethlehem
and its neighbourhood "from two years old and
Of the method by which the decree was carried out
The children may have been slain
we know nothing.
secretly, gradually, and by various forms of murder;
or, as has been generally supposed, there may have been
butchery.2
The decrees of
one single hour of dreadful
tyrants like Herod are usually involved in a deadly ob
scurity ; they reduce the world to a torpor in which it

But the wild
is hardly safe to speak above a whisper.
wail of anguish which rose from the mothers thus cruelly

or unnatural in the fact that the Evangelist transfers to the Messiah the
language which Hosea had applied to the ideal Israel. The ideal Israel —
" or " Upright Man " — was the obvious and accepted
i.e., the ideal " Jashar
type of the coming Christ.— The quotation is from Hosea xi. 1, and St.
Matthew has here referred to the original, and corrected the faulty ren
dering of the LXX., which is 4£ Alyiirrou nerwdXeaa to rixva airov. See
Evangelists."
Excursus XI., " Old Testament Quotations in the
years."
1 Ketubhoth,
59 6 ; 2 Mace. vii. 27, " gave thee suck three
Others refer the calculation to the previous appearance of the planetary
conjunction ; and if this took place A.U.C. 747, and Jesus was born (as is

750, it is a curious coincidence that Abarbanel,
places the astrological "aspect" which
mentioned,
have
we
already
as
foreshadowed the birth of Moses three years before that event took place.
2
The Protevang. says (xxi. 1) that he dispatched the assassins to

all but certain) A.U.C.

Bethlehem (Urtpfyt robs

(povevrds).

MASSACRE
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robbed of their infant children could not be hushed,
and they who heard it might well imagine that Bachel,
the great ancestress of their race, whose tomb stands

about a mile from Bethlehem, once
more, as in the pathetic image of the prophet, mingled

by the roadside

her voice with the mourning and lamentation of those
who wept so inconsolably for their murdered little ones.1

To us there

seems something inconceivable

in

a crime

so atrocious ; but our thoughts have been softened by

eighteen centuries of Christianity, and such deeds are by
no means unparalleled in the history of heathen despots
and of the ancient world.

a

a

a

it,

Infanticide of a deeper dye
than this of Herod's was a crime dreadfully rife in the
days of the Empire, and the Massacre of the Innocents,
as well as the motives which led to
can be illustrated
by several circumstances in the history of this very epoch.
Suetonius, in his Life of Augustus, quotes from the life
of the Emperor by his freedman Julius Marathus, story
to the effect that shortly before his birth there was
king over the Boman people
prophecy in Borne that
would soon be born. To obviate this danger to the
Bepublic, the Senate ordered that all the male children
1

originally to the Captivity. In this quotation also
St. Matthew has translated freely from the Hebrew original. The remark of
Calvin, that " Matthew does not mean that the prophet had predicted what

Jer. xxxi.

15, applied

is

Herod should do, but that, at the advent of Christ, that mourning was
made,"
renewed which many years before the women of Bethlehem had
characterised by his usual strong and honest common sense, and.must be
borne in mind in considering several of the Gospel references to ancient
prophecy.
It applies to St. Matthew more strongly than to the other
Evangelists. On this, as on other points of exegesis, there can be no
question whatever, in the mind of any competent scholar, that the
theology of the Reformation, and even of the Fathers, was freer, manlier,
less shackled by false theories about inspiration, and less timid of ignorant
criticism, than that which claims to be the sole orthodox theology of the
present day.
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born in that year should be abandoned or exposed ; but
the Senators, whose wives were pregnant, took means
to prevent the ratification of the statute, because each of
them hoped that the prophecy might refer to his own
child.1
Again, Eusebius2 quotes from Hegesippus, a
Jew by birth, a story that Domitian, alarmed by the
growing power of the name of Christ, issued an order to
destroy all the descendants of the house of David. Two
grandchildren of St. Jude — " the Lord's brother "—were
still living, and were known as the Desposyni? They
were betrayed to the Emperor by a certain Jocatus, and
other Nazarasan heretics, and were brought into the
imperial presence ; but when Domitian observed that
they only held the rank of peasants, and that their
hands were hard with manual toil, he dismissed them
in safety with a mixture -of pity and contempt.
Although doubts have been thrown on the Massacre
of the Innocents, it is profoundly in accordance with all
that we know of Herod's character. The master-passions
of that able but wicked prince were a most unbounded

ambition, and a most excruciating jealousy.4
His whole
career was red with the blood of murder.
He had
massacred priests and nobles ; he had decimated the
Sanhedrin

;

he had caused the

High Priest, his

brother-

in-law, the young and noble Aristobulus, to be drowned
in pretended sport before his eyes; he had ordered
Suet. Vit . Aug., p. 94. — As history, no doubt the anecdote is perfectly
worthless, but it is not worthless as illustrating what we otherwise know
to have been possible in an age in which, as is still the case in China,
infanticide was hardly regarded as a disgrace.
1

Hist. Ecc. iii. 15.
This fact is mentioned by Julius Africanus, who was born atEmmaus,
about the beginning of the third century, and who says that he knew some
of the Desposyni personally.
(Euseb. Hist. Ecc. i. 7.)
* Jos. Antt. xvi. 5,
§ 4.
2

3
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strangulation of his favourite wife, the beautiful
Asmonaean princess Mariamne, though she seems to have
been the only human being whom he passionately
loved.1
His sons Alexander, Aristobulus, and Antipater —his uncle Joseph —Antigonus and Alexander,
the uncle and father of his wife — his mother-in-law
Alexandra; —his kinsman Cortobanus — his friends Dositheus and Gadias, were but a few of the multitudes
who fell victims to his sanguinary, suspicious, and guilty
terrors.
His brother Pheroras and his son Archelaus
barely and narrowly escaped execution by his orders.
Neither the blooming youth of the prince Aristobulus,
nor the white hairs of the king Hyrcanus had protected
them from his fawning and treacherous fury. Deaths
by strangulation, deaths by burning, deaths by being
the

cleft asunder, deaths by secret assassination, confessions
forced by unutterable torture, acts of insolent and in
human lust, mark the annals of a reign which was so
cruel that, in the energetic language of the Jewish
ambassadors to the Emperor Augustus, "the survivors
during his lifetime were even more miserable than the

in the case of Henry VIII., every
dark and brutal instinct of his character seemed to ac

sufferers."2

And

as

quire fresh intensity as his life drew towards its close.

The feelings of Herod towards Mariamne, who, as a Maccabsean
princess, had far more right to the sovereignty than himself, were not
unlike those of Henry VET. towards Elizabeth of York, and in a less
degree those of William HX towards Mary..
Herod was well aware that
Romans."
"the
to
Aristobulus
almighty
he owed his sovereignty solely
was murdered at the age of eighteen, Hyrcanus at the age of eighty; and
he hated them alike for their popularity, and for their Maccabsean origin.
"
More ghosts must have gathered round the dying bed of this gorgeous
criminal " than those which the fancy of Shakespeare has collected round
1

the bed of Richard
2

i

Jos. Antt. xvii.

III.
11,

§ 2.
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Haunted by the spectres of his murdered wife and
murdered sons, agitated by the conflicting furies of
remorse and blood, the pitiless monster, as Josephus
calls him, was seized in his last days by a black and
bitter ferocity, which broke out against all with whom

There is no conceivable difficulty
he came in contact.1
in supposing that such a man —a savage barbarian with
a thin veneer of corrupt and superficial civilisation —

would have acted in the exact manner which St. Matthew
describes ; and the belief in the fact receives independent
" On Augustus being
confirmation from various sources.
informed,"
says Macrobius, " that among the boys under
two years of age whom Herod ordered to be slain in Syria,
better,"
slain," "
It is
said he,
his own son also had been
(ylbv)."z
Although
"to be Herod's pig (yv) than his son
Macrobius is a late writer, and made the mistake of
supposing that Herod's son Antipater, who was put

to death about the same time as the Massacre of the
Innocents, had actually perished in that massacre, it is

clear that the form in which he narrates the bon mot of
1

J.

Jos. Antt. xvii. 6, § 5,

lUeXaiva

x°^l

"irhi> jipei tir. itaaiv i\aypialvovaa ;

i. 33, § 2, 4rtT6r\TO t§ tpoficp Kal npbs Traaai/ iirovolav 4£epp'nrTl£€T0. —" Most
miserable family, even to the third generation, to be imbued so deep
beyond any other in blood ; one steeped in the blood of infant martyrs,
the other in that of John the Baptist, and the third who slew James the
Apostle with the sword —all three conspicuous in the persecution of
Christ."
(Williams, The Nativ. 132.)
" Augustus cum
2
4,
Saturnal.
audisset, inter pueros, quos in Syria

B.

ii

ii

Herodes infra bimatum (cf. Matt,
16, dirb Surovs koI Karwrepu ; Vulg.,
"a bimatu et infra ") interfici jussit, filium quoque ejus occisum, ait Melius,
est Herodis porcum (Iv) esse quam puerum (vlbv)."
The pun cannot be
preserved in English.
Augustus meant that Herod's pig, since, as a Jew,
;

it,

would be safer than his son. Herod had to ask the
he could not eat
Emperor's leave before putting his sons to death and Antipater, whom he
ordered to be executed only five days before his death, was the third who
had undergone this fate. —Macrobius lived about A.D. 400, but he used
almost certainly historical.

is

early materials, and the pun
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Augustus points to some dim reminiscence of this
cruel
slaughter.

Why

then,

it

has been asked, does Josephus make no

mention of so infamous an atrocity ? Perhaps because it
was performed so secretly that he did not even know of
it. Perhaps because, in those terrible days, the murder

of

a score of children,

in

of

consequence

a transient

suspicion, would have been regarded as an item utterly
insignificant in the list of Herod's murders.1 Perhaps

it

was passed

over in silence

by Nikolaus
of Damascus, who, writing in the true spirit of those
Hellenising courtiers, who wanted to make a political
Messiah out of a corrupt and blood-stained usurper,
magnified all his patron's achievements, and concealed
or palliated all his crimes.2
But the more probable
because

The probable number of the Innocents has been extraordinarily
exaggerated.
An ^Ethiopian legend makes them 14,000! Considering
that Bethlehem was but a village of perhaps 2,000 inhabitants, we may
safely hope that, even in all its boundaries, not more .than twenty were
sacrificed, and perhaps not half that number; especially as the oV!> SieroBj
year."
may mean (as Greswell supposes) "just beyond the age of one
1

Nikolaus was to Herod what Velleius Paterculus was to Tiberius.
Josephus's own opinion of the kind of men who were Herod's creatures
and parasites may be found in his Antt. xvi. 5, § 4. As to Josephus, his own
narrative is his worst condemnation, and De Quincey's estimate of him
(Works, vi. 272 — 275) is not too severe.
His works betray some of the
worst characteristics of the Oriental and the Pharisee.
He may have
omitted all mention of Christ out ef sheer perplexity, although he certainly
rejected His Messiahship (Orig. c. Cels. i. 35). Nothing is more common
in historians and biographers than the deliberate suppression of awkward
and disagreeable facts. Justus of Tiberius, another contemporary historian,
Does any one doubt the murder of Crispus,
was also purposely reticent.
notice
of it in his life of Constantino ? But
Eusebius
takes
no
because
perhaps, after all, there is an allusion—though guarded and distant —to
in the
this crime, or at any rate to the circumstances which led to
Antiquities of Josephus (xvi. 11,
4), where
xvii.
narrated that
Herod slew a number of Pharisees and others because they foretold " how
God had decreed that Herod's government should cease, and his posterity
should bo deprived of it." Possibly another allusion (though out of place)
is

it

2,

§

§
7;

it,

2
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Josephus, whom, in spite of all the
immense literary debt which we owe to him, we can
only regard as a renegade and a sycophant, did not
choose to make any allusion to facts which were even
The single
remotely connected with the life of Christ.
passage in which he alludes to Him is interpolated, if
not wholly spurious, and no one can doubt that his
silence on the subject of Christianity was as deliberate
reason is that

as

it

was dishonest.1

But although Josephus

does not distinctly mention

the event, yet every single circumstance which he does
tell us about this very period of Herod's life supports its
probability.
At this very time two eloquent Jewish

teachers, Judas and Matthias, had incited their scholars
to pull down the large golden eagle which Herod had
placed above the' great gate of the Temple. Josephus

connects this bold attempt with premature rumours of
Herod's death ; but Lardner's conjecture that it may
have been further encouraged by the Messianic hopes

freshly kindled by the visit of the Wise Men, is by no
means impossible.
The attempt, however, was defeated,
and Judas and Matthias, with forty of their scholars,
were burned alive.

With

such crimes as this before

may be found in xiv. 9, § 4, where we hear of a clamour against Herod,
raised by " The mothers of those who had been slain by him."
1
This celebrated passage is as follows :—Antt. xviii. 3, 3: Ttyverat Si
§
Kara rovrov rbv xpivov 'lrjaovs, o-o<pbs dvty [ef ye avrbv &vSpa Xe'-yeiv xph- %" yty]
irapaSo^av ipyav iro«rr);s [SiSoVkoXos dvBpimav rmv arbir
riSovjj toXtjB^

SexoiuSMw]
iroWobs Si xal dirb tou 'EWnvtKov iirnydyero. ['0
Kol avrbv tVSeffei r&v irpdraiv avSpdv trap' fifuv aravpy
Xpttrrbs, oStos ^c]
^jriTeriMIKoVos UiKdrov, oiik iiraiaavro »1 ye rtp&rov avrbv ayav^aavres.
ko! 7roAAoiis fiev

rSv

'lovSaiav

yap avrois rplrnv ix«iv rip-epav iroTuv (av, ruv Btlav
E.'j
SAXo fivpta irepl abrov Bavjxdnia tlpnKoWaiv.']
rovSe »vona<rp.4vuv ouk lire'\iirc rb <pv\ov.

irpoipnTav

['£<f>aVi)

ravrd re koJ
in vvv r&v Xpiariavdv dirb
The only other allusion to Jesus

in Josephus is also of dubious authenticity (Antt. xx.
James rbr dSe\<pbv 'IjjiroO toC \tyoaevov Xokttov.

9,

§ 1), where he calls
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him on every page, Josephus might well have ignored
the secret assassination of a few unweaned infants in a
little village.
Their blood was but a drop in that
river*
crimson
in which Herod was steeped to the very
lips.

It must

have been very shortly after the murder of
the Innocents that Herod died. Only five days before his
death he had made a frantic attempt at suicide, and had
ordered the execution of his eldest son Antipater.
His
deathbed, which once more reminds us of Henry VIII.,
was accompanied by circumstances of peculiar horror,

it

has been noticed that the loathsome disease1 of
which he died is hardly mentioned in history, except in
and

the case of men who have been rendered infamous by an
atrocity of persecuting zeal.2 On his bed of intolerable
anguish, in that splendid and luxurious palace which he

had built for himself under the palms of Jericho, swollen

with

disease and scorched by

thirst—ulcerated externally

"

and glowing inwardly with " a soft slow fire — sur
rounded by plotting sons and plundering slaves, detesting
1

The morbus pedicularis, or phthiriasis.

persecutorum,

cap.

See Lactantius, De Mortibus

xxxiii, where, describing the disease of Maximian.in

....

terms which would serve equally well to record what is told us of the
death of Herod, he says, " Percussit eum Deus insanabili plaga. Nascitur
ei ulcus malum in inferiori parte genitalium, serpitque latius
jam non longe pernicies
proxima quseque
cancer invadit
Computrescunt
aberat, et inf eriora omnia corripuerat.
orinsecus viscera,

....
....

f

Vermes intus creantur. Odor
et in tabem sedes tota dilabitur
non modo per palatium, sed totam pervadit civitatem." There is
more and worse, which spare the reader, especially since it is very doubt
ful whether there is such a disease as the morbus pedicularis. —There is

it autem

I

a somewhat similar account of the deathbed of Henry VIII. in Forster's
" Now Herod died the worst kind of death,
Essay on Popular Progress.
children,"
&c. (Hist, of
suffering punishment for the shed blood of the
Jos. the Carpenter, ix.)
2 E.g.,
Antiochus Epiphanes, Sylla, Maximian, Diocletian, Herod the
Great, Herod Agrippa, the Dnke of Alva, Henry VIIL, &c
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all and detested by all —longing for death as a release
from his tortures, yet dreading it as the beginning of
worse terrors — stung by remorse, yet still unslaked with
yet* in his
murder — a horror to all around him,
guilty
conscience a worse terror to himself — devoured by the
premature corruption of an anticipated grave — eaten of
worms as though visibly smitten by the finger of God's

wrath after seventy years of successful villainy — the
wretched old man, whom men had called the Great, lay
in savage frenzy awaiting his last hour.1 As he knew
that none would shed one tear for him, he determined
that they should shed many for themselves, and issued
an order that, under pain of death, the principal families
in the kingdom and the chiefs of the tribes should come
to Jericho.

They

came, and then, shutting them

massacred.

And

so, choking as

in the

he secretly commanded his sister Salome
that at the moment of his death they should all be

hippodrome,

devising

massacres

it

were with blood,

in its very delirium, the soul of

Herod passed forth into the night.

In

purple robes, with crown and sceptre and pre
cious stones, the corpse was placed upon its splendid
bier, and accompanied with military pomp and burning

incense to its grave

in the Herodium, not far

from the

The title first occurs in Jos. Antt. xviii. 5, §4. He was beginning the
thirty-eighth year of his reign. It has been suggested that " the Great " is
a mistaken rendering of wi, "the elder." "Nur aus Missverstandniss eines
;''
Hebraischen Ausdruckes
cf . 'e\kUs S piyas (Antt. xviii 8, § 4). Ewald
(Gesch. iv. 473) thinks that the name may possibly have originated from
coins, as Agrippa I. is called Pao-t\ebs fieyas on a coin.
In this case it
he
that
was
not
imply
a
may merely
mere tetrarch, or ethnarch, but a
king of Palestine— just as Indian princes call themselves Maharajah.
In
1

" L'epithete de grand que
any case,
l'histoire lui a donnee est une amere
derision : sa grandeur consistait a, etre un magnifique esclave, portant des
chaines d'or" (Munk, Palest, 560).
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Christ was born.
But the spell of the
Herodian dominion was broken, and the people saw how
*
The day of
illusory had been its glittering fascination.
Herod's death was, as he had foreseen, observed as a
festival.
His will was disputed; his kingdom disin
tegrated; his last order was disobeyed ; his sons died for
the most part in infamy and exile ; the curse of God
was on his house, and though, by ten wives and many
concubines, he seems to have had nine sons and five
daughters, yet within a hundred years the family of

place where

of Ascalon had perished by disease or
violence, and there was no living descendant to per

the hierodoulos

petuate his name.1

If

the intimation of Herod's death2 was speedily
given to Joseph, the stay in Egypt must have been too
short to influence in any way the human development

of our Lord. This may perhaps
St. Luke passes it over in silence.

be the reason why

It seems

to have been the first intention of Joseph
It was the city of his
to fix his home in Bethlehem.
ancestors, and was hallowed by many beautiful and
heroic associations.
It would have been easy to find a
living there by a trade which must almost anywhere
have supplied the simple wants of a peasant family. It

is true that an Oriental rarely leaves his home, but when
he has been compelled by circumstances to do so, he finds
it comparatively easy to settle elsewhere. Having once
been summoned to Bethlehem, Joseph might find a
powerful attraction in the vicinity of the little town to
Antipater, father of Herod, is said to have been a hierodoulos or
servitor in a temple of Apollo at Ascalon. Compare the rapid extinction
of the sons of Philip the Fair.
2
The plural reBrfiicao-i may be merely general, or it is perhaps a refer
ence to Exod. iv. 19.
1
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and the more so since it had recently been
the scene of such memorable circumstances. But, on his

Jerusalem

;

way, he was feet by the news that Archelaus ruled in
the room of his father Herod.1 The people would only
too gladly have got rid of the whole Idumaean race; at the
worst they would have preferred Antipas to Archelaus.

But Augustus had unexpectedly decided in favour of

Archelaus, who, though younger than Antipas, was the
heir nominated by the last will of his father ; and as
though anxious to show that he was the true son of that
father, Archelaus, even before his inheritance had been
had,"
as Josephus 2
confirmed by Boman authority, "
"
scornfully remarks, given to his subjects a specimen of
his future virtue, by ordering a slaughter of 3,000 of his
Temple."
own countrymen at the
It was clear that
under such a government there could be neither hope
nor safety ; and Joseph, obedient once more to an inti
mation of God's will, seeking once more the original

home of himself and Mary,

Galilee,"3

of

" turned

aside into the parts

where, in remote obscurity,

sheltered by

Matt. ii. 22. He was saluted " king " by the army, though he declined
"kingdom"
the title.
Similarly Josephus gives the name of
to the
tetrarchy of Lysanias (B. J. ii. 11, § 5). The word Pao-tteiei seems, however
—if taken quite strictly —to show that the return from Egypt was very
shortly after the flight thither ; for it was only during a short time after
his father's death that Archelaus strictly had the title of king (cf. Jos.
B. J. ii. 1, § 1). When he went to Rome for the confirmation of his title,
Augustus only allowed him to be called ethnarch; but before this
time
his assumptions of royalty, by sitting on a golden throne, &c, were actually
part of Antipater's charges against him, and at this period Josephus
dis
"king"
tinctly calls 'him the
(Antt. xvii 9, §2). It is remarkable how
near the Evangelists often seem to be to an inaccuracy, while yet closer
inspection shows them to be, in these very points,
minutely accurate.
2
Antt. xvii. 11, § 2. Augustus afterwards banished him for his tyranny
and insolence, and he died at Vienne in Gaul, A.D. 7 (id. 13, S 2).
8 Matt,
ii 2,2, avexiip-oo-ev, not " returned," but "retired." The same
word is used of the flight into Egypt (Matt.
14).
St. Luke (ii. 39) was.
ii.

1
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poverty and insignificance, the Holy Family might live
secure under the sway of another son of Herod—the
equally unscrupulous, but more indolent and indifferent
Antipas.
either unaware of the flight into Egypt, or passed
bearing on his subject.

it

over as having no

A
CHAPTER V.
THE BOYHOOD

"Try

OE JESUS.

Little One, that you may increase in
Him."
—
Bonaventttba,
Vita Christi, ix.
stature with
St.
" Le haut degre de la perfection oonsiste a participer a l'enfance
de notre

tres

doux, tres humble,

—St. Feancois de Sales.
*

et tres obeissant Serviteur."

The physical geography of Palestine

is,

sacree

to become little with the

perhaps, more

a

is

;

;

distinctly marked than that of any other country in the
world. Along the shore of the Mediterranean runs the
Shephelah and the maritime plain, broken only by the
bold spur of Mount Carmel parallel to this
long
range of hills, for the most part rounded and featureless in
their character these, on their eastern side, plunge into
;

the deep declivity of El Ghor, the Jordan valley and
beyond the Jordan valley runs the straight, unbroken,
purple line of the mountains of Moab and Gilead. Thus

the character of the country from north to south may
be represented by four parallel bands —the Sea-board, the
Hill country, the Jordan valley, and the Trans- Jordanic
range.

The

Hill

which thus occupies the space
between the low maritime plain and the deep Jordan
valley, falls into two great masses, the continuity of the
low mountain-range being broken by the plain „of Jezreel.
country,
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The southern mass of those limestone hills formed the
land of Judea ; the northern, the land of Galilee. r

circle,"
and tbe name
Gdlil, in Hebrew, means " a
was originally applied to the twenty cities in the circuit
of Kedesh-Naphtali, which Solomon gave to Hiram
in return for his services in transporting timber, and to
which Hiram, in extreme disgust, applied the name of
"disgusting."1
Thus it seems to have been
Cabul, or
always the destiny of Galilee to be despised ; and that
contempt was likely to be fostered in "the minds of the
Jews from the fact that this district became, from very
early days, the residence of a mixed population, and was
distinguished as " Galilee of the Gentiles." % Not only

were there many Phoenicians and Arabs in the cities of
Galilee, but, in the time of our Lord, there were also
many Greeks, and the Greek language was currently
spoken and understood.

The hills which form the northern limit of the plain
of Jezreel run almost due east and west from the Jordan

valley to the Mediterranean, and their southern slepes
were in the district assigned to the tribe of Zebulun.
Almost in the centre of this chain of hills there is
a singular cleft in the limestone, forming the entrance
As the traveller leaves the plain he
to a little valley.

will ride up

a steep and narrow pathway, broidered with

grass and flowers, through scenery which is neither
colossal nor overwhelming, but infinitely beautiful and
picturesque.
Beneath him, on the right-hand side, the

In Hebrew the word Cabul has no meaning,
as an equivalent for a Phoenician word to which this
meaning is assigned. Josephus calls it xaP"^"> and explains it owk apianon
1

but

See 1

Kings ix.

it seems to be put

(^wtt.viii.5, §3).
2

Compare

Matt. iv.

13.

Judg. iv.

15 ; 1 Mace.

2,

"Harosheth of the

v. 15—27.

Gentiles;"

and Isa. ix.

1

;
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vale will gradually widen, until it becomes about a
quarter of a mile in breadth.
The basin of the valley
is divided by hedges of cactus into little fields and

gardens, which, about the fall of the spring rains, wear an
aspect of indescribable calm, and glow with a tint of the
green.1
Beside the narrow pathway, at no great
richest
distance apart from each other, are two wells, and the

women who draw water there are more beautiful, and
the ruddy, bright-eyed shepherd boys who sit or play by

'the well-sides, in their gay-coloured

vent

a

;

is

a

a

it,

Oriental costume,
are a happier, bolder, brighter-looking race than the
traveller will have seen elsewhere. Gradually the valley
opens into a "little natural amphitheatre of hills, sup
posed by some to be the crater of an extinct volcano ;
and there, clinging to the hollows of a hill, which rises
to the height of some five hundred feet above
lie,
" like handful of pearls in a goblet of emerald," the
flat roofs and narrow streets of
little Eastern town.
a small church the massive buildings of con
There
the tall minaret of

mosque

a

;

a

;

;

clear, abundant
fountain houses built of white stone, and gardens scat
tered among them, umbrageous with figs and olives,

and rich with the white and scarlet blossoms of orange
and pomegranate. In spring, at least, everything about
the place looks indescribably bright and soft;
doves

loveliest bird of Palestine, flashes like

a

;

;

murmur in the trees the hoopoe flits about in ceaseless
activity the bright blue roller-bird, the commonest and

living sapphire

a

a

a

1

An early pilgrim, Antoninus Martyr, speaks of Nazareth with
" In
sincerity of enthusiasm which many
modern traveller would echo.
gratia
civitate tanta est
mulierum Hebraeamm ut inter Hebraeas pulcriores
et hoc
non inveniantur,
S. Maria, sibi concessum dicunt

....

paradiso similis in tritico, in frugibus similis
.23gypto, sed
praecellit in vino et oleo, pomis ac melle."
(Quoted by Caspari, p.
53*.)
Provmcia
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which are enamelled with innumerable
flowers.
And that little town is En Ndzirah, Nazareth,1
where the Son of God, the Saviour of mankind, spent

over

fields

nearly thirty years of

His

His mortal life.

It

was, in fact,

home, His native village for all but three or four
years of His life on earth ; the village which lent its

then ignominious name to the scornful title written upon
His cross ; the village from which He did not disdain to
draw His appellation when He spake in vision to the
persecuting

Saul.2

I

And along the narrow mountaindescribed, His feet must have often

path which have
trod, for it is the only approach by which, in returning
northwards from Jerusalem, He could have reached the
home of His infancy, youth, and manhood.
thirty"
What was His manner of life during those
years ? It is a question which the Christian cannot help
asking in deep reverence, and with yearning love ; but
the words in which the Gospels answer it are very calm
and very few.
Of the four

John, the beloved
" of
disciple, and St. Mark, the friend and " son
St.
Peter,3 pass
over these thirty years in absolute, unbroken
St. Matthew devotes one chapter to the visit
silence.
of the Magi, and the Flight into Egypt, and then proEvangelists,

St.

Nazareth is not mentioned in the Old Testament; unless it be identical
with Sarid, which is mentioned as the border of the inheritance of Zebulun
in Josh. xix. 10, 12. The position accurately corresponds, but it is philologically difficult to suppose that Nazareth is a corruption — as some have
suggested — of En Sarid (the fountain or spring of Sarid). It has been
more usually connected with N'etser (a branch), and perhaps in allusion to
this St. Jerome compares it to an opening rose, and- calls it " the flower
of Galilee." It is not once mentioned by Josephus.
1

2

John xix. 19 ; Luke ii. 51 ; Acts xxii.

" Marcus,

son" (1 Pet. v. 13).

8.

"

Papias, quoted by Eusebius, says
of Mark, epfiTjvevr^s Ilerpov yevopevos dxpt$us %ypatyev, oil fievroi rd£ei, to
fab rov Xpiarov % \ex8evra t) vpaxBirra (Hist. Ecc. iii. 40).
3

my
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of the Baptist.

St. Luke alone,
after describing the incidents which marked the pre
sentation in the Temple, preserves for us one inestimable
ceeds to the preaching

anecdote

of the Saviour's boyhood, and one inestimable

verse descriptive of

His growth till He

was twelve years

for the gratifi
And that verse contains
cation of our curiosity ; it furnishes us with no details
of life, nO incidents of adventure ; it tells us only how,
in a sweet and holy childhood, "the child grew and
waxed strong in spirit, filled with wisdom, and the grace
Him."
of God was upon
To this period of His life, too,
we may apply the subsequent verse, " And Jesus in
creased in wisdom and stature, and in favour with God
old.

and
"development.

His development was
He did not come into

a strictly human
the world endowed

with infinite knowledge, but, as St. Luke tells us, " He
He was not clothed
gradually advanced in wisdom."1

with infinite power, but experienced the weaknesses and
imperfections of human infancy.
He grew as other
children grow, only in a childhood of stainless

"
beauty — as

and

the flower of roses in the spring of
the year, and as lilies by the waters."2
sinless

There is, them, for the most part a deep silence
in the Evangelists respecting this period; but what
eloquence in their silence ! May we not find in their
very reticence a wisdom and an instruction more
profound than if they had filled
many volumes with
minor details?
In the first place, we may see in this their silence a

ii

Luke 52, Trpolitonre o~o(pia. Cf. Heb. V. 8, UpaSey
&v eTrofle.
Comp. Ecclus. xxxix. 13, 14, "Hearken unto me, ye
holy children,
and bud forth as a rose growing by the brook of the field : and give ye a
sweet savour as frankincense, and nourish as a lily, and send forth a smell,
praise."
and sing a song of
1

2

dip'
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signal and striking confirmation of their faithfulness.
We may learn from it that they desired to tell the
simple truth, and not to construct an astonishing 'or
plausible narrative.
That Christ should have passed
thirty years of His brief life in the deep obscurity of a
provincial village ; that He should have been brought up
not only in a conquered land, but in its most despised
province ; not only in a despised province, but in its
most disregarded valley ; 1 that during all those thirty
years the ineffable brightness of His divine nature
should have tabernacled among us, " in a tent like ours,
unnoticed and unknown;
and of the same
that during those long years there should have been no
flash of splendid circumstance, no outburst of amazing
miracle, no "sevenfold chorus of hallelujahs and harp

"
to announce, and reveal, and glorify
ing symphonies

;

it

;

it

it,

the coming King —this is not what we should have
expected—not what any one would have been likely to
imagine or to invent.
but
was so and
We should not have expected
so
and the very fact
therefore the Evangelists leave

of its contradicting all that we should have imagined,

must have been. An
additional proof, because the Evangelists must inevi
tably have been — as, indeed, we know that they were —
actuated by the same a priori anticipations as ourselves
and had there been any glorious circumstances attending

;

is

it

an additional proof that so

the boyhood

of our Lord, they,

as honest

witnesses,

if

;

and had they not
would certainly have told us of them
been honest witnesses, they would — none such occurred
But
in reality^-have most certainly invented them.
2.

9,

§

;

§

1

2,

1,

1

show in what estimation Galilee was held.
The terms of Isa. ix.
xiv.
Keim also refers to Jos. Antt. xiii. 12,
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man's ways are not as God's ways

;

and because

the

truth which, by their very silence, the Evangelists record,
is a revelation to us of the ways of God, and not of man,
therefore it contradicts what we should have invented ;
it disappoints what, without further enlightenment, we
should have desired. But, on the other hand, it fulfils
the ideal of ancient prophecy, " He shall grow up before
him as a tender plant, and as a root out of a dry
ground;"
and it is in accordance with subsequent
allusion, " He made himself of no reputation, and took
upon Him the form of a servant."1
We have only to turn to the Apocryphal Gospels,
and we shall find how widely different is the false
human ideal from the divine fact.
There we shall see
how, following their natural and unspiritual bent, the
fabulists of Christendom, whether heretical or orthodox,
surround Christ's boyhood with a blaze of miracle, make
it portentous, terror-striking, unnatural, repulsive.
It
is surely an astonishing proof that the Evangelists
were guided by the Spirit of God in telling how He
lived in whom God was revealed to man, when we
gradually discover that no profane, no irreverent, even
no imaginative hand can touch the sacred outlines of
that divine and perfect picture without degrading and

distorting it. Whether the Apocryphal writers meant
their legends to be accepted as history or as fiction, it is
at least certain that in most cases they meant to weave
around the brows of Christ a garland of honour. Yet how
do their stories dwarf, and dishonour, and misinterpret

Isa. liii. 2 ; Phil. ii. 7.— The Apocryphal Gospels are for the most part
mere worthless Hagadoth, in glorification (1) of the birth and
virginity
of Mary, (2) of the childhood, and (3) of the passion of our Lord. They
were widely spread in the East, and traces of them may be found in
the
Koran (D'Herbelot, Bibl. Orient. 499).
1
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How infinitely

superior is the noble simplicity
of that evangelic silence to all the theatrical displays
of childish and meaningless omnipotence with which
!

the Protevangelium, and the Pseudo-Matthew, and the
Arabic Gospel of the Infancy are full ! 1 They meant to

honour Christ ; but no invention can honour Him ; he
who invents about Him degrades Him ; he mixes the
weak, imperfect, erring fancies of man with the unap
proachable and awful purposes of God. The boy Christ
of the Gospels is simple and sweet, obedient and humble;
He is subject to His parents ; He is occupied solely with
the quiet duties of

His

home and of

His

age ;

He

loves

all men, and all men love the pure, and gracious, and
noble child. Already He knows God as His Father, and
the favour of God falls on Him softly as the morning
sun-light, or the dew of heaven, and plays like an in
visible aureole round His infantine and saintly brow.
Unseen, save in the beauty of heaven, but yet covered
with silver wings, and with its feathers like gold, the
Spirit of God descended like a dove, and rested from
infancy upon the Holy Child.
But how different is the boy Christ of the New
He is mischievous, petulant,
Testament Apocrypha !
Some of the marvels told of Him
forward, revengeful.
are simply aimless and puerile — as when He carries the
spilt water in His robe; or pulls the short board to
the requisite length ; or moulds sparrows of .clay, and
then claps His hand to make them fly ; or throws all the
cloths into the dyer's vat, and then draws them out each
" Caveat

apocrypha.

Sciat multa his adrnixta vitiosa, et
grandis esse prudeniiae aurum in luto quaerere." (Jer. Ep. ad Laetam.
Praef. ad Lib. Regg.). But, as a friend remarks, aurum in luto quaerere
1

is, in some sad

omnia

senses, a business

of life.
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But some are, on the
stained of the requisite colour.
contrary, simply distasteful and inconsiderate, as when He
vexes and shames and silences those who wish to teach
Him ; or rebukes Joseph ; or turns His playmates into
kids : and others are
when He strikes dead
or run against Him,
popular indignation,
leave the house.

In

simply cruel and blasphemous, as
with a curse the boys who offend
until at last there is a storm of
and Mary is afraid to let Him
a careful search through all these

I

can
heavy, tasteless, and frequently pernicious fictions,
find but one anecdote in which there is a touch of feeling,
or possibility of truth ; and this alone will quote because

I

it is at any rate harmless, and it is quite conceivable that
it may rest upon some slight basis of traditional fact. It

is from the Arabic Gospel of the Infancy, and runs as
follows :J —
" Now in the month of Adar, Jesus assembled the
boys as if He were their king ; they strewed their gar
ments on the ground, and He sat upon them. Then they
put on His head a crown wreathed of flowers, and, like
attendants waiting upon a king, they stood in order

Him

His right hand

and on His left. And
whoever passed that way the boys took him by force,
crying, * Come hither and adore the King, and then
"
proceed upon thy
before

Yet

I

on

not sure that the sacredness of the
evangelic silence is not rudely impaired even
by so
simple a fancy as this : for it was in utter stillness, in
prayerfulness, in the quiet round of daily duties — like
am

Moses in the wilderness, like David among, the sheep-

I

quote the translation of Mr. B. Harris Cowper, whose
Cap. 41.
admirable volume has placed the Apocryphal Gospels within easy reach oi
all readers, unlearned as well as learned.
1
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like Elijah among the tents of the Bedawin,
like Jeremiah in his quiet, home at Anathoth, like
Amos in the sycamore groves of Tekoa —that the boy
Jesus prepared Himself, amid a hallowed obscurity, for
His mighty work on earth. His outward life was the
life of all those of His age, and station, and place of
birth. He lived as lived the other children of peasant
parents in that 'quiet town, and in great measure as
they live now. He who, has seen the children of Naza
reth in their red- caftans, and bright tunics of silk or
cloth, girded with a many-coloured sash, and sometimes
folds,

covered with a loose outer jacket of white or blue —he
who has watched their noisy and merry games, and
heard their ringing laughter as they wander about the
hills of their little native vale, or play in bands on the

hill-side beside their sweet and abundant fountain, may
perhaps form some conception of how Jesus looked and
played when He too was a child. And the traveller who
has followed any of those children — as
have done —to
their simple homes, and seen the scanty furniture, the plain

I

but sweet and wholesome food, the uneventful, happy
patriarchal life, may form a vivid conception of the
manner in which Jesus lived.
Nothing can be plainer
than those houses, with the doves sunning themselves
on the white roofs, and the vines wreathing about them.
The mats, or carpets, are laid loose along the walls ; shoes

and sandals are taken off
centre hangs a lamp which
the room ; in some recess in
chest, painted with bright

at the threshold

;

from the

forms the only ornament of
the wall is placed the wooden

colours, which contains the
books or other possessions of the family ; on a ledge that

runs round the wall, within easy reach, are neatly rolled
up the gay-coloured quilts, which serve as beds, and on

'
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the same ledge are ranged the earthen vessels for daily
water-jars
use ; near the door stand the large common
of red clay with a few twigs and green leaves —often of
aromatic shrubs —thrust into their orifices to keep the
water cool. At meal-time a painted wooden stool is
placed in the centre of the apartment, a large tray is put
upon it, and in the middle of the tray stands the di&H
of rice and meat, or libbdn, or stewed fruits, from which

Both before and after
the meal the servant, or the youngest member of the
all help themselves in common.

family, pours water over the hands from a brazen ewer
So quiet, so simple, so humble,
into a brazen bowl.
so uneventful was the outward life of the family of
Nazareth.1

and brilliant fancy of the
early mediaeval painters have elaborated a very different
picture.
The gorgeous pencils of a Giotto and a Fra

The reverent devotion

Angelico have painted the Virgin and her Child seated
on stately thrones, upon floors of splendid mosaic, under
canopies of blue and gold ; they have robed them in
colours rich as the hues of summer or delicate as the

flowers of spring, and fitted the edges of their robes with
golden embroideiy, and clasped them with priceless gems.2

Far different was the reality.

When Joseph returned

Some of these facts have been exquisitely represented by Mr. Holman
Hunt in his truly noble picture, " The Shadow of Death." The above
paragraphs were, however, written before
had seen the picture. Readers
of this book may be interested to know that it was in Palestine, and at the
author's request, that Mr. Holman Hunt sketched the two engravings which
adorn it. It is not often that a. chance traveller gets the opportunity, as
was fortunate enough to do on several occasions, of seeing the every-day
1

I

I

home life and meals of the inhabitants.
2 As
early as 1679 a monograph was written by Rohr, Pictor errans in
Hist. Sacra ; and in 1689, by Hilscher, De erroribus pictorwm circa Nativ,

Christi.
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to Nazareth he knew well that they were going into
seclusion as well as into safety ; and that the life of the
Virgin and the Holy Child would be spent, not in the
secrecy,1
in
full light of notoriety or wealth, but in
poverty, and in manual toil.
Yet this poverty was not pauperism; there was nothing
in it either miserable or abject ; it was sweet, simple, con
Mary, like others of her
tented, happy, even joyous.
rank, would spin, and cook food, and go to buy fruit, and
evening by evening visit the fountain, still called after
fountain,"
with her pitcher of earthen
her "the Virgin's
ware carried on her shoulder or her head. Jesus would
play, and learn, and help His parents in their daily tasks,
and visit the synagogues on the Sabbath days. " It is
written,"
says Luther, " that there was once a pious godly
bishop, who had often earnestly prayed that God would
manifest to him what Jesus had done in His youth.
Once the bishop had a dream to this effect. He seemed
in his sleep to see a carpenter working at his trade,
and beside him a little boy who was gathering up chips.

Then

in

in

green, who called
them both to come to the meal, and set porridge before
came

a maiden

clothed

All

this the bishop seemed to see in his dream,
himself standing behind the door that he might not be
'
perceived.
Then the little boy began and said, Why
?'
does that man stand there ? shall he not also eat with us
awoke." "
And this so frightened the bishop that he
Let
may,"
"
adds Luther, a true history or a
this be what it
fable,
none the less believe that Christ in His child
hood and youth looked and acted like other children,
yet without sin, in fashion like a man."2
them.

I

1
3

John vii. 3—5.

Work in Galilee is there called work 4v Kpvwrfi.
Cf. St. Bonaventura, Vit. Christi, xii. " Fancy you see Him busied
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St. Matthew tells us, that in the settlement of the
Holy Family at Nazareth, was fulfilled that which was

spoken by the prophets, "He shall be called a Nazarene."
It is well known that no such passage occurs in
the name implied a contemp
any extant prophecy.
tuous dislike — as may be inferred from the proverbial

If

question of Nathanael,

" Can any good thing

come out of

Nazareth ? 'n— then Sit. Matthew may be summing up in
that expression the various prophecies so little under
stood by his nation, which pointed to the Messiah as a
" Nazarene "
man of sorrows. And certainly to this day
The Talhas continued to be a term of contempt.
"Ha-nozeri;"
Julian
mudists always speak of Jesus as
is said to have expressly decreed that Christians should be
called by the less honourable appellation of Galilseans ;
and to this day the Christians of Palestine are known
But the explanation
no other title than Nusara.2

by
which refers St. Matthew's allusion to those passages
Branch"
of prophecy in which Christ is called "the
The village may
(netser, i?j) seems far more probable.
have derived this name from no other circumstance
than its abundant foliage; but the Old Testament
is full of proofs that the Hebrews — who in philo
logy accepted the views of the Analogists —attached

with His parents in the most servile work of their little dwelling. Did
He not help them in setting out the frugal board, arranging the simple
sleeping-rooms, nay, and in other yet humbler offices ?"
1 Perhaps in
this question, and in the citation of St. Matthew, there
upon
the possible derivation of the name from Nazora,
may be a play

" despicable."

In the

singular, Nusrany.

On the supposed edict of Julian, see Gibbon,
If we ever passed a particularly ill-conditioned
ii. 312 (ed. Milman).
village in Palestine, my Mohammedan dragoman always rejoiced if he
could assure me that the inhabitants were not Moslim, but Nusara — which
he rarely lost an opportunity of doing.
Cf. Acts xxviii 22.
2
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immense and mystical importance to mere resemblances
in the sound of words.
To mention but one single

instance, the first chapter of the prophet Micah turns

almost entirely on such merely external similarities in
what, for lack of a better term, can only call the physio
logical quantity of sounds. St. Matthew, a Hebrew of

I

the Hebrews, would without any hesitation have seen
a prophetic fitness in Christ's residence at this town of
Galilee, because its name recalled the title by which He
was addressed in the prophecy of Isaiah.1
" Shall the Christ come out of Galilee ? " asked the
" Search and look !" said the Babbis
wondering people.
to Nicodemus,

"for out of Galilee

(John vii. 41, 52).

It

ariseth no

prophet"

would not have needed very
deep searching or looking to find that these words
were ignorant or false ; for not to speak of Barak the
deliverer, and Elon the judge, and Anna the prophetess,
three, if not four, of the prophets — and those prophets
of the highest eminence, Jonah, Elijah, Hosea, and
Nahum—had been born, or had exercised much of their
ministry, in the precincts of Galilee.2 And in spite of
Isa. xi 1. Tsemach, the word used in Jer. xxiii 5; Zeeh. iii 8, &c, also
means " Branch." Hitzig, with less probability, supposed St. Matthew to
allude to Isa. xlix. 6 (Heb.).
The explanation of the passage as = KaCtpaTos,
a Nazarite, is philologically erroneous and historically false; but something
" protecting," so that " he who
may be said for the derivation from notserj
Saviour,' '
calls Jesus Nazarene shall, against his will, call Him '
1

Protector'

" (Bp. Alexander, Ideas
of

my

my

the Gospels, p. 6). —The vague Sia
rav irpoipnrav of Matt,
23 perhaps admits of more than one reference and
explanation.
For a fuller disquisition on the principles of the explana
tion offered in the text
must refer to my Chapters on Language (second
edition), pp. 229— 247, in which have attempted to illustrate this difficult
and interesting subject.

ii

I

I

Jonah was of Gath-hepher (2 Kings xiv. 25), a town of Zebulun (Josh.
xix. 10, 13) ; Hosea is said to have been of Igsachar, and was a Northern
prophet ; Elkosh, the birthplace of Nahum, was probably in Galilee (Jer.
ad Nah. i. 1) ; Thisbe, the supposed birthplace of Elijah, was believed to
2

66
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the supercilious contempt with which it was regarded,
the little town of Nazareth, situated as it was in a
healthy and secluded valley, yet close upon the confines
of great nations, and in the centre of a mixed population,
was eminently fitted to be the home of our Saviour's
" in wisdom,
.childhood, the scene of that quiet growth
and stature, and favour with God and

1

it is exceedingly uncertain whether
'iwno 'rann may not mean
stranger, from the strangers ")—at any
rate Elijah's main ministry was in Galilee ; Elisha was of Abel-meholab,
in the Jordan valley.
To get over such flagrant carelessness in the

be

in Naphthali (Tobit i.

2,

but

" the

taunting question of the Jews, some have proposed to give a narrower
significance to the name Galilee, and make it mean only Upper Galilee,
for the limits of which see Jos. B. J. iii. 3, § 1. Among other great names
connected with Galilee, Keim mentions the philosopher Aristobulus (of
Paneas), the Scribe Nithai of Arbela, Alexander Jannseus, Judas the
Gaulonite, and John of Giscala (Gesch. Jes.
317). A legend mentioned
by Jerome also connects the family of St. Paul with Giscala (Jer. De Vir.
illustr. 5).
1
Luke ii. 52. Cf. Prov. iii. 4 ; Ps. cxi. 10 ; 1 Sam.
26.
ii.

i

CHAPTEE VI.
JESUS

IN THE TEMPLE.

" Omnes

venit salvare, infantes, et parvulos, et pueros, et juvenes, et
aetatem." —
8eniores ; ideo per omnem venit
Ibest. Adv. Haeres. iii 18.

Even

as there is one hemisphere

of the lunar surface on

which, in its entirety, no human eye has ever gazed,
while at the same time the moon's librations enable us
to conjecture of its general character and appearance, so
there is one large portion of our Lord's life respecting
which there is no full record ; yet such glimpses are, as
it were, accorded to us of its outer edge, that from these
we are able to understand the nature of the whole.
Again, when the moon is in crescent, a few bright
points are visible through the telescope upon its unilluminated part ; those bright points are mountain peaks,
so lofty that they catch the sunlight.
One such point of
splendour and majesty is revealed to us

in the

otherwise

unknown region of Christ's youthful years, and it is
sufficient to furnish us with a real insight into that entire
portion of His life. In modern language we should call
it an anecdote of the Saviour's confirmation.
The age of twelve years wa*s a critical age for a
Jewish boy. It was the age at which, according to
Jewish legend, Moses had left the house of Pharaoh's
daughter ; and Samuel had heard the Voice which sum-
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office; and Solomon had
given the judgment which first revealed his possession
of wisdom; and Josiah had first dreamed of his great

moned him to the prophetic

At this

of whatever rank was obliged,
by the injunction of the Babbis and the custom of his
reform.

age a boy

A.t this
nation, to learn a trade for his own support.
age he was so far emancipated from parental authority
that his parents could no longer sell him as a slave.
At this age he became a ben hat-tdrah, or " son of the
"little;"
Law."
Up to this age he was called Jcatdn, or
and was treated
henceforth he was gaddl, or "grown
more as a man

;

henceforth, too, he began to wear the
and was presented by his father

"phylacteries,"

tephillin, or
in the synagogue on a Sabbath, which was called from
Nay, more,
this circumstance the shabbath tephillin.

according to one Babbinical treatise, the Sepher GilguUm,
up to this age a boy only possessed the nephesh, or
animal life ; but henceforth he began to acquire the
ruach, or spirit, which,

if

his life were virtuous, would
develop, at the age of twenty, into the nishema, or reason
able soul.1

This period, too —the completion of the twelfth year3
—formed a decisive epoch in a Jewish boy's educaFol. 40, 1. Sepp is my authority for these particulars.
These
correspond
to
roughly
Philo's division of life into the \oyiKii ?£«, &ttpus
wepos
Te\eiao-is, and auM, or
abt^atas. —This incident preserved for us by
St. Luke is of inestimable value as discountenancing that too-prevalent
Apollinarian heresy which denies to Christ the possession of a human soul
(vovs), and gives Him only the A6yos in lieu of it.
It is as much the object
of the Gospels to reveal to us that He was rt\l«>s (man), as that He was
&\vBSs (God).
(See Hooker, Eccl. Pol. i. 614, ed. Keble.)— It should be
observed that the word used in Luke
40
irx-npoi^vov, implying a
course of growth in wisdom, not iren-KnpaiJ.hoi', implying
finished and
a

9,

instances of Moses and Samuel

§6;

V. 10,

4), the

§

(Jos. Antt.
(Keim, 416.)

ijSri SuwBeWoc

ii

eTOS

i

*

permanent result.
TltirJaipuKbs

is

ii.

1

A VISIT TO JERUSALEM.

€9

Tema,1

aifve he was to
According to Juda ben
study the Scriptures (Mikra), at ten the Mishna, at
thirteen the Talmud ; at eighteen he was to marry, at
twenty to acquire riches, at thirty strength, at forty
prudence, and so on to the end. Nor must we fbrget, in
considering this narrative, that the Hebrew race, and,
indeed, Orientals generally, develop with a precocity
unknown among ourselves, and that boys of this age
(as we learn from Josephus) could and did fight in
battle, and that, to the great detriment of the race, it is,
to this day, regarded as a marriageable age among the
tion.

Jews of Palestine, and Asia Minor.

Now it was the custom of the parents of our Lord
to visit Jerusalem every year at the feast of the Pass

Women were, indeed, not mentioned in the law
which required the annual presence of all males at the
three great yearly feasts of Passover, Pentecost, and
Tabernacles ; but Mary, in pious observance of the rule
Hillel,2 accompanied
Tecommended by
her husband every
year, and on this occasion they took with them the boy
Jesus, who was beginning to be of an age to assume the
responsibilities of the Law. We can easily imagine
how powerful must have been the influence upon His
over.

human development of this break in the still secluded
life ; of this glimpse into the great outer world ; of this
journey through a land of which every hill and every
Tillage teemed with sacred memories ; of this first visit
to that Temple of His Father which was associated
writh so many mighty events in the story of the kings

His

ancestors and the prophets

His

forerunners.

V
1

i.

Pirke Abhoth, v. 21.

Caspari, p. 64. — " Pascha feminarum est arbitrarium " (Kiddushin,
61 3). (Sepp.)
2
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Nazareth lies from Jerusalem at a distance of about
jealous
eighty miles, and, in spite of the intense and
hostility of the Samaritans, it is probable that the vast
caravan of Galilsean pilgrims on their way to the feast

would go by the most direct and
route, which lay through the old
Ephraim.1
Manasseh and
Leaving
which encircle the little town in

the least dangerous

tribal territories of
the garland of hills

a manner compared

by St. Jerome to the petals of an opening rose, they
would descend the narrow flower-bordered limestone
path into the great plain of Jezreel. As the Passover
falls at the end of April and the beginning of May, the
country would be wearing its brightest, greenest, love
liest aspect, and the edges of the vast cornfields on either
side of the road through the vast plain would be woven,.
like the High Priest's robe, with the blue and purple and
scarlet of innumerable flowers.2 Over the streams of
that ancient river, the river Kishon — past Shunem, re
calling memories of Elisha as it lay nesthng on the
southern slopes of Little Hermon — past royal Jezreel,.
with the sculptured sarcophagi that alone bore witness
to its departed splendour —past the picturesque outline
of bare and dewless Gilboa —past sandy Taanach, with
its memories of Sisera and Barak — past Megiddo, where
He might first have seen the helmets and broadswords
and eagles of the Boman legionary —the road would he
to En-Gannim, where, beside the fountains, and amid
Two other routes were open to them : one by the sea-coast, past
Carmel and Csesarea to Joppa, and so across the plain to Jerusalem,- the
other to Tiberias, and then on the eastern bank of the Jordan to the fords
Both of these routes were longer, less frequented, and
of Bethabara.
more liable to the attacks of roving bands.
' It was at this time of year that the author visited in 1870 the sceneshe is here describing.
In the year A.D. 8 the Passover began on April 8
1

JOURNEY

TO

JERUSALEM.
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shady and lovely gardens which still mark the
spot, they would probably have halted for their first
night's rest. Next day they would begin to ascend the

the

of Manasseh, and crossing the " Drowning
Meadow,"

mountains

it is now

called, and winding through the
rich fig-yards and olive-groves that fill the valleys round
as

El Jib, they

would leave upon the right the hills which,
in their glorious beauty, formed the " crown of pride "
of which Samaria boasted, but which, as the prophet
foretold, should be as a " fading flower." Their second
encampment would probably be near Jacob's well, in the
beautiful and fertile valley between Ebal and Gerizim,
and not far from the ancient Shechem.
A third day's
journey would take them past Shiloh and Gibeah of
Saul and Bethel to Beeroth; and from the pleasant
springs by which they would there encamp a short
and easy stage would bring them in sight of the towers

of Jerusalem.

The profane plumage of the eagle-wings

was already overshadowing the Holy City;
but, towering above its walls, still glittered the great

of Borne

Temple, with its gilded roofs and marble colonnades,
and it was still the Jerusalem of which royal David
sang, and for which the exiles by the waters of Babylon
had yearned with such deep emotion, when they took
their harps from the willows to wail the remorseful
dirge that they would remember her until their right
hands forgot their cunning.
Who shall fathom the un
speakable emotion with which the boy Jesus gazed on
that memorable and never-to-be-forgotten scene ?
The numbers who flocked to the Passover from every
region of the East might be counted by tens of thou
calls them

3)

Jud.

1,

Josephus (Bell.

§

1

There were far more than the city could by
ii.

sands.1

"an innumerable multitude

;"
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any possibility accommodate ; and then, as now at Eastertime, vast numbers of the pilgrims reared for themselves
the little succdth —booths of mat, and wicker-work, and
interwoven leaves, which provided them with a sufficient
shelter for all their wants.

The feast lasted for a week —

a week, probably, of deep happiness and strong religious

and then, with their mules, and horses, and
asses, and camels, the vast caravan would clear away
emotion

;

their temporary dwelling-places, and start on the home
ward journey.
The road was enlivened by mirth and
music.
They often beguiled the tedium of travel with
the sound of drums and timbrels, and paused to refresh
themselves with dates, or melons, or cucumbers, and
water drawn in skins and waterpots from every spring
ing well and running stream. The veiled women and
the stately old men are generally mounted, while their
sons or brothers, with long sticks in their hands, lead
along by a string their beasts of burden.
The boys and
children sometimes walk and play by the side of their

parents, and sometimes, when tired, get a lift on horse
or mule.
can find no trace of the assertion or con
jecture1
that the women, and boys, and men formed
three separate portions of the caravan, and such is cer

I

tainly not the custom in modern times.

But, in any

and in vi. 9, § 3 he mentions the very remarkable fact that Cestius, in
order to give Nero some notion of the power of the city, had asked the
chief priests to count the number of paschal lambs offered at the Passover,
and found that there were no less than 256,500 ! which
(allowing a general
average of rather more than ten to each lamb,
whereas there were some
times as many as twenty) would make the number of worshippers
no less
than 2,700,200, exclusive of all foreigners, and all who wore
ceremonially
unclean, &c.
The assertion that Agrippa reckoned 12,000,000 worshippers
by counting the kidneys of the Iambs offered, is one of the usual Rabbinio
exaggerations.
1

Which first occurs,

I believe,

in Bedo.

JESUS MISSING.
case, among such a sea

it
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of human beings, how

be to lose one young boy
The apocryphal legend

!

*

easy would

says that on the journey
from Jerusalem the boy Jesus left the caravan and
City.2
returned to the Holy
With far greater truth
and simplicity St. Luke informs us that — absorbed in
all probability in the rush of new and elevating emo

Jerusalem."

tions —He "tarried behind in
A day
parents3
elapsed before the
discovered their loss ; this
they would not do until they arrived at the place of
evening rendezvous, and all day long they would be free
from all anxiety, supposing that the boy was with some

other group of friends or relatives in that long caravan.
inquiries4
But when evening came, and their diligent
led to no trace of Him, they would learn the bitter fact
that He was altogether missing from the band of return
ing pilgrims. The next day, in alarm and anguish—
perhaps, too, with some sense of self-reproach that they
had not been more faithful to their sacred charge —they
The country was in
The ethnarch Archelaus,
a wild and unsettled state.
after ten years of a cruel and disgraceful reign, had
retraced their steps to Jerusalem.

The incident constantly occurs to this day in the annual expeditions of
pilgrims
to bathe in the fords of Jordan.
At Easter met hundreds
the
of Mohammedan pilgrims streaming southwards to the " Tomb of Moses."
2 Lange
here particularises too much, both in assuming that there wa3
1

I

a separate company of boys ; and that "the Child — He knew not how—foil
out of the train of -boys, and went on, led by the Spirit, meditating, longing,
attracted, and carried along by His own infinite thoughts until He stood in
Rabbis."
the Temple, in the midst of the
3
The proper reading of Luke ii. 43 is almost certainly of yovus, which
has for dogmatic reasons been dishonestly altered into 'ia&^<p xa\ rj fi^r-np
The place where 'they
abrov (see Lightfoot, Rev. of the New Test, -p. 29).
first halted might very well be, as tradition says, El Bireh, the ancient
Beeroth, about six miles north of Jerusalem.
4 Luke ii. 44, dvttfirow.
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recently been deposed by the Emperor, and banished to
Vienne, in Gaul. The Bomans had annexed the pro

vince over which he had ruled, and the introduction of
their system of taxation by Coponius, the first procu

rator, had kindled the revolt which, under Judas of
Gamala and the Pharisee Sadoc, wrapped the whole
flame.1

This disturbed
country in a storm of sword and
state of the political horizon would not only render
their journey more difficult when once they had left
the shelter of the caravan, but would also intensify
their dread lest, among all the wild elements of warring
nationalities which at such a moment were assembled
about the walls of Jerusalem, their Son should have met
with'
harm.
Truly on that day of misery and dread
must the sword have pierced through the virgin
mother's heart

!

Neither on that day, nor during the night, nor
throughout a considerable part of the third day, did
they discover Him, till at last they found Him in the
place which, strangely enough, seems to have been
the last where they searched for Him —in the Temple,
" sitting in the midst of the doctors, both
hearing them
and asking them questions; and all that heard Him
were astonished at

His understanding

and

answers."

it,

The last expression, no less than the entire context,
and all that we know of the character of Jesus and the
nature of the circumstances, shows that the Boy was
there to inquire and learn — not, as the Arabic Gospel
Infancy2 represents
of the
to cross-examine the

la

il

2

4)

I.

1

The insurrection of Judas was A.D. 6— i.e., only two years before this
event. It will be seen (Exc.
infr., "The Date of Christ's
Birth") that
A.U.C. 750 (B.C.
seems to me the almost certain date of the Nativity.
Ch. xlviii. — Iii. Not of this kind was the wisdom in which He grew.
" La sagesse dont est question, ce n'est pas
sagesse selon le monde.

JESUS IN THE TEMPLE.

"

"5

each in turn "—not to expound the number
of the spheres and celestial bodies, and their natures
and operations — still less to "explain physics and
doctors

hypophysics"
hyperphysics and
All
these are but the Apollinarian fictions of those who
preferred their heretical and pseudo-reverential fancies
of what was fitting, to the simple truthfulness with
which the Evangelist lets us see that Jesus, like other
children, grew up in gradual knowledge, consistently
(!)

metaphysics,

with the natural course of human development. He
was there, as St. Luke shows us, in all humility and

reverence to

His

elders, as an eager-hearted and gifted

learner, whose enthusiasm kindled their admiration, and

whose bearing won their esteem and love.1
All tinge
of arrogance and forwardness was utterly alien to His
character, which,

from His sweet childhood upward,

the Masorah, whom the Jews
second Moses;

almost reverence as

a

was meek and lowly of heart.
Among those present
may have been— white with the snows of well-nigh a
hundred years — the great Hillel, one of the founders of
and his son the Babban Simeon, who

;

mais la sagesse selon Dieu.
vantait la Grece, et qu'elle
naissante
ni cette prudence
surpassent les enfants de la

Ce n'est ni cette philosophic superbe dont se
inculquait si soigneusement a. la generation
de la vie, par laqnelle les enfants de ce siecle

ni cette instruction des livres que
les homrnes d'etude ramassent avec tant de travail; ni meme la connaissance speculative de Dieu et des saints mysteres de sa Parole. II s'agit
ici de cette sagesse si souveht louee dans les livres du roi Salomon, dont
commandements.' "
la premiere lecon est, Crains Dieu, et garde ses
(Adolphe Monod, Enfance de Jesus, p. 9.)
said,"
observes Stier, "that the word of
"The Rabbis themselves
God out of the mouths of children is to be received as from the mouth of
Himself" (Bammidbar
the Sanhedrin, of Moses, of the Blessed God
Rabba, 14). (Stier, Words of the Lord Jesus, 20, E. Tr.)— Anything like
forwardness in boys was peculiarly distasteful to the Jews (Abhoth,
i.

1

'

;

lumiere

v. 12, 15).
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thought so highly of silence; and his grandson, the
great
refined and liberal Gamaliel ; and Shammai, his
rival, a teacher who numbered a still vaster host of
disciples ; and Hanan, or Annas, son of Seth, His future
judge; and Boethus, the father-in-law of Herod; and
Babha Ben Butah, whose eyes Herod had put out;
and Nechaniah Ben Hiskanah, so celebrated for his
victorious prayers ; and Johanan Ben Zacchai, who pre
dicted the destruction of the Temple ; and the wealthy
Joseph of Arimathea ; and the timid but earnest Nicodemus ; and the youthful Jonathan Ben Uzziel, who
subsequently wrote the celebrated Chaldee paraphrase,
honour.1
and was held by his contemporaries in boundless
But though none of these might conjecture Who was

before them —and though hardly one of them lived to
believe on Him, and some to oppose Him in years to

come — which of them all would not have been charmed
and astonished at a glorious and noble-hearted boy, in

all the early beauty of his life, who, though He had
never learned in the schools of the Babbis, yet showed
so marvellous a wisdom, and so deep a knowledge in
all things Divine ? 2

I

Sepp, Leben Jesu, i. § 17; but
do not pledge myself to the exactitudo
of his conjecture in this enumeration. For some further allusions to these
Rabbis with Talmudic references to the traditions about them, see
Etheridge's Hebrew Literature, p. 38. In a blasphemous Jewish bookj the
Toldoth Jeshv, (which is not older than the thirteenth century, though
Voltaire supposed it to belong to the first), Hillel and Shammai are repre
sented as having reproved Jesus for having come into the Temple with His
1

head uncovered.
Nothing whatever new or true respecting Jesus is to be
learnt from the Talmud (see Excursus LT. infr., " Christ and Christians in
the Talmud"), and least of all from this sickening and worthless piece of
blasphemy, w^iich he who wills may read in Wagenseil's Tela Ignea Satanae,
1681.

Incidents somewhat similar in their external circumstances were by
They are narrated of R. Eliezer Ben Azaria, a
no moans unknown.
2
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Here then —perhaps in the famous IAshcath haggazSquares"
—perhaps in the Chanujdth, or
zith, or " Hall of
Purchase,"
" Halls of
or in one of the spacious chambers
assigned to purposes of teaching1 which adjoined the
Court of the Gentiles — seated, but doubtless at the feet
of his teachers, on the many-coloured mosaic which
formed the floor, Joseph and Mary found the Divino
Boy. Filled with that almost adoring spirit of reverence
for the great priests and religious teachers of their day
which characterised at this period the simple and pious
Galilajans, they were awe-struck to find Him, calm and
presence.2
happy, in so august a
They might, indeed,
have known that He was wiser than His teachers, and
transcendently more great ; but hitherto they had only

known Him as the silent, sweet, obedient child, and
perhaps the incessant contact of daily life had blunted
Yet it is Mary, not
the sense of His awful origin.
Joseph, who alone ventures to address Him in the
" My child,
language of tender reproach.
why dost
Thou treat us thus ? see, thy father and were seeking
Thee with aching hearts."3 And then follows His
answer, so touching in its innocent simplicity, so un-

I

descendant in tho tenth generation of Ezra ; and of R. Ashe, the first
compiler of the Babylonian Talmud. (Sepp, Leben Jesu, ubisupr.) Josephus
(Vita, 2), with the imperturbable egotism and naive self-complacency which
characterised him, narrates how, when he was about fourteen years of age,
the chief priests and Rabbis at Jerusalem frequently visited him to hear the
understanding with which he answered the most difficult questions on the
hidden meaning of the Law.
1
The IAshcath haggazzith was a basilica of hewn square 6tones (built
B.C. 110 by Simon Ben Shetach), in which both priests and Sanhedrin met,
It opened both on the Court
till they were transferred to the chanujdth.

3

Luke

ii 48, oBwtfytej'ni

25

4£nrovf/ei>.

a ; Shabbah,

48).

ii.

of the Priests and on that of the Gentiles. (Joma,
Sanhedrin,"
Kitto's Cyclop.)
Ginsburg, s. v. "
2
The word is a strong one, i£eir\dyiiaav (Luke

15 a,

in
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fathomable in its depth of consciousness, so infinitely
memorable as furnishing us with the first recorded words

of the Lord Jesus :
" Why is it that ye

I

Bid ye

not know
P"1
iliat must be about my Father's business
This answer, so divinely natural, so sublimely noble,
were seeking me ?

bears upon itself the certain stamp

¦conflict of thoughts which

it

of authenticity.

imphes

;

The

the half- vexed

which it expresses that they should so
little understand Him ; the perfect dignity, and yet the
perfect humility which it combines, he wholly beyond
the possibility of invention. It is in accordance, too,
with all His ministry —in accordance with that utterance
to the tempter, " Man shall not live by bread alone, but
by every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of
God,"
and with that quiet answer to the disciples by
the well of Samaria, "My meat is to do the will of
Him that sent me, and to finish His
Mary had
father,"
but in His reply He
said unto Him, "Thy
recognises, and henceforth He knows, no father except
know,"
His Father in heaven. In the " Did ye not
He
delicately recalls to them the fading memory of all that
"
He lays down
they did know ; and in that
the sacred law of self-sacrifice by which He was to walk,
even unto the death upon the cross.
"And they understood not the saying which He
spake unto them." They — even they— even the old
man who had protected His infancy, and the mother
who knew the awful secret of His birth—understood
not, that is, not in their deeper sense, the significance
astonishment

I

1 4v

(Luke ii. 49).
It might mean " in
but the other rendering is wider and better. Cf.
Gen. xii. 51, LXX.

rots toB nor pis pov, sc. irpdyixao-iv

my father's
1 Tim. iv. 15

house;"

;
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quiet words.
Strange and mournful com
mentary on the first recorded utterance of the youthful
Saviour, spoken to those who were nearest and dearest
to Him on earth !
Strange, but mournfully prophetic
"
of all His life : — He was in the world, and the world
was made by Him, and the world knew Him not.
He
not."1
•came unto His own, and His own received Him
And yet, though the consciousness of His Divine
parentage was thus clearly present in His mind —though
one ray from the glory of His hidden majesty had thus
unmistakably flashed forth —in all dutiful simplicity
and holy obedience " He went down with them, and
them."
came to Nazareth, and was subject unto
those

1

John i.

10, 11 .

to ISio), and His

It

should be rather

" unto His

own peoplo (of fiioi) recoived

own possessions («i»

Him net."

CHAPTEB VII.
THE HOME AT NAZARETH.
Auldvav koto to

Koivbv

andvrm

dvBpa-nwv.

— JlTST. MART. Dial.

C.

Tryph. 88.

Such, then, is the "solitary floweret out of the wonderful
enclosed garden of the thirty years, plucked precisely
there where the swollen bud, at a distinctive crisis,
bursts into flower."1
But if of the first twelve years of His human life
we have only this single anecdote, of the next eighteen

years of

His life

we possess no record whatever
such as is implied in a single word.

That word occurs in Mark vi.

carpenter ?"^
1

Stier, i.

3

:

"Is

save

not this the

18.

no doubt, on dogmatical grounds that this was altered into " the
" in the later MSS., though not in a single uncial.
son of the carpenter
Some were offended that the Lord of All should have worked in the
shop of a poor artisan ; but how alien to the true spirit of Christianity
Origen, indeed, says (c. Cels. vi. 36) that
is this feeling of offence!
Gospels
is Jesus himself called a carpenter; but this is
nowhere in the
probably a mere slip of memory, or may only prove how early the Christians
2

It is,

grew ashamed of their Divine Master's condescension, and how greatly they
That even " the carpenter's son "
needed the lessons which it involves.
became a term of reproach among the Gentiles, is clear from the story of
Libanius's question to a Christian during Julian's expedition into Persia,
"What is the Carpenter's Son doing now?" The Christian answered, "He
;"
and soon came the news of Julian's death. The omis
is making a coffin
Joseph's
name in Mark vi. 3 has been universally accepted as an
sion of
indication that he was dead; otherwise we might suppose that something
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We may be indeed thankful that the word remains,
for it is full of meaning, and has exercised a very noble

and blessed influence over the fortunes of mankind. It
has tended to console and sanctify the estate of poverty ;
to ennoble the duty of labour ; to elevate the entire con
ception of manhood, as of a condition which in itself

alone, and apart from every adventitious circumstance,
has its own grandeur and dignity in the sight of God.

It

shows, for instance, that not only during the
three years of His ministry, but throughout the whole of
His life, our Lord was poor. In the cities the carpenters
1.

would be Greeks, and skilled workmen; the carpenter of a
provincial village— ^and, if tradition be true, Joseph was

skilful" —

can only have held a very humble
position and secured a very moderate competence.1 In all
ages there has been an exaggerated desire for wealth ; an

^'not very

exaggerated admiration for those who possess it ; an exag
gerated belief of its influence in producing or increasing

the happiness of life

;

and from these errors a flood of

cares and jealousies and meannesses have devastated the

" the low

life of man.

And therefore Jesus chose voluntarily
"
estate of the poor — not, indeed, an absorb-

«ontemptuous

was intended

by only mentioning the mother's name (see
Ewald, Gram. Arabica, ii. 4, note). For this reference
am indebted to
Mj. C. J. Monro.
1
Arab. Gosp. Inf. xxxviii. Unfortunately, Pagan writers do not add
of the life of Jesus (Tac. Ann. xv. 44 ;
•one single fact to our knowledge
Plin. Epp. x. 97; Suet. Claud. 25 ; Lucian, DeMort. Peregr. 11 ; Lamprid.
Alex. Sev. 29, 43). A few passages in the Vera Hist, of the PseudoLucian are probably meant to ridicule Gospel narratives, and a few
passages in the Life of Apollonius of Tyana by Philostratus, and the Life
sophists"
flf Pythagoras by Jamblichus — the "cloudy romances of Pagan
Jewish writers are just as
—are perhaps intended by way of parallel.
larren. Josephus and Justus of Tiberias passed over the subject with
obvious and unworthy reticence. The Talmudists simply preserved or
invented a few turbid and worthless calumnies.

I
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ing, degrading, grinding poverty, which is always rare,
and almost always remediable, but that commonest lot
of honest poverty, which, though it necessitates selfdenial, can provide with ease for all the necessaries of a
simple life.
The Idumsean dynasty that had usurped
the throne of David might indulge in the gilded vices'
of a corrupt Hellenism, and display the gorgeous glut
tonies of a decaying civilisation ; but He who came to
be the Friend and the Saviour, no less than the King
of All, sanctioned the purer, better, simpler traditions
nation,1
and chose the condition in
and customs of His
which the vast majority of mankind have ever, and must
ever live.

Again, there has ever been, in the unenlightened
mind, a love of idleness ; a tendency to regard it as a
stamp of aristocracy; a desire to delegate labour to
the lower and weaker, and to brand it with the stigma
contempt.3
But our Lord wished
of inferiority and
to show that labour is a pure and a noble thing; it
is the salt of life ; it is the girdle of manliness ; it
2.

'Philo. inFlac.

977 f.
To the Greeks and Romans all mechanical trade was

pdvavtros, i.e.,
mean, vulgar, contemptible, and was therefore left to slaves. The Jews, with
a truer and nobler wisdom, enacted that every boy should learn a trade, and
wise,"
labourer."'
that "labour honours the
said with R. Juda b. Hai, "the
Saul was a tentmaker. Up to the age of forty, R. Johanan, son of Zakkai,
afterwards president of the Sanhedrin, was, like Mahomet, a merchant ; the
Rabbis Juda and Menahem were bakers; R. Eliezer, supreme president of
the schools of Alexandria, was a smith; R. Ismael, a needle-maker;
R.
2

Joza Ben Chalaphta, a tanner. (Sepp, §19; Ginsburg, in Kitto's Cyclop.,
The rabbis even assumed and rejoiced in the titles of
s. v. "Education").
Johanan,
R. Simon, the weaver, &c. Labour and learning
shoemaker;
the
R.
eyes
were, in the
of the rabbis, good antidotes against sinful thoughts(Pirke Abhoth, fol. 2, 2).— Even the Rabbis, however, were not far enough

advanced to honour labour without learning, and, as we shall see hereafter,
they spoke contemptuously of uneducated artisans and common tillers of
the soil (vid. infra, p. 89).
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saves the body from effeminate languor, and the soul

from polluting thoughts. And therefore Christ laboured,
working with His own hands, and fashioned ploughs and
yokes for those who needed them.
The very scoff of
Celsus against the possibility that He should have been
world,1
shows how
a carpenter who came to save the
vastly the world has gained from this very circumstance
—how gracious and how fitting was the example of such
humility in One whose work it was to regenerate society,
and to make all things new.
3. Once more, from this long silence, from this deep
obscurity, from this monotonous routine of an unrecorded
and uneventful life, we were meant to learn that our
real existence in the sight of God consists in the inner
The world hardly attaches
and not in the outer life.
any significance to any life except those of its heroes
and benefactors, its mighty intellects, or its splendid
conquerors.
But these are, and must ever be, the few.
One raindrop of myriads falling on moor or desert, or
mountain — one snowflake out of myriads melting into
the immeasurable sea/ —is, and must be, for most men
the symbol of their ordinary lives. They die, and barely
have they died, when they are forgotten ; a few years
pass, and the creeping lichens eat away the letters of
their names upon the churchyard stone; but even if those
crumbling letters were still decipherable, they would
recall no memory to those who stand upon their graves.
Even common and ordinary men are very apt to think
themselves of much importance ; but, on the contrary,
Justin, Mart. Dial.

Tryph. 88, TEKToriKa ipya etpydfcro iv dvBp&itou
ivtpyr)
&v, &porpa ko! £iya, Sick roirav ra. rr\s Siuaioo&vns ai^oXa SiScutkuv ko!
ptov. (There is no necessity, with Neander, to translate $70, "scales.") The
supposed allusions to the trade of a carpenter in Matt. vi. 27 ; Luke xxhi.
question.
31, &c, are obviously too vague to have any bearing on this
1

c.
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not even the greatest man is in any degree necessary,
and after a very short space of time —
" His place, in all

the pomp that fills
The circuit of the summer hills,
green."
Is that his grave is

A relative

insignificance, then,

and must be, the

is,

4.

a

destined lot of the immense majority, and many man
might hence be led to think, that since he fills so small

of mankind, he

of

is

a

space —since, for the vast masses

little importance as the ephemerid which buzzes out
its little hour in the summer noon—there
nothing
is

as

a

better than to eat, and drink, and die. But Christ came
relative insignificance may be an
to convince us that
importance.1
He came, to teach that continual
absolute

distinguished services,
brilliant success, are no essential elements of true and
noble life, and that myriads of the beloved of God are
to be found among the insignificant and the obscure.

" JSi

prominent

action,

vis divinus esse, late ut

Deus"

is

excitement,

the encouraging,

is

consoling, ennobling lesson of those voiceless years. The
calmest and most unknown lot
often the happiest, and
we may safely infer that these years in the home and
trade of the carpenter of Nazareth were happy years in

;

is

it

our Saviour's life. Often, even in His later days,
clear that His words are the words of one who rejoiced
in spirit they are words which seem to flow from the

1

?

fall river of an abounding happiness. But what must
that happiness have been in those earlier days, before
the storms of righteous anger had agitated His unruffled
soul, or His heart burned hot with terrible indignation
"
against the sins and hypocrisies of men
Heaven?
"Tu

xlviii.)

homo,

tanttjm nomen, si intelligas te" (Tert. Apol. adv. Gent.

" We

are greater than we know." — Wordsworth.
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tell us, " means principle;

"

and if at all times innocence be the only happiness, how
great must have been the happiness of a sinless child
"Youth,"
says the poet-preacher, "danceth like a
hood !
bubble, nimble and gay, and shineth like a dove's neck,
or the image of a rainbow which hath no substance, and

fantastical."
whose very image and colours are

And if
youth, with

this description be true of even a careless
what transcendently deeper force must it apply to the
innocent, the sinless, the perfect youth of Christ ? In
the case of many myriads, and assuredly not least in
the case of the saints of God, a sorrowful and stormy
manhood has often been preceded by a calm and rosy
dawn.
5. And while they were occupied manually, we have
positive evidence that these years were not neglected

intellectually.

No

importance

can be attached to the

clumsy stories of the Apocryphal Gospels, but it is
possible that some religious and simple instruction may
have been given to the little Nazarenes by the sophertm,
synagogue;1
or other attendants of the
and here our

Lord, who was made like unto us in all things, may
have learnt, as other children learnt, the elements of
learning.2

human
But it is, perhaps, more probable that
Jesus received His early teaching at home, and in accord
ance with the injunctions of the Law (Deut. xi. 19).

The Talmud certainly proves their later existence, and that the
sopherim and chazanim of the synagogues acted as mikredardike —ie.,
mikrodidaktici, or private teachers of the young. But the chazzan of our
Tho
Lord's day was in a much humbler position than was the case later.
regular foundation of schools for infants is said to have been due to Jesus
the son of Gamaliel I. See the whole question examined by Winer,
Realworterb., s. v. Unterricht; Jost, Gesch. d. Volkes Israel, iii. 163; r.nd
Keim, Jesu, i. 428. On the familiarity of Jewish children with the Law,
see Jos. Antt. iv. 8, § 12 ; Gfrorer, Jahrh. d. Heils, i. 118.
1
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from His father.

He would, at any

rate, have often
heard in the daily prayers of the synagogue all which
the elders of the place could teach respecting the Law
and the Prophets. That He had not been to Jerusalem,
for purposes of instruction, and had not frequented

any of the schools of the Babbis, is certain from the
indignant questions of jealous enemies, " From whence

things?"

"How knoweth this
hath this man these
learned?"1
There breathes
man letters, having never
throughout these questions the Babbinic spirit of in
solent contempt for the am ha-aretz (pun t») or illite
The stereotyped intelligence of the
rate countryman.
nation, accustomed,

if

I may use

the expression, to that

form of a dead religion, which had been
embalmed by the Oral Law, was incapable of appre

mummified

ciating the divine originality of a wisdom learnt from
God alone. They could not get beyond the sententious
" the wisdom of the
error of the son of Sirach, that

Had
learned man cometh by opportunity of leisure."2
Jesus received the slightest tincture of their technical
training he would have been less, not more, effectually
armed for putting to shame the supercilious exclusiveness of their narrow erudition.
6. And this testimony of His enemies furnishes us

Mark vi. 2; John vi. 42; vii. 15. The am ha-aretz, according to R.
EKezer, is one who does not say the Shema (Hear, O Israel) morning and
evening. According to R. Joshua, one who wore no tephillin (phylacteries);
1

according to Ben Assai, one who did not wear tsitsith (tassels); according
to R. Nathan, one who had no mezuzah above his door; according to
R. Nathan Ben Joseph, one who did hot trainhis sons in the Law; but
according to R. Hona the true Halachah ("rule") was with those who,
even
they had read the Scriptures and the Mishna, had not attended the
school of any Rabbi. (Bab. Berackoth, fol. 47, 6; v. infr., Vol. I., p. 424;

if

Gfrorer, Jahrhund. d. Heils, i. 188.)
2
Ecclus. xxxviii. 24. For the continuation of the passage, v. infra, p. 89.
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with a convincing and fortunate proof that His teaching
was not, as some would insinuate, a mere eclectic system

from the various sects and teachers of His
times.
It is certain that He was never enrolled among
the scholars of those Scribes1 who made it their main
business to teach the traditions of the fathers. Although
schools in great towns had been founded eighty years
before, by Simon ben Shatach, yet there could have been
"vineyard"
or
no Beth Midrash or Beth Babban, no
"'array"
Nazareth.2
And from
at despised and simple
whom could Jesus have borrowed? — From Oriental
Gymnosophists or Greek Philosophers?
No one, in
borrowed

these days, ventures to advance so wild a

From the Pharisees?

proposition.8

The very foundations

—

of their

system, the very idea of their religion, was irreconcilably
alien from all that He revealed. —From the Sadducees?
expediency"
politics,
Their epicurean insouciance, their "

their shallow rationalism, their polished sloth, were
even more repugnant to true Christianity, than they
were to sincere Judaism. —From the Essenes ? They
were an exclusive, ascetic, and isolated community,

with whose

discouragement

of marriage,

and

with

drawal from action, the Gospels have no sympathy,
and to whom our Lord never alluded, unless it be in
those passages where He reprobates those who abstain
fast,4,
and who
from anointing themselves when they
hide their candle under a bushel. —From Philo, and
Jos. Antt. xv. 10, § 5. Sometimes an educated slave acted as homeiutor.
"vineyard;"
"array,"
names, were given
1

and other similar
Ginsburg,
in Kitto's Cyclop, i. 728).
the Jews to their schools (Dr.
3 For numerous monographs on all these theories, see Hase, Leben Jesu,
imo,

2D13,

73.
*.TQS,

B.

J. ii. 8, §3.
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the Alexandrian Jews ? Philo was indeed a good man,.
;x
but
and a great thinker, and a contemporary of Christ
(even

if his

name had ever been heard — which is exceed

remote a region as Galilee) it
would be impossible, among the world's philosophies, to
choose any system less like the doctrines which Jesus

ingly doubtful —in

so

taught, than the mystic theosophy
extravagance of that "sea of

and

allegorising
which lies
congealed in his writings. —From Hillel and Shammai?
We know but little of them ; but although, in one or
two passages of the Gospels, there may be a conceivable
allusion to the disputes which agitated their schools, or
to one or two of the best and truest maxims which origi
nated in them, such allusions, on the one hand, involve no
more than belongs to the common stock of truth taught
by the Spirit of God to men in every age ; and, on the
other hand, the system which Shammai and Hillel taught
was that oral tradition, that dull dead Levitical ritualism,
at once arrogant and impotent, at once frivolous and
unoriginal, which Jesus both denounced and overthrew.2Philo was probably born B.C. 20, and lived till about A.D. 50. Aswe know that he once visited Jerusalem, it is just possible (no more) that
he may have seen Jesus. The tendency of his spiritualism was "to exalt
knowledge in place of action ; its home was in the cells of the recluse,.
1

and not in the field or the market; its truest disciples were visionary
Therapeutse, and not Apostles charged with a Gospel to the world."
Alexandrianism "was the ideal of heathen religion and the negation of
Christianity.
It suppressed the instincts of civil and domestic society
which Christianity ennobled; it perpetuates the barriers which Christianity
removed; it abandoned the conflict which Christianity carries out to
victory."
(Westeott, Introd., p. 77.)
2
We shall see hereafter that in all questions such as that respecting:

...

divorce, the decisions of Jesus were wholly different from those either of
Hillel or of Shammai. Can it be regarded as certain that Hillel occupied
among his contemporaries anything like the space which he occupies in

Unless he be the same as Pollio (Antt. xv. 1, § 1 ; 10, § 4) —which,
to say tho least, is very doubtful, for Pollio seems to be Abtalion who-

tradition

?
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The schools in which Jesus learnt were not the schools
of the Scribes, but the school of holy obedience, of sweet
contentment, of unalloyed simplicity, of stainless purity,
of cheerful toil. The lore in which He studied was not
the lore of Babbinism, in which to find one just or noble
thought we must wade through masses of puerile fancy
and cabbalistic folly, but the Books of God without
Him, in Scripture, in Nature, and in Life ; and the Book
of God within Him, written on the fleshly tables of the
heart.

The education of

a

Jewish boy of the humbler

was almost solely scriptural and
were, as a rule, his sole teachers.

moral,1

classes

and his parents

We can hardly doubt
that the child Jesus was taught by Joseph and Mary to
read the Shema (Deut. vi. 4), and the Hallel (Ps. cxiv. —
cxviii.), and the simpler parts of those holy books, on
whose pages

His divine wisdom

such floods of light.

But He had evidently

than this.

was hereafter to pour

received a further

culture

(i.) The art of writing is by no means commonly

preceded Hillel — Josephus does not even mention him, though there could
be no possible reason, whether of timidity or of uncertainty, to pass over
his name, as he passes over that of Jesus.
shall speak of the supposed

I

Hillel,"

relation of Jesus to Hillel in Excursus HI., " Jesus and
and may
refer to Ewald, Gesch. Christ. 28—39.
1
Exod. xii. 26; Deut. passim ; Acts xxii. 3; 2 Tim. iii. 15. In Ecclus.
xxxviii. 24 seqq., there is a striking contrast between the limited studies
and opportunities of the poor and the range and leisure of the rich. "Tho
wisdom of a learned man cometh by opportunity of leisure. . . . How
that driveth oxen,
can he get wisdom that holdeth the plough,
So every carpenter and
and whose talk is of bullocks?
night
All these trust to
and day
workmaster that laboureth
their hands. . . . They shall not be sought for in public counsel, nor
and they shall not be found whero
set high in the congregation,
. thoir desire is in the work of their
parables are spoken;
but
craft,"

....

....

....

....

...

....
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known, even in these days, in the East ; but more than
letters,1
no
one allusion to the form of the Hebrew
less than the stooping to write with His finger on the
ground,2
show that our Lord could write,
(ii.) That
His knowledge of the sacred writings was deep and ex
tensive — that, in fact,

He must

almost have known them

by heart —is clear, not only from His direct quotations,
but also from the numerous allusions which He made
to the Law and to the Hagiographa, as well as to
Isaiah, Jeremiah, Daniel, Joel, Hosea, Micah, Zechariah,
It is
Malachi, and, above all, to the Book of Psalms.3
probable, though not certain, that He was acquainted

with the uncanonical Jewish books.4
This profound
gave more
and ready knowledge of the Scriptures

point to the half-indignant question, so often repeated,.
"Have- ye not
(iii.) The language wrhich our
Lord commonly spoke was Aramaic ; and at that period
Hebrew was completely a dead language, known only
to the more educated, and only to be acquired by
labour ; yet it is clear that Jesus was acquainted with
it, for some of His scriptural quotations5 directly refer
1

Matt. v.

18.

Eusebius (H.

E.

i. 13) gives the spurious letter which

Christ was asserted to have written (Cedrenus, Hist, p. 145, adds IStais
Cf. Arab. Gosp. Inf. xlviii. ; Ps.
Xtpo-X) to Abgarus, King of Edessa.

Matth. xxxi.
2
John viii. 6 (in MS. U), ra SaKrihip zypatpev IkoVtou avrwv ras a/iaprlas.
(See Hofmann, p. 309; Fabr. Cod. ap. N. T. i. 315; Wagenseil, ad Sot
p. 33.) The common use of the mezuzoth (Deut. vi.
9) and tephillin hardly
show that the art of writing was common.
3
These all occur in St. Matthew's Gospel.
«
Cf. Matt. xi. 28 seq. with Ecclus. Ii. 26, &c, and Luke xiv. 28 with
Mace.
ii. 29, 30 (Keim, i. 455). Every respectable family possessed at least
2
portion
a
of the sacred books. Prof. Plumptre (Christ and Christendom,
p. 96) has observed that James "the Lord's brother"
certainly makes
allusidhs to the Apocrypha (cf. James i. 6, 8, 25 with Ecclus. vii. 10 •1 28 •
xiv. 23).
«

Mark xii. 29, 30; Luke xxii. 37; Matt, xxvii. 46.
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Greek too He must have
known, for it was currently spoken in towns so near His
Meleager,
home as Sepphoris, Caesarea, and Tiberias.1
the poet of the Greek anthology, in his epitaph on
himself, assumes that his Greek will be intelligible to
Syrians and Phoenicians : he also speaks of his native
Gadara, which was at no great distance from Nazareth, as
though it were a sort of Syrian Athens. Ever since the
days of Alexander the Great, alike in the contact of
the Jews with Ptolemies, and with Seleucids, Hellenic

to the Hebrew original.

influences had been at work in Palestine.

Greek was,
indeed, the common medium of intercourse, and without
it Jesus could have had no conversation with strangers

—with

the

centurion, for instance, whose servant

He

healed, or with Pilate, or with the Greeks who desired
an interview with Him in the last week of His life.2
quotations, if we can venture
to assume a reproduction of the ipsissima verba? are
taken directly from the Greek version of the Septuagint,

Some too of

His scriptural

The coinage of the Herods has Greek inscriptions (De Saulcy, Hist.
d'Herode, p. 385). The study of Greek was encouraged by some Rabbis ;
they said that the tallith of Shem and the pallium of Japhet ought to be
united (Midrash Rabba, Gen. xxxiv.). As a rule, however, they did not
value the acquisition of languages (Jos. Antt. xx. 11, § 2) ; and the learning
of Greek was absolutely forbidden during the Roman war (Sota, ix. 14).
Gamaliel alone, of the Rabbis, permitted his scholars to study Greek
literature (chochmath Javanith); and Rabbi Ismael said that Greek
wisdom should only be taught at the hour which was neither day nor
night, since the Law was to be studied day and night (Menachoth, 19 b).
Learning."
But see Excursus IV., " Greek
2 Matt,
viii 6—9 ; xxvii. 11 ; John xii. 21.
3
Of course we cannot assume this in all cases, xa*-e7r0'' TV ^"p^eiav
abriiv rSv X^xBivrcnv Sianvn/ioyevirai (Thuc. i. 22), and although the Holy
Evangelists have been guided from above to reveal all that is essential to
our. salvation in the life of Christ, yet their variations show that they were
not endowed with a verbal exactitude, which would have been at once
supernatural and needless.
1
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original.1
Whether
even where it differs from the Hebrew
He was acquainted with Latin is much more doubtful,
though not impossible.
The Bomans in Judsea must

by this time have been very numerous, and Latin was
inscribed upon the coins in ordinary use.2 But to what
ever extent He may have known these languages, it is
clear that they exercised little or no influence on His
human development, nor is there in all His teaching a
single indisputable allusion to the literature, philosophy,
or history of Greece or Borne.3 And that Jesus habitually
thought in that Syriac which was His native tongue may
be conjectured, without improbability, from some curious
plays on words which are lost in the Greek of the
Gospels, but which would have given greater point and
beauty to some of
original tongue.*

His

utterances, as spoken

in their

But

whatever the boy Jesus may have learned as
child or boy in the house of His mother, or in the school
7.

'

Matt.iv. 7; xiii. 14, 15.
Matt. xxii. 19. Wernsdorf wrote a treatise De Christo Latine loquente.
The Latin words, itoSiov, KoSpdvrnv, \eyedv, &c, occur in our Lord's
2

teaching.

It

is surely very far-fetched to find, as some have done, a possible
allusion to the death of Socrates in Mark xvi. 18. On the other hand, there
is a (perhaps accidental) resemblance between the &ypa<pov Siypa of our
Lord preserved by St. Paul in Acts xx. 35, and the Epicurean maxim
ijSiov to eS votetv rov ei irdffxew. (Cf. Athen. Deipnos. viii. 5 ; Arist. Eth.
Nic.
iv. 1.) J. F. Mayer wrote a pamphlet, Utrum Christus legerit Platonem
vel Terentium ? Hamb. 1701.
4
See Winer, Realworterb.ii. 501. s.v. Sprache ; Glass, Philologia Sacra,
p. 918, seq., " We have piped unto you, and ye have not danced (jwrji?!, rakedtoon) ; we have mourned unto you, and ye have not wept ftwjEjM, arked;"
other supposed instances are adduced in Heinsius's Aristarchus.
toon)
The words, 70X7060, ra\iBa, kvju, a/3j35, /ci)<J>as, &.C., are all Aramaic (or, as it
is called, Syro-Chaldee) ; as is the cry upon the cross, " Eloi, Eloi, lama
sabachthani."
The particular dialect of Galilee was marked by a change
of gutturals, and a general irAaTeiso>ibs.
(Lightfoot, and Schbttgen, Hor.
Hebr. in Matt. xxvi. 73.)
3
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synagogue, we know that

His
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best teaching was

derived from immediate insight into His Father's will.
In the depths of His inmost consciousness, did that voice
of God, which spake to the father of our race as he

walked in the cool evening under the palms of Paradise,
commune — more plainly, by far—with Him. He heard
it in every sound of nature, in every occupation of life,
in every interspace of solitary thought. His human
life was " an ephod on which was inscribed the one word
God."
Written on His inmost spirit, written on His
most trivial experiences, written in sunbeams, written. in
the light of stars, He read everywhere His Father's name.
The calm, untroubled seclusion of the happy valley, with
its green fields and glorious scenery, was eminently con
ducive to a life of spiritual communion ; and we know

how from its every incident —the games of its innocent
children,1
the buying and selling in its little market
place, the springing of its perennial fountain, the glory

of its mountain lilies in their transitory loveliness, the
hoarse cry in their wind-rocked nest of the raven's

callow brood —he drew food for moral illustration and
spiritual thought.
Nor must we lose sight of the fact that it was

in these silent, unrecorded years that a great part of
His work was done. He was not only "girding His
thigh,"
sword upon His
but also wielding it in that
discharge.2
warfare which has no
That noiseless battle,
in which no clash of weapons sounds, but in which the

combatants against us are none the less terrible because
they are not seen, went on through all the years of His
redeeming obedience.
1

Matt. xi. 16.

In

these years
s

do"
He "began to

Ps. xiv. 3 ; Eccles. viii. 8.
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teach."1
They were the
long before He "began to
years of a sinless childhood, a sinless boyhood, a sinless
youth, a sinless manhood, spent in that humility, toil,
obscurity, submission, contentment, prayer, to make them
an eternal example to all our race.
We cannot imitate
Him in the occupations of His ministry, nor can we even
remotely reproduce in our own experience the external
circumstances of His life during those three crowning
years.
But the vast majority of us are placed, by God's
own appointment, amid those quiet duties of a common
place and uneventful routine which are most closely
analogous to the thirty years of His retirement ; it was
during these years that His life is for lis the main
" Take notice here,"
example of how we ought to live.
says the saintly Bonaventura, " that His doing nothing
wonderful was in itself a , kind of wonder.
For His
whole hfe is a mystery ; and as there was power in His
actions, so was there power in

His

silence, in His in
This sovereign Master,

activity, and in His retirement.
who was to teach all virtues, and to point out the way
of life, began from His youth up, by sanctifying in His
own person the practice of the virtuous life He came to
teach, but in a wondrous, unfathomable, and, till then,
manner."
unheard-of
His mere presence in that home of His childhood
must have made it a happy one. The hour of strife,
the hour of the sword, the hour when many in Israel
should rise or fall because of Him, the hour when the
thoughts of many hearts should be revealed, the hour
when the kingdom of heaven should suffer violence, and
In any
the violent take it by force, was not yet come.
1

Acts i. 1.

p. 138.

See

further on this subject the note at the end of Chap.

IX.,
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family circle the gentle influence of one loving soul is
sufficient to breathe around it an unspeakable calm ; it
has a soothing power like the shining of the sunlight,
or the voice of doves heard at evening ; —
" It

droppeth, like the gentle dew from heaven,
Upon the place beneath."

Nothing vulgar, nothing tyrannous, nothing restless can
permanently resist its beneficent sorcery; no jangling
discord can long break in upon its harmonising spell.
But the home of Jesus was no ordinary home. With
Joseph to guide and support, with Mary to hallow and
sweeten it, with the youthful Jesus to illuminate it with
the very light of heaven, we may well believe that it
was a home of trustful piety, of angelic purity, of almost
perfect peace ; a home for the sake of which all the earth
would be dearer and more awful to the watchers and
holy ones, and where, if the fancy be permitted us,
they would love to stay their waving wings. The
legends of early Christianity tell us that night and day,
where Jesus moved and Jesus slept, the cloud of light
And so it was ; but that light
shone round about Him.
was no visible Shechinah ; it was the beauty of holiness ;

it

was the peace of God.
8. In the eleventh chapter of the Apocryphal History
of Joseph the Carpenter, it is stated that Joseph had
four elder sons and several daughters by a previous

marriage, and that the elder sons, Justus and Simon,

Esther and Thamar, in due time
"But Judas and
married and went to their houses.
and the daughters,

continues
James the Less, and the Virgin my
the speaker, who is supposed to be Jesus Himself,
" remained in the house of Joseph.
also continued
had been one
along with them, not otherwise than if

I

I
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of his

I
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all my time without fault.
called Mary my mother, and Joseph father, and in all
sons.

I

passed

....

I

ever resist
they said was obedient to them, nor did
pro
nor did
them, but submitted to them
voke their anger any day, nor return any harsh word or
cherished them with
answer to them ; on the contrary,
immense love, as the apple of my
quote for the sake of the
This passage, which
picture which it offers of the unity which prevailed in
the home at Nazareth, reminds us of the perplexed
question, Had our Lord any actual uterine brothers and
sisters ? and if not, who were those who in the Gospels
"
are so often called " the brethren of the Lord ?
Whole
volumes have been written on this controversy, and
shall not largely enter on it here, both because
do not
wish these pages to be controversial, and because
have
elsewhere.1
treated it
The evidence is so evenly balanced,
the difficulties of each opinion are so clear, that to insist
very dogmatically on any positive solution of the problem
would be uncandid and contentious. Some, in accordance
certainly with the prima facie evidence of the Gospels,

I

I

I

I

I

I

have accepted the natural supposition that, after the
miraculous conception of our Lord, Joseph and Mary

lived together in the married state, and that .Tames, and
Joses, and Judas, and Simon, with daughters, whose
names are not recorded, were subsequently born to them.
According to this view, Jesus would be the eldest, and
on the death of Joseph, which, if we may follow tradition,
took place when He was nineteen, would assume the
Bible, s. v. " Brother." Certainly the HieronyEpiphanian
mian and
theories (see next note) are an afterthought, caused
by a growing tendency to magnify the aetirapBevla.
This notion was partly
due to the development of ascetic opinions, partly to a fantastic alle°-orieal
interpretation of Ezek. xliv. 2.
1

In Smith's Diet of the
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natural headship and support of the orphaned family.1
But according to another view, of which St. Jerome may
be called the inventor, these brethren of our Lord were
So much, and so much that is most easily accessible, has been written
on this point — a point which is, after all, incapable of positive solution—
that it will be needless to enter elaborately upon it here, especially as
Dr. Lightfoot, in an appendix to his edition of the Epistle to the Galatians,
1

it with his usual exhaustive learning and accuracy. Dismissing
all minor and arbitrary combinations, there are three main views : (1) The
Helvidian — that the brethren of the Lord were the actual children of
Joseph and Mary ; (2) the Hieronymian —that they were his first cousins,
being sons of Mary and Alphseus; (3) the Epiphanian —that they were
the sons of Joseph by a former marriage.
Of these three theories, the
second— that of St. Jerome— is decidedly the most popular, and the one
which has least to be said for it.
It has not a particle of tradition before

has treated

it,

the time of St. Jerome in its favour, since the Papias, who is quoted as
is, as Dr. Lightfoot shows, a writer of the eleventh century.
having held

a

is

5,

is

is

it

it it it

Even St. Jerome, after his residence in Palestine, seems to have abandoned
perhaps sufficient to observe that, as
assumes three at least
"brethren"
apostles,
actual
in flagrant contradic
of these
to have been
nothing,
depends
on number of
of the fact that
tion to John vii.
to say
Epiphanian
hypotheses.
seems
to
have been the
The
dubious
theory
very
Apocryphal
Gospels
the one current in the
tradition of Palestine, and

it; and

Hofmann, Leben Jesu, 4); but still believe that the Helvidian has an
The only two
overwhelming preponderance of argument in its favour.
against
are (a) The fact that our Lord entrusted His
serious arguments
mother to the care of St. John, not of her own children; but this
accounted for by their acknowledged want of sympathy with Him up to
that time. It is true that the appearance of the risen Christ to James
(I Cor. xv. see Lightfoot ubi supr., p. 260) seems to have wholly converted
them but there may have been many reasons why Mary should still live
with the Apostle to whom the Lord had entrusted her. (P) The fact that
the names of the sons of Alphseus were identical with those of the Lord's
but this argument loses all force from the extreme commonness
brethren
of these names, which were as common among the Jews as John and
William among us. The genealogies of Joseph show, moreover, that they
The imagined necessity of the
were in part family and ancestral names.
;

;

7,

is

:

it

I

(see

whatever, since

is

no argument

it

is

aemapBevta

abundantly clear that, had

is

the Evangelists believed in the importance of such a view, or held the
superior sacredness of celibacy over marriage, they would either have
language
stated their belief, or would at any rate have abstained from
conveys
the reverse
which, in its obvious and only natural significance,
actual sons
view—
were
that
they
For undoubtedly the Helvidian
notion.
interpretation
simple
Mary—
most in accordance with the
of Joseph and

H
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in reality His cousins. Mary, it is believed, had a sister
name,1
who was married to
or half-sister of the same

I

have
Alphseus or Clopas, and these were their children.
in the note reviewed some of the evidence. Each person

can form upon that evidence a decided conviction of his
own, but it is too scanty to admit of any positive con
clusion in which we may expect a general acquiescence.

In

any case,

it is

clear that our Lord, from

His

earhest

infancy, must have been thrown into close connection
with several kinsmen, or brothers, a little older or a little
younger than Himself, who were men of marked individu

ality, of burning zeal, of a simplicity almost bordering on

Essenic ascetism, of overpowering hostility to every form
of corruption, disorder, or impurity, of strong devotion to

the Messianic hopes, and even to the ritual observances
country.2
We know that, though afterwards
of their
they became pillars of the infant Church, at first they

ii

7, and
of the Gospel narratives.
Not to dwell on the irpuroroKos of Luke
^p)?
the «»s oS of Matt. i. 25, and the
^ awe\Beiv avrobs of Matt. i. 18, we
have (a) the fact that they are always called a,Se\<po\, never dvtyioi or
avyyiveis
(a fact which appears to me to be alone decisive against the
"Brother" in
Hieronymian view, for reasons which
have given s. v.
Smith's Diet, of the Bible); and (j3) the fact that they are always found

I

accompanying the Virgin (John ii. 12 ; Matt. xii. 46), and not their own
(supposed) mother, without the slightest hint that they were not in reality
To these
would add, as against the Epiphanian
her own children.
"brethren"
been elder sons of Joseph, Jesus would
theory, that, had the
regarded
not have been
by any of His followers as legal heir to the throne
of David (see not only Matt. i. 16 ; Luke i. 27 ; but also Rom. i. 3 ; 2 Tim
ii. 8 ; Rev. xxii. 16).
1
That two sisters should both have received the same name seema
The custom of the Herodian family would be little
very improbable.
prevail
have, however,
to
among the peasants of Nazareth.
likely

I

I

discovered one modern instance of such a fact, and there are doubtloss

others.

2
Especially Jude and James, if, as seems at least possible, they were
" the Lord's brethren," and authors of the epistles which pass by their
names, but were not actual apostles (see James i. 1 ; Jude 17).
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did not believe in our Lord's Divinity, or at any rate
held views which ran strongly counter to the divine
plan of His self-manifestation.1
Not among these, in
any case, did Jesus during His lifetime find His most
faithful followers, or His most beloved companions.
There seemed to be in them a certain strong opinionativeness, a Judaic obstinacy, a lack of sympathy, a

deficiency in the elements of tenderness and reverence.
Peter, affectionate even in his worst weakness, generous
even in his least controlled impulse ; James the son of
Zebedee, calm and watchful, reticent and true; above all,

John, whose impetuosity lay involved in a soul of the
most heavenly tenderness, as the lightning slumbers in
the dewdrop —these were more to Him and dearer than
His brethren or kinsmen according to the flesh. A hard
aggressive morality is less beautiful than an absorbing
and adoring love.2
9. Whether these little clouds of partial miscompre
hension tended

in any way to overshadow the clear

John vii. 3, 4 ; Mark iii. 21. Can there be any stronger evidence of
perfect
the
simplicity and truthfulness of the Gospel evidence .than the
fact that they faithfully record what sceptics are pleased to consider so
It is exactly the reverse of what is said in the
damaging an admission ?
Apocr. Gospels, e.g. Apocr. Gosp. Matt, xliii
1

I£, as Wieseler (Die Sohne Zebediii, Vettern des Herrn., Stud, und
Erit. 1840) with great probability supposes, there be any truth in the
tradition (Nicephorus, Hist Ecc. ii. 3) that Salome was the sister of Mary,
delicately alluded to but unnamed in John xix. 25 (as compared with Matt.
xxvii. 56 ; Mark xv. 40), then James and John the sons of Zebedee were
actually first cousins of our Lord. In that case there would still be nothing
surprising in their having first been disciples of the Baptist, for Mary and
Elizabeth were related (Luke i. 36), and the ministry of John preceded that
of Jesus. [Ewald even supposes that the Virgin was of the tribe of Levi,
and connects with this not only the fact that Jesus wore a seamless coat
(John xix. 23), but also the story (Polycrates in Euseb. Hist. Ecc. iii. 31,
2

v. 24) that St. John in his old age wore the priestly iriraXov (Deut. xxxiii. 8
He accepts the conjecture and tradition that
(see Gesch. Christ., p. 246).
St. John was related to Jesus, id. p. 239.]
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heaven of Christ's youth in the little Galilsean town, we
cannot tell. It may be that these brethren toiled with

at the same humble trade, lived with Him under the
same humble roof. But, however this may be, we are
Solitude would be.
sure that He would often be alone.

Him

to Him, more emphatically than to any child of man,
" He would beyond all
audience-chamber of God ;
doubt seek for it on the grey hill-sides, under the figs

" the

and olive-trees, amid the quiet fields

during the heat
No soul can
of noonday, and under the stars of night.
preserve the bloom and delicacy of its existence without
lonely musing and silent prayer ; and the greatness of
this necessity is in proportion to the greatness of the
There were many times during our Lord's
soul.
ministry when, even from the loneliness of desert places,
He dismissed His most faithful and most beloved, that
He might be yet more alone.
10. It has been implied that there are but two spots in
;

Palestine where we may feel an absolute moral certainty
that the feet of Christ have trod, namely — the well-side
at Shechem, and the. turning of that road from Bethany
over the Mount of Olives from which Jerusalem first
bursts upon the view.1
But to these
would add at
least another — the summit of the hill on which Naza
reth is built.
That summit is now unhappily marked,
not by any Christian monument, but by the wretched,
ruinous, crumbling wely of some obscure Mohammedan
saint.2
Certainly there is no child of ten years old
in Nazareth now, however dull and unimpressionable
he may be, who has not often wandered up to it ; and

I

certainly there could have been no boy at Nazareth in
olden days who had not followed the common instinct
1

Stanley, Sin. and

Pal., p.

194.

2

Neby Ismail
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of humanity by climbing up those thymy hill-slppes

to the lovely and easily accessible spot which gives a
view of the world beyond. The hill rises six hundred
feet above the level of the sea.
Four or five hundred
feet below lies the happy valley.
The view from
this spot would in any country be regarded as extra
ordinarily rich and lovely ; but it receives a yet more
indescribable

charm from our behef that here, with

His

feet among the mountain flowers, and the soft breeze
lifting the hair from His temples, Jesus must often have
watched the eagles poised in the cloudless blue, and
have gazed upwards as He heard overhead the rushing
plumes of the long line of pelicans, as they winged their

way from the streams of Kishon to the Lake of Galilee.
And what a vision would be outspread before Him, as He

sat at spring-time on the green and thyme-besprinkled

turf !

To Him every field and fig-tree, every palm and

garden, every house and synagogue, would have been a
familiar object; and most fondly of all amongst the
rsquare flat-roofed houses would His eye single out the

little dwelling-place of the village carpenter. To the
north, just beneath them, lay the narrow and fertile
plain of Asochis,1 from which rise the wood-crowned
hills of Naphtali, and conspicuous on one of them was

hill;"2 beyond
set upon a
these, on
the far horizon, Hermon upheaved into the blue the
huge splendid mass of his colossal shoulder, white with
Safed,

"the city

eternal snows.3

Eastward, at a few

distance, rose

Now called El Buttauf .
The present town of Safed is of much later date ; but a city or
fortress most probably existed there in our Lord's time.
' The epithet is so far accurate, that even in September snow would be
Explor.
found in the ravines and crevices of Hermon. (Report of Pal.
1

2

Fund, 1870, p. 213.)
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the green and rounded summit of Tabor, clothed with
terebinth and oak. To the west He would gaze through

air on the purple ridge of Carmel,
among whose forests Elijah had found a home ; and on
Caifa and Accho, and the dazzling line of white sand
which fringes the waves of the Mediterranean, dotted
" ships of
here and there with the white sails of the
Chittim."1 Southwards, broken only
by the graceful
outlines of Little Hermon and Gilboa, lay the entire
plain of Esdraelon, so memorable in the history of
Palestine and of the world ; across which lay the south
ward path to that city which had ever been the murderess
of the prophets, and where it may be that even now, in
the dim foreshadowing of prophetic vision, He foresaw
that diaphanous

the agony in the garden, the mockings and scourgings,
the cross and the crown of thorns.
The scene which lay there outspread before the eyes

of the youthful Jesus was indeed a central spot in the
world which He came to save. It was in the heart of
the Land of Israel, and yet— separated from it only by a
narrow boundary of hills and streams —Phoenicia, Syria,
Arabia, Babylonia, and Egypt lay close at hand. The

Isles of the Gentiles, and all the glorious regions of
Europe, were almost visible over the shining waters
The standards of Borne were
of that Western sea.
planted on the plain before Him ; the language of Greece

And however peaceful
was spoken in the towns below.
it then might look, green as a pavement of emeralds,
rich with its gleams of vivid sunlight, and the purpling
shadows which floated over

it

from the clouds of the

latter rain, it had been for centuries a battle-field of
1

I describe the scene

as

I saw it on Easter Sunday,

April

17, 1870.
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Pharaohs and Ptolemies, Emirs and Arsacids,
Judges and Consuls, had all contended for the mastery
of that smiling tract. It had glittered with the lances
of the Amalekites ; it had trembled under the chariotnations.

wheels of Sesostris

;

it had

echoed the twanging bow
had been trodden by the

strings of Sennacherib ; it
phalanxes of Macedonia ; it had clashed with the broad
swords of Bome ; it was destined hereafter to ring with
the battle-cry of the Crusaders, and thunder with the
In that Plain of
artillery of England and of France.
Jezreel, Europe and Asia, Judaism and Heathenism, Bar
barism and Civilisation, the Old and the New Covenant,
the history of the past and the hopes of the present,
seemed all to meet.
No scene of deeper significance for
the destinies of humanity could possibly have arrested
the youthful Saviour's gaze.

CHAPTEB VIII.
THE BAPTISM

OF

JOHN.

" John than which man a sadder or a greater
Not till this day has been of woman born ;

John like some iron peak by the Creator
Fired with the red glow of the rushing morn."— Myers.

Thus then His boyhood, and youth, and early manhood
had passed away in humble submission and holy silence,
and Jesus was now thirty years old.1 That deep lesson
for all classes of men in every age, which was involved
in the long toil and obscurity of those thirty years, had

been taught more powerfully than

mere words

it,

could
teach
and the hour for His ministry and for the great
work of His redemption had now arrived. He was to
be the Saviour not only by example, but also by revela

tion, and by death.

is

And already there had begun to ring that Voice in
the Wilderness which was stirring the inmost heart of
the nation with its cry, " Bepent ye, for the Kingdom
hand."
of Heaven
at
It was an age of transition, of uncertainty, of doubt.
In the growth of general corruption, in the wreck of
1,

1

On the elaborate chronological data for the commencement of tho
Baptist's ministry given by St. Luke (iii.
2), see Excursus I., " Date of
Birth."
Christ's
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clouds which were

gathering more and more darkly on the political horizon,
it must have seemed to many a pious Jew as if the
fountains of the great deep were again being broken up.
Already the sceptre had departed from his race; already
its high-priesthood was contemptuously tampered with
by Idumsean tetrarchs or Boman procurators; already
the chief influence over his degraded Sanhedrin was

in the hands of supple Herodians or wily

It seemed

as

if nothing

Sadducees.

were left for his consolation but

an increased fidelity to Mosaic institutions, and a deepen
At an epoch so
ing intensity of Messianic hopes.
troubled, and so restless — when old things were rapidly

passing away, and the new continued unrevealed — it
might almost seem excusable for a Pharisee to watch for

every opportunity of revolution ; and still more excusable
for an Essene to embrace a life of celibacy, and retire
from the society of man.
There was a general expecta
come,"
"
tion of that
wrath to
which was to be the

birth- throe of the coming kingdom — the darkness deepest
before the dawn.1
The world had grown old, and the

The iKKoxrerai and &d\\erai of Matt, iii 10 are the
1 ; iv. 2.
praesens
futurascens— i.e., they imply that the fiat had gone forth ;
so-called
that the law had already begun to work ; that the doom was now in course
heaven" (malkuth
of accomplishment.
Probably the words "kinyloin of
"
shamajim) and " coming time (olam ha-ba) were frequent at this time
on pious lips; but the Zealots were expecting a warrior as Messiah; and
the school of Shammai a legalist; and the Essenes an ascetic; and the
1

Mai iii.

philosophic schools some divine vision (Philo, De Execratt. ii. 435 ; Gratz,
Gesch. d. Juden, iii. 218). It has been impossible for me here to enter into
the vast literature about the Messianic conception prevalent at the time of
our Lord; but it seems clear that Ewald, Hilgenfeld, Keim (as against
Volkmar, &c.) are right in believing that there was at this time a fullyThe decision depends mainly on the date
developed Messianic tradition.
writings
—
tho Book of Enoch, the Fourth Book of
of various Apocryphal
Moses,
the Psalms of Solomon, the third book
Ascension
of
Esdras, the
Sibylline
See especially Hilgenf eld's Messiaa
prophecies, &c.
of the
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dotage of its paganism was marked by hideous excesses.
Atheism in belief was followed, as among nations it
Iniquity
has always been, by degradation of morals.

to have run its course to the very farthest
goal. Philosophy had abrogated its boasted functions
except for the favoured few.
Crime was universal, and
there was no known remedy for the horror and ruin
which it was causing in a thousand hearts. Bemorse
itself seemed to be exhausted, so that men were " past
feeling."1
There was a callosity of heart, a petrifying
of the moral sense, which even those who suffered from
portentous.3
Even the
it felt to be abnormal and
" had
"
heathen world felt that
the fulness of the time
seemed

come.

At

such periods the impulse to an ascetic seclusion
becomes very strong.
Solitary communion with God
amid the wildest scenes of nature seems preferable to
Selfthe harassing speculations of a dispirited society.
and subsistence upon the very scantiest
dependence,

resources

which can supply the merest necessities of

Judaeorum. He certainly proves that the 2nd Psalm of Solomon was
written about B.C. 48.
1 irSV
elSos Kaxias o"ie£eX6oDo-a t\ ipicris y dvBpuitlvn ISetro 8 f pandas (TheophyL ;
)
Eph. iv. 19, cmriKynKires.
have slightly sketched the characteristics of this
/.ge in Seekers after God, pp. 36— 53 ; a powerful picture of its frightful
enormities may be seen in Renan, L'Antechrist, or Dollinger, The Jew and
the Gentile.
It were better to know nothing of than to seek a notion
of its condition in the pages of Juvenal, Martial, Suetonius, Apuleius, and
Petronius. Even in the case of Dr. Dollinger's book, one cannot but feel
that he might have attended to the noble rule of Tacitus, " Scelera ostendi
oportet dum puniuntur, abscondi flagitia" (Tac. Germ. 12). Too much
of what has been written on the abysmal degradations of
decadent
Paganism resembles the Pharos lights which sometimes caused the ship
wreck of those whom they were meant to sa\e. There are some things
Church Father says of the ancient pantomimes, " ne accusari
which, as
a

a

it,

I

rcJipaffts

tijj

KapSlas

(Eph. iv.

17 —19).

airoXlBaais

(Epict. Diss.

53),

i.

1

quidem possunt honeste."
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than the fretting anxieties and
corroding misery of a crushed and struggling poverty.
. The wildness and silence of indifferent Nature appear at
such times to offer a delightful refuge from the noise,
the meanness, and the malignity of men. Banus, the
Pharisee, who retired into the wilderness, and Uved
much as the hermits of the Thebaid lived in after years,
was only one of many who were actuated by these con
victions.
Josephus, who for three years1 had lived with
him in his mountain-caves, describes his stern selfmortifications and hardy life, his clothing of woven
leaves, his food of the chance roots which he could
gather from the soil, and his daily and nightly plunge
in the cold water that his body might be clean and his
are more attractive

heart pure.

But

may spring from very different
motives.
It may result from the arrogance of the
cynic who wishes to stand apart from all men ; or from
the disgusted satiety of the epicurean who would fain
find a refuge even from himself; or from the selfish
terror of the fanatic, intent only on his own salvation.
Far different and far nobler was the hard simplicity and
It is by no idle fancy
noble self-denial of the Baptist.
that the mediaeval painters represent him as emaciated
asceticism.2 The tendency to the life of
by a proleptic
a recluse had shown itself in the youthful Nazarite
from his earliest years; but in him it resulted from
—it was from
the consciousness of a glorious mission
hopes.
the desire to fulfil a destiny inspired by burning
asceticism

St. John was a dweller in the wilderness, only that he

itap'
trap'
avroh be right.
reading
alr$ and not
Borghese
2 As, for instance, in a fine picture by Sandro Botticelli in the
Nursia.
of
Compare
Benedict
the early life of St.
Palace at Rome.
1

Joseph.

Vit

2,

if the

J 08
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might thereby become the prophet of the Highest. The
light which was within him should be kindled, if need
be, into a self-consuming flame, not for his own glory,
but that it might illuminate the pathway of the coming

King.

The nature of St. John the Baptist was full of im
The long struggle which had given
petuosity and fire.
him so powerful a mastery over himself —which had made
him content with self-obliteration before the presence of
his Lord—which had inspired him with fearlessness in
the face of danger, and humility in the midst of applause
—had left its traces in the stern character, and aspect,
and teaching of the man.
he had won peace in the
long prayer and penitence of his life in the wilderness,
it was not the spontaneous peace of a placid and holy
The victory he had won was still encumbered
soul.
with traces of the battle ; the calm he had attained still
echoed with the distant mutter of the storm.
His very
teaching reflected the imagery of the wilderness —the
" In his manifesta
rock, the serpent, the barren tree.
agency,"
tion and
it has been said, "he was like a
burning torch ; his public life was quite an earthquake
—the whole man was a sermon ; he might well call
himself a voice — the voice of one crying in the wilder
ness, Prepare ye the way of the Lord."1

If

While he was musing the fire burned, and at the
last he spake with his tongue.
Almost from boyhood

he had been a voluntary eremite. In solitude he had
learnt things unspeakable ; there the unseen world had

to him a reality; there his spirit had caught
flame."
"a touch of phantasy and
Communing with his
—
own great lonely heart communing with the high

become

1

Lange,

ii,

p. 11,

E. Tr.

-
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thoughts of that long line of prophets, his predecessors
to a rebellious people — communing with the utterances
that came to him from the voices of the mountain and
the sea — he had learnt a deeper lore than he could have
ever learnt at Hillel's or Shammai's feet.
In the tropic
noonday of that deep Jordan valley,. where the air seems
to be full of a subtle and quivering flame—in listening

to the howl of the wild beasts in the long night, under
the lustre of stars "that seemed to hang like balls of
— in wandering by the sluggish
fire in a purple
cobalt- coloured waters of that dead and accursed lake,

until before his

eyes, dazzled by the saline efflorescence

of the shore strewn with its wrecks of death, the ghosts
of the guilty seemed to start out of the sulphurous
ashes under which they were submerged —he had learnt
a language, he had received a revelation, not vouchsafed
to ordinary men — attained, not in the schools of the
Babbis, but in the school of solitude, in the school
of God.1
Such teachers are suited for such times. There was
enough and to spare of those respectable, conventional
teachers, who spake smooth things and prophesied

The ordinary Scribe or Pharisee, sleek with
good living and supercilious with general respect, might
get up in the synagogue, with his broad phylacteries
deceits.

might, perhaps, minister to
some sleepy edification with his midrash of hair-splitting
puerihties and threadbare precedents ; but the very
and luxurious

robes, and

The Jews of that day had but little sense of the truth expressed by
the very greatest of Greek thinkers, Herakleitos, noXvpaetn v&ov ob SiSoVkci.
"Dass aber Jesu auch innerlich der Hohen Schule jener Zeit nicht bedurfte," says
Ewald, "zeigt uns nur umso deutlicher welcher Geist von
waltete" (Gesch. Christ, p. 250. The remarks which
anfang an in Dim
follow are also worthy of profound study).
1
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aspect

of John the Baptist would have shown that there

was another style of teacher here.

Even before the first

vibrating tone of a voice that rang with scorn and
indignation, the bronzed countenance, the unshorn locks,
the close-pressed lips, the leathern girdle, the mantle
hair,1
of camel's
would at once betoken that here at
last was a man who was a man indeed in all his
natural grandeur and dauntless force, and who, like
the rough Bedawy prophet who was his antitype,
would stand unquailing before purple Ahabs and adul
terous Jezebels.
And then his life was known. It
was known that his drink was water of the river, and
honey.3
that he lived on locusts2 and wild
Men felt in
him that power of mastery which is always granted to
perfect self-denial.
He who is superior to the common
ambitions of man is superior also to their common
he have little to hope from the favour
timidities.
of his fellows he has little to fear from their dislike ;
¦ with
nothing to gain from the administration of servile

If

he has nothing to lose by the expression of
just rebuke. He sits as it were above his brethren, on a
sunlit eminence of peace and purity, unblinded by the
flattery,

petty mists that dim their vision, untroubled by the
petty influences that disturb their life.
No wonder that such a man at once made himself
felt as a power in the midst of his people. It became
widely rumoured that, in the wilderness of Judaea, lived

i

Cf. 2 Kings 8 ; Zech. xiii 4 ; Heb. xi. 37.
Lev. xi 22 ; Plin. ii. 29. The fancy that it means the
so-called locust-tree (carob) is a mistake.
Locusts are sold
food in regular shops for the purpose at Medina ; they are
salt boiling water, dried in the sun, and eaten with butter,
Most Bedawin speak of eatin™ ihem
the poorest beggars.
and loathing (Thomson, Land and Book, H. xxviii).
3
1 Sam. xiv. 25 ; Pa. lxxxi. 16.
1

2

pods of the
as articles of

plunged into
but only by
with disgust

Ill

PREACHING OF JOHN.

one whose burning words it was worth while to hear;
one who recalled Isaiah by his expressions,1 Elijah by

his life. A Tiberius was polluting by his infamies the
throne of the Empire ; a Pontius Pilate with his inso

lences, cruelties, extortions, massacres, was maddening a

;2
fanatic people
Herod Antipas was exhibiting to facile
learners the example of calculated apostasy and reckless
lust; Caiaphas and Annas were dividing the functions

a priesthood which they disgraced.

of

Yet

the

talk

of the new Prophet was not of political circumstances
such as these ; the lessons he had to teach were deeper
and more universal in their moral and social signifi
cance.
Whatever might be the class who flocked to his
stern solitude, his teaching was intensely practical,
painfully heart-searching, fearlessly downright. And so
Pharisee and Sadducee, scribe and soldier, priest and
publican, all thronged to listen to his words.3 The place

where he preached was that wild range of uncultivated
and untenanted wilderness, which stretches southward

from Jericho and the fords of Jordan to the shores of

The cliffs that overhung the narrow
defile which led from Jerusalem to Jericho were the
haunt of dangerous robbers ; the wild beasts and the
crocodiles were not yet extinct in the reed-beds that

the

Dead

Sea.

iii

Compare Isa. lix. 5 with Matt. iii. 7; Isa. iv. 4 and xliv. 3 with Matt,
11 ; Isa. xl. 3 with Luke iii. 4 ; Isa. Iii. 10 with Luke iii. 6, &c.
2 Toj SapoSoxtas, ras SPpeis, ras apnayas, ras alxias, ras iirnptias, robs axplrovs
w/iirnra, k. r. X. (Philo,
KaL 4iraXkii\ovs <p6vovs, tV avf\vvroii ko! apyaAeardrriv
1

Leg. 1033).

" (Luke vii. 30).
But the Pharisees "were not baptised of him

St.
contemptuous
their
amazement
at
expresses
most
and
frankest
the
John
presence (Matt. iii. 7).
And their brief willingness to listen was soon
devil"
followed by the violent and summary judgment, "He hath a
(Matt. xi. 18). This was not the only age in which such a remark has
"
will
served as an angry and self -deceiving synonym for we cannot and
words."
not accept his
3
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yet from every quarter
of the country — from priestly Hebron, from holy Jeru
forth,1
salem, from smiling Galilee — they came streaming
to catch the accents of this strange voice. And the
words of that voice were like a hammer to dash in pieces
the flintiest heart, like a flame to pierce into the most
hidden thoughts.
Without a shadow of euphemism,
marked the swellings of Jordan

;

a

if,

without an accent of subservience, without a tremor of
hesitation, he rebuked the tax-gatherers for their extortionateness ; the soldiers for their violence, unfairness,
discontent;2
and
the wealthy Sadducees, and stately
Pharisees, for a formalism and falsity which made them
vipers of a viperous brood.3 The whole people he warned
that their cherished privileges were worse than valueless
protec
without repentance, they regarded them as
tion against the wrath to come.
They prided them
selves upon their high descent; but God, as He had
created Adam out of the earth, so even out of those flints
upon the strand of Jordan was able to raise up children
unto Abraham.4
They listened with accusing con
and stricken hearts and since he had chosen
baptism as his symbol of their penitence and purification,
;

sciences

"they were baptised of him in Jordan, confessing their

sins."

But he had another and stranger

2

Matt. iii.

5,

1

o-rparevS/ievoi

yet more hopeful —to dehver

;

sage sterner,

message

l£eirapeiero.

(Luke iii. 14) means "soldiers on the

—

mes

for himself

march;"

occasion was we do not know.

a

a

Even those who did not submit to his baptism
light."
"
season to rejoice in his
were yet willing for

what the

4.

a

6.

*

;

4

e

3

" Offspring of vipers," " Serpentes
serpentibus " (Lightfoot, Hoi:
Isa. xiv. 29.
Hebr., in Matt. iii. 7). Cf . Ps. lviii.
Comp. Jer. vii.
Cf. John viii. 33; Rom. ii. 28; iv. 16; ix.
^
fiojijo-fle \eyuv iv kavrols (Luke iii. 8), " do not even for
moment begin to
imagine,"
" Omnem excusationis etiam conatum prsecidit " (Bengel).
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he would claim no authority save as the forerunner of
another; for his own baptism no value, save as av

initiation into the kingdom that was at

hand.1

Whei

the deputation from the Sanhedrin asked him who he
was —when all the people were musing in their hearts

whether he were the Christ or no —he never for a
moment hesitated to say that he was not the Christ, nor
Elias, neither that prophet.2 He was " a voice in the
wilderness,"
and nothing more; but after him — and
this was the announcement that stirred most powerfully
the hearts of men — after him was coming One who was
preferred before him, for He was before him3 — One
whose shoe's latchet he was unworthy to unloose* —
One who should baptise, not with water, but with
the Holy Ghost, and with fire5— One whose fan was

in His hand, and who should throughly purge
floor —who should gather His wheat into

His

the garner,

but burn up the chaff with unquenchable fire. The
hour for the sudden coming of their long-promised,
long-expected Messiah was at hand. His awful presence
was

Him

near
not.

them,

was among

them,

but they knew

Thus repentance and the kingdom of heaven were
the two cardinal points of his preaching, and though
1

It was, as

Olshausen

says,

repentance,"
"a baptism of
not "a laver

of regeneration " (Titus iii. 5).
2
i.e., one of the great prophets like Jeremiah (cf. 2 Mace. ii. 7), whose
return was expected as a precursor of the Messiah, and who was especially
alluded to in Deut. xviii. 15, 18; Acts iii. 22 ; vii. 37.
3
The icpS.ris piov of John i. 30 means something more than merely
ijinrpoaBiv p.ov, viz., " long before me." (See Ewald, Gesch. Christus, p. 232.)
4
Or, " to carry his shoes " (Matt. iii. 11). Both were servile functions.

The most immediate and obvious interpretation of these words is to
be found in Acts ii. 3; but there may also be a reference to fiery trials
(Luke xii. 49; 1 Pet. i. 7) and fiery judgments (1 Cor. iii. 13).
6

I
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miracle,1
he did not claim the credentials of a single
yet whiLevhe threatened detection to the hypocrite and
destruction to the hardened, he promised also pardon to
the penitent and admission into the kingdom of heaven
" The two great
it
to the pure and clean.

has been said, "which he brings from the desert, contain
the two capital revelations to which all the preparation
Law and prophecy ;
of the Gospel has been tending.

of sin and promise of pardon ; the flame
which consumes and the light which consoles—is not
"
denunciation

this the whole of the covenant ?
To this preaching, to this baptism, in the thirtieth
year of His age,2 came Jesus from Galilee. John was
birth,3
but the circumstances of their
his kinsman by
life had entirely separated them. John, as a child in
the house of the blameless priest his father, had lived at
Juttah, in the far south of the tribe of Judah, and not
;4
far from Hebron
Jesus had hved in the deep seclusion
This should be noted as a most powerful argument of the Gospel
H, as the schools of modern rationalists argue, the miracles
truthfulness.
be mere myths woven into a circle of imaginative legends devised to glorify
the Founder of Christianity, why was no miracle attributed to St. John ?
Not certainly from any deficient sense of his greatness, nor from any dis
inclination to accept miraculous evidence Surely if it were so easy and
so natural as has been assumed to weave a garland of myth and miracle
round the brow of a great teacher, John was conspicuously worthy of such
miracle,"
an honour.
and because the
Why then ? because " John did no
Evangelists speak the words of soberness and truth.
2
The arguments in favour of our Lord's having been fifty years of age,
although adopted by Irenseus (Adv. Haer. ii. 22), partly apparently from
tradition, partly on fanciful grounds, and partly by mistaken inference
from John viii. 57, are wholly insufficient to outweigh the distinct state
ment by St. Luke, and the manifold probabilities of the case.
3
The relationship between Mary and Elisabeth does not prove that
Mary was of the tribe of Levi, since intermarriage between the tribes was
freely permitted (2 Chron. xxii. 11).
4 On Juttah, see
Luke i. 39, where the reading "IooVo (first suggested
by Reland, Pal. p. 870), though unconfirmed by any existing MS., is not
impossible (Josh. xv. 55) ; it was & priestly city (id. xxi. 16).
1

JESUS AND JOHN.

IIS

of the carpenter's shop in the valley of Galilee. When
He first came to the banks of the Jordan, the great
forerunner, according to his own emphatic and twice
repeated testimony, " knew Him not." And yet, though

Jesus was not yet revealed as the Messiah to His great
herald-prophet, there was something in His look, some
thing in the sinless beauty of His ways, something

in the solemn majesty of His

aspect, which

overawed and captivated the soul of John.

at once

To others

he was the uncompromising prophet j kings he could
confront with rebuke ; Pharisees he could unmask with

indignation

but before this Presence all his lofty
bearing falls. As when some unknown dread checks the
flight of the eagle, and makes him settle with hushed
;

scream and drooping plumage

on the ground, so before

happiness,"

" the

before the purity of
royalty of inward
sinless life, the wild prophet of the desert becomes like a
submissive and timid child.1 The battle-brunt which
legionaries could not daunt— the lofty manhood before
which hierarchs trembled and princes grew pale —resigns
itself, submits, adores before a moral force which is weak
in every external attribute and armed only in an invisible
mail.
John bowed to the simple stainless manhood
before he had been inspired to recognise the Divine
He earnestly tried to forbid the purpose
commission.
of Jesus.2
He who had received the confessions of all
"
others, now reverently and humbly makes his own.

I

Stier beautifully says, "He has baptised many; has seen, and in
yet
some sense seen through men of all kinds ; but no one like this had as
before
but
come before him. They have all bowed down before him;
of his own most pro
this Man bows down, in the irrepressible emotionprophet."
(Reden Jesu,
found contrition, the sinful man in the greatest
1

i. 28.)
2

Matt. iii.

14, SieK<&\v*v.
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have need to be baptised of Thee, and comest Thou to

me?"1

The answer contains the second recorded utterance
of Jesus, and the first word of His public ministry —
" Suffer it to be so now : for thus it becometh us to

fulfil all

righteousness."

I will

"

sprinkle clean water upon you, and ye shall
be clean"2 — such seems to have been the burden of
John's message to the sinners who had become sincerely
penitent.

But,

if

Lord receive baptism at His
His own words tell us ; it was to fulfil

so, why did our

servant's hands ?
every requirement

to which God's will might seem to
point (Ps. xl. 7, 8). He did not accept it as subsequent
to a confession, for He was sinless ; and in this respect,
even before he recognised Him as the Christ, the Baptist
clearly implied that the rite would be in His case ex
ceptional.3

But He received it

as ratifying the mission

of His great forerunner —the last and greatest child
of the Old Dispensation, the earliest herald of the New ;
and He also received it as the beautiful symbol of moral
purification, and the humble inauguration of a ministry

which came not to destroy the Law, but to fulfil. His
own words obviate all possibility of misconception.
He
must,"
us."
"
"
Thus it becometh
but,
does not say,
baptised;"
He does not say,
have need to be
nor
me,"
"

I

does
1

sol

He say,

" Tu ad

ad servum

2

Ezek. xxxvi.

Brugensis.)

Thou hast no need to be baptised

me ?

P

"I

of

aurum ad lutum ? ad scintillam fax ? ad lucernam
" (Lucas
P ad peccatorem Agnus sine macula ?

Filius
25.

rb \ISap KaBapiav (Ignat. Eph. 18). " Baptisatur Christus non
sanctificet" (Maxim.
ut purificetur aquis, sed ut aquas ipse
Serm. 7 de
Epiphan.). "In baptismo non tam lavit aqua quam lota est, purgantur
potius fluenta quam purgant " (Aug. Serm. 135, 4 ; Hofmann, p. 1661.
3 'Iva

THE HEAVENLY SIGN.

prefigure the "laver of

is,

yet

regeneration."1

This

it

but He says, " Suffer it to be so
but the baptism of repentance;
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indeed,

may serve to

a

So Jesus descended into the waters of Jordan, and
there the awful sign was given that this was indeed
"He that should come." From the cloven2 heaven
streamed the Spirit of God in
dovelike radiance that

to hover over His head in lambent

seemed

flame,3

(Matt. iii. 15) has been sometimes taken to mean
observance " (cf. vi. 1). Others, as Schenkel, have supposed that
He submitted to baptism as were vicariously— i.e., as the representative
of guilty people. Others, again (as Lange), say that the act was solidary in
stream;"
its character —that "social righteousness drew Him down into the
i.e., that according to the Old Testament legislation, His baptism was
required because He was, as
were, ceremonially unclean, as representing
Compare the remark of Cato, "Scito dominum pro
an unclean people.
tota, familia rem divinam facere " (De Re Rusticdt, 143).
Justin Martyr
oXX'
yevavs,
.
rod r&v dvBpdmwv
held this view, ovx &s ivfiea
virep rov
And so, too, the antiphon of the Benedictus in
(Dial. c. Tryph. 88).
1

nao-ay

SiKatoo-6vvv

.

.

it

a

it

" every

;

a

a

:

" This day the Church is united
the Romish office for the Epiphany
sins."
to her heavenly Spouse, for in Jordan Christ has washed away her
St. Bernard and St. Bonaventura (and perhaps in myriads of instances the
profound intuition of saint may give view far more true and lofiy than
the minute criticism of a theologian) mainly see in the act its. deep
humility. " Thus placing the confirmation of perfect righteousness ha the
humility."
perfection of
(St. Bern. Serm. 47 in Cant St. Bonavent. Vita
Christi, cap. xiii.)

i.

robs ovpavois

a

a

2

(Mark 10). The whole context seems
to show that Theodoret and Jeromo were right in supposing that this
Beapla — sight seen, " non reseratione elementorum, sed
was
Trvev/iaruc})
o-x&nevovs

eTSe

i

2).

i.

(Gen.

2

;

i.

1

;

2

;

i.

is

3

spiritualibus ocalis."
" Spiritus Jesu, spiritus columbinus " (Bacon, Meditt. Sacr.). Some
ancient Christian mystics explained the appearance by Gematria, because
¦Kipiarepa = 801 = Ail.
We need not necessarily suppose an actual dove,
i><rel
32; the expression in the three Gospels
as is clear from John
Compare
Targum,
Cant.
though
rfSei.
St. Luke adds o-a/iariKip
mpio-repav,
" and Esdras v. 26
Mace.
ii. 12, " Vox turturis vox spiritus sancti
wings
brooding
sat'st
Dovelike,
outspread,
"with
mighty
and Milton's
abyss"
find,
we
Chagigah,
In
tract
the
(Par. Lost, 20).
on the vast
dove/'
a
like
"The Spirit of God moved on the face of the waters
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and the Bath Kol} which to the dull unpurged ear was
but an inarticulate thunder, spake in the voice of God
to the ears of

I am well

John — " This

is my beloved Son, in whom

On the Bath ESI, see Gfrorer, Jahrh. d. Heils, i. 253, seqq. ; Otho, Lex.
Rabb. s. v. The term was sometimes applied to voices from heaven, some
times to sounds repeated by natural echo, sometimes to chance words
overruled to providential significance (Etheridge, Hebr., Liter at, p. 39).
The Apocryphal Gospels add that a fire was Mndled in Jordan (J. Mart.
e. Tryph. 88 ; Hofmann, p. 299).
1

CHAPTEB IX.
THE TEMPTATION.

" Ideo

tentatus

Aug. in Ps. Ix.

est Christus, ne vincatur a Tentatore

His human spirit filled with

Christianus."—

overpowering

emotions,

Jesus sought for retirement, to be alone with God, and
once more to think over His mighty work.
From the
waters of the Jordan He was led — according to the more

intense and picturesque

expression of St. Mark,
the wilderness.1

" driven" —
by the Spirit into

A tradition,

He

was

said to be no older than the time of the
Crusades, fixes the scene of the temptation at a mountain
to the south of Jericho, which from this circumstance
has received the name of Quarantania.
Naked and
arid like a mountain of malediction, rising precipitously
from a scorched and desert plain, and looking over the
els

i

Cf. Rom. viii. 14; Ezek. iii. 14; Mark 12, rb Tlvevua ixPdXKei avrbv
tV ipnjtov. St. John, perhaps, among other reasons which are unknown
1

to us, from his general desire to narrate nothing of which he had not been
an eye-witness, omits the narrative of the temptation, which clearly
Unless a charge of dishonesty
followed immediately after the baptism.
adequate
reason for such dishonesty
be deliberately maintained, and an
that
fact
is wilfully suppressed
unfair
to
a
say
assigned, it is clearly
simply because it is not narrated. — It seems probable that on the last
temptation came the deputation to John from the priests and
day of the
Levites, and on the following day Christ returned from the desert, and
was saluted by the Baptist as the Lamb of God.
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sluggish, bituminous waters of the Sodomitic sea— thus
offering a sharp contrast to the smiling softness of the

Mountain of Beatitudes

and the limpid crystal of the

Lake of Gennesareth —imagination has seen in it a fit
place to be the haunt of evil influences 1— a place where,
in the language of the prophets, the owls dwell and the
satyrs dance.

And here Jesus, according to that graphic and pa
thetic touch of the second Evangelist, " was with the
beasts."
" Thou shalt
wild
They did not harm Him.
tread upon the lion and the adder : the young lion and

feet."
the dragon shalt thou trample under
So had the
voice of olden promise spoken ; 2 and in Christ, as in so
many of His children, the promise was fulfilled. Those
whose timid faith shrinks from all semblance of the
miraculous, need find nothing to alarm them here.

It

is not a natural thing that the wild creatures should
attack with ferocity, or fly in terror from, their master
I man.
A poet has sung of a tropical isle that —
"Nor

save for pity was it hard to take
helpless
life, so wild that it was tame."3
The

1

or the fury of animals, though continued
by hereditary instinct, was begun by cruel and wanton
aggression ; and historical instances are not wanting in

The terror

^which

both have been overcome by the sweetness, the

la;

Bab. Erubhin, f. 19,
Isa. xiii. 21, 22; xxxiv. 14. The Rabbis
said that there were three mouths of Gehenna — in the Desert (Numb. xvi.
33), in the sea (Jonah ii. 3), and at Jerusalem (Isa. xxxi. 9). Cf. 4 Mace.
Xviii., ov SteipBetpe /ie Xv/xiaiv ipr/fitas, <p6optvs iv ireSttp.
Azazel (Lev. xvi. 10
places"
was
demon
of
a
(cf.
Matt.
"dry
xii.
43).
(Lightfoot, Hor.
Heb.)
Hebr. ; Keim, i. 638.)— Milton's description (Par. Reg. iii. 242), probably
derived from some authentic source, "would almost seem to have been
spot."
penned on the
(Porter, Palestine, i. 185.)
2
Ps. xci. 13. " The beasts of the field shall be at peace with thee "
1

(Job v. 23).
3

Tennyson's Enoch Arden.

*

IN THE

WILDERNESS.
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majesty, the gentleness of man.
There seems to be no
adequate reason for rejecting the unanimous belief of the
early centuries that the wild beasts of the Thebaid moved

freely and harmlessly among the saintly eremites, and
that even the wildest living creatures were tame and
gentle to St. Francis of Assisi.
Who has not known
people whose presence does not scare the birds, and who
can approach, without danger, the most savage dog ?
We may well believe that the mere human spell of a
living and sinless personality would go far to keep the
Saviour from danger. In the catacombs and on other
ancient monuments of early Christians, He is some

times represented as Orpheus charming the animals with
his song. All that was true and beautiful in the old
legends found its fulfilment in Him, and was but a
symbol of

His life

And He

and work.

in

forty days. The
number occurs again and again in Scripture, and always
in connection with the facts of temptation or retribu
was

the wilderness

It

is clearly a sacred and representative number,
and independently of other associations, it was for forty
days that Moses had stayed on Sinai, and Elijah in the

tion.

In

of intense excitement and
overwhelming thought the ordinary needs of the body
wilderness.

moments

seem to be modified, or even for a time superseded

unless we

did eat

are to understand St. Luke's

words,

;

and

"He

as being absolutely literal, we might

suppose that Jesus found all that was necessary for
His bare sustenance in such scant fruits as the desert

might afford;1 but however that may

be —and

it is

a

spontaneous growth
The Jewish hermit Banus lived for years on the
of this very desert (Jos. Vit. 2). The vqarevaas of St. Matthew does not
necessarily imply an absolute fast.
1
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question of little importance —at the end of the time
He hungered. And this was the tempter's moment.
The whole period had been one of moral and spiritual
tension.1 During such high hours of excitement men

will

sustain, - without succumbing,

an almost incredible

amount of labour, and soldiers will fight through a long
day's battle unconscious or oblivious of their wounds.

But when the enthusiasm is spent, when the exaltation

dies away, when the fire burns low, when Nature, weary
and overstrained, reasserts her rights —in a word, when

a mighty reaction has begun, which leaves the man suf

fering, spiritless, exhausted —then is the hour of extreme
danger, and that has been, in many a fatal instance, the
moment in which a man has fallen a victim to insidious

allurement or bold assault. It was at such a moment
that the great battle of our Lord against the powers of

evil was fought and won.
The struggle was, as is evident, no mere allegory.

Into the exact external nature of the temptation it

seems

at once superfluous and irreverent to enter — superfluous,
because it is a question in which any absolute decision
is for us impossible

;

irreverent, because the Evangelists

could only have heard it from the lips of Jesus, or of
those to whom He communicated it, and our Lord could
only have narrated it in the form which conveys at once
the truest impression

and the most instructive lessons.
Almost every different expositor has had a different view
as to the agency employed, and the objective or sub

jective reahty of the entire event.2
" Being forty

From Origen down

days tempted of the devil."
present
Very few writers in the
day will regard the story of the
temptation as a narrative of objective facts. Even Lange gives the
story a
natural turn, and supposes that the tempter may have acted through the
intervention of human agency.
Not only Hase and Weisse, but even
1

2

Luke iv.

2,

THE TEMPTATION REAL.
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to Schleiermacher some have regarded it as a vision or
allegory —the symbolic description of a purely inward
struggle ; and even so literal and orthodox a commen
tator as Calvin has embraced this view.
On this point,
which is a matter of mere exegesis, each must hold the
view which seems to him most in accordance with the
truth ; but the one essential point is that the struggle
was powerful, personal, intensely real — that Christ, for
our sakes, met and conquered the tempter's utmost
strength.

The question as to whether Christ was or was not
capable of sin — to express it in the language of that
scholastic and theological region in which it originated,
the question as to the peccability or impeccability of His

human nature —is one which would never occur to a
simple and reverent mind. We believe and know that

our blessed Lord was sinless —the Lamb of God, without
blemish, and without spot.
What can be the possible
edification or advantage in the discussion as to whether
this sinlessness sprang from a posse non peccare or a non

posse peccare ?

Some, in a zeal at once intemperate and

ignorant, have claimed for Him not only an actual
sinlessness, but a nature to which sin was divinely and
What then?
His great
miraculously impossible.
conflict were a mere deceptive phantasmagoria, how can
we have to fight the
the narrative of it profit us ?
battle clad in that armour of human free-will which has
been hacked and riven about the bosom of our fathers
by so many a cruel blow, what comfort is it to us if our

If

If

the
Olshausen, Neander, Ullmann, and many orthodox commentators, make
profound
eternally
and
narrative entirely symbolical, and treat it as a
significant parable.
For a fuller discussion of the subject, see the Ex
" in Ullmann's beautiful
cursus " On Different Views of the Temptation
edition, E. Tr.)
treatise on The Sinlessness of Jesus (pp. 264—291, third
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great Captain fought not only victoriously, but without
real danger ; not only uninjured, but without even a

possibility of wound ? Where is the warrior's courage,
if he knows that for him there is but the semblance of a
battle against the simulacrum of a foe ? Are we not
thus, under an appearance of devotion, robbed of One
who, " though He were a son, yet learned obedience by
Are we not thus,
the things which He suffered?"1
under the guise of orthodoxy, mocked in our belief that

High Priest who can
of our infirmities, " being

we have a

feeling
like as we are, yet without

Him

be touched with a
tempted in all points

sin?"2

They who would

rob us of our living Christ, who was
very man no less than very God, and substitute for
Him a perilous Apollinarian phantom enshrined "in
thus honour

the cold empyrean of

theology,"

and ahke incapable of

kindhng devotion, or of inspiring love.
Whether, then, it comes under the form of a pseudoorthodoxy, false and pharisaical, and eager only to detect

or condemn the supposed heresy of others ; or whether
it comes from the excess of a dishonouring reverence
which has degenerated into the spirit of fear and
bondage — let us beware of contradicting the express
teaching of the Scriptures, and, as regards this narrative,
the express teaching of Christ Himself, by a supposition

Nay, He
that He was not liable to real temptation.
was liable to temptation all the sorer, because it came
like agony to a nature infinitely strong yet infinitely
pure.
In proportion as any one has striven all his life

to be, like his great Ensample, holy, harmless, undefiled, separate from sinners, in that proportion will he
realise the intensity of the struggle, the anguish of
1

Heb. v. 8.

2

Heb. iv.

15.

SUGGESTIONS FROM WITHOUT.
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the antipathy which pervade a nobler nature when,
either by suggestions from within or from without, it
has been dragged into even apparent proximity to the
possibilities of evil. There are few passages in the
Pilgrims Progress more powerful, or more suggestive

of profound acquaintance

of the
human heart, than that in which Christian in the
Valley of the Shadow of Death finds his mind filled
with revolting images and blaspheming words, which
witb. the

mysteries

have indeed been but whispered into his ear, beyond his
own powers of rejection, by an evil spirit, but which, in

his dire bewilderment, he cannot distinguish or disen
tangle from thoughts which are his own, and to which
his will consents.1
In Christ, indeed, we suppose that
such special complications would be wholly impossible,
not because of any transcendental endowments connected
divinity"
with "immanent
or the "communication of
idioms,"
but because He had Uved without yielding to
There is something of the same conception in Milton's description
of the attempts made by the Evil Spirit to assoil the thoughts of Eve
while yet she was innocent :—
1

"

Him there they found
Squat like a toad, close at the ear of Eve,
Assaying by his devilish art to reach
The organs of her fancy, and with them forge
Illusions as he list, phantasms and dreams, . . .
At least distempered, discontented thoughts,
desires." —
Par. Lost, iv. 800.
Vain hopes, vain aims, inordinate

The passage in the Pilgrim's Progress is,

" Christian

made believe that
he spake blasphemies, when it was Satan that suggested them into his
mind." It is as follows: — "One thing
took
would not let slip.

I

I

notice that now poor Christian was so confounded that he did not know
perceived it. Just when he was come over
his own voice, and thus
against the mouth of the burning pit, one of the wicked ones got behind
suggested many
him, and stepped up softly to him, and whisperingly
thought
had proceeded from
grievous blasphemies to him, which he verily
his
his own mind . . . but he had not the discretion either to stop
came."
blasphemies
ears, or to know from whence those

I
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wickedness, whereas in men these illusions arise in
general from their own past sins.
They are, in fact,
nothing else but the flitting spectres of iniquities for

gotten or unforgotten— the mists that reek upward froni
the stagnant places in the deepest caverns of hearts not

yet wholly cleansed.
No, in Christ there could not be
this terrible inability to discern that which comes from
within us and that which is forced upon us from without
—between that which the weak will has entertained,
or to which, in that ever-shifting border-land which
separates thought from action, it has half assented, and

that with which it does indeed find itself in immediate
contact, but which, nevertheless, it repudiates with every
It must be a weak
muscle and fibre of its moral being.
or a perverted intellect which imagines that "man
becomes acquainted with temptation only in proportion

it,"

or that is unable to discriminate
between the severity of a powerful temptation and the
stain of a guilty thought.
It may sound like a truism,
as he is defiled by

but it is a truism much needed alike for our warning
and our comfort, when the poet who, better than any
other, has traversed every winding in the labyrinth of
the human heart, has told us with such solemnity,
" 'Tis

one thing to be tempted, Escalus,
Another thing to fall."1

Shakespeare, Measure for Measure, ii. 1. Similarly St. Augustine says,
consent;"
is the devil's part to suggest, it is ours not to
and St.
Gregory, " Sin is first by suggestion, then by delight, and lastly by con
sent." Luther, says Ullmann, " well distinguishes
between sentire tenta1

"It

tionem and consentire tentationi.
Unless the tempting impression be felt,
there is no real temptation ; but unless it be acquiesced in or yielded to,
"
" Where then is the point
there is no sin (ubi supra, p. 129).
in tempta
tion at which sin begins, or at which it becomes itself sin ? it is there
where the evil which is presented to us begins to make a determining
impression upon the heart " (id.).
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And Jesus was tempted.
The " Captain of our
salvation"
perfect through sufferings."1
a

In

was

"made

that He Himself hath suffered being tempted, He
is able to succour them that are tempted."2
The
wilderness of Jericho and the Garden of Gethsemane
— these witnessed His two most grievous struggles,
and in these He triumphed wholly over the worst and
most awful assaults of the enemy of souls ; but during
no part of the days of His flesh was He free from
temptation, since otherwise His life had been no true
human life at all, nor would He in the same measure
have left us an ensample that we should follow His
occasions,"
says St. Bonasteps.
"Many other were the
temptations." " They,"
ventura,3
"on which he endured
says St. Bernard, " who reckon only three temptations
Scripture." *
of our Lord, show their ignorance of
He refers to John vii. 1, and Heb. iv. 15; he might
have referred still more appositely to the express state
ment of St. Luke, that when the temptation in the
wilderness was over, the foiled tempter left Him indeed,

but left Him only "for a
perhaps be rendered,

Yet

"till

season,"5

or, as the words may
occurred."

a new opportunity

we may well believe that when He rose victorious

Heb. ii. 10.
Heb. ii. 18.
3 Bonav. De Vit Christi, xiv.
Vulg. "Militia est vita
4 Bern. (Serm. xiv. in Ps. " Qui habitat").
terram." See too Theophylact in Aur. Cat in Luc.
hem nis super
5 Luke iv. 13, dxpi KatpoS.
have here said is confirmed
Much that
1), "Tentari
by a passage in Greg. M. Horn. i. 16 (Wordsw. on Matt. iv.
Christus potuit, sed ejus mentem peccati delectatio non momordit. ^ Ideo
fuit" And yet in spite of
omnis diabolica ilia tentatio foris non intus
justifications of such a view from
these and many more saintly and erudite
theologians in all ages, the violent and prejudiced igno
the writings of
aopaala still continues to visit all such methods of inter
rance of modern
pretation with angry anathema and indiscriminate abuse.
1

2

I
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out of the dark wiles in the wilderness, all subsequent

temptations, until the last, floated as lightly over His
sinless soul as the cloud-wreath of a summer day floats

over the blue heaven which it cannot stain.
1. The exhaustion of a long fast would have acted
more powerfully on the frame of Jesus from the circum

with Him it was not usual. It was with a
gracious purpose that He lived, not as a secluded ascetic
in hard and self-inflicted pangs, but as a man with men.
Nor does He ever enjoin fasting as a positive obligation,
although in two passages He more than sanctions it as
a valuable aid (Matt. vi. 16 — 18; ix. 15).1
But, in
general, we know from His own words that He came
drinking;"
practising, not abstinence, but
"eating and
temperance in all things, joining in the harmless feasts
stance that

His enemies
"
Him, Behold a gluttonous man and a
of John they said, " He hath a devil."

and innocent assemblages of friends, 60 that

dared to say of
as

After His fast, therefore, of forty days, however sup

ported by solemn contemplation and supernatural aid,
His hunger would be the more severe. And then it
was that the tempter came ; in what form— whether as a

spirit of darkness or as an angel of light, whether under
the disguise of a human aspect or an immaterial sugges
tion, we do not know and cannot pretend to say—
content to follow simply the Gospel narrative, and to
Matt. xvii. 21, from which it might seem that Jesus Himself fasted, is
omitted by Tischendorf on the authority of «, B, the Cureton Syriac, the
Sahidic version, &c. This interpolation arises, however, from Mark ix. 29,
where the words of Jesus should also perhaps end at irpo<revxf, and
where ko! vr\anla, though widely sanctioned by the MSS. and versions,
are omitted by «, B, K, and rejected by Tischendorf. (When
refer to
Tischendorf mean the readings adopted by him in his Synopsis Evangelica, 3rd edition, 1871.)
1

I

I
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adopt its expressions, not with dry dogmatic assertion
as to the impossibility of such expressions being in a
greater or less degree allegorical, but with a view only
to learn those deep moral lessons which alone concern
us, and which alone are capable of an indisputable inter
pretation.

" If Thou

be the Son of God, command that these
loaves."
stones be made
So spake the Tempter first.
Jesus was hungry, and "these
were perhaps

those siliceous accretions, sometimes known under the
name of lapides judaici, which assume the exact shape

of little loaves of bread,1 and which were represented
in legend as the petrified fruits of the Cities of the
Plain. The pangs of hunger work all the more power
fully when they are stimulated by the added tortures of
a quick imagination ; and

if

the conjecture be correct,
then the very shape and aspect and traditional origin
of these stones would give to the temptation an added

force.

There can be no stronger proof of the authenticity
and divine origin of this narrative than the profound
subtlety and typical universality of each temptation.

Not only

are they wholly unlike the far cruder and
simpler stories of the temptation, in all ages,, of those
who have been eminent saints, but there is in them a

delicacy of insight, an originality of conception, that far
transcend the range of the most powerful invention.
It was a temptation to the senses —an appeal to the
appetites — an impulse given to that lower nature which
man shares with all the animal creation.

But

so far from

coming in any coarse or undisguisedly sensuous form, it
loaf."
"
So Matt. iv. 3, Uproi ; Luke iv. 3, that this stone become a
Cf. Stanley's Sinai and Palestine, p. 154 [Elijah's melons),
1

3
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Israel, too,
had been humbled, and suffered to hunger in the wilder
ness, and there, in his extreme need, God had fed him
food and bread from
with manna, which was as
heaven. Why did not the Son of God thus provide
came shrouded

in

thousand subtle veils.

a

Himself with a table in the wilderness ? He could do
If an
so if He liked, and why should He hesitate?
angel had revealed to the fainting Hagar the fountain of

?

it,

Beer-lahai-roi —if an angel had touched the famishing
Elijah, and shown him food—why should He await
even the ministry of angels to whom such ministry was
angels would have
needless, but whom, if He willed
been so glad to serve

How

!

is

the wisdom of the reply
Beferring to
the very lesson which the giving of the manna had been
designed to teach, and quoting one of the noblest utter
deep

ances of Old Testament inspiration, our

"It standeth

written,1

Lord answered,

Man shall not live by bread alone,

Matt. iv.

4,

1

a

a

is

;

;

a

but by every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of
God."2 And what lesson lies herein for us — lesson
enforced by how great an example — that we are not
to be guided by the wants of our lower nature
that
we may not misuse that lower nature for the purposes
of our own sustenance and enjoyment that we are not
our own, and may not do what we will with that which
we imagine to be our own; that even those things which
may seem lawful, are yet not all expedient; that man
has higher principles of life than material sustenance,
higher existence than his material frame.3
as he
yeypavrm

— the perfect indicates an abiding, eternal

3.

lesson.
- Deut. viii.
Alford justly draws attention to the fact that Jesus
not,"
meets and defeats the temptation in His humanity; " Man shall
&c.
3" We five liy admiration, hope, and love."
(Wordsworth.)
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He who thinks that

we live by bread alone, will make
the securing of bread the chief object of his life —will
determine to have it at whatever cost— will be at once

it,

miserable and rebellious if even for a time he be stinted
or deprived of
and, because he seeks no diviner food,

will inevitably starve with hunger in the midst of it.
But he who knows that man doth not live by bread
alone, will not thus, for the sake of living, lose all that

life dear—will, when he has done his duty,
trust God to preserve with all things needful the body
He has made —-will seek with more earnest endeavour
the bread from heaven, and that living water whereof he
who drinketh shall thirst no more.
And thus His first temptation was analogous in form
"
to the last taunt addressed to Him on the cross — If

makes

Thou be the Son of God,

" If"—since faith

come

down from the

mainstay of all
ever strongest in the
human holiness, the tempter
suggestion of such doubts
strong, too, in his appeal
;

is

and trust are the

by

2

is

a

I

;

a

?

it

to the free-will and the self-will of man. "You may,
" On
you can — why not do
the cross our Saviour
great
here He answers only to express
answers not
He does not say, " am the Son of
eternal principle.
God;"
in the profundity of His humiliation, in the
extreme of His self-sacrifice, He made not His equality
at,1 "
but made Himself
with God thing to be grasped
He foils the tempter, not as very
of no
God, but as very man.
given differently
. The order of the temptations
St. Matthew and St. Luke, St. Matthew placing second

Phil. Ji.

6,

1

the scene on the pinnacle of the Temple, and St. Luke the
vision of the kingdoms of the world. Both orders cannot
r\yt\aaro rb elvai foa Qeip.
ovx apirayjj.bv
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be right, and possibly St.

Luke may have

in his arrangement by the thought that

been influenced

a temptation to

spiritual pride and the arbitrary exercise of miraculous

power was a subtler and less transparent, and therefore
more powerful one, than the temptation to fall down and
recognise the power of evil.1
But the words, " Get
Satan,"
recorded by both Evangelists
thee behind me,

(Luke iv.

8

;

Matt. iv. 10)— the fact that St. Matthew

(" then," " again —
")
perhaps, too, the consideration that St. Matthew, as one
of the apostles, is more likely to have heard the narra
tive immediately from the lips of Christ — give greater
weight to the order which he adopts.
Jesus had conquered and rejected the first tempta
tion by the expression of an absolute trust in God.
Adapting itself, therefore, with infinite subtlety to the
discovered mood of the Saviour's soul, the next temp
tation challenging as it were directly, and appealing
immediately to, this absolute trust, claims the illustration
and expression of it, not to relieve an immediate neces
sity, but to avert an overwhelming peril.
"Then he
City,2
brought Him to the Holy
and setteth Him on the
Temple.""3
pinnacle' of the
Some well-known pinnacle
alone gives a definite- sequence

Milton In the Paradise Regained may have been influenced to prefer
the order as given in St. Luke, partly from this reason, and partly from the
supposition that angels rescued our Lord in safety from that dizzy
1

height.

Still called by the Arabs El-Kuds esh-Shereef, " the Holy, the Noble."
3. Matt. iv. 5, M to irrepiyiov rod iepoii.
The article is used in both
Evangelists, and both times omitted by the English version.
2

" So saying,

he caught Him up, and without wing
Of hippogrif, hore through the air sublime,
Over the wilderness, and o'er the plain,
underneath them fair Jerusalem,
The Holy City, lifted high her towers,
And higher yet the glorious Temple reared

Till

•THE
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a

it,

of that well-known mass must be intended; perhaps
the roof of the Stoa JBasilike, or Boyal Porch, on the
southern side of the Temple, which looked down sheer
into the valley of the Kidron below
height so
from
dizzy that, according to the description of Josephus, if
;

any one ventured to look down, his head would swim at
the immeasurable depth perhaps Solomon's Porch, the
Stoa Anatolike, which Josephus also has described,1 and

a

from which, according to tradition, St. James, the Lord'?
brother, was afterwards precipitated into the court below.2
"If"—again that doubt, as though to awake spirit

it,

if

is

of pride, in the exercise of that miraculous display to
tempted — "
which He
thou be the Son of God, cast
down."
Thyself
"Thou art in danger not self-sought; save
Thyself from
as Thou canst and mayest, and thereby

Thy Divine

;

subtle was this temptation

Is
not written
Will not this be

a

"

?

?

3

power and nature.
that the angels shall bear Thee up
splendid proof of Thy trust in God

it

prove

Thus

deep and

and thus, since Jesus had

far oft appearing like a mou?it
topt with golden, spires.
alabaster,
Of
There, on the higlvest pinnacle, he set
The Son of God." (Milton, Par. neg.-vr. *62.)
Her pile,

6.

6;

§

"

t.

is

;

;

;

2

These journeys through the air (though the sacred narrative says nothing
of them, clearly thereby tending to turn our attention wholly from the
mere secondary accidents and external form of the story to its inmost
meaning) were thoroughly in accordance with ordinary Jewish beliefs
Kings ii. 16 Acts viii 39 Ezek. iii. 14). See, too, the
(1 Things xviii. 12
apocryphal addition to Habakkuk, and the text interpolated in the Ebionite
Gospel of St. Matthew, " My mother the Holy Ghost took me by a hair
quoted by Origen,
This
of the head and carried me to Mount Tabor."
The expression "My
ii.,
and Jer. in Mic. vii.
m Joann.

7.

9,

§

4.

;

Hegesippus op. Euseb. H. E.
Ps. xci. 11, 12.

'
»

See Caspari, p. 256.
xx.
ii. 23 Epiphan. Adv. Hwres. xxix.

o-KoroSiv^v

;

§

1

Jos. Antt xv. 11,

5,

apparently arises from the fact that the Hebrew ruach is fem.
explain
(in
Jerome
Isa. xL 11) tells us that in Ps. lxviii. 12, the Jews
mistress"
"maiden" of the soul, and "
of the Holy Spirit.

mother
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appealed to Scripture, did the devil also "quote Scrip
purpose."
For there was nothing vulgar,
ture for his
nothing selfish, nothing sensuous in this temptation. It
was an appeal, not to natural appetites, but to perverted

spiritual instincts.

Does not the history of sects, and
parties, and churches, and men of high religious claims,

not sink into the
slough of sensuality, have yet thrust themselves arro
gantly into needless perils, and been dashed into head
And
long ruin from the pinnacle of spiritual pride ?
how calm, yet full of warning, was that simple answer,

show us that thousands who could

" It is written

thy

God."

'

Thou shalt not tempt the Lord
The word in the original (eWei/>a<r«? —
again,

Matt. iv. 7; Deut. vi. 16) is stronger and more ex
pressive. It is, " Thou shalt not tempt to the extreme the
"
Lord thy God ; thou shalt not, as it were, presume on
all that He can do for thee ; thou shalt not claim His
miraculous intervention to save thee from thine own
presumption and folly ; thou shalt not challenge His
power to the proof.
When thou art in the path of duty
trust in Him to the utmost with a perfect confidence ;
but listen not to that haughty seductive whisper, "Ye
gods,"
shall be as
and let there be no self-willed and
capricious irreverence in thy demand for aid. Then— to

add the words so cunningly omitted by the tempter —
ways."1

"shalt thou

be safe

in all thy

And Jesus

does

not even allude to His apparent danger. Danger not
self-sought is safety.
The tempter's own words had
A3 the psalm is addressed to " Him that dwelleth in
High,"
" all
the secret place of the Most
^the expression
thy ways " can
only mean ways of innocence and holiness — the ways of God's providence.
The only true meaning of the text therefore excludes the insolent gloss put
on it by the tempter ; and he omits verse 13, which is a prophecy of his
own defeat.
1

Ps. xci. 11,

12.
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— " Cast Tliyself

Even from that giddy height he had no power
to hurl Him whom God kept safe. The Scripture which
he had quoted was true, though he had perverted it. No
amount of temptation can ever necessitate a sin.
With
every temptation God provides also "the way to escape

:

" Also, it is written,

God,'
' Tempt not the Lord
He said, and stood
thy
fell," '
But Satan, smitten by amazement,

:

in .his

appeal to natural hunger, or to the
of spiritual pride, the- tempter appealed' to

3. Poiled

possibility
"the last infirmity of noble
and staked all on
one splendid cast. He makes up for the want of sub
tlety in the form by the apparent magnificence of the
Prom a high mountain he showed Jesus all the
issue.
kingdoms of the world and the glory of them, and' as
he offered
the Koo-fw/cpaTcop, the "prince of this
them all to Him who had lived as the village carpenter,
in return for one expression of homage, one act of
acknowledgment.

2

"The kingdoms of the world, and the glory of
" " There are some that will say," says Bishop
them
!

Andrewes, " that we are never tempted with kingdoms.
It may well be, for it needs not be, when less will serve.
It was Christ only that was thus tempted ; in Him lay
an heroical mind that could not be tempted with small
1
2

Par. Reg. iv. 481.

rrjsQov<rias to.
John xii. 31; xvi. 2— 30; Eph. ii. 2 (rbt> tpxovra
iv any 11%
done
was
It
94.
Sanhedr.
f.
2 Cor. iv. 4; Sar ha-Olam,

See

aipos);
Xp6vov

(Luke iv. 5), for, as St. Ambrose

says,

"in momonto

We must bear in mind that the Power of Evil has been disarmed to a
Samael in the Talmud is
very great extent in the kingdom of Christ.
air."
The tract Zohar goes so far as to call
called "the prince of the
god."
(See Gfrdrer, Jahrh. d. Heils,
Him ins'js el dcheer, "a second
402—420.)

I
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But with us it is nothing so, for we
more basely of ourselves. We set our wares at

matters.

esteem

a very

He
he may buy us even dagger-cheap.
need never carry us so high as the mount. The pinnacle
is high enough ; yea, the lowest steeple in all the town
easy price

;

would serve the turn.

Or let him but carry us to the
leads and gutters of our own houses ; nay, let us but
stand in our windows or our doors, if he will give us so

will

accept

it,

we

will

tempt us throughly ;
and thank him too
A matter

much as we can there see, he

if

a

a

?

it

a

pair of shoes, or some
devil."
such trifle, will bring us on our knees to the
profit
But Christ taught, " What shall
man,
"
he gain the whole world, and lose his own soul
There was one living who, scarcely in
figure,
might be said to have the whole world. The Boman
Emperor Tiberius was at that moment infinitely the
most powerful of living men, the absolute, undisputed,

of half-a-crown, or ten groats,

deified ruler of all that was fairest and richest in the
kingdoms of the earth.
There was no control to his

power, no limit to his wealth, no restraint upon his
pleasures.
And to yield himself still more unre

a

a

servedly to the boundless self-gratification of
volup
tuous luxury, not long after this time he chose for
himself
home on one of the loveliest spots on the

i

H. N. xxviii.

5.

infamies, from this island where en
For Capreae,

see Tac.

a

it

earth's surface, under the shadow of the slumbering
volcano, upon an enchanting islet in one of the most
softly delicious climates of the world. What came of
all? He was, as Pliny calls him, " tristissimus ut
hominum,"1
constat
confessedly the most gloomy of
And there, from this home of his hidden
scale so splendid

Ann. iv. 61, 62, 67.
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of what happiness can

he had tried the experiment

by pressing the world's most absolute
authority, and the world's guiltiest indulgences, into
the service of an exclusively selfish life, he wrote to his

be achieved

servile

and corrupted

Conscript Bathers,

I

Senate,

" What to write to

you,

or how to write, or what not to

write, may all the gods and goddesses destroy me worse
than feel that they are daily destroying me, if know."1
Barely has there been vouchsafed to the world a more

I

overwhelming proof that its richest gifts are buf'fairy
gold that turns to dust and dross,"and its inost colossal
edifices of personal

splendour

and greatness no more

durable barrier against the encroachment of bitter misery
than are the babe's sandheaps to stay the mighty march

of the Atlantic tide.

In

such perplexity, in such anguish, does the sinful
possession of all riches and all rule end.
Such is the

It does not need
invariable Nemesis of unbridled lusts.
the snaky tresses or the shaken torch of the fabled
Erinnyes.
The guilty conscience is its own adequate
avenger

;

and

" if the world

were one entire and perfect

and that gem ours,

it would not

console us

for one hour of that inward torment, or compensate in
any way for those lacerating pangs.
But he who is an inheritor of the kingdom of
heaven is lord over vaster and more real worlds, infinitely
happy because infinitely pure. And over that kingdom
Satan has no power.
It is the kingdom of God ; and
1

" Qnid scribam vobis, Patres Conscripti, aut quomodo scribam, aut

quid omnino non scribam hoc tempore, di me deaeque pejus perdant quam
perire me cotidie sentio si scio. Adeo facinora atque flagitia sua ipsi quoque
Quippe Tiberium non fortuna, non solitudines
in supplicium verterant.
fatoretnr."
(Tac.
protegebant quin tormenta pectoris snasque ipse poonas

Ann. vi. 6.)
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since from Satan not even the smallest semblance of any
of his ruinous gifts can be gained except by suffering

the soul to do allegiance to him, the answer to all his
temptations is the answer of Christ, " Get thee behind

me, Satan

for

it is written,

'

Thou shalt worship the

serve.' "
Lord thy God, and Him only shalt thou
:

1

Thus was Christ victorious, through that self-re
nunciation through which only can victory be won.
And the moments of such honest struggle crowned with
victory are the very sweetest and .happiest that the life

of man can give.
a

full of an elevation and
delight which can only be described in language
They

are

borrowed from the imagery of heaven.
"Then the devil leaveth Him"— St. Luke adds, "till
" "
a fitting opportunity — and, behold, angels came and
ministered unto

Him." a

Deut. vi. 13. This being one of St. Matthew's " cyclic " quotations
agrees mainly with the LXX. [except irpoaKw^aeis for tpoPvBio-ri and v-ovy,
for the LXX. variations are here, no doubt, altered in the Alex. MS. from
" quotations
the N. T.], and is not close to the Hebrew ; but his "peculiar
are usually from the Hebrew, and differ from the LXX. (See Westcott,
Introd., p. 211.) It is remarkable that our Lord's three answers are all
from Deut. vi. and viii.
2
The reader will be glad to see, in connection with this subject, some
of the remarks of Ullmann, who has studied it more profoundly, and written
" The positive tempta
on it more beautifully, than any other theologian.
Jesus,"
tions of
he says, "were not confined to that particular point of
time when they assailed Him with concentrated force. . . But still more
frequently in after life was He called to endure temptation of the other
kind —the temptation of .suffering, and this culminated on two occasions,
viz., in the conflict of Gethsemane, and in that moment of agony on the
cross when He cried, 'My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?'"
(Sinlessness of Jesus, E. Tr., p. 140.) He had already remarked (p.
128)
that " man is exposed in two ways to the possibility and seductive power
of evil. On the one hand he may be drawn to actual sin by enticements ;
and, on the other hand, he may be turned aside from good by threatened as
well as by inflicted suffering.
The former may be termed positive, the
temptation."
" Jesus was tempted
latter negative,
in all points — that is,
tempted
possible
ways
specified
in
the
two
was
He
only
above. On the one
1
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hand, allurements were presented which, if successful, would have led Him
to actual sin ; and, on tho othor har.d, He -xas beset by sufferings which
might have turned "FTim asido from the divine path of duty. Theso
temptations, moreover, occurred both on great occasions and in minuto
particulars, under tho most varied circumstances, from tho beginning to
the end of His earthly course. But in the midst of them all His spiritual
unimpaired"
(id. p. 30).
energy and His lovo to God remained pure and
Ewald, in his Die drei Ersten Evangelien, regarding the Temptation
from the point of view of public work, make3 the three temptations
correspond

severally to the tendencies to (i.) unscrupulousness,
confidence, (iii) unhallowed personal ambitions.

(ii.) rash

CHAPTEB X.
THE FIRST APOSTLES.
" Nisi habuisset et in vultu quiddam oculisque sidereum nunquam eum

statim secuti f uissent Apostoli, nee qui ad comprehendendum eum venerant
corruissent." —
Ep.

Jeb.

Ixv.

Victorious over that concentrated temptation,

safe from

the fiery ordeal, the Saviour left the wilderness
returned to the fords of Jordan.1

and

"Bethabara,"
"Bethania " (n, A, B, C, &c), not
is the true reading of John i. 28 ; it was altered by Origen (who admits
that it was the reading of nearly all the MSS.) on very insufficient grounds,
viz., that no Bethany on the Jordan was known, and that there was said
1

It is well known that

to be (Selicvvo-Bai

Be

\Syovai) a Bethabara, where John was said to have

Origen is, however, supported by Cureton's Syriac.
The two
ship,"
passage,"
names (rrnv. rra, "house of
and r™ rra, "house of
or ferry
much
have
the
same
Heb.).
23,
2
Mr.
Grove
(see
Sam.
xv.
meaning
boats)
thinks that Bethabara may be identical with Beth-barah, the fords secured
by the Ephraimites (Judg. vii. 24), or with Beth-nimrah (Numb, xxxii. 36).
This latter answers to the description, being close to the region round
about Jordan, the Ciccar of the O. T., the oasis of Jericho. In some edd.
of the LXX. this is actually written ByBaPpd (Bibl. Diet i. 204). MEr
Monro ingeniously suggests that Origen (like his copyists) may have con
fused Bethabara with Betharaba (Josh, xviii. 22) which was in the Jordan
baptised.

I

After careful attention,
see no grounds whatever for agreeing
with Caspari (Chron. Geogr. Einl. 277), and others who place this Bethania
valley.

at Tellanihje, on the upper Jordan, to the north-east of the Sea of Gennesareth. The reasons for the traditional scene of the baptism, near Jericho,
and therefore wiflhin easy reach of Jerusalem, seem far more convincing.
[The Bethany on the Mount of Olives has another derivation; it was
"
usually derived from '577 rra, house of unripe dates ; " but after the valuable
letter of Dr. Deutsch, published by Mr. W. H. Dixon in his Holy Land
(ii. 217), this conjecture of Lightfoot's must remain at least doubtfuLj
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The Synoptical Gospels, which dwell mainiy on the

ministry in Galilee, and date its active commencement
from the imprisonment of John, omit all record of the

intermediate events, and only mention our Lord's retire
ment to Nazareth.1
It is to the fourth Evangelist
that we owe the beautiful narrative of the days which
immediately ensued upon the temptation.
The Judsean
prominence.2
brought
ministry is
by him into the first

i

Matt. iv. 12 (ivex^pvcev, "withdrew"); Mark 14; Luke iv. 14.
Throughout this book it will be seen that
accept unhesitatingly
the genuineness of St. John's Gospel.
It would be of course impossible,
and is no part of my purpose, to enter fully into the controversy about it ;
and it is the more needless, because in many books of easy access (I may
mention, among others, Professor Westcott's Introd. to the Study of the
Gospels, and Hist, of the Canon of the New Testament, and Mr. Sanday's
Authorship of the Fourth Gospel) the main arguments which seem decisive
in favour of its genuineness may be studied by any one. The other side
is powerfully argued by Mr. Tayler in his Fourth Gospel. All that need
here say (referring especially to what Professor Westcott has written on
the subject), is, that there is external evidence for its authenticity in the
allusions to or traces of the influence of this Gospel in Ignatius and Polycarp; and later in the second century, of Justin Martyr, Tatian, Theophilus,
&c. Papias does not indeed mention
which is
circumstance difficult
to account for; but according to Eusebius (Hist Ecc. iii. 39), he "made use
of testimonies " out of the First Epistles, and few will separate the question
of the genuineness of the Epistles from that of the genuineness of the
Gospel.
The very slightness of the Second and Third Epistles
almost a
convincing proof of their authenticity, sinee no one could have dreamed of
forging them. The early admission of the Fourth Gospel into the canon
even by
the acknowledgment of
both of the East and West,
Dr. Lightfoot also
heretics, are additional arguments in its favour.
1

I

2

it

is

a

it,

I

it

if

it

is

is

is

if

a

&

"
notices the further fact that soon after the middle of the second century
divergent readings of a striking .kind occur in St. John's Gospel, as for
iiovoyertis vlbs " (i. 18), and this leads us to the
instance, iiovoyevfys Bebs and
history, and that the Gospel there
conclusion " that the text has already
"
the external
fore cannot have been very recent (On Revision, p. 20). But
not in
evidence, though less decisive than we could have desired,
scope,
entire
from
its
adequate, the internal evidence, derived not only
simply over
but also from numberless minute and incidental particulars,
hypothesis
improbabilities
forgery are
of
involved
in
the
whelming; and the
recognised
have
should
we
hardly too much to say that
so immense, that
down
to us
had come
in the Gospel the authorship of St. John, even
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He

seems to have made a point

of relating nothing of

which he had not been a personal witness, and there are
some few indications that he was bound to Jerusalem by
peculiar relations.1 By station St. John was a fisherman,

is not impossible that, as the fish of the Lake
of Galilee were sent in large quantities to Jerusalem, he
may have lived there at certain seasons in connection
with the employment of his father and his brother, who,
and

it

as the owners of their own boat

and the masters of

hired servants, evidently occupied a position of some
importance.
Be that as it may, it is St. John alone
who narrates to us the first call of the earliest Apostles,

anonymously, or under some other name. The Hebraic colouring of the
style ; the traces of distinctly Judaic training and conceptions (i. 45 ; iv. 22) ;
the naive faithfulness in admitting facts which might seem to tell most
powerfully against the writer's belief (vii. 5) ; the minute topographical
and personal allusions and reminiscences (vi. 10, 19, 23 ; x. 22, 23 ; xi. 1, 44,
54 ; xxi. 2) ; the faint traces that the writer had been a disciple of John
the Baptist, whose title ho alone omits (i. 15 ; iii. 23, 25) ; the vivid fresh
ness of the style throughout, as, for instance, in the account of tho blind
man, and of the Last Supper —so wholly unlike a philosopheme, and so
clearly written ad narrandum, not ad probandum (ch. ix., xiii.) ; the
preservation of the remarkable fact that Jesus was first tried before Annas
(xviii. 13, 19 —24), and the correction of the current tradition as to the
time of the. Last Supper (xiii. 1 ; xviii. 28) ; — these are but a few of
numberless internal evidences which bring additional confirmation to tho
conviction inspired by the character and contents of this great Gospel.
They have left no doubt on the -minds of many profound and competent

scholars, and no one can easily make light of evidence which has satisfied
such a philologian as Ewald, and, for twelve editions of his book, satisfied
even such a critic as Renan. It is my sincere belief that the difficulties of
accepting the Gospel are mainly superficial, and that they are infinitely less
formidable than those involved in its rejection.
Mr. Sanday has treated
the question with great impartiality; and in his volume many of the points
touched upon in, this note are developed with much force and skill.
1 John xix. 27
Perhaps this explains tho fact that James
; xviii. 16.
was not with his brother John as a disciple of the Baptist. Andrew, on
finding Christ, immediately sought out his brother Simon. John could
not do so, for his brother was in Galilee, and was not called
subsequently.

till

sorao time

"THE LAMB OF
and he relates

it with all
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the minute particulars

and

graphic touches of one on whose heart and memory each
incident had been indelibly impressed.
The deputation of the Sanhedrin1 (to which we have

already alluded) seems to have taken place the day
previous to our Lord's return from the wilderness ; and
morning,2
when, on the following
the Baptist saw
Jesus approaching, he delivered a public and emphatic

testimony that this was indeed the Messiah who had
been marked out to him by the appointed sign, and that
He was "the Lamb of God that taketh away the sin ot
world."
the
Whether the prominent conception in the
Baptist's mind was the Paschal Lamb, or the Lamb

of the morning and evening sacrifice

"

;

whether

" the

expression which he used,
world
(k6<tiixk) was the actual
"
or is merely a Greek rendering of the word " people
profound and awful
(as) ; whether he understood the
import of his own utterance, or was carried by prophetic
inspiration beyond himself — we cannot tell. But this
much is clear, that since his whole imagery, and indeed
the very description of his own function and position, is,
as we have already seen, borrowed from the Evangelical

prophet, he must have used the expression with distinct
reference to the picture of Divine patience and mediatorial
suffering in Isa. liii. 7 (cf. Jer. xi. 19). His words could
hardly have involved less meaning than this — that the
gentle and sinless man to whom he pointed should be a

man of sorrows, and that these sorrows should be for
Whatever else the words
the salvation of His race.3
1
2

John i. 19-34.
John i. 35—43.

recognise

See p. 113.
The ovk ySeiv avrbv means that tho

Jesus as the Messiah, till he had

seen (re6eap.ai,

ver. 34) the heavenly sign.
3 "He felt in the delicacy of Christ's personality

Baptist did not
ver. 32

; edpaxa,

all its capability of
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may have connoted to the minds of his hearers, yet
they could hardly have thought them over without con
necting Jesus with the conceptions of sinlessness, of

suffering, and of a redeeming work.
Memorable as this testimony was, it seems on the
first day to have produced no immediate result. But on

the second day, when the Baptist was standing accom
panied by two of his disciples, Jesus again walked by,
gaze,1

and John, fixing upon Him his intense and earnest
exclaimed again, as though with involuntary awe and

admiration,

" Behold

the Lamb of God

!

"

The words were too remarkable to be again neglected,
and the two Galilsean youths who heard them followed

the retreating figure of Jes.us. He caught the sound of
their timid footsteps, and turning round to look at them
?"
as they came near, He gently asked, "What seek ye

It was

but the very beginning of His ministry : as
yet they could not know Him for all that He was ; 2 as
yet they had not heard the gracious words that proceeded
out of His lips ; in coming to seek Him thus they might
be actuated by inadequate motives, or even by mere
i
destiny."
(Lange, ii. 283. Comp. Exod. xii. 5 ;
suffering, and its suffering
In the Apocalypse (v. 6 ; vii. 9, &c.) dpviov, not
1 Cor. v. 7 ; 1 Pet. i. 19.)
The attempt of Danz to account for the expres
dp.vbs, is always used.

sion as a mistaken rendering of 'SiM» in the sense of "strong hero'
(see Hase, Leben Jesu, p. 101) is only worth noticing as an instance of
that fondness for ingenious novelties which is the bane of German theo
away," "expiating,"
logians.
On the word uXpav, "bearing, and carrying
c». Exod. xxviii. 30 ; xxxiv. 7 ; Lev. v. 1, &c.
1 eyu£Aeif/as.
For other instances of the word, see Matt. xix. 26; Luke

Mark x. 21.
Even if, as some suppose, St. John the Evangelist was His first

xx. 17
2

;

cousin. The argument for supposing that Salome, the wife of Zebedee, was
a sister of the Virgin Mary, rises from the comparison of Mark xv. 40
with John xix. 25, where four women are mentioned ; but John, with his
usual delicate reserve does not mention his own mother by name. See
Sup., p. 99, n. 2.
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passing curiosity; it was fit that they should come to
Him by spontaneous impulse, and declare their object of

their own free will.
But how deep and full of meaning is that question,
and how sternly it behoves all who come to their
Lord to answer it ! One of the holiest of the Church's
saints, St. Bernard, was in the habit of constantly warn
" Bernarde, ad quid
ing himself by the solemn query,
"
"
venisti ? — " Bernard, for what purpose art thou here ?
Self-examination could assume no more searching form ;
but all the meaning which it involved was concen
trated in that quiet and simple question, " What seek
ye?

It

was more than the two young Galilaeans could
answer Him at once ; it meant more perhaps than they

knew or understood, yet the answer showed that they
Babbi,"
were in earnest. "
they said (and the title of
reverence1
profound honour and
showed how deeply
His presence had impressed them), " where art thou

"

staying ?
Where it was we do not know.

Perhaps in one of

the terqporary succdth, or booths, covered at the top with
the striped abba, which is in the East an article of

ordinary wear, and with their wattled sides interwoven
with green branches of terebinth or palm, which must
have given the only shelter possible to the hundreds who
had flocked to John's baptism.
"He saith to them,
Come and

see."

Again, the words were very simple,

Among the Jews this title was a sort of degree.
One of the myriads
conjectures
simple
of idle
which have defaced the
narrative of the Gospels
is that Jesus had taken this degree among the Essenes.
It is clear, on the
one hand, that He never sought it ; and on the other, that it was bestowed
upon Him even by the most eminent Pharisees (John iii.
spon2) out of
1

taneous and genuine awe.

K

,

.
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though they occur in passages of much significance.1
Never, however, did they produce a result more remark
able than now.
They came and saw where Jesus dwelt,
afternoon,2 stayed
there
and as it was then four in the
that day, and probably slept there that night ; and before
they lay down to sleep they knew and felt in their
inmost hearts that the kingdom of heaven had come,
that the hopes of long centuries were now fulfilled, that
they had been in the presence of Him who was the desire
of all nations, the Priest greater than Aaron, the Prophet
greater than Moses, the King greater than David, the
true Star of Jacob and Sceptre of Israel.
One of those two youths who thus came earhest to
Christ was Andrew.3
The other suppressed his own

name because he was the narrator, the beloved disciple,
the Evangelist St. John.4

No wonder that the smallest
details, down even to the very hour of the day, were
treasured in his memory, never to be forgotten, even in
extreme old age.

It was

the first care of Andrew to find his brother

John xi. 34; Cant. iii. 11; Rev. vi. 1, 3, 5, 7; Ps. lxvi. 5, &c. (seo
'
Stier, i. 51).
,
there'is"
2
ground
The tenth hour counting from six in the morning;
Ho
for supposing, with Wieseler, that John counts from midnight, instead of
adopting the ordinary Jewish computation (John iv. 6, 52 ; xi. 9 ; xix. 14).
1

even to be mistaken in the belief that the Romans ever
counted the hours of their civil day from midnight. —Mr. Monro refers
me to a passage of the Digests in which hora vi. diei and hora vi. noctis
are referred to in the very sentence in which a lawyer is expounding
(Dig. xii, tit. 3, fr. 6, 7.)
civil computation in opposition to natural.
3 Hence the Fathers call him 6 Trpur6K\r)ros.
4
This exquisite and consistent reticence is one of the many strong
arguments in favour of the genuineness of the Gospol.
our view be
right, .he did care about the facts of which he is writing, but did not
care that his mere name should be remembered among men.
M. Renan
seems at one time to have held, that it was partly written out of jealousy at
the primacy popularly ascribed to St. Peter

Wieseler

seems

If
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He brought
Simon, and tell him of this great Eureka.1
him to Jesus, and Jesus looking earnestly on him with
that royal gaze which read intuitively the inmost
thoughts—
seeing at a glance in that simple fisherman
all the weakness but also all the splendid greatness of
the man-said, giving him a new name, which was long
afterwards yet more solemnly confirmed, " Thou art
Simon, the son of Jona ; thou shalt be called Kephas

that is, " Thou art Simon, the son of the dove ; hereafter
thou shalt be as the rock in which the dove hides."2
It
was, indeed, a play upon the word, but one which was
None but the
memorably symbolic and profound.
shallow and the ignorant will see, in such a play upon
the name, anything derogatory to the Saviour's dignity.

The essential meaning and augury of names had been in
all ages a belief among the Jews, whose very language
was regarded by themselves as being no less sacred than
the oracular gems on Aaron's breast. Their belief in the
mystic potency of sounds, of the tongue guided by un

alterable destiny in the realms of seeming chance, may
seem idle and superstitious to an artificial cultivation,

but has been shared by many of the deepest thinkers in
every

age.3

rbv Me<ro-lav (John i. 42). (Pressense, Jesus Christ, p. 294.)
This was indeed a true'act of brotherly affection. (See Keble's Hymn on
St. Andrew's Day.) It is strange that no one should have alluded (so far
1

EvpfiKa/uv

I have seen)

to the reason why St. John could not then perform for his
brother the same great service. The reason probably is that James was at
the time quietly pursuing hi3 calling by the Sea of Galilee.
2 Lange,
ii. 284. Or possibly, " Thou art a Son of Weakness, but shalt
Rock."
Unfortunately, however, there is no sufficient authority
become a
for giving this meaning to the word rgi\ (Liicke, i. 450.)
3
Cf. JEsch. Agam. 665, npovoiaie i, rov ireirpaiiivov yXaaaav iv rixf vefiwv.
am not
(See Origin of Lang., ch. iii. ; Chapters on Lang., p. 269— 277.)
as

I

now referring to such recondite fancies as those involved in tho Cabbalistic
of interpretation by Gematria, notftrikon, atbash, &c, but to some-

modes
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How was it that these youths of Galilee, how was

it that

a

John

so impetuous

'

so fervid yet

contemplative,

in his affections, yet

so

a Peter

timid in his re

solves, were thus brought at once —brought, as

it

were,

by a single look, by a single word —to the Saviour's
feet ?
How came they thus, by one flash of insight or
of inspiration, to recognise, in the carpenter of Nazareth,
the Messiah of prophecy, the Son of God, the Saviour
of the world ?
Doubtless in part by what He said, and by what
John the Baptist had testified concerning Him, but
doubtless also in part by His very look. On this subject,
indeed, tradition has varied in a most remarkable manner ;
but on a point of so much interest we may briefly pause.
Any one who has studied the representations of
Christ in medieval art will have observed that some of

them, particularly in missals, are degradingly and re
pulsively hideous, while others are conceived in the
softest and loveliest ideal of human
came this singular divergence ?

It

came

from the prophetic

supposed to indicate

beauty.1

passages

Whence

which were

the appearance of the Messiah,

as

well as His life.
The early Church, accustomed to the exquisite per
fection of form in which the genius of heathen sculp
ture had clothed its conceptions of the younger gods of
Olympus — aware, too, of the fatal corruptions of a sensual
imagination — seemed to find a pleasure in breaking loose
from this adoration of personal endowments, and in
thing far more antique and spontaneous, of which, for instance, we find
specimens not only in the tragedians, but even in the stories of Herodotus
(ix. 91, &c).
1
Seo Lecky, Hist of Rationalism, i. 257.
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taking as their ideal of the bodily aspect of our Lord,
Isaiah's picture of a patient and afflicted sufferer, or
David's pathetic description of a smitten and wasted out
cast.1
His beauty, says Clemens of Alexandria, was in

His

soul and in

His

Justin Martyr

actions, but in appearance

Him

He

was

being without
beauty, without glory, without honour.
His body, says
" His
Origen, was small, and ill-shapen, and ignoble.

base.

body,"

says Tertulhan,

describes

as

" had no human handsomeness,

splendour."

much less any celestial
The heathen Celsus,
as we learn from Origen, even argued from His traditional
meanness and ugliness of aspect as a ground for rejecting
His divine origin.2 Nay, this kind of distorted inference
went to even greater extremities. The Vulgate render

"
ing of Isa. liii. 4 is, Nos putavimus eum quasi leprosum,

percussum a Deo et humiliatum ; " and this gave rise to
a wide-spread fancy, of which there are many traces, that
He who healed so many leprosies was Himself a leper !3
Isa. Iii. 14; liii. 4, "We did esteem him stricken (?i }; cf. »Mn; Lev.
afflicted."
Ps. xxii. 6, 7, " am a worm, and
xiii. 13), smitten of God, and
scorn;"
All they that see me laugh me to
15 — 17, "My
no man
strength -is dried up like a potsherd
may tell all my bones;
me."
they stand staring and looking upon
2
See Keim, i. 460, who quotes Just. Mart. c. Tryph. xiv. 36, Ate., deities,
&So£os, drijios ; Clem. Strom, ii. 440, Paed. iii. 1, 3, rqy ityij/ alaxpos ; Tert.
De Car. Christ. 9, " Nee humanae honestatis corpus f uit, nedum eaelestis
;" Orig.
c. Cels. vi. 75, to <r<Sim puepby kb! Svo-eiSes koI dyevh $v.
claritatis
3
to the question, " What is the name of
In the Talmud Cod. Sanhedrin,Leper."
"
"
The
(Pearson On the Creed, Art. iv.
the Messias ? it is answered
Essays on Eccles. Biog. i. 99 ;
Stephen's
Francis
in
Sir
J.
See the story of St.
—
Montalembert, St. Eliz. de Hongrie, ii. 93 99, in both of which stories
Hence the extraordinary devotion bestowed
Christ appears as a leper).
on this afflicted class by St. Edmund of Canterbury, St. Louis, St. James
de Chantal, &c. In fact, leprosy came to be regarded as a gift of God.
Tti 1541 Henry, organist of Coblenz, begged the council of the city to give
" Somit dem Us-satz von Gott dem
a place in the hospital to his son.
begabt."
almechtigen
In 1189 Clement HI. addressed a bull " dilectis filiis
leprosis."
1

I

I
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Shocked, on the other hand, by these revolting fancied,

there were many who held that Jesus, in His earthly
features, reflected the charm and beauty of David, His
great ancestor ; and St. Jerome and St. Augustine pre

ferred to apply to Him the words of Psalm xiv. 2, 3,
" Thou art fairer than the children of men."1 It was
natural that, in the absence of positive indications, this

view should command a deeper sympathy, and it gave
rise both to the current descriptions of Christ, and also
to those ideals, so full of mingled majesty and tender
ness

in—

" That

face

How beautiful, if sorrow had not made
self,"
Sorrow more beautiful than beauty's

which we see in the great pictures of Fra Angelico, of
Michael Angelo, of Leonardo da Vinci, of Baphael, and
of Titian.2

Independently of all tradition, we may believe with
reverent conviction that there could have been nothing
mean or repugnant — that there must, as St. Jerome says,
"
have been " something starry — in the form which
enshrined an Eternal Divinity and an Infinite Holiness.
All true beauty is but " the sacrament of goodness,"
and a conscience so stainless, a spirit so full of harmony,

itself in the
reflected in the face of the

a life so purely noble, could not but express

bearing, could not but be

Son of Man. We do not indeed find any allusion to
this charm of aspect, as we do in the description of the
young High-priest Aristobulus whom Herod murdered ;
but neither, on the other hand, do we find in the lan
guage of His enemies a single word or allusion which
in Ep. Joh., tract, ix. 9.
Excursus IV., " Traditional Descriptions of

1

Aug.

2

See

Our Lord."

the Appearance

of
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might have been founded on an unworthy appearance.
He of whom John bore witness as the Christ —He

whom the multitude would gladly have seized that He
might be their king — He whom the city saluted with
triumphal shouts as the Son of David —He to whom
women ministered with such deep devotion, and whose
aspect, even in the troubled images of a dream, had
inspired a Boman lady with interest and awe—He
whose mere word caused Philip and Matthew and many
others to leave all and follow Him — He whose one
glance broke into an agony of repentance the heart of
Peter —He before whose presence those possessed with

devils were alternately agitated into frenzy and calmed
into repose, and at whose question, in the very crisis of

His

weakness and betrayal, His most savage enemies
shrank and fell prostrate in the moment of their most
infuriated wrath1 —such an One as this could not have

been without the personal majesty of a Prophet and a
Priest.
All the facts of His Ufe speak convincingly of

that strength, and endurance, and dignity, and electric
influence, which none could have exercised, without a
large share of human, no less than of spiritual, gifts.
"Certainly,"
says St. Jerome, " a flame of fire and starry
brightness flashed from His eye, and the majesty of the
Godhead shone

in His

face."

The third day after the return from the wilderness
seems to have been spent by Jesus in intercourse with
On the fourth day He wished to
for His return to Galilee3 and on the journey fell

His new
start 2

disciples.

in with another young fisherman, Philip of Bethsaida.
Cf. Luke iv. 30.
phrase
r\Be\-qaev ifrXBeiy, it is evident that St.
In using the
bis mind some slight circumstance unknown to us.
1

2

John xviii. 6.

John had in
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Alone of the apostles Philip had a Greek name, derived,
perhaps, from the tetrarch Phihp, since the custom of
naming children after reigning princes has always been
so, he must at this time have been
a common one.1
under thirty.
Possibly his Greek name indicates his
familiarity with some of the Greek-speaking population
who lived mingled with the Galilseans on the shores of

If

and this may account for the fact, that he,
rather than any of the other Apostles, was appealed to
Gennesareth

;

by the Greeks who, in the last week of His life, wished
to see our Lord.
One word— the one pregnant invita
/"
tion, "Follow me — was sufficient to attach to Jesus for
ever the gentle and simple-minded Apostle, whom in all
probability He had previously known.
The next day a fifth neophyte was added to that
Eager to communicate the
sacred and happy band.
rich discovery which he had made, Philip sought out his

friend Nathanael, exercising thereby the divinest prero
gative of friendship, which consists in the communica
tion to others of all that we have ourselves experienced to
Nathanael, in the list of apostles, is
be most divine.
generally, and almost indubitably, identified with Bar
tholomew ; for Bartholomew is less a name than a desig
Tolmai;"
nation — " Bar-Tolmai, the son of
and while
Nathanael is only in one other place mentioned under
this name (John xxi. 2), Bartholomew (of whom, on any
other supposition, we should know nothing whatever)
is, in the list of apostles, almost invariably associated
1

The name Andrew is of Greek origin, but Lightfoot

{Harmony,
Thomas was also
but we know no name of
probably means " a native

Luke v. 10) shows that it was in use among the Jews.
" Twin;"
Greek name Didymus,
called by the

or

Philip except this Greek one. The curb EyBo-aiSas
of;"
for Greswell's attempt to distinguish and from

untenable.

»

««

in this

sense

is

"JESUS OF NAZARETH."

with Phihp.1 As his home was at Cana of
son of Tolmai might easily have become
with the young fishermen Of Gennesareth.
deep was the retirement in which up to this
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Galilee; the
acquainted

And yet

so

time Jesus
had lived His life, that though Nathanael knew Philip,
he knew nothing of Christ.
The simple mind of Philip
seemed to find a pleasure in contrasting the grandeur of
His office with the meanness of His birth : " We have
found Him of whom Moses in the Law, and the Prophets-,
did
whom think you?— a young Herodian prince?
— a young Asmonsean priest ? — some burning light from

the schools of Shammai or

Hillel ? —some

passionate

young Emir from the followers of Judas of Gamala ? —
Joseph."
no, but "Jesus of Nazareth, the son of
Nathanael seems to have felt the contrast.
He
caught at the local designation.
It may be, as legend
says, that he was a man of higher position than the
rest of the

Apostles.2

It

has been usually considered
that his answer was proverbial ; but perhaps it was a
" despicable
or it
passing allusion to the word nazora,
"
may merely have implied Nazareth, that obscure and

ill-reputed town in its little untrodden valley — can any
?"
The answer is in the
thing good cOme from thence
same words which our Lord had addressed to John and
Andrew. Philip was an apt scholar, and he too said,

"

Come and

To-day, too, that question — " Can any good thing

On the
Tolmai a mere abbreviation of Ptolomseus.
Christus,
327.
identity of Nathanael with Bartholomew, see Ewald, Gesch.
Philip's
p.
brother.
Nathanael
was
(Jashar,
thinks
that
Donaldson
9)
anteponitur"
2 "NonPetro vili piscatori Bartholqmaeus
(Jerome,
nobilis
Ep. at Eustoch.). Hence he is usually represented in mediaeval art clothed
in a purple mantle, adorned with precious stones; but John xxi. '2 is alone
1

Some make

sufficient to invalidate the tradition.
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?"

— is often repeated, and the
out of Nazareth
one sufficient answer — almost the only possible answer
—is now, as it then was, " Come and see." Then it
meant, come and see One who speaks as never man
come

come and see One who, though

He be but the
Carpenter of Nazareth, yet overawes the souls of all who
spake

;

approach

Him —seeming by His

mere presence to reveal

of all hearts, yet drawing to Him even the
most sinful with a sense of yearning love; come and
the secrets

One from whom there seems to breathe forth the
irresistible charm of a sinless purity, the unapproachable
see

" Come and
said Philip,
beauty of a Divine life.
convinced in his simple faithful heart that to see Jesus
see,"

was to know Him, and to know was to love, and to love

In

this sense, indeed, we can say "come
and see no longer ; for since the blue heavens closed on
the visions which were vouchsafed to St. Stephen and
St. Paul, His earthly form has been visible no more. But
there is another sense, no less powerful for conviction, in
which it still suffices to say, in answer to all doubts,
" Come and see." Come and see a
dying world revivified,
a decrepit world regenerated, an aged world rejuvenescent;
come and see the darkness illuminated, the despair dis
pelled ; come and see tenderness brought into the cell
of the imprisoned felon, and liberty to the fettered slave ;
come and see the poor, and the ignorant, and the many,
emancipated for ever from the intolerable thraldom of the
rich, the learned, and the few ; come and see hospitals
was to adore.

"

and orphanages rising in their permanent mercy beside
the crumbling ruins of colossal amphitheatres which once
reeked with human blood ; come and see the obscene
symbols of an universal degradation obliterated indig

nantly from the purified abodes ; come and see the dens

"COME AND SEE."
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of lust

and tyranny transformed into sweet and happy
homes, defiant atheists into believing Christians, rebels
into children, and pagans into saints. Ay, come and see
the majestic acts of one great drama continued through

nineteen Christian centuries ; and as you see them all
tending to One great development, long predetermined

in the Council of the Divine Will—as you leam in
reverent

humility that even apparent

Chance

is in

reality the daughter of Forethought, as well as, for those
who thus recognise her nature, the sister of Order and
Persuasion1 —as you hear the voice of your Saviour
searching, with the loving accents of a compassion which
will neither strive nor cry, your very reins and heart —

it may be that you

will unlearn

the misery of doubt,
and exclaim in calm and happy confidence, with the
pure and candid Nathanael, " Babbi, thou art the Son
of
God, thou art the

too

King of

Israel!"

The fastidious reluctance of Nathanael was very soon

Jesus, as He saw him coming, recognised
that the seal of God was upon his forehead, and said of
him, " Behold a true Israehte, in whom guile is
me?"
asked Nathanael ;
"Whence dost thou recognise
and then came that heart-searching answer, " Before
that Philip called thee, whilst thou wert under the figdispelled.

tree,

I saw thee."

It was the

custom of pious Jews — a custom approved

by the Talmud—to study their

crishma,

or office of

[Tux«] Evvofilas re Kal TieiBovs a,Se\<pa Ka\ Upop.aBelas Bvydrnp (Alcnian,
" The threefold
. 55, ed. Bergk.).
offspring of Forethought which is de
scribed in this noble fragment, appears to represent three of the cardinal
relations in which we may regard the working of Providence.
It first
appears as Chance in regard to its occurrence ; it next works Persuasion

f

1

as men bow to its decrees; and at last
Charact of the Gosp. Miracles, p. 35).

it issues in Order" (Westcott,
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j1

and some have imagined
daily prayer, under a fig-tree
that there is something significant in the fact of the
Apostle having been summoned from the shade of a
tree which symbolised

Jewish ordinances and Jewish

traditions, but which was beginning already to cumber
ground.2
the
But though something interesting and
instructive may often be derived from the poetic insight

of a chastened imagination which can thus observe
allegories which lie involved in the simplest facts, yet

such flash of sudden perception could alone have
accounted for the agitated intensity of Nathanael's reply.

no

Every

one must have been struck, at first sight, with

the apparent disproportionateness

between the cause
inadequate was that

and the effect.
How apparently
quiet allusion to the lonely session of silent thought
under the fig-tree, to produce the instantaneous adhe

sion, the henceforth inalienable loyalty, of this "fusile
Apostle " to the Son of God, the King of Israel ! But
for the true explanation of this instantaneity of convic
tion, we must look deeper ; and then, if
mistake not,

we shall see in this incident another

I

of those inde

scribable touches of reality which have been to so many
powerful minds the most irresistible internal evidence to
establish the historic truthfulness of the Pourth Gospel,
There are moments when the grace of God stirs

sensibly in the human heart ; when the soul seems to
the"
rise upon the eagle- wings of hope and prayer into
heaven of heavens; when caught up, as it were, into
Beresh. Rabba, f. 62, quoted by Sepp. The accusative, inrb tV o-vtnjv,
where we should have expected the dative, seems to imply that he had
Perhaps some inference
purposely gone there for prayer and meditation.
year
be
drawn
from this circumstance.
as to the time of
may
1

2

xiii.

See 1

7.

Kings iv. 25; Mic. iv. 4; Zech.

iii

10; Matt. xxi. 20; Luke

SPIRITUAL CRISES.
God's very presence, we
able.

At

see
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and hear things unspeak

such moments we live a lifetime

such as these annihilate all time

;

" Crowd Eternity into

they —

;

for emotions

an hour,

Or stretch an hour into

Eternity."

At

such moments we are nearer to God; we seem to
know Him and be known of Him ; and if it were possible

for any man at such a moment to see into our souls, he
would know all that is greatest and most immortal in
our beings.
But to see us then is impossible to man ;
it is possible only to Him whose hand should lead,
whose right hand should guide us, even if we could take
the wings of the morning and fly into the uttermost

parts of the sea. And such a crisis of emotion must the
guileless Israelite have known as he sat and prayed and
mused in silence under his fig-tree. To the consciousness

of such a crisis — a crisis which could only be known to
One to whom it was given to read the very secrets of
the heart — our Lord appealed. Let him who has had a
similar experience say how he would regard a living man
who could reveal to him that he had at such a moment
looked into and fathomed the emotions of his heart.

That such solitary musings —such penetrating, even in
— such raptures into the third
this life, "behind the
heaven during which the soul strives to transcend the
limitations of space and time while it communes, face

to face, with the Eternal and the Unseen — such sudden
kindlings of celestial lightning which seem to have fused

all that is meanest and basest within us in an instant

and for ever— that these supreme crises are among the
recorded experiences of the Christian life, rests upon

indisputable evidence of testimony and of fact.

And

if
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any one of my readers has ever known this spasm of
divine change which annihilates the old and in the same

moment creates or re-creates a new-born soul, such a one,
at least,

will

understand the

thrill of

electric sympathy,

the arrow-point of intense conviction, that shot that very
instant through the heart of Nathanael, and brought

him, as it were, at once upon his knees with the excla
mation, "Babbi, thou art the Son of God, thou art the

Israel!"

King of
We scarcely hear of Nathanael again. His seems
to have been one of those calm, retiring, contemplative
souls, whose whole sphere of existence lies not here,
but—
" Where,

It was
was

beyond'these voices, there is

peace."

a life of which the world sees nothing, because

" hid with Christ in God ; " but of this

it

we may be
sure, that never till the day of his martyrdom, or even
did he forget those quiet
during his martyr

words which showed that his " Lord had searched him
out and known him, and comprehended his thoughts
before."
Not once, doubtless, but on many and
long
day,1
was the promise fulfilled for him
many a future
and for his companions, that, with the eye of faith, they
-

'

otyeo-fle

( «,
Fathers saw.

B, L, &e.). The promise is obviously spiritual,

A

as the ablest

striking passage of Luther's to this effect is quoted in
see,"
Alford. The word " hereafter shall ye
&c. (John i. 51), meant "from
forth"
air' &prt
and
time
therefore
was
a
correct
this
translation of
at the
time when our Version was made. Compare Matt. xxvi. 64, and the
petition " that we may hereafter live a godly, righteous, and sober life "
—i.e., not at some future time, but " from this day forward." The reading,
however, is very dubious, and B, L, as well as several versions, and Origen,
&c., omit it. The 'AjuV is found twenty- five times in St. John, and always
Cf. Isa. Ixv. 16 (where God is called the "God of \Q$");
doubled.
2 Cor. i. 20; Rev. iii. 14. For the Messianic title Son of Man—a title
describing the Messiah as the essential representative of every child in
the great human family of God— see Dan. vii. 13, 14 ; Rev. i. 13, &c.

should

" see

"SON OF MAN."
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the heavens opened, and the angels of God

Man."1
ascending and descending upon the Son of
Man,"

"Son of
Ben-adam, may, in its general sense, be applied to
any man (Job xxv. 6; Ps. cxliv. 3, &c), but it is applied in a special
sense to Ezekiel in the Old Testament, and to Christ in tho New. One
1

very observable fact is, that though used of Ezekiel nearly ninety times,
he does not onco apply the title to himself; and though used about
eighty times of Christ, it is -never used by any but Himself, except in
passages which describe His heavenly exaltation (Acts vii. 56 ; Rev. i.
13—20; xiv. 14). It seems further clear that though Ezekiel is called
Ben- Adam (perhaps, in the midst of his revelations, to remind him of
his own nothingness, /li/ivrio-o &v8puiros t>v), the title in the New Testament,
being clearly drawn from Daniel (vii. 13), is the Chaldee Bar*enosh, which
represents humanity in its greatest frailty and humility, and is a signifi
cant declaration that the exaltation of Christ in His kingly and judicial
office is due to His previous self-humiliation in His human nature (Phil. ii.
5— 11). (Bishop Wordsworth s. v. in Smith's Diet of Bible, iii. 1359, who
quotes Cypr. De Idol. Vanit, p. 538, " hominem induit, quern perducat ad
Patrem,"
and Aug., Serm. 121, "Filius Dei factus est Alius hominis, ut
vos, qui eratis filii hominis, efficeremini filii Dei.") The term bent hh,
" filii viri," not " filii hominis." Bengel, on
. found in Ps. iv. 3, &c, means
this verse (John 51), referring to 1 Cor. xv. 47, says, " Unus hie nempe
expectavit."
homo est, quom Adamus, post lapsum,

i

CHAPTEB XI.
THE FIRST MIRACLE.
"

Unde rubor vestris et non sua purpura lymphis P
Quae rosa mirantes tam nova mutat aquas ?
Numen, convivae, praesens agnoscite numen :
Lympha pudica Deum vidit et erubuit." — Cbashaw.

day,"

"On the third
in Cana of Galilee."

John, " there was a marriage
Writing with a full knowledge and

says St.

vivid recollection of every fact that took place during
those divinely-memorable days, he gives his indications
of time as though all were equally familiar with them.
The third day has been understood in different manners :
it is simplest to understand it as the third after the
departure of Jesus for Galilee.
He were travelling
'expeditiously He might stop on the first night (sup
posing him to follow the ordinary route) at Shiloh or
at Shechem; on the second at En-Gannim; on the third,
crossing the plain of Jezreel, He could easily reach

If

Nazareth,1

and finding that

His

mother and brethren

The author has done this himself, and therefore knows that it is easily
possible, although it requires quick travelling. There would, however, be
nothing on this occasion to make Jesus linger, and possibly he was
journeying with the express intention of being present at the marriage
The fact that a wedding will soon take place is usually known
feast.
throughout an Eastern village, and Jesus might easily have heard about
it from one of His disciples, or from some other Galilaean pilgrim.
1

A BRIDAL.
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were not there, might, -in an hour and a half longer, reach
wedding.1
Cana in time for the ceremonies of an Oriental
It is well known that those ceremonies began at

twilight.

in

Greece,

It was

the custom in Palestine, no less than
" To bear

away

The bride from home at blushing shut of

day,"

night,2

or even later, far on into the
covered from head to
foot in her loose and flowing veil, garlanded with flowers,
and dressed in her fairest robes.
She was heralded by
torchlight, with songs and dances, and the music of the
drum

and flute, to the bridegroom's

home.

She was

attended by the maidens of her village, and the bride
groom came to meet her with his youthful friends.

Legend says that Nathanael was on this occasion the

It will be seen from

I

this paragraph that
consider Kefr Kenna, and
not the so-called Kana el-Jalil, to be the real Cana.
On this point
am right in
entirely agree with De Saulcy as against Dr. Robinson. H
day,"
it will be an additional argument in
the explanation of " the third
Jalil,"
favour of this view.
because certainly
say "the so-called Kana elthe more ordinary name of this ruined and deserted village is Khurbet
Kana, and Thomson (The Land and the Book) could find no trace worth
mentioning of the other name, which rests solely on Robinson's authority ;
moreover, the name Kenna el-Jalil is certainly sometimes given to Kefr
Kenna, as Osborne testifies. The philological difficulty is by no means
insuperable ; tradition too, fairly tested, is in favour of Kefr Kenna ; and
its position (far nearer to Nazareth and Capernaum than Khurbet Kana,
and lying on the direct road) is in every respect more in accordance with
the indications of the Gospel narrative than its more remote and desolato
rival. Moreover, at Kefr Kenna there are distinct traces of antiquity,
and at the other place there are none. IS. in fact it be a mere hallucination
to suppose that Khurbet Kana is at all known under the designation of
Kana el-Jalil, more than half of the reasons for identifying it with Cana
of Galilee at once fall to the ground.
Now on this point Mr. Thomson is
far more likely to be right than Dr. Robinson, from his long residence in
Palestine, and great knowledge of Arabic.
2
When in Palestine arrived at El Jib about sunset, and found that
the festivities of a wedding were just
They lasted till late
night.
at
1

I

I

I

I
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paranymph, whose duty it was to escort the bride ; but
the presence of Mary, who must have left Nazareth on
purpose to be present at the wedding, seems to show that
one

of the bridal pair was

family.

member of the Holy
Jesus too was invited, and His disciples, and

the use of the singular

some

implies that they were
invited for His sake, not He for theirs. It is not likely,
therefore, that Nathanael, who had only heard the name
of Jesus two days before, had anything to do with the
marriage.
All positive conjecture is idle; but the fact
that the Virgin evidently took a leading position in the
house, and commands the servants in a tone of authority,
renders it not improbable that this may have been the
wedding of one of her nephews, the sons of Alphseus, or
Jesus,"1
even of one of her daughters, "the sisters of
to
whom tradition gives the names Esther and Thamar.
That Joseph himself was dead is evident from the com
plete silence of the Evangelists, who after Christ's first
visit to Jerusalem as a boy, make no further mention
of his name.3
Whether the marriage festival lasted for seven days,
(enXriOr,)

as was usual among those who could afford it,3 or only for
one or two, as was the case among the poorer classes, we

cannot tell; but at some period of the entertainment the
wine suddenly ran short.4 None but those who know
how sacred in the East is the duty of lavish hospitality,
and how passionately the obligation to exercise
'

it

to the

Matt. xiii. 56.
See, however, Luke iv. 22 ; John vi. 42.
The notion that the bridegroom was Simon the Canaanite, arises from a
complete, but not unnatural, error about his name. An improbable tradition
followed by St. Jerome and St. Bonaventura, and adopted by the Maho
metans (D'Herbelot, s. v. " Johannes "), represents that the bridegroom
was the Evangelist St. John.
3 Judg.
xiv. 12; Tob. xi. 19.

John

3,

4

ii.

2

iffrep^aavros olvov.

THE MOTHER OF JESUS.

103

utmost is felt, can realise the gloom which this incident
would have thrown over the occasion, or the misery and
mortification which it would have caused to the wedded
pair. They would have felt it to be, as in the East it
would still be felt to be, a bitter and indelible disgrace.
Now the presence of Jesus and his five disciples may
well have been the cause .of this unexpected deficiency.
The invitation, as we have seen, was originally intended
for Jesus alone, nor could the youthful bridegroom in

Cana of Galilee have been in the least aware that during
the last four days Jesus had won the allegiance of five
disciples.
It is probable that no provision had been
made for this increase of numbers, and that it was
their unexpected presence which caused the deficiency
in this simple household.1 Moreover, it is hardly pro
bable that, coming from a hasty journey of ninety miles,
the little band could, even had their means permitted
it, have conformed to the common Jewish custom of
bringing with them wine and other provisions to con
tribute to the mirthfulness of the wedding feast.

Under these circumstances, therefore, there was a
special reason why the mother of Jesus should say to
Him, " They have no
The remark was evidently
a pointed one, and its import could not be misunderstood.
None knew, as Mary knew, who her Son was ; yet for
thirty long years of patient waiting for this manifesta
tion, she had but seen Him grow as other children grow,
grace of
and live, in sweetness indeed and humihty
sinless wisdom, like a tender plant before God, but in all
•other respects as other youths have lived, pre-eminent
But now He was thirty
only in utter stainlessness.
In

some MSS. of the Vetus Itala are added the words "
per multam turbam vocatonun vinum consummari."
1

Et factum

est
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years old; the voice of the great Prophet, with whose
fame the nation rang, had proclaimed Him to be the
promised Christ ; He was being publicly attended by
disciples who acknowledged Him as Babbi and Lord.

Here was a difficulty to be met ; an act of true kindness
to be performed; a disgrace to be averted from friends
whom He loved —and that too a disgrace to which His
own presence and that of His disciples had unwittingly
Was not his hour yet come? Who could
contributed.
tell what He might do, if He were only made aware
of the trouble which threatened to interrupt the feast ?
Might not some band of hymning angels, like theradiant visions, who had heralded His birth, receive
His bidding to change that humble marriage-feast into
Might it not be that even now
a scene of heaven?
He would lead them into His banquet-house, and Hisbanner over them be love ?

Her faith was strong, her motives pure, except perhaps
what has been called "the slightest possible touch of the

purest womanly, motherly anxiety (we know no other
word) prompting in her the desire to see her Son honoured

in her

presence."1

And her Son's hour had nearly

come :

It

could

but it was necessary now, at once, for ever, for that Son
to show to her that henceforth he was not Jesus the
Son of Mary, but the Christ the Son of God ; that as
regarded His great work and mission, as regarded His
Eternal Being, the significance of the beautiful relation
ship had passed away; that His thoughts were not asher thoughts, neither His ways her ways.2
1

Stier, i.

Chrysostom.

61,

E. Tr.

The germ of the remark is to be found

in

Similarly in Luke ii. 49, the authority of Joseph is wholly subordinated
truer
and loftier one (see p. 78). The same truth is distinctly shadowed
to a
forth in Matt. xii. 48—50 ; Luke xi. 27, 28. St. Bernard, in illustration of this
2

ANSWER OF JESUS.
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not have been done in a manner more decisive, yet at
the same time more entirely tender.
" Woman, what have to do with thee?" The words at
first sound harsh, and almost repellent in their roughness
and brevity ; but that is the fault partly of our version,
"mother,"
partly of our associations. He does not call her

I

because,

in

circumstances

such as these, she was

His

"
mother no longer ; but the address "Woman (Twai) was
so respectful that it might be, and was, addressed to the
queenhest;1
and so gentle that it might be, and was,
addressed at the tenderest moments to the most fondly
"
loved.2 And " what have
to do with thee ? is a literal
version of a common Aramaic phrase (mah li veldk),
which, while it sets aside a suggestion and waives all
yet perfectly consistent with
further discussion of
it,
is

I

the most delicate courtesy,
sideration.3

and the most feeling con

a

is

1

2

I

is

a

desire of our Lord to indicate that the spiritual life must not be disturbed
striking story of a hermit who, on being
iby earthly relationships, tells
consulted by his brother, referred him to the advice of another brother
dead,"
" But he
who had died some time before.
said the other with
also," replied
surprise. " So am
the hermit.
in
(S. Bernard, Serm.
post
appreciate
It
been
Epiphan.)
their inability to
Dom.
may have
sort of alienation between Christ and His
this very fact that produced
earthly brethren as regards the entire plan of His Messianic manifestation,
and made Him imply that even " in His own house " prophet
without

2

;

1

;

;

2

3

P

?

2

;

;

&

1

honour (Matt. xiii. 57).
yivai, «al Bviibv
As by the Emperor Augustus to Cleopatra, Qdpaei,
&ya86v
2x*
(Dio Cass. Hist. li. 12) by the chorus to Queen Clytemnestra
{^]sch. Ag. 1603) and not unfrequently to princesses in Greek tragedy.
As, for instance, by Jesus to Mary Magdalene, in the garden, " Woman,
weepest
thou
whom seekest thou " (John xx. 15)
why
by the angels
{id. 13); and by Jesus to his mother on the cross, "Woman, behold
son" (John xix. 26). Our Lord
thy
probably spoke, however, in Aramaic
and here the word would be rrruK, not iWK, i.e., more like domina than
femina.
Kings
See for other instances of the phrase,
Sam. xvi. 10 xix. 22
Kings iii. 13; Josh. xxii. 24.
xvii. 18; Judg. xi. 12;
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can we doubt that even the slight check involved
in these quiet words was still more softened by the look
and accent with which they were spoken, and which
are often sufficient to prevent far harsher utterances-

Nor

For with undiminished faith,
from inflicting any pain.
and with no trace of pained feeling, Mary said to the

— over whom it is clear she was exercising
"
authority — Whatever He says to you, do it at

servants

some

once.

l

The first necessity after a journey in the East is to
wash the feet, and before a meal to wash the hands ;

and to supply these wants there were standing (as still
is usual), near the entrance of the house, six large stone
water-jars, with their orifices filled with bunches of fresh
green leaves to keep the water cool. Each of these

jars contained two or three baths2 of water, and Jesus
bade the servants at once fill them to the brim.3
They
did so, and He then ordered them to draw out the
vessels,4
and carry it to the guest
contents in smaller
who, according to the festive custom of the time, had
(John ii. 5). For the expression, " Mine hour is not yet
see the instance in which, with a very similar desire to check the un
warranted suggestions of His earthly relatives, He uses it to His brethren
who wished to hurry His visit to Jerusalem (John vii. 6, where, however,.
the word is nmpbs, not Spa). Mr. Sanday compares the passage with Matt. xv.
1

iroi-liffare

"There too a petition is first refused, and then granted; and
there too the petitioner seems to divine that it will be " (Authorship of the
Fourth Gosp., p. 50).
2 nerprjral.
This is used in the LXX. version of 2 Chron. iv. 5 as a ren
It is,
dering of the Hebrew ra, and was equal to about 7£ gallons.
however, hard to suppose that each of these stone jars held from fifteen
to twenty -two gallons, so that perhaps nerp-nr^s (as Lange suggests) may be
the Roman amphora — five gallons. A " firkin " (E. V.) is eight gallons.
3
John ii. 7, ye/ilcare.
4
avrXio-are.
Cf. John iv. 7. Prof. Westcott thinks that the exact words
exclude the all but universal notion, that all the water in the six jars was.
turned into wine (Characteristics of the Gospel Miracles, p. 15).
21 — 28.
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been elected "governor of the feast."1 Knowing nothing
of what had taken place, he mirthfully observed that in
offering the good wine last, the bridegroom had violated
the common practice of banquets.

This was Christ's

first miracle, and thus, with a definite and symbolic
did He manifest His glory, and His disciples

purpose,2

believed on Him.

It

miracle, yet how unlike all that
we should have expected ; how simply unobtrusive, how
was

His first

The method, indeed, of the miracle
divinely calm!
•— which
is far more wonderful in character than the
ordinary miracles of healing— transcends our powers
of conception ; yet it was not done with any pomp of
circumstance, or blaze of adventitious glorification. Men
in these days have presumptuously talked as though
were God's duty — the duty of Him to whom the sea
and the mountains are a very little thing, and before
whose eyes the starry heaven is but as one white gleam

it

"

" intense

inane —to perform His miracles before
a circle of competent savans ! Conceivably it might be

in

the

so had

it

been intended that miracles

should

be the

of Christ's autho
rity ; but to the belief of Christendom the Son of God
would still be the Son of God even
like John, He
had done no miracle.
The miracles of Christ were
if,

sole, or even the main, credentials

not to a cold and sceptic curiosity,
loving and humble faith.
They needed not

but to

a

miracles addressed,

TJJy apxtiv.

a

2

1,

a

:

is

it

1

The custom may have been originally borrowed from the Greeks
arbiter bibendi, magister convivii, &c.), but
(o-vniroo-idpxns,
had long been
familiar to the Jews, and the apxtrp(K\ivos here acts exactly as he
advised
to do by the son of Sirach " When thou hast done all thy office, take thy
place, that thou mayest be merry with them, and receive
crown for thy
"
2).
well-ordering of the feast (Ecclus. Trim.
John ii. 11, ravrqv dirolri<re apxh" (this as beginning, A, B, L, &c.), not
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the acuteness of the impostor, or the self-assertion of
the thaumaturge.
They were indeed the signs —almost,
we had said, the accidental signs — of His divine mission ;

but their primary object was the alleviation of human
suffering, or the illustration of sacred truths, or, as in
this instance, the increase of innocent joy. An obscure
village, an ordinary wedding, a humble home, a few
faithful peasant guests — such a scene, and no splendid
amphitheatre or stately audience, beheld one of Christ's
greatest miracles of power.

circumstances of the
to the supernatural

In

First

And in

these respects the
Miracle are exactly analogous

events recorded of Christ's birth.

of this to all that we should
have imagined—in its absolute contrast with anything
which legend would have invented —in all, in short,
the total unlikeriess

which most offends the unbeliever, we see but fresh
confirmation that we are reading the words of soberness
and truth.

A

miracle is a miracle, and we see no possible
advantage in trying to understand the means by which

accepting the evidence for it—
and it is for each man to be fully persuaded in his own
mind, and to accept or to reject at his pleasure, perhaps
even it may prove to be at his peril —we are avowedly

it

was wrought.

In

accepting the evidence for something which transcends,
though it by no means necessarily supersedes, the
What is gained
ordinary laws by which Nature works.
—in what single respect does the miracle become, so to
speak,

easier or more

comprehensible — by

supposing,

with Olshausen, that we have here only an accelerated
process of. nature ; or with Neander (apparently), that
the water was magnetised ; or with Lange (apparently),
that the guests were in a state of supernatural exalta-

VARIOUS THEORIES.
tion

?

x

Let

those who find

it intellectually
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possible, or

spiritually advantageous, freely avail themselves of such
hypotheses if they see their way to do so : to us they seem,
"dangerous,"
"rationalistic,"
"irreverent,"
not
not
not
To denounce
but simply embarrassing and needless.
them as unfaithful concessions to the spirit of scepticism
may suit the exigencies of a violent and Pharisaic
theology, but is unworthy of that calm charity which

should be the fairest fruit of Christian faith. In matters
of faith it ought to be to every one of us " a very small
we
thing to be judged of you or of man's judgment
ought to believe, or disbelieve, or modify belief, with
sole reference to that which, in our hearts and con
sciences, we feel to be the Will of God ; and it is by
His judgment, and by His alone, that we should care to
stand or to fall. We as little claim a right to scathe

the rejector of miracles by abuse and anathema, as we
admit his right to sneer at us for imbecility or hypocrisy.
Jesus has taught to all men, whether they accept or
reject Him, the lessons of charity and sweetness; and

what the believer and the unbeliever ahke can do, is
calmly, temperately, justly, and with perfect and solemn
sincerity — knowing how deep are the feelings involved,

1
Olshausen, Comment on the Gospels, iii. 368, following Augustine,
" Ipse fecit vinum in nuptiis qui omni anno hoc facit in vitibus." Neander,
Life of Jesus Christ, E. Tr., p. 176. It is to be regretted that this

"acceleration" hypothesis has been received with favour
by some eminent
English divines"; Nature alone, as a friend remarks, will never, whatever
time you give her, make thirty imperial gallons of wine without at least ten
pounds avoirdupois of carbon. Ewald beautifully, but with a perhaps in
tentional vagueness, says, " Wir wiirden uns diesen wein der seit jener zeit

auch uns noch immer fliessen kann, selbst iibel verwassern, wenn wir hier
%inne fragen wollten wiedenn aus blossem wasser im augenhlicke

in groben

wein werden konne : soil denn das wasser im besten sinne des wortes nicht
iiberall auch jezt noch zu weine wurden wo Sein geist in voller kraft thatig
ist ? " (Gesch. Christ p. 329).
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and how vast the issues at stake between us —to state

the reason for the belief that is in him.

so,

And this being

I would say that if we once understand

that the word

Nature has little or no meaning unless it be made to
include the idea of its Author ; if we once realise the
fact, which all science teaches us, that the very simplest
and most elementary operation of the laws of Nature is
infinitely beyond the comprehension of our most exalted
intelligence ; if we once believe that the Divine Provi
dence of God is no far-off abstraction, but a living and
loving care over the lives of man; lastly, if we once
believe that Christ was the only-begotten Son of God,
the Word of God who came to reveal and declare His
Father to mankind, then there is nothing in any Gospel
miracle to shock our faith : we shall regard the miracles
of Christ as resulting from the fact of His Being and
His mission, no less naturally and inevitably than the

rays of light stream outwards from the sun.
They
were, to use the favourite expression of St. John, not
"portents"
(jipara), or powers (Sweets), or signs
merely
(ay/ieia), but they were works (epya),

inevitable works (whenever

He

the ordinary and
chose to exercise them)

of One whose very Existence was the highest miracle of
all.1
For our faith is that He was sinless ; and to
borrow the words of a German poet, " one might have
thought that the miracle of miracles was to have created
the world such as it is ; yet it is a far greater miracle to
therein."
have lived a perfectly pure life
The greatest
of modern philosophers said that there were two things
which overwhelmed his soul with awe and astonishment,
"the starry heaven above, and the moral law within
but to these has been added a third reality no less
1

Ece Abp. Trench on Miracles, p. 8.
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majestic — the fulfilment of the
in the Person of Jesus Christ.1

moral law without us
That fulfilment makes
us believe that He was indeed Divine ; and if He were
Divine, we have no further astonishment left when we
are taught that He did on earth that which can be done
by the Power of God alone.
But there are two characteristics of this first miracle
which we ought to notice.
His ministry is to
One is its divine unselfishness.
be a ministry of joy and peace ; His sanction is to be
given not to a crushing asceticism, but to a genial
innocence ; His approval, not to a compulsory celibacy,
but to a sacred union.
He who, to appease His own
sore hunger, would not turn the stones of the wilderness
into bread, gladly exercises, for the sake of others, His
transforming power; and but six or seven days afterwards, reheves the perplexity and sorrow of a humble
wedding feast by turning water into wine. The first
miracle of Moses was, in stern retribution, to turn the
river of a guilty nation into blood ; the first of Jesus to

fill

the water-jars of an innocent family with wine.
And the other is its symbolic character. Like nearly

all the miracles of Christ, it combines the characteristics
of a work of mercy, an emblem, and a prophecy. The

world gives its best first, and afterwards all the dregs and
bitterness ; but Christ came to turn the lower into the
richer and sweeter, the Mosaic law into the perfect law
of hberty, the baptism of John into the baptism with
the Holy Ghost and with fire, the self-denials of a
painful isolation into the self-denials of a happy home,
sorrow and sighing into hope and blessing, and water
" which Christ
into wine. And thus the " holy estate
'See UUmann, Sinlessness of Jesus,

E. Tr.,

pp. 181 — 193.

/
\

;

!
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adorned
miracle

and beautified with His presence and first
in Cana of Galilee, foreshadows the mystical

union between Christ and His Church ; and the common
element which He thus miraculously changed becomes
a type of our life on earth transfigured and ennobled by
the anticipated joys of heaven — a type of that wine
which He shall drink new with us in the kingdom of
God, at the marriage supper of the Lamb.1
1

A large

school of

English Apologists have appealed to the miracles of

Christ as proving His mission, and to the Gospels as proving the miracles.
This is not the view of the writer, who, in common he believes with many
of the more recent authorities who have dealt with the subject, regards

" Christianity

"

external proofs of the
Gospels
historical reality of that which the
relate. The Gospels supply us
with a vera caussa for that which otherwise would be to us an inexplicable
enigma.
This was the argument which endeavoured to state as forcibly
could
as
in the Hulsean Lectures of 1870— " The Witness of History to
Christ." But say " the strongest external proof," because those who are
so ready to assume that any one who believes, for instance, in the Incarna
tion must necessarily be either morally a hypocrite, or intellectually an
imbecile, ought not to forget how strong is that preparation for belief which
every Christian derives from the experiences of his own life, and from that
which he believes to be the Voice of God speaking to his heart, and con
firming all which he has learnt of God through Christ, and Christ alone.
The force of this evidence is indeed valueless as an argument against

I

and Christendom

I

as the strongest

I

others ; on the other hand, they should bear in mind that their denial of its
force in their own case does not invalidate its force in tho minds of those
for whom it exists.

CHAPTEB XII.
THE SCENE OF THE MINISTRY.
" Give true hearts but earth and sky,
And some flowers to bloom and die ;
Homely

scenes and simple views

Lowly thoughts may best infuse."

Keble, "First Sunday

after

Epiphany."'

Ciirist's first miracle of Cana was a sign that He came,
not to call His disciples out of the world and its ordinary
duties, but to make men happier, nobler, better in the

world.

He willed that they should

be husbands, and

fathers, and citizens, not eremites or monks.
He would
show that He approved the brightness of pure society,

and the mirth of innocent gatherings, no less than the
ecstasies of the ascetic in the wilderness, or the visions

of the mystic in his solitary cell.
And, as pointing the same moral, there was some
thing significant in the place which He chose as the
St. John had preached
scene of His earhest ministry.
in the lonely wastes by the Dead Sea waters ; his voice
had been echoed back by the flinty precipices that
frown over the sultry Gh6r.

The city nearest to the

of His teaching had been built in defiance of a
curse, and the road to it led through " the bloody
scene

All

around him breathed the dreadful associa-
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tions of a guilty and desolated past; the very waves
were bituminous; the very fruits crumbled into foul
ashes under the touch ; the very dust beneath his

feet lay, hot and white, over the relics of an abominable
There, beside those leaden waters, under that
race.
copper heaven, amid those burning wildernesses and
scarred ravines, had he preached the baptism of re
pentance.

mother, and

But Christ, amid the joyous band of His

His

brethren, and

the earhest centre of

His

His ministry

disciples, chose as

a bright

and busy

city, whose marble buildings were mirrored in a limpid
sea.

It rose under
That httle city was Capernaum.
the gentle declivities of hills that encircled an earthly
Paradise.1

There were no such trees, and no such
anywhere in Palestine as in the land of
.gardens,
Gennesareth.
The very name means " garden of abun
dance,"2

Httle plain which is

It

flowers blossom over a
sight like unto an emerald."

and the numberless

"in

plan that
His ministry should begin amid scenes so beautiful,
and that the good tidings, which revealed to mankind
their loftiest hopes and purest pleasures, should be first
proclaimed in a region of unusual loveliness.
The
features of the scene are neither gorgeous nor colossal ;
there is nothing here of the mountain gloom or the
magnificence"
mountain glory; nothing of that " dread
which overawes us as we gaze on tropical volcanoes or
northern hills.
Had our life on earth been full of wild and terrible
was doubtless

1

John ii.

descent.

12, kote/Jtj

a part of Christ's divine

— a touch of accuracy, since the road is one long

2"Quare voeatur Gennezar?
(Lightfoot, Cent Chorogr. lxxix.).

ob

hortos principum

(ganne

sarim)"
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it might

have been fitly symbolised
by scenes which told only of deluge and conflagration ;
but these green pastures and still waters, these bright
catastrophes, then

birds and flowering oleanders, the dimpling surface of
that inland sea, so doubly delicious and refreshful in
a sultry land, all correspond with the characteristics of
a Hfe composed of innocent and simple elements, and
brightened with the ordinary pleasures which, like -the

rain and the sunshine, are granted to all alike.

What the traveUer will see, as he emerges from the
VaUey of Doves, and catches his first eager gHmpse of
Gennesareth, will be a small inland sea, like a harp in

shape,1

thirteen miles long and six broad.
On the
farther or eastern side runs a green strip about a quarter
of a mile in breadth,3 beyond which rises, to the height
of some 900 feet above the level of the lake, an escarp
ment of desolate hiHs, scored with grey ravines, without
tree, or viUage, or vestige of cultivation — the frequent
scene of our Lord's retirement when, after His weary

He

sought the deep refreshment of solitude with
God. The lake —with its glittering crystal, and fringe of
flowering oleanders, through whose green leaves shine

labours,

the bright blue wings of the roller-bird, and the- king
fishers may be seen in multitudes dashing down at the
fish that glance beneath them —lies at the bottom of a
great dent or basin in the earth's surface, more than 500
feet below the level of the Mediterranean.3
Hence the

Chinnereth,"
This is said to be the origin of the ancient name "
a
onomatoposia
harp.
beautiful
for a
The Wady Hammam, or "Valley of
Doves,"
is a beautiful gorge in the hills by which the traveller may descend
from Hattin to Me j del.
2 Except
at one spot, the probable scene of the cure of the Gadarene
demoniacs where the hills run close up to the water.
3
Hence the plain of Gennesareth is called by the Arabs El-Ghuweir,
1
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burning and enervating heat of the valley ; but hence,
too, the variety of its foliage, the fertility of its soil,
the luxuriance of its flora, the abundant harvests that
ripen a month earlier than they do elsewhere, and
the number of rivulets that tumble down the hill-sides
The shores are now deserted. With
into the lake.
the exception of the smaU and decaying town of
Tiberias — crumbling into the last stage of decrepitude

— and

the "frightful

village"

of Mejdel (the ancient
Magdala), where the degradation of the inhabitants is

by the fact that the children play stark
naked in the street — there is not a single inhabited
spot on its once crowded shores.1
One miserable, crazy
boat — and that not always procurable — has replaced its
gay and numerous fleet. As the fish are still abundant,
best shown

no fact could show more clearly the dejected inanity and
apathetic enervation of the present dwellers upon its

But the national features still remain. The
lake stiH Hes unchanged in the bosom of the -hills,
reflecting every varying gleam of the atmosphere like
an opal set in emeralds ; the waters are stiU as beautiful
in their clearness as when the boat of Peter lay rocking
shores.

on their ripples, and Jesus gazed into their crystal
depths ; the cup-like basin still seems to overflow with
its flood of sunlight ; the air is still balmy with natural
perfumes ; the turtle-dove still murmurs in the vaUeys,
and the pelican fishes in the waves

;

and there are palms,

hollow,"
or " the little
to distinguish it from El-Ghor, " the great hollow,"
i.e., the Jordan valley.
1 A few Bedawin
may sometimes be found at Ain et-Tabijah (Bethsaida). Renan truly observes that a furnace such as El-Ghuwei'r now
is, could hardly have been the scene of such prodigious activity, had
not the climate been modified by the numberless trees, which under the
withering influence of Islam have all been destroyed.
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and green fields, and streams, and grey heaps of ruin.
And what it has lost in population and activity, it has
gained in solemnity and interest.
every vestige of

If

a

it

it,

human habitation should disappear from beside
and
the jackal and the hyena should howl about the shattered
fragments of the synagogues where once Christ taught,
yet the fact that He chose
as the scene of His opening
ministry1
will give sense of sacredness and pathos to
its lonely waters till time shall be no more.
Yet widely different must have been its general
aspect in the time of Christ, and far more strikingly
beautiful, because far more richly cultivated.
Josephus,

in

of glowing admiration, after describing, the
sweetness of its waters, and the delicate temperature of
a

passage

a

a

it

its air, its palms, and vines, and oranges, and figs, and
almonds, and pomegranates, and warm springs, says
that the seasons seemed to compete for the honour of
its possession, and Nature to have created
as
kind
-of emulative challenge, wherein she had gathered all
strength.2
The Talmudists see in
the elements of her
"
"
the fact that this plain — the ambition of Nature —
belonged to the tribe of Naphtali,
fulfilment of the
Mosaic blessing, that that tribe should be "satisfied with

Lord;"3

and full with the blessing of the
and
deeper sense than they
they had the proverb, true in
" God had created seven seas in the land
suppose, that
a

favour,

of Canaan, but one only —the
Himself."
37

St. Peter

says,

" That word which

:

Galilee."
out all Judaea, and began from
Galilee."

was preached through
"
Luke xxiii.
Beginning from
:

Acts x.

of Galilee —had He

5

1

chosen for

Sea

3

Deut. xxxiii.

M

§§

7,

2

The Rabbis refer to its extraordinary fruitfulness. (Bab. Pesachim,f,
.8,2; Berachoth,tA4,l; Lightfoot, ubisupr.; Caspari, p. 69. Sua.) <pi\orip.lav
8),
&v ra elvoi rrjs (pitreas (Jos. B. Jud. iii. 10,
23..
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Not, however, for its beauty only, but

because

of its

centrality, and its populous activity, it was admirably
adapted for that ministry which fulfilled the old pro

the land
phecy of Isaiah, that "the land of Zebulun andGentiles,"
of Naphtali, beyond Jordan, Galilee of the

light;"
"
and that to them who sat
should " see a great
death"
should "light spring
in the region and shadow of

For Christ was to be, even in His own lifetime,
" a Hght to lighten the Gentiles," as well as " the glory
of His people Israel." And people of many nationalities
dwelt in and encompassed this neighbourhood, because it
says Josephus,
"The
was "the way of the

" lie

here very thick ; and the very numerous villages
are so full of people, because of the fertihty of the
land
that the very smallest of them contain
above 15,000 inhabitants."1 He adds that the people

....

were active, industrious, and inured to war from infancy,

cultivating every acre of their rich and beautiful soil.
No less than four roads communicated with the shores
of the lake.
One led down the Jordan vaUey on the
western side; another, crossing a bridge at the south
of the lake, passed through Persea to the fords of Jordan
near Jericho ; a third led, through Sepphoris, the gay
and rising capital of GaHlee, to the famous port of Acchoon the Mediterranean

Sea; a fourth ran over the moun

tains of Zebulon to Nazareth, and so through the plain

of Esdraelon to Samaria and Jerusalem.

Through this

district passed the great caravans on their way from
Egypt to Damascus ; and the heathens who congregated
at Bethsaida Julias and Csesarea Bhilippi must have been
In the
constantly seen in the streets of Capernaum.
time of Christ it was for population and activity "the
1

Jos. B.

J.

iii. 3, §

2.

See note 1, p. 182.
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district"

of Palestine, and the waters
manufacturing
of its lake were ploughed by 4,000 vessels of every
description, from the war- vessel of the Bomans to the
rough fisher-boats of Bethsaida, and the gilded pinnaces
from Herod's palace.
Ituraea, Samaria, Syria, Phoenicia

were immediately accessible by crossing the lake, the
river, or the hiUs. The town of Tiberias, which Herod
Antipas had built to be the capital of Galilee, and
named in honour of the reigning emperor, had risen
with marvellous rapidity ; by the time that St. John
wrote his Gospel it had already given its name to the
Sea

of Galilee; and

even

if

Christ never entered its

streets,1
or grave-poUuted
He
must have often seen in the distance its turreted walls,
its strong castle, and the Golden House of Antipas,
flinging far into the lake the reflection of its marble
Europe, Asia, and
lions and sculptured architraves.2
Africa had contributed to its population, and men of all
All along the western
nations met in its market-place.
shores of Gennesareth Jews and Gentiles were strangely
mingled, an'd the wild Arabs -of the desert might there

heathenish amphitheatre

side by side with enterprising Phoenicians,
effeminate Syrians, contemptuous Bomans, and supple,
wily, corrupted Greeks.

be seen

The days of dehghtful seclusion in the happy valley

Being built on the site of an old cemetery, no true Jew could enter it
without ceremonial pollution (see Lightf oot, Cent . Chorogr., lxxxi). Jose
phus (Antt. xviii. 2, 3) expressly says that, from the number of tombs
§
which had to be removed in laying the foundations, every Jew who in
habited it became unclean (Numb. xix:'ll) ; and hence Herod Antipas, who
or to bribe
built it (B. J. ii. 9, § I), had to compel people to reside in
probable that
them by very substantial privileges (Antt. xviii.
3). It
Christ never set foot within its precincts; yet some of the inhabitants were,
of course, among His hearers (John vi. 23).
Jos. Vit.
12, 13 B. Jud. ii. 21,
6.

§

;

9,

2

is

§

2,

it,

1
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of Nazareth were past ; a life of incessant toil, of deep
anxiety, of trouble, and wandering, and opposition, of

preaching, healing, and doing good, was now to begin.
At this earliest dawn of His public entrance upon
His ministry, our Lord's first stay in Capernaum was

not for many days ; yet these days would be a type of
all the remaining life. He would preach in a Jewish
synagogue built by a Boman centurion, and His
works of love would become known to men of many
nationalities.1
It would be clear to all that the new
Prophet who had arisen was wholly unlike His great
The hairy mantle* the ascetic seclusion,
forerunner.
the unshorn locks, would have been impossible and out
of place among the inhabitants of those crowded and
busy shores. Christ came not to revolutionise, but to
ennoble and to sanctify.
He came to reveal that the
Eternal was not the Future, but only the Unseen ; that
Eternity was no ocean whither men were being swept
by the river of Time, but was around them now,
and that their lives were only real in so far as they
felt its reality and its presence.
He came to • teach
that God was no dim abstraction, infinitely separated
from them in the far-off blue, but that He was the
Father in whom they lived, and moved, and had their
being; and that the service which He loved was not
ritual and sacrifice, not pompous scrupulosity and
censorious orthodoxy, but mercy and justice^ humihty
and love.
He came, not to hush the natural music of
men's lives, nor to fill it with storm and agitation,
but to re-tune every silver chord in that " harp of a
That some great works were performed during this brief visit seems
clear from Luke iv. 23; but that they could scarcely be regarded
as
miracles seems equally clear from John iv. 54.
1
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with the har
\
monies of heaven.
And such being the significance of Christ's Hfe in
lovely'
region, it is strange that the exact site of
this
city"
Capernaum — of Capernaum, "His own
(Matt. ix.
thousand

1), which witnessed

and to make

so many of

echo

His mightiest

miracles,

which heard so many of His greatest revelations —
should remain to this day a matter of uncertainty. That
it was indeed either at Khan Minyeh or at Tell Hum
is reasonably certain ; but at which ? Both towns are
in the immediate vicinity of Bethsaida and of Chorazin;
both are beside the waves of Galilee ; both lie on the
"
"
the claims of both are supported by
way of the sea ;
powerful arguments ; the decision in favour of either
involves difficulties as yet unsolved.
After visiting the
scenes, and carefully studying on the spot the arguments

of traveUers in many volumes, the preponderance of
evidence seems to me in favour of Tell Hum.
There,
on bold rising ground, encumbered with fragments of
white marble, rise the ruined walls of what was perhaps
a synagogue, built in the florid and composite style
which marks the Herodian age; and amid the rank
grass and gigantic thistles lie scattered the remnants
of piHars and architraves which prove that on this
spot once stood a beautiful and prosperous town.1
At
Khan Minyeh there is nothing but a common ruined
Major Wilson, R.E., of the Palestine Exploration Fund, found that
plan
of the large white building at Tell Hum consisted of "four rows
the
of seven columns each . . . surrounded by a blank wall, ornamented
outside with pilasters, and apparently a heavy cornice of late date ; . .
but what puzzles me is that the entrance was on the south side, which
The synagogue was surrounded
does not seem to be usual in synagogues.
" (see
by another building of later date, also well built and ornamented
Porter's Handbook, ii. 403).
1
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caravanserai and grey mounded heaps, which may or
But whichever of the
may not be the ruins of ruins.
two was the site on which stood the home of Peter —

which was also the home of Christ (Matt. vni. 14)—
either is desolate; even the wandering Bedawy seems to
shun those ancient ruins, where the fox and the jackal
prowl at night. The sad and solemn woe that was
uttered Upon the then bright and flourishing city has

fulfilled : " And thou, Capernaum, which art
exalted to heaven, shalt be thrust down to heU : for if
the mighty works, which have been done in thee, had
day."1
been done in Sodom, it had remained unto this
been

\ Luke x. 15 ;

Matt. xi.

23. —The arguments about the site of Capernaum

would fill several volumes.

The reader may find most of them in Dr.
Robinson, Bibl. Researches, iii. 288— 294; Wilson, Lands of the Bible,
ii. 139—149; Ritter, Jordan, 335 —343; Thomson, The Land and the
Book, 352 seqq., &c. Some new arguments are adduced in Mr. McGregor's
Rob Roy on the Jordan. The recent researches of the Palestine Exploration
Fund, under Major Wilson, seem to me to strengthen the case in favour of

Hum,"
and Tell Hum, " the ruined mound of
is a very natural corruption of Kefr Nahum, " the village of Nahum." — As
this chapter is on the scene of the ministry, it may be well to observe that
the true version of the famous prophecy in Isa. ix. 1 is, " As of old He
lightly esteemed the land of Zebulun and the land of Naphtali ; so, in the
latter time, He hath made her glorious by the way of the sea," &c. (See
Perowne, On the Psalms, I. xix.)

Tell Hum very considerably

;

CHAPTEB XIII.
JESUS
"The Lord, whom ye
MaTi. iii. 1.

AT. THE
seek,

PASSOVER.

shall suddenly

come

to

His

Temple." —

The stay of Jesus at Capernaum on this occasion was
short,1
and it is not improbable that He simply
very
awaited there the starting of the great caravan of
pilgrims who, at this time, were about to wend their
way to the great feast at Jerusalem.
The Synoptists are silent respecting any visit of
Christ to the Passover between His twelfth year till
His death ;2 and it is St. John alone who, true to the
purpose and characteristics of his Gospel, mentions this
earliest Passover of Christ's ministry, or gives us any
particulars that took place during its progress.3
1
2

days."
John ii. 12 : " Not many
But just as St. John distinctly implies the Galilsean ministry (vii.

3, 4),

so the Synoptists distinctly imply that there must have been a Judsean
ministry; e.g., Judas is a Jew, and Joseph of Arimathsea; and our
Lord was well known to people at and near Jerusalem (see Matt.
iv. 25; xxiii. 37; Mark iii. 7, 8, 22; xi 2, 3; xiv. 14; xv. 43—46; and
compare Matt. xiii. 57).
In Luke iv. 44 there is good MS. authority
(m, B, C, L, &c.) for the reading, "He preached in the synagogues of
Judaea."
" The vague and shifting outlines of the Synoptists," says
Mr. Sanday, "allow ample room for all the insertions that are made in
John" (Fourth Gospel, p. 1661. See
them with. so much precision by St.
too the important testimony of St. Peter (Acts x. 37, 39).
3
Other Passovers mentioned are John vi. 4; xi. 55. The feaslf of v.

I
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The main event which distinguished it was the
purification of the Temple— an act so ineffectual to
conquer the besetting vice of the Jews, that He was
obliged to repeat it, with expressions still more stern, at
the close of His ministry, and only four days before His
death.1

We have already seen what vast crowds flocked to
the Holy City at the great annual feast. Then, as now,
that immense multitude, composed of pilgrims from
every land, and proselytes of every nation, brought with

them many needs.
The traveller who now visits Jeru
salem at Easter time wiU make his way to the gates of
the Church of the Sepulchre through a crowd of vendors
of relics, souvenirs, and all kinds of objects, who,
squatting on the ground,

fill'

all the vacant

space before

the church and overflow into the adjoining street. Far
more numerous and far more noisome must have been
the buyers and sellers who choked the avenues leading
to the Temple,

in

the Passover to which Jesus now

went among the other pilgrims ; 2 for what they had
to sell were not only trinkets and knick-knacks, such

would make four Passovers, if it were certain that a Passover wore
intended ; and in any case we shall in the course of the narrative find much
to confirm the opinion of Eusebius and Theodoret, that the ministry lasted
The rb irdo-xa rwv 'lovSalav of St. John may
three years and a few months.
perhaps be regarded as an indication that he wrote when the Passover had
ceased to be possible.

Matt. xxi. 12, 13 ; Mark xi. 15 — 17 ; Luke xix. 45. It seems impossible
to believe that the two narratives refer to the same event. The con
sequences of that act, and the answer which He then gives to the priests
who asked for some proof of His commission to exercise this authority,
are quite different. To give all the arguments which in each case have led
me to a particular conclusion on disputed points, would require five times
the space at my disposal, and would wholly alter the character of the book.
have always tried to weigh with
can only ask the reader to beheve that
impartiality the evidence on both sides.
2 Tho date of this Passover was perhaps April, A.D.
28.
1

I

I
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sold to Easter pilgrims, but oxen, and
On both sides of the eastern gate —
sheep, and doves.
the gate Shusan —as far as Solomon's porch, there had
long been estabhshed the shops of merchants and the
as now

are

b;nks of money-changers.

The latter were almost a
necessity; for, twenty days before the Passover, the
priests began to collect the old sacred tribute of half
a shekel paid yearly by every IsraeHte, whether rich or
poor, as atonement money for his soul, and applied to
Now it would
the expenses of the Tabernacle service.1
not be lawful to pay this in the coinage brought from
aU kinds of governments, sometimes represented by
wretched counters of brass and copper, and always defiled
with heathen symbols and heathen inscriptions. It was
lawful to send this money to the priests from a distance,

but every Jew who presented himself in the Temple
preferred to pay it in person. He was therefore obliged
to procure the little silver coin in return for his own
currency, and the money-changers charged him five
per cent, as the usual kolbon or agio.2
Had this trafficking been confined to the streets
immediately adjacent to the holy building, it would have
been excusable, though not altogether seemly.
Such
scenes are described by heathen writers as occurring
round the Temple of Venus at Mount Eryx, and of.
the Syrian goddess at HierapoHs — nay even, to come
nearer home, such scenes once occurred in our own St.
Paul's.3
But the mischief had not stopped here. The

vicinity of the Court of the Gentiles, with its broad
1

Exod. xxx. 11—16.

Holy Land, ii.

61.

;

;

3

'¦'

For full information on this subject, with the Rabbinio
k6\\vPos.
Lightfoot,
authorities, see
Hor. Hebr., in Matt. xxi. 12.
iElian, Hist. Animal, x. 50 Lucian, De Ded Syr., 41 (Sopp) Dixon's.
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and long arcades, had. been too tempting to
We learn from the Talmud that a
Jewish greed.
certain Babha Ben Buta had been the first to introduce
spaces,

" 3,000

sheep of the flocks of Kedar into the Mountain
House" —
i.e., into the Court of the. Gentiles, and
of the
therefore within the consecrated precincts.} The profane

example was eagerly followed.. The chanujpth of the shop
keepers, the exchange booths of the usurers, gradually
crept into the sacred enclosure.
There, in the actual

Court of the Gentiles, steaming. with heat in the burning
April day, and fining the . Temple with stench and filth,
were penned whole

flocks

of

sheep

and

oxen,2

while

the drovers and pilgrims stood bartering and bargaining
around them.
There were the men with their great

wicker cages filled with doves, and under the shadow
of the arcades/ formed by quadruple rows of Corinthian
columns,3 sat the money-changers with their tables
covered with piles of various small coins, while, as
they reckoned and wrangled in the most dishonest of
trades, their greedy eyes twinkled with the lust of gain.
And this was the entrance-court to the Temple of the
Most High ! The court which was a witness that that
house should be a House of Prayer for aH nations had
been degraded into a place which, for foulness, was more
like shambles, and for bustling commerce more like a
densely-crowded bazaar ; while the lowing of oxen, the
bleating of sheep, the Babel of many languages, the
Jer. Jom Tobh., f .

by Lightfoot, Hor. Hebr., ubi supr.
conjectured
Their number may be
from the fact that Herod alone
sacrificed 300 oxen at the consecration of the new Temple (Jos. Antt.
Josephus adds that Herod's example was followed by each
xv. 11, § 6).
according to his ability, so that it was impossible to set down correctly
1

2

61, 3, quoted

the vast number of the sacrifices.
3 Jos. Antt xv. 11,
§ 5.
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huckstering and wrangling, and the cHnking of money
and of balances (perhaps not always just), might be
heard in the adjoining courts, disturbing the chant of
the Levites and the prayers of priests !
Filled with a righteous scorn at aU this mean irre
verence, burning with irresistible and noble indignation,
Jesus, on entering the Temple, made a scourge of the
rushes that lay on the floor ; and in order to cleanse
the sacred court of its worst pollutions, first drove out,
indiscriminately, the sheep and oxen and the low crowd
Then going. to the tables of the
who tended them.1
money-changers He- overthrew them, where they stood,
upsetting the carefully-arranged heaps of heterogeneous
coinage, and leaving the owners to grope and hunt for
their scattered money on the poHuted floor. Even to
those who sold doves

He

issued the mandate to depart,

less sternly indeed, because the dove was the offering of

the poor, and there was less desecration and foulness
in the presence there of those lovely emblems of inno
cence arfd purity;,

nor could He overturn the tables
of the dove- sellers lest the birds should be hurt in
their cages; but still, .even to those who sold doves,
He authoritatively exclaimed, " Take these things
hence,"
justifying His action to the whole terrified,
injured, muttering, ignoble crowd in no other words

John ii. 15, <ppayi\Moy (the Roman flagellum), id. i£e&a\ev. That the
scourge was for~the men as well as the cattle, is clear from the irdvras
(ver, 15). On this occasion, hojyever, our Lord used the expression " a house
merchandise,"
not, as afterwards, the sterner censure, " a den of robbers."
of
1

(Cf. Jer. vii.

10, 11.)

Luther's comment on this action is somewhat. too

" 1st das nicht aufriihrisch ? " he asks. " Diese
That Christi ist nicht

free.
2um Exempel zu ziehen;

erhat sie nicht alsDiener des Neuen, sondern des
gethan"
quote this
Alton Testament und Mosis Schiiler
(Hase, p. 76).
unbecoining and mistaken remark only to show how even the best and
greatest fail to rise to the height of that universal morality of which the
life of Jesus is'the sole human example.

I
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than the high rebuke, "Make not my Father's house a

disciples, seeing this
transport of inspiring and glorious anger, recalled to
mind what David had once written "to the chief
Shoshannim,"
for the service of that
musician upon
house

of

merchandise."1

very Temple,

devour me."3

"The

And His

zeal of thine house

shall even

Why did not this multitude of ignorant pilgrims
resist ? Why did these greedy chafferers content them

selves with dark scowls and muttered maledictions, while

they suffered their oxen and sheep to be chased into the
streets and themselves ejected, and their money flung
rolhng on the floor, by one who was then young and
unknown, and in the garb of despised Galilee ? Why,
in the same way we might ask, did Saul suffer Samuel
to beard him in the very presence of his army ? Why
did David abjectly obey the orders of Joab ? Why
did Ahab not dare to arrest Elijah at the door of
Naboth's vineyard? Because sin is weakness; because
there is in the world nothing so abject as "a guilty
Cf. Luke ii. 49. We find in the Talmud that doves were usually
shops,"
sold in the chanujdth, or "
belonging to the family of Annas on the
multiplied
Mount of Olives, who had so
the occasions for offering them,
that a single dove cost a gold piece, until this nefarious artificial value was
Perhaps tho
reduced by the teachings of R. Simeon, the son of Gamaliel.
profitableness of the trade had caused its extension to the Temple courts
1

(Derenbourg, Hist, de Palest, d'apres les Thalmuds, 467).
He quotes
Keritoth, i. 7.
The expression chanujdth beni Hanan is found in Jer.
Pea. i. 6 (id. ib.).
2
Ps. lxix. 9. There is no doubt that xarafdyerat (», A, B, E, F, G, &C.)
is the right reading ; but it may by a Hebraism really imply the Karecpaye
'
of the LXX. " The preterite, as a representative of the present, is em
ployed also to denote the future (Gesen., Hebr. Gram., § 124. 4 ; Turpie,
The Old Testament in the New, p. 29). Bishop Wordsworth points out that
St. John's phrase in quotation is yeypa^ivov earn (vi. 31, 45 ; x. 34, &c.\

We may notice that St. John's
that of the other Evangelists yeypanrtu.
style is more analytical and more modern than that of the others.
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conscience, nothing so invincible as the sweeping tide
of a Godhke indignation against all that is base and
wrong. How could these paltry sacrilegious buyers and

conscious of wrong-doing, oppose that scathing
rebuke, or face the lightnings of those eyes that were
When Phinehas
enkindled by an outraged holiness?

seUers,

the priest was zealous for the Lord of Hosts, and drove

through the bodies of the prince of Simeon and the
Midianitish woman with one glorious thrust of his in
dignant spear, why did not guilty Israel avenge. that
splendid murder ?

every man of the tribe
a Goel to the dauntless assassin?

Why did not

of Simeon become
Because Vice cannot

Virtue's uplifted arm.

stand

for one moment

before

Base and grovelling as they
were, these money-mongering
Jews felt, in all that

remnant of their souls which was not yet eaten away
by infideHty and avarice, that the Son of Man was

right.

Nay, even the Priests and Pharisees, and Scribes and

it

it,

Levites, devoured as they were by pride and formalism,
could not condemn an act which might have been
performed by a Nehemiah or a Judas Maccabseus, and
which agreed with aU that was purest and best in
their traditions.1
But when they had heard of this
and had time to recover from the
deed, or witnessed
breathless mixture of admiration, disgust, and astonish
ment which
inspired, they came to Jesus, and though
they did not dare to condemn what He had done, yet
1

E.g., in the Rabbis we find R. Eliezer Ben Zadok severely blamed for
practising merchandise in a synagogue which ha himself had built at
Alexandria (Sepp). Gfrorer has pointed out the remarkable fact that in
the Targum of Jonathan, at the last verse of Zechariah (xiv. 21), the word
"trader "is substituted for "Canaanite."
"There shall be no more the
trader in the house of the Lord." (Ebrard, Gosp. Hist, E. Tr., p. 219.)
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half indignantly asked Him for
a right to act thus.1

some sign that

He

had

Our Lord's answer in its full meaning was far
beyond their comprehension, and in what appeared to
be its meaning filled them with a perfect stupor of
angry amazement.
and in three days

"Destroy,"

I wiU raise it

He said, "this

temple,2

Destroy this Temple ! —the Temple on which a king
pre-eminent for his wealth and magnificence had lavished
his most splendid resources, and thereby almost recon
ciled the Jews to an intolerable tyranny; the Temple
for the construction of which one thousand wagons had
been required^ and ten thousand workmen enrolled, and
\ thousand priests in sacerdotal vestments employed to
lay the stones which the workmen had already hewn;
the Temple which was a marvel to the world for its
colossal substructions of marble, its costly mosaics, its
fragrant woods, its glittering roofs, the golden vine with
its hanging clusters sculptured over the entrance door,
the embroidered vails, enwoven with flowers of purple,
the profuse magnificence of its silver, gold, and precious
stones.3 It had been
already forty-six years in building,
"The Jews" in John ii. 18 means, as usual in this. Gospel, "the
opponents of Jesus."
The term hardly occurs in the other Gospels,
Jews;"
except in the title of the cross, "King of the
but to St. John
1

" standing within the boundary of the Christian age, . . . the
name
appears to be the true antithesis to Christianity." (Westcott, s. v. "Jew"
in Smith's Diet. Bible.)
2
John ii. 19. More literally, " shrine " (vabv), not Upbv as before in
verse 14.
Consequently the assertion of the Jews was not strictly accu
rate, for & vabs olros (as distinguished from rb iepbv), with all its porticoes,
had been finished in eight or nine years. The Talmud (Tdanith, f . 23 a)
says that to aid the building, the rain which fell had been dried with
miraculous quickness.
The sign which Jesus gives is His prediction.
Cf.
Micaiah (1 Kings xxii. 24; Jer. xx. 1 — 6, &c).
3
See the elaborate and gloating description of Josephus (Antt. xv. 11,
It appears, however, that the actual Holy Place —the vabs alone
3—5).
§§

"DESTROY THIS TEMPLE."
and was yet far from finished

in three days

!

it

lsean youth bade them

;
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and this unknown Gali-

it,

and He would raise
destroy
Such was the literal and evidently

which they chose to put upon His
words, though the recorded practice of their own great
prophets might have shown them that
mystery lay
gave.1
hidden in this sign which He
How ineffaceable was the impression produced by the
wordsbest proved by the fact that more than three
years afterwards
was this, more than all His other
discourses, which His accusers and false witnesses tried
to pervert into constructive evidence of guilt; nay, it
was even this, more than anything else, with which the
miserable robber taunted Him upon the very cross.
They were obliged, indeed, entirely to distort His words
God,"2
into " am able
or "
destroy the Temple of
will destroy this Temple made with hands, and in three

will build

days

1

to

I

a

it

is

a

false construction

another."3

He

had never used these
expressions, and here also their false witness was so selfa

—had been " built by the priests in year and six months " (id. 6). The ex
pression of the Jews applied to the whole area with its splendid colonnades,

1,

3

2

1

§

9,

§

is

Mark xiv. 58.

1,

§

i.

if

is

1,

;

1,

.

§

1); that Herod had begun the
royal citadel, &c. Josephus says (xv. 11,
Temple in the eighteenth year of his reign— i.e. between Nisan
A.U.C.
give
This would
us A.U.C. 781—782, A.D. 28 or 29, for our
734 and 735.
Lord's first Passover and as the Temple was begun in Kisleu, the exact
This agrees with the date given in Luke iii.
date
probably A.D. 28.
suppose
that he dates from the first year of Tiberius's joint reign, as
we
we seem entitled to infer from the evidence of coins, &c. (Wieseler, Beitrdge,
21,
177 ff.; see Sanday, Fourth Gospel, p. 65). Similarly in Jos. B. J.,
Temple,
begun
year
Herod is said to have
the
in the fifteenth
of his reign,
which
the reign in the former instance
no contradiction to Antt. xv. 11,
being dated from the death of Augustus, in the latter from the confirma
tion of .Herod by ,the Romans.
The -g>«o8o/*^8ri seems to imply that the
works were then suspended (cf. Ezra v. 16), but the whole was not finished
till the time of Herod Agrippa II. (Antt. xx.
7).
See Isa. vii. 11, 14, &c.
Matt. xxvi. 61.
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contradictory as to break down. But they were weU
poHtical
aware that this attempt of theirs to infuse a
and seditious meaning into what He said, was best cal
culated to madden the tribunal before which He was
arraigned : indeed, so well adapted was it to this purpose
that the mere distant echo, as it were, of the same words
protowas again the main cause of martyrdom to His

.martyr Stephen.1

" But He

says

body,"

St.

John, " of

the temple of

and he adds that it was not until His
resurrection that His disciples fully understood His
words.2
Nor is this astonishing, for they were words
of very deep significance. Hitherto there had been but

His

one Temple of the true God, the Temple in which He
then stood —the Temple which symbohsed, and had

once at least, as the Jews beheved, enshrined that
¦Shechinah, or cloud of glory, which was the Hving
But now the
witness to God's presence in the world.

Spirit of God

abode

in

a Temple not made

with hands,

even in the sacred Body of the Son of God made flesh.
He tabernacled among us; "He had a tent Hke ours, and
material."
Even this was to be done away.
of the same

At

that great Pentecost three years later, and thence
forward for ever, the Holy Spirit of God was to prefer
" Before all templos the upright heart and pure."

Every Christian man was to be, in his mortal body, a
temple of the Holy Ghost. This was to be the central
truth, the sublimest privilege of the New Dispensation ;
this was to be the object of Christ's departure, and to
away."
"
make it better for us that He should go
Nothing could have been more amazing to the carnal
1

Acts vi.

14.

' Ps.

xvi. 10; Hos. vi. 2; 1 Cor. xv. 4, &&

"DESTROY

THIS TEMPLE."
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mind, that walked by sight and not by faith —nothing
more offensive to the Pharisaic mind that clung to the
material

—than this high truth, that his

sacred Temple

at Jerusalem was henceforth to be no longer, with any
special privilege, the place where men were to worship

the Father; that, in fact,
longer.
Yet they might,

it

if

was the truest Temple no

it,

have
they had wiUed
had some faint conception of what Christ meant. They
must have known that by the voice of John He had
been proclaimed the Messiah
they might have realised

I

a

is

a

;

what He afterwards said to them, that " in this place was
one greater than the Temple
they might have entered
into the remarkable utterance of Babbi of their own
class — an utterance involved in the prophetic language
of Daniel ix. 24, and which they ought therefore to
have known —that the true Holy of Hohes was the
Messiah Himself.
an incidental but pro
And in point of fact there
deeper
foundly significant indication that they had
insight into Christ's real meaning than they chose to
For, stiU brooding on these same words —
reveal.
the first official words which Christ had addressed to
them — when Jesus lay dead and buried in the rocky
tomb, they came to Pilate with the remarkable story,
"Sir, we remember that that deceiver said, while He
again."
was yet alive, After three days
wih rise

Now there

it

;

is

no trace that Jesus had ever used any
such words distinctly to them
and unless they had
heard the saying from Judas, or unless
had been
repeated by common rumour derived from the Apostles

N

sion than this.

false
occa

And that they should have heard

it

a

— i.e., unless the "we remember" was
distinct
hood — they could have been referring to no other
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from any of the disciples was most unlikely ; for over
the slow hearts of the Apostles these words of our Lord
In spite of
seem to have passed Hke the idle wind.
all that He had told them, there seems to have been
nothing which they expected less than His death, unless
it were His subsequent resurrection. How then came
these Pharisees and Priests to understand better than
His own disciples what our Lord had meant? Because
they were not Hke the Apostles, loving, guileless, simplehearted men ; because, in spite of all their knowledge
and insight, their hearts were even already full of the
hatred and rejection which ended in Christ's murder, and
which drew the guilt of His blood on the heads of them
and of their children.
But there was yet another meaning which the words
involved, not, indeed, less distasteful to their prejudices,
but none the less full of warning, and more clearly
within the range of their understandings.
The Temple
was the very heart of the whole Mosaic system, the

head-quarters, so to speak, of the entire Levitical cere

monial.
In profaning that Temple, and suffering it to
be profaned — in suffering One whom they chose to
regard as only a poor Galilsean teacher to achieve that

purification of it which, whether from supineness or
from self-interest, or -from timidity, neither Caiaphas,
nor Annas, nor Hillel, nor Shammai, nor Gamaliel, nor
Herod had ventured to attempt —were they not, as it
were, destroying that Temple, abrogating that system,
bearing witness by their very actions that for them its
real significance had passed away?
"Finish, then,"1
he might have iniphed, at once by way of prophecy and

of permission, " finish without delay this your work of
19, Av<ra-e.

It

obviously hypothetic.

is

John

ii.

1

Cf. Matt. xii. 33.

A BETTER TEMPLE.

dissolution

:

in three days will

restore something

I,

as a risen Bedeemer,

better and greater

Church."
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not a material
Such is the meaning
;

Temple, but a Hving
which St. Stephen seems to have seen in these words.
Such is the meaning which is expanded in so many
passages by the matchless reasoning and passion of St
Paul.

But

to this and every meaning they were dea£
and duU, and Wind. They seem to have gone away
silent indeed, but sullen and dissatisfied; suspicious of,

yet indifferent to, the true solution
haughty and too angry to inquire.

;

ignorant, yet too

What great works Jesus did on this occasion we

Whatever they were, they caused some to
beheve on Him ; but it was not as yet a belief in which
He could trust. Their mere inteUectual witness to His
claims He needed not; and their hearts, untouched as
yet, were, as He knew by divine insight, cold and

cannot teU.

barren, treacherous and false.1
John

23—25.

ii,

1

CHAPTEB XIV.
NIOODEMUS.
'O

SiSdaicaXps

rot

'lo-par/h.

— JOHN iii.

10.

A

caste or a sect may consist for the most part of
haughty fanatics and obstinate bigots, but it wiH be
strange indeed if there are to be found among them
no exceptions to the general characteristics ; strange if

honesty, candour,

sensibility, are utterly dead among

Even among rulers, scribes, Pharisees, and
wealthy members of the Sanhedrin, Christ found be
lievers and. foUowers. The earliest and most remarkable
of these was Nicodemus, a rich man, a. ruler, a Pharisee,
and a member, of the Sanhedrin.1
A constitutional timidity is, however, observable
in all which, the Gospels tell us about Nicodemus ; a
timidity which could not be wholly overcome even by
his honest desire to befriend and acknowledge One
whom he knew to be a Prophet, even if he did not at
them all.

Matt. ix.

Mark xii.

28.
Strauss considers this conversation with
been
invented to show that the followers of Jesus were
Nicodemus to have
not all obscure and poor ! But the Fathers and early Christians considered
it to be their glory, not their reproach, that to the poor the Gospel was
preached (see 1 Cor. i. 26—29). It is with no touch of regret that Jerome
writes, " Ecclesia Christi non de Academia, et Lycaeo, sed de vili plebecvid
?ongregata est " (Comm. in Gal. iii. 3).
1

18

;
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in Him the promised Messiah.

Thus

the few words which he interposed to check the rash
injustice of- his colleagues are cautiously rested on a
general principle, and betray no indication' of his personal
And
faith in the Galilsean whom his sect despised.
even when the power of Christ's love, manifested on the
cross, had made the most timid disciples bold, Nicodemus

does not come forward

with his splendid gifts of

affec

tion until the example had been set by one of his own
society.1
wealth, and rank, and station in
Such was the Babbi who, with that mingled candour
and fear of man which characterise all that we know of
him, came indeed to Jesus, but came cautiously by night.
He was anxious to know more. of this young Galilsean
prophet whom he was too honest not to recognise as
a teacher come from God ; but he thought himself too
eminent a person among his sect to compromise his
dignity, and possibly even his safety, by visiting Him
in public.

I

1
John vii 50 ; xix. 39.
have borrowed a few words from my article
" in Smith's Diet the Bible. The name, which seems to
"
on Nicodemus
of

have been not uncommon among the Jews (Jos. Antt. xiv. 3, § 2), is doubt
less, like so many Jewish names at this period, derived from the Greek.
In
the Talmud it appears under the form Nakdim&n, and some would derive
"innocent,"
"blood." ^ee Wetstein, N. T.
and dam,
it from naki,
150.)
Tradition says that after the Resurrection (which would supply the last
outward impulse necessary to confirm his faith and increase his courage)
he became a professed disciple of Christ, and received baptism from Peter

i

and John ; that the Jews then stripped him of his office, beat him, and
drove him from Jerusalem; that his kinsman Gamaliel received and
sheltered him in his country house till death, and finally gave him honour
he be identical with the
able burial near the body of St. Stephen.
Nakdin. }n Ben Goridn of the Talmud, he outlived the fall of Jerusalem,

If

and his family were reduced from wealth to such horrible poverty that,
whereas the bridal bed of his daughter had been covered with a dower of
12,000 denarii, she was subsequently seen endeavouring to support life by
picking the grains from the ordure of cattle in the streets. (Gittin, f. 56, 1 ;
Kethubh., f. 66, 2, quoted by Otho, Lex. Rabb. s.

v.)
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Although he is aUuded to in only a few touches,
because of that high teaching which Jesus vouchsafed to

him, yet the impression left upon us by his individuahty
is inimitably distinct, and wholly beyond the range of
invention.
His very first remark shows the indirect
character of his mind —his way of suggesting rather
than stating what he wished —the half- patronising
desire to ask, yet the half-shrinking reluctance to frame
his question —the admission that Jesus had come "from
God,"
yet the hesitating implication that it was only
" a teacher," and the suppressed inquiry, " What
as
must

I do

once

with the solemn uncompromising

?

"

Our Lord saw deep into his heart, and avoiding aU
formalities or discussion of prehminaries, startles him at
verily,

'from

Iabove'),1
say unto thee, Except a man

My

address,

"Verily,

be bom again (or

God."
he cannot see the kingdom of

disciple must be mine "in heart and soul, or he is no
disciple at all ; the question is not of doing or not doing,

but of being.

That answer startled Nicodemus into deep earnest
ness ; but Hke the Jews in the last chapter (H. 20), he

either could not, or would not, grasp its fuH significance.
He prefers to play, with a kind of querulous surprise,
about the mere literal meaning of the words which he
chooses to interpret

gible sense.

in the most physical and unintelli
Mere logomachy like this Jesus did not

The two meanings do not exclude each other. St. John elsewhere
&vuBev in the sense of "from above" (i. 13; 1 John ii. 29;
iii. 9; iv. 7; comp. James i. 17); on the other hand, it is clear that
Nicodemus here understood Christ to mean also "a second birth " (ver. 4;
and cf . Gal. vi. 15 ; 1 Pet. i. 3, 23) ; and as our Lord probably spoke in
Aramaic, and there is, according to Grotius, no Aramaic word which has
both meanings, Alford is doubtless right in making it = avayewaaBau
1

always uses
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sheds a fresh ray of light on
the reiteration of his former warning. He spoke, not
of the fleshly birth, but of that spiritual regeneration

pause to notice ;

He only

of which no man could predict the course or method, any
more than they could tell the course of the night breeze
that rose and feU and whispered fitfully outside the little
sat,1
but which must be a birth by
tabernacle where they
water and by the Spirit — a purification, that is, and a
renewal — an outward symbol

grace- -a
and an inward
death unto sin and a new birth unto righteousness.
Nicodemus could only answer by an expression of

incredulous amazement. A Gentile might need, as it
were, a new birth when admitted into the Jewish com
munion ; but he — a son of Abraham, a Babbi, a zealous
keeper of the Law — could he need that new birth?
How could such things be ?

"Art

thou

the

teacher

(6

SiMo-koKo?) of

Israel,"

things?"2

asked

Art thou
our Lord, "and knowest not these
the third member of the Sanhedrin, the chdkdm or wise
man, and yet knowest not the earhest, simplest lesson
of the initiation into the kingdom of heaven? If thy
knowledge be thus carnal, thus limited — if thus thou
That this was the character of the allusion seems to be implied in the
breeze,"
rather than 6 uvepos, "the wind." Ruach
use of to TrveS/m, "the
in Hebrew, no less than irvevpa in Greek, means both spirit and wind. This
is, indeed, the only place in the N. T. where irveS^o is used in this sense ;
but it is found in the LXX. (Gen. viii. 1 ; Wisd. v. 23), and the quotation in
"
Heb. i. 7. But to make it mean as many do, The Spirit breathes where it
wills,"
The meaning is, " The wind breatheth
&c., gives an inferior sense.
Spirit."
where it listeth ; so it is with every one born of the
Alford refers
to other instances of tho same idiom.
2
This may, perhaps, be the meaning. The president of the Sanhedrim
was called the Nasi (N'ton) ; the vice-president was called Father of the
House of Judgment (p n>3 'is) ; the third member, who sat on the presi
" (can), On the other
"
dent's left, bore the title of chdkdm, or wise man
SiSaaxaXoi.''
"
SiSoo-koAos may be merely generic = one of o\
hand,
Cf.
Gal. iv. 2.
1

i
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stumblest on the threshold, how canst thou understand
those deeper truths which He only who came down from
heaven can make known ? The question was half sor
rowful, half reproachful ; but He proceeded to reveal to

this Master in Israel things greater and stranger than

these; even the salvation of man rendered possible by the
sufferings and exaltation of the Son of Man ; x the love
of God manifested in sending His only -begotten Son, not

to judge, but to save

;

2

the deliverance for aU through

faith in Him; the condemnation which must faH on
those who wilfully reject the truths He came to teach.
These were indeed the mysteries of the kingdom of
heaven— truths once undreamed

of, but now fully re
vealed.
And although they violated every prejudice, and
overthrew every immediate hope of this aged inquirer

—though

to learn them he must . unlearn the entire
inteUectual habits of his Hfe and training —yet we
know from the sequel that they must have sunk into

Doubtless in the further discussion
his inmost soul.
of them the night deepened around them ; and in the
memorable words about the Hght and the darkness with

which the interview was closed, Jesus gently rebuked
the fear of man which led this great Babbi to seek the
shelter of midnight for a deed which was not a deed of
darkness needing to be concealed, but which was indeed
a coming to the true and only
1

The

fyaBfjvai (ver.
14)

Light.

is both literal and metaphorical —uplifted on the
Cf. Gen. xl. 13 ; John xii. 32 ; and kirapBy

oss, exalted to the kingdom.

juke v. 35).
2
The change from tva xptvri (act.) to Xva «•<% (pass.) indicates that in
this great salvation man's free will must take a part. Alford, whose notes
on this chapter are specially good, points out in verse 20 the remarkable
variation from o 4>aDA« irpdo-iratv to & iroiuv rfy dXiiBetay (cf. v. 29 ot ra
a7a8A Troiyeavres— ot Si ra <pav\a vpd^avres), as indicating the
transient
and worthless result of evil, and the permanent effect of good.
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Whatever lessons were uttered, or signs were done
during the remainder of this First Passover, no further
details are given us about them.
Finding a stolid and
insensate opposition, our Lord left Jerusalem, and went
Judaea,"

with His disciples "into
apparently to the
banks of the Jordan, for there St. John tells us that
His disciples began to baptise.1 This baptism, a distant
seems
foreshadowing of the future sacrament,
rather to have permitted than to have directly organised.
As yet it was the time of Preparation; as yet the

inauguration of His ministry had been,
allowed the
description.

expression,

of an isolated

if we

may be
and tentative

Theologians have sought for all kinds of
subtle and profound explanations of this baptism by
Nothing, however, that has been sug
the disciples.
gested throws any further light upon the subject, and
we can only believe that Jesus permitted for a time
this simple and beautiful rite as a sign of discipleship,
and as the national symbol of a desire for that lustra
tion of the heart which was essential to all who would
enter into the kingdom of heaven.
John the Baptist was still continuing his baptism of
repentance.
Here, too, theologians have discovered a
deep and mysterious difficulty, and have entered into
elaborate disquisitions on the relations between the
baptism of Jesus and of John.
Nothing, however, has
been elicited from the discussion.2
Inasmuch as the

He would not Himself baptise; the reasons for this would be ana
logous to those which prevented St. Paul from frequently baptising, but.
far deeper, and more peremptory.
2
Tert., De Baptismo, xi. ; Calvin, Institt, cc. 15, 18 ; Schneckenburger,
Ueber das Alter der Judischen Proselyten-taufe ; Wall, Hist, of Inf.
Bapt. ; R. Hall, Works, ii. 175 seqq., &c. — Ewald thinks that the baptism
of the disciples only differed from that of John in the two respects that,
1

(i.)
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full activity of Christ's ministry had not yet begun, the
baptism of St. John no less than that of the disciples
must be still regarded as a symbol of repentance and

Bepentany one who is convinced that
Innocence,"
" the younger brother of
and that
ance is
for aU who have sinned repentance is the very work of
purity.

Nor will

that the earliest preaching of -Jesus
"
as of John was — Bepent, for the kingdom of heaven
hand." x
The time of preparation, of prehminary
is at
testing, was not over yet ; it was indeed drawing to a

Hfe, be surprised

conclusion, and this baptism by the disciples was but a
transitory phase of the opening ministry. And the fact
that John no longer preached in the wilderness, or bap
tised at Bethany, but had found

it

desirable to leave

the scene of his brief triumph and glory, marked that
there was a waning in the brightness of that star of the

The humble spirit of John —in all of
whose words a deep undertone of sadness is traceable —
accepted, in entire submissiveness to the wiU of God, the
destiny of a brief and interrupted mission.
Gospel dawn.

He

had removed to iEnon, near Salim, a locality so
wholly uncertain that it is impossible to arrive at any
decision respecting it.2 Some still came to his baptism,

though probably in diminished numbers, for a larger
it was now directed to Jesus definitely as the Messiah to whom John had
borne witness ; and (ii.) that it was an initiation not into painful penitences,
but into a life of divine joy and love (Gesch. Christ, p. 345).
1 Matt, xviii. 3
; Mark i. 15.
Jerome, and the great majority of inquirers, place it near Beth-shean,
or Scythopolis, in the Yalley of the Jordan, where there were ruins called
Saluniias, and a spring.
The objection to this is that it would be in the
limits of Samaria. Robinson (iii. 298) found a Salim east of Nablous.
Others have fancied they found places which might answer tho descrip
tion near Hebron (cf . Josh. xv. 32) ; and even at Wady Seleim, five miles
N.E. of Jerusalem. The identification of tho site is of no great im
portance for the narrative.
2
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multitude now began to flock to the baptism of Christ's
disciples.
But the ignoble jealousy which could not

darken the illuminated soul of the Forerunner, found a
ready place in the hearts of his foUowers. How long it
may have smouldered we do not know, but it was caHed
into active display during the controversy excited by the
fact that two great Teachers, of whom one had testified

to the other as the promised Messiah, were baptising
large multitudes of people, although the Sanhedrin and
all the appointed authorities of the nation had declared
against their claims.
Some Jew1 had annoyed the
disciples of John with a dispute about purification, and
they vented their perplexed and mortified feehngs in a
complaint to their great master : "Babbi, He who was
with thee beyond Jordan, to whom thou hast borne
witness,2
lo He is baptising, and all men are coming to
Him."
The significant suppression of the name, the tone
of irritation at what appeared to them an encroachment,
the scarcely subdued resentment that any one should be
a successful rival to him whose words had for a season
so deeply stirred the hearts of men, are all apparent in

this querulous address. And in the noble answer to it,
all John's inherent greatness shone forth. He could

not enter into rivalries, which would be a treachery
against his deepest convictions, a falsification of his most
solemn words.
God was the sole source of human gifts,
and in His sight there can be no such thing as human

He

reminded them of his asseveration that
He was not the Christ, but only His messenger ; He was
not the bridegroom, but the bridegroom's friend, and
greatness.

1

nera 'lovSalov,

reading
2

in John iii.

peiiapriprikas,

"with a

25.

(»,

Jew,"

A, B, L,

a perfect tense

seems

&c.)

to be undoubtedly

(John iii. 26).

the right
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his heart was even now being gladdened by the bride
groom's voice. Henceforth he was content to decrease;

content that his little light should be swaUowed up in
the boundless Dawn. He was but an earthly messenger ;

but he had put the seal of his most intense conviction to
the belief that God was true, and had given aU things
to His Son, and that through Him alone could eternal
life be won.

CHAPTER XV.
THE WOMAN
" In templo vis orare

?

OF

SAMARIA.

Dei." —Aug.
in te ora, sed prius esto templum

The Jew whose discussions had thus deeply moved the
foUowers of John may well have been one of the pro
minent Pharisees ; and our Lord soon became aware that

they were watching his proceedings with an unfriendly
eye.
Their hostility to John was a still deeper hostility
against Him, for the very reason that His teaching was
Perhaps in consequence of
already more successful.

this determined rejection of the earliest steps of His
teaching —perhaps also out of regard for the wounded
feelings of John's followers —but most of all because at
this very time the news reached Him that John had
been seized by Herod Antipas and thrown into prison
—Jesus left Judsea and again departed into Galilee.1
Being already in the north of Judsea, He chose the route
which led through Samaria. The fanaticism of Jewish
hatred, the fastidiousness of Jewish Pharisaism, which
led His countrymen when travelling alone to avoid that
The first reasons are emphasised by John (iv. 2, 3), the latter by Matt.
For the imprisonment of John,- dm?, infra, Chap. XX.
The Synoptists markedly make the imprisonment of
John the beginning of the Galilsean ministry, but the Fourth Gospel
supplies the hiatus which they leave.
1

iv. 12 ; Mark i. 14.
(see pp. 289, seqq.).
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route, could have no existence for Him, and were things
rather to be discouraged than approved.

Starting early in the morning, to enjoy as many as
possible of the cool hours for travelling, lie stopped at
length for rest and refreshment in the neighbourhood
of Sychar,1 a city not far from the well in the fertile
district which the partiality of the patriarch Jacob had
bequeathed to his favourite son. The weH, like all
frequented wells in the East, was doubtless sheltered
by
a little alcove, in which were seats of stone.
It was the hour of noon,2 and weary as He was with

1
The town of Shechem (cf. iv. 5 with Gen. xxxiii. 19 ; xlviii. 22, " one
portion,"
LXX. Sixt/ia italperov)— the modern Nabhis (Neapolis) — corre
sponds to the description here given of Sychar; and if we imagine that the
city extended a little farther eastward than at present, it is not so far from
the well as to render it unlikely that the women of the city would some
times resort to it for the cool and sacred water.
From what the name of
Sychar is derived is uncertain.
The word Xeyopevos in St. John seems to
imply a sobriquet (xi. 16; xx. 24; xix. 13). It may be iptti (sheker), "a lie,"
alluding to the false worship of the Temple on Gerizim ; or -air) (shikkor),
" drunken," alluding to Isa. xxviii.l; or "Oid (siikar), "a sepulchre,"
alluding
to Joseph's tomb, which is close by (Josh. xxiv. 32).
the designation
were common, St. John might use it without any shadow of scorn; or,
again, Sychar may possibly have been a village [*6\is is very loosely used;
thus Capernaum in the Gospels is called ir6\ts, though Josephus only calls
it a village, k<^?j] nearer the well than Sichem, on the site of the village
now called El Askar, a, name which Mr. Thomson says (The Land and the
Book, ii. 220) may very easily have been corrupted from Sychar. (See, too,
Keim, iii. 15, 16.)
2
must here repeat that see no sufficient reason for supposing that
St. John adopts a different computation of hours from that of the other
Evangelists.
If it had been evening, there would have been many women
at the well instead of one ; and, as Alford observes, St. John, if he had
meant six in the evening, would have naturally specified whether he
meant 6 a.m. or p.m.
It is a pity that such a notion has ever been
Rettig, followed by Olshausen, Meyer, Tholuck, &c, assumed
started.
that the Romans had a civil day, the same as the modern.
Hug
attempted, but quite failed, to prove it.
Wieseler, acknowledging
that
there is no evidence of any such civil reckoning, appeals to the fact
that
for scientific purposes the hora aequmoctialis (i.e. the twenty-fourth part
of a yvx&uupov) was recognised (e.g. by Pliny, Hist. Nat.
79), and ecu-

If

I

ii.

I
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the long journey, possibly also with the extreme heat,
"
our Lord sat " thus on the well. The expression in
implies
the original is most pathetically picturesque.

It

that the Wayfarer was quite tired out, and in His ex
haustion flung His Hmbs wearily on the seat, anxious, if
His disciples —probably
possible, for complete repose.
the two pairs of brothers whom He had caUed among the
earhest, and with them the friends Philip and Bartholo

mew — had left him, to buy in the neighbouring city
what was necessary for their wants ; and hungry and

thirsty, He who bore aU our infirmities sat wearily
awaiting them, when His solitude was broken by the
approach of a woman.
In a May noon in Palestine the
intense,1
but it is not too intense to
heat may be indeed
admit of moving about ; and this woman, either from
accident, or, possibly, because she was in no good repute,

and therefore would avoid the hour when the well would
city,2
was coming
be thronged by all the women of the

eludes, from internal evidence —but, as it seems to me, quite unnecessarily
— that St. John must have done so (Synops., pp. 377 ff., E. Tr.). Ewald
also adopts this view in a more summary way (Gesch. Christ, pp., 323, 573;
AUerthiXmer, p. 452), though he admits that Josephus (Vit. 54) and Philo
(Opp.
p. 692) have no such reckoning.
Townson conjectured, without
sufficient proof, that St. John had found this mode of reckoning in use
at Ephesus.
St. John reckoned his hours from sunrise, as did tho rest of
mankind till the fifth century, so far as we know.
(See p. 146.)
1
It is not possible to determine at what time of the year this incident
took place. Those who take John iv. 35 literally, suppose that it was in
December; those who take verse 36 literally, place it in May. Now one of
the two must bo metaphorical, and how shall we decide which ?
Each
supposition is surrounded with difficulties; but as the baptising period
seems to have been extremely short, and as the Passover in this year was
in April, there is possibly a shade more likelihood that it took place in May.
harvest,"
"
so,
Say ye not, There are yet four months, and then cometh

i,

If

must be understood as being merely a proverbial expression of the average
interval between seed-time and harvest in some parts of Palestine ; for
which proverb there are parallels both in Hebrew and classic literature.
8

Gen. xxiv. 11.
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to draw water. Her national enthusiasm and reverence
for the great ancestor of her race, or perhaps the
superior coolness and freshness of the water, may have

been sufficient motive to induce her to seek this well,

rather than any nearer fountain.1 Water in the East is
not only a necessity, but a delicious luxury, and the
natives of Palestine are connoisseurs as to its quahty.
Jesus would have hailed her approach. The scene,
indeed, in that rich green valley, with the great corn
fields spreading far and wide, and the grateful shadow

of

trees, and the rounded

masses

of Ebal and Gerizim

rising on either hand, might weU have invited to lonely
musing ; and all the associations of that sacred spot —
the story of Jacob, the neighbouring tomb of the
princely Joseph, the memories of Joshua, and of Gideon,
and the long line of Israehtish kings — would supply
But the Lord was
many a theme for such meditations.
thirsty and fatigued, and having no means of reaching
the cool water which glimmered deep below the weU's
drink."
mouth, He said to the woman, "Give me to
Every one who has travelled in the East knows how
glad and ready is the response to this request. The
miserable FeHah, even the rough Bedawy, seems to feel
a positive pleasure in having it in his power to obey
the command of his great prophet, and share with a

thirsty traveHer the priceless element. But so deadly
was the hatred and rivalry between Jews and Samaritans,
so entire the absence of aU familiar intercourse between
them, that the request only eHcited from the woman of
Samaria an expression of surprise that it should have
been made.2
1
2

i"iyv (John iv. 6).
oil yap avyxpavrat

ippiap (ver. 12).

(i.e.

hold no familiarity with)

'IouSo'oi

¦S.afxapdrais

LIYING WATER.
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Gently, and without a word of rebuke, our Lord tells
her that had she known Him, and asked of Him, He
would have given her living water.1 She pointed to the
well, a hundred feet -deep.
He had nothing to draw
(John iv. 9);

see Ezra iv. 1.
Even our Lord speaks of a Samaritan
(Luke xvii. 18).
The Jews called them Cuthites; coupled
the name of " Samaritan " with " devil ; " accused them of worshipping
the earrings and idolatrous amulets buried by Jacob under the Allonmeonenim or " Enchanter's Oak" (Gen. xxxv. 4) ; cursed them in their
synagogues; did not suffer them to become proselytes; said that to eat
their bread was like eating swine's flesh; and denied them all share
in the resurrection.
The Samaritans, on their part, were accused . of
waylaying Jews ; of misleading them by false fire-signals ; and of having
scattered bones in the Temple (Jos. Antt. xx. 6, §1; xviii. 2, §2). "Are
you a Jew?" asked Salameh Cohen, the Samaritan high priest of Dr.
Frank! ; " and do you come to us, the Samaritans who are despised by the
Jews ? " (Jews in the East, ii. 329.) He added that they would willingly
live in friendship with the Jews, but that the. Jews avoided all intercourse
with them.
Soon after visiting the Sepharedish Jews of Nablous, Dr.
Frankl asked one of that sect, "if he had any intercourse with the
Samaritans.
The women retreated with a cry of horror, and one of them
said, ' Have you been among the worshippers of the pigeon P '
said
that
had.
The women again fell back with the same expression of
repugnance, and one of them said, ' Take a purifying bath
(id., p. 334).
pleasure
encamped
had the
of spending a day among the Samaritans
on
Mount Gerizim for their annual Passover, and neither in their habits nor
apparent character could
see any cause for all this horror and hatred.
1
Not far from Jacob's well — which is one of the very few precise spots
in Palestine actually and closely identified by probability, as well as by
unanimous tradition, with our Saviour's presence — there gushes a sweet
and abundant stream. The fact that even the close vicinity of the fountain
should not have been enough to render needless the toil of Jacob in digging
tho well —which is of immense depth^-foreibly illustrates the jealousy and
suspicion that marked his relations to the neighbouring Canaanites.
sat by Jacob's well at noon one April day in 1870, hot and thirsty and
The well is now dry, and in fact all that can be seen of it is a pit
tired.
some twenty feet deep ; the true well, or at any rate the mouth of
having been filled up with masses of rubble and masonry from the basilica
Captain Anderson descended to depth of seventyonce built over it.
five feet, and
may have been twice that depth originally (Work in
Palestine, p. 201). Riding on to the stream, asked for some water, and,
to my extreme surprise, for
never happened on any other occasion, was
can only suppose that the cup which the Arab had in his hand
refused.
was in some way sacred, and he did not wish to be touched by Nusrdny,
as awoyevfis

I

a

a

it

I

it

I

it

it

it,

I

O

I

I

I
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with : whence could He obtain this Hving water ? And
then, perhaps with a smile of incredulity and national

pride, she asked

if He

were greater than their father

Jacob, who had digged and drunk of that very weU.1
And yet there must have been something which struck
and overawed her in His words, for now she addresses
Him by the title of respect which had been wanting in
her first address.
Our Lord is not deterred by the hard Hteralism of
her reply ; He treats it as He had treated similar un
imaginative dulness in the learned Nicodemus; by still
drawing her thoughts upward, if possible, to a higher
region.
She was thinking of common water, of which
he who drinketh would thirst again; but -the water
He spake of was a fountain within the heart, which
quenched all thirst for ever, and sprang up unto eternal
life.2

He had asked her
She becomes the suppliant now.
a little favour, which she had delayed, or half declined ;

He now
in

offers her an eternal gift.

She sees that she is

some great Presence, and begs for this

living water,

but again with the same unspiritual narrowness — she
only begs for it that she might thirst no more, nor come
there to draw.

Josephus (Antt. ix. 14, § 3 ; xi. 8, § 6 ; xii. 5, §5) says that the Samaritans
were fond of appealing to their descent from Jacob when the Jews were in
prosperity, but denied all relationship when the Jews were in adversity.
The son of Sirach calls them " the foolish people (o \abs b jutpbs) that dwelleth
in Shechem." Wetstein thinks that this was a play on the ancient name
Moreh. " There be two manner of nations which my heart abhorreth, and
the third is no nation : they that sit upon the mountain of Samaria, and
they that dwell among the Philistines, and that foolish people that dwell
in Sichem " (Ecclus. 1. 25, 26).
2
Cf. Isa. xii. 3. The water is always there ; what is wanting is the
"Ubi sitis recurrit, hominis, non aquae defectns est."
sacred thirst.
(Bengel.)
1

JERUSALEM OR GERIZIM?

But
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enough was done for the present to awake and

to instruct this poor stranger, and abruptly breaking off
this portion of the conversation, Jesus bids her caU her
husband and return. AU that was in His mind when He
uttered this command we cannot tell ; it may have been
because the immemorial decorum of the East regarded
it as unbecoming, if not as positively wrong, for any
man, and above aU for a Babbi, to hold conversation
with a strange woman ; it may have been also to break
a stony heart, to awake a sleeping conscience.
For she
was forced to answer that she had no husband, and our
Lord, in grave confirmation of her sad confession, un
bared to her the secret of a loose and wanton Hfe. She
had had five husbands, and he whom she now had was
not her husband.1
She saw that a Prophet was before her, but from the
facts of her own history —on which she is naturally
anxious to Hnger as little as possible — her eager mind flies
to the one great question which was daily agitated with
such fierce passion between her race and that of Him to
whom she spake, and which lay at the root of the savage
animosity with which they treated each other. Chance
had thrown her into the society of a great Teacher:
was it not a good opportunity to settle for ever the
between Jews and Samaritans as
Jerusalem or Gerizim was the holy place

immense discussion

to whether
of Palestine — Jerusalem, where Solomon had built his
temple; or Gerizim, the immemorial sanctuary, where

Keim, and many others, think it indisputable that this is an allegorical
reference to the five religions brought by the Asiatic settlers into Samaria,
and the hybrid Jehovism into which they were merged ! Strange that an
*

allusion so superflously dim should have been made at all ! If the Gospels
were only intelligible to those who could guess the solution of such enigmas,
the study of them might well be discredited altogether.
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Joshua had uttered the blessings, and where Abraham
son?1 Pointing to. the
had been ready to offer up his
eight hundred feet
summit of the mountain towering
above them, and crowned by the ruins of the ancient
temple of Manasseh, which Hyrcanus had destroyed,
" Our fathers worshipped
she put her dubious question,
in this mountain, and ye say that Jerusalem is the
"
place where men ought to worship ? 2
Briefly, and merely by way of parenthesis, He re

solved her immediate problem.

As against the Samari

Jerusalem
tans, the Jews were unquestionably right.
was the place which God had chosen ; compared to the

hybrid and defective worship of Samaria, Judaism was
pure and true;3 but before and after touching on the
earthly and temporal controversy, He uttered to her
the mighty and memorable prophecy, that the hour was
coming, yea now was, when "neither in this mountain

Cf . Gen. xii. 7 ; xxxiii. 18 ;
Deut. xxvii. 4 (where they read Gerizim).
¦Deut. xii. 5 ; xi. 29. See Stanley, Sinai and Palestine, pp. 236, 250, &c.,
ed. 1866 ; and the remarkable story in Jos. Antt. xviii. 4, § 1.
2
Some have seen
Gen. xii. 6; xxxiii. 18, 20; Jos. Antt. xi. 8, §4.
conversation,"
and
in the woman's question a mere desire to "turn the
topics
personal
which
seemed
to
to
it
and
likely
avoid
the
searching
to
sign
Although
moved
conscience
was
there is no
that her
sufficiently
lead.
to make this likely, we may doubtless see in what she says the common
phenomenon of an intense interest in speculative and party questions com
bined with an utter apathy respecting moral obedience.
Jews"
3 John iv. 22, "We
worship what we know; for salvation is of the
(Isa. ii. 3 ; compare the phrase of Tacitus, preserved in Sulp. Severus,
1

" Christianos

It

has been pointed out that such a
sentence could not conceivably have been written by the Asiatic Gnostic
" The rnxets is
to whom the school of Baur attribute the Fourth Gospel.
remarkable as being the only instance of our Lord thus speaking. . . . The
26" (Alford). Josephus preserves the
nearest approach to it is Matt. xv. 24,
striking fact that, down to the time of Alexander, the Temple on Gerizim
had no name (dvt&vv/iov Up6v, Antt. xii. 5, § 5). The Samaritans actually
proposed to Antiochus Epiphanes that it should be dedicated to Jupiter

Hellenius.

ex

Judaeis exstitisse ").
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" should true worshippers
nor yet in Jerusalem
worship
the Father, but in every place should worship Him in
spirit and in truth.
She was deeply moved and touched ; but how could
she, at the mere chance word of an unknown stranger,
give up the strong faith in which she and her fathers
had been born and bred ? With a sigh she referred the
final settlement of this and of every question to the
Messiah;1
advent of the
and then He spake the simple,
He."
awful words — " that speak unto thee am
His birth had been first revealed by night to a few
unknown and ignorant shepherds; the first full, clear

I

announcement by Himself of His own Messiahship was
made by a well -side in the weary noon to a single

And to this poor, sinful,
obscure Samaritan woman.
ignorant stranger had been uttered words of immortal
significance, to which all future ages would Hsten, as
were, with hushed breath and on their knees.

Who would have

imagined,

these

?2

it

invented, who would have merely

things so unlike the thoughts of man

as

The Messianic hopes of the Samaritans were founded, not on the
Prophets (whom they rejected), but on such passages as Gen. xlix. 10;
Numb. xxiv. 17 ; Deut. xviii. 15. That they had hopes of a character more
or less Messianic is independently proved by Jos. Antt xviii. 4, § 1 ; and
both Simon Magus and Dositheus may fairly be regarded as false Messiahs.
Yet Sir R. Hanson (Jesus of History, pp. 82—85) relies on the supposed
absence of Messianic expectations in Samaria as one argument against the
genuineness of the Fourth Gospel (see Sanday, p. 88).
It is true that the
Tirithaba impostor is not said by Josephus (I. c.) to have called himself a
Christ ; but this silence would prove little. Ewald (Gesch. Christ. 174, 349)
seems to feel a needless difficulty here.
If Hausrath (Neutest. Zeitgesch.)
were right in dating the disturbance about this time, the woman's remark
would be still more natural ; but probably this event was six or seven years
after this date.
2
A somewhat similar story occurs in the life of Ananda, the favourite
disciple of Buddha; but
feel a strong conviction that some of thesa
1

I
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And here the conversation was interrupted

;

for the

disciples —and among them he who writes the record
—returned to their Master. Jacob's well is dug on
elevated ground, on a spur of Gerizim, and in a part of
the plain unobstructed and unshaded by trees or build
ings.
From a distance in that clear air they had seen
and had heard their Master in long and earnest con
versation with a sohtary figure. He a Jew, He a Babbi,

"a
and that woman a Samaritan,
talking to
and that Samaritan a sinner ! x Yet they dared not
suggest anything to Him ; they dared not question Him.
The sense of His majesty, the love and the faith His
very presence breathed, overshadowed all minor doubts
or wondering curiosities.
Meanwhile the woman, forgetting even her waterpot in her impetuous amazement, had hurried to the
city with her wondrous story. Here was One who had
revealed to her the very secrets of her Hfe.
Was not
this the Messiah ?
The Samaritans —in all the Gospel notices of whom
we detect something simpler and more open to conviction
than in the Jews — instantly flocked out of the city at
approaching,2
her words, and while they were seen
the
disciples urged our Lord to eat, for the hour of noon

Buddhist stories are simply distorted echoes of the Gospel interpolated
into the Lalita Vistara (see Beal's Travels of Fah Hian and Sung Yun,

lxxii, lxxiii), and that.others are merely accidental resemblances.
John iv. 27, 8Vt fiera ywaiizbs i\d\ei, "that he was talking with a (not
woman."
To talk with a woman in public was one of the six things
the)
pp.

1

which a Rabbi might not do (Berachoth, f ol. 43 6 ; Schwab, p. 404) ; even,
adds R. Hisda, with his own wife.
Hero we have a curious accidental
between
Pharisaism
and Buddhism. In. the Vinaya a Bhikshu is
analogy
not only forbidden to look at or speak to a woman, but he may not hold out
his hand to his own mother ' if she be drowning ! (Wilson, Essays on the
Rel. oftlie Hindus, i. 360.)
2 John iv. 30, ilrj\8ov — fipxo'ro.
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now past, and He had had a weary walk. But
all hunger had been satisfied in the exaltation of His
" have food to
ministry.
He said, " which ye
not." Might
know
they not have understood that, from
childhood upwards, He had not Hved by bread alone ?
But again we find the same dull, hard, stolid literalism.
Their Scriptures, the very idiom in which they spoke,
were full of vivid metaphors, yet they could hit on no
deeper explanation of His meaning than that perhaps
How
some one had brought Him something to eat.1
hard must it have been for Him thus, at every turn, to
find even in His chosen ones such a strange incapacity
to see that material images were but the vehicles for
But there was no impatience
deep spiritual thoughts.
#as

/

in Him who was meek and lowly of heart. "My
He said, " is to do the will of Him that sent me, and to
finish His
And then pointing to the inhabitants
of Sichem, as they streamed to Him over the plain, he
continued, "You talk of there being yet four months
Look at these fields, white already for the
to harvest.
spiritual harvest.
Ye shall be the joyful reapers of the

I

thus have sown in toil and pain ; but I,
harvest which
the sower, rejoice in the thought of that joy to come."2

The personal intercourse with Christ convinced many
of these Samaritans far more deeply than the narrative

For similar literal misconstructions see John ii. 20 ; iii. 4 ; iv. 11 ;
vi. 42 —52 ; Matt, xvi 6 ; Mark viii 15. We shall meet with the metaphor
again, and even the Rabbis said, " The just eat of the glory of the Shechinah,"
and that Moses in Horeb was fed by the music of the spheres
1

(Philo, De Somn. i. 6).
2
Josh. xxiv. 13. We have already seen that no certain note of time can
after" might
be drawn from this allusion; He "in whom is no before or
also have seen by imagination the whitening harvest in the springing
corn.
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of the woman to whom He had first revealed Himself;
and graciously acceding to their request that He would
stay with them, He and His disciples abode there two
days. Doubtless it was the teaching of those two days
that had a vast share in the rich conversions of a few

subsequent years.1

'

Acts viii. 5.

CHAPTEB XVI.

rejected by the nazarenes.
ot ISioi avrbv ov wapeXaBov.

—JOHN

i. 11.

Up to this point of the sacred narrative we have foHowed
the chronological guidance of St. John, and here, for the

first time, we are seriously met by the difficult question
as to the true order of events in our Lord's ministry.
Is it or is it not possible to construct a harmony of
the Gospels which shall remove aU the difficulties created
by the differing order in which the EvangeHsts narrate

the same events, and by the confessedly fragmentary
character of their records, and by the general vagueness
of the notes of time which they give, even when such

notes are not wholly absent ?
It is, perhaps, a sufficient answer to this question

that scarcely any two authorities agree in the schemes
which have been, elaborated for the purpose. A host of
writers, in all Christian nations, have devoted years —
some of them have devoted weU-nigh their whole Hves —
to the consideration of this and of similar questions,
and have yet failed to come to any agreement or to

command any general consent.
To enter into aU the arguments, on both sides, about
the numerous disputed points which must be settled
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before the problem can be solved, would be to undertake
a task which would fill many volumes, would produce

no final settlement of the difficulty, and would be wholly
bej'ond the purpose before us. What have done is care

I

fully to consider the chief data, and without entering into
controversy or pretending to remove all possible objec
tions, to narrate the events in that order which, after re

peated study, seems to be the most intrinsically probable,
with due reference to aU definite indications of time which
the Gospels contain.
An indisputable or convincing

harmony of the Gospels appears to me to be impossible,

and as a necessary consequence it can be of no absolute
importance. Had it been essential to our comprehension

of the Saviour's life that we should know more exactly
the times and places where the years of His public

ministry were spent, the Christian at least will believe that
such knowledge would not have been withheld from us.
The inspiration which guided the Evangelists in
narrating the life of Christ was one which enabled
them to tell all that was necessary for the peace and
well-being of our souls, but very far from all which we
might have yearned to know for the gratification of our
curiosity, or even the satisfaction of our historic interest.
Nor is it difficult to see herein a fresh indication that
our thoughts must be fixed on the spiritual more than
on the material — on Christ who Hveth for evermore, and
is with us always, even to the end of the world, far more
than on the external incidents of that human life which,
in the council of God's will, was the appointed means of
man's redemption.
We shaH never know all that we
could wish to know about
"The sinless years
blue,"
breathed
beneath the Syrian
That
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but we shall still be the children of God and the dis

His Christ if we keep His
things which He commanded.
St. John teUs us that after two

ciples of

the open-minded
Galilee,

"for He

days'

abode among

Samaritans of Sychar, Jesus went into
himself testified that a prophet hath no

country,"

and yet he continues, that,
When he was come into Galilee, the Galilseans received

honour in his own

"

sayings and do the

him, having seen aU the things that He did at Jerusalem
at the feast
and he adds, immediately afterwards, that
Jesus came again into Cana of Galilee, and there healed
"for" seems to
the nobleman's son.
The perplexing
point to one of those suppressed trains of thought which
understand it to mean
are so frequent in St. John.
that at Nazareth, in his own home, rejection awaited
Him in spite of the first gleam of transient acceptance ;
and that for this rejection He was not unprepared, for
it was one of His distinct statements that " in His own
dishonoured."1
country a Prophet is

I

John iv. 43 —45. The "for " seems at first sight to involve a contra
although."
diction, nor is it possible to make it mean "
Some suppose the
"
go
He did not
to his own country, Nazareth, but
meaning to be that
" — which were in Upper Galilee, to which alone
to Cana and Capernaum
the name Galilee was properly applied (cf. Luke iv. 31; Matt. iv. 13, 15;
"for,"
&c. And accordingly the Galilcsans,
Jos. De Bell. Jud. iii. 3, § 1) —
called,
received
Him.
[But
this would make the icara\nr&t
so
properly
1

Possibly, however, the particle may refer
(as
have stated in the text) to a thought unexpressed in the writer's
mind —viz., either that the reason why he had declared himself first m
Judosa, was that a prophet has no honour in his own country; or that
" He was not unaware of the opposition which would await Him, for He
knew that a prophet is least honoured among his own." The yap may
therefore point mentally to the very events which St. John omits, but which
are narrated or alluded to in Luke iv. 14— 30. " The causal connections in
Gospel," says
perplexing."
Mr. Sanday (p. 98), "are often
the Fourth
Origen's solution that by 'iSia warpts is meant Judsea, is wholly unsatis
factory.
That Christ did not twice preach at Nazareth under circum
regard as certain, and that is my reason
stances so closely analogous,
of Matt. iv. 13 =

I

TropoAHriy.]

I
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It

was not the object of St. John to dweU on the
ministry in Galilee, which had been already narrated by
the Synoptists ; accordingly it is from St. Luke that we

receive the fullest account of our Lord's first public act
in His native town.1

It

appears that Jesus did not go direct from Sychar

to Nazareth. On His way (unless we take Luke iv. 15
for a general and unchronological reference) He taught
continuously, and with general admiration and accept
He
ance, in the synagogues of Galilee.2 In this

way

arrived at Nazareth, and according to His usual custom,
for He had doubtless been a silent worshipper in that
humble place Sabbath after Sabbath from boyhood

upwards, He entered into the synagogue on the Sabbath
day.
town,3
There was but one synagogue in the little
and probably it resembled in aU respects, except in its

humbler aspect and materials, the synagogues of which
It was
we see the ruins at TeH Hum and Irbid.
simply a rectangular haU, with a pillared portico of
Grecian architecture, of which the further extremity
(where

the

for considering

"sanctuary"

was placed) usuaHy pointed
that Matt. xiii. 53—58 ; Mark vi 1 — 6, refer to this same

event, narrated out of its proper order.
1
Luke iv. 14—30. There may possibly (but not certainly) be some
unchronological reminiscences of this visit to Nazareth in Matt. xiii. 64— 58;
Mark vi. 2—6.
2 Luke iv. 15, eSlSao-nev
Sota(6/ievos. The old name for a synagogue

....

Prayer;"

was Beth Tephillah, or "House of
Assembly."
Hak-Keneseth, " House of

but they are now called Beth
The hours of meeting were the 3rd

the 6th (mincha), and the 9th (ardbith) —i.e., 9, 12, and 3.
Synag.
Jud., ch. x., p. 219, ed. 1661.) Without consulting the
(Buxt. De
Latin treatises of Buxtorf, Vitringa, &c, the reader may find many of the
most interesting facts about synagogues in the admirable articles on them
by Prof. Plumptre (Smith's Diet, of the Bible) and Dr. Ginsburg (Kitto's
u
Bible Cyclop.).
3 Luke iv. 16, els r\v ffvvayay^y.
(shacarith),
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towards Jerusalem, which, since the time of Solomon,
had always been the kibleh—i.e., the consecrated direc
tion— of a Jew's worship, as Mecca is of a Moham
medan's.
In wealthier places it was built of white
marble, and sculptured

on the outside in alto-rehevo,

with rude ornaments of vine-leaves and

grapes,

or the

budding rod and the pot of manna.1 On entering there
were seats on one side for the men; on the other,
behind a lattice, were seated the women, shrouded in
their long veils. At one end was the tebhah or ark of
painted wood, which contained the sacred scriptures ; and
at one side was the bima, or elevated seat for the reader
preacher.2
or
Clergy, properly speaking, there were
none, but in the chief seats were the ten or more batleisure,"
;3
lanim, " men of
or leading elders
and pre
synagogue,4
or
eminent among these the chief of the
rosh hak-keneseth.
Inferior in rank to these were the
chazzdn,5
or clerk, whose duty it was to keep the sacred
books ; the sheliach, corresponding to our sacristan or
verger; and the parnasim, or shepherds, who in some
respects acted as deacons.
These
once stood
They have
mesquin "
1

emblems were found on the broken slab of the architrave which
over the door of the synagogue at Capernaum (Tell Hum).
no pretence to architectural beauty; "le gout en est assez
(Renan, Vie de Jesus, p. 82, ed. pop.). For the reason of the

Kings viii 29; Dan. vi.

10.
The orientation does not
now seem to be very carefully attended to, for Mr. Monro tells me that
in Algiers the reader's pulpit in the synagogues may look north, east,

kibleh, see 1

or south — only not west.
2
The Jews borrowed the word ncra from the Greek (but compare Neh.

viii. 4; ix, 4).

called also zekenim (Q'Jpt). Their "chief
39, &c.) were placed in front of the ark, and facing the
congregation. In the synagogue at Alexandria were seventy-one golden arm
chairs, or seats of honour, for doctors and honourable men (Ginsburg, I. c).
* apx'Tw&ytvyos (Mark v. 22, &e.).
* tnrriperiis (Luke iv. 20).
3 irpeo-|3</T€po<

(Luke . vii.

"
seats (Mark xii.

3) ;
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The service of the synagogue was not unhke our own.
prayers1
two lessons were always read, one from
After the
the Law called parashah, and one from the Prophets
called haphlarah; and as there were no ordained ministers
to conduct the services—for the office of priests and
Levites at Jerusalem was wholly different —these lessons
might not only be read by any competent person who
received permission from the rdsh hak-keneseth, but he
was even at Hberty to add his own midrash, or com
ment.2

The reading of the parashah,

or lesson from the

Pentateuch, was apparently over3 when Jesus ascended
the steps of the bima.
Becognising his claim to per
form the honourable function of a maphtir

or reader,

the chazzdn drew aside the silk curtain of the painted

ark which contained the sacred manuscripts, and handed
Him the megillah or roU of the Prophet Isaiah, which
day.*
contained the haphtarah of the
Our Lord unroUed the volume, and found the weU-known passage
in Isaiah lxi. The whole congregation stood up to
listen to Him. The length of the haphtardh might
For the prayers, which consisted of the Hymnal group, the Shema,
the 18 Berachoth, or Benedictions, &c, see a full account in Ginsburg, I. c.
2
See, for these particulars, Surenhusius, Mishna, pp. 339, seqq.;
Capecelatro, Vita di Gesu Crista, i. 153; Keim, Gesch. Jesu, ii. 20.—Often
1

the interpreter or expounder was a different person from the maphtir, or
reader. The Torah rolls are now usually adorned with the ets chajim,
life" (Frankl, Jews in the East, ii. 17).
or " tree of
3 This may, perhaps, be implied in
the word in-eSoBr), was handed to him
in addition. (Wordsworth.)
4
It appears that the Prophecy of Isaiah was generally written on a

It would be necessary to find the place, because the
Prophets
had only one roller, the Law had two; and "every
scroll of the
hebdomadal lesson is unrolled from the right roller, and rolled on the left.
Hence, when the scroll of the Law is opened on the next Sabbath, the
portion appointed for the day is at once found."
(Ginsburg, s. v. " Haph
tarah,"
Cyclop,

separate megillah.

Kitto's

ii. 224.)
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from three to twenty-one verses, but Jesus only
second;1
read the first and part of the
stopping short,
be

in a spirit of tenderness, before the stern expression,
" The day of vengeance of our God," so that the
Lord,"
gracious words, "The acceptable year3 of the

might rest last upon their ears and form the text of His
discourse.
He then roUed up the megillah, handed it
back to the chazzdn, and, as was customary among the
Jews, sat down to deliver His sermon.3
The passage which He had read, whether part of the
i Probably it would be read in Hebrew,

but translated by the methwreither into Aramaic, which was then the ver
("interpreter")
nacular of Palestine; or into Greek, which at that time seems to have
been generally understood and spoken throughout the country.
The
passage, as given in St. Luke, agrees mainly with the LXX. or Greek
version; but (as is almost invariably the case in the New Testament
quotations from the Old Testament) with some remarkable differences.
The deviations from the Hebrew original are at first sight considerable,
though the main conception is the same.
do not know of any book
geman

I

where the reader will find a clearer and briefer comparison of the New
Testament quotations with the original, with some explanation of the diver
gences between them, than in Mr. Turpie's Old Testament in the New
(Williams and Norgate, 1868). Without binding myself by all Mr. Turpie's
have found his book very useful.
conclusions,
•
expression
led to the mistaken tradition of some Fathers [Clem.
This

I

i,

p. 147 ; Orig., De Princ. iv. 5 ; Tert. C. Jud. 8 ; Lactant.
Alex. Strom,
Instt: Div. iv. 10 ; Aug. De Civ. Dei, xviii. 54 ; together with the Yalentinians and the Alogi (see Hase, Leben Jesu, p. 21 ; Gieseler, Ch. Hist. i.
2, 10, &c.)] that our Lord's ministry lasted but for a single year. Some refer
them to that great and beautiful section of His life known as " the Galilsean
year."
In all probability the expression " year " is merely general. Mr.
Browne, in his Ordo Saeclorum, argues powerfully for the limitation of our
Lord's ministry to a year ; but the three passovers distinctly mentioned by
St. John (without a single important variation in any MS., or version, or
quotation by the Fathers in vi. 4) seem conclusive on the other side (John
ii. 13; vi. 4; xi. 55); and this was the view of Melito, St. Hippolytus, St.
Jerome, &c.
(See Hase, ubi supra ; Westcott, Introd. to Gosp., p. 266.)
3 This was our Lord's usual attitude when
teaching (Matt. v. 1 ; Mark
the
audience,
as
well
reader, stood at any rate
as
the
xiii. 3, &c). Probably
The
during the reading of the Law (Neh. viii. 5). (Frankl, ubi supr.)
sermon was called derash (x6yos iropo/c\^o-ecos, Acts xiii. 15).
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himself,1

was a
ordinary lesson for the day or chosen by
very remarkable one, and it must have derived additional
grandeur and solemnity from the lips of Him in whom

it

was fulfiUed.
Every eye in the synagogue was fixed
upon Him with a gaze of intense earnestness,2 and we
may imagine the thrill of awful expectation and excite
ment which passed through the hearts of the listeners,
as, in a discourse of which the subject only is preserved

for us by the Evangelist, He developed the theme that
He was Himself the Messiah, of whom the great Prophet
had sung 700 years before.3
His words were full of a
grace, an authority, a power which was at first irresistible,
and which commanded the involuntary astonishment
of aU. But as He proceeded He became conscious
of a change. The spell of His wisdom and sweetness*
was broken, as these rude and violent Nazarenes began
to realise the full meaning of His divine claims. It
was customary with the Jews in the worship of their
synagogue to give fuU vent to their feelings, and it was
not long before Jesus became sensible of indignant and
rebellious murmurs. He saw that those eager guttering
eyes, which had been fixed upon Him in the first excite
ment of attention, were beginning to glow with the
malignant light of jealousy and hatred. "Is not this
the carpenter ? is he not the brother of workmen Hke
It

appears that this was admissible in the case of the lesson from the
Prophets, though no one might select a passage alternative for the
parashah. (Lightfoot, Hor. Hebr., ad Luke iv. 16). In the Ust of Sabbatic
and festival parshioth and haphtaroth, Isa. bri. 1 does not occur ; but
Isa. lxi. 10—Ixiii 9 was read on the 51st Sunday of the year (Ginsburg,
'-

s. v.

2

"Haphtara;"

Luke iv.

20,

Kitto, Bib. Cycl.; Deutsch, Bible Diet iii. 1639 a).

?i<rav

arevl£ovres

auT<p.

Luke iv. 18, o5 eveney expire
Christ et sa Doctrine).
*
Cf. Ps. xiv. 2.
3

fie.

"M'a messianisee"

(Salvador, Jesus
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Joses and Simon and Judas —
and of sisters who live among us? do not even his
own family disbeheve in him ?"1
Such were the
whispers which began to be buzzed about among the
audience. This was no young and learned Babbi 2 from
the schools of Gamaliel or Shammai, and yet he spoke
himself —James

and

with an authority which not even the great scribes

Even a Hillel, when his doctrines failed to
persuade, could only secure conviction by appealing to
the previous authority of a Shemaia or an Abtalion.
But this teacher appealed to no one —this teacher who
had but been their village carpenter ! What business
had he to teach ?
Whence could he know letters,
having never learned ? 3
Jesus did not leave unobserved the change which
was passing over the feelings of His audience.4
He at
once told them that He was the Jesus whom they
described, and yet with no abatement of His Messianic
grandeur.
Their hardness and unbelief had akeady
depressed His spirit before He had even entered the
synagogue.
The implied slur on the humility of His
assumed

!

previous life

He

it

was too essentially pro
vincial and innately vulgar to need correction, since any
Nazarene of sufficient honesty might have -reminded
himself of the yet humbler origin of the great herdspasses by ;

Cf. John vii. 5 ; Mark iii. 21
Matt. xiii. 57, " and in his own house."
Matt. xiii. 56.
teacher,"
2
The title, together with that of "
was, however, freely allowed
to Christ even by his enemies (Matt. viii. 19 ; xii. 38 ; xxii. 16 ; xxiii. 7, &c).
1

Jer. Pesach.,
Gesch. Jes. ii. 12.

f.

33, 1 ; Derenbourg, Hist. Pal. 177, seqq. ; Keim
15, &c.
4 " The village
pride
of the Nazarenes cannot at all compre
beggarly
hend the humihty of the Great One " (Stier, Reden Jesu, E. Tr., iii. 446).
Their remark savours of the notions of Shammai, who (in opposition to
Hillel) held that no one ought even to be admitted into a school unless he
was of good family and rich (Abhoth de Rabbi Nathan, ii.).
3

P

Cf. John vii.
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Nor would He

notice the base hatred
always contract for those

man Amos.

which weak and bad men
who shame them by the silent superiority of noble Hves.
But He was aware of another feeling in their minds ;
a demand upon Him for some stupendous vindication
of His claims; a jealousy that He should have performed
miracles at Cana, and given an impression of His power
Capernaum,1

to say nothing of what He had done and
taught at Jerusalem —and yet that He should have
vouchsafed no special mark of His favour among them.
He knew that the taunting and sceptical proverb, " Phy
at

sician, heal
lips.2

their

thyself,"

But to

was in their hearts, and all but on

show them most clearly that He
was something more than they —that He was no mere
Nazarene like any other who might have Hved among
them for thirty years, and that He belonged not to
them but to the world3 —He reminds them that miracles
are not to be limited by geographical

relationships—

that Elijah had only saved the Phoenician widow of
Sarepta, and EHsha only healed the hostile leper of
Syria.
What then ? were they in His estimation (and He
but "the carpenter !") no better than Gentiles and lepers?

This was the cHmax of aU that was intolerable to them,

as coming from a feUow-townsman whom they wished to

These are unrecorded if our order is right ; but remarkable instances
of teaching and of powers quite sufficient to establish a strong expectation
— especially when taken in connection with the miracle at Cana — may have
occurred in the short interval mentioned in John ii. 12. Even at Nazareth
it seems that some slight acts of healing, hardly regarded as miracles, had.
been performed (Mark vi. 5 ; Matt. xiii. 58). More than this He neither
1

could nor would perform amid a faithless and hostile population.
2 The proverb
finds its analogy in all nations.
It was afterwards
upon
the
cross.
addressed to Christ
3
It has been conjectured that His recent favourable reception r.t
Sychar would tend to prejudice the Nazarenes against Him.
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rank among themselves ; and at these words their longsuppressed fury burst into a flame.
The speaker was
no longer interrupted by a murmur of disapprobation,
but by a roar of wrath. With one of those bursts of
sanguinary excitement which characterised that strange,
violent, impassioned people — a people whose minds are
swept by storms as sudden as those which in one
moment lash into fury the mirror surface of their lake —
the'
body,1
tore Him out of
city, and then
they rose in a
dragged Him to the brow of the hill above.
The little
town of Nazareth nestles in the southern hollows of that
hill ; many a mass of precipitous rock lies imbedded on
its slopes, and it is probable that the hiU-side may have
been far more steep and precipitous two thousand years
ago.2

To one of these rocky escarpments they
Him, in order to fling Him headlong down.

dragged

But His hour was not yet come, and they were
saved from the consummation of a crime which would
" He
have branded them with everlasting infamy.
passed through the midst of them, and went on his

There is no need to suppose an actual miracle ;
still less to imagine a secret and sudden escape into the
Perhaps His
narrow and tortuous lanes of the town.
silence, perhaps the calm nobleness of His bearing,
'Luke iv.

vxviii 25.

28, iirXiaBnffav

v&vres

Bv/iov,

*.

t. \.

Cf. Acts xxii.

22;

The word occurs nowhere else in the New Testament
or the LXX., except in 2 Chron. xxv. 12. KaraKpr\ii.vio-p.bs was one form
of stoning, which was the recognised legal punishment for blasphemy.
Precipitation,"
The scene of this event was certainly not the " Mount of
which was much beyond a Sabbath-day's journey, being at least two miles
off. It may have been tho cliff above the Maronite Church; which is about
forty feet high. When was at Nazareth, my horse was hurt, and might
easily have been killed, by sliding down a huge mass of rock on the
hill-side. What criminal would be hurt by a fall from the Tarpeian rock
in its present condition ?
2

Karaicpriuv'urai.

I
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perhaps the dauntless innocence of His gaze overawed
them. Apart from anything supernatural, there seems
to have been in the presence of Jesus a speU of mystery

and of majesty which even His most ruthless and
hardened enemies acknowledged, and before which they
involuntarily bowed. It was to this that He owed His
escape when

the maddened Jews in the Temple took

up stones to stone Him;
bold and bigoted officers
arrest

of

Him

as

Tabernacles

it

was this that made the

of the Sanhedrin unable to
He taught in pubhc during the Feast
at Jerusalem;

the armed band of

His

it

was this that made

enemies, at

His

mere look, fall

Him to the ground in the Garden of Gethsemane.
Suddenly, quietly He asserted His freedom, waived aside
His captors, and overawing them by His simple glance,
before

passed through their midst unharmed.

Similar events
have occurred in history, and continue stiU to occur.
There is something in defenceless and yet dauntless

dignity that calms even the fury of a mob. "They
stood — stopped — inquired — were ashamed — fled —
x

And

He left

them, never apparently to return
again ; never, if we are right in the view here taken, to
preach again in their Httle synagogue. Did any feeHngs
so

of merely human regret weigh down His soul while He
was wending His weary steps 2 down the steep hill-slope

Pfenninger, quoted by Stier, iii. 451. Cf. John vii. 30, 46 ; viii. 59 ;
x. 39 ; xviii. 6. — Some of my readers may be aware of an instance in which
a clergyman, still hving, walked untouched through the very midst of a
brutal and furious London mob, who had assembled for the express pur
pose of insulting and assaulting him. It was observed by more than one
spectator, that if he had wavered for a single instant, or shown the slightest
sign of fear and irresolution, he would in all probability have been struck
down, and possibly have not escaped with his life.
2
Luke iv. 30, iiropeitro.
1
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towards Cana of Galilee? Did any tear start in His eyes
unbidden as He stood, perhaps for the last time, to gaze

from thence on the rich plain of Esdraelon, and the
purple heights of Carmel, and the white sands that
fringe the blue waters of the Mediterranean?
Were

there any from whom He grieved to be severed, in the
green secluded vaUey where His manhood had laboured,
and His childhood played ? Did He cast one longing,

lingering glance at the humble home in which for so
many years He had toiled as the viUage carpenter?
Did no companion of His innocent boyhood, no friend
of His sinless youth, accompany Him with awe, and
pity, and regret ?
Such questions are not, surely,
unnatural; not, surely, irreverent;— but they are not
answered.
Of all merely human emotions of His heart,
except so far as they directly affect His mission upon
earth, the Gospels are silent.1
We know only that
henceforth other friends awaited him away from boorish

Nazareth, among the gentle and noble-hearted fishermen
of Bethsaida ; and that thenceforth His home, so far as

He

had a home, was in the little city of Capernaum,
beside the sunlit waters of the Galilsean Lake.
'Whole volumes must lie concealed in that memorable

Heb. ii. 18
ko9"

(ireTOvBev

d/xotoVnra,

k.

t. A.).

avrbs iteipao-Be\s)

allusion of

and iv. 15 (iteireipanevov Kara ndvra

CHAPTER
THE BEGINNING
vraxoi

OF THE

evayyeXi£ovrai.

XVII.
GALILEAN MINISTRY.
—MATT.

xi. 5.

Bejected at Nazareth, our Lord naturally turned to the
neighbouring Cana, where His first miracle had been
wrought to gladden friends. He had not long arrived
when an officer from the neighbouring court of Herod
Antipas, hearing of His arrival, came and urgently en
treated that He would descend to Capernaum and heal
his dying son. Although our Lord never set foot in
Tiberias, yet the voice of John had more than once
been Hstened to with alarm and reverence in the court
of the voluptuous king.1 We know that Manaen,
of Herod, was in after days a
the foster-brother
Christian, and we know that among the women who
ministered to Christ of their substance was Joanna,
the wife of Chuza, Herod's steward.2
As this courtier
(j3ao-ikiicb<;) believed in Christ with his whole house, in
1

In

2

Acts xiii.

the general obscurity of the chronology, it seems clear (as we have
said before) that by this time John had been cast into prison (Matt. iv.
12, 13 ; Mark i. 14 ; Luke iii. 20).
Comparing these passages of tho
Synoptists with John iii. 24 ; iv. 45, and following the order of events
given in the text, we may perhaps assume (though this is not absolutely
necessary, v. supr., p. 219, n.) that Galilee here means Northern Galilee,
or Galilee proper.
1 ;

cf.

Luke viii. 3.
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consequence of the miracle now wrought, it has been
conjectured with some probability that it was none other

than Chuza himself.

The imperious

urgency of his request, a request
which appears at first to have had but little root in
spiritual conviction, needed a momentary check. It was

necessary for Jesus to show that He was no mere hakeem,
no mere benevolent physician, ready at any time to work
local cures, and to place His supernatural powers at the
beck and call of any sufferer who might come to Him
as a desperate resource.
He at once rebuked the spirit
which demanded mere signs and prodigies as the sole
possible ground of faith.1 But
to the father's

yielding
passionate earnestness, He dismissed him with the assur
ance that his son lived.
The interview had taken place
day.2
at the seventh hour —i.e., at one o'clock in the
Even in the short November day it would have been
stiH possible for the father to get to Capernaum ; for if
Cana be, as we believe, Kefr BZenna, it is not more than
hours'
distance from Capernaum.
But the father's
five
soul had been calmed by faith in Christ's promise, and
he slept that night at some intermediate spot upon the
road.3
The next day his slaves met him, and told him
that, at the very hour when Jesus had spoken, the fever
had left his son.
This was the second time that Christ
had signaHsed His arrival in Galilee by the performance
of a conspicuous miracle. The position of the courtier
1

repara.

This is a half- disparaging term for miracles, rarely usad in

the Gospels, and derived only from the sense of astonishment which they
caused.
2
1 here again (v. supr., pp. 146, n., 206, n.) assume that the hours, as
mentioned by St. John, are calculated from sunrise, according to the uni
versal custom of that day.
3 Perhaps at Lnbiyeh, or Hatthi.
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to be widely known, and it contributed, no
doubt, to that joyous and enthusiastic welcome which
our Lord received during that bright early period of

caused

it

His ministry, which
"Galilean

spring."1

has been beautifully called

the

At this

point we are again met by difficulties in the
chronology, which are not only serious, but to the certain
we
solution of which there appears to be no clue.
follow exclusively the order given by one Evangehst, we

If

appear to run counter to the scattered indications which

That it should be so wiU
may be found in another.
cause no difficulty to the candid mind.
The Evangelists
do not profess to be scrupulously guided by chrono

logical sequence.

The pictures which they give of the
main events in the life of Christ are simple and harmo
nious, and that they should be presented in an informal,
and what, with reference to mere literary considerations,
would be caUed inartistic manner, is not only in accord

with the position of the writers, but is an additional
confirmation of our conviction that we are reading the
records of a life which, in its majesty and beauty,
infinitely transcended the capacities of invention or
.imagination in the simple and faithful annalists by
ance

whom

it

was recorded.

It was

not, as we have already observed, the object of
St. John to narrate the Galikean ministry, the existence
of which he distinctly implies (vii. 3, 4), but which had

already been fuUy recorded. Circumstances had given to
the Evangelist a minute and profound knowledge of the
Ewald says that " no one can doubt " as to the identity of this
incident with that narrated of the centurion's servant. It is, however,
seriously doubted —nay, entirely disputed —by many of the ablest com1

montators, from Chrysostom down to Ebrard and Tischendorf.
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ministry in Judaea, which is by the others presupposed,
though not narrated.1 At this point accordingly (iv. 54)
he breaks off, and only continues the thread of his narra
"
"
tive at the return of Jesus to " a or " the
feast of
the Jews (v. 1).
the feast here alluded to were the
feast of Purim, as we shall see is probably the case, then

If

John

here passes over the history of several months.
We faU back, therefore, on the Synoptic Gospels for the
St.

events of the intervening ministry on the shores of
Gennesareth. And since we have often to choose between

the order of events as narrated by the three Evangelists,
we must here follow that given by St. Luke, both
because it appears to us intrinsicaHy probable, and
because St. Luke, unlike the two previous Evangelists,
seems to have been guided, so far as his information
allowed, by chronological considerations.2

It

then, that after leaving Cana, our Lord
went at once to Capernaum, accompanied apparently
by His mother and His brethren, and made that town

His

seems

home.3

His

sisters were probably married,

and

often;"

xix. 1;
Distinctly, for instance, in Matt. iv. 25; xxiii. 37, "how
Luke x. 38 ; &c. ; not to mention the extremely interesting and valuable
reading of ti)s 'lovSaias for ttjs TaXiXatas in Luke iv. 44. This reading is found
in «, B, C, L, &c., and in the Coptic version. On the probable character of
If the abrupt
the reading, see Caspari, Chronol. Geogr. Einleit., p. 111.
transition to another scene in Luke v. 1 is against it, yet this very circum
Spannheim well
stance strengthens ths diplomatic evidence in its favour.
"
remarks,
Nihil frequentius quam quaedam praetermitti ab his, suppleri
1

ab aliis. . . . ne vel scriptores sacri ex compacto scripsisse viderentur, vel
lectores uni ab illis, spretis reliquis, hacrerent " (Wordsworth on Matt. v. 1).
2
Luke i. 1—3.
"
3 " His own
city (Matt. ix. 1 ; cf . Matt. xvii. 24). St. Matthew (iv.
15, 16) sees in this locality of the ministry an idealised fulfilment of Isa.
ix. 1. The LXX. is here loose, and the quotation also differs from the

Hebrew; less so, however, than might at first sight appear, because the
" did more grievously afflict her " of tho English Version (which would
utterly contradict the purport of St. Matthew's allusion) should be rather,
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a

a

is

;

a

is

;

is

it

a

if,

did not leave their native Nazareth ; but the dreadful
insult which Jesus had received would have been alone
sufficient to influence His family to leave the place,
even if they did not directly share in the odium and
Perhaps the
persecution which His words had caused.
growing aHenation between Himself and them may have
been due, in part, to this circumstance. They must have
felt, and we know that they did feel, a deeply-seated
annoyance,
refusing to admit the fuU awfulness of His
mission, and entirely disapproving the form of its mani
festation, they yet felt themselves involved in hatred
and ruin as direct consequence of His actions. Certain
that, although apparently they were living at
Capernaum, their home was not His home. Home, in
the strict sense, He had none but the house of which
He made ordinary use appears to have been that which
belonged to His. chief apostle.
It true that Simon
and Andrew are said to have belonged to Bethsaida, but
house at
they may easily have engaged the use of
Capernaum, belonging to Peter's mother-in-law
or,
since Bethsaida
little more than
suburb or part of
Capernaum, they may have actually moved for the con
venience of their Master from the one place to the other.
The first three EvangeHsts have given us detailed

it

it

account of the Lord's first sabbath at Capernaum, and
gives us one
has for us an intrinsic interest, because
remarkable specimen of the manner in which He spent
active ministry.
It the best com
mentary on that epitome of His Hfe which presents

His

it

is

the days of

xxxiv. 11).

"

perhaps refers to Perasa.

;

" Beyond Jordan

q;

;

" made heavy," i.e., " honoured" (v. supr., pp. 178, 182 see Tnrpie, p. 226).
" Way of the sea," because the great caravan road ran along its western
shore. St. Luke alone calls the Sea of Galilee xlftvn, because he wrote for
to any water (1 Kings xviii 43 Numb.
The Hebrews apply
Gentiles.
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most splendid originahty —that " He went
good."
about doing
It is the point which the rarest and
noblest of His foUowers have found it most difficult to
imitate; it is the point in which His Hfe transcended
most absolutely the ideal of the attainments of His
to us

in its

The seclusion of the hermit,
of the ascetic, the rapture of the

very greatest forerunners.
the self-maceration

mystic —all these are easier and more common than the
unwearied

toil of

a self-renouncing love.
The day began in the synagogue, perhaps in the
very building which the Jews owed to the munificence
Capernaum were indeed
of the centurion proselyte.

Tell Hum, then

If

the white marble ruins which still stand

on a Httle eminence above the sparkling lake, and stiU
encumber the now waste and desolate site of the town
with their fragments of elaborate sculpture, may possibly
be the ruins

of this very building. The synagogue, which

is not very large, must have been densely crowded ; and
to teach an earnest and expectant crowd — to teach as He

taught, not in duU, dead, conventional formulae, but with

thoughts that breathed and words that burned —to teach
as they do who are swayed by the emotion of the hour,.
while heart speaks to heart-r-must have required no sHght
energy of life, must have involved no little exhaustion of
the physical powers. But this was not all. While He was
speaking, while the audience of simple-hearted yet faith
ful, intelligent, warlike people were Hstening to Him in
mute astonishment, hanging on His Hps with deep and
reverential admiration— suddenly the deep silence was
broken by the wild cries and obscene ravings of one of
those unhappy wretches who were universally believed
to be under the influence of impure spirits, and who

—in

the absence

of any retreat for such sufferers —
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throng.1
had, perhaps, slipped in unobserved among the
Even the poor demoniac, in the depths of his perturbed
and degraded nature, had felt the haunting spell of that

pure presence, of that holy voice, of that divine and illu
But, distorted as his whole moral
minating message.
being was, he raved against it, as though by the voices

him, and while he
as the Holy One of God,
the Nazarene
saluted
yet, with agonies of terror and hatred, demanded to be
let alone, and not to be destroyed.
Then foUowed a scene of thrilling excitement.
Turning to the furious and raving sufferer, recognising
the duahty of his consciousness, addressing the devil

of the evil demons who

" Jesus

possessed

"

voice;"
devil," "
cried with a loud
Luke iv. 33, "A spirit of an unclean
alone!"
but a
cf. Mark i. 23. The ea is, perhaps, not "desist! let us
wild cry of horror, the Hebr. nrw; so Stier, iii. 378. The Jews, like most
1

ancient nations, attributed every evil result immediately to the action of
In Ps. xci. 6, the LXX. renders
demons, e.g., even Noah's drunkenness.
noonday,"
"the destruction that wasteth at
by p.eo-wiPpiva Saiy.6via. These
a woman does
mid-day demons are called piTP, Targ. Cant. iv. 6.
you
upon
do not wash your
her hair. 11
not cover her head, demons sit
hands before meals, you become the victim of a demon, Shibta. "Ha bull
field," says
the Talmud, " Satan leaps up from between
rushes at you in the

If

his horns." All mental aberration, all sudden sickness, all melancholy ten
dencies, all unexpected obstacles, were, and in the East still are, regarded
These demons they
as due to the direct influence of demons (devs).
spirits
believed to be the
of the wicked (Jos. B. J. vii. 6, ¦§ 3). Such
instances of the Jewish belief might be indefinitely multiplied, and that

the majority of mankind may be seen in Mr. E. B.
Tyler's Primitive Culture, passim.
That they regarded as demoniacal
possession what we regard as epilepsy and mania is certain.
This is
just
Josephus
passage
referred,
indeed clear from the
of
to which
have
but the real controversy turns on the question whether much more than
they shared

it with

I

this is not possible, and whether in the days of Christ much more than
this was not a common phenomenon. It is not one of those questions which
seem to me to be of vital importance, and dogmatism on either side must be
left to those who think it necessary. The reader may find the entire
question as to the actuality, or the mere semblance of, and
belief in, demo
niacal possession, fully argued on both sides, with much acuteness and
impartiality in Jahn, Archoiologia Biblica, E. Tr., 3rd edn., pp. 200— 216.
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which seemed to be forcing from him these terrified
ejaculations, Jesus said, "Hold thy peace,1 and come
out of him."
He never accepted or tolerated this
ghastly testimony to His origin and office. The calm,

the sweetness,

the power of the divine utterance were

irresistible.
The demon feU to the ground in a
fearful paroxysm, screaming and convulsed.
But it was
soon over. The man arose cured; his whole look and
bearing showed that he was dispossessed of the over

mastering influence, and was now in his right mind.
A miracle so gracious and so commanding had never
before been so strikingly manifested, and the worshippers
separated with emotions of indescribable wonder.2
1 4>i/utS0ijTi
(Luke iv. 35). A strong word, meaning literally " be thou
muzzled" (cf. Acts xvi. 18). Those
who reject the reahty of demoniacal
regard
possession, and therefore
the action as a figurative concession to the

sufferers'

delusions, appeal to such expressions as Matt. viii. 26 ; Luke iv.
"accommodation,"
see Suidas s. v. 2vynardfia<rts ;
Although
it is a principle which has received
98.
the sanction of some very eminent Fathers, it must be applied with the

On this doctrine of
Haag, Hist, des Dogmes,

39.

i

most extreme caution.

It is worth while to set side by side with this an instance of exorcism,
such as was commonly practised by Jews at this very period (cf. Matt. xii.
27 ; Mark ix. 38 ; Acts xix. 13), the invention of which Josephus attributes
to Solomon, and which he tells us he had himself witnessed.
He says that
he had seen a Jew named Eleazar casting out demons in the presence of
His method was to draw the
Yespasian, Titus, their officers and army.
demoniac out through the nostrils by a ring and a particular root. Here
upon the man fell down, and Eleazar, with various incantations and in the
2

And then, in proof
name of Solomon, adjured the demon not to return.
that the cure was effectual, he put a basr/n of water a httle way off, and
bade the demon, as he departed, to overturn it ! (Jos. Antt. viii. 2, § 5). For
the root employed see id. B. J. vii. 6, § 3. Josephus was a man of astute
mind and liberal experience, familiar with heathen culture, and a constant
denizen of courts and camps. The Evangelists, on the other hand, were
simple, untrained, and ignorant men ; yet to what scorn would they have
been subjected —how would their credulity and superstition have been de

rided —if they had told the story of such an exorcism as this ? And if this
was the current mode, we may the better understand the profound sensation
caused in the minds of the spectators by the effect of Christ's simple word.
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of the maphtir in the syna
gogue,
DO ' Christ retired into the house of Simon. Here
again he was met by the strong appeal of sickness
Eising from the

seat

Simon, whom he had already bound to
and suffering.
Himself on the banks of the Jordan, by the first vague
caU to his future Apostolate, was a married

man,1

and

his wife's mother lay stricken down by a violent access
of fever.2 One request from the afflicted family was
there was no need, as in the case of the more
entreaty.3
He stood
worldly nobleman, for importunate
over her ; He took her by the hand ; He raised her up ;

sufficient

He

:

rebuked the fever;

His

voice, stirring her whole
being, dominated over the sources of disease, and, restored

instantaneously to health, she rose and busied herself
duties.4.
about the household

Possibly the strictness of observance which marked
the Jewish Sabbath secured for our Lord a brief interval
for refreshment ; but no sooner did the sun begin to set,
than the eager multitude, barely waiting for the full
close of the Sabbath hours, began to seek His aid. The
whole city came densely thronging round the doors
of the humble home, bringing with them their de
moniacs and their diseased.
What a strange scene !
There lay the limpid lake, reflecting in pale rose-colour
the last flush of sunset that gilded the western hiUs ;

Cf. 1 Cor. ix. 5.
Luke iv. 38, avvexoalvri xvperu fieydXip.
3
Id. 38, tipJ>rn<rav (implying a single and instantaneous act), not fy&ra,
as in John iv. 47.
A careful comparison of this or any similar narrative in
the three Synoptists (Matt. viii. 14, 15 ; Mark i. 29—31 ; Luke iv. 38, 39)
will show the inquirer more clearly tho resemblances and the differences in
the descriptions of the same event, than any number of disquisitions. Often
it is only by combining the three independent testimonies that we get a clear
¦

2

and graphic picture.
4 This is involved in the
aorists and imperfects
iv. 39), yyipBii ical Shjhocci

(Matt. viii. 15).

:

ava<rrao-a Siri/ioVci

(Luke
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and here, amid the peace of Nature, was exposed,

in

hideous variety, the sickness and misery of man, while
the stillness of the Sabbath twilight was broken by the
shrieks

of demoniacs who testified to the Presence of

the Son of God.1

" A lazar-house it

seemed, wherein were

Numbers of all diseased

;

all maladies

laid

Of ghastly spasm, and racking tortures,
Of heart-sick agony, all feverous kinds,

qualms

Demoniac phrenzy, moping melancholy

And moonstruck madness

;"

and amidst them aH, not
"Despair

....

Tended the sick, busiest from couch to couch,
And over them triumphant Death his dart
Shook,"

but far into the deepening dusk, the only person there
who was unexcited and unalarmed —hushing by His
voice the delirium of madness and the screams of epi
lepsy,2
touching disease into health again by laying
on each unhappy and tortured3 sufferer His pure and
gentle hands —moved, in His love and tenderness, the
young Prophet of Nazareth, the Christ, the Saviour

of the world.

Unalarmed indeed, and unexcited, but

not free from sorrow and suffering.
For sympathy
is nothing else than a feUow-feeling with others ; a
sensible participation in their joy or woe.
And Jesus
was touched,with a feehng of their infirmities.
Those
cries pierced to

His inmost heart;

the groans and sighs

of all that collective misery filled His whole soul with
pity : He bled for them ; He suffered with them ; their

His

agonies were

1
2

Matt. iv.

;

so that the Evangelist St. Matthew

Luke iv. 40,

24, trehyiviafypevovs.

atrBtvovvras v&jois iroitdXais.
3

Matt. iv.

24, 0a<rdvots o-vvexo/iifovs.
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recalls and echoes in this place, with a slight difference
of language, the words of Isaiah, " Surely He bore our
griefs and carried our sorrows."1
The fame of that marvellous day rang through all
Galilee and Peraea, and even to the farthest parts of
Syria,2
and we might weU have imagined that the

But
wearied Saviour would have needed a long repose.
to Him the dearest and best repose was solitude and
silence, where he might be alone and undisturbed

with

The little plain of Gennesareth
heavenly Father.
was still covered with the deep darkness which precedes

His

dawn,3

when, unobserved by aU, Jesus rose and went
away to a desert place, and there refreshed His spirit
with quiet prayer. Although the work which He was

the

sent to do obliged

Him

often to spend

His

days amid

thronging and excited multitudes, He did not love the
tumult, and avoided even the admiration and gratitude
of those who felt in His presence a spring of life. But
He was not suffered thus to remain, even for a brief
The multitude sought
period, in rest and seclusion.
Him persistently ; Simon and his friends almost hunted
for Him in their eager desire to see and to hear. They
even wished to detain Him among them by gentle
force.*
But He quietly resisted their importunity. It
was not His object to become the centre of an admiring
populace, or to spend His whole time in working
17, eXa$e, i$dffra<re ; Isa. liii. 4 (cf. avi\veyKev, 1 Pet. ii. 24).
reads anaprtas for turBeveias, and makes the sympathy more purely
mental (bSwarai irep\ r)p.S>v). Though no word of the LXX. is found in St.
Matthew's quotation, yet he gives one of the possible senses of the original
2
Matt. iv. 24.
*
Mark i. 35, irpat ivvvxov xlav. One of the many little graphic touches,
derived doubtless from the Apostle St. Peter, in which the Gospel of St.
1

The

Matt. viii.

LXX.

Mark abounds.
*

Luke iv. 42,

hrtCbrour,

Kareixov ;

Mark i.

36, KareStu^av.
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miracles, which, though they were deeds of mercy, were
mainly intended to open their hearts to His diviner teach
ing. His blessings were not to be confined to Caper

Chorazin
He said, " to the
us
were all near at hand.
towns1 to preach the kingdom of God
adjoining country
sent."
there also ; for therefore am
It is doubtful, however, whether Jesus put His
intention into instant effect. It seems as if He so far
yielded to the anxiety of the multitude as to give them
one more address before He set forth to preach in that

naum.

Dalmanutha,

Magdala, Be£hsaida,

" Let

I

populous neighbourhood.2

He

bent His steps towards
the shore, and probably to the spot where the little boats
of His earhest disciples were anchored, near the beach of

hard white sand which lines the water-side at Bethsaida.
At a little distance behind Him foUowed an ever-gather
ing concourse of people from all the neighbourhood; and
while He stopped to speak to them, the two pairs of
fisher-brethren, Simon and Andrew, and James and John,
pursued the toils by which they earned their daily bread.
While Jesus had retired to rest for a few short hours of
the night, Simon and his companions, impeUed by the
necessities of a lot which they seem to have borne with
noble-minded cheerfulness, had been engaged in fishing ;
and, having been whoUy unsuccessful, two of them, seated

on the shore — probably, in that clear still atmosphere,
within hearing of His voice —were occupying their time
Cf. Luko iv. 43.
1 must again remark that while adopting the order which appears
to me most probable, and which in this part of the narrative is that given
by St. Luke, and is followed (among other eminent authorities) by Lange,
repeated examination has convinced me of the utter impossibility of any
certainty about the exact sequence of events. The data of time are far too
vague to admit of definiteness in the chronological arrangement.
1

5

Mark i.

Q

38, KmpowSxeis.
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in washing, and two, seated in their boat with their hired
servants, and Zebedee, their father, were mending, their
nets.1
As Jesus spoke, the multitude — some in thendesire to catch every syllable that feU from the Hps of
Him who spake as never man spake, and some in their
longing to touch Him, and so be healed of whatever
plagues they had —thronged upon Him closer and closer,

it,

impeding his movements with dangerous and unseemly
pressure.2
He therefore beckoned to Simon to get into
his boat and push it ashore, so that He might step on
Seated
board of
and teach the people from thence.
in this pleasant pulpit, safe from the inconvenient contact
with the multitude, He taught them from the Httle boat

rocked on the blue ripples, sparkling in the morning
sun. And when His sermon was over, He thought not
of Himself and of His own fatigue, but of His poor and

it

as

disappointed disciples.
;

vain

He knew that they had toiled in

He had observed that even while He spoke they
a

had been preparing for some future and more prosperous
expedition; and with
sympathy which never omitted
an act of kindness, He ordered Peter to push out his
;

a

boat into the deep, and aU of them to cast out their
despondent mood but
nets once more.3 Peter was in

1

is

i.

1

1

it
is

have here attempted to combine, as far as
possible, in one
continuous narrative, the perfectly comprehensible, but slightly differing
accounts of the Synoptists (Matt. iv. 18—22; Mark
16—20; Luke v.
— 11).
Let me remark— (1) that any one whose faith
shaken by
"
"
discrepancies
the so-called
of these and similar stories must (a) either
hold some very rigid, untenable, and superstitious view of inspiration, or
(6) be wholly unacquainted with the different aspects assumed by perfectly

a

is

;

truthful but confessedly fragmentary testimonies and (2) that the very
variety in the narratives, being in no respect inconsistent with essential
and truthful unity,
valuable proof of the independence of the Gospel
Mark iii. 9—12.

Luke V.

inavdyayt

....

xa\<£craTf

.

See

4,

3

2

witnesses.
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the mere word of One whom he so deeply reverenced,
and whose power he had already witnessed, was suffi
Instantly a vast
cient. And his faith was rewarded.

haul of fishes crowded into the nets.
A busy scene foUowed. The instinct of work first
prevailed.
Simon and Andrew beckoned to Zebedee
and his sons and servants to come in their boat and
help to save the miraculous draught and straining nets ;

both boats were filled to the gunwale with the load;
and at the first moment that the work was finished,
and Peter recognised the whole force of the miracle, he
faHs, with his usual eager impetuosity, at his Master's
'
feet—to thank Him ? to offer Him henceforth an abso
lute devotion ?—No ; but (and here we have a touch of
indescribable truthfulness, utterly beyond the power of
the most consummate intellect to have invented) to
am a sinful man, O
exclaim, " Depart from me, for
"x
Lord !
A flash of supernatural illumination had
revealed to him both his own sinful unworthiness and
who He was who was with him in the boat. It was the
cry of self-loathing which had already realised some
thing nobler. It was the first impulse of fear and amaze
ment, before they had had time to grow into adoration
and love.
St. Peter did not mean the "Depart from
me
he only meant — and this was known to the

I

Searcher of hearts — "
Thee, yet let me

I am utterly unworthy to be near

How unlike was this cry of
his passionate and trembling humility to the bestial
ravings of the unclean spirits, who bade the Lord to
let them alone, or to the hardened degradation of the
1

It is

(Luke v. 8), a confession of individual guilt ; not
Comp. Exod. xx. 18, 19 ; Judg. xiii. 22 ; 1 Kings xvii. 18: Dj,n.
Isa. vi. 5.

tvBpuiros.
x. 17

;

avhp uiiapraXbs
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filthy Gadarenes, who preferred to the

presence of their

Saviour the tending of their swine !
And how gently the answer came : " Pear not ; from
men."
Our Lord, as in all
henceforth thou shalt catch
His teaching, seized and applied with exquisite signifi

of the moment.

Bound them
in the little boat lay in heaps the glittering spoil of the
lake— gHttering, but with a glitter that began to fade
in death.1 Henceforth that sinful man, washed and
cleansed, and redeemed and sanctified, was to chase, with
nobler labour, a spoil which, by being entangled in the
Gospel net, would not die, but be saved ahve.2
And
cance the circumstances

become"

his brother, and his partners, they, too, were to
This final caH was enough. They
"fishers of
had abeady been called by Jesus on the banks of
Jordan ; they had already heard the Baptist's testimony ;
but they had not yet been bidden to forsake aU arid
foUow Him; they had not yet grown famihar with
the miracles of power which confirmed their faith ; they
had not yet learned fully to recognise that they who

Him

were not only safe in His holy keeping,
but should receive a thousandfold more in aU that con
stitutes true and noble happiness even in this Hfe — in

foHowed

the world to come, life everlasting.

Hence the extreme frequency of the fish as a symbol of Christians in
" Nos pisciculi secundum IxBov nostrum
early Christian art and literature.
('Iijow Xpio-rbv 0eov v'tbv Xurrjpa) in aqua (sc. baptismi) nascimur." (Tert,
1

De

Rapt 1).
Luke V.

10, avBptbirovs eoi) (aypav.
The word (aiypeiv, from £Sot and
"
"to
take
means
ahve
see
Jos.
;
Antt. xiii. 6, § 2. Those who had been
aypeiu,
"
ifaypwevoi, "taken ahve in the deadly snare (trayh) of the devil (2 Tim.
" The Fathers,"
26), should henceforth be gathered in the net of hfe.
"
says Bishop Wordsworth, call Peter the o-v/iPoXov irpaKrucrjs and John the
<rvfi$oXov Beapias, and infer that the practical must precede the contem

ii.

2

plative life."

TAX-GATHERERS.

We have already
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seen that, at the very beginning

of His ministry, our Lord had prepared six of His
Apostles for a caH to His future service ; four of whom
were on this occasion bidden not only to regard Him
as their Master, but henceforth to leave all and follow

There was but one other of the Apostles who
received a separate call—the Evangelist, St. Matthew.
His call, though narrated in different sequences by each
of the Synoptists, probably took place about this time.1
At or near Capernaum there was a receipt of custom.
Lying as the town did at the nucleus of roads which
diverged to Tyre, to Damascus, to Jerusalem, and to

Him.

it

was a busy centre of merchandise, and
therefore a natural place for the collection of tribute and
taxes.
These imposts were to the Jews pre-eminently
Sepphoris,

The mere fact of having to pay them
wounded their tenderest sensibilities.
They were not
only a badge of servitude ; they were not only a daily
and terrible witness that God seemed to have forsaken
His land, and that aU the splendid Messianic hopes
and promises of their earfier history were merged in
the'
disastrous twilight of subjugation to a foreign rule
which was cruelly and contemptuously enforced; but,
more than this, the mere payment of such imposts wore
almost the appearance of apostacy to the sensitive and
scrupulous mind of a genuine Jew.2 It seemed to be
distasteful.

By

St. Matthew himself, after the Sermon on the Mount, the miracle
of the Gadarene demoniacs, and the cure of the man sick of the palsy
(ix. 9) ; by St. Mark, after the cure of the paralytic, but some time before
the visit to Gergesa (ii. 14) ; by St. Luke after the cure of the paralytic, but
1

before the choice of the Twelve, and before the Sermon on the Mount
(v. 27). It seems, however, to have been the wish of all three to narrate it
in immediate connection with the feast which he gave in Christ's honour ;
but it does not follow that the feast was given immediately after his call.
2
Deut. xvii. 15; Jos. Antt. xviii. 2, § 1.
we can imagine an Irish

"If
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of the first principles of the Theocracy, such
as could only be excused as the result of absolute com
pulsion.
We cannot, therefore, wonder that the officers
who gathered these taxes were regarded with profound
a violation

dislike.

It must be

remembered that those with whom

the provincials came in contact were not the Boman

knights —the real publicani, who farmed the taxes —
but were the merest subordinates, often chosen from

the dregs of the people, and so notorious as a class
for their mal-practices, that they were regarded almost
with horror, and were always included in the same cate

gory with harlots and sinners. When an occupation is
thus despised and detested, it is clear that its members
are apt to sink to the level at which they are placed
And if a Jew could scarcely
by the popular odium.
was . right to pay taxes, how
much more heinous a crime must it have been in his
eyes to become the questionably-honest instrument for

persuade himself that

it

them? If a publican was hated, how still
more intense must have been the disgust entertained
against a pubHcan who was also a Jew ? x
collecting

Roman Catholic in Ireland undertaking the functions of a Protestant
tithe proctor, we can realise the detestation in which the publicans were
Publican,"
held." (See Prof. Plumptre,
Art. "
Smith's Bibl. Diet) These,
Mancipes,"
subordinates,"
however, are the Socii, or "
not the "
who wero
people of some distinction (Cic. Pro Plancio, ix.). Honesty among them

was considered so rare that, according to Suetonius, several cities erected
statues to Sabinus, "the honest publican " (Vesp. i). Lucian places them
only in the worst company round the tribunal of Minos (Menip. ii.). But
although Matthew held a disreputable office, we may wholly
deny the re
'
marks of Ep. Barn. 5 (iirep irasav kfiapriav avofiarepovs) ; and Cels. Ap.
Orig. ii. 46 (robs ifcXeo-rdrovs /lavovs etXe).

'The title

"publican,"

as a term of opprobrium, was so thoroughly
trust
the exact report of His words, it was even
may
used in that sense by our Lord himself: "Let him be unto thee as a
" (Matt, xviii. 17). The
heathen man and a publican
Jews had a proverb,
" Take not a wife out of the family where there is a
publican, for they are

proverbial that,

if we

"FOLLOW ME."

But He who
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came to seek and save the lost —He

who could evoke Christian holiness out of the midst of
heathen corruption— could make, even out of a Jewish
publican, the Apostle and the first EvangeHst of a new

and Hving Faith. His choice of apostles was dictated
by a spirit far different from that of calculating policy or
conventional prudence. He rejected the dignified scribe
(Matt. viii.
He chose the despised and hated tax;
19)

It was

the glorious unworldhness of a Divine
insight and a perfect charity, and St. Matthew more than
justified it by turning his knowledge of writing to a
gatherer.

sacred use, and becoming the earliest biographer of his

Saviour and his Lord.
No doubt Matthew had heard some of the, dis
courses, had seen some of the miracles of Christ.
His
heart bad been touched, and to the eyes of Him who

despised none and despaired of none, the pubhcan, even
custom,"1
as he sat at "the receipt of
was ready for
me"
the call.
The "Follow
One word was enough.

which showed to Matthew that his Lord loved him,
and was ready to use him as a chosen instrument in
spreading the good tidings of the kingdom of God, was
sufficient to break the temptations of avarice and the
routine of a daily calling, and "he left aU, rose up,
all

publicans."

The Gentiles did not think much better of them, Ttdvres
apirayes (Xeno. Ap. Dicaearch. de Vit. Graec, p. 29).
Theocritus, in answer to the question, which were the worst kind of wild
beasts, said, " On the mountains, bears and lions ; in cities, publicans and
pettifoggers " (Muson. Ap. Stob.). Suidas, s. v. rexdvqs, defines the hfe as
reXavai, irdvres

aveTrirtfiTyros

ejuiropia.

eltr'tv

apTray^],

avaicrxvvrbs trXeove^ta, irpaypidreia XAyov

(Cave, Lives

of

the Apostles.)

fi^]

exovffa, avatSfys

This "receipt of custom" is said to have been at the seaside ; hence, in
the Hebrew Gospel of St. Matthew, " pubhcan " is rendered !tq» tea, "lord
passage."
of the
The publicans are said to have delivered to those who
paid toll, a ticket to free them on the other side. (Buxtorf, Lex. s. v.
mio ; Cave, Lives of the Apostles.)
1
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and followed

Him,"

touched into noblest transforma

tion by the Ithuriel-spear of a forgiving and redeeming

love.1

It

is here assumed that Matthew is identical with Levi, although
Ewald, on insufficient grounds, denies it (Gesch. Christus, 364, 367). The
Xeyip-evov of Matt. ix. 9 implies a change of name.
His name may have
been changed by Christ, perhaps, in part to obliterate the painful reminis
The name Matthew (if with Gesecences of his late discreditable calling.
nius we regard it as equivalent to Mattithjah) means, like Nathanael and
Theodore, " gift of God."
(Ewald connects it with Amittai, Gramm.
p. 397, he says that Matthias = Mattijah,
Christ,
in
273
e
but
Gesch.
;
§
and Matthew = Mattai, which occurs, by a misreading, as Nittai among
Christ's disciples in Chagigah 2, 2, and is an abbreviation of Mattaniah.)
If the Evangelist himself naturally prefers this name, whereas St. Mark
and St. Luke call him by the name which he bore when he received Christ's
1

summons, on the other hand we should note the touching humihty with
which he alone of the Evangelists gives to himself in the list of the
Apostles (x. 3) the dishonourable title of "pubhcan,"

CHAPTEB XVIII.
the twelve, and the sermon on the mount.
"Ante Christi adventum Lex jubebat non juvabat; post et jubet, et
juvat."— Augustine.

After

one of His_ days of loving and ceaseless toil,
Jesus, as was His wont, found rest and peace in prayer.

" He went out into

a mountain

"—

or, as

it should rather

be rendered, into the mountain1 — "to pray, and continued

God."
aU night in prayer to
There is something affect
ing beyond measure in the thought of these lonely
hours ; the absolute silence and stillness, broken by no

sounds of human life, but only by the hooting of the
night-jar or the howl of the jackal; the stars of an
Eastern heayen raining their large lustre out of the
unfathomable depth

;

the figure of the Man of Sorrows

kneeHng upon the dewy grass, and gaining strength for
His labours from the purer air, the more open heaven,

of that intense and silent communing with His Father

and

His

God.2

In Luke

vi. 12, rb
means the hill districts.
1

tpot

is clearly specific, though elsewhere it only

solitudine aer purior, caelum apertius, familiarior Deus" (Orig.).
(Jer. Taylor, Life of Christ, I. § viii. 5.) — It is a mistake of Mede, Hammond,
proseucha,"
&c., to suppose that hi rfi irpo<revxy rov ©eoS can mean "in a
or
"
"
proseucha
qua
qusero
In
te
;
Dratory (cf . Acts xvi. 13 ; Juv. iii. 296,
2

"In

Jos. Vit. 54).

These were always near water (cf.

Jos. Antt. xiv.

10, § 23,
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The scene of this lonely vigil, and of the Sermon on
the Mount, was in aU probability the singular elevation
"
known at this day as the Kurn Hattin, or Horns of
Hattin."1 It is a hill with a summit which closely
resembles an Oriental saddle with its two high peaks.
On the west it rises very little above the level of a
broad and undulating plain; on the east it sinks pre
cipitately towards a plateau, on which Hes, immediately
beneath the cliffs, the viUage of Hattin ; and from this
plateau the traveller descends through a wild and tropic

gorge to the shining levels of the Lake of Galilee.
It is the only conspicuous hill on the western side of
the lake, and it is singularly adapted by its confor
mation, both to form a place for short retirement, and
a rendezvous for

in

gathering multitudes.

aU probability, our

Hitherward,

Lord wandered in the evening

between the rugged and brigand-haunted crags which
form the sides of the Vale of Doves, stopping, perhaps,

at times to drink the clear water of the Httle stream,
to gather the pleasant apples of the nubk, and to
watch the

eagles

swooping down on
of rock. And hither, in the morning,
their Divine Master of the manifold
scene, the crowd followed Him —loth

some near point

less heedful than
beauties of the
even for a time

to lose Plis inspiring presence, eager to Hsten to the
gracious words that proceeded out of His mouth.

It

was at dawn of day, and before the crowd had

assembled, that our

Lord summoned into His

presence

" and may mako their proseuchae at the sea-side,
according to the custom
of their forefathers"), and we know of no instance of their being on

hill-tops.

Robinson writes it Kurun, which as a plural is good dictionary Arabic.
generally follow Mr. Porter's spelling of modern names in Palestine, as
it certainly well represents the actual pronunciation.

I

1

THE APOSTLES.

.
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the disciples who had gradually gathered around Him.
Hitherto the relation which bound them to His person
seems to have been loose and partial ; and it is doubtful
whether they at aU realised its fuU significance.
But
now the hour was come, and out of the wider band of
general foHowers He made the final and special choice
of His twelve Apostles. Their number was insignificant
compared

to the pompous

of hundreds who
called themselves followers of a Hillel or a Gamaliel,
and then- position in life was humble and obscure.
Simon and Andrew the sons of Jonas, James and John
the sons of Zabdia, and Philip, were of the little village

of

retinue

If

Matthew be the same as Levi, he
was. a son of Alphseus, and therefore a brother of
James the Less and of Jude, the brother of James,
who is generally regarded as identical with Lebbseus
and Thaddseus.
They belonged in aU probability to
Cana or Capernaum, and if there were any ground
for
the tradition1 which says that Mary,
Bethsaida.

'beHeving
the wife of Alphseus

of

or

Ellopas,2

was a younger sister

the Virgin, then we should have to consider these

two brothers as first-cousins of our Lord. Nathanael
or Bartholomew was of Cana in Galilee.3
Thomas

The punctuation of John xix. 25 is too uncertain to regard this as
undeniable ; nor, since James, Judas, Simon are among the very commonest
of Jewish names, does this in any way affect the question of the
" Brethren of Jesus."
2
That Alphseus and Klopas may represent 'P^n seems clear; and Kleopas
1

(Luke xxiv. 18) may bo only another variation.
On the other hand,
Kleopas maybe a shortened form of Kleopater, as Antipas is of Antipater.

This goes against Dr. Donaldson's conjecture that both Philip and
Nathanael were sons of Tolmai, and brothers. Dr. Donaldson also argues
3

that Thomas was a twin brother of Matthew, and was originally called
Jude ; and that Jude was the son of James tho Less, and therefore grand
son of Alphseus (see his arguments in Jashar, p. 100). (Euseb. H. E. i. 13.)
— Some legends make Thomas a twin-brother of James.
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and Simon Zelotes were also Galilseans.

son of a Simon Iscariot, but whether this
is identical with the Zealot cannot be deter

was the
Simon

mined.

Judas Iscariot

Apostles,"

"the glorious company of the
Less,1
Jude [the brother2] of James, and
three, James the
Of

these,

James should rather be called "the Little" than "the Less." The
"
Greek is o puKpbs, which in classical Greek means " the short of stature
(Xen. Mem. i. 4, 2 ; Lightfoot, Galalians, p. 250) ; moreover, James the
eon of Zebedee is never called the Great.
2 "
Judas of James " may mean " son of James ; " but it is supposed
that both Judas and the better-known James were sons of Alphseus, as
well as Matthew. Judas is almost universally believed (except by Ewald,
Gesch. Christ, p. 399) to be the same as Lebbseus and Thaddseus — "the
"heart;"
disciple."
three-named
a5 (lebh) means
and Jerome renders
(There is absolutely no ground for the notion that
the name Corculum.
he received other names because the name Jehuda has three letters of
1

the Tetragrammaton, and so the Jews avoided it ; on the contrary, it was
one of the very commonest of Jewish names.)
The identification rests
fact
that
in
Matt. x. 3, the reading AefiPaios is in s, B,
partly on the
0a55aios ; and in some MSS. AeftS. 6 irnxXriBeU @aSSa!os.
In Mark iii. 18
the reading also varies, but the true reading is probably ©aSSaioi, who,
then, in both fists occupies the tenth place.
In St. Luke's fist, the
though
occupies
it
the eleventh place, is "Judas
Corresponding name,
of James." The attempt to make Thaddseus mean the same as Lebbseus

is a mistake, for the Aram. "W (Hebr. l«J) means mamma, not pectus or
cor (Lam. iv. 3, &c).
Ewald identifies Lebbseus with Levi (Mark ii.
14), where Origen (c. Cels. ii. 62) seems to have read Aeffls, and conjec
tures that Thaddseus died early, and " Judas of James " was appointed in
his place (Gesch. Christ. 399).
Clemens of Alexandria certainly distin
guishes between UarBatos and Aevts (Strom, iv. 9,
But the whole
§ 73).
subject is involved in almost incredible obscurity.
The lists of the

Apostles

follow

:

—

as

given by the three Evangelists and in the Acts are as

Matt. x. 2—1

1. Simon.
• 2. Andrew.
- 3. James..
~ 4.- John.
1 5. Philip.
v 6. Bartholomew.
. 7. Thomas.
¦ 8. Matthew.

-vf 9. James of Alphteus.
10. LebbsBus.
11. Simon 6 KavavaTof.
12. Judas Iscariot.

*

Maek

1

Simon.
James.

iii 16—19.

, John.

, Andrew.
. Philip.

Bartholomew.
, Matthew.
, Thomas.
James of Alpheous.

,

Lotxe vi.
Simon.
' Andrew.
James.

I Philip.
r
»

Peter.
James.

13.

John.

John.

Bartholomew.
Matthew.
. Thomas.
¦ James of AlphcBus.
Thaddeeus.
* Simon Zelotes.
Simon o Kavaveuor. . Jude of James.
* Judas Iscariot.
, Judas Iscariot.
,

Acts i.

14—16.

Andrew.
«

Philip.

Thomas.
Bartholomew.
Matthew.
James of Alphceus.
Simon Zelotes.
Jude of James.
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Simon Zelotes, are almost totally unknown. The very
personality of James and Jude is involved in numerous
and difficult problems, caused by the extreme frequency of

those names among the Jews.
Whether they are the
authors of the two CathoHc Epistles, is a question which,
perhaps, will never be determined.
Nor is anything of

individual interest recorded about them in the Gospels, if
Iscariot,"
we except the single question of " Judas, not
which is mentioned by St. John.1 Simon is only known
Zealot,"
or " the
by his surnames of Zelotes, " the
Canaanite" —
names which are identical in meaning,
and which mark him out as having once belonged to
the wild and furious followers of Judas of Giscala.2
The Greek names of Philip and Andrew, together with
the fact that it was to Philip that the Greeks applied
who wished for an interview with our Lord, and his
point3
reference of the request to Andrew, may possibly
to some connection on their part with the Hellenists ;
but, besides their first caU, almost nothing is recorded
1

John xiv. 22.
"zeal"
rftop means

The true reading of Matt. x. 4 ; Mark iii. 18 is
form of the word indicates the member of a sect (Light
foot, Revision, p. 138).
ZriXaral irapa 'lovSalots ot roti vdpov (pvXaices (Suid.
Nicephorus
s. v.).
(Hist. Eccl. ii. 40) says that he derived the name Sect rbv
irpbs rbv StSdo-xaXov Sidmpov Cv^-ov. For a description of this faction, and their
Zealots,"
doings, see Jos. Bell. Jud. iv. passim. "
he says (iv. 3, § 9), " for
that was the name they went by, as if they were zealous in good deeds,
and not rather zealous in the worst." They took Phinehas as their type
Cana,"
(Numb. xxv. 11— 13). Canaanite can hardly mean " of
for that would
p.
399). Bruce happily remarks that the
be KavaBatos (Ewald, Gesch. Christ,
choice of an ex-Zealot as an apostle, giving grounds for political suspicion,
is another sign of Christ's disregard of mere prudential wisdom. Christ
2

Kavavaios, and the

wished the apostles to be the type and germ of the Church; and therefore
we find in it a union of opposites — the tax-gatherer Matthew, and the taxhater Simon— the unpatriotic Jew who served the alien, and the patriot who
strove for emancipation (Training of the Twelve, p. 36).
3 But see supra, Chap. X., p. 152.
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and the same remark applies to Nathanael
Of Thomas, called also Didymus, or
and to Matthew.
Twin,"
" the
which is only a Greek version of his
about them

;

Hebrew name, we catch several interesting glimpses,
which show a well-marked character, naive and simple,
but at the same time ardent and generous; ready to
Kerioth,1
die, yet slow to believe. Of Judas, the man of
perhaps the only Jew in the Apostolic band, we shall
have sad occasion to speak hereafter; and throughout

the Gospels he is often branded by the fatal epitaph, so
"
terrible in its very simphcity, Judas Iscariot, who also
betrayed Him."2
MSS. read, a-b Xapvdirov (m, al.). In D this is
the reading also of xii. 4 ; xiii. 2, Ate., and Tischendorf thinks that St. John
Kerioth is the name of a town on the
may have always used this form.
southern border of Judah (Josh. xv. 25). 'laKapi&rns then means "man
Kerioth," just
Tob" (Jos. Antt vii.
(uj'h, ish) of
as "IorajBos, "a man of
Ewald, however .(Gesch. Christ., p. 398), identifies it with Kartah
6, §1).
in Zebulun (Josh. xxi. 34). Other derivations of the name (e.g., scortea, "a
" askara, " suffocation," &c. ; see Lightfoot, Hor. Hebr., in
leather apron ;
Matt. x. 4) are hardly worth noticing; but it must be admitted that the
reading in Josh. xv. 25 is dubious, being probably Kerioth-Hezron, i.e.,
" cities of Hezron, which is Hazor." Robinson identifies the place with
Kuryetein, " the two cities "—a ruined site, ten miles south of Hebron.
traitor,"
2
Matt. x. 4. The or iyevero ¦xpaS6rr\s, "who became a
of Luke
severe,
"il
Simon
the
Zealot
bore
the
vi. 16, is a little less
also
name Iscariot,
as would appear from », B, C, G, L, &c, in John vi. 71 ; xiii. 26, then he was
a father of the traitor. If he were, as some traditions say, a son of "Clopas,
Alphseus,"
or
it might appear that nearly all the apostles were related to each
other and to our Lord. 11 we accept the suggestions of different writers on
the subject, James and John, James the Less, Jude, Matthew, and Simon
were all His first-cousins, and Judas Iscariot His second-cousin.
The
notion that Thomas was a twin-brother, according to some of Matthew,
according to others of Thaddseus, according to others of Jesus Himself,
merely arises from his name. But all these suppositions depend on dubious
conjecture or wavering tradition, and it is hardly needful to recount all
tho various guesses and attempted combinations of modern writers. It is,
however, an interesting fact that so many of the Apostles were brothers —
two sons of Zabdia, two of Jonas, three (at least), if not four, of Alphseus ;
besides (possibly) two sons of Tolmai, and a father and son
•

In John vi.

71, some
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James, John, and Peter belonged to the innermost
circle — the iic\eitTa>v ifcXeicroTepot, — of our Lord's associates
and friends.1 They alone were admitted into His pre
sence when He raised the daughter of Jairus, and at His
transfiguration, and during His agony in the garden. Of
James we know nothing further except that to him was
granted the high honour of being the first martyr in
the ApostoHc band. He and his brother John seem,
although they were fishermen, to have been in easier
circumstances than their associates.
Zebedee, their
father, not only had his own boat, but also his own
hired servants ; and John mentions incidentaUy in his
Gospel that he "was known to the high priest."2
We have already noticed the not improbable conjecture
that he resided much at Jerusalem, and there managed
the importing of the fish which were sent thither from
the Sea of Galilee. We should thus be able to account
for his more intimate knowledge of those many inci
dents of our Lord's ministry in Judsea which have been
entirely omitted by the other Evangelists.
St. John and St. Peter —the one the symbol of
the contemplative, the other of the practical life —are
undoubtedly the grandest and most attractive figures
1 have already mentioned the conjecture derived from John xix. 25,
that Salome was a sister of the Yirgin (v. supr., p. 144 n. 2). But if the
sons of Zebedee were the first-cousins of Jesus, it would be strange that no
hint or tradition of the fact should have been preserved. Zebedee pro
bably died shortly after their final call to the Apostolate, as we hear no
1

more of him.

2
The story of his wearing a iteraXov (Exod. xxviii. 36; xxix. 6) at Ephesus,
though
he had himself been of priestly raco (is iyevt\Br\ tepebs to ireraxov
as
¦iretpopeict&s,
Euseb. H. E. iii 31), sounds very apocryphal. Tet it is strange
that such a story should have been invented, especially as we find the same
"
" (Epiphan. Haer.
thing asserted of James the Just, the Lord's brother
xxix. 4j Ewald, Gesch. Christus, p. 246, 3rd ed.). Perhaps in this instance,
as in others, a symbolic allusion has been too literally interpreted as a fact.
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in that ApostoHc band.

been often mistaken.

The character of St. John has

Filled

as he was

tenderness— realising as

with

a most

he did to a greater
extent than any of the Apostles the full depth and sig
nificance of our Lord's new commandment —rich as
his Epistles and his Gospel are with a meditative and
divine

absorbing reverence — dear as he has ever been in con
sequence to the heart of the mystic and the saint —yet

he was something indefinitely far removed from that
effeminate pietist which has furnished the usual type
The name Boan
under which he has been represented.
erges, or

" Sons of Thunder," which

James,1

he shared with his

their joint petition for precedence in the
kingdom of God, their passionate request to call down fire
Samaritans,2
from heaven on the offending village of the
the burning energy of the patois in which the Apocalypse
brother

is written, the impetuous horror with which, according
to tradition, St. John. recoiled from the presence of the
Cerinthus,3
heretic
all show that in him was the spirit of

the eagle,

immemorial

which, rather than the dove, has been his
symbol.*

dead as they are,

And since zeal and enthusiasm,
and scorned in these days by an effete

and comfortable religionism, yet have ever been indispen

in spreading the Kingdom of Heaven,
doubtless it was the existence of these elements in his
character, side by side with tenderness and devotion,
sable instruments

which endeared him so greatly to his Master, and made
loved."
him the " disciple whom Jesus
The wonderful
depth and power of his imagination, the rare comlBene R'aasch (Gratz, Gesch.
5

Luke ix. 54.
Euseb. H. E. iv.

d.

Jud. iii. 231).

14.
The heretic is also said to have been Ebion
(Epiph. Haer. xxx. 24).
* The same spirit appears in Luke ix. 49
; Rev. xxii. 18 ; 2 John 9, 10.
"
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and passion, of strength
and sweetness, in the same soul — the perfect faith which
inspired his devotion, and the perfect love which pre

bination of contemplativeness

cluded

fear — these were the gifts

and graces

whieh

rendered him worthy of leaning his young head on the
bosom of his Lord.
Nor is his friend St. Peter a less interesting study.

We shall have many opportunities

generous, impetuous,

wavering,

of observing the
noble, timid, impulses

of his thoroughly human but most lovable disposition.
Let the brief but vivid summary of another now suffice.
teU,"
says Dr. Hamilton, "whether
"It would be hard to
most of his fervour flowed through the outlet of adora
tion or activity. His full heart put force and prompti

Is his Master encompassed
tude into every movement.
by fierce ruffians ? — Peter's ardour flashes in his ready
sword, and

converts

the Galilsean

boatman

into the

Is there a rumour of a resur
soldier instantaneous.
rection from Joseph's tomb ? — John's nimbler foot
distances his older friend; but Peter's eagerness outruns

the serene love of John, and past the gazing disciple he
Is the risen
rushes breathless into the vacant sepulchre.

Saviour on the strand? —his comrades secure the net,
and turn the vessel's head for shore ; but Peter plunges
over the vessel's side, and struggling through the waves,
in his dripping coat falls down at his Master's feet.
'
'
Does Jesus say, Bring of the fish ye have caught ? —
ere any one could anticipate the word, Peter's brawny
arm is lugging the weltering net with its glittering spoil
ashore, and every eager movement unwittingly is answer
'
ing beforehand the question of his Lord, Simon, lovest
And that fervour is the best, which, like
thou
Peter's, and as occasion requires, can ascend in ecstatic
R
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ascriptions of adoration

and praise, or follow Christ to

prison and to death; which can concentrate itself on feats
of heroic devotion, or distribute itself in the affectionate
industry." *
assiduities of a miscellaneous

Such were the chief of the Apostles whom their
Lord united into one band as He sat on the green
summit of Kurn Hattin. We may suppose that on one

of those two peaks He had

night in prayer,

passed the

and had there been joined by His disciples at the early
dawn.
By what external symbol, if by any, our Lord
ratified this first great ordination to the Apostolate we

do not know ; but undoubtedly the present choice was
regarded as formal and as final.
Henceforth there was
to be no return to the fisher's boat or the pubhcan's
booth as a source of sustenance;

but the disciples

the wandering missions, the evangelic
labours, the scant meal and uncertain home, which
marked even the happiest period of the ministry of

were to share

their Lord.

They were to

the burning noonday,
the starry sky.

be weary

with Him under

and to sleep, as

He did,

under

And while the choice was being made, a vast pro

miscuous multitude had begun to gather. Not only from
the densely-populated shores of the Sea of Galilee, but
even from Judaea and Jerusalem —nay, even from the

distant sea-coasts of Tyre and Sidon—they had crowded
to touch His person and hear His words*2
From the
Pr.

Hamilton, Life in Earnest, p. 80.
Luke vi. 17 — 19. Assuming, with little or no hesitation, that St.
Luke intends to record the same great discourse as that given by St.
2

I

have here, as in so many other places, combined the separate
touches in the twofold narrative.
The apparent differences are easily
accounted for by any reasonable theory of the position of the Evangelists.
At the same time see no objection whatever to the supposition that our
Lord may have repeated parts of His teaching at different times and
Matthew,

I

pla«^
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peak He descended to the flat summit of the hiU,1 and
first of all occupied Himself with the physical wants

of those anxious hearers, healing their diseases, and dis
possessing the .unclean spirits of the souls which they had
seized. And then, when the multitude were seated in
calm and serious attention on the grassy sides of that
eyes,2

which
lovely natural amphitheatre, He raised His
had, perhaps, been bent downwards for a few moments of
mouth,3
delivered pri
inward prayer, and opening His
marily to His disciples, but intending through them to
address the multitude, that memorable discourse which
Mount."
will be known for ever as " the Sermon on the
The most careless reader has probably been struck
with the contrast between the delivery of this sermon
and the deHvery of the Law on Sinai. We think of that
law,"
"
whose promulgation is surrounded by
as a
fiery
the imagery of thunders, and Hghtnings, and the voice
of the trumpet sounding long and waxing louder and
We think of this as flowing forth in divinest
louder.
music amid aU the calm and lovehness of the clear and
quiet dawn.
That came dreadfully to the startled con
science from an Unseen Presence, shrouded by wreathing
clouds, and destroying fire, and eddying smoke ; this
was uttered by a sweet human voice that moved the

Heart most gently in words of peace. That was delivered
on the desolate and storm-rent hill which seems with
its red granite crags to threaten the scorching wilderand to different audiences ; or that St. Matthew has combined and sum
marised not one but many sermons delivered on the Galilasan hills.
" the
1 The r&nos iteSivbs of Luke vi. 17,. which is too briefly rendered
ix'
"
ipovs iretiivov Spare
plain
in tho English Tersion. Cf. Isa. xiii. 2,
¦tniixeiov,
5

"

LXX.

Luke vi. 20.

Matt. v. 2.

tho discourse.

The expression marks the solemnity and importance of
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this on the flowery grass of the .green hill-side
which slopes down to the silver lake. That shook the
heart with terror and agitation; this soothed it with
'peace and love.
And yet the New Commandments of
the Mount of Beatitudes were not meant to abrogate,
but rather to complete, the Law which was spoken from
Sinai to them of old.1 That Law was founded on the
eternal distinctions of right and wrong —distinctions
strong and irremovable as the granite bases of the
ness

;

Easier would it be to sweep away the heaven
and the earth, than to destroy the least letter, one yod
>— or the least point of a letter, one
projecting horn — of
that code which contains the very principles of aU
Jesus warned them that He came, not to
moral Hfe.
abolish that Law, but to obey and to fulfil ; while at the
same time He taught that this obedience had nothing
to do with the Levitical scrupulosity of a superstitious
'adherence to the letter, but was rather a surrender of
the heart and will to the innermost meaning and spirit
world.

which the commands involved.

Law by perfectly keeping

He fulfilled that

oldett
power

a

it

it,

and by imparting
to all who believe in Him, even though He
to keep
profound.2
made its cogency so far more universal and
blessed,"
The sermon began with the word "
and with

a

a

a

it

was
new revelation of
an octave of beatitudes.
But
beatitude.
The people were expecting
Messiah who
should break the yoke off their necks— king clothed

in earthly splendour, and manifested in the pomp of
1

by,"
(Matt. v. 21). Not "
as in our A. V., but "to " them
men"
of old; "to eld
(Wiclif). The Rabbis, too, spoke of the abiding
permanence of the Law, but they applied the remark materially, not, a3
Jesus does, spiritually.
Tois apxalou

2

remarks of St. Augustine, quoted
Mount, p. 186.
the
Sermon
on
Trench's
See the beautiful

in Archbishop
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victory and vengeance. Their minds were haunted with
legendary prophecies, as to how He should stand on the
shore of Joppa, and bid the sea pour out its pearls and
treasure at His feet ; how He should clothe them with
jewels and scarlet, and feed them with even a sweeter
manna than the wilderness had known.
But Christ
reveals to them another King, another happiness — the

royalty of meekness, the high
beatitude of sorrow and persecution. And this new Law,
which should not only command but also aid, was to
be set forth in beneficent manifestation — at once as
salt to preserve the world from Corruption, and as a
light to guide it in the darkness. And then follows a
comparison of the new Law of mercy with the old Law
of threatening ; the old was transitory, this permanent ;
the old was a type and shadow, the new a fulfilment
and completion; the old demanded obedience in outward
action, the new was to permeate the thoughts ; the old
contained the rule of conduct, the new the secret of
" Thou shalt not murder,"
obedience. The command,

riches of poverty,

the

was henceforth extended to angry words and feelings
of hatred.1 The germ of adultery was shown to be

many uncials, the Vetus Itala, the Cureton
Syriac, Ate.) in Matt. v. 22, whether genuine or not, expresses the true
sense, for there is such a thing as a righteous anger, and a justifiable
indignation (Eph. iv. 26). Augustine finely and truly says, " Non fratri
"
irascitur, qui peccato fratris irascitur (Retract i. 19). The word p&pe in
1

The word

e'tKTj

(D,

"fool,"

"rebel,"

"apostate;"

but
the same verse may be not merely
do not mean that puepbs
the Hebrew morah (Numb. xx. 10). (Of course,
is derived from, but merely that it was suggested by the Hebrew word, as
But the thing which Jesus
is the case very often in LXX. renderings.)
particular
—for if that were all,
expressions
forbids is not the mere use of

I

He might have instanced taunts and libels ten thousand times more deadly
— but the spirit of rage and passion out of which such expressions spring;

Thus Raca (3 &vBpave iceve) is used, with due cause, by St. James (ii. 20),
and fiwpbs is applied to the blind and wicked, not only by David (Ps. xiv. 1),
but by our Lord Himself (Matt, xxiii. 17).
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The prohibition of
involved in a lascivious look.
unnecessaryperjury was extended to every vain and
The law of equivalent revenge was superseded
oath.
The love due
by a law of absolute self-abnegation.
enemy.1
to our neighbour was extended also to our
Henceforth the children of the kingdom were to aim at
nothing less than this —namely, to be perfect, as their
Father in heaven is perfect.
And the new life which was to issue from this new
Law was to be contrasted in all respects with that routine
of exaggerated scruples and Pharisaic formahsm which
had hitherto been regarded as the highest type of a
religious conversation. Alms were to be given, not with
secrecy.2 Prayers
were
noisy ostentation, but in modest
has been severely criticised
Matt. v. 43, " And hate thine
by later Jews as a misrepresentation of the Mosaic Law. See, however,
Deut. xxiii. 6 ; vii. 2. And although these precepts were of special signi
ficance, certainly many of the Rabbis, including Shammai himself, had made
use of the Mosaic Law to justify the most violent national and religious
hatred («. Schottgen, Hor. Hebr., ad loc.) He quotes, among other passages
from the Talmud, Midr. Tehillin, f. 26, 4: "Do not show kindness or pity
Lightfoot, ib., quotes one from Maimonides, and says,.
to Gentiles."
"Exemplum hoc unnm satis sit pro plurimis, quae praesto sunt ubique."
Mishna," says
Gfrorer (Jahrh. d. Heils, i. 114), "is full of such
"The
passages,"
and if the Jews had not acted in the spirit of them, we should
not have had the charges against them in Tacitus (" adversus omnes alios
odium,"
hostile
H. v. 5) and Juvenal ("Non monstrare vias eadem nisi
colcnti,"
sacra
Sat. xiv. 103).
2 There is no
trace in the Talnlud or olsewhere that it was a practice of
the Pharisees to send a trumpeter before them when they distributed their
alms (Lightfoot, Hor. Hebr. in Matt. vi. 2). The expression "do not
sound a trumpet before thee " is merely a graphic touch for " do not do
it publicly and ostentatiously " (cf . Numb. x. 3 ; Ps. lxxxi. 3 ; Joel ii. 15,
&c.). Mr. Shore, in the Bible Educator, approves of Schottgen's conjecture,
which connects it with the trumpet-shaped openings of the alms-boxes in.
the Temple treasury (Neh. xii. 41) ; but surely " do not trumpet " could
never mean "do not make your shekels rattle in those trumpet-shaped
orifices."
It is true that they were called shopheroth (Reland, De SpoU
1

enemy,"
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to be uttered, not with hypocritic pubHcity, but in holy
solitude.
Fasting was to be exercised, not as a belauded
virtue, but as a private self-denial.
And all these acts
of devotion were to be offered with sole reference to the
love of God, in a simplicity which sought no earthly
reward, but which stored up for itself a heavenly and
incorruptible treasure. And the service to be sincere
must be entire and undistracted.
The cares and the
anxieties of life were not to divert its earnestness
or to trouble its repose.
The God to whom it was
directed was a Father also, and He who ever feeds
the fowls of the air, which neither sow nor reap, and
clothes in their more than regal loveHness the flowers
of the field,1 would not fail to clothe and feed, and
that without any need for their own toilsome anxiety,
the children who seek His righteousness as their first
desire.

And what should

self-examination

will not

be the basis of such service ? The
which issues in a gentleness which

condemn,
an ignorance that

in a charity that cannot beheve, in
will not know, the sins of others ;

the reserve which wiU not waste or degrade things holy ;
the faith which seeks for strength from above, and knows

that, seeking rightly, it shall obtain ; the self-denial
which, in the desire to increase God's glory and man's

Tempi. Hierosol. xii.). Grotius connects the expression with Amos iv. 5 ;
and Rashi with a supposed custom (Targ. Hos. xiv. 8) of blowing tho
trumpet during libations in the Temple.
1 Compare
The
the name Kaiserkrone for the imperial martagon.
lilies to which Christ alluded (Matt. vi. 28) are either flowers generally, or,
lily— a beautiful flower which is
perhaps, the scarlet anemone, or the Huleh
In verse 27, ^Aik<o should be rendered
found wild in this neighbourhood.
"stature,"
"age,"
as in John ix. 21; Eph. iv. 13; Heb. xi. 11. Cf.
not
odnrvXos a/iepa,

Ale,

and

Ps. xxxix. 5.
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happiness, sees the sole guide of its actions towards all

the world.
The gate was strait, the path narrow, but it led to
life; by the lives and actions of those who professed

to live by it, and point it out, they were to judge
whether their doctrine was true or false ; without this
neither words of orthodoxy would avail, nor works of
power.

Lastly, He warned them that he who heard these
sayings and did them was like a wise man who built a
house with foundations dug deeply into the Hving rock,
was founded upon a rock, stood
unshaken amid the vehement beating of storm and surge :

whose house, because

it

but he who heard and did them not was likened " unto
a foolish man that built his house upon the sand ; and
the rain descended, and the floods came, and the winds
blew and beat upon that house : and it fell, and great
was the faU of it."1
1

With this simile compare Ezek. xiii.

11 ;

Job xxvii.

18.

Schottgen

quotes an analogous comparison from the Pirke Abhoth iii. 17, and Abhoth
de Rabbi Nathan, c. 23 (a late Jewish writer). For an admirable sketch of
the topics handled in the Sermon on the Mount, see Westcott's Introd., p.
In outline he arranges it thus :— 1. " The Citizens of the Kingdom
358.
(v. 1—16) —their character absolutely (3 — 6); relatively (7 — 12); and their
influence (13—16).
2. The New Law (17—48) as the fulfilment of the
Old, generally (17— 20) and specially (murder, adultery, perjury, revenge,
exclusiveness, 21—48).
3. The New Life (vi. — vii. 27) ; acts of devotion
1—
18), aims (19—34), conduct (vii. 1—12), dangers (vii 13—23).
(vi.
4.
The Great Contrast."
Many Rabbinical parables — always inferior in
beauty, in point, in breadth, and in spirituahty— have been compared with
separate clauses of the Sermon on the Mount. Since even the Mishna was
not committed to writing till the second century, and since it is therefore
impossible to estimate the diffusion of Christian thought even among
hostile Rabbinic writers, nothing conclusive can be assured from these
parallels.
It is a great mistake, as a friend observes, to suppose that the

world is made in water-tight compartments, even when the divisions seem
most absolute. In fact, hostility may be less a barrier than a channel, at
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Such in barest and most colourless outline are the
topics of that mighty sermon ; nor is it marvellous that
doctrine."
they who heard it "were astonished at the
Their main- astonishment was that He taught "as one
Scribes.1
The teaching
having authority, and not as the
least when accompanied by competition.
Protestantism has reacted upon
Romanism, but nothing like to the extent that Christianity reacted upon
Judaism. But even if we suppose the Rabbinic parallels, such as they are,
to be independent and precedent, yet, considering the fact that high moral
truths have been uttered even by pagans, from the earliest times — and con

sidering that all discovery of moral truths is due to that revealing Spirit
which is called in Scripture " the candle of the Lord " (Prov. xx. 27) —the
originality,"
question of "
to which some writers attach so much importance,
seems to be futile, and devoid of all significance.
have not thought it
except
worth while to adduce these parallels,
in rare and interesting cases.
The attack on the score of its not being " original " is the one of all others

I

from which Christianity has least to fear.
The question of mere
precedence
in the utterance or illustration of a moral truth is one
literary
which has no importance for mankind.
A truth so enunciated that it
memory, side by side with the
lumber-room
of
the
hes
"in
the
merely
errors,"
exploded
most
is practically no truth at all ; it only becomes real
when it is so taught as to become potent among human motives.

" Though

truths in manhood darkly join,
Deep-seated in our mystic frame,
We yield all honour to the name
coin."
OE Him who made them current

' The Scribes (Sopherim) date as a distinct body from the period of
book,"
"
and means " ScripThe name is derived from sepher, or
Ezra.
turalists" — those who explained and copied the Law ; not from saphar, " ta
count,"
because they counted all the letters of it (Derenbourg, Hist Pal. 25).
Their functions were to copy, read, amend, explain, and protect the Law.
"fences,"
the
which, under
It was in the latter capacity that they inventedScribes,"
Sopherim,
the
"words
of
formed
the nucleus
the title of Dibheri

" (Matt. xv. 2 ; Gal. i. 14), or Oral Law
of the " tradition of the elders
lip,"
as distinguished from the
(the Torah shebeal pi, or "Law jipon the
"
"),
in
which
is
writing
any transgression of which
Torah shebeketeb, or Law
is declared by the Mishna to be more heinous than a transgression of the
The Sopherim proper only lasted
words of the Bible (Sanhedrin, x. 3).
Just,
B.C. 300, and they were suc
from Ezra to the death of Simon the
ceeded by the Tana'm, or teachers of the Law —the vojukoX and vonoSiodoicaXoi
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of their Scribes was narrow, dogmatic, material ; it was
cold in manner, frivolous in matter, second-hand, and
iterative in its very essence; with no freshness in it,
no force, no fire ; servile to aU authority, opposed to all

independence
temptuous

;

at once erudite and foohsh, at once con

and mean; never passing a hair's breadth
beyond the carefully-watched boundary Hne of com
mentary and precedent ; full of balanced inference and

orthodox hesitancy, and impossible Hterahsm ; intricate
with legal pettiness and labyrinthine system ; elevating

mere memory above genius, and repetition above origi
nality ; concerned only about Priests and Pharisees, in
Temple and synagogue, or school, or Sanhedrin, and
was
mostly occupied with things infinitely little.

It

not indeed whoUy devoid of moral significance, nor is it
impossible to find here and there, among the debris of it,
a noble thought; but it was occupied a thousandfold
more with Levitical minutise about mint, and anise, and
cummin, and the length of fringes, and the breadth of
phylacteries, and the washing of cups and platters, and
the particular quarter of a second when new moons and

of the Gospels, who lasted to A.D. 220, and fixed the " Words of the
" into " Halachoth," or " rules of action," chiefly intended to form
Scribes
Law." The Tanaim inherited a
a seyag latorah, or "hedge about the
splendour of reputation which was reflected on them from their pre
decessors, who held a most exalted position (Ecclus. xxxix. 1— 11).
But
the name ypa/ipuirebs still continued to exist, although in a less lofty meaning
than it had previously acquired. Secondhandness, the slavish dependence
on precedent and authority, is the most remarkable characteristic of
Rabbinical teaching. It very rarely rises above the level of a commentary
at once timid and fantastic.
R. Eliezer actually made it his boast that
originated
nothing; and Hillel's grand position, as Nasi, or
he had
President of the Sanhedrin, was simply due to his having remembered a
teacher,"
decision of Shemaia and Abtalion. " Get for thyself a
was a
characteristic gnome of Joshua Ben Perachia, whom the Talmud calls " tho
Teacher of Christ.",
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But this

teaching of Jesus was
whoUy different in its character, and as much grander as
the temple of the morning sky under which it was uttered
was grander than stifling synagogue or crowded school.

Any one who chooses to take the trouble, may verify these assertions
for himself. Much has, been written lately in exaltation of the Talmud.
Now the literature to which the general name of Talmud is given, occupies
1

twelve immense folio volumes; and it would be .strange indeed if out
of this vast encyclopaedia of a nation's Literature, it were not possible to
quote a few eloquent passages, some beautiful illustrations, and a consider
able number of just moral sentiments which sometimes rise to the dignity
of noble thoughts.
But what seems to me absolutely indisputable, and
what any one may judge of for himself, is that all that is really valuable in
the Talmud is infinitesimally small compared with the almost immeasurable
rubbish-heaps in which it is imbedded.
Let any one, for instance, take in
hand the recent French translation of one of the most important Talmudic
The Talmud —i.e., the Mishna and Gemara —is divided into six
treatises.
orders,"
Sedarim, or "
the first of which is called Seder Zeraim, or " Order
Blessings,"
Seeds,"
of
and the first treatise of this is called Berachoth, or "
and is composed of nine chapters on "the confession, worship, and service
of the one God, and of prayers and benedictions offered to Him as the
This has been translated into French by
Giver of the blessings of Life."
The
a learned Hebraist, M. Moise Schwab, of the Bibliotheque Nationale.
subject of this treatise is infinitely more elevating and important than that
of any other of the sixty-three massiktoth, or "treatises " of which the Mishna
is composed. Now will ask any reader or critic who considers that have
spoken too slightingly of the Scribes in the above passage, or have unduly de
preciated the Talmud in other parts of this book, merely to take at haphazard
any three perdkim, or chapters of the Berachoth, and make an abstract of
shall be indeed surprised if after accepting this little test he still
them.
retains the exalted conception of these Jewish writings which some recent
writers —notably the late lamented Mr. Deutsch—have endeavoured to
create.
Few English divines have known the Talmud so thoroughly as
Dr. Lightfoot, the learned author of the Horae Hebraicae (d. 1675). He was
a man of eminent candour and simplicity, and his estimate of the Talmud,
after an almost lifelong study of it, was as follows: "Volumina ista
legentem supra modum cruciant, torquent, et fatigant, styli difficultas

I

I

I

tantum non insuperabilis, linguae asperitas tremenda, et rerum tractatarum

Nugis ubique scatent ita ac si
sttjpenda inahitas et yafbities.
nollent legi; obscnris ae difncilibus ac si nollent intelligi; ita ut ubique
asperitates."

(Dedic.
Lectori »t opus, et nugas ferendo et
1658.)—
Talmud
and
the
See Excursus V., "The
in Hor. Hebr. in Matlh.,
patientia

Oral Law."
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was preached, as each occasion rose, on the hill- side,
or by the lake, or on the roads, or in the house of the
Pharisee, or at the banquet of the Pubhcan ; nor was it

any sweeter or loftier when it was addressed in the Boyal
Portico to the Masters of Israel, than when its only hearers
were the ignorant people whom the haughty Pharisees
held to be accursed.
And there was no reserve, in its
administration. It flowed forth as sweetly and as lavishly
to single listeners as to enraptured crowds ; and some of
its very richest "'revelations were vouchsafed, neither to
rulers nor to multitudes, but to the persecuted outcast
of the Jewish synagogue, to the timid inquirer in the

it,

lonely midnight, and the frail woman by the noon-day
weU. And it dealt, not with scrupulous tithes and cere
monial cleansings, but with the human soul, and human
destiny, and human life — with Hope and Charity, and
or explanations,
Faith. There were no definitions in
systems,"
or philosophic theorising, or
or "scholastic
implicated mazes of difficult and dubious discussion,
but a swift intuitive insight into the very depths of
the human heart — even a supreme and daring paradox
that, without being fenced round with exceptions or
limitations, appealed to the conscience with its irre

listener as with an electric flame.

In

word, its autho

a

it

sistible simphcity, and with an absolute mastery stirred
and dominated over the heart.
Springing from tbe
depths of holy emotions,
thrilled the being of every

a

;

it

was
rity was the authority of the Divine Incarnate
Voice of God, speaking in the utterance of man;
its austere purity was yet pervaded with tenderest
sympathy, and its awful severity with an unutterable
love. It. is, to borrow the image of the wisest of

CHRIST AND OTHER MASTERS.
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Latin Fathers,
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a great sea whose smiling surface

breaks into refreshing ripples at the feet of our little
ones, but into whose unfathomable depths the wisest
may gaze with the shudder of amazement and the thrill

of

love.1

And we, who can compare Christ's teaching — the
teaching of One whom some would represent to have
been no more than the Carpenter of Nazareth— with
aU that the world has of best and greatest in Philo

sophy and Eloquence and Song, must not we too
add, with yet deeper emphasis, that teaching as one
having authority, He spake as never man spake?
Other teachers have by God's grace uttered words of
wisdom, but to which of them has it been granted
to regenerate mankind?
What would the world be
now if it had nothing better than the dry aphorisms
and cautious hesitations of Confucius, or the dubious
principles and dangerous concessions of Plato ? Would
humanity have made the vast moral advance which
it., has made, if no great Prophet from on High
had furnished it with anything better than Sakya

Mouni's dreary hope of a nirvana, to

be won by unna

tural asceticism, or than Mahomet's cynical sanction

of polygamy and despotism?
Christianity may have
degenerated in many respects from its old and great
1

" Mira prof unditas eloquiorum tuorum, quorum

ecce ante nos super

sed mira profunditas, Deus meus, mira profusditas ! Horror est intendere in earn ; horror honoris et tremor amoris "
(Augustine, Conf. xii. 14). On the general characteristics of Christian
teaching there are some very beautiful and interesting remarks in Guizot,
Meditations sur I'Essence de la Religion Chretienne, p. 279 ; Dupanloup, Vie
de Notre Seigneur, pp. lxxiv. seqq. To avoid repetition,
may refer on
ficies

blandiens

parvulis

:

I

this subject to the third of my Hulsean Lectures on the Witness of History
to Chris*, pp. 134—149.
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virgin purity
may have lost something of its
—the struggling and divided Church of to-day may
have waned, during these long centuries, from .the
splendour of the New Jerusalem descending out of
heaven from God : but is Christendom no better than
ideal

;

it

what Greece became, and what Turkey and Arabia
Does Christianity wither the nations
and China are ?
which have accepted it with the atrophy of Buddhism,
or the bHght of Islam ? x Even as a moral system —
though it is infinitely more than a moral system —
we do not concede that Christianity is unoriginal;

and we besides maintain that no faith has ever been
able like it to sway the affections and hearts of

Other religions are demonstrably defective and
men.
erroneous; ours has never been proved to be other
wise than perfect and entire ; other systems were
esoteric and exclusive, ours simple and universal ;

temporary and for the few, ours eternal and
for the race. K'ung Foo-tze, Sakya Mouni, Mahomet,
could not even conceive the ideal of a society without
falling into miserable error ; Christ estabhshed the
reality of an eternal and glorious kingdom —whose
others

theory for aU, whose history in the world, prove
it to be indeed what it was from the first proclaimed
1

A blight certainly

in Turkey, Syria, Arabia, and Egypt, and surely every

where non-progressive; but Islam being, as it is, a professed modification of
Judaism and Christianity, can hardly be counted an independent religjon,
On Mahomet's teaching
and is indeed a degeneracy even from Judaism.
general
Mozley's
Bampton Lectures On
see some wise remarks in Prof.
in
Miracles, p. 179. The reader may form some conception of K'ung Foo-tze

from Dr. Legge's Life and Teaching of Confucius, which contains a trans
lation of the Analects ; and of Sakya Mouni from M. B. St. Hilaire's Le
Bouddha et sa Religion (Paris, I860).

CHRIST'S TEACHING.

to be
God.1

— the Kingdom of
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Heaven, the Kingdom of

And yet how exquisitely

and freshly simple is the
actual language of Christ compared with all other teach
There
ing that has ever gained the ear of the world !

is no science in

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

a

a

is

is

it,

no art, no pomp of demonstration, no
carefulness of toil, no trick of rhetoricians, no wisdom
Straight as an arrow to the mark
of the schools.
His precepts pierce to the very depths of the soul and
spirit.
AU
short, clear, precise, fuU of hohness, fuU
of the common images of daily life. There scarcely
scene or object familiar to the Galilee of that day, which
Jesus did not use as moral iUustration of some glorious
promise or moral law.
He spoke of green fields, and
springing flowers, and the budding of the vernal trees
of the red or lowering sky of sunrise and sunset of
wind and rain of night and storm of clouds and light
ning of stream and river of stars and lamps of honey
and salt of quivering buHushes and burning weeds
of rent garments and bursting wine-skins of eggs
and serpents; of pearls and pieces of money; of nets
and fish. Wine and wheat, corn and oil, stewards and
gardeners, labourers and employers, kings and shepherds,
traveUers and fathers of families, courtiers in soft cloth

a

it

ing and brides in nuptial robes —aU these are found in
His discourses. He knew all Hfe, and had gazed on
with a kindly as weU as
He could
kingly glance.
sympathise with its joys no less than He could heal its
sorrows, and the eyes that were so often suffused with
tears as they saw the sufferings of earth's mourners
1

beside the bed of death, had shone also with a kindlier
See further The Witness

of History to Clwist, pp.

142, seqq.
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glow as they watched the games of earth's happy Httle
streets.1
ones in the green fields and busy
Few have spoken more beautifully of our Lord's teaching in these
respects than Bishop Dupanloup, Vie de Notre Seigneur, I.e., in whom the
main thought of the last paragraph will be found at much greater length.
Much that have said in this chapter is beautifully illustrated in a little
poem by Arthur Hugh Clough, part of which (if it be not known to him)
1

I

the reader

will thank me for quoting :—

" ' Across

the sea, along the shore,
numbers ever more and moro,
From lonely hut afid busy town,
The valley through, the mountain down,
What was it ye went out to see,
Ye silly folk of Galilee ?
The reed that in the wind doth shake ?
The weed that washes in the lake ?

In

"'A teacher?

Eather seek the feet
Of those who sit in Moses' seat.

Go, humbly seek, and bow to them
Far off in great Jerusalem
. . .
What is it came ye here to note ?
A young man preaching in a boat.
*' ' A Prophet

.

Boys and women weak 1
!
Declare —and cease to rave —
Whence is it he hath learnt to speak
Say, who his doctrine gave ?
A Prophet ? Prophet wherefore he
Of all in Israel's tribes ? '—
Ee teacteth with authority

And not

as do the

Sar^Ltt,"

t

CHAPTEE
FURTHER

* He

sent forth

XIX.

MIRACLES.

His word, and healed them." — Ps. cvii. 20.

Tiie Inauguration of

Doctrine was imme
Jesus
diately foUowed and ratified by mighty signs.
miracle.1
went, says one of the Fathers, from teaching to
Having taught as one who had authority, He proceeded
to confirm that authority by accordant deeds.
It might have been thought that after a night of
ceaseless prayer under the open sky, foUowed at early
dawn by the choice of Twelve Apostles, and by a long
address to them and to a vast promiscuous multitude,
our Lord would have retired to the repose which such
the

Great

Such, however, was very
activity required.
far from being the case, and the next few days, if we
incessant

rightly grasp the

sequence

of

events, were days

of con

tinuous and unwearying toil.
When the Sermon was over, the immense tnrong
dispersed in various directions, and those whose homes
lay in the plain of Gennesareth would doubtless foUow
Jesus through the village of Hattin, and across the
Matt. viii. 1—4; Mark i. 40 —45; Luke v. 12—16.— StMatthew narrates twenty miracles; St. Mark, eighteen; St. Luke, nine
teen ; and 13t. John, seven. The total number of miracles related by the
Evangelists is thirty-three.
1

Euthymins.

S
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narrow plateau, and then, after descending the ravine,
would leave Magdala on the right, and pass through
Bethsaida1 to Capernaum.
mountain,2
and was just entering
As He descended the
towns,3
one of the little
probably a short distance in
advance of the multitude, who from natural respect

would be Hkely to leave Him undisturbed after His
Suddenly,4
labours, a pitiable spectacle met His eyes.

with agonies of entreaty, falHng first on his knees, then,
in the anguish of his heart and the intensity of his

face,5
there
prostrating himself upon his
appeared before Him, with bare head, and rent garments,
"
and covered lip, a leper — " full of leprosy — smitten
with the worst and foulest form of that loathsome and
terrible disease. It must, indeed, have required on the
part of the poor wretch a stupendous faith to beheve
that the young Prophet of Nazareth was One who could
heal a disease of which the worst misery was the beHef
that, when once thoroughly seated in the blood, it was
And yet the concentrated
ineradicable and progressive.

supphcation,

in the man's impassioned prayer,
clean."
Thou wilt, Thou canst make me

hope of a Hfe broke out

if

"Lord,

i.e., the Western Bethsaida —probably the pleasant spot on the lake
with its gently sloping banks, abundant streams, and strip of bright sand,
now called Ain et-Tabijah.
5
This definite mark of time and place is furnished by St. Matthew
have combined with his narrative the incidents alluded to by
(viii. 1).
the two other Synoptists.
1

I

3

Luke v.

mentioned.

12.

Hattin,

or Magdala,

would best suit the conditions

This is implied in the ko! ISob of Luke v. 12 ; Matt. viii. 2. The
phrase is peculiar to these two Evangelists, of whom St. Matthew uses it
twenty-three, and St. Luke sixteen times (Westcott, Introd., p. 237, n.).
6 itpoaeKvvei
(Matt. viii. 2), yovvirer&v (Mark i. 40), ireaiiv iir\ ¦Kpoaarrov
A leper was regarded as one dead (Jos. Antt. iii. 11, 3,
v.
12).
(Luke
4

pnjoev)

cvvbiairauevovs

Kal veKpov nrfiev Siatpepovras).

§

TOUCHING A LEPER.

Prompt

as an echo came the answer to his faith,

be thou clean."1

All
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"

I wiU

:

Christ's miracles are revelations
also.
Sometimes, when the circumstances of the case
required it, He delayed His answer to a sufferer's prayer.
But we are never told that there was a moment's pause
when a leper cried to him. Leprosy was an acknow
ledged type of sin, and Christ would teach us that the
heartfelt prayer of the sinner to be purged and cleansed
is always met by instantaneous acceptance. When David,
the type of aU true penitents, cried with intense contri
Lord,"
tion,
Nathan could
have sinned against the
" The
instantly convey to him God's gracious message,
Lord also hath put away thy sin; thou shalt not die."2
Instantly stretching forth His hand, our Lord touched

"I

the leper, and he was cleansed.

It was

a glorious violation of the letter of the Law,
which attached ceremonial poUution to a leper's touch ;3

but it was at the same time a glorious illustration of
the spirit of the Law, which was that mercy is better
than sacrifice. The hand of Jesus was not polluted by
touching the leper's body, but the leper's whole body
was cleansed by the touch of that holy hand.
It was
even thus that He touched our sinful human nature,
and yet remained without spot of sin.4

" (Bengel). St. Ambrose
ad fidem leprosi maturam
imperat propter
6ays, very fancifully, "Dicit volo propter Photinum
ManichsBum."
The prompt, almost impetuous
Arium; tangit propter
gladness and spontaneity of these miracles contrasts with the sorrow and
delay of those later ones, which Jesus wrought when His heart had been
utterly saddened, and men's faith in Him had abeady begun to wane (cf.
1

" Echo prompta

Matt. xiii. 58 ; Mark vi. 5). "Prima miracula fecit confestim, ne videretur
" (Bengel).
cum labore facere
2 Sam. xii. 13.
Lev. xiii. 26, 46 ; Numb. v. 2. —" Quia Dominus Legis est non
qnitur Legi, sed Legem facit " (Ambr., in Luc.).
4H. de Sto. Tictore (in Trench on Miracles, p. 237).
s

3

obse>
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was in the depth and spontaneity of His human
emotion that our Lord had touched the leper into health.
But it was His present desire to fulfil the Mosaic Law by

It

perfect obedience ; and both in proof of the miracle, and
out of consideration to the sufferer, and in conformity
with the Levitical ordinance, He bade the leper go and

show himself to the priest, make the customary offerings,
and obtain the legal certificate that he was clean.1 He
accompanied the direction with a strict and even stern

injunction

to say not one word of it to any one.2
It appears from this that the suddenness with which
the miracle had been accomphshed had kept it secret
We shall speak more of leprosy hereafter, when we consider others of
our Lord's miracles. Perhaps no conception of it can be derived from any
source more fearfully than from Lev. xiii., xiv.
The reader will find tho
subject fully and learnedly treated in Jahn's Archaeologia Biblica,
§§ 188,
1

The rites which accompanied the sacerdotal cleansing of a leper
described
at length in Lev. xiv. It was a long process, in two stages.
are
priest
had to come to him outside the camp or town, to kill a
First the
sparrow over fresh water, to dip a hving sparrow with cedar-wood, scarlet
wool, and hyssop into the blood-stained water, to sprinkle the leper seven
times with this strange aspergillum, and then let the living bird loose, and
pronounce the man clean. The man was then to shave off his hair, bathe,
remain seven days out of his house ; again shave, and bathe, and return to
the priest, bringing one lamb for a trespass-offering, and a second with a
ewe-lamb for a burnt and sin-offering (or, if too poor to do this, two young
pigeons), and flour and oil for a meat-offering.
Some of the blood of the
trespass-offering,- and some of the oil,
was then put, with certain ceremonies,
on the tip of his right ear, the thumb of his right hand, and the great toe
of his right foot, the rest of the oil being poured upon his head. He was
then pronounced clean. There could not well be any dispute about the
189.

reality of the cleansing, after ceremonials so elaborate as this, which are
the main topic of the Mishnaic tract Negaim, in fourteen chapters.
Since
writing the above note have read Delitzsch's Dwrch Krankheit zur Genesung, in which the whole rites are elaborately described.
2 "Opa uriSevl fitjSev €iir7j j (Mark
i. 44).
This probably is the correct read
expression
stronger
The
is much
than usual (see xiii. 2;
ing of B.
xiv. 2). For. other instances of enjoined secrecy see Mark i. 25, 44 (Luke

I

iv. 35 ; v. 14) ; Mark hi. 12 (Matt. xii. 16) ; v. 43 (Luke viii. 56). It will
be seen from this that such commands were mainly given in the early part
of the ministry.
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from aU, except perhaps a few of our Lord's immediate
foUowers, although it had been wrought in open day,
and in the immediate neighbourhood of a city, and at no

great distance from the foUowing multitudes.
But why
did our Lord on this, and many other occasions, enjoin
on the recipients of the miracles a secrecy which they so

vouchsafed.1

Was

it,

rarely observed ? The fuU reason perhaps we shall never
know, but that it had reference to circumstances of time
and place, and the mental condition of those in whose
favour the deeds were wrought, is clear from the fact
that on one occasion at least, where the conditions were
different, He even enjoined a pubhcation of the mercy
as St.

Chrysostom

conjectures,

it

?

it

a

spirit of boastfulness, and teach men not
to repress
to talk away the deep inward sense of God's great
gifts
or was
to avoid an over-excitement and tumult
in the already astonished multitudes of Gahlee ?2 or was
that He might be regarded by them in His true Hght

—not

mighty Wonder-worker, not

a

as

" He

implyino-

Not only
overpowering emotion.
"
(Mark 43),
straitly charged him

an extreme earnestness

the

word
and even vehemence of
a

word,

some

i.

with

is

it

?

a

a

universal
Hakim, but as Saviour by Bevelation and by Hope
Whatever may have been the general reasons,
appears that in this case there must have been some
St. Mark, reflecting for
reason of special importance.
us the intense and vivid impressions of St. Peter, shows
us, in his terse but most graphic narrative, that the
man's dismissal was accompanied on our Saviour's part
as

;

is

s

1

The Gadarene demoniac (Mark v. 19 Luke viii. 39).
clearly indicated in the beautiful reference to Isa. xiii. in
As
powers as being the real
Matt. xii. 15—20. No true Prophet regards such
At the best they are evidential, and that mainly to
root of the matter.
tho immediate

witnesses.
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"
look and gesture, but the word for forthwith sent him
" pushed " or " drove him forth."1
"
away is literally He
What was the cause for this severely inculcated order,
for this instantaneous dismissal ? Perhaps it was the
fact that by touching the leper —though the touch was
heahng — He would, in the eyes of an unreasoning and
unspiritual orthodoxy, be regarded as ceremonially un
clean. And that this actually did occur may be assumed

from the expressly mentioned fact that, in consequence
of the manner in which this incident was blazoned

"
abroad by the cleansed sufferer, He could not openly
places."2
enter into a city, but was without in desert

St. Luke mentions a similar circumstance, though with
out giving any special reason for it, and adds that
prayer.3
If, however, the dis
Jesus spent the time in

of the leper's story involved the necessity
for a short period of seclusion, it is clear that the multi
tude paid but Httle regard to this Levitical uncleanness,
semination

Euthymius
abrrp, evBeus i£e0aXev aiirdv (Mark i. 43).
explains this word by avo-rripas ififixfyas Ka\ ettiaelaas r^v KeipaX^v. It is true
that both these words occur elsewhere in the picturesque and energetic
Greek of the Gospels, but generally in very strong senses — e.g., Matt.
ix. 30, 38 ; Mark i. 12 ; xiv. 5 ; John xi. 33. In Aquila and Symmachus
also the word is used of vehement indignation (Ps. vii. 11; Isa. xvii. 13).
(Cf. *!?}, implying sorrow, Gen. xl. 6, &c.) Some have supposed that
forth,"
ixPaXetv, merely in the sense of " send
is due to the vagueness of
1

ip.Ppifiriadi.uvos

the Hebrew words rfys and *u ; still a certain vehemence and urgency in
our Lord's words to the leper is observable in the change from the third to
the first person in Luke v. 14. The i£e0aXev does not imply that the

in a house ; it may mean " from the town " (Alf.)
"It was," says Lange (Life of Christ, E. Tr., ii. 443), "a
quarantine."
sort of Levitical
He is wrong, however, in taking vixiv to
city,"
"
for
St. Mark has not mentioned any city, and the word
mean that

miracle was done
2 Mark i. 45.

has no article.

It is interesting

to observe that St. Luke, more than the other Evan
gelists, constantly refers to the private prayers of Jesus (iii. 21 ; vi 12
ix 18, 28; xi 1; xxiii. 34, 46).
3

;
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for even in the lonely spot to which Jesus had retired
they thronged to Him from every quarter.

Whether the heahng of the centurion's servant1 took

place before or after this retirement is uncertain; but
from the fact that both St. Matthew and St. Luke place

it in

close connection with the Sermon on the Mount, we
may suppose that the thronging of the multitudes to
seek Him even in desert places, may have shown that it
would not be possible for Him to satisfy the scruples of

the Legahsts by this temporary retirement from human

intercourse.

Our Lord had barely reached the town of Capernaum,
where He had fixed His temporary home, when He was

met by a deputation

of Jewish

Luko vii. 1—10 ; Matt. viii.

elders2' —probably the

5 — 13.

The points of difference between
the healing of the nobleman's son and this miracle are too numerous to
admit of our accepting the opinion of those who identify thorn.
2
St. Matthew's briefer and less accurate narrative represents the
request as coming from the centurion himself, on the every-day principle
se."
For a similar case, comp. Matt.
that " qui facit per ahum facit per
xx. 20 with Mark x. 35 (Trench, on Miracles, p. 236). Of course if Inspi
ration were a supernatural, miraculous interposition, instead of, as we
believe, a guiding and illuminating influence, such apparent discrepancies
would not exist. But, as the Jews wisely said even of their adored Law,
tn» 'm ptfta mn min, " the Law speaks with the tongue of the sons of
men" (Gittin, 41, 3; Babha Metsia, 31, 2; Nedarim, 2, 1; Reland,
Antt. Hebr. p. 140), so we say with St. Augustine, that the Evangelists
are perfectly sober and truthful witnesses, though they were not in
trivial matters miraculously exempted from insignificant imperfections
1

I

would not
of memory, and speak to us as we speak to each other.
Augustine
quisque
memiin
that
wrote
"ut
they
saying
so far as St.
;"
cuique
would ask with him, "An Scripbut
cordi erat
nerat vel ut
"
tura Dei alitor nobiscum fuerat quam nostro more locutura ? (De Cons.
Ew. ii. 20.) In the face of such obvious variations —trivial indeed, yet
real—such as exist between them, in recording exact words (e.g., those
uttered in Gethsemane, or by the Apostles in the sinking ship), and facts
do not see
(e.g., the order of the Temptations and the Title on the Cross),
go

I

I

how their supernatural and infallible accuracy, as apart from their abso
lutely truthful evidence, can be maintained. As, once more, is observed
by St. Augustine, "Per hujusmodi locutiones varias sed non contr arias
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batlanim

of the chief synagogue —to intercede with Him

on behalf of a centurion, whose faithful and beloved
slave1
lay in the agony and peril of a paralytic seizure.
It might have seemed strange that Jewish elders should

take this

amount of interest in one who, whether a

Boman or not, was certainly a heathen, and may not
" proselyte of the gate."2
even have been a
They ex
plained, however, that not only did he love their nation

—a thing

most rare in a Gentile, for, generaUy speak
ing, the Jews were regarded with singular detestation:—
but had even, at his own expense, bmlt them a syna

gogue, which, although there must have been several in
Capernaum, was sufficiently beautiful and conspicuous
synagogue."3
to be called "the
The mere fact of their
appealing to Jesus shows that this event belongs to an
voluntatem,"
nos inspicere debere nisi
&c.
says
elsewhere, "adversa nulla esse
he
whom this narrative was very distasteful,
of this very discrepancy. The free and
Augustine
meets and answers them is well
candid manner in which St.
worth study. The reader will find some of his most important remarks
on this subject quoted or referred to by Archbishop Trench, Sermon on
the Mount, pp. 48—50.
1
It has been suggested, and is not impossible, that the o Trots of St.
Matthew's Gospel may have risen out of a confusion from the Hebrew
iraTs poo (vii. 7) as well as
word.
St. Luke, however, calls the slave
discimus nihil in cujusque verbis
multa,"
(ib. ii. 28). " Diver sa
possunt."
The Manichaeansy to
tried to reject it on the ground

St. Matthew.

i

2
Alford points out that he is not designated by the terms usually
applied to proselytes (e.g., in Acts x. 1, 2). He may have been one of the
Samaritan soldiers of Herod Antipas, or he may have been at the head of
a small Roman garrison at Capernaum.
3 Luke vii 5, r'hv avvayaiy^v avrbs
(of his own accord) ^KoSS/irio-ev rt/uv.
There were said to be 400 synagogues in Jerusalem, and if Capernaum be
Tell Hum, there are among its ruins the apparent remains of at least two
Perhaps when the traveller is sitting among the sculptured
synagogues.

debris of white marble which crown the low bluff on which Tell Hum
stands, he may be in the ruins of the actual building, which by its splen
dour attested the centurion's liberal and kindly feelings towards the Jews,
and which once rang with the echoes of the voice of Christ.

THE CENTURION'S
early period of

Him with

His ministry,

FAITH.

when myriads
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looked to

astonishment and hope, and before the deadly
exasperation of after days had begun.
Christ imme
go,"
"
will
He said, " and
diately granted their request.

I

him."

heal
But on the way they met other messengers
from the humble and devout centurion, entreating Him
not to enter the unworthy roof of a Gentile, but to heal

He

had healed the son of the
As the centurion,
courtier) by a mere word of power.
though in a subordinate office, yet had ministers ever
the suffering

slave (as

ready to do his bidding, so could not Christ bid viewless
messengers to perform His will, without undergoing this
personal labour ? The Lord was struck by so remarkable
a faith, greater than any which He had met with even in
Israel. He had found in. the oleaster what He had not
found in the oHve1; and He drew from this circumstance
the lesson, which fell with such a chilling and unwelcome
sound on Jewish ears, that when many of the natural
children of the kingdom should be cast into outer dark
ness, many should come from the East and the West, and
sit down with Abraham and Isaac and Jacob in the
kingdom of heaven. But the centurion's messengers

found on their return that the healing word had been
effectual, and that the cherished slave had been restored
to health.
It is not strange that, after days so marvellous as
these, it was impossible for Jesus to find due repose.
From early dawn on the mountain-top to late eveniiigin

whatever house He had selected for His nightly rest, the
multitudes came crowding about Him, not respecting

His privacy, not allowing for His
Him, eager to share His miracles,
1

weariness, eager to see
eager to listen to His

Aug. in Joh. tr. xvi.
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There was no time even to eat bread. Such a
life is not only to the last degree trying and fatiguing,
but to a refined and high-strung nature, rejoicing in noble
solitude, finding its purest and most perfect happiness in
lonely prayer, this incessant pubHcity, this apparently
illimitable toil becomes simply maddening, unless the
spirit be sustained by boundless sympathy and love. But
words.

It is probably
the heart of the Saviour was so sustained.
to this period that the remarkable anecdote belongs
which is preserved for us by St. Mark alone. The kins

men and immediate family of Christ, hearing of aU that
He was doing, came from their home —perhaps at Cana,
perhaps at Capernaum —to get possession of His person,
to put Him under constraint.1 Their informants had

the exaltation visible in all His words and
actions —the intense glow of compassion —the burning
mistaken

flame of love ; they looked upon it as over-excitement,
exaggerated sensibnity, the very delirium of beneficence

To the world there has ever been a tendency
to confuse the fervour of enthusiasm with the eccen
" Paul, thou art mad,"
tricity of a disordered genius.
was the only comment which the Apostle's passion of
and zeal.

eloquence produced on the cynical and blase
" He hath a
intellect of the Boman Procurator.2
devil,"
was the inference suggested to many dull and
exalted

worldly hearers after some of the tenderest and divinest
nap'

— a somewhat vague expression —seems some
people."
From the curious
thing like our colloquial expression "his
Kparrjo-ai
accident that the word
occurs in the LXX. (2 Kings iv. 8), in
1

Mark iii. 21,

of

outoO

bread,"
"
immediate connection with eating
Bishop Wordsworth makes the
"
too-ingenious
conjecture
that
the
mother
of Christ supposed that
surely
good
Shunamite in her conduct to the prophet Elisha,
she was imitating the

in endeavouring to constrain them [qu. Him P unless, indeed, he refers
avrbv to rbv Sx^0"' which is impossible] to eat bread."
1
Acts xxvi. 24. Cf. 2 Cor. v. 13.

THE WORLD'S JUDGMENTS.

" Brother Martin

sayings of our Lord.1
genius,"
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ha*

a fine

was the sneering allusion of Pope Leo X. to
fanatics,"
observed the
Luther. " What crackbrained
fine gentlemen of the eighteenth century when they

Similar, though not so
coarse, was the thought which filled the mind of Christ's
wondering relatives, when they heard of this sudden and
amazing activity after the calm seclusion of thirty un
known and unnoticed years. As yet they were out of
sympathy with Him ; they knew Him not, did not fully
" He is beside Himself." It
believe in Him ; they said,
was needful that they should be henceforth taught by
several decisive proofs that He was not of them; that
this was no longer the Carpenter, the brother of James
and Joses and Judas and Simon, but the Son of God,
Saviour of the world.

spoke of Wesley and Whitefield.

'

John x. 20

CHAPTEE XX.
JESUS AT NAIN.
" Shall the dead arise, and praise thee ?" — Ps. lxxxviii.

10.

If the

common reading in the text of St. Luke (vii. 11)
be right, it was on the very day after these events that
our Lord took His way from Capernaum to Nain.1

Possibly — for, in the dim uncertainties of the chrono
logical sequence, much scope must be left to pure con

jecture — the incident of

His having touched
to hasten His temporary

the leper
departure

may have tended
from Capernaum by the comments which the act in
volved.

Nain —now

a squahd and miserable village —is about

twenty-five miles from Capernaum, and lies on the
north-west slope of Jebei ei-Duhy, or Little Hermon.
" fair," and its
The name (which it still retains) means
situation near Endor—nesthng picturesquely on the

The narratives of this chapter are mostly peculiar to St. Luke (vii. 11 —
The message of St. John Baptist's disciples is, however, also related
50).
"
by St. Matthew (xi 2 —19). iv rfj 4|ijs (sc. vf-epa) must mean, on the next
day."
It is true that tho latter word is added in Luke ix. 37 ; but, on the
other hand, it is omitted in Acts xxi. 1 ; xxv. 17, &c. And when a wider
range of time is intended, St. Luke uses iv r$ KaBeffis ; on the other hand,
wepa is understood, St. Luke never uses iv. See
according to Meyer, when
is
here the reading of A, B, L, &c.; Tischendorf
"Ev
Alford, ad loc.
r$
(prima
manu), C, D, K, &c.
reads rp with n
1
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hill-slopes

of the graceful mountain, and full in view
of Tabor and the heights of Zebulon—justifies the

flattering title. Starting, as Orientals always do, early
in the cool morning hours, Jesus, in all probability,
sailed to the southern end of the lake, and then passed

down the Jordan vaUey, to the spot where the wadies of
the Esdraelon slope down to it; from which point,

leaving Mount Tabor on the right hand, and Endor
on the left, He might easUy have arrived at the little
•village soon after noon.

At this bright

His ministry,
not only by His disciples,

and welcome period of

He was usuaUy accompanied,

but also by rejoicing and adoring crowds. And as this
glad procession, so fuU of their high hopes and too-often-

erring beliefs about the coming King, was climbing the
narrow and rocky ascent which leads to the gate of Nain,
they were met by another and a sad procession issuing
through it to bury a dead youth outside the walls.1
There was a pathos deeper than ordinary in the spectacle,
and therefore probably, in -tnat emotional race, a wail
For
wilder and sincerer than the ordinary lamentation.
this boy was —in language which is all the more deeply
moving from its absolute simplicity, and which to Jewish
ears would have involved a sense of anguish yet deeper
"
than to ours 2— the only son of his mother, and she
The sight of this terrible sorrow appealed
a
irresistibly to the Saviour's

loving and gentle heart.

The ordinary Jewish custom. The rough path near the entrance of
Nein must be added to the certain sites of events in the life of Christ.
The rock-hewn sepulchres on the hill-side may well be as old as the time
of Christ, and it is probably to one of them that the youth's body was
1

being carried.
2
Partly because to die childless was to them a terrible calamity ; partly
because the loss of offspring was often regarded as a direct punishment for

sin (Jer. vi. 26 ; Zech. xii. 10; Amos viii.

10).
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not,"

" Weep
He
Pausing only to say to the mother,
approached, and —heedless once more of purely ceremo
nial observances—touched the bier, or rather the open

It

must have been
coffin in which the dead youth lay.
Un
a moment of intense and breathless expectation.

bidden, but filled with indefinable

awe, the bearers of

And then through the hearts of
the stricken mourners, and through the hearts of the
sUent multitude, there thrilled the calm utterance,
" Young man, arise !" Would that dread monosyllable1
thrill also through the unknown mysterious sohtudes of
death ? would it thriU through the impenetrable dark
ness of the more-than-midnight which has ever con

the bier stood stiU.

cealed from human vision the world beyond the grave ?

It

The dead got up, and began, to speak1; and
He delivered him to his mother.
No wonder that a great fear feU upon all. They
might have thought of Elijah and the widow of Sarepta ;
of Elisha and the lady of the not far distant Shunem.
They too, the greatest of the Prophets, had restored
But they had
to lonely women their dead only sons.
did.

it with

done

agonies

and

energies

of suppHcation,

wrestling in prayer, and lying outstretched upon the
dead;2
whereas Jesus had wrought that miracle calmly,
incidentaUy, instantaneously, in His own name, by
jHis own authority, with a single word. Could they
judge otherwise than that "God had visited His

It was

It is at least natural to suppose that our Lord used the
" (Mark
word
as to the daughter of Jairus, " Talitha cumi
Aramaic

1 rap,

same

v. 41).
5

about this time, possibly even on this same

1

kum

1

Kings xvii. 21 ;

2

Kings iv.

35.
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day,1

that our Lord received a short but agitated message
from His own great Forerunner, John the Baptist. Its
very brevity added to the sense of doubt and sadness
" Art Thou," he asked, " the
which it breathed.
coming
another?"2
Messiah, or are we to expect
Was this a message from him who had first recog
nised and pointed out the Lamb of God ? from him who,
in the rapture of vision, had seen heaven opened and
the Spirit descending on the head of Jesus Hke a dove?
It may be so. Some have indeed imagined that the
message was merely intended to satisfy the doubts of
the Baptist's jealous and disheartened foUowers ; some,

that his question only meant, " Art Thou indeed the
testimony?"3
Jesus to whom
bore my
some, that
the message implied no latent hesitation, but was in
tended as a timid suggestion that the time was now

I

come for Jesus to manifest

Himself

as the Messiah

of

His nation's theocratic hopes —perhaps even as a gentle
rebuke to Him for aUowing His friend and Forerunner
to languish in a dungeon, and not exerting on his behalf
the miraculous power of which these rumours told.

I

18—35.— am well aware of what Stier and
others say to the contrary; but it is impossible and wholly unnecessary to
give separate reasons and proofs at each step of the narrative.
" or
2
The Irepov of Matt. xi. 3 would strictly mean either " a second
different;"
but as the messenger doubtless spoke in Aramaic.
"one quite
the variation from the &xxov of Luke vii. 19 must not be pressed.
3
The main argument for this is that in Matt. xi. 2 it says that John
1

Matt,

xi 2—19 ; Luke vii

had heard in prison the works of the Messiah (toB Xpiarov), not as else
where in St. Matthew, rod 'Itjo-ov. It must be borne in mind that in the
Gospels " Christ " is always a title, scarcely ever a proper name. It did
not become a name till after the Resurrection. Moreover, it appears that
some of the rumours about Jesus were that He was Elijah, or Jeremiah,
and these may have tended to confuse the prison-clouded mind of John
(just. Mart., Quaest. ad Orthod. 34, quoted by Alford). Dr. Lightfoot
(On Revision, p. 100) says that Xpurrbs is never found in the Gospels with
Iijo-oCj, except in John xvii. 3 (but add Matt. i. 1, 18 ; Mark i. 1).
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But these suggestions —all intended, as it were, to save
the credit of the Baptist — are at the best wholly un

authorised, and are partly refuted by the actual expres
St. John Baptist in his heroic
sions of the narrative.
greatness needs not the poor aid of our charitable
suppositions : we conclude from the express words of

Him, who at this very crisis pronounced upon him the

most splendid eulogy ever breathed over mortal man,
that the great and noble prophet had indeed, for the

moment, found a stumbhng-block to his faith in what
he heard about the Christ.1

And is this unnatural? is it an indecision which
any one who knows anything of the human heart will
venture for a moment to condemn ? The course of the
greatest of the Prophets had been brief and tragical — a
Though aU men
sad calendar of disaster and eclipse.
flocked in multitudes *to listen to the fiery preacher of

the wilderness, the real effect on the mind of the nation
deep.2
We may say
had been neither permanent nor

with the Scotch poet —

" Who listened to his voice ? obeyed his cry ?
Only the echoes which he made relent
Rang from their flinty caves, ' Repent ! repent ! '

"

Even before Jesus had come forth in the fulness of His
ministry, the power and influence of John had paled
like a star before the sunrise. He must have felt
very soon — and that is a very bitter thing for any
human heart to feel— that his mission for this Hfe was
over ; that nothing appreciable remained for him to do.
Similar moments of intense and heart-breaking despon
dency had already occurred
1
»

Matt. xi.
Matt. xi.

11.
18

;

in the

xxi. 23—27 ;

Hves

John v. 35.

of his very

MACHJERUS.

But

—in

the lives of even a Moses and
the case was far worse with John the

greatest predecessors

an Elijah.
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Baptist than with them.

For though his Friend and

his Saviour was Hving, was at no great distance from
him, was in the full tide of His influence, and was daily
working the miracles of love which attested His mission,
yet John saw that Friend and Saviour on earth no more.
There were no visits to console, no intercourse to sustain
him ; he was surrounded only by the coldness of listeners

whose curiosity had waned, and the jealousy of disciples
And then
whom his main testimony had disheartened.
Hjrod_^Anfcipas — the pet
came the miserable climax.
tiest,

meanest, weakest,-

most

contemptible

of titular

princehngs—partly influenced by pohtical fears, partly
enraged by John's just and blunt rebuke of his adul
terous Hfe, though at first he had listened to the Baptist
with the superstition which is the usual concomitant of
cunning, had ended by an uxorious concession to the
hatred of Herodias, and had flung him into prison.
Josephus teUs us that this prison was the fortress of
Machserus, or Makor, a strong and gloomy castle, built
by Alexander Jannseus and strengthened by Herod the
Great — on the borders of the desert, to the north of the
We know
Dead Sea, and on the frontiers of Arabia.1
enough of solitary castles and Eastern dungeons to realise
what horrors must have been involved for any man in
such an imprisonment; what possibUities of agonising
torture, what daily risk of a violent and unknown
death.
How often in the world's history have even the
most generous and dauntless spirits been crushed and
" diadem."
Hitzig says that ii?n means

The ruins of it have rarely
been visited, but were discovered, or at any rate heard of, by Seetzen
in 1807.
1
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When the first
effeminated by such hopeless captivity.
noble rage, or heroic resignation, is over —when the ironhearted endurance is corroded by forced inactivity and
maddening solitude — when the great heart is cowed by

the physical lassitude and despair of a life left to rot
away in the lonely darkness —who can be answerable
for the level of depression to which he may sink ?
Savonarola, and Jerome of Prague, and Luther were men

whose courage, Hke that of the Baptist, had enabled them

to stand unquailing before angry councils and threatening
kings : wiU any one, in forming an estimate of their good

of condemnation
because of the wavering of the first and of the second
in the prison-cells of Florence and Constance, or the
phantasies of incipient madness which agitated, in the
castle of Wartburg, the ardent spirit of the third ?

ness and their greatness, add one shade

And yet to

St.

John Baptist

imprisonment

must have

Luther ; for in the
free wild life of the hermit he had lived in constant
communion with the sights and sounds of nature, had

been a deadlier thing than even to

breathed with delight and Hberty the free winds of the
wilderness, and gazed with a sense of companionship or
the large stars which beam from the clear vault of the

Eastern night.

of freedom and of passion,
to a rugged, passionate, untamed spirit Hke that of
John, a prison was worse than death. For the palms
of Jericho and the balsams of Engedi, for the springing
of the beautiful gazelles amid the mountain solitudes,
To

a child

and the reflection of the moonlight on the mysterious
waves of the Salt Lake, he had nothing now but the
chilly damps and cramping fetters of a dungeon, and
the brutalities of such a jailor as a tetrarch like Antipas
would have kept in a fortress like Makor. In that black
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prison, among its lava streams and basaltic rocks, which
was tenanted in reality by far worse demons of human
"satyrs"
"goats"
and
brutality and human vice than the
and doleful creatures believed by Jewish legend to haunt
its whole environment, we cannot wonder if the eye of
the caged eagle began to film.

Not

once or twice alone

in the world's history has

God seemed to make His very best and greatest servants
drink to the very dregs the cup of apparent failure —
caUed them suddenly away by the sharp stroke of
martyrdom, or down the long declivities of a lingering
disease, before even a distant view of their work has been
vouchsafed • to them ; flung them, as it were, aside like
broken instruments, useless for their destined purpose,
ere He crowned with an immortality of success and
blessing the Hves which fools regarded as madness, and
the end that has been without human honour.
It is
but a part of that merciful fire in which He is purging
away the dross from the seven-times-refined gold of a
spirit which shaU be worthy of eternal bliss. But to none
could this disciplinary tenderness have come in more
terrible disguise than to St. John. For he seemed to be
neglected not only by God above, but by the living Son
of God on earth. John was pining in Herod's prison
while Jesus, in the glad simplicity of His early Galilsean

ministry, was preaching to rejoicing multitudes among
the mountain Hlies or from the waves of the pleasant
Oh, why did his Father in heaven and his Friend
lake.
on earth suffer him to languish in this soul-clouding
misery ? Had not his Hfe been innocent ? had not his
ministry been faithful? had not his testimony been
true ? Oh, why did not He, to whom he had borne
witness beyond Jordan, caU down fire from heaven to
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shatter those foul and guilty towers ? Among so many
miracles might not one be spared to the unhappy
kinsman who had gone before His face to prepare His

way before Him ? Among so many words of mercy and
tenderness might not some be vouchsafed to him who
had uttered that Voice in the wilderness ? Why should
not the young Son of David rock with earthquake the
foundations of these Idumaean prisons, where many a
noble captive had been unjustly slain, or send but one of
His twelve legions of angels to liberate His forerunner
and His friend, were it but to restore him to his desert
solitude once more^content there to end his life among
the wild beasts, so it were far from -man's tyrannous

infamy, and under God's open sky ? What wonder, we
say again, if the eye of the caged eagle began to film !

" Art Thou He that should
"

another ?

come, or do we look for

He
Jesus did not directly answer the question.
showed the messengers, he let them see with their own
eyes, some of the works of which hitherto they had only
heard by the hearing of the ear. And then, with a refer
ence to the 61st chapter of Isaiah, He bade them take
back to their master the message, that blind men saw, and
lame walked, and lepers were cleansed, and deaf heard,
;l
and dead were raised
and above all, and more than all,
that to the poor the glad tidings were being preached :

and then, we can imagine with how deep a tenderness,
He added, " And blessed is he whosoever shall not be

if the

spiritual meaning did not predominate in these expressions,
as seems to be clear from the words which formed their climax, yet the
recent miracle at Nain would alone suffice to justify this allusion.
may
observe here that quote from these latter chapters of " Isaiah " without
thinking it necessary to call the writer of them, as Ewald does, "the Great
1

Even

I

Unnamed."

I
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Me" —

blessed (that is) is he who shall trust
Me, even in spite of sorrow and persecution —he who
shaU believe that

I know to the utmost the wiU of Him

that sent Me, and how and when to finish His work.
We may easily suppose, though nothing more is told

us, that the disciples did not depart without receiving
from Jesus other words of private affection and en
couragement for the grand prisoner whose end was now
so nearly approaching

—words which would

be to him

sweeter than the honey which had sustained his hunger
in the wilderness, dearer than water-springs in the dry
ground. And no sooner had the disciples departed, than

He who would not

seem to be

guilty of idle flattery,

but yet wished to prevent His hearers from cherishing
one depreciatory thought of the great Prophet of the

Desert, uttered over His friend and Forerunner, in
language of rhythmic and perfect loveliness, the memo
rable eulogy, that he was indeed the promised Voice in

the new dawn of a nobler day, the greatest of aU God's
herald messengers —the EHas who, according to the last
word of ancient prophecy, was to precede the Advent
of the Messiah, and to prepare His way.

" What went ye out into the wUderness for to
" A reed shaken by the wind ?
" But what went ye out for to see ?
" A man clothed in soft raiment ?
" Behold, they that wear soft clothing are in

houses

!

see ?

kings

x

" But what went

ye out for to see ?

" Those in gorgeous apparel and luxury," is the slight variation in St.
kings'
houses, but it was in hairy mantle,
Luke. John, too, had been in
Lange finely observes, John was
As
and not to praise, but to denounce.
not a reed waving in the wind, but rather a cedar half -uprooted by the
1

storm.
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" A prophet ?
" Yea, say unto

I

you, and far more than a prophet.
For this is he of whom it is written, Behold, send My
messenger before Thy face, who shall prepare Thy way

before

I

Thee."

And having pronounced this rhythmic and impas
sioned eulogy, He proceeded to speak to them more
calmly respecting Himself and John, and to tell them
that though John was the last and greatest of the Old
Dispensation, yet the least in the kingdom of heaven
was greater than he. The brevity with which the words
are repeated leaves

their meaning uncertain ; but the
superiority intended is a superiority doubtless in spiritual
" The least of that
privileges, not in moral exaltation.
says a legal maxim, " is greater than
which is
"
the greatest of that which is least ; x and in revealed
knowledge, in illimitable hope, in conscious closeness of
relationship to His Father and His God, the humblest
child of the New Covenant is more richly endowed than
the greatest prophet of the Old. And into that kingdom
of God whose advent was now proclaimed, henceforth
with holy and happy violence they all might press.
Such eager violence —natural to those who hunger and
thirst after righteousness
the sight of God.2

—would

be only acceptable

in

Many who heard these words, and especially the

publicans and those who were scorned as the "people
earth,"3 accepted
with joy and gratitude this
of the
approbation of their confidence in John.
But there
quoted by Meyer — " minimum maximi
minimi."
maximo
2
Cf . Isa. Ix. 8, 11 ; Luke v. 1 ; xiii. 24.
' The am ha-arets, or as we should say, " mere boors."
1

Maldonatus,

est

majus
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were others — the accredited teachers of the written and

oral Law— who listened to such words with contemp
tuous dislike. Struck with these contrasts, Jesus drew
an illustration from peevish children who fretfully reject
every effort of their fellows to delight or to amuse them.

Nothing could
The flute and

please such soured and rebellious natures.

of the little ones who played at
weddings charmed them as little as the long waU of the
"
" richly- variegated
simulated
dance

God's
wisdom
had been exhibited to them in many fragments, and by
methods,1 yet
aU in vain.
John had come to
many
them in the stern asceticism of the hermit, and they
called him mad ; Jesus joined in the banquet and the
funeral.

marriage-feast,

wine-drinker."

and they called

Him "

an eater and a

Even so ! yet Wisdom has been ever
justified at her children's hands. Those children have
not disgraced their divine original. Fools might account
their Hfe as madness, and their end to be without honour ;
but how is the very humblest of them numbered among
the children of God, and their lot among the saints !3
3

iroXvrpAiras (Heb. i. 1).
ao(pla (Eph. iii.
10) ; TroXv/iepSs Ka\
V.,
The
"a gluttonous man
16—19;
Luke
vii.
31—35.
A.
Matt. xi.
wine-bibber,"
is perhaps a shade too strong; the words do not
and a
than a bon vivant, but perhaps they correspond to
mean
more
necessarily
<pdyos
expressions which connoted something more in Aramaic.
does not
occur in the LXX., but olvoirir-ns is found in Prov. xxiii. 20.
3
have embodied into the text,
Wisd. v. 4, 5 ; cf . Ps. 4 ; Rom. iii. 4.
without expansion, reference, or comment, the view which seems to me the
have followed the same method of dealing with many other
best ; and
passages of which the exegesis is confessedly difficult, and to some extent
cannot accept Ewald's notion that the allusion is to a kind of
uncertain.
" guessing-game," where the children had to pay forfeit if they failed to
understand the scene which their fellows were acting.
1

2

7)

iroXimoiniXos

I

I

li

I

CHAPTEB XXI.
THE SINNER

AND

THE PHARISEE.

" Because of the savour of thy good ointments thy name is as ointment
poured forth." — Cant. i. 3.

But not

even yet apparently were the deeds and sayings
of this memorable day concluded ; for in the narrative

of St. Luke it seems to have been on the same day that,
perhaps at Nain, perhaps at Magdala, Jesus received and
accepted an invitation from one of the Pharisees who bore
the very common name of Simon.1
The cause or object of the invitation we do not
Luke vii. 36 — 50. Those who identify this feast at the house of Simon the
Pharisee, in Galilee, with the long-subsequent feast at the house of Simon the
leper, at Bethany, and the anointing of the feet by " a woman that was a sinner
city,"
with the anointing of the head by Mary the sister of Martha,
in the
adopt principles of criticism so reckless and arbitrary that their general
acceptance would rob the Gospels of all credibility, and make them hardly
worth study as truthful narratives.
As for the names Simon and Judas,
which have led to so many identifications of different persons and different
incidents, they were at least as common among the Jews of that day as
Smith and Jones among ourselves. There are five or six Judes, and nine
Simons mentioned in the New Testament, and two Judes and two Simons
Josephus speaks of some ten Judes and twenty
among the Apostles alone.
writings,
in
his
Simons
and there must, therefore, have been thousands of
others who at this period had one of these two names. The incident is one
quite in accordance with the customs of the time and country, and there is
not the least improbability in its repetition under different circumstances
1

(Eccles. ix. 8 ; Cant. iv. 10;

Aul. Gell.

86 ;
Jesus, p. 385).

vii

12, Ate.).

Amos

vi6; Jer. Berachoth, f.

11,

2; Sen. Ep.

The custom still continues (Renan,

Vie de
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know ; but as yet Jesus had come to no marked or open
rupture with the Pharisaic party, and they may even
have imagined that He might prove of use to them as
the docUe instrument of their political and social pur
Probably, in inviting him, Simon was influ
enced partly by curiosity, partly by the desire to receive
a popular and distinguished teacher, partly by willing-

poses.

ness to show a distant approval

J

of something which |
may have struck him in Christ's looks, or words, or
ways. It is quite clear that the hospitality was meant
to be quahfied and condescending.
All the ordinary
attentions which would have been paid to an honoured

guest were coldly and cautiously omitted.
There was
no water for the weary and dusty feet, no kiss of wel
come upon the cheek, no perfume for the hair, nothing

but a somewhat ungracious admission to a vacant place
at the table, and the most distant courtesies of ordinary
intercourse, so managed that the Guest might feel that
he was supposed to be receiving an honour, and not to

be conferring one.
In order that the mats or carpets which are hallowed

by domestic prayer may not be rendered unclean by any
pollution of the streets, each guest, as he enters a house
in Syria or Palestine, takes off his sandals, and leaves
them at the door.
He then proceeds to his place at the
In ancient times, as we find throughout the Old
table.
Testament,1
it was the custom of the Jews to eat their
meals sitting cross-legged — as is still common through
out the East— in front of a tray placed on a low stool,
on which is set the dish containing the heap of food, from

The word used is generally *. (Gen. xxvii. 19), or 33P (1 Sam. xvi.
round;"
cf. 1 Sam. xx. 5, 18 ; Ps. cxxviii. 3 ; Cant. i.
We will not sit
12, Ate.); and we do not hear of reclining till the Exile (Esth. i. 6 ; vii. ).
1

11,"
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which all help themselves in common. But this custom,
though it has been resumed for centuries, appears to
have been abandoned by the Jews in the period suc
ceeding the Captivity. Whether they had borrowed the
recumbent posture at meals from the Persians or not, it
is certain, from the expressions employed, that in the
time ot our Lord the Jews, Hke the Greeks and Bomans,
banquets,1 upon
reclined at
couches placed round tables

of much the

same height

as those now

in

use.

We

shaU see hereafter that even the Passover was eaten in

The beautiful and profoundly moving
this attitude.
incident which occurred in Simon's house can only be
understood by remembering that as the guests lay on the
couches which surrounded the tables, their feet would be

turned towards any spectators who were standing outside
the circle of bidden guests.

An

Oriental's house is by no means his castle.
The
universal prevalence of the law of hospitality —the very
first of Eastern virtues —almost forces him to live with
open doors, and any one may at any time have access to

his rooms.2

But on this occasion there was

one who had

summoned up courage to intrude upon that respectable
dwelling-place a presence which was not only unwelcome,

but positively odious.

A

poor, stained, faUen woman,
notorious in the place for her evU life, discovering that
Pharisee,3
Jesus was supping in the house of the
ventured
to make her way there among the throng of other visiThe words used are avairiirreiv (Luke xi. 37 ; John xxi. 20 ; Tobit ii. 1),
avane'iffBai (Luke vii. 37 ; cf . 3 Esdras iv. 10), avaxxlveaBai (Luke vii. 36 ; xii.
37; Judith xii. 15) ; cf. apxirplnXivos (John ii. 8).
2 The author had opportunities
of observing this in Palestine. When
1

we were at a Sheykh's house, the population took a great interest
ing us.
3 iiriyvovaa (Luke vii. 37).

in inspect
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tants, carrying with her an alabaster box of spikenard.
She found the object of her search, and as she stood

humbly behind Him, and Hstened to His words, and
thought of all that He was, and aU to which she had
fallen —thought of the stainless, sinless purity of the
holy and youthful Prophet, and of her own shameful,
degraded Hfe—she began to weep, and her tears dropped

fast upon His unsandalled feet, over which she bent
lower and lower to hide her confusion and her shame.
The Pharisee would have started back with horror from
the touch, still more from the tear, of such an one ; he
would have wiped away the fancied pollution, and driven
off the presumptuous intruder with a curse.
But this
woman felt instinctively that Jesus would not treat her
so ; she felt that the highest sinlessness is also the
deepest sympathy ; she saw that where the hard respectabUity of her fellow- sinner would repel, the perfect holi
Perhaps she had
ness of her Saviour would receive.
heard those infinitely tender and gracious words which
day1—"
Come unto
may have been uttered on this very
will
me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden, and
give you
And she was emboldened by being

I

unreproved; and thus becoming conscious that, what
ever others might do, the Lord at any rate did not
loathe or scorn her, she drew yet nearer to Him, and,

sinking down upon her knees, began with her long
disheveUed hair to wipe the feet which had been wetted
with her tears, and then to cover them with kisses, and
at last— breaking the alabaster vase—to bathe them with
nard.2
the precious and fragrant

They are given by St. Matthew in close connection with the preceding
events (xi. 28); it is, however, clear that St. Matthew is here recording
discourses, or parts of discourses, which belong to different times.
2 The word axdfSaorpov is generic, i.e., it describes the use to which the
1
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,

The sight of that dishevelled woman, the shame of
her humiliation, the agonies of her penitence, the quick
perfume which
dropping of her tears, the sacrifice of that
had been one of the instruments of her unhallowed arts,
might have touched even the stoniest feelings into an

But Simon, the Pharisee, looked
on with icy dislike and disapproval.
The irresistible
appeal to pity of that despairing and broken-hearted

emotion of sympathy.

did not move him. It was not enough for
him that Jesus had but suffered the unhappy creature
to kiss and anoint His feet, without speaking to her
as yet one word of encouragement.
Had He been a
prophet, He ought to have known what kind of woman
she was; and had He known, He ought to have repulsed
her with contempt and indignation, as Simon would
himself have done. Her mere touch almost involved the
One sign from
necessity of a ceremonial quarantine.
Him, and Simon would have been only too glad of an
excuse for ejecting such a pollution from the shelter of
mourner

his roof.
The Pharisee did not utter these thoughts aloud, but
his frigid demeanour, and the contemptuous expression
of countenance, which he did not take the trouble to
disguise, showed aU that was passing in his heart.
Our
thoughts,1
Lord heard his
but did not at once reprove
and expose his cold uncharity and unrelenting hardness.
In order to caU general attention to his words, he
addressed his host.
thee."
" Simon, have
something to say to

I

httle phial was put, not necessarily the material of which it was made.
[Cf . xPvffil' fodfSao-rpa (Theocr. Id. xv. 114) and the use of our word box ;
Herod, iii. 20; Arist. Ach. 1053, Ate.]
cogitantem"
" Guard well
1 " Audivit Pharisaeum
(Aug., Serm. xcix.)
heaven."
thy thoughts, for thoughts are heard in

" Master,
" There
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say

on,"
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is the somewhat constrained reply.

was a certain creditor who had two debtors

:

the one owed five hundred pence, and the other fifty; and
when they had nothing to pay, he freely forgave them
both.

most?"

TeU me then, which of them wiU love him

Simon does not seem to have had the slightest con
ception that the question had any reference to himself —
as little conception as David had when he pronounced so
frank a judgment on Nathan's parable.
" imagine," he said —there is a touch of supercilious

I

patronage, of surprised indifference to the whole matter
in the word he uses1 —" presume that he to whom he

I

forgave

" Thou hast rightly judged." And

then —the sterner

for its very gentleness and forbearance —came the moral i
and application of the Httle tale, couched in that}
rhythmic utterance of antithetic paraUelism which our

Lord often adopted in His loftier teaching, and which
appealed Hke the poetry of their own prophets to the
Though Simon may not
ears of those who heard it.

have seen the point of the parable, perhaps the penitent,
with the quicker intuition of a contrite heart, had seen

it. But what must have been her emotion when He who
hitherto had not noticed her, now turned fuU towards
her, and calling the attention of all who were present to

her shrinking figure, as she sat upon the ground, hiding
with her two hands and with her dishevelled hair the con
fusion of her face, exclaimed to the astonished Pharisee —
* "
Simon ! dost thou mark2 this woman ?
1
2

Luke vii. 43,
fSxh-eis,

not

tmoXauBdva.

6pq.s

at her attentively, as

Cf . Acts ii.

15.

(ver. 44). Perhaps Simon had disdained even to look
though even that would stain his sanctity ! The "

I

S02

"
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was thine own guest : thou pouredst no water
over my feet ; but she, with her tears, washed my feet,
and with her hair she wiped them.

I

" No kiss gavest thou to Me ; but she, since the time
came in, has been ceaselessly covering my feet with

kisses.1

" My

head with oil thou anointedst not
with spikenard anointed my feet.

;

but she

I say

" Wherefore

to you, her sins — her many sins.
have been forgiven; but he to whom there is but little

forgiveness, loveth

little."

And then Hke the rich

close

of gracious music, he

added, no longer to Simon, but to the poor sinful woman,

the words of mercy,

" Thy

sins have been

forgiven."

Our Lord's words were constantly a new revelation
for aU who heard them, and if we may judge from

many Httle indications in the Gospels, they seem often
to have been foUowed, in the early days of His ministry,
by a shock of surprised silence, which at a later date,
among those who rejected Him, broke out into fierce
reproaches and indignant murmurs.
At this stage of

His work, the speU of awe and majesty produced by
His love and purity, and by that inward Divinity which
shone in His countenance and sounded in His voice,

had not yet been broken. It was only in their secret
thoughts that the guests —rather, it seems, in astonish
ment than in wrath —ventured to question this calm
and simple claim to a more than earthly attribute.
It was only in their hearts that they silently mused
was thine own
els

tV

ohtav.

guest"

The i™

is an attempt to bring out the force of the o-oS
Cf . Rev. viii. 3 ; Gen.

robs ir6Sas implies the pouring.

xviii. 4; Judg. xix. 21.
1 There is a contrast
between the mere
(ver. 45).

<plxij/ia

and the xaraipiXovo-a
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and

questioned,

"

"Who is this,

who
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forgiveth

sins

Jesus knew their inward hesitations ; but it
had been prophesied of Him that " He should not strive
"
nor cry, neither should His voice be heard in the streets ;

also ?

and because

He would not break the bruised

reed

of

their faith, or quench the smoking flax of their reverent
amazement, He gently sent away the woman who had
been a sinner with the kind words, " Thy faith hath
peace."1
And to peace beyond all
saved thee : go into
doubt she went, even to the peace of God which
passeth aU understanding, to the peace which Jesus
gives, which is not as the world gives. To the general
lesson which her story inculcates we shall return here
after, for it is one which formed a central doctrine of
mean the lesson that cold and selfish
Christ's revelation;
hypocrisy is in the sight of God as hateful as more
glaring sin ; the lesson that a life of sinful and impeni
tent respectability may be no less deadly and dangerous
than a life of open shame. But meanwhile the touching
words of an English poet may serve as the best comment
on this beautiful incident : —

I

" She sat and wept beside his feet; the weight
Of sin oppressed her heart ; for all the blame,
And the poor malice of the worldly shame,
To her were past, extinct, and out of date ;
Only the sin remained —the leprous state.
She would be melted by the heat of love,
By fires far fiercer than are blown to prove
And purge the silver ore adulterate.
She sat and wept, and with her untressed hair,
Still wiped the feet she was so blessed to touch;
And he wiped off the soiling of despair
From her sweet soul, because she loved so much." 2

•Verse 50, els e\pf\vt\v, not only
Hebrew nito?
2
Hartley Cobridge.

"in,"

but "to or

for

poace;"

the
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An ancient tradition — especially prevalent

in the
Western Church, and foUowed by the translators of
our English version —a tradition which, though it must
ever remain uncertain, is not in itself improbable, and
cannot be disproved — identifies this woman with Mary of
devils," 1
This
Magdala, " out of whom Jesus cast seven

exorcism is not elsewhere alluded to, and
perfectly in accordance with the genius

it would

be

of Hebrew
applied to her, in

if the

expression had been
consequence of a passionate nature and an abandoned life.

phraseology

The Talmudists have much to say respecting her—her

wealth, her extreme beauty, her braided locks, her shame
less profligacy, her husband Pappus, and her paramour

;2
but all that we really know of the Magdalene
Pandera
from Scripture is that enthusiasm of devotion and grati
tude which attached her, heart and soul, to her Saviour's
In the chapter of St. Luke which follows this
service.

incident she is mentioned first among the women who
accompanied Jesus in His wanderings, and ministered

This tradition is alluded to by Ambrose (in Luc), Jerome (in Matt.
xxvi. 6), and Augustine (De Cons. Evang. 69), and accepted by Gregory
the Great (Horn, in Ew. 33). Any one who has read'my friend Professor
Magdalene,"
Plumptre's article on " Mary
in Smith's Diet, of the Bible,
surprised
accept
even the possibility of this iden
that
will perhaps be
baseless."
have partly
tification, which he calls "a figment utterly
1

I

I

answered the supposed objections to the identification in the text, and
" seven
mainly differ from Professor Plumptre in his view of the
demons.'' This, he says, is incompatible with the life implied by the word
a.fiapra>x6s.
To which
reply by referring to Luke iv. 33 ; Matt. x. 1, &c.
demons"
may have
Gregory the Great rightly held that the "seven
sins,"
for Lightfoot has shown that the
been applied to the "many
Rabbis applied drunkenness and lust to the immediate agency of demons

I

(v. supr., p. 236).

I

The reader will, am sure, excuse me from the tedious task of repro
ducing all these venomous and absurd fictions, which are as devoid of literary
2

as they are of historic value.
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to Him of their substance ; l and it may be that in the
narrative of the incident at Simon's -house her name was
suppressed, out of that delicate consideration which, io
other passages, makes the Evangelist suppress the con

dition of Matthew and the name of Peter.
It may be,
indeed, that the woman who was a sinner went to find
the peace which Christ had promised to her troubled
conscience in a life of deep seclusion and obscurity,
which meditated in silence on the merciful forgiveness
of her Lord ; but in the popular consciousness she will

till

the end of time be identified with the Magdalene
whose very name has passed into all civilised languages

as a synonym for accepted penitence and pardoned sin.

The traveller who, riding among the delicate perfumes
of many flowering plants on the shores of Gennesareth,
comes

to the

ruinous tower

and solitary palm-tree

that mark the Arab vUlage of El Mejdel, will involun
tarily recall this old tradition of her whose sinful
beauty and deep repentance have made the name of
Magdala so famous; and though the few miserable
peasant huts are squalid and ruinous, and the inhabi

living in ignorance and degradation, he will
still look with interest and emotion on a site which

tants

are

brings back into his memory one of the most signal
proofs that no one — not even the most fallen and the
most despised — is regarded as an outcast by Him whose
very work it was to seek and save that which was
Perhaps in the balmy air of Gennesareth, in the
lost.
brightness of the sky above his head, in the sound of
the singing birds which fills the air, in the masses of
purple blossom which at some seasons of the year fes
toons these huts of mud, he may see a type of the love
•viii. 2,
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and tenderness which is large and rich enough to encircle
with the grace of fresh and heavenly beauty the ruins
of a once earthly and desecrated Hfe.1
Any one who cares to see the various plays on, and derivations
suggested for, the name Magdalene, can do so in Lightfoot, Hor. Hebr.
in Matt. xxvi. 6, and Prof. Plumptre ubi supr. Nothing can be inferred
against its meaning "of Magdala" from the %
of Luke viii.
1

teaXovaevii

2.

CHAPTER XXII.
JESUS
to

AS

.

HE LIVED IN GALILEE.

yap irdBos Xpurrov riuav
huerepa. —Athan., De Incarn.

a-n-dBeia

iarw

. . . Kal rb Sdicpuov aurou XaP"L

It is

to this period of our Lord's earher ministry that
those mission journeys belong —those circuits through the
towns and villages of Galilee, teaching, and preaching,

and performing works of mercy — which are so frequently
alluded to in the first three Gospels, and which are
speciaUy mentioned at this point of the narrative by the
EvangeHst St. Luke. "He walked in GaHlee."1 It was
the brightest, hopefullest, most active episode in His

life.

Let

us, in imagination, stand aside and see

pass, and so,

Him

with all humility and reverence, set before

us as vividly as we can what manner of man

He

was.

'Matt. iv. 23; ix. 35; Mark i. 39; Luke iv.

15, 44; John vii. 1:
docebat" (Bretschneider).
In this part of the
order,
Luke's
follow
St.
only varying from it where
narrative
mainly
have, however, already stated my dis.
there seems reason for doing so.
belief in the possibility of a final harmony;, and in a few instances where
no special order is discernible in the narrative of the Evangelists, have
followed a plan distinctly sanctioned by the practice of St. Matthew —viz.,
that of grouping together events which have a subjective connection. Any
one who has long and carefully studied the Gospels has probably arrived
at a strong opinion as to the possible or even probable order of events; but
when he sees no two independent harmonists agreeing even in the common
chronological principles or data (e.g., even as to the number of years in
Christ's ministry), he will probably feel that the order he adopts will carry
Ttepieirdrei— " ambulando

I

I

I
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OF CHRIST.

Let us then suppose ourselves to mingle with any
one fragment of those many multitudes which at this
period awaited Him at every point of His career, and
let us gaze on Him as they did when He was a man

on earth.1

plain2

that runs between the
We are on that little
hiUs of Zebulon and Naphtali, somewhere between the
villages of Kefr Kenna and the so-called Kana el-Jalil.
A sea of corn, fast yeUowing to the harvest, is around
us, and the bright, innumerable flowers that broider the
wayside are richer and larger than those of home.
The
path on which we stand leads in one direction to Accho
and the coast, in the other over the summit of Hattin
The land is lovely with aU the
to the Sea of Galilee.
loveliness of a spring day in Palestine, but the hearts
of the eager, excited crowd, in the midst of which we
stand, are too much occupied by one absorbing thought

to notice its beauty ; for some of them are bhnd, and
sick, and lame, and they know not whether to-day a

finger of mercy, a word of healing — nay, even the
touch of the garment of this great Unknown Prophet
as He passes by — may not alter and gladden the whole
complexion of their future lives.
And farther back,

I

no conviction to others, however plausible it may seem to himself.
agree, however, more nearly with Lange and Stier — though by no means
adopting their entire arrangement —than with most other writers.
1
The general idea of this chapter, and many of its details, were sug

gested to me by an exceedingly beautiful and interesting httle tract of
Dr. F. Delitzsch, called Sehet welch ein Mensch. Ein Geschichtsgemalde.
(Leipzig, 1869).
Some may perhaps consider that both Dr. Delitzsch and
given
have
too much scope to the imagination ; but, with the exception

I

of one or two references to early tradition, they will scarcely find an
incident, or even an expression, which is not sanctioned by notices in t
EvangeHsts.
2

Asochis; now called

El

Buttauf.
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at a little distance from the

crowd, standing among
the wheat, with covered lips, and warning off all who
approached them with the cry Tame, Tame — "Unclean!

"—

clad in mean and scanty garments, are some
fearful and mutilated figures whom, with a shudder, we
recognise as lepers.1
unclean!

The comments of the crowd show that many different

motives have brought them together.

Some are there

from interest, some from curiosity, some from the vulgar
contagion of enthusiasm which they cannot themselves
explain.
MarveUous tales of Him —of His mercy, of
His power, of His gracious words, of His mighty deeds
— are passing from lip to lip, mingled, doubtless, with
suspicions and calumnies.
One or two Scribes and
Pharisees who are present, holding themselves a Httle
apart from the crowd, whisper to each other their per
plexities, their indignation, their alarm.
Suddenly over the rising ground, at no great distance,
is seen the cloud of dust which marks an approaching
company ; and a young boy of Magdala or Bethsaida,

of the scornful reproaches of the Scribes, points
in that direction, and runs excitedly forward with the
shout oiMalka Meshichah! Malka Meshichah — "the King
heedless

!" —
which even on youthful
Messiah ! the King Messiah
lips must have quickened the heart-beats of a simple
Galilsean

throng.2

And now the throng approaches. It is a motley
multitude of young and old, composed mainly of peasants,
but with others of higher rank interspersed in their

lips."
(Lev. xiii. 45 ; Numb. vi. 9). Cf. Ezek. xxiv. 17, " cover not thy
5
take the supposed incident in part from Dr. Delitzsch ; and after
the announcement of John the Baptist (John i. 26, 32, Ate.), and such
incidents as those recorded in Luke iv. 41, the surmise of John iv. 29;
vii. 41 must have been on many lips.
J ndid

I
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gaily-clad
loose array — here a frowning Pharisee, there a
Herodian1 whispering to some Greek merchant or Boman

soldier his scoffing comments on the enthusiasm of the
But these are the few, and almost every eye of
crowd.
that large throng is constantly directed towards One

who stands in the centre of the separate

the crowd surrounds.

group which

the front of this group walk some of the newlychosen Apostles : behind are others, among whom there
is one whose restless glance and saturnine countenance2

In

accord but little with that look of openness and inno
Some
cence which stamps his comrades as honest men.

of those who are looking on whisper that he is a certain
Judas of Kerioth, almost the only foUower of Jesus who
is not a GaHlsean.
A little further in the rear, behind
women,3
the remainder of the Apostles, are four or five
some on foot, some on mules, among whom, though they

In

the Talmudic legend of the apostacy of Menahem and his 160
scholars from the school of Hillel to the service of Herod ("fJEn rrrusi;
Chagiga, f . 16, 2 ; Reland, Antt . Hebr., p. 251), one sign of their abandon
ment of the Oral Law was glittering apparel. ( Jost, Gesch. d. Judenih. i.
1

Professor Plumptre ingeniously illustrates this fact by a reference to
Luke vii. 24 (Diet, of Bibl., s. v. "Scribes").
2
In the Apocryphal Gospels there is » notion that Judas had once been
a demoniac, whom Jesus, as a boy, had healed (Ev. Inf. Arab. c. xxxv. ;
Hoffmann, Leben Jesu nach d. Apokr. 202). For the legendary notion of
his aspect, see the story of St. Brandan, so exquisitely told by Mr.
Matthew Arnold : —
259.)

" At last

(it was the Christmas night ;
Stars shone after a day of storm)
He sees float by an iceberg white,
And on it— Christ !— a living form 1

"That furtive

mien, that scowling eye,
Of hair that red and tufted fell ;
It is— oh, where shall Brandan fly ? —
The traitor Judas, out of hell."

Perhaps more (Luke viii. 3, erepai n-oXXai). It is curious that no men
tion is made of the wife of Peter or of the other married Apostles (1 Cor.
ix. 5). Of Susanna here mentioned by St. Luke, absolutely nothing further
3
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are partly veiled, there are some who recognise the once

wealthy and dissolute but now repentant Mary of Mag
dala ; and Salome, the wife of the fisherman Zabdia ; and
one of still higher wealth and position, Joanna, the wife
Antipas.1

of Chuza, steward of Herod
But He whom aU eyes seek is in the very centre
of the throng ; and though
His right is Peter of
Bethsaida, and at His left the more youthful figure of
John, yet every glance is absorbed by Him alone.
He is not clothed in soft raiment of byssus or purple,
like Herod's courtiers, or the luxurious friends of the
Procurator Pilate : He does not wear the white ephod of
There
the Levite, or the sweeping robes of the Scribe.
are not, on His arm and forehead, the tephillin or phy
lacteries,2
which the Pharisees make so broad ; and
is known. Mary, the mother of James the Less, was another of these
ministering women ; and it is an illustration of the extreme paucity of names
among the Jews, and the confusion that results from it, that there are
perhaps as many as seven Marys in the Gospel History alone. (See a frag
16 ; Wordsworth on
ment attributed to Papias in Routh, Relig. Sacr.
p.
Christus,
Ewald,
Gesch.
3rd
401,
Matt. xii. 47;
edit.) The fact that
they were ministering to Him of their substance shows, among other
circumstances, that there was no absolute community of goods in the httle

i

band.

The Blessed Virgin was not one of this ministering company. The
It is not impossible that a
reason for her absence from it is not given.
upon
put
her by the " brethren of the
certain amount of constraint was
Lord,"
who on three distinct occasions (Matt. xii. 46; Mark iii. 21;
John vii. 3 : see pp. 282, 325) interfered with Jesus, and on one of those
occasions seem to have worked upon the susceptibilities even of His mother.
Meanwhile her absence from Christ's journeyings is an incidental proof
of the deep seclusion in which she evidently lived — a seclusion sufficiently
indicated by the silence of the Gospels respecting her, and which accords
most accurately with the incidental notices of her humble and meditativo
1

character.
2 We cannot believe that Christ sanctioned
by His own practice — at any
—
rate, in manhood the idle and superstitious custom of wearing those little
text-boxes, which had in all probability originated merely in an unintelligent
and slavishly literal interpretation of a metaphorical command. For furthor
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though there is at each corner of His dress the fringe
and blue riband which the Law enjoins, it is not worn of
the ostentatious size affected by those who wished to
parade the scrupulousness of their obedience.
He is in
He is not
the ordinary dress of his time and country.
bareheaded —as painters usually represent Him — for
to move about bareheaded in the Syrian sunlight is
impossible,1
but a white keffiyeh, such as is worn to
this day, covers his hair, fastened by an aghal or
fillet round the top of the head, and falling back over
the neck and shoulders.
A large blue outer robe or
tallith, pure and clean, but of the simplest materials,

His

entire

person,

and only shows occasional
ghmpses of the ketoneth, a seamless wooUen tunic of the
ordinary striped texture, so common in the East, which
covers

is confined by a girdle round the waist, and which clothes

Him

from the neck almost down to the sandaUed feet.
But the simple garments do not conceal the King ; and
though in His bearing there is nothing of the selfconscious haughtiness

of the Babbi, yet, in its natural
nobleness and unsought grace, it is such as instantly
suffices to check every rude tongue and overawe every
wicked thought.
And His aspect ?2 He is a man of middle size, and of
information

about the tephillin,

I

may refer the reader to my article on

" Frontlets " in Dr. Smith's Diet
of the Bible, or to the still fuller article
" Phylacteries."
Cyclop,
in
Kitto's
Bibl.
s. v.
by Dr. Ginsburg

This must surely have occurred to every one after a moment's reflection,
yet, strange to say, cannot recall one of the great works of mediaeval art
hi which the Saviour is depicted with covered head. The ordinary articles
of dress now are the kumis, or inner shirt ; gumbdr, or kaftan, open gown
of silk or cotton, overlapping in front ; zannar, or girdle ; abba, or abaiych,
a strong, coarse cloak, in which the wearer usually sleeps ; and tarbush, or
fez. (See Thomson, Land and Book, I., ch. ix.)
"
2
See Excursus V., On the Traditional Descriptions of the Appearance
1

of Jesus."

I
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about thirty years of age, on whose face the purity and
charm of youth are mingled with the thoughtfulness and
dignity of manhood. His hair, which legend has com

pared to the colour of wine, is parted in the middle of the
forehead, and flows down over the neck. His features
are paler and of a more Hellenic type than the weather-

and ohve-tinted faces of the hardy fishermen
who are His Apostles ; but though those features have

bronzed

evidently been marred by sorrow —though it is manifest
that those eyes, whose pure and indescribable glance
seems to read the very secrets of the heart, have often
glowed through tears —yet no man, whose soul has. not
been eaten away by sin and selfishness, can look un
moved and unawed on the divine expression of that calm
and patient face.

Yes, this is- He of whom Moses and
the Prophets did speak — Jesus of Nazareth, the Son of
Mary, and the Son of David ; and the Son of Man,, and
the Son of God. Our eyes have seen the King in His
beauty. We have beheld His glory, the glory as of the
only-begotten of the Father, full of grace and truth.
And having seen Him we can weU understand how, while
He spake, a certain woman of the company Hfted up her
voice and said, " Blessed is the womb that bare Thee, and
blessed,"
" "Yea,
rather
the paps that Thou hast sucked !

He answered, in words full of deep sweet mystery, "
it."
they that hear the word of God and keep
One or two facts and features of

may here be fitly introduced.
1. First, then, it was a life

His

are

Hfe on earth

poverty.

Some of the
old Messianic prophecies, which the Jews in general so
oft.

little understood, had already indicated His voluntary
to a humble lot.1

1

It seems

" Though He

were rich,

impossible to trace the date or origin of the later

Jewish con-
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poor."

He was bom in
yet for our sakes He became
His mother
the cavern-stable, cradled in the manger.
offered for her purification the doves which were the
The flight into Egypt was doubt
offering of the poor.

accompanied with many a hardship, and when He
returned it was to Hve as a carpenter, and the son of a
It was as
carpenter, in the despised provincial viUage.
less

teacher, possessing nothing, that He
With the words, " Blessed
traveUed through the land.
are the poor in
He began His Sermon on the
a poor wandering

the chief sign of the opening
that to the poor the Gospel was being

Mount ; and He
dispensation

preached.

made

It was

it

a fit comment on this

His

poverty,

that after but three short years of His public ministry
He was sold by one of His own Apostles for the thirty
shekels which were the price of the meanest slave.
2. And the simplicity of His life corresponded to its
Never in His life did He possess a
external poverty.
roof which He could caU His own. The humble abode
at Nazareth was but shared with numerous brothers and
sisters. Even the house in Capernaum which He so
often visited was not His own possession ; it was lent
Him by one of His disciples. There never belonged to
Him one foot's-breadth of the earth which He came to
We never hear that any of the beggars, who in
save.
every Eastern country are so numerous and so importu
nate, asked Him for alms.
Had they done so He might
ception of a suffering Messias, the descendant of Joseph or Ephraim,
which is found in Zohar, Bab. Targ. Cant. iv. 5, Ate. It is clear that the
nation had not realised the point of view which was familiar to the Apostles
after Pentecost (see Acts iii. 18 ; xvii. 3 ; xxvi. 22, 23), and which Jesus had
so often taught them (Matt. xvi. 21 ; xvii. 10—12 ; Luke xvii. 25 ; xxiv.
25— 27, 46) to regard as the fulfilment of olden prophecy (Ps. xxii. ; Isa.
1. 6 ;

liii.

2, Ate.).

A LIFE OF SIMPLICITY.
have answered with Peter,

but such as

the plainest.

" Silver

I have that give I
He

I
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and gold have none,
thee."
His food was of

was ready indeed, when invited, to
join in the innocent social happiness of Simon's, or
Levi's, or Martha's, or the bridegroom of Cana's feast ;

but His ordinary food was as simple as that of the
quality,1
fish
humblest peasant —bread of the coarsest
caught in the lake and broUed in embers on the shore,
and sometimes a piece of honeycomb,

probably of the
wild honey which was then found abundantly in Pales
thread'
of sem
tine.
SmaU indeed was the gossamer
blance on which His enemies could support the weight of
their outrageous calumny, "Behold a glutton and a winebibber."
And yet Jesus, though poor, was not a pauper.

He did not for

one moment countenance (as Sakya Mouni

did) the life of beggary, or say one word which could
be perverted into a recommendation of that degrading
squalor which some religious teachers have represented as

the perfection of piety. He never received an alms from
the tamchui or kuppa, but He and the little company
of His followers Uved on their lawful possessions or

bag2
the produce of their own industry, and even had a
or cash-box of their own, both for their own use and

" barley loaves " of John vi. 9. Barley bread
So we infer from the
was so little palatable that it was given by way of punishment to soldiers
[" Cohortes si quae cessissent, decimatas
who had incurred disgrace.
hordeo pavit", (Sneton. Aug. 24). "Cohortibus quae signa dimiserant
jussit"
(Liv. xxvii. 13).] That the Jews had a similar feeling
hordeum dari
appears from an anecdote in Pesachim, fol. 3, 2. Johanan said, " There
harvest."
They answered, " Tell that to horses and
is an excellent barley
asses." (See Kuinoel on John vi.
9.)
1 yXaaaoKonov
(John xii. 6), properly a httle box in which flute-players
kept the tongues or reeds of their flutes, iv $ ot avXriral aireriBeaav ras
yXairriSas (Hesych.).
Perhaps, as Mr. Monro suggests to me, a box may
have been so called from the resemblance in shape to a reed mouthpiece, ol
which the essential point is an elastic valve which will open inwards.
1
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for their charities to others. From this they provided the
simple necessaries of the Paschal feast, and distributed
what they could to the poor ; only Christ does not HimseH seem to have given money to the poor, because He
gave them richer and nobler gifts than could be even
compared with gold or silver.
Yet even the little money

which they wanted was not always forthcoming, and
when the collectors of the trivial sum demanded from
the very poorest for the service of the Temple, came
to Peter, for the didrachma which was alone required,
neither he nor his Master had' the sum at hand.1
The
Son of Man had no earthly possession besides the

clothes
3.

He

wore.

And it

was, as we have seen, a Hfe

of toil—of toil

from boyhood upwards, in the shop of the carpenter, to
aid in maintaining HimseU and His family by honest and

noble labour

;

of toil afterwards to

that " He

save the world.

We

went about doing
and that
this, which is the epitome of His public life, constitutes
have seen

also its sublimest originality.
The insight which we
have gained already, and shaU gain stiU further, into the
manner in which His days were spent, shows us how

overwhelming an amount of ever-active benevolence was
crowded into the brief compass of the hours of light. At
any moment He was at the service of any caU, whether it
came from an inquirer who longed to be taught, or from
a sufferer who had faith to be healed. Teaching, preach
ing, travelling, doing works of mercy, bearing patiently
with the fretful impatience of the stiffneck-ed and the

It

seems

unlikely that

In

yXuo-o-6Konos

LXX.

should

have the

same

Chron. xxiv. 8) it is used for
Aquila
(Exod.
xxxvii. 1) for the Ark.
box ; and by
1 Matt. xvii. 24—27.

yXaaaoKopLetov.

the

(2

meaning as
Ohe corban-
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ignorant, enduring without a murmur the incessant and
selfish pressure of the multitude — work like this so
absorbed His time and energy that we are told, more
than once, that so many were coming and going as to

leave no leisure even to eat.
For Himself He seemed
to claim no rest except the quiet hours of night and
silence, when He retired so often to pray to His Heavenly

Father, amid the mountain solitudes
so well.
4.

And it

was a life of health.

which He loved

Among its many

sorrows and trials, sickness alone was absent.

We hear

of His healing multitudes of the sick— we never hear
that He was sick Himself.
It is true that " the golden
"
Passional of the Book of Isaiah says of Him : " Surely
He hath borne our griefs, and carried our sorrows ; yet
we did esteem Him stricken, smitten of God, and afflicted.
But He was wounded for our transgressions ; He was
bruised for our iniquities ; the chastisement of our peace
healed;"
was upon Him, and with His stripes we are

but the best explanation of that passage has been already
supphed from St. Matthew, that He suffered with those
whom He saw suffer.1 He was touched with a feehng of
our infirmities ; His divine sympathy made those suffer
ings His own. Certain it is that the story of His life
and ' death show exceptional powers of physical endur
ance.

No

one who was not endowed with perfect health

could have stood out against the incessant and wearing
demands of such daily life as the Gospels describe.

Above aU, He seems to have possessed that blessing of
ready sleep which is the best natural antidote to fatigue,
and the best influence to calm the over-wearied mind,
care."
Even on the
and " knit up the ravelled sleeve of
»

Matt,

viii

17.
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wave-lashed

deck of the

tossed on the stormy sea,

little fishing-boat as it was
He could sleep, with no better

bed or pillow than the hard leather-covered boss that
served as the steerman's cushion.1 And often in those
nights spent under the starry sky, in the wUderness, and
on the mountain-top, He can have had no softer resting-

place than the grassy turf, no other covering than the
talliih, or perhaps some striped abba, such as often forms
the sole bed of the Arab at the present day.
And we
shaU see in the last sad scene how the same strength

of constitution and endurance,
had undergone, enabled

Him

even

after aU that He

to hold out— after a sleeps

night and a most exhausting day —under fifteen
hours of trial and torture and the long-protracted agony
of a bitter death.
5. And, once more, it must have been a Hfe of sorrow ;
Sorrows."
for He is rightly caUed the " Man of
And
yet we think that there is a possibiHty of error here.
less

The terms

"sorrow"

may be sure that

and

"joy"

are very relative, and we

if there was crushing sorrow —the sorrow
suffered,2

the sorrow of
of sympathy with those who
rejection by those whom He loved, the sorrow of being
hated by those whom He came to save, the sorrows of
One on whom were laid the iniquities of the world, the
sorrows of the last long agony upon the cross, when it
seemed as if even His Father had forsaken Him — yet

For the
assuredly also there was an abounding joy.
worst of aU sorrows, the most maddening of aU miseries
—which is the consciousness of alienation from God, the

this graphic touch, so evidently derived from an eye
witness, to the narrative of St. Mark (iv. 38).
2 <rirXayxvl(onat (Matt. ix. 36;
xiv. 14; xv. 32; xx. 34; Mark
41;
Luke vii. 13), ovXXviroipevos (Mark iii. 5), iareva^ev (vii. 34), ivefipiijtfiaaro
rip vw-ijuari (John xi. 33), iSdnpoaev (ver. 35), exXavffev (Luke xix. 41).
1

As usual, we

owe

i
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guilt and inward degradation, the
frenzy of. self-loathing by which, as by a scourge of fire,
the abandoned soul is driven to an incurable despair —¦
sense of shame and

that was absent, not only in its extreme forms, but even
in the faintest of its most transient assoihnents ; and,

on the other hand, the joy of an unsullied conscience,
the joy of a stainless life, the joy of a soul absolutely
and infinitely removed from every shadow of baseness,
and every fleck of guilt, the joy of an existence wholly
devoted to the service of God and the love of man —
this was ever present to Him in its fuUest influences.
It is hardly what the world caUs joy ; it was not the
merriment of the frivolous, like the transient flickering
of April sunshine upon the shallow stream ; it was not
the laughter of fools, which is as the crackling of
thorns under a pot— of this kind of joy, life has but
Httle for a man who feels all that life truly means.
But, as is said by the great Latin Father, " Crede mild
gaudium,"
and of that deep weUres severa est verum
spring of Hfe which Hes in the heart of things noble,

and pure, and permanent, and true, even the Man of
And though we
Sorrows could drink large draughts.

told that He laughed, while we are told
that once He wept, and that once He sighed, and that
more than once He was troubled ; yet He who threw
are never

no shadow of discountenance

on social meetings and

innocent festivity, could not have been without that
inward happiness which sometimes shone even upon
tender
His countenance, and which we often trace in the hour,"
"
In that
and almost playful irony of His words.1

If we

could attach any importance to the strange story quoted by
Irenseus (Adv. Haer. v. 33, 3) as having been derived by Papias from
hearers of St. John, we should only see in it a marked instance of this
1
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" Jesus rejoiced
we are told of one occasion in His Hfe,
spirit," x
— or, as it should rather be, exulted — " in
Can
we believe that this rejoicing took place once alone ?
playful and imaginative manner in speaking at unconstrained moments to
The words, which have
the simplest and truest-hearted of His followers.
been
reflected
and
refracted
the
various
media through which
by
evidently
us,
may have been uttered in a sort of divine irony, as
they have reached
though they were a playful description of Messianic blessings to be fulfilled,
not in the hard Judaic sense, but in a truer and more spiritual sense. " The
Lord taught, ' The days will come in which vines shall spring up, each having
ten thousand stems, and on each stem ten thousand branches, and on each
branch ten thousand shoots, and on each shoot ten thousand clusters, and
on each cluster ten thousand grapes, and each grape, when pressed, shall
give twenty-five measures of wine.
And when any saint shall have seized
" am a better cluster ; take me, through me
one cluster, another shalTcry,
' " (Westcott, Introd., p.
bless the Lord
433). Eusebius (H. E. iii. 39) speaks
Papias
as a weak-minded man; and this passage is more hke a Talmudic
of
or Mohammedan legend than a genuine reminiscence (see Hofmann,
Leben Jesu, p. 324) ; yet it perhaps admits of the explanation
have given.
Papias
x6yav
KvpianZv
was called
Q-nyiio-eis, and another frag
The book of
ment of it on Judas Iscariot shows his credulity.
(Neander, Ch. Hist.,

I

I

E. Tr., ii. 430.)
1 Lukex. 21,

T\yaXXidaarv,

CHAPTEE XXIII.
A GREAT DAY IN THE LIFE OF JESUS.

" My mystery is for me, and for the sons of my house." — Saying
to Jesus in Clem. Alex. Strom, v. 10, 64.

The

attributed

of events in the narrative on which we
are now about to enter is nearly the same in the first
Without neglecting any clear indica
three Gospels.
tions given by the other EvangeHsts, we shall, in this
part of the life of Jesus, mainly foUow the chronological
guidance of St. Luke. The order of St. Matthew and
sequence

St. Mark appears to be much guided by subjective con
siderations.1
Events in their Gospels are sometimes
grouped together by their moral or religious bearings.
St. Luke, as is evident, pays more attention to the
natural sequence, although he also occasionaUy aUows a

unity of subject to

order of time.2

supersede

in his

arrangement the

Immediately after the missionary journey which we
have described, St. Luke adds that when Jesus saw HimPapias, on the authority of John the Elder, distinctly says that St.
Mark did not write chronologically (o4 peVroi rdfa) the deeds and words of
Christ (ap. Euseb. H. E. iii. 39).
sequence,"
2 To make the nafle|jjr of Luke i. 3 mean " in
strictly accurate
The word, which is peculiar to St. Luke, is used
is to press it overdnly.
chap.
quite vaguely in
viii. 1 ; Acts iii. 24 ; xi. 4.
1

V
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self surrounded by a great multitude out of every city,
parable.1
We learn from the two other
He spake by a
EvangeHsts the interesting circumstance that this was
the first occasion on which He taught in parables, and
that they were spoken to the multitude who lined the
shore whUe our Lord sat in His favourite pulpit, the
Lake.2
boat which was kept for Him on the
We might infer from St. Mark that this teaching
was deHvered on the afternoon of the day on which He
healed the paralytic, but the inference is too precarious

to be relied on.3 AU that we can see is that this new
form of teaching was felt to be necessary in consequence
of the state of mind which had been produced in some,
at least, of the hearers among the multitude. The, one
emphatic word "hearken!" with which He prefaced his
address prepared them for something unusual and memo
say.4
rable in what He was going to
The great mass of hearers must now have been
aware of the general features in the new Gospel which

Jesus preached. Some self-examination, some earnest
careful thought of their own was now requisite, if they
were indeed sincere in their desire to profit by His
" Take heed how ye hear " was the great lesson
words.
He would warn them
which He would now impress.
against the otiose attention of curiosity or mere intel
lectual interest, and would fix upon their minds a sense

day,"
The expression of St. Matthew (xiii. 1), " the same
day,"
looks more definite ; but the
or as it should be rather, " on that
events that follow could not have taken place on the same day as those
narrated in his previous chapter (much of which probably refers to a later
period altogether), and the same phrase is used quite indefinitely in Acts
viii. 1.
2 Matt. xiii. 2, «s to irXolov ipfiavra.
3 Compare Mark ii. 13; iv. 1.
1

Luke viii. 4.

4

Mark iv.

3.
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the effects

produced

1

it

is

it

it,

by what they heard. He would teach them in such a
way that the extent of each hearer's profit should depend
largely upon his own faithfulness.
And, therefore, to show them that the only true fruit
of good teaching is holiness of Hfe, and that there were
many dangers which might prevent its growth, He told
them His first parable, the Parable of the Sower. The
J
objects/
derived,
of
was
as
from
usual,
it
the
imagery
—
immediately before His eyes the sown fields of Gennej
sareth ; the springing corn in them ; the hard-trodden
paths which ran through them, on which no corn could
grow ; the innumerable birds which fluttered over them
ready to feed upon the grain ; the weak and withering
struggle for Hfe on the stony places ; the tangHng growth
of luxuriant thistles in neglected corners ; the deep loam.
of the general soU, on which already the golden ears stood
thick and strong, giving promise of a sixty and hundred
fold return as they rippled under the balmy wind.1 To
us, who from infancy have read the parable side by
the meaning
side with Christ's own interpretation of
the Hvesingularly clear and plain, and we see in
Hest images of the danger incurred by the cold and in
different, by the impulsive and shaUow, by the worldly
and ambitious, by the pre-occupied and the luxurious, as
was not so easy
they Hsten to the Word of God. But
it.3 Everf the disciples failed to
to those who heard
See Stanley,

It

Sin. and Pal., p. 496.

i

;

it

a

is

it

is

2

part of the divine boldness of Christ's teaching, and the
transcends in its splendid paradox all ordinary modes of
manner in which
expression, that in His explanation of the parable, the seed when once sown
(Mark iv. 16 Matt. xiii. 20,
«VJ
identified with him who receives
"
"
places
he that was sown on stony
[unfortunately ren
irerpdSr) airapeis,
into,"
&c.~l). See Lightfoot,
dered in our version, "he that received the seed
On Revision, p. 48.
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catch its fuU significance, although they reserved then
request for an explanation tiU they and their Master
It is clear that parables Hke this, so
should be alone.

luminous to us, but so difficult to these simple listeners,
suggested thoughts which to them were whoUy un

familiar.1

It seems

clear that our Lord did not on this occasion
deliver aU of those seven parables —the parable of the

tares of the field, of the grain of mustard-seed, of the
leaven, of the hid treasure, of the pearl, and of the net
—which, from a certain resemblance in their subjects

and consecutiveness in their teaching, are here grouped
Sieven_parables3
together by St. Matthew.2
dehvered

at once, and delivered without interpretation, to a pro
miscuous multitude which He was for the first time
addressing in this form of teaching, would have only
Indeed, the expres
tended to bewilder and to distract.
sion of St. Mark — " as they were able to hear it "4—
seems distinctly to imply a gradual and non-continuous
course of teaching, which would have lost its value if it
had given to the Hsteners more than they were able to
remember and to understand.
We may rather conclude,
from a comparison of St. Mark and St. Luke, that the
teaching of this particular afternoon contained no other

parables, except perhaps the simple and closely analogous
ones of the grain of mustard-seed, and of the blade, the
Matt. xiii. 1—23 ; Mark iv. 1—25 ; Luke viii. 4—18.
For the scene of their delivery at least changes in Matt. xiii. 34—36.
s Matt. xiii. 24—30; Mark iv. 26—34; Luke xiii. 18—21. Eight, if we
add Mark iv. 26—29. They illustrate the various reception (the Sower) ;
the mingled results (the tares and the net) ; the priceless value (the treasure
and the pearl) ; and the slow gradual extension (the mustard- seed, the
leaven, the springing com) of the Gospel of the kingdom.
1

*

*Markiv.
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«ar, and the fuU corn in the ear, which might serve to
encourage into patience those who were
expecting too
rapid a revelation of the kingdom of God in their own

lives and in the world ; and perhaps, with these, the
«imiHtude of the candle to warn them not to stifle the
light they had received, but to remember that Great

Light which should

one day reveal all things, and so to
let their Hght shine as to iUuminate both their own paths

in life,

A

and to shed radiance on the souls of all around.
method of instruction so rare, so stimulating, so

full of interest—a

method which, in its unapproachable

beauty and finish, stands unrivalled in the annals of
human speech—would doubtless tend to increase beyond
measure the crowds that thronged to listen.
And
through the sultry afternoon He continued to teach

them, barely succeeding in dismissing them when the
evening was come.1 A sense of complete weariness and
•deep unspeakable longing for repose, and solitude, and
sleep, seems then to have come over our Lord's spirit.

Possibly the desire for rest and quiet may have been
accelerated by one more iU-judged endeavour of His
mother and His brethren to assert a claim upon His
actions.2
They had not indeed been able "to come
press,"
.at Him for the
but their attempt to do so may
Mark iv. 35. If our order of events be correct, these incidents took
in the early part of March, at which time the weather in Palestine is
often intensely hot.
never suffered more from heat than on one April
day on the shores of the Sea of Galilee, when it wt3 with difficulty that
1

jplace

I

«could keep. my seat on horseback.

I

Luke viii. 19 — 21. This cannot be the same incident as that narrated
in Matt. xii. 46 — 50 ; Mark iii. 31—35 (v. p. 282), as is shown by the context
2

¦of those passages. It is, however, exactly the kind of circumstance, calling
(forth the same remark, which might naturally happen more than once ; and
although a supposition of perpetually recurring similarities i3 only the
uncritical resource of despairing harmonists, it may perhaps be admissible

icre.
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have been one more reason for a desire to get away,.
and be free for a time from this incessant publicity,

At any rate, one
from these irreverent interferences.
little touch, preserved for us as usual by the graphic
pen of the EvangeHst St. Mark, shows that there was

a certain eagerness and urgency in His departure, asthough in His weariness, and in that oppression of

mind which results from the wearing contact with
numbers, He could not return to Capernaum, but sud-

\
¦

]
I
'

After dismissdenly determined on a change of plan.
was,"*
ing the crowd, the disciples took Him, "as* He

in the boat, no time being left, in the urgency of Hisspirit, for preparation of any kind. He yearned for
the quiet and deserted loneliness of the eastern shore.

The western shore also is lonely now, and the traveUer
wiU meet no human being there but a few careworn
Fellahin, or a Jew from Tiberias, or some Arab fisher
men, or an armed and mounted Sheykh of some tribeof Bedawin. But the eastern shore is loneliness itself;.
not a tree, not a village, not a human being, not a.
single habitation is visible ; nothing but the low rangeof hiUs, scarred with rocky fissures, and sweeping down
to a narrow and barren strip which forms the margin
of the Lake. In our Lord's time the contrast of thisthinly-inhabited region with the busy and populoustowns that lay close together on the Plain of Gen
nesareth must have been very striking ; and though
the scattered population of Peraa.was

Him not unfrequently seeking to recover
and calm of His burdened soul by putting

we shall find

the tone

those six miles
crowds

partly Gentile,

of water between Himself and th&

He taught.

1

Mark iv. 36.
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But

before the boat could be pushed off, another re
markable interruption occurred.
Three of His listeners
succession1
—
in
struck perhaps by the depth and power

of this His new method of teaching, dazzled too by this
zenith of His popularity — desired or fancied that they

desired to attach themselves to Him as permanent
disciples. The first was a Scribe, who, thinking no doubt
that his official rank would make him a most acceptable

I

disciple, exclaimed with confident asseveration, " Lord,
goest."
wiU foUow Thee whithersoever Thou
But in
spite of the man's high position, in spite of His
glowing

He who

cared less than nothing for lip-service,
duty"
and who preferred "the modesty of fearful
to
eloquence,"
the "rattling tongue of audacious
coldly
promises,

His

would-be follower.
He who had called
the hated pubhcan gave no encouragement to the repu
table scribe.
He did not reject the proffered service,
checked

Perhaps " in the man's
flaring enthusiasm, he saw the smoke of egotistical selfdeceit."
He pointed out that His service was not one
of wealth, or honour, or delight; not one in which
foxes,"
"The
He
any could hope for earthly gain.
"
said,
have holes, and the birds of the air have restingplaces,2
but the Son of Man3 hath not where to lay
head."
but neither did He accept it.

His

The second was already

disciple,4
a partial
but wished

Matt. viii. 19— 22 ; Luke ix. 57—62. The position of the incident in
the narrative of St. Matthew seems to show that it has been narrated out
of its order, and more generally (iropevopevav avruv iv t;? iB$), by St. Luke.
2 Karao-Kr,vtbo-eis, rather " shelters " than " nests " for birds do not live
;
in nests.
3
This was a title which would kindle no violent antipathy, and yet was
Cf. Dan. vii. 13; John xii. 34. (See p. 159.)
understood to be Messianic.
* An ancient but otherwise groundless tradition says that it was Philip
(Clem. Alex. Strom, iii. 4, § 25).
1
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to become an entire foUower, with the reservation that
" FoUow
he might first be permitted to bury his father.

" and let the dead bury
was the thriUing answer,
dead;"
that is, leave the world and the things of
their
He who would foUow
the world to mind themselves.
Christ must in comparison hate even father and mother.

He must

leave the spirituaUy dead to attend to their
dead.1

physicaUy
The answer to the third aspirant was not dissimilar.
He too pleaded for delay —wished not to join Christ
immediately in His voyage, but first of all to bid fareweU to his friends at home.
"No
was the reply
—which has become proverbial for aU time— " No man

having put his hand to the plough, and looking back,
heaven."
To use the fine
is fit2 for the kingdom of
image of St. Augustine, " the East was calling him, he
West."
must turn his thoughts from the fading
It
was in this spirit that the loving souls of St. Thomas
of Aquino, St. Francis of Assisi, St. Francis Xavier,
and so many more of the great saints in the Church'?

'Some have seen a certain difficulty and harshness in this answer.
Theophylact and many others interpret it to mean that the disciple asked
leave to live at home till his father's death. Such an offer of personal
attendance would seem to be too vague to be of any value; on the other
hand, Sepp and others have argued that had his father been really dead
he would have been regarded as ceremonially unclean, and could hardly
have been present at all. In either case, however, the general lesson is
that drawn by St. Augustine : " Amandus est generator, sed praeponendus
creator."
11 it was a mere question of personal attendance on a funeral,
est
that was of httle importance compared to the great work for which he

offered himself : if it was more than this, might not the indefinite delay
breed a subsequent remorse —possibly even a subsequent apostacy ?
"well-adapted."
^eVBeros (Luke ix. 62), literally,
Possibly both tho
aspirant and our Lord referred mentally to the story of Elisha's call
(1

Kings xix.

iXaivoi yirtneri

The parallel in Hesiod, Opp. ii. 60—iBeinv
nanraivav /uefl' bp.iiXiKas —is extremely striking. Tetwho would

19, 20).

bo so absurd as to dream of plagiarism

here ?
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history consoled and fortified themselves, when forced
to resign every family affection, and for Christ's sake to

abandon every earthly tie.
So, then, at last these fresh delays were over, and the
Httle vessel could spread her sails for the voyage. Yet
even now Jesus was, as it were, pursued by foUowers, for,
as St. Mark again teUs us, " other little ships were with

Him."

But they, in all probabihty — since

we are not told

the other shore —were soon scattered
or frightened back by the signs of a gathering storm. At

of their reaching

any rate, in His own boat, and among His own trusted
disciples, Jesus could rest undisturbed, and long before
they were far from shore, had lain His weary head on the
leather cushion of the steersman, and was sleeping the
deep sleep of the worn and weary — the calm sleep oi
those who are at peace with God.
Even that sleep, so sorely needed, was destined to
One of the fierce storms
speedy and violent disturbance.
peculiar to that deep hoUow in the earth's surface, swept
down with sudden fury on the little inland sea. With
notice,1
the air was fiUed with
scarcely a moment's
whirlwind and the sea buffeted into tempest.
The
danger was extreme.
The boat was again and again
buried amid the foam of the breakers which burst over
Travellers have often noticed, and been endangered by, these sudden
had an opportunity of observing was the almost
storms.
All that
instantaneous change by which a smiling glassy surface was swept into
a dark and threatening ripple. The expressions used by the Evangelists all
1

I

imply the extreme fury of the hurricane (o-eio-/to s/xeyas, Matt. viii. 24;
kcjtc/Sij Xalha^i avefiov, Luke viii. 23). The heated tropical air of the Gh6r,
which is so low that the surface of the Sea of Galilee lies 600 feet beneath
the level of the Mediterranean, is suddenly filled by the cold and heavy
winds sweeping down the snowy ranges of Lebanon and Hermon, and
rushing with unwonted fury through the ravines of the Peroean hills,
which converge to the head of the lake, and act like gigantic funnels.
(Thomson, Land and Book, II. xxv.)
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it ; yet though they must have covered Him with their
dashing spray as He lay on the open deck at the
stern, He was calmly sleeping on1 — undisturbed, so deep
was His fatigue, by the tempestuous darkness —and as
yet no one ventured to awake Him. But now the
billows were actuaUy breaking into the boat itself,
which was beginning to be filled and to sink. Then,

with sudden and vehement cries of excitement and terror,
" Lord ! Master ! Master '
the disciples woke Him.
Such were the wild sounds which,
save ! we perish !"2
mingled with the howling of the winds and the dash of

the mastering waves, broke confusedly upon His halfawakened ear. It is such crises as these— crises of
sudden unexpected terror, met without a moment of
preparation, which test a man, what spirit he is of—
which show not only his nerve, but the grandeur and

purity of his whole nature.

The hurricane which shook
the tried courage and baffled the utmost skill of the
hardy fishermen, did not ruffle for one instant the deep
inward serenity of the Son of Man. Without one sign
of confusion, without one tremor of alarm, Jesus simply
raised Himself on His elbow from the dripping stern
of the labouring and half-sinking vessel, and, without
movement,3
further
stiUed the tempest of their souls
" Why so cowardly, O ye of little
by the quiet words,
faith?"
And then rising up, standing in all the calm

There is a touch of tragic surprise in the avrbs 5e iicdBevSe of Matt.
viii. 24. The EvangeHsts evidently derive their narrative from eye
St. Matthew mentions the Sore vi vXotov KaXvirreaBai fmb rwv
witnesses.
KvpLaruv (viii. 24) ; St. Mark, to; 8e nifiara iirefiaXXev ets ri ttXotov (iv. 37), and
the irpoiTKe<pdXaiov (ver. 38). On this, see Smith, Voy. of St. Paul, p. 243.
2 Ki!oie, o-ao-ov, airoXXvueBa
(Matt. viii. 25), Om. tj^os. ''E.-niardra, iirtordra
xiroXXv/ieBa (Luke viii. 24).
3
This seems to be clearly involved in the ro're iyepBels of Matt, viii
—
26 after He had spoken to those who awoke Him.
1
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of a natural majesty on the lofty stern, while the hurri
cane tossed, for a moment only,

His fluttering

garments

and streaming hair, He gazed forth into the darkness,
and His voice was heard amid the roaring of the troubled
elements, saying, "Peace! be still!"1 And instantly
the wind dropped, and there was a great calm.
And

the starlight reflected on the now
unrippled water, not the disciples only but even the
saUors2 whispered
to one another, "What manner of
"
man is this ?
This is a stupendous miracle, one of those which
test whether we indeed beheve in the credibility of the
miraculous or not ; one of those miracles of power which
cannot, Hke many of the miracles of healing, be ex
plained away by existing laws. It is not my object in
this book to convince the unbeHever, or hold controversy
with the doubter. Something of what had to say on
;3
this subject have done my Httle best to say elsewhere
and yet, perhaps, a few words may here be pardoned.
Some, and they neither irreverent nor unfaithful men,
have asked whether the reality may not have been some
what different? whether we may not understand this
narrative in a sense Hke that in which we should underas they watched

I

I

There is an almost untranslatable energy in the ~Zv!ma, Tte^lfiaao of
Mark iv. 39, and the perfect imperative imphes the command that the
muzzle,"
result should be instantaneous (^ijnia —literally,
1 Cor. ix. 9).
2
Matt. viii. 27, oi &v8ptuToi.
3
The Witness of History to Christ, Lect. I.
refer to these Hulsean
Lectures only to show that the mainly non-controversial character of the
present work arises neither from any doubt in my own mind, nor from
any desire to shrink from leg*"1'1; late controversy. At the same time let me
dislike and deprecate, as wrong and as needless, tho
say distinctly that
violent language, used by writers on both sides of this great controversy,
A man may disbelieve in miracles without being either an atheist or a bias.
phemer; a man may beheve in them without being (as is assumed so widely)
cither hypocritical or weak.
1

"I

I

I
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it if

we found it in the reasonably-attested legend
of some mediaeval saint — a St. Nicholas or a St. Brandan ?
whether we may not suppose that the fact which underlies
the narrative was in reality not a miraculous exercise of
power over those elements which are most beyond the
stand

reach of man, but that Christ's calm communicated itself

by immediate and subtle influence to His terrified com
panions, and that the hurricane, from natural causes, sank
reply, that if this were the
as rapidly as it had arisen ?
only miracle in the life of Christ ; if the Gospels were
indeed the loose, exaggerated, inaccurate, credulous nar
ratives which such an interpretation would suppose ; if

I

there were something antecedently incredible in the super
natural; if there were in the spiritual world no transcendant facts which lie far beyond the' comprehension of

those who would bid us see nothing in the universe but
the action of material laws ; if there were no providences

of God during these nineteen centuries to attest the work
and the divinity of Christ — then indeed there would be
no difficulty in such an interpretation. But if we believe

that God rules ; if we believe that Christ rose ; if we
have reason to hold, among the deepest convictions of
our being, the certainty that God has not delegated His
sovereignty or His providence to the final, unintelligent,
pitiless, inevitable working of material forces ; if we see
on every page of the Evangelists the quiet simplicity of
truthful and faithful witnesses ; if we see in every year
of succeeding history, and in every experience of indi

vidual Hfe, a confirmation of the testimony which they
delivered —then we shall neither clutch at rationalistic
interpretations, nor be much troubled if others adopt
them.

He who believes, he who

knoios, the efficacy of

prayer, in what other men may regard as the inevitable
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certainties or blindly-directed accidents of life —he who

has felt how the voice of a Saviour, heard across the long
generations, can calm wilder storms than ever buffeted

into fury the bosom of the inland lake —he who sees in
the person of his Bedeemer a fact more stupendous and
more majestic than all those observed sequences which

men endow with an imaginary omnipotence, and worship
under the name of Law—to him, at least, there will be

neither difficulty nor hesitation in supposing that Christ,
on board that half-wrecked fishing-boat, did utter His.
mandate, and that the wind and the sea obeyed ; that
His wokd was indeed more potent among the cosmic
forces than mUes of agitated water, or leagues of rush

ing air.

Not

or rest.1

even on the farther shore was Jesus to find peace

On the contrary, no sooner had He reached

The MSS.
Matt. viii. 28—34; Mark v. 1—19; Luke viii. 26—39.
of all three Evangelists vary between Gadara, Gerasa, and Gergesa.
Tischendorf, mainly relying on the Cod. Sinaiticus, reads Tepye<rr\vZv in
Luke viii. 26 ; Tepao-rivav in Mark v. 1 ; and TaSapyvav in Matt. viii. 28.
After the researches of Dr. Thomson (The Land and the Book, IL,
ch. xxv.), there can be no doubt that Gergesa —though mentioned only by
St. Luke — was the name of a httle town nearly opposite Capernaum, the
ruined site of which is still called Kerza or Gersa by the Bedawin. The
existence of this little town was apparently known both to Origen, who
first introduced the reading, and to Eusebius and Jerome ; and in their day
where the hills approach to within a httle distance
a steep declivity near
pointed
out
the scene of the miracle. Gerasa
much
from the Lake, was
—
that reading be
Gadara
too far to the east, being almost in Arabia.
—
be
the
name
of
can
the
whole district,
only
28
(«,
Matt.
viii.
correct in
B)
capital.
the
The authority of
reading is, however,
derived from its
was only found in few MSS. in Origen's
weakened (1) by the fact that
time and (2) by the probability of so well-known place being inserted
The ruins of Gadara are still visible
instead of the obscure little Gergesa.
at JJm Keis, three hours to the south of the extreme end of the Lake, and
on the other side of the river Jarmuk, or Hieromax, the banks of which
therefore far too
are as deep and precipitous as those of the Jordan. It
and in
miracle
connection
with
the
of
the
scene
real
have
any
remote to
conjecture
Tepyto-rivav
point of fact
must have been something more than
a

a

;

is

a

;

it

if

is

it,

1
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that part of Peraea which is called by St. Matthew the
Gergesenes,"
than He was met by an
"country of the
exhibition of human fury, and madness, and degradation,
even more terrible and startling than the rage of the
troubled sea.
Barely had He landed when, from among
the rocky cavern-tombs of the Wady Semak, there
burst into His presence a man troubled with the most
exaggerated form of that raging madness which was
universally attributed to demoniacal possession. Amid
all the boasted civilisation of antiquity, there existed no
hospitals, no penitentiaries, no asylums ; and unfortu
nates of this class, being too dangerous and desperate
for human intercourse, could only be driven forth from
among their fellow-men, and restrained from mischief
by measures at once inadequate and cruel. Under such

circumstances they could, if irreclaimable, only take
refuge in those holes along the rocky hiU-sides which
abound in Palestine, and which were used by the Jews as

It is

clear that the foul and polluted nature of
such dwelling-places, with aU their associations of ghastliness and terror, would tend to aggravate the nature of
tombs.

;l

and this man, who had long been afflicted,
was beyond even the possibility of control.2 Attempts

the malady

of Origen's in this verse, for it is found in eight uncials, most cursives, and
(among others) in the Coptic and JEthiopic versions. It must therefore
be regarded as the probable reading, and St. Matthew, as one who had
actually lived on the shore of the lake, was most likely to know its minute
topography, and so to have preserved the real name.
1 Tombs
were the express dwelling-place of demons in the Jewish

a ; Chagigah, f ol. 3, 6). " When a man spends a night
in a graveyard, an evil spirit descends upon him " (Gf rorer, Jahrh. des
408). It must not be forgotten that these Salvia were expressly
HeUs,
supposed to be spirits of the wicked dead (irovripuy iariv dvBptbirwv irveinara,
Jos. B. J. vii. 6, § 3).
2 Compare Sir W. Scott's powerful description
of the effects produced
an the minds of the Covenanters by their cavern retirements.

belief (Nidda, f ol.

i
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had been made to bind him, but in the paroxysms of
his mania he had exerted that apparently supernatural
strength which is often noticed in such forms of mental

excitement, and had always succeeded in rending off his
;x
fetters, and twisting away or shattering his chains
and

now he had been abandoned to the lonely hills and un
clean solitudes which, night and day, rang with his yells
as he wandered among them, dangerous to himself and
to others, raving, and gashing himself with stones.
It was the frightful figure of this naked and homi
cidal maniac that burst upon our Lord almost as soon
as He had landed at early dawn ; 2 and perhaps another
demoniac, who was not a Gadarene, and who was less
grievously afflicted, may have hovered about at no great
distance,3
although, beyond this allusion to his presence,
1

Mark V. 4,

...

avrov ras aXvffeis koI ras ireSas
give
here
us the minute details, which

SieairaffBai

vtr

St. Mark and St. Luke
St. Matthew's
the impression made on the actual witnesses.
probable
that
he
not with our
circumstantial;
it
is
wa3
narrative is less
Lord, and he may have been preparing for that winding-up of his affairs
which was finished at the great feast prepared for Jesus apparently on the
<rvvrerp7$Bai.

show

afternoon of this very day.
2

Mark

V. 2, evBiois airiivrijo'ev abr$;

Luke viii.

27, ifidriov ovk iveStSiaxero.

This does not necessarily mean that he was stark naked, for he may still
have worn a x^Tav > DUt the tendency to strip themselves bare of every
Tag of clothing is common among lunatics. It was, for instance, one of

the tendencies of Christian VJJL. of Denmark. Furious maniacs — absolutely
naked — wander to this day in the mountains, and sleep in the caves of
Palestine. (Thomson, Land and Book, I., ch. xi. ; Warburton, The Crescent
und the Cross, ii. 352.)
3
As we may perhaps infer from Matt. viii. 28. There is a difference
here, but no fair critic dealing with any other narrative would dream of
¦calling it an irreconcilable discrepancy; at any rate they would not consider
that it in any way impaired the credibility of the narrative. Probably, if we
knew the actual circumstances, we should see no shadow of difficulty in the
fact that Matthew mentions two, and the other Evangelists one. Similar
minute differences occur at every step in the perfectly honest evidence of
men whom no one, on that account, dreams of doubting, or of charging with
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The presence, the
he plays no part in the narrative.
look, the voice of Christ, even before He addressed these
sufferers, seems always to have calmed and overawed
them, and this demoniac of Gergesa was no exception.
Instead of faUing upon the disciples, he ran to Jesus

from a distance, and feU down before Him in an attitude
of worship. Mingling his own perturbed individuahty

with that of the multitude of unclean spirits which he
believed to be in possession of His soul, he entreated the
Lord, in loud and terrified accents, not to torment him
before the time.

It

is well known that to recaU a maniac's attention
to his name, to awake his memory, to touch his sym
pathies by past association, often produces a lucid in
terval, and perhaps this may have been the reason why
" But
"
this
Jesus said to the man, What is thy name ?
question only receives the wild answer, "My name is
The man had, as it were, lost
Legion, for we are
his own name ; it was absorbed in the hideous tyranny
of that multitude of demons under whose influence
destroyed.1

The presence of
his own personaUty was
Boman armies in Palestine had rendered him famUiar
with that title of multitude, and as though six thousand
evil spirits were in him, he answers by the Latin
word which had now become so famiHar to every
io-r\, says St. Chrysostom, Siatp6pas
hujusmodi
Evangelistarum locutiones,"
"Per
(iiretv koI naxouevovs eliretv.
says St. Augustiae, "varias sed non conteaeias, discimus riihil in
(Aug. De
cujusque verbis nos inspicere debere, nisi voluntatem, Ate."
Evang.
ii. 28.)
Cons.

¦untrustworthy

observation.

"Erepov

i This duality and apparent interchange of consciousness were universal
See Clem. Alex. Strom, i. 21, § 143, who
among this afflicted class.
language
explains Plato's notion of a
of the gods partly from the fact
that demoniacs do not speak their own voice and language, axxit rfy r&v
cnteici6vruy Saipivav.
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Jew.1
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And still

agitated by his own perturbed fancies,
he entreats, as though the thousands of demons were

speaking by his mouth, that they might not be driven
into the abyss, but be suffered to take refuge in the
swine.

The narrative which foUows is to us difficult of com

and one which, however HteraUy accepted,
touches upon regions so wholly mysterious and unknown
that we have no clue' to its real significance, and can
prehension,

gain nothing by speculating upon it. The narrative in
St. Luke runs as foUows : —
" And there was an herd of
swine2
many
feeding upon
the mountain ; and they besought Him that He would
And He suffered them.
suffer them to enter into them.
Then went the devils out of the man, and entered into
the swine ; and the herd ran violently down a steep place
choked."
into the lake, and were
That the demoniac was healed —that in the terrible
final paroxysm which usuaUy accompanied the deliver
ance from this strange and awful malady, a herd of
swine was in some way affected with such wild terror as
to rush headlong in large numbers over a steep hill-side
into the waters of the lake —and that, in the minds of
aU who were present, including that of the sufferer
himself, this precipitate rushing of the swine was con
nected with the man's release from his demoniac thral
dom — thus much is clear.
And indeed, so far, there is no difficulty whatever.
Any one who believes in the Gospels, and beheves that
the Son of God did work on earth deeds which far
The ancient Megiddo bore at this time the name Legio, from tho
Roman company stationed there. It is still called Ledjun.
2
St. Mark, specific as usual, says " about two thousand."
1

W
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surpass mere human power, must beheve that among
the most frequent of His cures were those of the dis

tressing forms of mental and nervous malady which we
ascribe to purely natural causes, but which the ancient
Jews, Hke aU Orientals, attribute to direct supernatural
agency.1

And knowing to how singular an extent the
mental impressions of man affect by some unknown
electric influence the lower animals — knowing, for
instance, that man's cowardice and exultation, and even
his superstitious terrors, do communicate themselves to
the dog which accompanies him, or the horse on which
he rides — there can be little or no difficulty in under
standing that the shrieks and gesticulations of a power

ful lunatic might strike uncontroUable terror into a herd
of swine. We know further that the spasm of dehverance was often attended with fearful convulsions, some
blood;2
and we know
times perhaps with an effusion of
that the sight and smeU of human blood producesstrange effects in many animals. May there not have
been something of this kind at work in this singular
event

It

?

is true that the EvangeHsts

(as their language

"All

kinds of diseases which are called melancholy they call an evil.
(Maimon. in Shabbath, ii. 5).
Hence it is not surprising that
mechanical exorcisms were sometimes resorted to (Tob. viii. 2, 3 ; Jos. Antt.
1

spirit"

it,

viii. 2, § 5 ; Just. Mart. Dial. c. Tryph. 85, xpd>i*evoi e%opni(ovo-i . . Bv/udpao-i)..
In Jex. Terumoth, fol. 40, 2 (ap. Otho, Lex. Rabb. s. v. "Daemones"), people
afflicted with hypochondria, melancholy, and brain-disease, are all treated as
demoniacs, and Kardaicus is even made a demon's name. St. Peter seems
to class all the diseased whom Christ cured as KaraSwaarevonevovs (mi toDFor full information on the whole subject Gfrorer
Sia&ixov (Acts x. 38).
refers to Edzard, Avoda Zara, ii. 311 — 356.
2 Some years ago, the dead
body of a murdered lady was discovered in'
a lonely field solely by the strange movements of the animals which were
the sight of the blood-stained corpse. The fact washalf-maddened by cows,"
undisputed: "the
as one of the witnesses described
"went
field."
the
blaring about

DEMONIAC

POSSESSION.
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clearly shows) held, in aU its simplicity, the belief that
actual devUs passed in multitudes out of the man and
into the swine. But is it not aUowable here to make

a distinction between actual facts and that which was
the mere conjecture and inference of the spectators from
whom the three Evangelists heard the tale ?
we are

If

not bound to beHeve the man's haUucination that six
thousand devUs were in possession of his soul are we
bound to beHeve the possibility, suggested by his per
turbed inteUect, that the unclean spirits should pass
from him into the swine ?x If indeed we could be sure
that Jesus directly encouraged or sanctioned in the
man's mind the belief that the swine were indeed
driven wUd by the unclean spirits which passed objec
tively from the body of the Gergesene into the bodies
of these dumb beasts,, then we could, without hesitation^
beHeve as a literal truth, however incomprehensible,
that so it was. But this by no means follows indis
putably from what we know of the method of the
Evangelists. Let aU who wUl, hold fast to the conviction
that men and beasts may be quite literaUy possessed of

only let them beware of confusing their own con
victions, which are binding on themselves alone, with
those absolute and eternal certainties which cannot be
rejected without moral bhndness by others. Let them
remember that a hard and denunciative dogmatism
approaches more nearly than anything else to that
Pharisaic want of charity which the Lord whom they
love and worship visited with His most scathing anger
The Hteral reahty of demoniac possession
and rebuke.
devils

1

;

This was a thoroughly Jewish belief. In Bab. Joma, 83

attributes the hydrophobia

d. Heils, i. 412).

b,

R. Samuel
Jahrh.

of dogs to demoniac possession (Gfrorer.
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is a belief for which more may perhaps be said than is
admitted by the purely physical science of the present
day,3
but it is not a necessary article of the Christian
creed ; and if any reader imagines that in this brief
narrative, to a greater extent than in any other, there
are certain nuances of expression in which subjective
inferences are confused with exact realities, he is hold
ing a view which has the sanction of many wise and
thoughtful Churchmen, and has a right to do so with
out the slightest imputation on the orthodoxy of his

beHef.2

See this beautifully and moderately stated by Professor Westcott
(Charact of the Gosp. Miracles, pp. 72 —83). He contrasts the super
1

stitious materialism of Josephus (Antt. viii. 2, § 5 ; B. J. vii. 6, § 3) with tho
simplicity of the Gospel narratives. A powerful series of arguments for
the tenability of the view which denies actual demoniac possession may be
found in Jahn, Archaeologia Biblica (to which have already referred), and
are maintained by the late Rev.
F. Denham in Kitto's Bibl. Cyclop., s. v.

J.

"Demons."

I

So many good, able, and perfectly orthodox writers have, with the samo
data before them, arrived at differing conclusions on this question, that any
My own view under
certainty respecting it appears to be impossible.
2

I

these circumstances is of no particular importance, but it is this.
have
shown that the Jews, like all unscientific nations in all ages, attributed
many nervous disorders and physical obstructions to demoniac possession
which we should attribute to natural causes; but
am not prepared to
desperate
age
that
in
the
dark
and
which
saw
the Redeemer's advent
deny

I

there may have been forms of madness which owed their more immediate
manifestation to evil powers.
should not personally find much hardship or
difficulty in accepting such a belief, and have only been arguing against the
uncharitable and pernicious attempt to treat it as a necessary article of faith
for all. The subject is too obscure (even to science) to admit of dogmatism

I

I

find that (to say
nothing of Dr. Lardner) two writers so entirely above suspicion as Neander
here,"
and De Pressense substantially hold the same view. "There is a gap
says Neander, " in our connection of tho facts.
Did Christ really partici
opinions
pate in the
of the demoniac, or was it only subsequently inferred
from the fact that the swine rushed down, that Christ had allowed the
evil spirits to take possession of them ? " (Life of Christ, p. 207, E. Tr.)
" That these devils," says Pressense, " literally entered into the
body of
on either side.

Since writing the above paragraphs,

the swine is an inadmissible

supposition

" (Jesus Christ, p.
339, E. Tr.).
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That the whole scene was violent and startling
appears in the fact that the keepers of the swine " fled
and told it in the city and in the
The people
of Gergesa, and the Gadarenes and Gfirasenes of all the

neighbouring district, flocked out to see the Mighty
Stranger who had thus visited their coasts.
What
liveher or more decisive proof of His power and His
beneficence could they have had than the sight which
met their eyes ? The filthy and frantic demoniac who
had been the terror of the country, so that none could
pass that way — the wild-eyed dweller in the tombs who
had been accustomed to gash himself with cries of rage,
fierceness broke away all fetters —
was now calm as a child. Some charitable hand had flung
and whose untamed

an outer robe over his naked figure, and he was sitting
at the feet of Jesus, clothed, and in his right mind.

"And they

were

—more

afraid of that Holy

Presence than of the previous furies of the possessed.
The man indeed was saved ; but what of that, consider

ing that some of their two thousand unclean beasts had
perished ! Their precious swine were evidently in danger;
the greed and gluttony of every apostate Jew and low
the place were clearly imperilled by re
ceiving such a one as they saw that Jesus was. With dis
graceful and urgent unanimity they entreated and im
bred GentUe

plored

in

Him to

leave their coasts.1

Both heathens and

The modern Jews, like their ancestors, attribute a vast number of inter
See, on the whole subject,
ferences to the schedim, or evil spirits.
Demonology."
"
Excursus VII., Jewish Angelology and
1
Matt. viii. 34, irapeicdXeo-av ; Mark v. 17, ijptavro irapaKaXetv ; Luke viii.
fip<&rri<Tav.
The heathen character of the district comes more fully
37,
home to us when we remember that Meleager and Philodemus, two of tho
least pure poots of the Greek anthology, were natives of this very Gadara

about B.C. 50.
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Jews had recognised abeady the great truth that God
anger.1
sometimes answers bad prayers in His deepest
Jesus Himself had taught His disciples not to give that

which was holy to the dogs, neither to cast their pearls
" lest they trample them under their feet,
before swine,
He had gone across the
and turn again and rend
lake for quiet and rest, desiring, though among lesser
multitudes, to extend to these semi-heathens also the
blessings of the kingdom of God.
But they loved their
sins and their swine, and with a perfect energy of deHberate preference for aU that was base and mean, re
jected such blessings, and entreated Him to go away.
Sadly, but at once, He turned and left them. Gergesa
was no place for Him ; better the lonely hill-tops to
the north of it ; better the crowded strand on the other
side.

And yet He did not leave them in anger.

of mercy had
saved

out.

been

done there

;

One deed

one sinner had been

from one soul the unclean spirits had been cast

;

And just

as the united multitude

of the Gadarenes

had entreated for His absence, so the poor saved demo
But Jesus
niac entreated henceforth to be with Him.
would fain leave one more, one last opportunity for those
On others for whose sake
who had rejected Him.
miracles had been performed
»

See Exod. x. 28, 29

"We,

;

He

had enjoined silence ;

Numb. xxii. 20; Ps. Ixxviii. 29—31.

ignorant of ourselves,
Beg often our own harms, which the wise powers
good." — Shaksp.
Ant. <feCleop. ii. 1.
Deny us for our

" God

answers sharp and sudden on some prayers,

And flings the thing we have asked for iu our face ;
A gauntlet with a gift in 't." —Aurora Leigh.

The truth was also thoroughly recognised in Pagan literature, as in Plato,
"
Alcib. ii. 138, B ; Juv. Sat. x. 7, Evertere domos totas ^optantibus ipsis
malignis."
" Magnaque
"

Di

faciles

This is in

Ill,

numinibus vota exaudita
and x.
fact the moral of the legend of Tithonus.
;
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this man —since He was now leaving the place —
" Go home," He said, " to thy
He enjoined publicity.
friends, and tell them how great things the Lord hath
done for thee, and hath had compassion on thee." And
©n

so the demoniac of Gergesa became the first great mis

sionary to the region of Decapolis, bearing in his own
person the confirmation of his words ; and Jesus, as His
little vessel left the inhospitable shore, might still hope
that the day might not be far distant—might come, at

any rate, before over that ill-fated district burst the
storm of sword and fire1—when
"E'en the witless Gadarene,
Preferring Christ to swine, would feel
That hfe is sweetest when 'tis clean."'

For the fearful massacre and conflagration
district,
see Jos. J5. J. iii.. 7, § 1.
this
2
Coventry Patmoro.
1

of Gadara, the

CHAPTER XXIV.
THE DAY OF

S

FEAST.

" Nunquam laeti sitis, nisi quum fratrem vestrum videritis in caritate."
—Jeeome in Eph. v. 3 (quoted as a saying of Christ from the Hebrew
Gospel).

The

events

just described had happened apparently in

the early morning, and it might perhaps be noon when
Jesus reached once more the Plain of Gennesareth.
People had recognised the sail of His returning vessel,
and
before He reached land1 the multitudes had

long
lined the shore, and were waiting for Him, and received
Him gladly.

If

we may here accept as chronological the order of
St. Matthew 2— to whom, as we shaU see hereafter, this

must have been a very memorable day — Jesus went first
into the town of Capernaum, which was now regarded as
1

Luke viii. 40.

Matt. ix. 1. Some may see an objection to this arrangement in the
fact that St. Luke (v. 17) mentions Pharisees not only from Galilee, but
It is, how
even from Judsea and Jerusalem as being present at the scene.
ever, perfectly clear that the Pharisees are not the spies from Jerusalem
subsequently sent to dog His steps (Mark iii. 2; vii. 1 ; Matt. xv. 1) ; for, on
" that the power of the Lord was
the contrary, St. Luke distinctly says
them."
present to heal
We surmise, therefore, that they must have comefrom motives which were at least harmless. If, indeed, with », B, L, woread avrbv for abrobs, this argument falls to the ground; but my belief ia
the sequence is not changed.
2

THE PARALYTIC HEALED.

" His own city."

He went at
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once to the house —pro

;

a

it,

bably the house of St. Peter —which He ordinarily used
when staying at Capernaum. There the crowd gathered
in ever denser numbers, fiUing the house, and even the
court-yard which surrounded
so that there was no
access even to the door.1
But there was one poor
sufferer —a man bedridden from
stroke of paralysis —
who, with his friends, had absolutely determined that
access should be made for him
he would be one of
those violent men who would take the kingdom of
heaven by force.
And the four who were carrying him,
finding that they could not reach Jesus through the
crowd, made their way to the roof, perhaps by the usual
staircase,2

and making an aperture in the roof by
tiles,3
let down the paralytic, on
the removal of
few
couch,*
his humble
exactly in front of the place where
The man was sUent, perhaps awe
Christ was sitting.
a

outer

struck

at

his

manner

of intrusion into the Lord's

but Jesus was pleased at the strength and
unhesitating boldness of faith which the act displayed,

presence;

a

and bestowing first upon the man richer blessing than
that which he primarily sought, He gently said to him,
is

4

is

is

;

3

2

1

Matt. ix. 2—8; Mark ii. 1—12; Luke v. 17—26.
Eastern houses are low, and nothing easier than to get to their roofs,
For the outer staircase,
especially when they are built on rising ground.
see Matt. xxiv. 17.
Luke v. 19, Siarav Kepduay. Otherwise the itopv£avres of St. Mark
might lead us to imagine that they cut through some mud partition.
The details are not
Possibly they enlarged an aperture in the roof.
understand
make
us
minute
to
what
was done, and the
exactly
sufficiently
variations of reading show that some difficulty was felt by later readers
quite an every-day matter in the
but the mere fact of opening the roof
Book, p. 358). The objection
and
the
Thomson,
The Land
East (see
that the fives or safety of those sitting below would be endangered (!)
one of the ignorant childishnesses of merely captious criticism.
Probably little more
kXivISiov (Luke v. 19), Kodpparov (Mark ii. 4).
than a mere mat.
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"

Be of
had said to the woman who was a sinner,
thee."
good courage, son j1 thy sins are forgiven
Our
Lord had before observed the unfavourable impression
produced on the bystanders by those startling words.
as

He

He

again observed

it now in the

interchanged glances of

the Scribes who were present, and the look of angry dis
approval on their countenances,2
But on this occasion
He did not, as before, silently substitute another phrase.
On the contrary, he distinctly chaUenged attention to
His words, and miraculously justified them. Beading

their thoughts, He reproved them for the fierce unuttered
calumnies of which their hearts were full, and put to
"Which,"
them a direct question.
He asked, "is easier?
'
'
to say to the paralytic, Thy sins are forgiven thee ;
'
or to say, ' Arise and walk ? "3 May not anybody say
the former without its being possible to tell whether the
sins are forgiven or not ? but who can say the latter,
and give effect to his own words, without a power from
can by a word heal this paralytic, is it
above ?
must be One who has also power on
not clear that
earth to forgive sins ? The unanswerable question was
received with the sUence of an invincible obstinacy; but
turning once more to the paralytic, Jesus said to him,
"Arise, take up thy bed, and walk." At once power
was restored to the palsied limbs, peace to the stricken
soul. The man was healed. He rose, Hfted the light
couch on which he had been lying, and, whUe now the
crowd opened a passage for him, he went to his house
glorifying God ; and the multitude, when they broke up

If

Luke V.

I

I

Mark ii.

5, rexvov. The Bdpo-ei, renvov of Matt. ix. 2,
phrase
most likely to have been used by Christ.
being the tenderest, is the
blasphemes." —
2 ".
Why does this man speak thus P He
Such is probably
1

20, dvBpaite

the true reading
8

This

seems

(m,

;

B, D, L, &c.) of Mark ii.

7.

to me the most forcible punctuation in Mark ii.

9.
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to disperse, kept exchanging one with another exclama
tions of astonishment not unmixed with fear, " We saw
strange things to-day !" "We never saw anything like
this before

!

"

From the house —perhaps to aUow of more listeners

hearing His words —Jesus seems to have adjourned to
His favourite shore ; l and thence, after a brief interval
of teaching, He repaired to the house of Matthew, in
which the pubhcan, who was now an Apostle, had made
a great feast of farewell to all his friends.2 As he had
been a publican himself, it was natural that many of
"
these also would be " publicans and sinners — the out
casts of society, objects at once of hatred and contempt.

Yet Jesus

and

His

disciples, with no touch of scorn or

sat down with them at the feast: "for
foUowers."
A
there were many, and they were His
charity so Hberal caused deep dissatisfaction, on two
exclusiveness,

grounds, to two powerful bodies — the Pharisees and
the disciples of John. To the former, mainly because
this contact with men of careless and evil lives violated
all the traditions of their haughty scrupulosity ; to the
latter, because this ready acceptance of invitations to
1

Mark ii. 13.

This shows that
Matt. ix. 11 ; Mark ii. 15 ; Luke v. 29, Sox^ pteydxn.
large
sacrifices
to
follow
Christ.
It seems quite
earthly
made
had
Matthew
Synoptists
relate
the
the
call
of Matthew in
clear that the only reason why
this place instead of earlier, is to connect his call with this feast. But on
the other hand a great farewell feast could hardly have been given on the
very day of the call, and other circumstances, arising especially from the
fact that the Twelve were chosen before the Sormon on the Mount, and that
the call of Matthew from the toll-booth must have preceded his selection
as an Apostle, lead us to the conviction that the feast was given afterwards ;
and, indeed, Archbishop Newcome, in his Harmony of the Gospels, p. 259,
says "that Levi's call and feast were separated in the most ancient Har
" (see Andrews,
monies from Tatian, in A.D. 170, to Gerson, A.D. 1400
Life of our Lord, p. 211) ; and he might . have added, down to many
2

modern commentators.
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scenes

of feasting

seemed to discountenance

the neces

sity for their half-Essenian asceticism. The complaints
could hardly have been made at the time, for unless
any Pharisees or disciples of John merely looked in from
curiosity during the progress of the meal, their own
presence there would have involved them in the very
blame which they were casting on their Lord. But
Jesus probably heard of their murmurs before the feast
was over.
There was something characteristic in the
The Pharisees,
way in which the criticism was made.
stiU a little dubious as to Christ's real character and
mission, evidently overawed by His greatness, and not
yet having ventured upon any open rupture with Him,
only vented their ill-humour on the disciples, asking
?"
them "why their Master ate with publicans and sinners
The simple-minded Apostles were perhaps unable to

it

it,

explain; but Jesus at once faced the opposition, and
told these murmuring respectabilities that He came not
to the self-righteous, but to the conscious sinners. He
came not to the folded flock, but to the straying sheep.
To preach the Gospel to the poor, to extend mercy to
the lost, was the very object for which He tabernacled
among men. It was His will not to thrust His grace
on those who from the very first wilfully steeled their
to those who
hearts against
but gently to extend
needed and felt their need of it. His teaching was to
be "as the smaU rain upon the tender herb, and as
grass."

And then, referring them
the showers upon the
to one of those palmary passages of the Old Testament
(Hos. vi. 6)1 which even in those days had summed up the
tj

3

;

;

;

1

8;

6

;

;

;

7

1

is

from the Hebrew. The LXX. has
The quotation
for <co! ob.
Comp. Matt. xii.
Sam. xv. 22 Deut. x. 12 Prov. xxi.
Eccles. xii.
passages amply sufficient to have shown the
Micah vi.
13 Hosea vi.
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very essence of all that was pleasing to God in love and
mercy, He borrowed the phrase of their own Rabbis, and
bade them—these teachers of the people, who claimed to
"
know so much— to " go and learn x what that meaneth,
" will have mercy, and not sacrifice." Perhaps it had
never before occurred to their astonished minds, over
laid as they were by a crust of mere Levitism and
tradition, that the love which thinks it no condescen
sion to mingle with sinners in the effort to win their
souls, is more pleasing to God than thousands of rams
and tens of thousands of rivers of oil.
The answer to the somewhat querulous question

I

less severe in tone.2
dejection of mind
which arose from the position of the great teacher, to

Him by John's disciples was
No doubt He pitied that natural

asked

whom alone they had as yet learned to look, and who
now lay in the dreary misery of a Machaerus dungeon.
He might have answered that fasting was at the best
a work of supererogation —useful, indeed, and obliga
tory, if any man felt that thereby he was assisted in the
mortification of anything which was evU in his nature
—but worse than useless if it merely ministered to his
spiritual pride, and led him to despise others. He
might have pointed out to them that although they had

instituted a fast twice in the

week,3

this was but a

Jews, had they really searched the Scriptures, the hollowness and falsity of

the whole Pharisaic system.
1 Matt. ix. 13, in1" «s
On the interesting question of the language
ordinarily used by our Lord, see Chap. VII., p. 90.
2 Matt. ix. 14—17 ; Mark ii. 18—22 ; Luke v. 33—39.
Apparently the
oppose
eager
Him, and
Pharisees,
to seize any and every opportunity to

glad of a combination so powerful and so unwonted as that which enabled
them to unite with John's disciples, joined in this question also (Mark ii. 19).
s On Thursday, because on that day Moses was behoved to have reCf.
ascended Mount Sinai; on Monday, because on that day he returned.
Luke xviii. 12 ; Babha Kama, f. 82 a.
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traditional institution, so little sanctioned by the Mosaic
law, than in it but one single day of fasting was appointed
year.1
He might, too, have added that
for the entire
the reason why fasting had - not been made a universal
duty is probably that spirit of mercy which recognised
how differently it worked upon different temperaments,
fortifying some against the attacks of temptation, but
only hindering others in the accomplishment of duty.
Or again, He might have referred them to those passages
in their own Prophets, which pointed out that, in the
sight of God, the true fasting is not mere abstinence
from food while aU the time the man is

the fist of

"

smiting with

but rather to love mercy, and

to do justice, and to let the oppressed go free.2 But
instead of all these lessons, which, in their present
state, might only have exasperated their prejudices, He
answers them only by a gentle argumentum ad hominem.
Beferring to the fine image in which their own beloved
and revered teacher had spoken of Him as the bride

groom, He contented Himself with asking them, " Can
ye make the children of the bridechamber fast,3 while
'The Day of Atonement (Lev. xvi. 29; Numb. xxix. 7). It appears
that in the period of the exile four annual fasts (in the fourth, fifth,
seventh, and tenth months) had sprung up, but they certainly receive no
special sanction from the Prophets (Zech. viii 19; vii. 1—12). In the oldest
and genuine part of the Megillah Taanith, which emanated from the schools

of Hillel and Shammai, there is merely a list of days on which fasting
and mourning are forbidden.
It will be found with a translation in
Derenbourg, Hist Palestine, pp. 439 —446. See too Lightfoot, Hor. Hebr.
in Matt. ix. 14.
2 See the
many noble and splendid utterances of the Prophets tothis effect (Micah vi. 6—8; Hosea vi. 6; xii. 6; Amos v. 21—24; Isa.
1.

10—20).

mourn,"
John iii. 29. The use of the word irevBetv, "
instead of
fast,"
"
in Matt. ix. 15, gives still greater point to the question.
yjjffTeieiv,
»

sign of sorrow, but the kingdom of God was a kingdom of
gladness, and the bridal to which their own Master had compared its
Fasting was

a
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them?"
the bridegroom is with
and then, looking
calmly down at the deep abyss which yawned before
Him, He uttered a saying which — although at that time
it;

—was perhaps the very
none probably understood
earliest public intimation that He gave of the violent
end which awaited Him —" But the days will come when

them,1
the bridegroom shaU be taken away from
and
days."
then shaU they fast in those
Eurther He told

them,

in woras of yet

deeper

significance, though ex

in the homeliest metaphors, that His
were,
robe entirely new, not patch of

pressed, as so often,

a

;

;

is

it

a

it

religion is, as
unteazled cloth upon an old robe, serving only to make
rents;2
that
not new wine, put,
worse its original
in all its fresh fermenting, expansive strength, into old
and worn wine-skins, and so serving only to burst the
wine-skins and be lost, but new wine in fresh wine-skins.3
The new spirit was to be embodied in whoUy renovated
forms
the new freedom was to be untrammeUed by ob
the spiritual
solete and long meaningless limitations
doctrine was to be sundered for ever from mere elaborate
and external ceremonials.
St. Luke also has preserved for us the tender and

1

a

a

time of joy. The disciples are the paranymphs, the
was
thoroughly Hebrew
children of the bridechamber, the beni hahachunnah,
metaphor for the nearest friends of the wedded pair.
A dim hint of the same kind had been given in the private conversation

proclamation

t

is

3

2

;

is

a

with Nicodemus (John iii. 14). The word iarapBy, clearly implying violent
here used by each of the Synoptists
termination of His career, which
(Matt. ix. 15 Mark ii. 20), occurs nowhere else in the New Testament.
Matt. ix. 16, pdnovs ayvdfov.
dlvov viov els kaicobs Kamovs f3Xr)ri'ov (Luke v. 38). Similes not unlike this
may be found in heathenliterature, and we know that our Lord did not shun
The fact, however, that His next
such existing parallels (Acts xxvi. 14).
line, obSels . . n^>v iraXaibv
into
iambic
run
an
(v.
Luke
in
St.
words
38)
accidental
as the previous iambie
as
purely
tbBlus BeXei vkov,
probably
pXacrtpTj/j-ias
in verse 21, ris io~riv ovros os XaXet
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addition —" No man also having drunk old
wine straightway desireth new: for he saith, The old
Perhaps the fact that these words were
is excellent."1

remarkable

found to be obscure has caused the variety of readings
in the original text. There is nothing less like the

ordinary character of man than to make allowance for
difference of opinion in matters of rehgion; yet it is
He had
the duty of doing this which the words imply.
been showing them that His kingdom was something
more than a restitution (diroKaTdaTao-K),

it

was a re-crea

but He knew how hard it was for
men trained in the tradition of the Pharisees, and in
admiration for the noble asceticism of the Baptist, to
accept truths which were to them both new and strange ;
and, therefore, even when He is endeavouring to Hghten
their darkness, He shows that He can look on them
" with larger other eyes, to make allowance for them aU."
tion

(iraXtryyeveo-id)

;

1

Leg. xpn«™.

(»,

B, L.)

CHAPTEB XXV.
THE DAT OF MATTHEW'S FEAST
" Is

there no physician there ?

(continued).

"—Jee. viii.

22.

The feast was scarcely over at the house of Matthew,1
and Jesus was stiU engaged in the kindly teaching
which arose out of the question of John's disciples,
when another event occurred which led in succession to
three of the greatest miracles of His earthly life.2
A ruler of the synagogue —the rosh hakkeneseth, or
chief elder of the congregation, to whom the Jews
looked with great respect— came to Jesus in extreme
agitation. It is not improbable that this ruler of the
synagogue had been one of the very deputation who
had pleaded with Jesus for the centurion-proselyte by

If

so, he knew by experience
whom it had been built.
Elingthe power of Him to whom he now appealed.
3
ing himself at His feet with broken words —which in
the original still sound as though they were interrupted
and rendered incoherent by bursts of grief — he teUs Him
1 The note of time in Matt. ix. 18, " while He spake these things unto
them,"
is here quite exphcit ; and St. Matthew is most hkely to have
followed the exact order of events on a day which was to him so memorable,
as his last farewell to his old life as a Galilaean publican.
2 Matt. ix. 18—26; Mark v. 22— 43; Luke viii. 41—56.
3
Mark v. 23. Considering the position of Jairus, this little incident
strikingly shows the estimation in which Jesus was held at this time even
by men of leading position.

X
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that his Httle daughter, his only daughter, is dying, is
dead ; but still, if He will but come and lay His hand
upon her, she shall live.
With the tenderness which
could not be deaf to a mourner's cry, Jesus rose1 at
once from the table, and went with him, followed not
only by His disciples, but also by a dense expectant
multitude, which had been witness of the scene. And
as He went the people in their eagerness pressed upon
Him and thronged Him.

But among this throng — containing doubtless some
of the Pharisees and of John's disciples with whom He
had been discoursing, as well as some of the publicans
and sinners with whom

He had

been seated at the feasts-

there was one who had not been attracted by curiosity
to witness what would be done for the ruler of the
Synagogue.
It was a woman who for twelve years had

suffered from a distressing malady, which unfitted her
for aU the relationships of life, and which was peculiarly
afflicting, because in the popular mind it was regarded

1

direct consequence

Matt. ix.

of sinful habits.

In

vain had
she wasted her substance and done fresh injury to her
health in the effort to procure relief from many different
physicians,2
and now, as a last desperate resource, she
would try what could be gained without money and
without price from the Great Physician.
Perhaps, in
as a

19, iyepBels.

Mark v. 26, iroxxa iraBovcra fiird voXXwv larp&v. The physician Evan
gelist St. Luke (viii. 43) mentions that in this attempt she had wasted all her
2

substance (Sxov rbv piov). This might well have been the case if they had
recommended to her nothing better than the strange Talmudic recipes
mentioned by Lightfoot, Hor. Hebr. in Marc. v. 26. (See Wunderbar, Biblisch-talmudische Medicin.)
The recipes are not, however, worse than
given
Luther
in
his Table Talk, who (in the old English transla
those
by
tion of the book) exclaims, " How great is the mercy of God who has put
"
such healing virtue in all manner of muck !
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it

was because she had no longer any
reward to offer; perhaps because she was ashamed in
her ignorance,

her feminine modesty to reveal the malady from which
she had been suffering; but from whatever cause, she

it

were, to steal from Him, unknown,
the blessing for which she longed.
And so, with the
strength and pertinacity of despair, she struggled in that
dense throng until she was near enough to touch Him ;
determined, as

and then, perhaps aU the more violently from her ex
treme nervousness, she grasped the white fringe of His

the law of Moses every Jew was to wear at
each corner of his tallith a fringe or tassel, bound by a
riband of symbohc blue, to remind him that he was
to God.1
Two of these fringes usually
robe.

By

hung
holy
down at the bottom of the robe; one hung over the
shoulder where the robe was folded round the person.
It was probably this one that she touched2 with secret
and trembHng haste, and then, feeling instantly that
she had gained her desire and was healed, she shrunk
back unnoticed into the throng. Unnoticed by others,
but not by Christ. Perceiving that healing power had
gone out of Him, recognising the one magnetic touch of
timid faith even amid the pressure of the crowd, He
stopped and asked, "Who touched my clothes?"
There
was something almost impatient in the reply of Peter,
as though in such a throng he thought it absurd to
ask, "Who touched me?"3 But Jesus, His eyes still
The Hebrew word is kanephoth,
Numb. xv. 37— 40 ; Deut. xxii. 12.
literally, " wings ; " and the white tassels with their blue or purple thread
were called tsitsith.
2
It is not easy to stoop down in a thick moving crowd, nor could she
1

have done so unobserved.
3

"Wipremunt, ista tetigit " (Aug., Serm. ccxlv.). " Caro premit, fides

tangit

" (id. lxii.

4).

(Trench, Miracles, p. 204.)
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wandering over the many faces, told him that there was
a difference between the crowding of curiosity and the
touch of faith, and as at last His glance fell on the
poor woman, she, perceiving that she had erred in trying

to filch the blessing which He would have graciously
bestowed, came forward fearing and trembling, and,
flinging herself at His feet, told Him all the truth. AU
her feminine shame and fear were forgotten in her desire

Doubtless she dreaded His
to atone for her fault.
anger, for the law expressly ordained that the touch of
one afflicted as she was, caused ceremonial
evening.1

uncleanness
touch had cleansed her, not

But His
So far from being indignant, He
her's polluted Him.
"Daughter"
— and at once the sound of that
said to her,
gracious word sealed her pardon — "go for peace:2 thy
tiU the

disease."

faith hath saved thee ; be healed from thy
The incident must have caused a brief delay, and,
as we have seen, to the anguish of Jairus every instant
But he was not the only sufferer who had
was critical.
a claim on the Saviour's

mercy ; and, as he uttered no
complaint, it is clear that sorrow had not made him
selfish. But at this moment a messenger reached him
with the brief message —" Thy daughter is dead ; " and

Lev. xv. 19. The Pharisees shrunk from a woman's touch, as they do
" The chakams were especially careful to avoid being touched
by
"
part
(Frankl,
of
the
women's
in
East,
dresses
Jews
the
ii.
81).
any
2
As before (Luke vii. 50), this corresponds to the Hebrew expression,
BlVtfj.
Our Lord addressed no other woman by the title Qiyarep.
Legend has assigned to this woman Veronica as a name, and Panets
(Caesarea Philippi) as a residence.
An ancient statue of bronze at this
place was believed to represent her in the act of touching the fringe
of Christ's robe ; and Eusebius (Hist. Ecci. vii. 18) and Sozomen (Hist.
Eccl. v. 21) both mention this statue, which is believed to have been
so curious a testimony to the reality of Christ's miracle, that Julian the
Apostate—or, according to another account, Maximus— is charged with
having destroyed it.
1

now.
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then, apparently with a touch of dislike and irony, he
added, " Worry not the Babbi." x

The

to Jesus, bub
He overheard
and with a compassionate desire to
spare the poor father from needless agony, He said to
beHeve."
him those memorable words, " Eear not, only
They soon arrived at his house, and found it occupied
by the hired mourners and flute-players, who, as they
mercenarjbeat their breasts, with
clamour, insulted the
dumbness of sincere sorrow, and the patient majesty of
death.3
Probably this simulated wailing would be very
repulsive to the soul of Christ ; and first stopping at the
door to forbid any of the multitude to follow Him, He
entered the house with three only of the inmost circle of
His Apostles —Peter, and James, and John. On entering,
His first care was to still the idle noise ; but when His
kind declaration — " The little maid * is not dead, but
sleepeth

message had not been addressed

it,2

"—

was only received with coai se

ridicule,6

"worry,"

He

"bother,"

or
is
something like our
used here, and here alone (except in Luke vii. 6), by both St. Mark and St.
Luke. (The 'o-KvXp.4vot of Matt. ix. 36 is a dubious reading.)
2 Mark
v. 36, irapditovaas (s, B, L). The word occurs nowhere else in the
1

The curious word

o-id'xxe,

New Testament.
8
At this time among the Jews, no less than among the Romans,

" Cantabat

fanis, cantabat tibia ludis,
funeribus."
(Ov. Fast, vi.)
Cantabat moestis tibia

The Rabbinic rule provided that there should be at least two flute-players,
The amount of
and one mourning-woman (Selden, Uxor. Hebr. iii. 8).

noise indicated by the Bipvfios KXatovras ko! aXaXdfavras iroxxa (Mark v. 38)
"
recalls to us the " Quantum non superant triafunera of Hor. Sat. i. 6, 43.
The custom was doubtless ancient (Eccles. xii.. 5 ; Jer. ix. 17; Amos v. 16;
St. Luke adds the beating on the breast (viii. .52; cf.
2 Chron. xxxv. 25).
"
Nahum ii. 7). The custom still continues ; they weep, howl, beat their
" (Thomson, Land and
breasts, and tear their hair according to contract

L, ch. viii).
Mark v. 39, to tratSlov.

Book,
4

6

She was twelve years old.
The Evangelists use the strong expression, icareylxav avrov.
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mourners.1 When calm
indignantly ejected the paid
was restored, He took with Him the father and the
mother and His three Apostles, and entered with quiet

by the sUence and
awfulness of death. Then, taking the little cold dead
hand, He uttered these two thriUing words, " Talitha
"
" "
cumi — Little maid, arise ! 2 and her spirit returned,
and the child arose and walked.
An awful amazement
;3
seized the parents
but Jesus calmly bade them give
reverence

the chamber

haUowed

entire fact should

And

if

He added his customary
warning that they should not speak of what had hap
pened, it was not evidently in the intention that the
the child some food.

remain

unknown —for that would

have been impossible, when aU the circumstances had

witnessed by so many — but because those who
have received from God's hand unbounded mercy are
more likely to reverence that mercy with adoring grati
tude if it be kept like a hidden treasure in the inmost
been

heart.

Crowded and overwhelming as had been the incidents
of this long night and day, it seems probable from St.
Matthew that it was signahsed by yet one more asto

nishing work of power. For as He departed thence two
blind men foUowed Him with the cry—as yet unheard
—" Son of David, have mercy on us." AHeady Christ
had begun to check, as it were, the spontaneity of
His miracles. He had performed more than sufficient to
attest His power and mission, and it was important that
1

Mark

V. 40, eK0aXi>v Sirdvras.

Mark

V. 42, e\ear-R.o-av inardaei pteydXp.

Doubtless St. Peter, who was actually present, told his friend and
kinsman Mark the actual words which Christ had used.
They are
interesting also as bearing on the question of the language which He
generally spoke.
*

3
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men should pay more heed to His divine eternal teaching
than to His temporal healings.
Nor would He as yet

it,

sanction the premature, and perhaps iU-considered, use
of the Messianic title " Son of David "—a title which,
might have thwarted His
had He publicly accepted
sacred purposes, by leading to an instantaneous revolt in
His favour against the Boman power. Without noticing
the men or their cry,

He went

to the house in Capernaum

;

it

He abode nor was until they had persistently
foUowed Him into the house that He tested their faith
where

this?"

?

a

a

it

;

it

it

I

by the question, "Believe ye that am able to do
Lord."
"
Then touched He
They said unto Him, Tea,
"
then' eyes, saying,
unto
According to your faith be
you."
And their eyes were opened. Like so many
whom He healed, they neglected His- stern command not
to reveal it.1 There are some who have admired their
to the enthusiasm
disobedience, and have attributed
of gratitude and admiration but was
not rather the
enthusiasm of blatant wonder, the vulgarity of chat
How many of these multitudes who had
tering boast
a

?

Did
-been healed by Him became His true disciples
hallowed silence
not the holy fire of devotion which
must have kept alive upon the altar of their hearts die
?

?

Did not He
away in the mere blaze of empty rumour
Would not obedience have been better
know best

'

a

a

Matt. ix. 27—31.

is

;

is

it

than sacrifice, and to hearken than the fat of rams?
possible
It possible to deceive ourselves
Yes.
to offer to Christ
seeming service which disobeys His
inmost precepts^to grieve Him, under the guise of
honouring Him, by vain repetitions, and empty genu
flexions, and bitter intolerance, and irreverent famiHarity,
Better,
dead devotion.
and the hollow simulacrum of
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far better, to serve Him by doing the things He said
than by a seeming zeal, often false in exact proportion
These
to its obtrusiveness, for the glory of His name.
disobedient babblers, who talked so much of Him, did
but offer Him the dishonouring service of a double
heart ; their violation of His commandment served only
to hinder His usefulness, to trouble His spirit, and to
precipitate

His

death.

CHAPTER XXVI.
A

VISIT

TO

JERUSALEM.

"Simplicity is the best viaticum for the Christian." —Clem. Alex.

Paed. ii.

Any one who has carefully and repeatedly studied the
Gospel narratives side by side, in order to form from
them as clear a conception as is possible of the life of
Christ on earth, can hardly faU to have been struck with

two or three general facts respecting the sequence of
In spite of the difficulty
events in His public ministry.
introduced by the varying and non-chronological arrange
ments of the Synoptists, and by the silence of the fourth
Gospel about the main part of the preaching in Galilee,
we see distinctly the foUowing circumstances
1.

:

—

That the innocent enthusiasm of joyous welcome

with which Jesus and His words and works were at first
received in Northern Galilee gradually, but in a short
space of time, gave way to suspicion, dislike, and even
hostUity on the part of large and powerful sections of

the people.

2. That the external character, as well as the locali
ties, of our Lord's mission were much altered after the
"

murder of John the Baptist.
3. That the tidings of this murder, together with a
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marked development of opposition, and the constant
presence of Scribes and Pharisees from Judsea to watch
His conduct and dog His movements, seems to syn

chronise with a visit to Jerusalem not recorded by the
Synoptists, but evidently identical with the nameless

festival mentioned in

John

v. 1.

4. That this unnamed festival must have occurred
somewhere about that period of His ministry at which
we have now arrived.

but

What this feast was we shall consider immediately ;

it was

preceded by another

the Twelve Apostles.

At

event —the mission of

of the missionary journeys, during
which occurred some of the events described in the
last chapters, Jesus was struck with compassion at the
sight of the multitude.1 They reminded Him of sheep
harassed by enemies, and lying panting and neglected
in the fields because they have no shepherd.2 They
also called up to the mind the image of a harvest ripe,
the close

but unreaped for lack of labourers; and He bade His
Apostles pray to the Lord of the harvest that He would
send forth labourers into His harvest.
And then,
immediately afterwards, having Himself now traversed
the whole of Galilee, He sent them out two and two
to confirm His teaching and perform works of mercy

in His

name.3

sheep

of the house of Israel, and not extend it to

Before sending them He naturally gave them the
instructions which were to guide their conduct.
At
present they were to confine their mission to the lost
Matt. ix. 35—38.
Ver. 36, io-KvXuevoi , . . ifyi/ipivoi ; the reading
gloss for the unfamiliar word.
3
Matt. x. 1—42; Mark vi. 7—13; Luke ix. 1—6.
1

2

a

iKXe\v/j.evoi is perhaps
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The topic of their preaching
was to be the nearness of the kingdom of heaven, and
it was to be freely supported by works of power and
beneficence.
They were to take nothing with them ;
no scrip for food; no purse for money; no change of
raiment;1
no travelling shoes (yvoS^/iaTa, calcei) in place
of their ordinary palm-bark sandals ; they were not even
to procure a staff for the journey if they did not happen
already to possess one ; 2 their mission —Hke all the
greatest and most effective missions which the world
has ever known —was to be simple and self-supporting.
The open hospitality of the East, so often used as the
basis for a dissemination of new thoughts, would be
ample for their maintenance.3 On entering a town they
were to go to any house in it where they had reason to
Samaritans

or Gentiles.

Few ordinary peasants in the East can boast of a change of garments.
They even sleep in the clothes which they wear during the day.
2
That this was the meaning of the injunctions appears from a com
parison of the three Evangelists. The Ml0"* pdfrSov of Matt. x. 10 depends on
" do not procure for the purposes of this journey," and i3
p.t) ttrforiaBe,
therefore no contradiction to the ei ^ fidptiov /n6vov of Mark vi. 8. Keim's
remarks — "Diese Wendung der Dinge hat dann freilich dem Markus
nicht eingeleuchtet ; er ist kein Freund der nackten Armuth. . . . aber
f iir Mitnahme eines Stoekes und Anlegimg von Sandalen spricht er sich
aus"
mit grosser fast komischer Bestimmtheit
(Gesch. Jesu, H. i, p. 327)
1

—are

captious and shallow.

As regards these minute differences, we may

observe that probably in many instances they merely arise from the fact
that our Lord used Aramaic phrases, which are capable of trivial variation
in the limits within which they were understood : e.g., if here He said,
superfluous."
maa on '3, it might mean, " even if ye have a staff, it is

(Ebrard, Gosp. History, p. 295, E. Tr.)
3 Renan notices the modern analogy.
When travelling in the East no
one need ever scruple to go into the best house of any Arab village to
which he comes, and he will always be received with profuse and gratuitous
hospitality. From the moment we entered any house, it was regarded as
There is not an Arab you meet who will not empty for you the
our own.
last drop in his water-skin, or share with you his last piece of black bread.
Tho Rabbis said that Paradise was the reward of willing hospitality.
(Schottgen, Hor. Hebr. 108.)
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hope that they would be welcome, and to salute it with
lakem,1
the immemorial and much-valued blessing, Shalom
" Peace be to
and if the children of peace were
there the blessing would be effective ; it not, it would

If

rejected, they were to
return on their own heads.
shake off the dust of their feet in witness that they had
spoken faithfully, and that they thus symbolicaUy cleared
themselves of aU responsibility for that judgment which
should faU more heavUy on wUful and final haters of the

light than on the darkest places of a heathendom in
which the light had never, or but feebly, shone.
So far their Lord had pointed out to them the duties
of trustful faith, of gentle courtesy, of self-denying sim

plicity, as the first essentials of missionary success. He
proceeded to fortify them against the inevitable trials
and persecutions of their missionary work.
They needed and were to exercise the wisdom of
serpents no less than the harmlessness of doves ; for He
was sending them forth as sheep among wolves.
Doubtless these discourses were not always delivered
in the continuous form in which they have naturaUy
Our Lord seems at all times to have
come down to us.
graciously encouraged the questions of humble and
earnest Hsteners ; and at this point we are told by an
tradition,2
ancient
that St. Peter — ever, we may be sure,

(Glen, xliii. 23). It was believed to include every blessing.
our
missionaries sometimes erred from forgetting the spirit of
Have not
injunction
? It has been too caustically and bitterly said —and yet the
this
saying may find some occasional justification —that missionaries have too
often proceeded on the plan of (1) discovering all the prejudices of a people,
and (2) shocking them. Doubtless this has been only due to an ill-guided
zeal ; but so did not St. Paul. He was most courteous and most con
ciliatory in his address to the Athenians, and he lived for three and a half
years at Ephesus, without once reviling or insulting the worshippers of
1 05b DiVsS

Artemis.
2

Clemens Romanus,

xi. 5 (about

A.D. 140 ;

see

Lightfoot's Clemens

LAMBS AND WOLVES.
a most

eager and active-minded
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listener —interrupted

his Master with the not unnatural question, " But how
?"
then if the wolves should tear the lambs
And Jesus
answered, smiling perhaps at the naive and literal in
tellect of His chief Apostle, " Let not the lambs fear
the wolves when the lambs are once dead, and do you
fear not those who can kUl you and do nothing to you,
but fear Him who after you are dead hath power over
hell-fire."
soul and body to cast them into
And then,
continuing the thread of His discourse, He warned them
plainly how, both at this time and again long afterwards,
they might be brought before councils, and scourged in
synagogues,1
and stand at the judgment-bar of kings,

premeditation,2
the Spirit
and yet, without any anxious
should teach them what to say. The doctrine of peace
should be changed by the evU passions of men into a

war-cry of fury and hate, and they might be driven to
fly before the face of enemies from city to city. StiU
let them endure to the end, for before they had gone
through the cities of Israel, the Son of Man should have
come.3

Then, lastly, He at once warned

and comforted

Romanus). This is one of the &ypacpa Siyiiara, unwritten traditional sayings
of our Lord, which there is no reason to doubt. 'laoKpiBeh Se t Xlerpos aon?
Xeyei, 'Eav odv Siao-irapdioxriv ot Xvkoi rh apvla ; Etirev S 'Introvs rip Tierptp, M!)
The remainder of
ipo^elaBaaav ra apvla robs Xinovs p-era rb airoBavetv avrd.
passage
Matt.
x.
reference
to
28.
a
is
the
merely
1
For the o-vveSpia see Deut. xvi. 18. For the power of the synagogue
officers to punish by scourging, see Acts v. 40; 2 Cor. xi. 24.
"
2 Matt. x. 19.
The " take no thought of the A. V. is too strong ; as
about."
in Matt. vi. 25, it means "be not over-anxious
3
This glance into the farther future probably belongs to a much later
discourse ; and the coming of the Son of Man is here understood in its first
and narrower signification of the downfall of Judaism, and the establish
ment of a kingdom of Christ on earth, which some at least among them
lived to

see.
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them by reminding them of what He Himself had
Let them
suffered, and how He had been opposed.

The God who cared even for the little birds
ground1 —
the God by whom the
when they feU to the
very hairs of their head were numbered — the God who
not fear.

(and here

He

glanced

back perhaps at the question

of Peter) held in His hand the issues, not of Hfe and
death only, but of eternal life and of eternal death,
and who was therefore more to be feared than the wolves
of earth —He was with them; He would acknowledge
those whom

His

Son

acknowledged,

and deny those
whom He denied.
They were being sent forth into
a world of strife, which would seem even the more
deadly because of the peace which it rejected. Even

their nearest and their dearest might side with the
world against them. But they who would be His true
foUowers must for His sake give up all ; must even take
cross2 and follow Him.
But then, for their
up their
comfort, He told them that they should be as He was in
the world ; that they who received them should receive
Him ; that to lose their lives for His sake would be to
more than find them ; that a cup of cold water given to
the youngest and humblest of His Httle ones3 should
not miss of its reward.
Such is an outline of these great parting instructions
as given by St. Matthew, and every missionary and
Matt. x. 29. Little birds are still strung together and sold for " two
farthings " in the towns of Palestine.
2 If this were not a proverbial
allusion (as seems probable from its use
in Plutarch, De Ser. Num. Vind. ix., exao-ros Kanoipyuv impepei rbv avrov
aravpov), it must have been a dark saying to the Apostles at this time.
Perhaps it belongs to a much later occasion, after He had distinctly pro
phesied the certainty and nature of His future sufferings.
3
Alford ingeniously conjectures that some children may have been
1

present.
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should write them in letters of gold.

The sterility of missionary labour is a constant subject

of regret and discouragement among us. Would it be
so if aU our missions were carried out in this wise and
conciliatory, in this simple and self-abandoning, in this
faithful and dauntless spirit P Was a missionary ever
unsuccessful who, being enabled by the grace of God to
Hve in the Hght of such precepts as these,1 worked as St.
Paul worked, or St. Francis Xavier, or Henry Martyn,
or Adoniram Judson, or John Eliot, or David Schwarz ?
That the whole of this discourse was not delivered
occasion,2
on this
that there are references in it to later
periods,3
that parts of it are only applicable to other
apostolic missions which as yet lay far in the future,4
seems clear ; but we may, nevertheless, be grateful that

St. Matthew, guided as usual by unity of subject, col
lected into one focus the scattered rays of instruction

deHvered, perhaps, on several subsequent occasions —as
for instance, before the sending of the Seventy, and even
as the parting utterances of the risen Christ.5
1

Of

tuitously

;

x. 10, 11) ;

I

do not imply that a missionary is bound to serve gra
that would be against the distinct statement of our Lord (Matt.
yet there are occasions when even this may be desirable (1 Cor.

course

ix. 15—19; 2 Cor. xi. 9—12; 1 Thess. ii. 9, &c). But Christ meant all
His commands to be interpreted according to their spirit, and we must not
overlook the fact that this method of preaching was (and is) made more
" Nor was there in this," says
common and easy in the East than for us.
Dr. Thomson, " any departure from the simple manners of the country. At
this day the farmer sets out on excursions quite as extensive without a
para in his purse, and the modern Moslem prophet of Tarishiidehah thus

region"

(The Land and the
sends forth his apostles over this identical
Book,?. 346).
2
St. Mark and St. Luke only give, at this juncture, an epitome of its
first section.
3

*
«

Ex. gr., perhaps some of the expressions in verses 8, 23,
Ex. gr. verses 18 — 23.
Cf. Mark xvi. 15—18 ; Luke x. 2—12; Luke xxiv. 47.

25, 38,
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The Jews were familiar with the institution of She
luchim, the plenipotentiaries of some higher authority
This was the title by which Christ seems to have marked
out the position of His Apostles. It was a wise and
;2
merciful provision that He sent them out two and two
it enabled them to hold sweet converse together, and
mutually to correct each other's faults. Doubtless the
friends and the brothers went in pairs ; the fiery Peter

with the more contemplative

Andrew;

the Sons of

Thunder — one influential and commanding, the other
emotional and eloquent ; the kindred faith and guilelessness of Philip and Bartholomew; the slow but
faithful Thomas with the thoughtful and devoted
Matthew; the ascetic James with his brother the
impassioned Jude ; the zealot Simon to fire with his
theocratic zeal the dark, flagging, despairing spirit of
the traitor Judas.

During their

alone,2

absence

perhaps as

if

Jesus

He slowly

continued

made

His work

His way

towards

we can speak of probability at all
amid the deep uncertainties of the chronology of His
ministry, it seems - extremely probable that it is to

Jerusalem;

for

this point that the verse belongs — "After this there
was a feast of the Jews, and Jesus went up to Jeru
salem."3 In order not to break the
continuity of the
narrative,
shall omit the discussion here, but shaU in
Appendix4 give ample
the
reasons, as far as the text is
concerned, and as far as the time required by the narrative

I

1

I

The Rabbis held it a fault to journey without a friend with whom to
Law (Soh. Chad., f. 61, 1 ; Schottgen, p. 89).

converse about the sacred
2 Matt. xi. 1.

John v. 1. Omitted by the Synoptists, who, until the close, narrate
only the ministry in Galilee.
* See Excursus VHL, " The Unnamed
Feast of John v. 1."
3
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is concerned, for believing that this nameless feast was
in aU probability the Feast of Purim.
But how came Jesus to go up to Jerusalem for such
a feast as this —a feast which was the saturnalia of
authority,1
Judaism ; a feast which was without divine
and had its roots in the most intensely exclusive, not to
say vindictive, feehngs of the nation ; a feast of merri
ment and masquerade, which was purely social and often
discreditably convivial ; a feast which was unconnected
with religious services, and was observed, not in the
Temple, not even necessarily in the synagogues, but

it,

mainly in the private houses of the Jews ?2
The answer seems to be that, although Jesus was in
Jerusalem at this feast, and went up about the time that
it was held, the words of St. John do not necessarily
imply that He went up for the express purpose of being
present at this particular festival.
The Passover took
place only a month afterwards, and He may weU have
gone up mainly with the intention of being present at
the Passover, although He gladly availed himself of an
opportunity for being in Judsea and Jerusalem a month
both that He might once more preach in those
before
neighbourhoods, and that He might avoid the publicity
and dangerous excitement involved in His joining the
Such an
caravan of the Passover pilgrims from Galilee.

it

is

it

2

it

1

case, that no less than eighty-five
against
protested
its original institution, regarding
elders are said to have
as an innovation against the Law (Lightfoot, Hor. Hebr. on John x. 22).
It seems to have originated among the Jews of the dispersion.
Perhaps more nearly resembling in its origin and character our Guy
" ein Rache-, Fluch- und
Fawkes' Day than anything else. Caspari calls
Sauffest" (Chronol. Geogr. Einl., p. 113); but there
was
no proof that
particular
year, the Feast of Purim seems to have
so at that time. In this
soincided with a Sabbath (John v. 10), an arrangement carefully avoided
in the later Jewish calendar. (See Wieseler, Synopsis, p. 199, E. Tr.)

To such an extent was this the
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opportunity may naturaUy have arisen from the absence
of the Apostles on their missionary tour. The Synop
tists give clear indications that Jesus had friends and
weU- wishers at Jerusalem and in its vicinity.
He must
therefore have paid visits to those regions which they do
not record. Perhaps it was among those friends that
He awaited the return of His immediate foUowers. We
know the deep affection which he entertained for the
members of one household in Bethany, and it is not
unnatural to suppose that He was now Hving in the
peaceful seclusion of that pious household as a sohtary
and honoured guest.

But even if St. John intends us to believe that the
occurrence of this feast was the immediate cause of this
visit to Jerusalem, we must bear in mind that there is
no proof whatever of its having been in our Lord's time
the fantastic and

disorderly

commemoration

which

it

The nobler- minded Jews doubt
subsequently became.
less observed it in a calm and grateful manner ; and as
one part

of the festival consisted in showing acts of kind

ness to the poor,

it

may have offered an attraction to
Jesus both on this ground, and because it enabled Him
to show that there was nothing unnational or unpatriotic

in the universal character of His message, or the allembracing infinitude of the charity which He both
practised and enjoined.

There remains then but a single

question.

The

Passover was rapidly drawing near, and His presence
at that great feast would on every ground be expected.

Why then did He absent Himself from it ? Why did
He return to GalUee instead of remaining at Jerusalem
The events which we are about to narrate wiU furnish
a sufficient answer to this question.

CHAPTER XXVII.
THE MIRACLE
Ets anepavroXoylav

liev e?«h

to

ot

AT BETHESDA.

r&v 'lovSal&v 8i5ao"KaA.oi iXrjXvBao't tpaffKOvres /3dffrayuu
to roiovSe, k. r. X.—OBIGt. Opp. i. 179.

to/ovSc v7r6Sripa oil p.))V

There was in Jerusalem, near the Sheep-gate,

a pool,

which was beheved to possess remarkable healing proper
ties.
For this reason, in addition to its usual name, it
Bethesda,"
had been caUed in Hebrew "
or the House of
Mercy,1
and under the porticoes which adorned the
pentagonal masonry in which it was enclosed lay a
multitude of sufferers from bhndness, lameness, and
atrophy, waiting to take advantage of the bubbling and
gushing of the water, which showed that its medicinal
properties were at their highest.
There is no indication
in the narrative that any one who thus used the water
John v.

There are great varieties of reading; Tischen
Perhaps this is sufficient to account for the
dorf, with s, reads B^B^aBa.
silence of Josephus, who may mention it under another name. The pool
now pointed out to the traveller as Bethesda is Birket Israel, which
seems, however, to have formed part of the deep fosse round the Tower
of Antonia. The pool may have been the one now known as the Fountain
of the Virgin, not far from Siloam, and connected with it (as Dr. Robinson
discovered, Bibl. Researches, i. 509) by a subterranean passage. He himself
had an opportunity of observing the intermittent character of this fountain,
which, he was told, bubbles up " at irregular intervals, sometimes two and
days."
three times a day, and sometimes in summer once in two or three
(Bibl. Researches, i. 341.V
1

2, iviXeyonevTi.
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repeated
was at once, or miraculously, healed ; but the
—and more
use of an intermittent and gaseous spring
than one of the springs about Jerusalem continue to
—
be of this character to the present day was doubtless

likely to produce most beneficial results.

A

very early popular legend, which has crept by
interpolation into the text of St. John,1 attributed the
healing quahties of the water to the descent of an angel
who troubled the pool at irregular intervals, leaving the
first persons who could scramble into it to profit by the
immersion.
This solution of the phenomenon was in
fact so entirely in accordance with the Semitic habit of
mind, that, in the universal ignorance of aU scientific
phenomena, and the utter indifference to close investiga

tion which characterise most Orientals, the populace
would not be Hkely to trouble themselves about the
But whatever
possibility of any other explanation.
may have been the general beHef about the cause, the
fact that the water was found at certain intervals to be
impregnated with gases which gave it a strengthening
The weight of evidence both external and internal against the genuine
ness of John v. 3, 4 (from the word iitSexoaevuv) seems to me overwhelming.
1. It is omitted by not a few of the weightiest MSS. and versions ( «, B, D,
the Cureton Syriac). 2. In others in which it does occur it is obelised as
3. It abounds in various readings, showing that there is some
dubious.
suspicious
about it. 4. It contains in the short compass of a few
thing
lines no less than seven words not found elsewhere in the New Testament,
5. It relates a most startling fact,
or only found with a different sense.
unlike
Scripture,
else
in
one not alluded to by a single
one wholly
anything
other writer, Jewish or heathen, and one which, had there been the slightest
ground for believing in its truth, would certainly not have been passed over
in silence by Josephus. 6. Its insertion (to explain the word rapaxQji in
verse 7) is easily accounted for ; its omission, had it been in the original
1

Accordingly, it is rejected from the text by
text, is quite inconceivable.
spurious
gloss, and indeed there is no earlier trace of
the best editors as a
its existence than an allusion to it in Tertullian (De Bapt 5). (Ob. circ.

AD.

220.)
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property, was sufficient to attract a concourse of many
sufferers.
Among these was one poor man who, for no less

than thirty-eight years, had been lamed by paralysis.
He had haunted the porticoes of this pool, but without
effect ; for as he was left there unaided, and as the
motion of the water occurred at irregular times, others

more fortunate and less feeble than himself managed
time after time to struggle in before him, until the
favourable moment had been lost.1

Jesus looked on the man with heartfelt pity. It
was obvious that the will of the poor destitute creature
was no less stricken with .paralysis than his limbs, and
his whole Hfe was one long atrophy of ineffectual despair.
But Jesus was minded to make His Purim present to
the poor, to whom He had neither silver nor gold to
give. He would help a fellow-sufferer, whom no one had
cared or condescended to help before.
" WUlest thou to be made whole ?"

At first

the words hardly stirred the man's long and
despondent lethargy; he scarcely seems even to have
looked up. But thinking, perhaps, with a momentary

gleam of hope, that this was some stranger who, out
of kindness of heart, might help him into the water
when it was again agitated, he merely narrated in

1 Strauss and his school make all kinds of objections to this narrative.
Latterly,"
'
"
'
"
as Lange observes, with cutting sarcasm, a crowd of critical
remarks have been seen lying round the pool of Bethesda, like another
withered."
They hold it impossible that the
multitude of blind, lame, and
man who, as they assume, must have had some one to take him to the pool,
never had any one to put him in at the right time. Such remarks are very
trivial. 1. St. John says nothing of any one bringing him to the pool ; he
2. He does
may have lived close by, and been able to crawl there himself.
wrought
instantaneous cures, or that the man had
not say that the pool
put
troubled
water.
the
into
never been
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reply the misery of his long and futile expectation.
Jesus had intended a speedier and more effectual aid.
" Bise," He said, "take thy couch, and
It was spoken in an accent that none could disobey.
The manner of the Speaker, His voice, His mandate,
thriUed like an electric spark through the withered
limbs and the shattered constitution, enfeebled by a
lifetime of suffering and sin.1
After thirty-eight years
of prostration, the man instantly rose, lifted up his
pallet, and began to walk.2
In glad amazement he

looked round to see and to thank his unknown bene
factor ; but the crowd was large, and Jesus, anxious to
escape the unspiritual excitement which would fain have

regarded

Him

a thaumaturge

alone, had quietly
observation.3
slipped away from
In spite of this, many scrupulous and jealous eye3
were soon upon him. In proportion as the inner power
as

and meaning of a religion are dead, in that proportion
very often is an exaggerated import attached to its outer
forms.
Formalism and indifference, pedantic scrupu

losity and absolute disbelief, are correlative, and ever
flourish side by side.
It was so with Judaism in the
days of Christ.
Its living and burning enthusiasm
was quenched ; its lofty and noble faith had died
away; its prophets had ceased to prophesy; its poets
had ceased to sing ; its priests were no longer clothed
with righteousness ; its saints were few. The axe was
at the root of the barren tree, and its stem served
1

See verse 14, and below.
The Kpdpparov was probably

nothing more than a mere paillasse, or
folded abeiyah. To regard such a trivial effort as a violation of the Sabbath
was a piece of superstitious literalism not derived from Scripture, but
founded on the Oral Law.
2

3

itfvevaev

Thuc. ii.

90.

(ver. 13); literally, "swam out."

Cf. Eur., Hippol. 471 j

SABBATH
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only to nourish a fungous
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brood of ceremonials

and

" Deathlike, and coloured like a corpse's cheek."

And thus it

was that the observance

which had been

rest

full of

intended

of the Sabbath,

to secure for weary men a

love and peace and mercy, had become a

mere national Fetish —a barren custom fenced in with

WeUthe most frivolous and senseless restrictions.
nigh every great provision of the Mosaic law had now
been degraded into a mere superfluity of meaningless

minutiae, the delight of smaU natures, and the grievous
piety.1
incubus of aU true and natural
Now, when a religion has thus decayed into a super

stition -without having lost its external power, it is
always more than ever tyrannous and suspicious in its
The healed paralytic was soon
hunting for heresy.
surrounded by a group of questioners.
They looked at
him with surprise and indignation.
" It is the Sabbath ; it is not lawful for thee to

thy

carry

bed."

Here was a flagrant case of violation of their law!
Had not the son of Shelomith, though half an Egyptian,
been stoned to death for gathering sticks on the Sabbath
day?2
Had not the prophet Jeremiah expressly said,
"Take heed to yourselves, and bear no burden on the

Sabbath

day?"3

Yes ; but why

?

Because the Sabbath was an ordi-

The present Jews of Palestine, degraded and contemptible as is their
condition —beggars, idlers, cheats, sensualists, as the best of their own
countrymen confess them to be— still cling to all their Sabbatarian
superstitions : e.g., " The German Jews look upon it as a sin to use a stick
Sabbath" (Dr. Frankl, Jews in the East, E. Tr., ii. 6).
of any kind on the
2 Lev. xxiv. 10—12; Numb. xv. 32—36.
3
Jer. xvii. 21.
1
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nance of mercy intended to protect the underhngs and
the oppressed from a life of incessant toU; because it
was essential to save the

serfs

on, but not with only one

;

and labourers

of the

nation from the over-measure of labour which would
have been exacted from them in a nation afflicted with
the besetting sin of greed ; because the setting apart
of one day in seven for sacred rest was of infinite value
to the spiritual life of aU. That was the meaning of the
Fourth Commandment. In what respect was it violated
by the fact that a man who had been healed by a
miracle wished to carry home the mere pallet which
was perhaps almost the only thing that he possessed ?
What the man really violated was not the law of God,
or even of Moses, but the wretched formalistic inferences
of their frigid tradition, which had gravely decided that
on the Sabbath a nailed shoe might not be worn because
it was a burden, but that an un-naUed shoe might be
worn ; and that a person might go out with two shoes
and that one man might

carry a loaf of bread, but that two men might not carry
it between them, and so forth, to the very utmost limit
absurdity.1
of tyrannous

" He that

made me

whole,"

replied the man,

"He

said to me, Take up thy bed and
As far as the man was concerned, they accepted the
plea ; a voice fraught with miraculous power so stupen

it

could heal the impotence of a lifetime by a
word, was clearly, as far as the man was concerned,

dous that

entitled to some obedience.

were actuated by a motive

;

And the fact was that they

they were flying at higher

(Orig.). These instances of hard and foolish
Judaic awepavroXoyla, to which Origen expressly alludes, are preserved in
(Gfrorer, Jahrh. d. Heils, i. 18.)
the Mishna, Sliabb. x. 5.
1 S/vxpas

irapaSoaeis

<pipov<ri
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this insignificant and miserable sufferer.
Nothing was to be gained by worrying him.
" Who is it that" —mark the
malignity of these
Jewish authorities1 —not that made thee whole, for there
was no heresy to be hunted out in the mere fact of exer
" that gave thee the
cising miraculous power —but
"
wicked command to take up thy bed and walk ?
So little apparently, up to this time, was the person
of Jesus generaUy known in the suburbs of Jerusalem,
or else so dull and languid had been the man's atten
tion whUe Jesus was first speaking to him, that he
actuaUy did not know who his benefactor was. But
he ascertained shortly afterwards.
It is a touch of
grace about him that we next find him in the Temple,
whither he may well have gone to return thanks to God
for this sudden and marvellous renovation of his, wasted
life. There, too, Jesus saw ,him, and addressed to him
" See, thou hast been
one simple memorable warning,
made whole : continue in sin no longer, lest something
worse happen to thee."2
Perhaps the warning had been given because Christ
read the mean and worthless nature of the man ; at any
rate, there is something at first sight peculiarly revolt
game than

" The man went and told the
5th verse.
Jewish authorities that it was Jesus who had made him
It is barely possible, though most unlikely, that
he may have meant to magnify the name of One who
had wrought such a mighty work ; but as he must have
ing in the

1

been well aware of the angry feehngs

of

the Jews —

Such, as we have already observed, is all but invariably the meaning
of of 'lovSatoi in St. John.
thirty-eight years ago,
2 Alford speaks here of " the sin committed
"
but surely /irj/cen ap.dprave means
from which this sickness had resulted;
longer."
"
—
more than this : it means, Be sinning be a sinner —no
1
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as we hear no word of his gratitude or devotion,

no

word of amazement or glorifying God —as, too, it. must
have been abundantly clear to him that Jesus in work
ing the miracle had been touched by compassion only,

and had been anxious to shun aU publicity — it must be
confessed that the prima facie view of the man's con
duct is that it was an act of needless and contemptible

delation— a piece of most pitiful self-protection at the
expense of his benefactor — an almost inconceivable com
pound of feeble sycophancy and base ingratitude.
Ap
parently the warning of Jesus had been most deeply
necessary, as, if we judge the man aright, it was wholly
unavailing.

For the consequences were immediate and disastrous.
They changed in fact the entire tenor of His remaining
Hfe.
Untouched by the evidence of a most tender com

by the display of miraculous power,
the Jewish inquisitors were up in arms to defend their
" They began to persecute
favourite piece of legalism.
day."
Jesus because He did such things on the Sabbath
And it was in answer to this charge that He deli
vered the divine and lofty discourse preserved for us in
the fifth chapter of St. John.
Whether it was delivered
passion, unmoved

in the Temple, or before

some committee

of the Sanhe

but, at any rate, the great Babbis
and Chief Priests who summoned Him before them that

drin, we cannot teU

;

they might rebuke and punish Him for a breach of the
Sabbath, were amazed and awed, if also they were bitterly
and implacably infuriated, by the words they heard.
They had brought Him before them in order to warn,
and the warnings feU on them.
They had wished to

instruct and reprove, and then, perhaps, condescendingly,
for this once, to pardon ; and lo ! He mingles for them
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the majesty of instruction with the severity of compas
sionate rebuke.
They sat round Him in all the pom
posities of their office, to overawe Him as an inferior,

they tremble, and gnash their teeth, though they
dare not act, whUe with words like a flame of fire
piercing into the very joints and marrow —with words
more full of wisdom and majesty than those which came
among the thunders of Sinai — He assumes the awful
dignity of the Son of God.
And so the attempt to impress on Him their petty
rules and literal pietisms —to lecture Him on the heinousness of working miraculous cures on the Sabbath day —
perhaps to punish Him for the enormity of bidding a
healed man take up his bed^-was a total failure. With
His very first word He exposes their materialism and
ignorance.
They, in their feebleness, had thought of the
Sabbath as though God ceased from working thereon
because He was fatigued ; He teUs them that that holy
rest was a beneficent activity. They thought apparently,
and, lo

!

think now, that God had resigned to certain
mute forces His creative energy; He tells them that His
Father is working stiU; and He, knowing His Father,
and loved of Him, was working with Him, and should
as men

do greater works than these which

He

had now done.

AHeady was He quickening the spiritually dead, and the
day should come when aU in the tombs should hear His
voice. Already He was bestowing eternal life on all that
beheved in Him ; hereafter should His voice be heard in
that final judgment of the quick and dead which the

Father had committed into His hands.1

1 The distinction between ol ra o/yaflti iroi^o-avres
(the doers of those
good deeds which cannot die) and ot ra <paSXa irpd^avres (the slaves and
victims of all that is delusive and transitory) is probably intentional.
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Was He merely bearing witness of Himself? Nay,
there were three mighty witnesses which had testified,
and were testifying, of Him —John, whom, after a brief
admiration, they had rejected; Moses, whom they boasted
of foUowing, and did not understand; God Himself,
whom they professed to worship, but had never seen or

;

;

:

it,

known. They themselves had sent to John and heard
his testimony ; but He needed not the testimony of man,
and mentioned it only for their sakes, because even they
for a time had been willing to exult in that great
prophet's God-enkindled light.1
But He had far loftier
witness than that of John — the witness of a miraculous
power, exerted not as prophets had exerted
in the
name of 'God, but in His own name, because His Father
had given such power into His hand. That Father they
knew not His Hght they had abandoned for the dark
His word for their own falsehoods and ignorances
ness
and they were rejecting Him whom He had sent. But
third testimony.
there was
they knew nothing of
a

If

;

;

the Father, they at least knew or thought they knew,
the Scriptures were in their hands
the Scriptures
they

it

had counted the very letters of them; yet they were
Was
rejecting Him of whom the Scriptures testified.

not clear that they —the righteous, the pious, the scru
pulous, the separatists, the priests, the religious leaders

is

6

is

is

;

is

;

o

1

John v. 35 (cf. Matt. v. 15 Luke xii. 35). He was xixvos icaio/ievo*
—the Lamp not the Light—being enkindled by Another, and so
faivov
xa\
" He
shining.
only as the fight of the candle, for whose rays, indeed,
pale, flickering, transitory, compared with
men are grateful but which
kindled" (Lightfoot, On
glories
Eternal
of the
the
flame from which itself
the Light from whom all lamps are kindled.
Revision, p. 118). Christ
" Then stood up Ehas the prophet, like fire, and his word burned as a
" (Ecclus. xlviii. 1). " Lychnus orto soli non foenerat lucem " (Bengel).
lamp
" in the Baptist's
"
Their " exultation
teaching had been very shallow — they
"
heard,, but did not (Ezek. xxxiii. 32).
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of their nation —yet had not the love of God in them, if
they thus rejected His prophet, His word, His works,
His Son ?
And what was the fibre of bitterness within them
which produced aU this bitter fruit ? Was it not pride ?
How could they beHeve, who sought honour of one
another, and not the honour that cometh of God only ?
Hence it was that they rejected One who came in His
Father's name, whUe they had been, and should be, the
ready dupes and the miserable victims of every false
Messiah, of every Judas, and Theudas, and Bar-Cochebas
—and, in Jewish history, there were more than sixty
such — who came in his own name.
And yet He would not accuse them to the Father ;
they had another accuser, even Moses, in whom they
Yes, Moses, in whose lightest word they pro
trusted.
fessed to trust —over the most trivial precept of whose
law they had pUed their mountain loads of tradition and
commentary —even him they were disbelieving and dis
obeying.
Had they believed Moses, they would have
beheved Him who spoke to them, for Moses wrote of

if

they thus rejected the true meaning of the
written words (ypdfifiao-iv) which they professed to adore
and love, how could they believe the spoken words
(ptffiao-iv) to which they were Hstening with rage and

Him

;

but

hate?1

We know with what deadly exasperation these high

utterances were received. Never before had the Christ
spoken so plainly.
It seemed as though in GaHlee He
1

" The Law," says St. Paul, " was our tutor

Christ,"

(iraiBcryMybs)

to lead us unto

i.e. into spiritual manhood; into the maturity of the Christian
life. (Dr. Lightfoot, on Gal. iii. 24, shows that the ordinary explanation of
this text — however beautiful—is untenable.) Cf. John i. 46, "We have
write."
found Him of whom Moses in the Law and the Prophets did
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had wished the truth respecting Him to rise Hke a
gradual and glorious dawn upon the souls and under
standings of those who heard His teaching and watched

but as though at Jerusalem —where His

His works;

ministry was briefer, and His foUowers fewer, and His
opponents stronger, and His - mighty works more rare
—He had determined to leave the leaders and rulers of
the people without excuse, by revealing at once to their
astonished ears the nature of His being.
More dis
tinctly than this He could not have spoken. They had
summoned Him before them to explain His breach of
the Sabbath ; so far from excusing the act itself, as He
sometimes did in GaHlee, by showing that the higher
and moral law of love supersedes

and annihilates the

lower law of mere literal and ceremonial obedience

—

instead of showing that He had but acted in the spirit
in which the greatest of saints had acted before Him,
and the greatest of prophets taught —He sets Himself

whoUy above the Sabbath, as its Lord, nay, even as
the Son and Interpreter of Him who had made the
Sabbath, and who in aU the mighty course of Nature
and of Providence was continuing to work thereon.
Here, then, were two deadly charges ready at hand
against this Prophet of Nazareth : He was a breaker of
their Sabbath ; He was a blasphemer of their God.
The first crime was sufficient cause for opposition and
persecution; the second an ample justification of per
sistent1 and active endeavours to
bring about His death.
present
But at
they could do nothing ; they could
only rage in impotent indignation ; they could only
gnash with their teeth, and melt away. Whatever
may

have been the cause, as yet they dared not act.
1

iSiuicov — itfrovv a7roKTe7yoi

(John

V. 16).

A
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power greater than their own restrained them.
The
hour of their triumph was not yet come; only, from
this moment, there went forth against Him from the
hearts of those Priests and Babbis and Pharisees the
inexorable irrevocable sentence of violent death.

And under such circumstances it

worse than useless, for

Him to

was

useless,

and

remain in Judsea, where

every day was a day of perU from these angry and
powerful conspirators.
He could no longer remain in

Jerusalem for the approaching Passover, but must
return to GaHlee ; but He returned with a clear vision
of the fatal end, with full knowledge that the hours of
Hght in which He could still work were already fading
into the dusk, and that the rest of His work would be
accomplished with the secret sense that death was hang

ing over His devoted

head.

CHAPTEB XXVIII.
THE MURDER OF JOHN THE BAPTIST.

"It is great

sin to swear unto a sin;
greater
But
sin to keep a sinful oath.
Who can be bound by any solemn vow

To do a murderous deed

. . .?

"

Shakespeare, 2 Henry VI. v.

It must

2.

His

human heart fuU of fore
boding sadness that the Saviour returned to GalUee.
In His own obscure Nazareth He had before been
violently rejected ; He had now been rejected no less
have been with

decisively at Jerusalem by the leading authorities of
His own nation. He was returning to an atmosphere

of gathering
aHeady darkened by the storm-clouds
opposition ; and He had scarcely returned when upon

that atmosphere, Hke the first note of a death-knell
tolling ruin, there broke the inteUigence of a dreadful
martyrdom.
The heaven-enkindled and shining lamp
had suddenly been quenched in blood. The great Fore
runner— He who was greatest of those born of women —
the Prophet, and more than a prophet, had been foully
murdered.

Herod Antipas, to whom, on the death of Herod

tetrarchy of Galilee, Avas
about as weak and miserable a prince as ever disgraced

the

Great, had

faUen the

,THE HERODS.
the throne

of
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an afflicted country.

Cruel, crafty, and
voluptuous like his father, he was also, unlike him,
weak in war and vacillating in peace.
In him, as in so
many characters which stand conspicuous on the stage
of history, infidehty and superstition went hand in
hand.
But the morbid terrors of a guilty conscience
did not save him from the criminal extravagances of a
violent wUl. He was a man in whom were mingled
the worst features of the Boman, the Oriental, and the
Greek.

It was

the policy of the numerous princelings who.
owed their very existence to Boman intervention, to pay

frequent visits of ceremony to the Emperor at Bome.
During one of these visits, possibly to condole with
Tiberius on the death of his son Drusus, or his mother
Livia, Antipas had been, while at Bome, the guest
of his brother Herod PhUip —not the tetrarch of that
name, but a son of Herod the Great and Mariamne,
daughter of Simon the Boethusian, who, having been
disinherited by his father, was living at Bome as a
private person.1
Here he became entangled by the
snares of Herodias, his brother PhiHp's wife ; and he

repaid the hospitahty he had received by carrying her
off. Everything combined to make the act as detestable
as it was ungrateful and treacherous.
The Herods
carried intermarriage to an extent which only prevailed

in the worst and most dissolute of the Oriental and
A small fragment of the Stemma Herodum will make these relation
ships more clear.
1

Herod the Great.

I

Salome.

Archelaus.

PMlip,
Tetr. of Iturxa.

|

j.

Arietobulus.

= Salonio.

j_

|

Herod Antipas.
= d. of Arataa.
^ Herodias.

e= Mariamne,

d. of Hyrcanu

I

Herodias.

Herod Affrippa
|

Herod
= Herodias.

L_

= Cleopatra.

|

I
"Philip"

= Malthace
(a Samaritan).
"~|

'= Mariamne,
d. of Simon.

I.
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Herodias being the daughter
of Aristobulus, was not only the sister-in-law, but also
Antipas;1
she had already borne to her
the niece of
Antipas
husband a daughter, who was now grown up.
had himself long been married to the daughter of Aretas,
post-Macedonian dynasties.

or Hareth, Emir of Arabia, and neither he nor Herodias
were young enough to plead even the poor excuse of
youthful passion. The sole temptation on his side was
an impotent sensuality ; on hers an extravagant ambition.
She preferred a marriage doubly adulterous and doubly
incestuous to a life spent with the only Herod who
could not boast even the fraction of a vice-regal throne.

Antipas promised on his return from Bome to make her
his wife, and she exacted from him a pledge that he
would divorce his innocent consort, the daughter of the
Arabian prince.
vices,"
But "our pleasant
it has well been said, "are
made the instruments to punish us
and from this
moment began for Herod Antipas a series of annoyances
and misfortunes, which only culminated in his death
years afterwards in discrowned royalty and unpitied

Herodias became from the first the evil genius
of his house. The people were scandahsed and outraged.
The Arabian
FamUy dissensions were embittered.
princess, without waiting to be divorced, indignantly
fled, first to the border castle of Machserus, and then to
the rocky fastnesses of her father Hareth at Petra. He,
in his just indignation, broke off aU amicable relations
with his quondam son-in-law, and subsequently declared
exUe.

Even the Romans regarded such unions with horror; and never got
over the disgust which the Emperor Claudius caused them by marrying
1

his niece Agrippina;
family.

but they were almost the rule in the Herodiap

JOHN AND HEROD.

3S7

war against him, in which he avenged himself by the
infliction of a severe and ruinous defeat.
Nor was this all. Sin was punished with sin, and
the adulterous union had to be cemented with a prophet's
blood.
In the gay and gilded halls of any one of those

sumptuous palaces which the Herods delighted to buUd,
the dissolute tyrant may have succeeded perhaps, in
subjects'
indigna
shutting out the deep murmur of his

tion ; but there was one voice which reached him, and
agitated his conscience, and would not be silenced. It

was the voice of the great Baptist.
How Herod had
been thrown first into connection with him we do not
know, but it was probably after he had seized possession

of his person on the pohtical plea that his teaching,
and the crowds who flocked to him, tended to en
danger the public safety;.1
Among other features in the

character of Herod was a certain superstitious .curiosity
which led him to hanker after and tamper with the

truths of the reHgion which his daily Hfe

so flagrantly
to his presence.
Like a

He summoned John
Elijah
new
before another Ahab — clothed in his
violated.

desert

raiment, the hairy cloak and the leathern girdle — the
stern and noble eremite stood fearless before the inces
tuous king. His words —the simple words of truth and
justice —the calm reasonings about righteousness, tem
perance, and the judgment to conie—feU Hke flakes of
fire on that hard and icy conscience. Herod, alarmed
perhaps by the fulfilment of the old curse of the Mosaic
union,®
Hstened with some
law in the chUdlessness of his

So Josephus, Antt. xviii. 5, § 2. In this way it is easy to reconcile his
account with those of the Evangelists.
3
Lev. xx. 21. We know how the same fact weighed on the mind of
1

Henry

YIH.
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dim and feeble hope of future amendment. He even
did many things gladly because of John. But there
was one thing which he would not do —perhaps per
suaded himself that he could not do —and that was,.
give up the guilty love which mastered him, or dismiss
the haughty imperious woman who ruled his life after
ruining his peace. " It is not lawful for thee to have
wife" was
the blunt declaration of thethy brother's
dauntless Prophet ; and though time after time he might
be led over those splendid floors, pale and wasted with
imprisonment and disappointed hope, yet, though he
weU knew that it kindled against him ah implacable
enmity and doomed him to a fresh remand to his sohtary
ceU, he never hesitated to face the flushed and angry
Herod with that great Non licet. Nor did he spare hisstern judgment on aU the other crimes and foUies of
Herod's Hfe.1 Other men — even men otherwise great

and good —have had very smooth words for the sins of
princes ; but in the fiery soul of the Baptist, strengthened

into noblest exercise by the long asceticism of the wUderness, there was no dread of human royalty and no com
promise with exalted sin.
And when courage and
holiness and purity thus stood to rebuke the lustful
meanness of a servile and corrupted soul, can we wonder
if even among his glittering courtiers and reckless menat-arms the king cowered conscience-stricken before the
prisoner?2
fettered
But John knew how Httle trust
can be placed in a soul that has been eaten away by a
besetting sin; and since He to whom he had borne
1

Luke iii.

19.

History has not seldom seen similar scenes repeated. Compare the
instances of Theodosius and St. Ambrose, of Attila and Leo, of Thierry
and St. Columban, of Henry
and St. Thomas a Beckot, of Henry
of Germany and Gregory VII., &c.
2

II.

IY.

THE BANQUET.
•witness beyond
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Jordan wrought no miracle of power

for his deliverance, it is not probable that he looked for
Fortress,1
any passage out of his dungeon in the Black
save through the grave and gate of death.
Hitherto, indeed, the timidity or the scruples of
Herod Antipas had afforded to John —so far as his mere
life was concerned —a precarious protection from the
concentrated venom of an adulteress's hate.3
But at

last what she had failed to gain by passionate influence
¦she succeeded in gaining by subtle fraud.
She knew
weU that even from his prison the voice of John might
be more powerful than all the influences of her fading
beauty, and might succeed at last in tearing from her
forehead that guUty crown.
But she watched her
opportunity, and was not long in gaining her end.3
The Herodian princes, imitating the luxurious
example of their great prototypes, the Boman emperors,
were fond of magnificent banquets and splendid anniver
saries. -Among others they had adopted the heathen
celebrations,4
fashion of birthday
and Antipas on his
birthday — apparently either at Machserus or at a neigh

bouring palace called Juhas —prepared a banquet for
So the Rabbis called Machaerua. (Sepp.)
"But Herodias was bitterly vehement against him (ivc~xev abrtp; cf.
Luke xi. 53), and had a settled wish to kill him; but she was not able.
For Herod was afraid of John, knowing him to be a just and holy man,
and kept him safe, and on hearing him used to do many things, and
" (Mark vi. 19, 20).
4ised to listen to him gladly
3
The yevoperns ripepas ebualpov of Mark vi. 21 refers to the pre-arranged
machinations of this Herodian Jezebel.
4
153; Pers. Sat v. 180. There can be little
Gen. xl. 20; Herod,
yeveaia
means a birthday celebration (cf. Jos.
doubt that the unclassical
Antt. xii. 4, § 7), Wieseler labours with great ingenuity and learning to
"accession-festival" (which was
also kept by the Herods,
-make it mean
id. ib., xv. 11, § 6), but fails after all to adduce any other instance of tho
word used in this senso.
1

2

i
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his courtiers, and generals, and Galilsean nobles.
The
wealth of the Herods, the expensive architecture of
their numerous palaces, their universal tendency to ex
travagant display, make it certain that nothing would
be wanting to such a banquet which wealth or royalty
could procure ; and there is enough to show that it was
on the model of those
"Sumptuous gluttonies and gorgeous feasts
stone,"
On citron table or Atlantic

which accorded with the depraved fashion of the Empire,
and mingled Boman gourmandise with Ionic sensuality.
But Herodias had craftily provided the king with an

unexpected and exciting pleasure, the spectacle of which
would be sure to enrapture such guests as his. Dancers
and dancing- women were at that time in great request.1

The passion for witnessing these too often indecent and
degrading representations had naturaUy made its way into
the Sadducean and semi-pagan court of these usurping
Edomites, and Herod the Great had buUt in his palace
ThymeHci.2
a theatre for the
A luxurious feast of the
period was not regarded as complete unless it closed

with

some gross pantomimic representation ; and doubt

less Herod had adopted the evU fashion of his day. But
he had not anticipated for his guests the rare luxury of

seeing a princess —his own niece, a granddaughter of
Herod the Great, and of Mariamne, a descendant, there
fore, of Simon the High Priest, and the great line of
Maccabsean princes — a princess who afterwards became

the wife of a tetrarch,

and the mother of a

king3—

Mnestor, Paris, &c. Cf. Jos. Antt. xii. 4, § 6.
See Jos. Antt. xv. 8, § 1 ; six. 7, § 5.
3 She first married her
uncle Philip, tetrarch of Iturcea, then her
Aristobulus,
King of Chalcis, by whom she became mother of
cousin
three sons.
The Herodian princesses were famed for their beauty.
1

5
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honouring them by degrading herself into a scenic
dancer. And yet when the banquet was over, when the
guests were

full of

meat and flushed with wine, Salome

herself, the daughter of Herodias, then in the prime of

her young and lustrous beauty, executed, as it would
now be expressed, a pas seul "in the midst of"1 those
" She came in
dissolute and half-intoxicated revellers.
and danced, and pleased Herod, and them that sat at
meat with

him."

And

he,

like

Xerxes,3

in the

delirium of his drunken approval, swore to this degraded
girl in the presence of his guests that he would give her
anything for which she asked, even to the half of his
kingdom.3

The girl flew to her mother, and said, " What shaU
?"

I ask

It was

exactly what Herodias expected, and she
might have asked for robes, or jewels; or "palaces, or
whatever such a woman loves ; but to a mind like hers
Matt. xiv. 6.
In Mark vi. 22, n, B, D, L read abrod ; but even if
this were the true reading, the whole context would be sufficient to "show
that Keim is wrong (Gesch. Jesu, ii. 512) in charging St. Mark with the
error of supposing that Salome was his actual daughter. As for the dance,
Salome would but be imitating the ill-trained maidens of her own day —
1

" Motus

doceri gaudet Ionioos
Matura virgo, et fingitur artibus .
Jam nunc et incestos amores
ungui."
De tenero meditatur
(Hor. Oct. iii. 6, 21.)

Esth. v. 3; Herod, ix. 109. Cf. Suet. Caius, 32.
There is a remarkable parallel to this narrative in the superb banquet
given by Agrippa I. to the Emperor Caius, with the design of winning a
favour. Caius showed his sense of the compliment paid to him by offering
Agrippa anything which he liked to ask, and Agrippa used his opportunity
nobly and unselfishly to dissuade Caius from the mad attempt to set up
his statue in the Temple (Jos. Antt xviii. 8, § 7). Caius says, rb Se irav,
2

3

oirep croi ptmijv av vrpoaBelr)

He expected
aadpevos

i(p'

rov evSatpovoi, SiaKoyfi-rei

at aot irpoBvpia

re Kal lo'xvi.

Agrippa to ask for cities or lands, <5Be Kalirep ra vdvra irapaoKev.
Finally Caius grants the
ots ijrriae ovk i/pavipov r\v Stdvoian.

'
(moXaprequest, &pa ry Bepaireia toS Aypimnw ivet\r\np4vos, Ka\ apa airpeires
Bdvuv eVl roffiivSe papripav tyevSfo yeviaBat, k.t.A. The parallels seem almost

too close to be purely accidental.
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revenge was sweeter than wealth or pride, and we may
imagine with what fierce malice she hissed out the un

Baptiser."
And
hesitating answer, "The head of John the
—
(what
coming in before the king immediately with haste
a touch is that ! and how apt a pupil did the wicked
mother find in her wicked daughter) —Salome exclaimed,
" My wish is that you give me
here} immediately, on a

dish, the head of

John

furies of her race.

Did

the

Baptist."

Her

indecent

haste, her hideous petition, show that she shared the
she

think that in that infamous

period, and among those infamous guests, her petition
would be received with a burst of laughter ? Did she
hope to kindle their merriment to a still higher pitch
the sense of the delightful wickedness2 involved in a

by
young and beautiful girl, asking —nay, imperiously de
manding—that then and there, on one of the golden
dishes which graced the board, should be given into her
own hands the gory head of the Prophet whose words
had made a thousand bold hearts quail ?
The tetrarch, at any
so, she was disappointed.
;3
it more
rate, was plunged into grief by her request
than did away with the pleasure of her disgraceful
dance ; it was a bitter termination of his birthday feast.
Fear, policy, remorse, superstition, even whatever poor
spark of better feeling remained unquenched under the

If

(Matt. xiv. 8) ; it,avrijs (Mark vi. 25).
We might suppose that
baptises,"
scorn was intended by rod Paitrl^ovros, " the man who
in
verse 24, were it not that this seems to be the general form in St. Mark
(i. 4; vi. 14).
* " Quasi volesse crescere 1' allegrezza di quel
convito con un gran
delitto" (Capecellatro, La Vita di Gesu, ii. 11). Volkmar thinks
that
she was a mere child, the unconscious instrument in her mother's hands ;
and that the ebebs pera o-irovSrjs of Mark vi. 25 implies mere ignorant
girlish glee.
1 SBe

some

3

St. Mark (vi.

26) uses the strong

expression,

irepixv-rros

yevopevos.

THE GHASTLY BOON.
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dense white ashes of a heart consumed by evil passions,
all made him shrink in disgust from this sudden execu

tion.

He must

have felt that he had been egregiously
duped out of his own will by the cunning stratagem of
his unrelenting paramour.
a single touch of manli

If

ness had been left in him he would have repudiated the
request as one which did not fall either under the letter or

the spirit of his oath, since the life of one cannot be made
the gift to another; or he would have boldly declared
at once, that if such was her choice, his oath was more
honoured by being broken than by being kept.
But a
despicable pride and fear of man prevailed over his better
More afraid of the criticisms of his guests
than of the future torment of such conscience as was
left him, he immediately sent an executioner to the
prison, which in aU probability was not far from the
banqueting hall ; and so at the bidding of a dissolute
impulses.

coward, and to please the loathly fancies of a shameless
girl, the axe feU, and the head of the noblest of the
prophets was shorn away.

In

darkness and in secrecy the scene was enacted,
and if any saw it their lips were sealed ; but the execu
tioner emerged into the light carrying by the hair that

noble head, and then and there, in all the ghasthness
of recent death, it was placed upon a dish from the
royal table. The young dancing girl received it,1 and
now frightful as a Megaera, carried the hideous burden

one parallel to such awful and
part
of women nobly born. Fulvia again
sanguinary nonchalance on the
and again ran a golden needle through the tongue of Cicero's dissevered
head; and Agrippina similarly outraged the head of her rival, Lollia
1

This bad age produced more than

Paulina (Dio Cass, xlvii. 9; lx. 33). It is sad to know that decapitation
(Wetwas regarded by the Jews with very special horror (Sanhedr. 7, 3).
stein, ad loc.)
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Let us hope that the awful spectacle
haunted the souls of both thenceforth tiU death.
What became of that ghastly relic we do not know.

to her mother.

Tradition teUs us that Herodias ordered the headless
trunk1 to be flung out over the battlements for dogs
On her, at any .rate, swift
and vultures to devour.
vengeance fell.

Essene,3
The disciples of John — perhaps Manaen'the
the foster-brother of Herod Antipas, may have been
Their
among them —took up the corpse and buried it.
next care was to go and teU Jesus, some of them, it
may be, with sore and bitter hearts, that His friend and
forerunner —the first who had borne witness to Him,
and over whom He had Himself pronounced so great an

eulogy —was dead.
And about the same time

from their mission, and
and taught.

His Apostles also returned
told Him aU that they had done

They had preached repentance ; they had
cast out devils; they had anointed the sick with oU, and
But the record of their ministry is very
healed them.3
brief, and not very joyous. In spite of partial successes,
irr&pa (Mark

29).
The tradition is mentioned by S. Jerome
Nicephorus
(c. Ruffinum iii. 42) and
(i. 19). For the traditional death of
" the dancing daughter of Herodias," by failing through, and
having her
head cut off by the ice, see Niceph. i. 20. He reports that " passing over
1

vi.

a frozen lake, the ice broke, and she fell up to the neck in water, and her
head was parted from her body by the violence of the fragments shaken
by the water and her own fall, and so perished, God having fitted a judg
sin" (Jer. Taylor, Life
ment to the analogy and representment of her
of
Christ, II. 10). But history loses sight of Salome in the court of her
second husband, Aristobulus (Jos. Antt. xviii. 5, § 4), and since God's judg
ments are not always displayed in this life, she may, for all we really
know, have died, like Lucrezia Borgia, in the odour of sanctity at her little
court.
2 Perhaps this Manaen (see Acts xiii. 1
; Jos. Antt. xv. 10, §5) was a
son of the Manaen who foretold to Herod the Great his future dignity.
3
Cf. James v. 14.
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if

their untried faith had as yet proved
inadequate for the high task imposed on them.
seemed as

And very shortly

gence reached Jesus

afterwards another piece of intelli

it

was that the murderous tetrarch
was inquiring about Him ; wished to see Him ; perhaps
would send and demand His presence when he returned
;

to his new palace, the Golden House of his new capital
at Tiberias. For the mission of the Twelve had tended
more than ever to spread a rumour of Him among the
people,1

and speculation

respecting

Him

was rife.

AU

admitted that He had some high claim to attention.
Some thought-that He was Elijah, some Jeremiah, others
one of the Prophets; but Herod had the most singular

solution of the problem. It is said that when Theodoric
had ordered the murder of Symmachus, he was haunted
and finally maddened by the phantom of the old man's

distorted features glaring at him from a dish on the table ;
nor can it have been otherwise with Herod Antipas.
Into his banquet haU had been brought the head of one
whom, in the depth of his inmost being, he felt to have
been holy and just ; and he had seen, with the solemn
agony of death stUl resting on them, the stern features
on which he had often gazed with awe. Did no reproach
issue from those dead Hps yet louder and more terrible
than they had spoken in life ? were the accents which
" It is not lawful for thee to have her,"
had uttered,
frozen into silence, or did they seem to issue with super
natural energy from the mute ghastliness of death ?
we mistake not, that dissevered head was rarely thence
forth absent from Herod's haunted imagination from
that day forward tUl he lay upon his dying bed. And
now, when but a brief time afterwards, he heard of the

If

1

Mark

vi

14.
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fame of another Prophet —of a Prophet transcendently
mightier, and one who wrought miracles, which John

had never done —his guilty conscience shivered with
superstitious dread, and to his intimates1 he began to

I

whisper with horror, " Tliis is John the Baptist whom
beheaded: he is risen from the dead, and therefore these
him."3 Had John sprung
mighty works are wrought by
to Hfe again thus suddenly to inflict a signal vengeance ?
would he come to the strong towers of Machagrus at the
head of a multitude in wUd revolt? or glide through
the gilded halls of Julias or Tiberias, terrible, at mid
night, with ghostly tread ? " Hast thou found me,
"
mine enemy ?
As the imperious and violent temper of Herodias
was the constant scourge of her husband's peace, so
her mad ambition was subsequently the direct cause
-of his ruin.
When the Emperor Caius (Caligula)
began to heap favours on Herod Agrippa I., Herodias,
sick with envy and discontent, urged Antipas to sail
with her to Bome and procure a share of the distinction
Above all,
which had thus been given to her brother.
she was anxious that her husband should obtain the

title of king,3 instead of continuing content with the
humbler one of tetrarch.
In vain did the timid and

The Hebrew lyiis means more than
nats and tptxos in the LXX., and in
Symmachus (1 Sam. xviii. 22 ; Esth. ii.
18) as well as by SovXos (Kuinoel,
ad Cor.). This terrified surmise of the palace may have been mentioned
by Chuza or Manaen.
2 Matt.
xiv. 2 ; Mark vi. 16. That such thoughts must have been very
life is shown by the fact that when the army of Herod Antipas was dis
gracefully routed by Aretas, the people looked on it as a retribution for the
murder of John (Jos. Antt. xviii. 5, §§ 1, 2).
3
He is called PatriXebs in Mark vi. 14 (and the courtesy title was
common enough in the provinces), but rerpdpxns more accurately in Matt.
xiv. 1 ; Lut : ix. 7.
1

To7j vatoiv

abrov

(Matt. xiv. 2).

" servants," and hence is rendered by
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ease-loving Antipas point out to her the danger to
which he might be exposed by such a request.
She
made his life so bitter to him by her importunity that,
against his better judgment, he was forced to yield.

The event justified his worst misgivings.

No love

reigned between the numerous uncles and nephews and

half-brothers in the tangled famUy of Herod, and either
out of poHcy or jealousy Agrippa not only discoun
tenanced the schemes of his sister and uncle —though
they had helped him in his own misfortunes — but
actually sent his freedman Fortunatus to Bome to accuse
Antipas of treasonable designs.
The tetrarch failed to
clear himself of the charge, and in A.D. 39 was banished
to Lugdunum—probably St. Bertrand de Comminges,
in Gaul, not far from the Spanish frontier.1 Herodias,
either from choice or necessity or despair, accompanied
his exile, and here they both died in obscurity and
dishonour. Salome, the dancer —the Lucrezia Borgia
of the Herodian house — disappears henceforth from
history. Tradition or legend alone informs us that she
met with an early, violent, and hideous death.
1

" Thus," says Josephus (Antt. xviii.

for her envy at her brother,
nine talk." He adds that
of Agrippa, he would have
which she rejected it made

"
Herodias§ 2), did God punish
and Herod for lending an ear to empty femi
when Caius learnt that Herodias was a sister
shown her some favour ; but the passion with
him banish her also.
7,

CHAPTEB XXIX
THE FEEDING OP THE FIVE THOUSAND, AND WALKING ON
THE SEA.

"Thy way is in the sea, and thy path
steps are not known."—Ps. lxxvii 19.

The Feeding of

in the great waters, and thy foot

the Five Thousand is one of the few

miracles during the ministry of Christ which are narrated
to us by aU four of the Evangelists ; x and as it is placed

Matt. xiv. 13—33 ; Mark vi. 30—52 ; Luke ix. 10—17 ; John vi. 1—21.
The reader will find every incident of the text either directly stated or
In every
clearly implied in one or other of these quadruple narratives.
important particular they show -the most absolute tmanimity; the trifling
divergences, which a captious and ungenerous criticism delights to ex
1

aggerate into glaring discrepancies, are perfectly reconcileable without any
violent hypothesis, and are all more or less accounted for in the story as
" The notion that genuine history is characterised by an exact
here given.
details,"
says a recent writer, " is wholly modern.
and minute attention to
It may be doubted whether, since no narrative can give all particulars,
this method of historical composition does not, with all the . affectation of
reality, present a more unreal presentation of the past, than the artless tale
of an interested but uncritical observe]: —whether, in short, syncretic history
is not apt to be exceedingly untrustworthy or deceptive. The more accu
rately two persons relate their impressions of the same great events, the
wider is sure to be the discrepancy between them. No two men see facts in
exactly the same light, or direct their attention to exactly the same circum
stances"
(Paul of Tarsus, p. 154). He adds that, exact and patient as
Thucydides is, we should have possessed two widely differing stories of the
Peloponnesianwarif another observer equally critical had devoted his atten
tion to the same events. These slight divergencies of the Gospels serve,
however, to establish in the most satisfactory manner the essential inde
pendence of the fourfold testimonies.
They may tell against exaggerated,
superstitious, and anti-scriptural theories of Inspiration; but they are de
monstrably compatible with the most perfect truthfulness and honesty.
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by St. John after the nameless festival and just before a
Passover, and by the Synoptists in immediate connection
with the return of the Twelve and the execution of the
Baptist, we can hardly err in introducing it at this point
of our narrative.
The novel journey ings of the Apostles, the agitation
of His own recent conflicts, the burden of that dread
inteUigence which had just reached Him, the constant
pressure of a fluctuating multitude which absorbed aU
their time, once more rendered it necessary that the
little company should recover the tone and bloom of their
" Come
dpirits by a brief period of rest and solitude.
yourselves,"
ye
He said, " apart into a desert place, and
rest a

At the north-eastern

corner of the Lake, a little beyond

point where the Jordan enters it, was a second
"Fish-house,"1
Bethsaida, or
once, Hke its western name
sake, a smaU viUage, but recently enlarged and beauti
fied by PhiHp, tetrarch of Itursea, and called, for the
sake of distinction, Bethsaida Julias.3 The second name
had been given it in honour of JuHa, the beautiful but
infamous daughter of the Emperor Augustus. These

the

half-heathen Herodian cities, with their imitative Greek
architecture and adulatory Boman names, seem to have
repeUed rather than attracted the feet of Christ ; and
though much of His work was accomplished in the
neighbourhood of considerable cities, we know of no city
except Jerusalem in which He ever taught. But to the

south of Bethsaida Julias was the green and narrow
plain of El Batihah, which, Hke the hUls that close it
i tits rv3. The same root is found in the name Sidon.
" In
§ 1; B. J. iii. 10, § 7; Plin. Hist Nat. v. 15,
lacum se fundit, quam plures Genezaram vocant, xvi. mill. pass, longitudiJuliade,"
&c.
nis, vi. mill. lat. amoenis circumseptum oppidis, ab oriente,
2

Jos. Antt. xviii.

2,
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uninhabited then as now. Hitherward the
little vessel steered its course, with its freight of weary
But private
and saddened hearts which sought repose.

round,

Avas

it

had not passed unobserved,
It is but six mUes by
and did not remain unknown.1
sea from Capernaum to the retired and desolate shore
as the departure had been,

which was their destination.

The Httle vessel, evidently
retarded by unfavourable winds, made its way slowly
at no great distance from the shore, and by the time it
reached its destination, the object which their Master's
kindness had desired for His Apostles was completely
frustrated.
Some of the multitude had already outrun
the vessel, and were thronging about the landing-place
when the prow touched the pebbly shore ; whUe in the

distance were seen the thronging groups of Passover
pUgrims, who were attracted out of their course by the
Prophet.2
Jesus was
increasing celebrity of this Unknown
touched with compassion for them, because they were as
We may conjecture from
sheep not having a shepherd.

St. John that on reaching the land He and His disciples
climbed the hiU-side, and there waited a short time till
the whole multitude had assembled.
Then descending
among them He taught them many things, preaching to
them of the kingdom of heaven, and heahng their sick.3
The day wore on ; aHeady the sun was sinking to
hiUs,4 yet
wards the western
stiU the multitude lingered,
1

Mark vi.

13, axovaavres.

33, eiSov avrobs xmdyovras;

Luke ix.

11, yv6vres;

Matt. xiv.

Mark vi. 33 ; John vi. 2, 4.
"Tho sixth chapter of St. John's Gospel," says Mr. Bruce, "is full
of marvels ; it tells of a great miracle, a great enthusiasm, a great storm,
2
3

a great sermon, a great apostacy, and great trial of faith and fidelity
"
endured by the Twelve (Training of the Twelve, p. 120).
4
The oiju'o of Matt. xiv. 15 means the Selxri tyia or afternoon; the htyla
of verse 23 is the second or later evening, after six o'clock.
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charmed by that healing voice and by those holy words.
The evening would soon come, and after the brief Oriental

twihght, the wandering crowd, who in their excitement
had neglected even the necessities of life, would find
themselves in the darkness, hungry and afar from every

human habitation. The disciples began to be anxious
lest the day should end in some unhappy catastrophe,
which would give a fresh handle to the already em
bittered enemies of their Lord. But His compassion had
already forestaUed their considerate anxiety, and had
Philip.1
suggested the difficulty to the mind of
A Httle
consultation took place. To buy even a mouthful apiece
for such a multitude would require at least two hundred
denarn (more than £7) ; and even supposing that they
possessed such a sum in their common purse, there was
now neither time nor opportunity to make the necessary
purchases.
Andrew hereupon mentioned that there was
a Httle boy there who had five barley-loaves and two
smaU fishes, but he only said it in a despairing way, and,
as it were, to show the utter helplessness of the only
Suggestion which occurred to him.3
1

Why He should have tested the faith of Philip in particular is not

it is simply one of the unexplained touches which always
mentioned;
Prof.
occur in the narratives of witnesses familiar with their subject.
Blunt, in his interesting Undesigned Coincidences, suggests that it was
Bethsaida;"
this can have nothing to do with
because "Philip was of
village
(now Ain et-Tabijah) was at the opposite side
it, for Philip's native
of the Lake. Reland's discovery (Palaest, p. 564) that there were two
Bethsaidas (one, Bethsaida Julias, at the north end of the Lake, and the
other a fishing village on its western side) solves all the difficulties of
Luke ix. 10 (where, however, the Cod. Sinaiticus, and the Nitrian recension
of the Syriac edited by Cureton, omit the allusion to Bethsaida), Mark

vi. 45, &c. (See Robinson, Bibl. Researches, ii. 413 ; Stanley, Sin. and Pal.,
p.382, &c.)
2 If tliis iraiSdptov
(John vi. 9) was, as may be inferred from Mark vi.,
38, in attendance upon the Apostles, it-is very likely that he too, hke Philip
perhaps our
and Andrew, was a native of the western Bethsaida; and then

A A
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down,"

" Make

was the brief reply.
the men sit
Wondering and expectant, the Apostles bade the
multitude recline, as for a meal, on the rich green grass

which in that pleasant spring-time clothed

the

hill

They arranged them in companies of fifty and a
hundred, and as they sat in these orderly groups upon
sides.

the grass, the gay red and blue and yeUow colours of the
clothing which the poorest Orientals wear, caUed up in
the imagination of St. Peter a multitude of flower-beds

in

some weU-cultivated

garden.1

And then, standing in

His guests —glad-hearted at the work of
which He intended to performr>— Jesus raised His

the midst of

mercy
eyes to heaven, gave thanks,3 blessed the loaves,3 broke
them into pieces, and began to distribute them 4 to His

disciples, and they to the multitude ; and the two fishes
He divided among them all.
was a iumble but a suf
ficient, and to hungry wayfarers a deHcious meal. And

It

Lord's question may have been meant to see whether the simple-hearted
Philip had faith enough to mention this possible resource. The %v is
probably spurious ; it is not found in », B, D, L.
1 av4ire<rav vpao-tal
reclined in parterres " (areolatim), is tho
vpaaial, "
they
picturesque expression of St. Mark (vi. 40), who here, as throughout his
Gospel, doubtless reflects the impressions of St. Peter. The word vpao-ial
occurs here only, but Theophylact's definition of it (ad loc.) is exactly that
of a parterre (ra iv rots Kfrtois Std<popa nippara iv ofs Qvreiovrat Sid<popa . . .
orderlyThe ovpiriota avpn6ata ol the previous verse describes the
xdxava).
social grouping, catervatim.
The words are repeated by a Hebraism,.
which is, however, in accordance with simple Greek idiom (cf. pipia pipta,.
Msch. Pers. 981 ; Winer, New Test. Gram., p. 264, sixth edition, E. Tr.).
Lightfoot compares the Hebrew nvra rvniiD used to describe the quincnncial
order of vines, and of pupils
2
3

John vi.

Luke ix.

in a kerem or

11, evxapla-rrio-as.
16, eix6yriaev avrobs.

"vineyard,"

. . . «al eSCSov (Mark vi. 41).
— the imperfect, the continuous act.

i.e. school.

The aorist implies the1
The fact is interesting,
as giving us the only glimpse permitted us of the mode in which the
The multiplication of the loaves and fishes evidently
miracle was wrought.
place
took
in the hands of Christ between the acts of breaking and of
distributing the bread.
•

nareKXaae

instantaneons
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when all were abundantly satisfied, Jesus, not only to
show His disciples the extent and reahty of what had
been done, but also to teach them the memorable lesson
that wastefulness, even of miraculous power, is whoUy
ahen to the Divine economy, bade them gather up the
fragments that remained, that nothing might be lost.
The symmetrical arrangement of the multitude showed
that about five thousand men, besides women and children,
fed,1
had been
and yet twelve baskets3 were filled with
Avhat was over and above to -them that had eaten.
The miracle produced a profound impression. It
was exactly in accordance with the current expectation,
and the multitude began to whisper to each other that

this must undoubtedly be " that Prophet which should
"
come into the world ; the Shiloh of Jacob's blessing ;
the Star and the Sceptre of Balaam's vision ; the Prophet

Hke unto Moses to whom they were to hearken; perhaps
the EHjah promised by the dying breath of ancient
;3 perhaps
the Jeremiah of their tradition, come
^prophecy

oack to reveal the hiding-place of the.Ark, and the Urim,

Women and children, would not sit down with the men, but sit or
Probably in that lonely and distant spot their numbers
stand apart.
would not be great.
¦2
It has been repeatedly noticed that all the Evangelists alike here use
1

Kifytvoi

for the common wicker-baskets

(ayyetov *Xeicr6v, Suid., perhaps corre

vi. 9) in which these fragments
sponding to the Hebrew salsilloth, Jer. "rope-baskets,"
when they speak
were collected; and the word mvpBes, or
any one thinks it important to ask
of the feeding of the four thousand.
where the xitptmi came from, the answer is that they were the very com
prevent their food,
monest possession of Jews, who constantly used them to
supellex "
ienumque
"
cophinus
quorum
&c, from being polluted.. Jndaeis,
(Juv., Sat. iii. 14; cf; vi. 542). Even in Palestine, overrun as it was at this
period with heathens, such a precaution mightbe necessary. There was a
quoted by Mr. Mayor
Jewish festival named Cophinus (Sidonius, Ep. vii. 6,

If

on

Juv. I.e.).

*

,

Gen. xlix. 10; Numb. xxiv. 17; Deut. xviii.
adopt the current Jewish explanations.
3

15,

18; Mai. iv.

5.

I
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Jesus marked their undisguised
admiration, and the danger that their enthusiasm might
break out by force, and precipitate His death by open
rebelhon against the Boman government in the attempt
to make Him a king. He saw too that His disciples
seemed to share this worldly and perilous excitement.
The time was come, therefore, for instant action. By the
exercise of direct authority, He compelled 1 His disciples
to embark in their boat, and cross the lake before Him
in the direction of Capernaum or the western Bethsaida.3
A Httle gentle constraint was necessary, for they were
naturaUy unwUHng to leave Him among the excited
multitude on that lonely shore, and if anything, great
was going to happen to Him they felt a right to be
present. On the other hand, it was more easy for Him
to dismiss the multitude when they had seen that His
and the sacred

fire.

own immediate friends and disciples had been sent away.
So in the gathering dusk He graduaUy and gently
succeeded

in persuading the multitude to leave Him,3 and

when aU but the most enthusiastic had streamed away to
(Matthew, Mark). How unintelligible would this word be but
for the fact mentioned by John vi. 15 ; how clear does it become when the
fact there mentioned is before us ; and again how imperfect would be our
comprehension of what took place if we had the narrative of John alone.
2 Compare
Mark vi. 45 with John vi. 17. Tell Hum (Capernaum)
and Bethsaida (Ain et-Tabijah) are so near together that they might
make for either as was most convenient, and indeed, since the landingplace at Bethsaida was the more convenient of the two, it might be con
sidered as the harbour of Capernaum. On the other hand, the hypothesis
of Thomson and others that there was only one Bethsaida (viz., Julias)
falls to the ground if we compare Mark vi. 45 ("unto the other side, towards
Bethsaida") with Luke ix. 10, which shows that they were already at Beth
saida Julias— ^except, indeed, on the unlikely and far-fetched notion (adopted
by Wieseler, Chron. Syn. p. 249 ; Lange, Life of Christ, iii. 138) that their
plan was to coast along, touch at Bethsaida Julias, there take up our
1

iivdyxao-e

Lord, and then proceed to the other Bethsaida.
3
Mark vi. 45, airoXvet, contrasted with the aorist

emoXwov

in verse 36.
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their homes or caravans, He suddenly left the rest, and
fled from them1 to the hill-top alone to pray.
He was
conscious that a solemn and awful crisis of His day on

earth was come, and by communing with His Heavenly
Father, He would nerve His soul for the stern work of
the morroAV, and the bitter conflict of many coming weeks.
Once before He had spent in the mountain solitudes a

night of lonely prayer, but then it was before the choice
His"
of
beloved Apostles, and the glad tidings of His
Far different were the
earliest and happiest ministry.
feelings with which the Great High Priest now climbed
the rocky stairs of that great mountain altar which in
His temple of the night seemed to lift Him nearer to
The murder of His beloved fore
the stars of God.

runner brought home to His soul more nearly the thought
of death ; nor was He deceived by this brief blaze of a
falsely-founded popularity, which on the next day He
meant to quench. The storm which now began to sweep
over the barren hiUs ; the winds that rushed howhng
down the ravines ; the Lake before Him buffeted into
tempestuous foam ; the little boat which — as the moon
light struggled through the rifted clouds —He saw tossing

Him

on the labouring waves, were aU too sure
an emblem of the altered aspects of His earthly life.
But there on the desolate hiU-top, in that night of storm,
could gain strength and peace and happiness un
beneath

He

for there He was alone with God. And so
upon the hills,
over that figure, bowed in lonely prayer

speakable

;

I

have adopted the
That some lingered we infer from John vi. 22.
instead of avexfywev.
reading <peiyei in John vi. 15, with » and the Vulgate,
1

impression that the excitement of the multitude,
The narrative gives the
part of Jesus, were greater than is
and the necessity for exertion on the
involves the same
fully told. But even the received reading, avexfyno-e",
conception.
(Cf. Matt. ii. 12, 22.)
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and over those toUers upon the troubled lake, the dark
blew.1
ness feU and the great winds

Hour after hour passed by. It was now the fourth
;3
the ship had traversed but half of
watch of the night

it

was dark, and the wind was con
trary, and the waves boisterous, and they were distressed
oar,3
and above aU there was no one
with toiHng at the
its destined course ;

with them now to calm and

save, for Jesus was alone

upon the land.
Alone upon the land, and they were
tossing on the perilous sea ; but aU the whUe He saw

and pitied them, and at last, in their worst extremity,
they saw a gleam in the darkness, and an awful figure,
and a fluttering robe, and One drew near them, treading
upon the ridges of the sea,4 but seemed as if He meant

to pass them by ; and they cried out in terror at the
phantom5
that walked upon
sight, thinking that it was a
And through the storm and darkness to them
the waves.

—as

so often to us, when, amid the darknesses of Hfe,

the ocean seems so great, and our Httle boats so smaU
2

John vi.

17, 18, KareXafiev avrobs rj CKorla.

(«,

D.)

Between three and six ; the Jews at this time had mainly given np
their own division of the night into three watches (Judg. vii. 19), and
adopted the four Roman watches between six p.m. and six a.m. They had
only rowed twenty-five furlongs, and the Lake is about forty wide (Jos.
2

B. Xiii. 10, §7).
3 Mark vi.
48,

iv r$

iXavvetv — a

very strong
expression. Some see a difficulty in John vi. 17,
not come
them,"
ground
suggestion
for
and
indeed
it
the
chief
the
furnishes
that
to
join
designed
to
them at or near Bethsaida Julias; but surely
He had
it may be merely proleptic (He had not yet come, as He did immediately
afterwards), involving perhaps in the mind of the Evangelist the silent
thought that " man's extremity is God's opportunity." oSirm is indeed the
actual reading of «, B, D, L, but even ovk would be quite in accordance with
IS&iv avrobs

fiaffavi^opevovs

" and Jesus had

St. John's manner.
4
6

Job ix. 8.
Mark vi 49,

<pdvrao-pa,

aXXa ax^part (Hesych.).

a mere unsubstantial appearance

Cf. Luke xxiv. 37.

;

rb ptijiv aXr,0is

PETER'S FEAR.

—there thriUed that Voice of

I

>

be not

:

afraid."
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" It is

peace, which said,

That Voice stiUed their terrors, and at

they
were eager to receive Him into the
but Peter's
impetuous love —the strong yearning of him who, in
his despairing self-consciousness, had cried out " Depart
ship;1

from me

once

"—

now cannot even await His approach, and

!

he passionately exclaims —
" Lord, if it be Thou, bid me come unto Thee on the

water."

"Come!"

And

over the vessel's side into the troubled waves

he sprang, and whUe his eye was fixed on his Lord, the

wind might toss his hair, and tiie spray might drench
his robes, but aU was well ; but when, with wavering
faith, he glanced from Him to the furious waves, and to
sink,3
the gulfy blackness underneath, then he began to
and in an accent of despair —how unlike his former
cried, "Lord, save me!"3 Nor
confidence! —he

faintly
Instantly, with a.smile

of pity, He
stretched out His hand, and grasped the hand of His
" ; thou of
drowning disciple, with the. gentle rebuke,
" Afld so, his love
Httle faith, why didst thou doubt ?
satisfied, but his over- confidence rebuked, they cHmbed
Apostle—into the boat;
—
abashed
did Jesus fail.

the Lord and His
and the wind lulled, and amid the ripple of waves upon
a moonHt shore, they were at the haven where they
John vi. 21, 1jBe Xov oZv Xa&elv —i.e., they wished to do
did. Cf. B4xere noietv (John viii. 44).
3 How unlike forgery, or falsehood, or myth, is this !
1

" In this

peril,"

so, and

of courso

Archbishop Trench strikingly observes,
profits him nothing; for there is no
¦"his swimmer's
7)
"
p. 299). Cf.
mingling in this way of nature and grace (On the Mivaelee
Ps. xciv. 18.
3

moment of

art (John xxi.

as
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would be; and all —the crew as weU.as His disciples —
were filled with deeper and deeper amazement, and some
of them, addressing Him by a title which Nathanael
alone

had applied to

Thou art the Son of

Him

God."

before, exclaimed,

"Truly

us pause a moment longer over this wonderful
narrative, perhaps of all others the most difficult for our

Let

Some have tried

feeble faith to believe or understand.

explain away its miraculous
character ; they have laboured to show that eVl rrjv
BaKaaaav 1 may mean no more than that Jesus walked
along the shore parallel to the vessel ; or even that, in
the darkness, the Apostles may have thought at first
that He was, or had been, walking upon the sea.
Such
find'
subterfuges are idle and superfluous.
any man
himself unable to beHeve in miracles —if he even think
it wrong to try and acquire the faith which accepts
them — then let him be thoroughly convinced in his
own mind, and chng honestly to the truth as he con
It is not for us, or for any man, to judge
ceives it.

in

various

methods

to

If

to his own Master he standeth or faUeth. But
let him not attempt to foist such disbelief into the plain
narrative of the Evangelists.
That they intended to de
scribe an amazing miracle is indisputable to any one who
another

:

I

a

if,

have said before,
carefuUy reads their words ; and, as
Divine Providencebelieving in God, we beHeve in
over the Hves of men — and, believing in that DivineProvidence, believe in the miraculous — and, believing in
the miraculous, accept as truth the resurrection of our
Lord Jesus Christ —and, believing that resurrection,.
John vi.

15.

t?/s BaXdircris,

Perhaps the better reading (as in the other Gospels)
which has the high authority of B,
D.

0,

is\

that He was indeed the Son of God —then,
w,

1

beHeve

i*
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deeply we may reahse the beauty and the
wonder and the power of natural laws, we realise yet
more deeply the power of Him who holds those laws,

however

and aU which they have evolved, in the hoUow of His
hand; and to us the miraculous, when thus attested,
wiU be in no way more stupendous than the natural,

nor shall we find it an impossible conception that He
who sent His Son to earth to die for us should have
put aU authority into His hand.
Hke Peter, we fix our eyes on Jesus, we

if,

So then

too may walk triumphantly over the sweUing waves of
disbelief, and unterrified amid the rising winds of

if

is

it

if,

we turn away our eyes from Him in
as
so easy to do, and
Avhom we have beheved —
as we are so much tempted to do, we look rather at the
power and fury of those terrible and destructive elements

but

doubt;

it

than at Him who can help and save —then we too shall
inevitably sink. Oh, if we feel, often and often, that the
water-floods threaten to drown us, and the deep to swallow
up the tossed vessel of our Church and Faith, may
again and again be granted us to hear amid the storm
and the darkness, and the voices prophesying war, those
two sweetest of the Saviour's utterances —
believe."
"

is

I.

Fear not.

" It

Only

B3 not

CHAPTEB XXX.
THE DISCOURSE AT CAPERNAUM.

" Gratia ejus

non consumitur morsibus."—

-Attgttstinb.

The dawn of that day broke on one of the saddest
episodes of our Saviour's life.
It was the day in the
synagogue

at Capernaum

on which

He

deliberately
scattered the mists and exhalations of such spurious
popularity as the Miracle of the Loaves had gathered
about His person and His work, and put not only
His idle foUowers, but some even of His nearer
disciples to a test under which their love for Him

That discourse in the synagogue forms
It was followed by mani
a marked crisis in His career.
festations of surprised disHke which were as the first
mutterings of that storm of hatred and persecution

entirely faUed.

< (

which was henceforth to burst over His head.
We have seen aHeady that some of the multitude,
filled with vague wonder and insatiable curiosity, had
lingered on the Httle plain by Bethsaida JuHas that
they might foUow the movements of Jesus, and share in
the blessings and triumphs of which they expected an
immediate manifestation.
They had seen Him dismiss
His disciples, and had perhaps caught glimpses of

Him

as

He

climbed the hiU alone ; they had observed
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that the wind was contrary, and that no other boat
but that of the Apostles had left the shore; they
made sure, therefore, of finding Him somewhere on
the hiUs above the plain.
Yet when the morning
dawned they saw no trace of Him either on plain or
hiU.
MeanwhUe some Httle boats — perhaps driven
across by the same gale which had retarded the opposite
disciples1 —
course of the
had arrived from Tiberias.
They availed themselves of these to cross over to Caper
naum ; and there, aHeady in the early morning, they
found Him after aU the fatigues and agitations of
yesterday —after the day of sad tidings and ceaseless
toil, after the night of stormy sohtude and ceaseless
prayer^-calmly seated, and calmly teaching, in the
synagogue.3
familiar
" Babbi, when didst thou get hither?" is the expres
sion of their natural surprise ; but it is met with perfect
The miracle of walking on the water was one
sUence.

of necessity and mercy

it in

no way concerned them ;
it was not in any way intended for them ; nor was it
mainly or essentiaUy as a worker of miracles that Christ
wished to claim their allegiance or convince their minds.
;

And, therefore, reading their hearts, knowing that they
were seeking Him in the very spirit which He most
disliked, He quietly drew aside the veU of perhaps halfunconscious hypocrisy which hid them from themselves,

and reproached them for seeking Him only for what
— " not because ye saw signs,
they could get from Him
but because ye ate of the loaves and were

' Blunt, Undes. Coincidences, p. 292.
2
And even this teaching must have been preceded by works of healing
if Matt. xiv. 34—36 bo in strictly chronological sequence ; but a comparison
—
of these verses with Mark vi. 53 56, would seem to show that they refer
particular day.
more to a period than to a
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He who

never

the cry of the sufferer, or
question of the faithful—He

rejected

refused to answer

the

who would never break the bruised reed, or quench
the smoking flax— at once rejected the false eye-service
of mean self-interest and vulgar curiosity.
Yet He
added for their sakes the eternal lesson, "Labour ye
not for the meat which perisheth, but for the meat
which remaineth to eternal life, which the Son of Man
shaU give you ; for Him the Father —even God —hath
sealed."

It

if

at first they were touched and
ashamed. He had read their hearts aright, and they
ask Him, " What are we to do that we may work the
seems

works of

"

as

God?"

This is the work of God, that ye believe on Him
whom He hath
"But what sign would Jesus
give them that they should beHeve in Him?
Their

fathers ate the manna in the wUderness, which David
heaven." 1
had caUed bread from
The inference was
Moses had given them manna from heaven;
Jesus as yet—they hinted —had only given them barleyobvious.

loaves of earth.

But

if He were

the true Messiah, Avas
He not, according to aU the legends of their nation, to
enrich and crown them, and to banquet them on pome
wine,"
granates from Eden, and " a vineyard of red
and
upon the flesh of Behemoth and Leviathan, and the
Might not the very psalm
great bird Bar Juchne?3
which they had quoted have taught them how worse

than useless

it would

have been

if Jesus

had given them

Ps. lxxviii. 24.
For the Rabbinical dreams on this subject, see Buxtorf, Syn. Jud.,
cap. 50 ; Bartolocci, Bibl. Rabb. i. 511— 514 ; Lightfoot, Hor. Hebr., p. 552.
1

*

On the manna which was supposed to " serve to the appetite of the eater,
liking,"
and temper itself to every man's
see Wisd. xvi. 20, 21.
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manna, which, in their coarse literalism, they supposed
angels'
to be in reality
food?
Is not David in that

psalm expressly showing that to grant them one such
blessing was only to make them ask greedily for more,
and that if God had given their fathers more, it was
only because " they believed not in God, and put not
"
their trust in His help ; but " while the meat was yet
In their mouths, the heavy wrath of God came upon
'
them, and slew the mightiest of them, and smote down
the chosen men that were in Israel." And does not
David show that in spite of, and before, and after,
this wrathful granting to them to the full of their
hearts'
lusts, so far from believing and being
own
humble they only sinned yet more and more against
Him, and provoked Him more and more ?
Had not
all the past history of their nation proved decisively
that faith must rest on deeper foundations than signs
and miracles, and that the evil heart of unbelief must
be stirred by nobler emotions than astonishment at the
outstretched hand and the mighty arm ?
But Jesus led them at once to loftier regions than
those of historical conviction. He teUs them that He
Avho had given them the manna was not Moses, but

and that the manna was only in poetic metaphor
bread from heaven ; but that His Father, the true giver,
was giving them the true bread from heaven even

God

;

now —even the bread of God which came doAvn from
world.1
heaven, and was giving Hfe to the
Their minds still fastened to mere material images —¦
their hopes still running on mere material benefits —
they ask for this bread from heaven as eagerly as the
the

' " The bread of God is that which cometh

English version.

down,"

&c., not

'*

lie,"

as in
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woman of Samaria
quenches aU thirst.
bread."

this

had asked for the water which
"Lord, now and always give us

I

Jesus said to them, " am the bread of life. He
that cometh to me shaU never hunger, and he that

beheveth on me shaU never thirst
to point out to them that

He

;

"

and

He

proceeds

came to do the Father's

wiU, and that His wUl was that aU who came to His
Son should have eternal Hfe.

Then the old angry murmurs burst out again —
not this time from the vulgar-minded multitude, but
from His old opponents the leading Jews1-— "How
could He say that He came down from heaven ? How
could He call Himself the bread of Hfe ? Was He not
"
Jesus, the son of Joseph, the carpenter of Nazareth ?
Jesus never met these murmurs about His supposed
parentage and place of birth by revealing to the common
crowds the high mystery of His earthly origin.
He
thought not equaHty with God a thing to be seized by
Him. He was in no hurry to claim His own Divinity,
or demand the homage which was its due. He would
let the splendour of His Divine nature dawn on men
graduaUy, not at first in aU its noonday brightness, but
gently as the light of morning through His word and
works.
In the fullest and deepest sense " He emptied
glory." 3
Himself of His

But He met the murmurers,

as

a stronger, fuller, clearer declaration

He

always did, by
of the very truth

which they rejected.
It was thus that He had dealt
with Nicodemus ; it was thus that He had taught the
woman of Samaria ; it was thus also that He answered
1
8

John vi.

41; 52, ot 'TovSaToi.

See some striking remarks in Lynch's Mornington Lectures, p. 171.
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His infringement of

their sabbatic rules.
But the timid Babbi and the
erring woman had been faithful enough and earnest
enough to look deeper into His words and humbly seek
their meaning, and so to be guided into truth. Not so
with these listeners.
God had drawn them to Christ, •
and they had rejected His gracious drawing without
When Jesus reminded
which they could not come.
them that the manna was no life-giving' substancie,
since their fathers had eaten thereof, and were dead,
but that He was Himself the bread of Hfe, of which all

who eat should Hve for ever ; and when, in language
yet more startling, He added that the bread was His
flesh which He would give for the life of the world-^
then, instead of seeking the true significance of that
deep metaphor, they made it a matter of mere verbal
criticism, and only

" How

wrangled1

together

about the idle

?"

can this man give us His flesh to eat
Thus they were carnally-minded, and to be carnally- .
minded is death. They did not seek the truth, and it
was more and more taken from them. They had nothing,

question,

and therefore from them was taken even what they had.
In language yet more emphatic, under figures yet more
'-'Except
startling in their paradox, Jesus said to them,
ye eat the flesh of the Son of Man, and drink His blood,

•ye

have no Hfe in

you;"2 and again,

as a stiU further

ipixovro (John vi. 52). How needless their literalism was may be seen
Lightfoot (Hor. Hebr. ad loc, pp. 553, 554)
from many Rabbinic passages in
(and comp. Ps. xix. 10 ; cxix. 3 ; Isa. hi. 1 ; Prov. ix. 5 ; Ezek. ii. 8, 9, &c.),
e.q. "Every eating and drinking in the book of Ecclesiastes is to be
works" (Midr. Koheleth, 88, 4); "Israel
understood of the law of good
ShecMnah,"
just eat of the
&c.
Shall eat the years of the Messiah; "the
Jesus.
Man
of
Son
'the
2
It is uncertain whether in calling Himself
a representative of
meant Ben Adam (Job xxv. 6; Ps. viii. 4), i.e.,
Humanity, or Bar Enosh (Dan. vii. 13). The Hebrew word enosh
1
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enforcement and expansion of the same great truths —
" He that eateth of this bread shaU Hve for ever."
No doubt the words were difficult, and, to those who
came

in

a hard and false spirit, offensive ; no doubt also

the death and passion of our Saviour Christ, and the
mystery of that Holy Sacrament, in which we spiritually
eat

His

His blood, has enabled us more
His meaning ; yet there was in

flesh and drink

clearly to understand
the words which He had used, enough, and more than
enough, to shadow forth to every attentive hearer the
great truth, already familiar to them from their own
Law, that " Man doth not live by bread alone, but by
God;"
every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of
and the further truth that eternal Hfe, the Hfe of the
soul, was to be found in the deepest and most intimate

of all conceivable communions with the Hfe and teach
ing of Him who spake. And it must be remembered
that it the Lord's Supper has, for us, thrown a clearer

Hght upon the meaning of this discourse, on the other
hand the metaphors which Jesus used had not, to an
educated Jew, one-hundredth part of the strangeness
which they have to us.

Jewish Hterature was

exceed

ingly famUiar with the symbolism which represented by
"
an entire acceptance of and incorporation with

"
a spiritual doctrine. Even the
the truth, and by
mere pictorial genius of the Hebrew language gave tho
bread"

clue to the right interpretation. Those who heard Christ
in the synagogue of Capernaum must almost involun

tarily have recalled simUar expressions in their own
man in his weakness (homo). (Gratz, Gesch. d. Judenth. iii
probably conveyed to His hearers a general conception of the
237.)
Messiah as the representative of Humanity alike in its feebleness and in
its glory (v. supr., p. 159).
represents

It
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and since the discourse was avowedly para
bolic—since Jesus had expressly excluded aU purely
sensual and Judaic fancies —it is quite clear that much
;

of their failure to comprehend Him rose not from the
understanding, but from the will. His saying was hard,
as St. Augustine remarks, only to the hard ; and incred

ible only to the incredulous.
For if bread be the type
of all earthly sustenance, then the " bread of heaven "
may well express aU spiritual sustenance, all that involves
and supports eternal life.

Now

the lesson which He

wished to teach them was this— that eternal life is in the
Son of God. They, therefore, that would have eternal
hfe must partake of the bread of heaven, or — to use
the other and deeper image —must eat the flesh and
drink the blood of the Son of Man.1 They must feed on
Him in their hearts by faith. They might accept or
reject the truth which He was revealing to their con
sciences, but there could be no possible excuse for their
pretended incapacity to understand its meaning.
There is a teaching which is, and is intended to be,
not only instructive but probationary ; of which the
immediate purpose is not only to teach, but to lest.
Such had been the object of this memorable discourse.
To comprehend it rightly required an effort not only
It was
of the understanding, but also of the will.
meant to put an end to the merely selfish hopes of

"rabble of obtrusive

that

whose irreverent

The following profound remark of Von Ammon will help the reader
" What is true," he says, " of the bread of
to understand this chapter.
heaven, is true also of the flesh and blood of the Son of Man ; for thesa
predicates are only substitutes for the original image of the bread of
"
is
life, and are subject to the same analogical explanations as tlus last
eaten,"
" Believe, and thou hast
(quoted by Lange, Life of Christ, iii. 157).
eat,"
that of
is the formula of St. Augustine; "believe, and thou shalt
1

Calvin.

B B
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devotion was a mere cloak for worldliness ; it was meant
also to place before the Jewish authorities words which

they were too fuU of hatred and materiahsm to under
stand. But its sifting power went deeper than this.
Some even of the disciples found the saying harsh and
repulsive.
They did not speak out openly, but Jesus
recognised their discontent, and when He had left the
synagogue, spoke to them, in this third and concluding
part of His discourse,1 at once more gently and less

figuratively than He had done to the others. To these
He prophesied of that future ascension, which should
prove to them that He had indeed come down from
heaven, and that the words about His flesh — which
should then be taken into heaven —could only have a
figurative meaning.
Nay, with yet further compassion
for their weakness, He intimated to them the significance
of those strong metaphors in which He had purposely

His

words from the curious eyes of selfishness
and the settled maHce of opposition.
In one sentence
which is surely the key-note of aU that had gone before

veUed

—in

a sentence which surely renders nugatory much of
the pseudo-mystical and impossibly-elaborate exegesis

by which the plain meaning of this chapter has been
obscured,

" It is

nothing

:

He

added—

I

the spirit that quickeneth

the words

life."

and they are
words so hard?

that

He

speak

2

;

the flesh profiteth

unto you, they are spirit,

Why then had they found His
teUs them:

it

was because some

It

will be observed that verses 26— 40 are addressed mainly to the
multitude; verses 43—58 to the leading Jews; verses 61—65 to the
1

disciples.
2

spoken,"
Or perhaps "have

I

XexdxriKa (»,

&c. ; but would not, with Stier and
blood."
"
flesh and " my

B, C, D, L.most versions),

Alford, confine

^wi merely

to

" my
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of them beheved not ; it was because, as He had already
told the Jews, the spirit of faith is a gift and grace of
God, which gift these murmurers were rejecting, against

which grace they were strugghng even now.1
And from that time many of them left Him ; many
who had hitherto sought Him, many who were not far
Even in the midst of
from the kingdom of heaven.
crowds His Hfe was to be loneher thenceforth, because
In deep
there would be fewer to know and love Him.
sadness of heart He addressed to the Twelve the touch
It Avas Simon
ing question, "Will ye also go
Peter whose warm heart spoke out impetuously for aU
He at least bad rightly apprehended that
the rest.
strange discourse at which so many had stumbled.
" Lord," he exclaims, " to whom shall we go ? Thou
But we believe and
hast the words of eternal life.
God."2
are sure that Thou art the Holy One of
It was a noble confession, but at that bitter moment
the heart of Jesus was heavily oppressed, and
answered —

" Have not

devil?"3

He only

I chosen you twelve, and one of you is a

to be a special reference to Judas in these words (ver.
66), and it seems very probable that the first obvious extinction of purely
temporal Messianic hopes may have been with him the turning-point
treachery.
of that rejection which ended in his ultimate
"
2 This, and not " that Christ, the Son of the hving God —a confession
—is almost
which was given for the first time some months afterwards
(«, B, C, D, L, &c.)
undoubtedly the true reading.
3 The English version is unfortunate, because it does not maintain the
distinction between SidpoXos, the word here used, and Saipuvtov, which it
" devil"— e.g., in "He has a devil." Euthymius here
usually renders
devil" or "conspirator;" and
explains " devil" by either "servant of the
probable. Indeed, this very word (iirtPovXos)
the latter meaning seems very
Kings v. 4 ; 1 Sam.
is used by the LXX. to render the Hebrew Satan in 1
have already noticed how much more lightly the Jews (and
xxix. 4.
"Satan" than we do. This
indeed all Orientals to this day) used the word
1

There

I

seems
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The expression was terribly strong, and the absence
of all direct paraUels render it difficult for us to under
But although it was after
stand its exact significance.
wards known that the reproach was aimed at Judas, yet
it is doubtful whether at the actual time any were aware
of this except the traitor himseU.
Many false or half-sincere disciples had left Him :
might not these words have been graciously meant to
furnish one more opportunity to the hard and impure
soul of the man of Kerioth, so that before being plunged
into yet deeper and more irreparable guUt, he might

If

too ?
In
so, the warning was rejected.
deadly sin against his own conscience, Judas stayed to
" against the day of wrath,
heap up for himself wrath
God."
and revelation of the righteous judgment of
leave

Him

indeed may almost be called a modus loquendi among them, and if Jesus
spoke in Aramaic, and used the word kjbd, then the reproach is not onetenth part so fearful as it sounds to us. Thus, the sons of Zeruiah are

" Satan"
called a Satan to David (2 Sam. xix. 22), and Hadad is called a
" adversary
to King Solomon (1 Kings xi. 23, where it is merely rendered
") ;
and in Matt. xvi. 23, the word is applied to Peter himself. " When the
"
ungodly curseth Satan (i.e., an enemy ?), says the son of Sirach (xxi. 27),
" he curseth his own soul." All this is important in many ways. Further,
we may observe that StdfioXos occurs by no means frequently in the New
Testament.
(V. supra, pp. 236, 338, 340.)

CHAPTEB XXXI.
GATHERING
"E{ai0ei» irapa\7|<f>8eto-ai

OPPOSITION.

Hypaipot KevotptSvtai.

—JUSTINIAN, Nov.

146.

Although

the discourse which we have just narrated
formed a marked period in our Lord's ministry, and
although from this time forward the clouds gather more

and more densely about His course, yet it must not be
supposed that this was the first occasion, even in Galilee,
on which enmity against His person and teaching had

been openly displayed.
1. The earliest traces of doubt and disaffection arose
from the expression which He used on several occasions,
" Thy sins be forgiven thee." It was in these words
that He had addressed the woman that was a sinner,
On both occasions the
and the sick of the palsy.

address had excited astonishment and disapproval, and
at Simon's house, where this had found no open ex
pression, and where no miracle had been wrought, Jesus

expression.1
But it was not
gently substituted another
open
so at the healing of the palsied man; there an
murmur had arisen among the Scribes and Pharisees,
and there, revealing more of His true majesty, Jesus, by
His power of working miracles, had vindicated His right
»

Luke vii. 48—50.

See p. 302.
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The argument was unanswerable, for
not only did the prevalent belief connect sickness in
every instance with actual sin, but also it was generally
"
maintained, even by the Babbis, that no sick man is
to forgive sins.1

healed from his disease until all his sins have been
forgiven."2
It was, therefore, in fuU accordance with
their own notions that He who by His own authority
could heal diseases, could also, by His own authority,
pronounce that sins were forgiven.
It was true that
they could hardly conceive of either healing or forgive
ness conveyed in such irregular channels, and without
the paraphernalia of sacrifices, and without the need of

But, disagreeable as such
sacerdotal interventions.3
proceedings were to. their well-regulated minds, the fact

remained that the cures were actually wrought, and were
actually attested by hundreds of living witnesses.
was felt, therefore, that this ground of opposition was

It

wholly untenable, and it was tacitly abandoned. To
"blasphemy"
urge that there was
in His expressions
would only serve to bring into 'greater prominence that

there was miracle in
2.

Nor, again,

His

acts.

do they seem to have pressed the

charge, preserved for us only by our Lord's own allusion,
that He was " a glutton and a wine-drinker."4 The
Matt. ix. 6; Mark ii. 10; Luke v. 24. (See p. 346.) "But as the little
bubbling and gentle murmurs of the water are presages of a storm, and are
more troublesome in their prediction than in their violence ; so were the
arguings of the Pharisees symptoms of a secret displeasure and an ensuing
war; though at first represented in the civilities of question and scholastical
discourses, yet they did but forerun vigorous objections and bold calumnies,
which were the fruits of the next summer " (Jer. Taylor, Life of Christ,
1

II. xii.).
2

ii.

Nedai-im,

300.
3

4

f.

41, 1,

in SchSttg., Hor. Hebr., p. 93; Keim, Gesch. Jesu,

See Ewald, Gesch. Christus, p. 376.
Matt. xi. 19 ; v. supr., pp. 295, 315.
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charge was too
flagrantly false and malicious to excite
any prejudice against one who, although He did not
adopt the stern asceticism of John,, yet Hved a life of the

extremest simphcity, and merely did what was done by
the most scrupulous Pharisees in accepting the invita
tions to feasts, where He had constantly fresh oppor

tunities of teaching and doing good.
The calumny
was, in fact, destroyed when He had shown that the
men of that generation were like wayward and peevish
children whom nothing could conciliate, charging Jesus

with intemperance

because

He did not

avoid an innocent
possession because

festivity, and John with demoniac
he set his face against social corruptions.
3. Nor, once more, did they press the charge of His
fasting.1
not
In making that complaint they had hoped
for the powerful aid of John's disciples ; but when these

had been convinced, by the words of their own prophet,
how futile and unreasonable was their complaint, the
Pharisees saw that it was useless to found a charge upon

the neglect of a practice which was not only unrecog
law,3
but which some of their own
nised in the Mosaic

noblest and wisest teachers had not

encouraged.3

The

Matt. xi. 16, 17. See p. 350.
Except on the Great Day of Atonement.
The principle of the
disciples
given
of John had already been recog
answer
by Jesus to the
nised as to the four yearly fasts which seem to have become usual in
On the bi-weekly and
the time of the prophet Zechariah (Zech. viii. 19).
Syn.
Jud., cap. xxx. It is
other fasts of the Pharisees, see Buxtorf,
curious that the most ancient of the Rabbinic treatises — the Megillath
1

2

Taanith, written before the destruction of the Temple — contains merely a
list of days on which it is forbidden to fast ; at the end of it are a certain
number of days on which fasting is recommended ; but this was no part
original work (Derenbourg, Hist, de Pal. 2).
of the
8 Ex. gr., Simeon the Just, who made the Law, Worship, and Charity the
three bases of the world (Abhoth, i. 2), and "sa douce et vraie piete
s'opposait

a,

toute

(Derenbourg, Hist.

exageration, et surtout

Pal.

51).

aux abstinences rigoureuses

"
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fact that Jesus did not require His disciples to fast
would certainly cause no forfeiture of the popular sym
pathy, and could not be urged to His discredit even
before a synagogue or a Sanhedrin.
4.

A deeper

a far more

and more lasting offence was caused, and
deadly opposition stimulated, by Christ's

choice of Matthew as an Apostle, and by His dehberate
tolerance of— it might almost be said preference for —
the society of publicans and sinners.1
Among the
Jews of that day the distinctions ©f reHgious life created
a barrier almost as strong as that

of

No

less a
ignorant person

caste.

person than HUlel had said that "no
could save himself from sin, and no 'man of the
pious."2
A scrupulous Jew regarded the
be

"
multitude of his own nation who " knew not the Law as
accursed ; and just as every Jew, holding himself to be
a member of a royal generation and a pecuHar people,
See p. 348.
11 ; xi. 19 ; Luke v. 30 ; vii. 34 ; xix. 7.
y«rT
us vh (Pirke Abhoth, ii. 5). In the first clause, " no ignorant
TDn
"
"
person
is literally " no empty cistern (ia). The expression am ha-arets,
"
" people of the land (v. ante, p. 86), is exceedingly common in the Rabbis,
and marks the arrogantly tyrannous sacerdotalism of the learned class
1

2

Matt. ix.

(cf. John vii. 49). At the end of the Mishnaic tract Horajoth we find that a
Priest takes precedence of a serving Levite, a Levite of other Israelites,
an Israelite of a bastard (Mamser), a Mamser of the Nethinim (Josh. ix.
27), a Nethin of an alien (Ger), a Ger of a freedman; but if the Mamser be
a pupil of the Rabbis, and the High Priest an ignoramus (am ha-arets),
then such a Mamser has the precedence of the High Priest ! " (See Light
Their boasts as to the dignity of
foot, Hor. Hebr. in Matt, xxiii. 14.)
a Talmid chakam are like those of the Stoics, which proved so amusing
1, 106 ; Cicero, Pro Muraena, 29).
The definition of an
to Horace (Ep.
am ha-arets given in Sota, f. 21, 1, is one who either does not repeat the
daily Krishma, or does not wear tephillin, or tsitsith, or does not wait on
See Schottgen, Hor. Hebr. in John vii. 49, for yet stronger
the learned.
specimens of this. intense spirit of Pharisaism which it was the very object
of Jesus to replace by a nobler Humanitarianism (Acts x. 34). There is
perhaps no kind of caste-feeling more hateful than the self-glorifying
arrogance of a pseudo-erudition.

i
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looked on the heathen world with the sovereign disdain

of an exclusiveness founded on the habits of

a thousand

years, so the purist faction regarded their more careless
and offending brethren as being Httle, if at all, better
than the very heathen.1 Yet here was one who mingled

freely and familiarly — mingled without one touch of
hauteur or hatred — among offensive publicans and
flagrant sinners. Nay, more, He suffered women, out of
whom had been cast seven devils, to accompany Him in
His journeys, and harlots to bathe His# feet with tears !
How different from the Pharisees, who held that there
was poUution in the mere touch of those who had them

selves been merely touched by the profane populace, and
who had laid down the express rule that no one ought to
receive a guest into his house if he suspected him of

being a sinner

!

2

Early in His ministry, Jesus, with

a divine and tender

irony, had met the accusation by referring them to His
favourite passage of Scripture — that profound utterance
of the prophet Hosea, of which He bade them " go and
learn"
" will have mercy and not sacri
the meaning—
fices."
He had further rebuked at once their unkind-

I

" They
liness and their self-satisfaction by the proverb,
that be whole need not a physician, but they that are
The objection did not, however, die away. In

His later
1

days, when

He

was journeying to Jerusalem,

Our Lord, when He said, "Let him be unto thee
pubhcan " (Matt, xviii.

as a heathen man

17), was simply adopting a current form of
of Jewish exclusiveness is illustrated
virulence
The amazing
Shabbath, xiv. 4 ; Babha Kama, viii. 6, 4 ; 2 Esdras vi. 55, &c. (Gfrorer,

and a

expression.

in
Jahrh. d. Heils, i. 214.)

Berachoth, 43, 6, one of the six things forbidden to the pupils
unlearned."
"
Other
of the wise is to sit at table in a company of the
given
against
ha-arets
are
in
am
self-assertion
the
insolent
instances of
Gfrorer, i. 191.
2

In Bab.
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these incessant enemies
scornful

murmur,

eateth with them

" This

j"1

them and justified

again raised the wrathful and
man receiveth

and then

His

it

was that

sinners

and

Jesus answered

ways, and revealed more clearly
and more lovingly than had ever been done before the
purpose of God's love towards repentant sinners, in those
three exquisite and memorable parables, the lost sheep,

the lost piece of money, and, above aU, the prodigal son.
Drawn from the simplest elements of daUy experience,

these

parables, and the last especiaUy, iUustrated, and

iUustrated for ever, in a rising chmax of tenderness, the
deepest mysteries of the Divine compassion —the joy
repenteth.2
that there is in heaven over one sinner that
Where, in the entire range of human Hterature, sacred

or profane, can anything be found so terse, so luminous,
so fuU of infinite tenderness — so faithful in the picture
which it furnishes of the consequences of sin, yet so
merciful in the hope which it affords to amendment and
penitence — as this Httle story ? How does it summarise
the consolations of reHgion and the sufferings of life !

AU

sin and punishment, aU penitence and forgiveness,

find their best delineation in these few brief words.

The

(Luke xv. 2), " kept angrily muttering to each other." (See
supra, p. 347.) The contrast of this condnet with that of the Pharisees
becomes more striking when we remember the extraordinary
and almost
ludicrous precautions which they took to secure the impossible end of
avoiding every conceivable legal impurity in their chabhooroth, or social
1

Stey4yyv(ov

How ineradicable the feeling was, we may see most strikingly
by observing that it still infected even some of the disciples and apostles
long years after the resurrection of their Lord, who contended with Peter,
saying, "Thou wentest in to men uncircumcised, and didst eat with
them ! " (Acts xi 3) —the exact echo of the caste-feeling here described (cf.
12).
Gal.
2 In the lost
sheep we have the stupid, bewildered sinner; in the lost
drachma, the sinner stamped with God's image, but lying lost, useless,
and ignorant of his own worth; in the prodigal son, the conscious and
meals.

ii

willing sinner.
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radical differences of temperament and impulse which

separate different classes of men — the spurious inde
pendence of a restless free-will — the preference of the
enjoyments of the present to all hopes of the future —
the wandering far away from that pure and peaceful
region which is indeed our home, in order to let loose
every lower passion in the riotous indulgence which

wastes and squanders the noblest gifts of life — the brief
continuance of those fierce spasms of forbidden pleasure

—the consuming

hunger, the scorching thirst, the help
less slavery, the unutterable degradation, the uncompassionated anguish that must inevitably ensue — where
have these myriad-times-repeated experiences of sin and
sorrow been ever painted —though here painted in a
few touches only —by a hand more tender and more
true than in the picture of that foolish boy demanding
prematurely the share which he claims of his father's
goods ; journeying into a far country, wasting his sub

stance with riotous living ; suffering from want in the
mightv famine ; forced to submit to the foul infamy of
swinefeeding swine, and fain to fill his belly with the
gave.1
And then the coming to
husks which no man
himself, the memory of his father's meanest servants

who had enough and to spare, the return homewards,
the agonised confession, the humble, contrite, heart-

This conception of ignominy would be far more intense to a Jew
would
than to us. The Jews detested swine so much, that they thing." only
"
The
another
speak of a pig euphemistically as dabhar acheer,
1

pods of the carob-tree, or Egyptian fig
husks, Kepdrta, are the long bean-like
have tasted them in Palestine ; they are stringy,
(Ceratonia siliqua, Linn.).
are sold
sweetish, coarse, and utterly unfit for human sustenance. They
maraschino.
in
distilling
said
to
be
used
are
by fruiterers in Paris, and
"locust-tree,"
from the mistaken notion that its
The tree was called the
Kepdrta are the dicptSes on which St. John fed (Matt. iii. 4; Lev. xi. 22).

I

iStSov,

either "ever gave

"

or "chose to

give"

to him.
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broken entreaty, and that never-to-be-equaUed chmax
which, like a sweet voice from heaven, has touched so
many miUion hearts to penitence and tears—

" And

But when
he arose and came to his father.
he was yet a great way off his father saw him and had
compassion, and ran, and feU on his neck, and kissed

I

have sinned
him. And the son said unto him, Father,
against heaven, and in thy sight, and am no more
worthy to be called thy son. But the father said to
the servants, Bring forth the best robe and put it on
him, and put a ring on his hand and shoes on his feet :
and bring hither the fatted calf and kiU it ; and let us
eat and be merry : for this my son was dead and is ahve
found."
again, was lost and is
And since no strain could rise into *sweeter and

nobler tenderness — since death itself could reveal no
lovelier or more consolatory lesson than it conveys to

sinful man — to us it might seem that this is the true
climax of the parable, and that here it should end as
with the music of angel harps. And here it would have

ended had the mystery of human malice and perversity
been other than it is. But the conclusion of it bears

most directly on the very circumstances that caUed it
forth. The angry murmur of the Pharisees and Scribes

had shown how utterly ignorant they were, in their cold
dead hardness and pride of heart, that, in the sight ot
God, the tear of one truly repentant sinner is transcendently dearer than the loveless and fruitless formahsm
of a thousand Pharisees. Little did they suspect that
penitence can bring the veiy harlot and publican into
closer communion with their Maker than the combined
exceUence of a thousand vapid and respectable hypo

crisies.

And therefore it was that Jesus added how the
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elder son came in, and was indignant at the noise of
merriment, and was angry at that ready forgiveness,
and reproached the tender heart of his father, and
dragged up again in their worst form the forgiven sins

of this brother whom he would not acknowledge, and
showed all the narrow unpardoning malignity of a heart

which had mistaken external rectitude for holy love.1
Such self-righteous malice, such pitiless and repulsive
respectabUity, is an evil more inveterate — a sore more
difficult to probe, and more hard to cure—than open
disobedience and passionate sin.
And truly, when we
read this story, and meditate deeply over all that it
implies, we may, from our hearts, thank God that He
who can bring good out of the worst evil—honey out of
the slain Hon, and water out of the flinty rock — could,
even from an exhibition of such a spirit as this, draw
materials for the divinest utterance of all revelation
—the parable of the prodigal son.2
The relation of Jesus to publicans and sinners was

His

There are several touches in the original which a translation can
insight into the angry
hardly preserve, but which show the deepest
jealousies
and rancours — e.g., the sharp in
human heart in all its mean
dignant iSob (See!) with which the elder son begins his expostulation; the
inability to recognise his free service as anything better than a constant
position of ipol ("you never gave
slavery ,(ipo\ rocavra ern SovXeiu) ; the
might enjoy myself with my friends ! ") ; the use of
me even a kid that
yours"
" the exaggerated and con
instead of "my brother;
"this son of
piov pera vopvuv, describing
centrated malignity of the o Karatpayliv <ro5 rov
grossest
form. This brutally
his brother's wasted life in its worst and
repented
of, is the basest
sin
worst
of
the
uncharitable desire to make
touch of all.
parable only— its individual
2
have here touched on one side of the
sides,
infinitely more than has here
meaning.
Of course it involves, on all
relation of Jews to the Gentile
been educed from it; especially the
jealous
and rancour kindled in the
fury
world, and the desperately
mention of the truth
Jewish mind (Acts xiii. 50; xxviii. 28, &c.) by the bare
Gentiles no less than
that God could accept, and pardon, and bless the
the children of Abraham.
1

I

I
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thus explained, and also the utter antagonism between
His spirit and that inflated rehgionism which is the
wretched and hoUow counterfeit of aU real religion. The
Judaism of that day substituted empty forms and mean
ingless ceremonies for true righteousness ; it mistook
uncharitable exclusiveness for genuine purity ; it de
lighted to sun itself in the injustice of an imagined
favouritism from which it would fain have shut out all
God's other chUdren ; it was so profoundly hypocritical
as not even to recognise its own hypocrisy;

it

never

thought so weU of itself as when it was crushing the
broken reed and trampling out the last spark from the
1
smoking flax; it thanked God for the very sins of others,
and thought that He could be pleased with a service in
which there was neither humility, nor truthfulnessy nor
loyalty, nor love. These poor formahsts, who thought

that they were so rich and increased with goods, had to
learn that they were wretched, and poor, and miserable,
and blind, and naked.
These sheep, which fancied that
they had not strayed, had to understand that the poor
lost sheep might be carried home on the shoulders of the
Good Shepherd with a yet deeper tenderness; these elder
sons had to learn that their Father's spirit, however Httle
they might be able to realise it in their frozen unsympa

thetic hearts, was this : " It was meet that we should
make merry and be glad, for this thy brother was dead
and is alive again, was lost and is found."2
5. But however much it might be manifest that the
" Qui

peccatori non porrigit manum —quassatum calamum confringit,
qui scintillam fidei contemnit in parvulis, linnm extinguit fumigans."
1

(Jer.)

He will not encourage the jealous hatred which had peeped out in the
elder son's half -repudiation of this relationship (" this son of thine," i
2

o-ov

oStos,

Luke xv. 30).

vt6s
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spirit of the Christ and the spirit of the Pharisee were in
alienably opposed to each other, yet up to this point the
enemies of Jesus were unable to ruin His influence or
check His work. To forgive, with the same word which
healed the diseases, the sins by which they believed all
diseases to be caused— to join in social festivities —to
associate with publicans and sinners —were not, and
could not be construed into, offences against the law.
But a weightier charge, more persistently reiterated,

more violently resented, remained behind — a charge of
distinctly violating the express laws of Moses by nonobservance of the Sabbath.

This it was which

caused

a surprise, an exacerbation, a madness, a thirst for san

guinary vengeance, which pursued Him to the very cross.
For the Sabbath was a Mosaic, nay, even a primeval
institution, and it had become the most distinctive
and the most passionately reverenced of aU the ordi
nances which separated the Jew from the Gentile as a
pecuhar people.
It was at once the sign of their exclu
sive privUeges, and the centre of their barren formahsm.
Their traditions, their patriotism, even their obstinacy,
Not
were aU enlisted in its scrupulous maintenance.

only had it been observed in heaven before man
was, but they declared that the people of Israel had
it.1
Was
been chosen for the sole purpose of keeping
it not even miraculously kept by the Sabbatical river

of the Holy City?

Their devotion to it was only

deepened by the universal ridicule, inconvenience, and

occur in the Book of Jubilees, a collection of
Hagadoth
For the
which dates from the first century.
fiercely fanatical
fable of the Sabbatic river (which probably arose from the intermittent
character of some of the springs about Jerusalem) see Josephus, B. J. vii
It might be said, however, to violate the Sabbath rather than keep
5, § 1.
for only ran every seventh day.
These

it

it,

1

extravagances
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it

entailed upon them in the heathen world.
They were even proud that, from having observed it
with a stolid literalism, they had suffered themselves
loss which

on that day to lose battles, to be cut to pieces by
their enemies, to see Jerusalem itself imperilled and
captured.
Its observance had been fenced round by
the minutest, the most painfully precise, the most ludi
The Prophet had
crously insignificant restrictions.
called

delight,"
it " a

it

was a duty even
for the poor to eat three times on that day. They were
though no fire was to be Hghted and no
to feast on

it,

and therefore

According to the stiff and narrow school
of Shammai, no one on the Sabbath might even comfort
the sick or enliven the sorrowful. Even the preservation
and, on the other
of Hfe was
breaking of the Sabbath
camel.1
flea was as bad as to kill
hand, even to kiU
a

a

;

a

food cooked.

a

it

1

a

stream on stilts, for yon really carried
the stilts. A woman must not go out with any ribbons about her, unless
A false tooth must not be worn. A
they were sewed to her dress.
person with the tooth-ache might not rinse his mouth with vinegar, but
in his mouth and swallow it. No one might write down
he might hold
alphabet.
physician.
letters
of
the
The sick might not send for
two
might
person
lumbago
with
not rub or foment the affected part. A
A
tailor must not go out with his needle on Friday night, lest he should

Ton must not walk through

so break the Sabbath by carrying
about. A cock must
piece
of ribbon round its leg on the Sabbath, for this would
not wear
Shammai would not entrust
be to carry something
letter to a pagan
after Wednesday, lest he should not have arrived at his destination
He was occupied, we are told, all the week with thinking
on the Sabbath.
as to how he should keep the Sabbath.
The Shammaites held that
Sabbatism applied (1) to men, (2) to beasts, (3) to things. The Hille'lites
denied the last, not holding
necessary to put out
lamp which had
been kindled before the Sabbath, or to remove fish-nets, or to prevent
the dropping of oil in a press. Rabbinical authorities for each of these
statements (though as usual the Talmud
self -contradictory about some of
found
in
be
Schottgen;
Lightfoot;
Keim, Gesch. Jesu.ii. 297;
may
them)
"Sabbathum;"
s.
v.
Rabb.
Otho, Lex.
Buxtorf, De Synag. Jud., pp. 352—
356; Derenbourg, Hist. Pal. 38.
The Rabbi Kolonimos, having been
piece of paper, put
boy, wrote on
accused of murdering
on the

it

a

a

is

a

it

!

a

a

it

forget it, and
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of work

upon the Sabbath
been most absolute and most
emphatic ? had not Moses himself and aU the congrega
tion caused the son of Shelomith to be stoned to death
for merely gathering sticks upon it ? had not the Great
Synagogue itself drawn up the thirty-nine abhoth and
quite innumerable toldoth, or prohibitions of labours
which violated

Yet

it in

the first or

in

the second degree ?

here was One, claiming to be a prophet, yea, and
more than a prophet, deliberately setting aside, as it
seemed to them, the traditional

sanctity of that day of
days ! Even an attentive reader of the Gospels wiU be
surprised to find how large a portion of the enmity and
opposition which our Lord excited, not only in Jeru
salem, but even in GaHlee and in Persea, turned upon
this point alone.1

The earhest outbreak of the feehng in Galilee must
have occurred shortly after the events narrated in the
The feeding of the five thousand, and
last chapter.
the discourse in the synagogue of Capernaum, took place
immediately before a Passover. None of the Evangelists

If
events which immediately succeeded.
Jesus attended this Passover, He must have done so in
and seclusion, and no single incident of His
strict
narrate

the

privacy

corpse rise and reveal the true mur
dead boy's lips, and so made the
from
being torn to pieces. As this had
derer, in order to save himself
spent
the rest of his life in penance, and
been '<»ne on the Sabbath, he
that, for a hundred years every one who passed
on his death-bed ordered
profaned the
should fling a stone at his tomb, because every one who
Synesius (Ep. 4) tells a story of a pilot who,
Sabbath should be stoned!
dropped the rudder when the Sabbath began, and
in the midst of a storm,
Roland (Antt.
threatened.
would only take it again when his hfe was
quote the story accurately.
Hebr p. 518) does not
i See instances in Matt. xii. 1 et, seq. ; Mark ii. 23—28 ; iii. 1—6 ; Luke
seq. ; vii. 23; ix. 14, et seq.
vi 1—11 ; xiii. 14—17 ; xiv. 1—6 ; John v. 10, et

C C
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visit has been recorded. It is more probable that the
peril and opposition which He had undergone in Jeru
salem were sufficient to determine His absence "until
overpast."1
It is not, however, impos
this tyranny was
sible that, if He did not go in person, some at least of
His disciples fulfilled this national obligation; and it
may have been an observation of their behaviour, com
bined with the deep hatred inspired by His bidding the

healed man take up his bed on the Sabbath day, and by
the ground which He had taken in defending Himself
against that charge, which induced the Scribes and
Pharisees of Jerusalem to send some of their number to
follow His steps, and to keep an espionage upon His
actions, even by the shores of His own beloved lake.
Certain it is that henceforth, at every turn and every
period of His career —in the corn-fields, in synagogues,

in
in

feasts, during journeys,

at Capernaum, at Magdala,

Peraea, at Bethany —we find

Him

dogged, watched,

impeded, reproached, questioned, tempted, insulted, con
spired against by these representatives of the leading

of His nation, of whom we are repeatedly
told that they were not natives of the place, but " certain
Jerusalem." 2
which came from
i. The first attack in GalUee arose from the circum
stance that, in passing through the corn-fields on the
authorities

Sabbath
1

John v.

day,3

16, 18.

His disciples, who were suffering from

Matt. xv. 1 ; Mark iii. 22 ; vii. 1. Those, however, mentioned at an
earlier period (Luke v. 17) were not the same as these hostile spies. We
see from Acts xiv. 19 ; xvii. 13 ; Gal. ii. 12, how common among the Jews
was the base and demoralising spirit of heresy-hunting.
3
This Sabbath is called in St. Luke by the mysterious name of the
second-first Sabbath, iv o-aBBdrtp Sevrepoirp&rip — i.e., the first of the second,
not vice versa as in the English version.
There is not much importance in
significance
the
exact
of
this
discovering
isolated expression, because the time
2
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hunger, plucked the ears of corn, rubbed them in the
palms of their hands, blew
away the chaff, and ate.
high
Undoubtedly this was a very
offence — even a capital
offence— in the eyes of the Legalists.
To reap and to
thresh on the Sabbath were of course forbidden by one

of the

abhoth, or primary rules ;

but the Babbis had
decided that to pluck corn was to be construed as
reaping, and to rub it as threshing ; even to walk on
grass was forbidden, because that too was a species
of
threshing ; and not so much as a fruit must be plucked
from a tree.1 AU these latter acts were violations of
rules."
the tolddth, or "derivative
Perhaps
these
spying Pharisees had foUowed Jesus on this Sabbath
day to watch whether He would* go more than the preof year is amply marked by the fact that the wheat (for the context shows
that it could hardly have been barley) was ripe —i.e., that the time was a
week or two after the Passover, when the first ripe sheaf was offered as
the first-fruits of the harvest.
It is probable that in the warm hollow
of Gennesareth corn ripened earlier than on the plains.
The reading

is itself very doubtful, and is omitted by many MSS.
B, L) and versions, including the Syriac and Coptic. Mr,
Monro very ingeniously conjectures that originally the eye of a weary
copyist may have been misled into it by seeing the Siavop. or Staairop., which
comes near it. 11 this led to a misreading Sevrepa, the irptbrtp may have been
added as a gloss with reference to the 4r4p<p in verse 6. Almost every com
mentator has a new theory on the meaning of the word, supposing it to be
genuine. The only opinions which seem sufficiently probable and sufficiently
supported to make it worth while to mention them are—1. The first Sabbath
of the second month (Wetstein). 2. The first Sabbath in the second year
3. The first Sabbath after the second
of the Sabbatical cycle (Wieseler).
Ewald,
Keim, &c, following the analogy
(Scaliger,
day of unleavened bread
Strom,
vi. 5, 41).
of crd&. wpwrov in Clem. Alex.
1 Maimonides,
Shabbath, c. 7, 8 ; Lightfoot, Hor. Hebr. 206 ; Sepp,
"
"
Leben Jesu, ii. 329. Similarly, since building was one of the thirty-nine
works forbidden on the Sabbath, curdling milk was also forbidden, because
"
it was a sort of building. Forbidden works were divided into " fathers
"
"
descendants
(abhoth, dpxnytKtirara atria, Phil. De Vit Mog. 686) and
Sevrepoirp&rq

(especially

»,

(tolddth) : and to build was one of the abhoth ; to make cheese, one of
the tolddth.
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scribed techum ha-Shabbeth, or Sabbath-day's journey of
;l
but here they had been fortunate
two thousand cubits
enough to light upon a far more heinous and flagrant
scandal — an act of the disciples which, strictly and

technically speaking, rendered them liable to death by
stoning.
Jesus Himself had not indeed shared in the

If

we may press the somewhat pecuHar ex
pression of St. Mark, He was walking along through
the corn-fields by the ordinary path, bearing His hunger
as best He might, while the disciples were pushing for
offence.

themselves a road through the standing corn by pluck
along.2
Now there was no
ing the ears as they went
harm whatever in plucking the ears; that was not only
sanctioned by .custom, but even distinctly permitted by
the Mosaic law.3

But the heinous fact was
should be done on a Sabbath ! Instantly the
are round our Lord, pointing to the disciples
they"
—with a
angry question, "See! why do
tuous gesture towards the disciples —
?"
not lawful on the Sabbath day

that this

Pharisees

with the

contemp
do that which is

With that

divine and instantaneous readiness, with
that depth of insight and width of knowledge which

'In

the Jerus. Targ., Exod. xvi. 29, the words "beyond two thousand
16.
Tet the Pharisees had ingenious
are added, as also on Ruth
rules of their own for getting over the resultant inconveniences, which may be
found in the Mishna (Erubhin = mixtures, or amalgamations of distances,
The treatise Shabbath occupies 24 chapters.
10 chapters).
2 Mark ii. 23, Kal iyivero irapaTTopeveffBat avrbv Sta rwv ffiropipav, Kal fy^avro
yards

i

"

abrov dSbv iroietv riXXovres robs ardxvas. In classical Greek, this
" began to make themselves a road by plucking." Meyer
mean
would
was the first to support this rendering, and he is followed by Volkmar,
Bleek, Keim, &c., and by Bishop Wordsworth. It is doubtful, however,
whether the classical usage of 6Sbv iroietv can be pressed, and it must be
ol paBqral

confessed that on this supposition the phrase would be a very curious one.
3
was surprised to see that the Arabs in some fields
Deut. xxiii. 25.
near the summit of Gerizim looked on with perfect indifference while our
weary horses ate freely of the green springing corn.

I
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His

answers to the most sudden surprises,
Jesus instantly protected His disciples with personal
approval and decisive support. As the charge this time
was aimed not at Himself but at His disciples, His line

of argument and defence differs entirely from that which,
as we have seen, He had adopted at Jerusalem.
There
He rested His supposed violation of the law on His
personal authority ; here, while He again declared Him
self Lord of the Sabbath, He instantly quoted first from
their own CethubMm, then from their own Law, a pre
cedent and a principle which absolved His followers from
" Have ye not read," He asked,
all blame.
adopting
perhaps with a certain delicate irony, as He did at other
times, a favourite formula of their own Babbis, " how
David not only went with his armed foUowers1 into the
Temple on the Sabbath day,2 but actuaUy ate with them
the sanctified shewbread, which it was expressly for
"
If David, their
bidden for any but the priests to eat ?
hero, their favourite, their saint, had thus openly and
flagrantly violated the letter of the law, and had yet been
blameless on the sole plea of a necessity higher than any
merely ceremonial injunction, why were the disciples to
blame for the harmless act of sating their hunger?
And again, if their own Babbis had laid it down that
Temple;"3
that the
there was "no Sabbatism in the

represented himself
Some, however, have imagined that David merely
as being accompanied by followers.
precedent being here adduced
2
This results both from the fact of the
(compared with Lev. xxiv. 8, 9). It is by no means
and from 1 Sam. xxi. 6
improbable that this very chapter had been read in the morning Synagogue
1

because none of the
service of the day. The service was probably over,
place till then.
three meals took
» So Maimonides,
Pesach. 1 (following, of course, old and established
Thus, too, it was lawful for the Israelites at the Feast of
authorities).
(Reland, Antt Hebr. 486).
Tabernacles to carry their lulabim on the Sabbath
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priests on the Sabbath might hew the wood, and light
the fires, and place hot fresh-baked shewbread on the

table, and slay double victims, and circumcise chUdren,
and thus in every way violate the rules of the Sopherim
blameless1— nay, if in
about the Sabbath, and yet be

acting thus they were breaking the Sabbath at the bidding
of the very Law which ordains the Sabbath —then if the
something2 greater
ought
Temple
excuses them,

than

not

the Temple to excuse these ? And there was something
greater than the Temple here.
And then once more He
reminds them that mercy is better than sacrifice. Now
the Sabbath was expressly designed for mercy, and there
fore not only might aU acts of mercy be blamelessly per

formed thereon, but such acts would be more pleasing to
God than aU the insensate and self-satisfied scrupulosities

which had turned a rich blessing into a burden and a
snare.
The Sabbath was made for man, not man for the
Sabbath, and therefore the Son of Man is Lord also of

the Sabbath.3

In

the Codex Bezae, an ancient and valuable manu

script now in the University Library at Cambridge,
there occurs after Luke vi. 5 this remarkable addition — ¦
" On the same day, seeing one working on the Sabbath,
man, if indeed thou knowest what
He said to him,
thou doest,

thou

art

blessed ;

but

if

thou knowest

not,

partial insight into this truth. He settled the
question (against the Beni Bathira, and the more Pharisaic Shammai),
that if the Passover day fell on a Sabbath the Paschal lamb might be
slain by each Israehte in his own house, because lambs were slain in the
Temple on every Sabbath by the priests.
2
pet^ov, neuter, not masc, as in the English version (Matt. xii. 6).
3 Mark ii. 27, 28.
A similar maxim (doubtless borrowed from this,
without
profit) is found in the Talmud, " The Sabbath is
borrowed
and
Sabbath,"
given to thee, not thou to the
(See Derenbourg, Hist de Palest.
'

144.)

Even Hillel had

some

SABBATH PRINCIPLES.
thou art accursed, and a transgressor

of

the

law"
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The

incident is curious ; it is preserved for us in this manu
script alone, and it may perhaps be set aside as
apocry
phal, or at best as one of those &ypa<f>a Boyfiara, or " un
sayings"
recorded
which, like Acts xx. 35, are attributed
to our Lord by tradition only. Yet the story is too
striking, too intrinsically probable, to be at once rejected
as unauthentic. Nothing could more clearly illustrate the
spirit of our Lord's teaching, as it was understood, for
instance, by St. Paul.1

For

the meaning of the story ob
viously is — thy work is of faith, then thou art acting
rightly : if it is not of faith, it is sin.
ii. It was apparently on the day a signalised by this

If

bitter attack, that our Lord again, later in the afternoon,
entered, the synagogue.
A man —tradition says that
he was a stonemason, maimed by an accident, who had
prayed Christ to heal him, that he might not be forced
synagogue.3

His presence,
to beg — was sitting in the
and apparently the purpose of His presence, was known

the closely analogous expressions of St. Paul about eating
elSwXoBvra (1 Cor. viii. 1). Some authors have rejected this story almost
with contempt ; yet could it be more wrong of the man (presumably for some
than for the Jews to feast and idle ? " It
strong and valid reason) to work
dance," says
St. Augustine ; " they rest from
is better to plough than to
" (Enarrat in Ps. xcii. 2).
good work, they rest not from idle work
2
So it would seem from Matt. xii. 9, 10; Mark iii. 1. It is true that the
vague a
received text of Luke vi. 6 says iv erepip «a&pdr<p, but probably so
note of time is not intended to be pressed, and indeed the Codex Bezae
place on a
omits the eriptp. St. Luke, only aware that the incident took
that,"
"
&c. On
also
on
a
Sabbath
day
Sabbath, may merely mean, It was
peraphs eKetBev of Matt. xii. 9 is more often used of
the other hand, the
journeys.
longer
The locality of these incidents is not further indicated,
place in Galilee.
but it seems certain that they took
3 This
tradition was preserved in the Gospel of the Nazarenes and
" Caementarius eram, manibus victum quaeritans. Precor te,
Ebionites.
cibos."
(Jer. in
Jesu, ut mihi restituas sanitatem, ne turpiter mendicem
1

Compare

Matt. xii. 13.)
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to aU ; and in the chief seats were Scribes, Pharisees,
and Herodians, whose jealous, malignant gaze was fixed
on Christ to see what He would do, that they might
He did not leave them long in doubt.
accuse Him.
First He bade the man with the withered hand get up
and stand out in the midst. And then He referred to the
adjudication of their own consciences the question that
was in their hearts, formulating it only in such a way
" Is it lawful,"
as to show them its real significance.
He asked, " on the Sabbath days to do good or to do
evil ? to save life (as am doing), or to kill (as you in
your hearts are wishing to do) ?" There could be but
one answer to such a question, but they were not there
either to search for or to teU the truth. Their sole
object was to watch what He would do, and found upon
it a pubhc charge before the Sanhedrim, or if not, at
least to brand Him thenceforth with the open stigma of

I

they met the question
by stolid and impotent silence. But He would not aUow
them to escape the verdict of their own better judgment,
and therefore He justified Himself by their own distinct
" Is
practice, no less than by their inabUity to answer.
you,"He asked, " who, if but a single
there one of
sheep be faUen into a water-pit, wiU not get hold of it,
and pull it out ? How much then is a man better than
a sheep P"1 The argument was unanswerable, and their
a Sabbath-breaker.

Therefore

In the Gemara it is only allowed to pull out a sheep if it be in danger
of drowning ; planks, however, might be put in a less extreme case, and
food supplied (see Reland, Antt. Hebr. 521). So too a man may be only
healed if in peril of death (Joma, viii. 6). Shemaia and Abtahon had not
been blamed for breaking the Sabbath to revive the snow-covered and
benumbed Hillel (v. infr. Excursus III., "Jesus and Hillel"). Stier sug
gests with much probability that many exceptions may have been permitted
because of Christ's words.
The institution of the erubh showed how
1
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own conduct in the matter was undeniable ; but still
their fierce silence remained unbroken. He looked round
on them with anger; a holy indignation burned in

His

His

countenance, animated His
gesture, rang in His. voice, as slowly He swept each
hard upturned face with the glance that upbraided them
for their malignity and meanness, for their ignorance
heart,

gloAved on

and pride ; and then suppressing that bitter and strong
emotion as He turned to do His deed of mercy, He
hand."
said to the man, " Stretch forth thy
Was not
the hand withered? How could he stretch it forth?
The word of Christ supplied the power to fulfil His
command

:

he stretched

as the other.

it

out, and

it was

restored whole

foiled—foiled
in argument, shamed into silence, thwarted even in their
attempt to find some ground for a criminal accusation.
For even in heahng the man, Christ had done abso
lutely nothing which their worst hostility could mis
He had not
construe into a breach of the Sabbath law.
touched the man ; He had not questioned him ; He had
not bid him exercise his recovered power ; He had but
spoken a word, and not even a Pharisee could say that
to speak a word was an infraction of the Sabbath, even
if the word were followed by miraculous blessing ! They
must have felt how utterly they were defeated, but it
only kindled their rage the more. They were filled with
madness,1
and communed one with another what they
might do to Jesus. Hitherto they had been enemies of

Thus in every way were His

enemies

tamper with Sabbatical observance
ready even the Pharisees were to
when it merely suited their convenience (v. infr. Excursus IX., "Hypocrisy
of the Pharisees ").
1 Luke vi. 11, avoia, a kind of senseless rage.
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the Herodians.

They regarded them

Jews, who accepted the Boman

as half-apostate
domination,1

imitated

heathen practices, adopted Sadducean opinions, and had
gone so far in their flattery to the reigning house that

they had blasphemously tried to represent Herod the
Great as the promised Messiah. But now their old
enmities were reconciled in their mad rage against a
common foe. - Something—perhaps the fear of Antipas,
perhaps political suspicion, perhaps the mere natural
hatred of worldlings and renegades against the sweet and
noble doctrines which shamed their Hves — had recently
added these Herodians to the number of the Saviour's
persecutors.
As Galilee was the chief centre of Christ's
activity, the Jerusalem Pharisees were glad to avail them
selves of any aid from the Galilean tetrarch and his
foUowers.
They took common council how they might
destroy by violence the Prophet whom they could neither
refute by reasoning, nor circumvent by law.
This enmity of the leaders had not yet estranged

of the multitude. It made it
place,2
desirable, however, for Him to move to another
because
He would " neither strive nor cry, neither
from Christ the minds

should any man hear His voice in the
and the
"
hour was not yet come when he should
send forth
victory."
iudgment to
But before His departure there

occurred scenes yet more violent, and outbreaks of fury
The very form of the name, Herodiani, probably indicates its Roman
probably,"
origin ;
only say "
because Lipsius, Ueber den Urspnmg und
1

I

den Aeltesten Gebrauch des Christennamens,
an instance of the rimos 'Aolavos common
Asiatic gentile or geographical adjectives.

argues that the termination is
in barbarian, and particularly

Matt. xii. 15 (Isa. xiii. 2). It is not necessarily implied that He left
Galilee; or if He did, the events which follow may well have occurred
before He was fully aware of the extent to which the virulence of the
Pharisaic party had carried them.
2
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against Him yet more marked and dangerous. Every
day it became more and more necessary to show that the
rift between Himself and the religious leaders of His
nation was deep and final; every day it became more
and more necessary to expose the hypocritical formalism

which pervaded their doctrines, and which was but the
efflorescence of a fatal and deeply-seated plague.
6. His first distinct denunciation of the principles
that lay at the very basis of the Pharisaic system was
caused by another combined attempt of the Jerusalem
disciples.1
scribes to damage the position of His
On some
occasion they had observed that the disciples had sat down
to a meal without previous ablutions.
Now these ablu
special
upon
with
tions were insisted
solemnity by the Oral
Tradition.
The Jews of later times related with intense
admiration how the Babbi Alriba, when imprisoned and
furnished with only sufficient water to maintain life,
preferred to die of starvation rather than eat without the
proper washings.2 The Pharisees, therefore, coming up
to Jesus as usual in a body, ask Him, with a sweUing
sense of seU-importance at the justice of their reproach,
" Why do thy disciples transgress the tradition of the
elders? for they wash not their hands when they eat
bread."
Before giving our Lord's reply, St. Mark pauses to
teU us that the traditional ablutions observed by the
Matt. xv. 1—20; Mark vii. 1—23.
Buxtorf, Syn. Jud., p. 236. For Rabbinical rules about ablutions,
—
and their minutiEe, see Schwab's Berachoth, pp. 309, 398, 436 438.
of the sixth seder of the Talmud, which is
They occupy a large portion
"Purifications," —
especially the tracts Mikvaoth,
called Taharoth, or
washings,"
baths,"
"
handin four chapters.
and Tadaim, or
"lavers and
yadaim) is not
(nitilath
Yet the Talmudists admit that hand-washing
Gosp.from
Rabbinic Point of
necessary if the hands be clean. (Pieritz,
¦

2

¦View, p. 111.)
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Pharisees and aU the leading Jews were extremely elabo
rate and numerous.
Before every meal, and at every
fist,"2
market,1
return from
and
they washed "with the
if no water was at hand a man was obhged to go at

least four miles to search for it. Besides this there were
precise rules for the washing of all cups and sextarii 3
and banquet-couches (triclinia) and brazen vessels.
The
arranged,"
"
treatise Shulchan-Aruk, or Table
a compen

dium of Babbinical usages drawn up by Josef Karo in
1567, contains no less than twenty-six prayers by which

these washings

were accompanied.

To

neglect them

and involved a forfeiture of
eternal life.
And yet the disciples dared to eat with
"
(that is, with unwashen) hands !

was as bad as homicide,

His

As usual, our Lord at

once made common cause with

disciples, and did not leave them, in their simplicity

Some render Mark vii. 4, " And after market they do not eat (what
it." This is not impossible,
they have purchased) until they have washed
although
but does not seem hkely,
fiaitrlauvrat (complete immersions
vtyavrai ("wash the
nitiloth) imphes more than
hands") in verse 3.
1

2
wvypji, i.e. thoroughly scrubbing each hand with the closed fist ; the
expression seems to be borrowed from some uses of the Hebrew *p?N, and
" in
the Syriac Version uses a similar word to render impeXus " carefully
Luke xv. 8. Epiphanius (Haer. xv. ad in.) uses the word in the sense of
" frequently," and in the Vulgate it is rendered crebro, so that Erasmus
suggested a reading irvicvrj (p). Others follow Theophylact in making it

mean "up to the elbow" (&xPl ayxUvos).
The view given above is sup
ported by the Rabbinical passages in Lightfoot, Hor. Hebr. ad loc.
(See
Schleusner, Lex. Nov. Test.)
3 feo-i-aj/ (Mark vii. 4), one of St. Mark's
Latinisms. Earthen vessels, if
in any way rendered ceremonially unclean, were not washed, but broken
(Lev. xv. 12). They were so particular about the sacred vessels that one
day they washed the golden candlestick, and the Sadducees remarked to
them "that soon they would think it necessary to wash the sun " (Chagiga,
iii. 8 ; Gratz, Gesch. d. Jud. iii. 458). The first and second tracts of the
Seder Taharoth, viz., the thirty chapters of Kelim (vessels) and the eighteen
of Oholdth (tents), deal with the defilements and purifications of dwellings,
Wotton (Mishna, i. 160) justly considers this the most
utensils, &c.
"order"
of the entire Mishna.
Pharisaic
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and ignorance, to be overawed by the attack of these
stately and sanctimonious critics.
He answered their
"Why,"
question by a far graver one.
He said, "do
you too violate the
commandment of God by this ' tradi

tion'

of yours?

For God's command was 'Honour
mother;'

thy father and thy
but your gloss is, instead
of giving to father and mother, a man may simply
give the sum intended for their support to
the sacred
Corban,'
treasury, and say,
is
and then1 — he is
exempt from any further burden in their support !
And

'It

Ye hypocrites ! "—it was
many such things ye do.
the first time that our Lord had thus sternly rebuked
"finely2
them—
do ye abolish and obliterate the comLightfoot's note oa this passage is particularly valuable. He shows
that our Lord is quoting a regular formula which occurs often in the tracts
Nedarim and Neziroth, both of which deal with vows.
In Matt. xv. 6 the
sentence remains thus unfinished; it is broken off by aposiopesis, as though
our Lord shrank from the disgraceful inferences which such a son would
annex to his words, and preferred to substitute for them His own stronger
declaration that their iniquitous diversion of natural charities into the
channels of pious ostentation would of course undermine all parental
gift."
authority. }a?| means " a
It is rendered S&pov in Jos. Antt. iv. 4,
" corban," however rashly and incon
§ 4 ; B. J. ii. 9, § 4. To say the word
siderately, involved a konovm, or vow, and some of the Rabbis had ex
pressly taught that a vow superseded the necessity of obedience to the
fifth commandment. The explanation of this and the following verse seems
corban,"
was a sort of imprecation by the use of
to be that to say, " Be it
which a thing was tabooed to any one else ; and that if it had been said to
a parent even in haste or anger, the Rabbis still treated it as irrevocable.
2 icdxus dBeretre (Mark vii. 9), used in strong irony.
The Babha Kama,
gate,"
of
treatises
the
are on compensa
Mishna
two
following
and
or "first
supersede
which
the Law. Another
tions, &c, and abound in such traditions
remarkable instance of doing away with the commandment by tradition
exposition of the lex talionis (Exod. xxi. 24; Deut.
was the unanimous
xix. 12) as meaning nothing more than a fine. I, of course, see that the
progress through
dislike to the lex talionis was due to a certain moral
which the Greeks and Teutons also passed ; but to profess unbounded and
superstitious adoration for the mere dead letter of a law, and then to do
quibbles and fictions, was
away with its clearest enactments by mere
1

obvious hypocrisy.
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mandment

of God by your traditions; and weU did

Isaiah prophesy of you, 'This people honoureth me
with their lips, but their heart is far from ; me but in
vain do they worship me, teaching for doctrines the

commandment of

"

x

of the disciples —
because it showed that they merely neglected a body of
regulations2
which were in themselves so opposed to the
very letter of the sacred law as, in many cases, to be
more honoured in the breach than the observance —but
it was the open rebuke of One who assumed a superior
and fearless authority, and a distinct reprobation of a
system which guided all the actions of the Babbinic
This was not only

a defence

and was more reverenced than the Pentateuch
The quintessence of that system was to sacrifice
itself.
the spirit to the letter, which, apart from that spirit, was

caste,

more than valueless ; and to sacrifice the letter itself to
mere inferences from it which were absolutely pernicious.

The Jews distinguished between the written Law (Torah
" Law upon the
Shebeketeb) and the traditional Law, or
lip"
(Torah Shebeal pih) ; and the latter was asserted,
The iniquity which in the Middle Ages often extorted gifts of property
for Church purposes from the ghastly terrors of dying sinners was a
irapdSocris as bad as, perhaps worse than, that which Christ denounces.
2
As it is to this day.
Dr. Frankl says of the Ashkenazim and
"
Perushim at Jerusalem, that they never study the Bible, and derive all
their knowledge of it from the Talmud " (p. 34). [The Karaites, however,
reject this . doctrine of the Mekebalim, and hold to the Bible only (id.
p. 46).] " He that has learned the Scripture, and not the Mishna, is a
blockhead."
" The Law is like salt, the Mishna like pepper, the Gemara
spice."
(See many such passages quoted from the Masseketh
hke balmy
Soferim, and elsewhere, in Buxtorf, Synag. Jud., ch. iii. ; Carpzov. App.
Cret.,-p. 563.) — R. Menasseh Ben Israel compared the Law to the body, the
Mishna to the soul, the Cabbala to the soul of the soul. (Allen's Mod.
Judaism, p. 74.) — The Pirke Abhoth ordains that at five a child should
study the Bible, at ten the Mishna, at fifteen the Gemara. God Himself
is represented as studying the Talmud, and repeating the decisions of the
1
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by its more extravagant votaries, to have been orally

deHvered by God to Moses, and orally transmitted by
him through a succession of elders. On it is founded the

Talmud (or " doctrine "), which consists of the Mishna
(or " repetition ") of the Law, and the Gemara, or " sup

"

to it ; and so extravagant did the reverence for
the Talmud become, that it was said to be, in relation
to the Law, as wine to water ; to read the Scriptures was
a matter of indifference, but to read the Mishna was
meritorious, and to read the Gemara would be to receive
recompense.1
And it was this grandiose
the richest
system of revered commentary and pious custom which
Jesus now so completely discountenanced, as not only to
but even openly to condemn and
defend the neglect of
repudiate its most established principles.
He thus con
it,

plement

signed to oblivion and indifference the entire parapher

it

nalia of Hagadoth ("legends") zxAHalachoth ("rules"),
had not been com
which, though up to that period
mitted to writing, was yet devoutly cherished in the

2.

3.

:

1.

1

!

.

f

a

passage of the
(Chagiga, p. 15, ap. Bartoloce. iii. 410).— In
Rabbis!
59, which almost reaches sublimity in its colossal sense
Babha Metsia,
of the wise are upheld not only against miracles,
decisions
conviction,
the
of
The passage has been often quoted.
but even against a voice from heaven
p. 72.)
(See Cohen, Les Deicides, or Schwab's Berachoth,
taught
Moses the Law by day, and the
They asserted that God had
Syn.
The Mishna was supposed to
night
iii.).
Jud.
(Buxtorf,
Mishna by
—
Traditional interpretations.
Undis
consist of five main elements
Accepted opinions derived from the thirteen ways
puted constitutions.
Legal precedents.
of reasoning. 4. Decrees of Prophets and Rabbis. -5.
119.)—
p.
Ut.,
The object of
(Maimon. Porta Mosis. See Etheridge, Hebr.
Mishna, (1) lexically, (2) dogmatically,
the Gemara was to explain the
inferentially, (4) mystically. According to Aben Ezra, R. Sol. Jarchi,

" (D?n), and the
Law was the " Statutes
"
of Deut. iv. 14. R. Josh. Ben Levi
Oral Law the "judgments (d<tdbwo)
Tables"
meant the Decalogue; "the
"the
said that in Exod. xxiv. 12
"commandments,"
havo
the Mishna; "which
Law"
Pentateuch;

(3)

R. Bechai,

Maimonides,

&c., the

I

the
"that thou mightest teach
the Prophets and Hagiographa; and
them,"
a). (Schwab, p. 234.)
tho Gemara (Berachoth,
5

f.

written,"
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memory of the learned, and constituted the very treasury
of Babbinic wisdom.

not content with shattering the
very bases of their external religion, He even taught to
the multitude doctrines which would undermme their
entire authority — doctrines which would tend to bring
their vaunted wisdom into utter discredit.
The supre
macy of His disapproval was in exact proportion to the
boundlessness of their own arrogant self-assertion; and
turning away from them as though they were hopeless,

Nor

was this aU

:

He summoned the multitude, whom they had trained to
look up to them as little gods, and spoke these short and

weighty words :
" Hear me, all of you, and understand ! Not that
which goeth into the mouth defileth the man; but that
which cometh out of the mouth, that defileth a man."1
The Pharisees were bitterly offended by this saying,
as well indeed they might be.
Condemnatory as it
was of the too common sacerdotal infatuation for aU that
js merely ceremonial, that utterance of Jesus should
have been the final death-kneU of that superfluity of
voluntary ceremonialism for which one of the Fathers
His
coins the inimitable word eOeXo-Trepiao-odprjo-Keia.
disciples were not slow to inform Him of the indigna
tion which His words had caused, for they probably
retained a large share of the popular awe for the lead
ing sect. But the reply of Jesus was an expression of

There is a singular and striking parallel to these words in Philo, De
Opif. Mundi, i. ' 29. " There enter into the mouth," he says, expanding
" meats and drinks, corruptible nourishment of a cor
a saying of Plato,
ruptible body; but there go forth from it words, immortal laws of an
immortal soul, by means of which is governed the reasonable hfe." Com
pare too the fragment of Democritus, av Se aavrbv evSoBev dvol£ns ttoikIxov
1

ti

Kal iroXvvaBes KaKav rapetov evpfoeis . . . ovk e^tiBev %irippe6vrwv,
iyyeiovs xa\ avrix^ov'ls ni]yas ix^vrav, as dviijiriv % Kaxla.

&XX'

Siairep
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calm indifference to earthly judgment, a reference of all

worth to the

sole judgment

of God

as shown

in

the

of events.
"Every plant which my
Heavenly Father hath not planted shaU be rooted up.
Let them alone. They be blind leaders of the blind ;
and if the blind lead the blind, shall they not both fall
"
into the ditch ?
A little later, when they were in-doors and alone,
Peter ventured to ask for an explanation of the words
which He had uttered so emphatically to the multitude.
Jesus gently blamed the want of comprehension among
His Apostles, but showed them, in teaching of deep
significance, that man's food does but affect his material'
structure, and does not enter into his heart, or touch
" from within, out of the heart
his real being ; but that
of men, proceed evil thoughts, adulteries, fornications.
murders, theft, covetousness, wickedness, deceit, lascislow ripening

foolishness."
viousness, an evU eye, blasphemy, pride,
Evil thoughts —like one tiny rill of evil, and then

the burst of aU that black overwhelming torrent !
" These are the things which defile a man ; but to
man."1
eat with unwashen hands defileth not a
There is a well-known difficulty about Mark vii. 19, where icaBap't£ov
gives a very dubious sense.
If with almost all
is both tmgrammatical and
L,
read
F,
we
E,
Ku9aplC«v, we may then con
&c.)
the best MSS. ( », A, B,
18)—
Xeyet
i.e., "He said this . . . purging.
(ver.
nect it with the previous
meats" (cf. Acts xi. 5—9). It must, however, be
rendering clean, all
stumbling-block to this
admitted that the order of the words is a serious
The only other way of explaining it is to make
excellent interpretation.
1

KaBapl&v agree with

DD

&(peSpdi>:

CHAPTEB XXXII.
DEEPENING

OPPOSITION.

" Si ignobilis, si inglorius, si inhonorabilis, Christus erit

Contr. Marc,

iii 17.

mens." —

Tebt.

more day of opposition—more
bitter, more dangerous, more personal, more implacable
— one day of open and final rupture between Jesus and

There was to

be one

the Pharisaic spies from Jerusalem — before He yielded

for a time to the deadly hatred of His enemies, and
retired to find in heathen countries the rest which He
could find no longer in the rich fields and on the green
hiUs of Gennesareth.
There were but few days of His
earthly life which passed through a series of more heartshaking agitations than the one which we shaU now
describe.1

Jesus was engaged in solitary prayer, probably at
early dawn, and in one of the towns which formed the
1t seems clear from the order in which these scenes are narrated in
22, seqq. ; Mark
11, seqq., that they took place in Galilee,
and if so they cannot well be assigned to any other period than the present.
In St. Luke they occur in the great episode (ix. 51— xviii. 34); but the
hypothesis that this episode narrates the incidents of one or three journeys
1

Matt. xii.

iii

only is not tenable, and the order suggested by the other Evangelists seems
here to be the more probable.
The only note of time used by St. Luke is
vaguest
of
all,
the very
"And it came to pass;" and the note of place
place."
is equally so, " in a certain

«

TEACH US TO PRAT."
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chief theatre of His '.Galilsean ministry. While they saAv
Him standing rthere with His eyes uplifted to heaven

—for

standing, not kneehng, was and is the common
Oriental attitude in prayer—the disciples remained at a
reverent distance; but when His orisons were over, they
came to Him Avith the natural entreaty that He would
teach them to pray, as John, also taught his disciples.
He at once granted their request, and taught them that
short and perfect petition which has thenceforth been
the choicest heritage of every Christian liturgy, and the
model on which aU our best and most acceptable prayers

had, indeed, already used it in the
Sermon on the Mount, but we may be deeply thankful
that for the sake of His asking disciples He here brought
it into greater) and more separate prominence. Some,
indeed, of the separate clauses may already have existed,
are formed.

He

germ, among the Jewish forms of prayer,
since they resemble expressions which are found in the
Talmud, and Avhich we have no reason to suppose were
But never before had all
borrowed from Christians.1
that was best and purest in a nation's prayers been

at

least

in

thus collected into one noble and incomparable petition
'
—a petition which combines all that the heart of man,
taught by the Spirit of God, had found most needful
In the
for the satisfaction of its truest aspirations.
mingled love and reverence with which it teaches us
heaven—in the spirituality
to approach our Father in
which it leads us to seek first the kingdom of

with
God and His righteousness —in the spirit of universal
—
charity and forgiveness which it inculcates in that

For the proof of this, and for the Jewish prayers which most resemble
see Gfrorer, Jahrh. des
(but at how wide an interval!) the Lord's prayer,
parallels
vi. 9 by Lightfoot,
on
Matt.
adduced
Heils, ii. 169, and .the
1

Schottgen, and Wetsfein.
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it

is

is

is

it,

plural form throughout
which
meant to show us
that selfishness must be absolutely and for ever excluded
from our petitions, and that no man can come to God
as his Father without acknowledging that his worst
enemies are also God's children —in the fact that of its
for any earthly
seven petitions one, and one only,
blessing, and even that one
only for earthly blessings
dis
in their simplest form —in the manner in which

and extravagant
self-tortures with which so many fanatic worshippers
have believed that God could be propitiated — even in
that exquisite brevity which shows us how little God

it

is, indeed, what the Fathers have caUed
breviarium Evangelii—the pearl of prayers.

a

ness —

burden and weari

it,

desires that prayer should be made

a

countenances all the vain repetitions

Not

if

less divine were the earnest and simple words
which foUowed it, and which taught the disciples that
men ought always to pray and not to faint, since,
importunity prevails over the selfishness of man, earnest
ness must be all-powerful

with the righteousness of God.

if

human
Jesus impressed upon them the lesson that
affection can be trusted to give only useful and kindly

gifts, the love of the Great Father who loves us aU, wUl,
much more certainly, give His best and highest gift
— even the gift of the Holy Spirit —to aU that ask

Him.

And with what

exquisite yet vivid graciousness are
!

these great lessons inculcated
Had they been delivered
in the dull, dry, didactic style of most moral teaching,
how could they have touched the hearts, or warmed the
?

imaginations, or fixed themselves indehbly upon the
memories of those who heard them
But instead of
being clothed in scholastic pedantisms, they were con-

IMPORTUNATE PRATERS.
veyed

in
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a Httle tale founded on the most commonplace

incidents of daily life, and of a daily life full of simplicity
and poverty. Journeying at night to avoid the burn

ing heat,

a man arrives at a friend's house.

The host

is poor, and has nothing for him ; yet, because even at
that late hour he wUl not neglect the duties of hospi
tahty, he gets up, and goes to the house of another
But this other is
friend to borrow three loaves.
in bed ; his Httle children are with him ; his house is
locked and barred.
To the gentle and earnest entreaty
roughly1
from within, " Trouble
he answers crossly and
not."
me
But his friend knows that he has come on a
good errand, and he persists in knocking, tiU at last, not
pertinacity,3
the
from kind motives, but because of his
"
Even
man gets up and gives him all that he requires.
so,"
"
it has been beautifully observed, when the heart
Avhich has been away on a journey, suddenly at mid

night (i.e., the time of greatest darkness and distress)

If

it,

returns home to us —that is, comes to itseU and feels
hunger — and we have nothing wherewith to satisfy
faith."
such
God requires of us bold, importunate

!

is

it

persistency conquers the reluctance of ungracious man,
prevail with One who loves us
how much more shall
even more ready
better than we ourselves, and who
to hear than we to pray
It has been well observed that the narrative of the
fuU of Hghts and shadows —
of Christ on earth
is

Hfe

one brief period, or even one day, starting at times into
periods are
strong relief, while at other times whole
pot

2

ivatSetav,

"unblushing

I

:

I

J
o

"

:

is

;

»

k6wovs
the greeting <plxe the expression, Mij
He does not return
"
me,"
" don't fash
an impatient one the door iceiexe kttixi, has been
irdpeXe,
" meaning " won't."
"
Sivapat, " can't,
£hnt for the night
persistence."
shamelessness,"
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in unbroken silence. But we forget — anrl
if we bear this in mind, there will be nothing to startle?
us in this phenomenon of the Gospel record —we forget
Hoav large and how necessary a portion of His work it
passed over

was to teach and train

His

immediate Apostles for the

When we comparefuture conversion of the world.
what the Apostles were when Jesus caUed them— simple
and noble indeed, but ignorant, and timid, and slow of
heart to believe — with what they became when He had
departed from them, and shed the gift of

His Holy
how little

Spirit into their hearts, then we shall see
intermission there could have been in His beneficent
activity, even during the periods in which His dis
courses were delivered to those only who Hved in the
Blessed indeed
very light of His divine personality.

were they above kings and prophets, blessed beyond all
who have ever lived in the richness of their privilege,

since they could share His inmost thoughts, and watch
in all its angelic sweetness and simplicity the daily
years."
spectacle of those " sinless
But if this blessing

was specially accorded to them, it was not for their own
sakes, but for the sake of that world which it was their
mission to elevate from despair and wickedness into

if,

purity and sober-mindedness and truth —for the sake
of those holy hearts who were henceforth to enjoy &
Presence nearer, though spiritual, than
with the
Apostles, they could have cHmbed with Him the lonely
hills, or walked beside Him as He paced at evening
beside the limpid lake.

The day which had begun with that lesson of loving
and confiding prayer was not destined to proceed thuscalmly.
Few days of His life during these years can
have 'passed without His being brought into distressing;

BLIND AND DUMB.
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contact with the evidences of human sin and human
suffering; but on this day the spectacle was brought

wUdest and most terrible form.
A
man bhnd and dumb and mad, from those strange unac
before

Him in its

countable influences which the universal belief attributed
to demoniac possession, was brought before Him.
Jesus

would not leave him a helpless victim to the powers of
evU.
By His look and by His word He released the
miserable sufferer from the horrible oppression — calmed,
healed, restored him —" insomuch that the bhnd and
dumb both spake and saw."

It

appears from our Lord's own subsequent words,

that there existed among the Jews certain forms of
exorcism,1
which to a certain extent, at any rate, were

efficacious ; but there are traces that the cures so effected
were only attempted in milder and simpler cases. The
dissolution of so hideous a spell as that which had

bound this man—the power to pour Hght on the filmed
eyebaU, and to restore speech to the cramped tongue,
and intelligence to the bewUdered soul—was something
that the people had never witnessed. The miracle pro
duced a thriU of astonishment, a burst of unconcealed
admiration. For the first time they openly debated
whether He who had such power could be any other
" Can this man,"
they
than their expected DeHverer.
"
P"2
incredulously asked, can he be the Son of David
His enemies could not deny that a great miracle
had been performed, and since it did not convert, it
only hardened and maddened them. But how could
1

Cf. Acts xix. 13.—An energetic formula used by the Jewish exorcists
in Bab. Shabbath, 67 a. (Gfrorer, 413.)

is preserved

i

the words express
Matt. ix. 32; xii. 23 (Luke xi. 15). M^t<
incredulous surprise —not nonne? butwwm? Cf. John viii. 22, M" dvokrevet
iavriv ,
2

ovrdsio-n;
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they dissipate the deep impression which it had made
The Scribes
on the minds of the amazed spectators?
who came from Jerusalem, more astute and ready
than their simple Galilsean brethren, at once invented
" This feUow hath
a ready device for this purpose.
" —
such was their notable and insolent
Beelzebul
solution of the difficulty, " and it is only by the prince
of the devUs that He casteth out the devils."1 Strange

that the ready answer did not spring to every Hp, as it
did afterwards to the lips of some who heard the same
charge brought against Him in Jerusalem, " These are
devil."
But the people
not the words of one that hath a
of Galilee were credulous and ignorant ; these grave
and reverend inquisitors from the Holy City possessed

an immense and hereditary ascendancy over their simple
understandings, and, offended as they had been more

than Once by the words of Jesus, their whole minds were
1

Mark iii. 22 ; Matt, xii

24.

The

ovros

is intentionally contemptuous.

BeelzebuZ (not Beelzebub, which is derived from the versions) is almost
But the form and true meaning
certainly the right reading («, B, &c.).
Beelzebub is mentioned as god
of the name are enveloped in obscurity.
Kings
i. 2, and both the LXX. and Josephus (Antt. ix. 2,
of Ekron in 2
" (Bda\ pviav).
"
There may
§ 1) understood this to mean lord of flies
have been nothing derisive in such a designation, as some even of the
Greek deities were worshipped as averters of pestilent insects (cf. Zeus
Apomuios, Hercules Kornopion and Ipuktonos, Apollo Smintheus, &c.).
habitation,"
i.e.,
But Beelzebul may also mean "lord of the (celestial)
"prince of the air (Eph. ii. 2), and if so there is a sort of play on the
word in the oiitoSco-iroVrjj of Matt. x. 25. On the other hand, the name
dung,"
"
partly from the belief that demons haunted foul
may be lord of
places (Matt. xii. 43; Gfrorer, Jahrh. d. Heils, i. 139). This would be in
accordance with those insulting paronomasias which the Jews, from a literal
acceptation of Exod. xxiii. 13, &c., delighted to apply to heathen idols (cf .
Kir Chores, " city of destruction," for Kir Heres ; Bethaven for Bethel ;

lie,"

star,"

for Bar-chocba, "son of a
Bar-coziba, "son of a
&c. See my
Chapters on Language, p. 277). The accusation is practically the same
p.s that of the Talmudists, ttf «the miracles of Jesus were wrought by magic
learnt in Egypt (Bab. Shab., f . 104, 2 ; 43, 1). " Latrant catuli isti, sicut a
canibus his edocti

fuerunt." (Lightfoot, ad
loc.)

INSULTS OF THE PHARISEES.
bewildered with a doubt.

'
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The awfulness of His personal

ascendancy —the felt presence, even amid His tenderest
condescensions, of something more than human — His

power of reading the thoughts —the ceaseless and
sleep
—
less energy of His beneficence
the strange terror which
He inspired in the poor demoniacs —the speech which
sometimes rose into impassioned energy of denunciation,
and sometimes, by its softness and beauty, held them

hushed as infants at the mother's breast —the revulsion
of their unbelieving hearts against that new world of
fears and hopes which He preached to them as the
kingdom of God —in a word, the shuddering sense that
in some way His mere look and presence placed them in
a nearer relation than they had ever been before with the
Unseen World—all this, as it had not prepared them to
accept the truth, tended from the first to leave them the
ready victims of insolent, blasphemous, and authoritative
falsehood.

And

therefore, in a few calm words, Jesus shattered
the hideous sophism to atoms. He showed them the
gross absurdity of supposing that Satan could be his

irresistible argumentum ad
hominem, He convicted them by an appeal to the exor
cisms so freely, but almost ineffectually, professed by
And when He had thus
themselves and their pupils.
showed that the power which He exercised must be
at once superior to Satan and contrary to Satan, and
must therefore be spiritual and divine, He warned
own

enemy.

Using

an

them of the awful sinfulness and perU of this their
Spirit of God, and how
blasphemy against the Holy
verge of that sin which
nearly it bordered on the
alone, of all sins, could neither here nor hereafter be
forgiven.
And then, after these dim and mysterious
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warnings, speaking to them in language of yet plainer
significance, He turned the light of truth into their

raging and hypocritical hearts, and showed them how
this Dead Sea fruit of falsehood and calumny could
only spring from roots and fibres of hidden bitterness ;
how only from evil treasures hid deep in darkness,

where the very source of light was quenched, could
be produced these dark imaginings of their serpentine
malignity.1
Lastly, and with a note of waming which
has never since ceased to vibrate,

He

warned them that

the words of man reveal the true nature of the heart

within, and that for those, as for aU other false and
lightly uttered words of idle wickedness, they should

give account at the last day.3 The weight and majesty
of these words —the awful solemnity of the admonition
which they conveyed—seem for a time to have reduced
the Pharisees to silence, and to have checked the reitera
tion of their absurd and audacious blasphemy.
And in
the hush that ensued some woman of the company, in
an uncontrollable enthusiasm of admiration— accustomed
indeed to reverence these long-robed Pharisees, with
their fringes and phylacteries, but feehng to the depth
of her heart on how lofty a height above them the
Speaker stood — exclaimed to Him in a loud voice,3 so
that all could hear —
"Blessed is the womb that bare Thee, and the
breasts* that Thou hast sucked."
rather,"
" Yea"— or as we
may render it —"Nay,
He answered, " blessed are they that hear the Word of
it."
God, and keep
1
3
3
*

Matt. xii. 34, Fewfipara ixtSvSv.
Compare Matt. xii. 25—37; Mark

Luke xi 27,

iitdpao-a fvvyjv.

Idem, paarol.

iii

22—30

;

Luke xi. 17—36.

ASKING FOR A SIGN.

The woman, with aU the
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deep and passionate affec

tion of her sex, had cried, How blest must be the mother
of such a Son ! and blessed indeed that mother was,
and blessed was the fruit of her womb —blessed she was
believed:1 yet
among women, and blessed because she

hers was no exclusive blessedness; there is a blessed
ness yet deeper and loftier, the blessedness of obedience
" How many
says St.
to the Word of God.
Chrysostom,2
"have blessed that Holy Virgin, and desired

to be such a mother as she was ! What
Christ has made for us a wide way to
and not only women, but men may tread
obedience ; this it is which makes such

hinders them ?
this happiness,
it—the way of
a mother, not

the throes of
But the Pharisees, though baffled for a moment, did
not intend to leave Jesus long in peace. He had
spoken to them in language of lofty warning, nay, even
of stern rebuke —to them, the leaders and religious
What gave such
teachers of His time and country.
boldness to one— a mere

" empty

a mere am

ha-arets —who had but just emerged from the obscure
provincial artisan ? how did
and ignorant labours of a

He

dare thus to address them ?

Let Him

at least show
heaven, no mere

sign— some sign from
them some
indisputable,
exorcism or act of heahng, but some great,
" Master, we would see
authority.
decisive sign of His
Thee."
a sign from
It was the old question "which had assailed Him at
sign showest Thou
His very earliest ministry, What things?"3
unto usj seeing that Thou doest these
>
2
3

Luke i. 42—45.
Quoted by Bishop Wordsworth on Matt. xii. 48.
John ii. 18.
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made only to insult and tempt —
made by men who, unconvinced and unsoftened, had just
seen a mighty sign, and had attributed it at once with

To such

appeals,

out a blush to demoniac agency —made, not from hearts
of faith, but out of curiosity, and hatred, and unbelief —
Jesus always turned a deaf ear. The Divine does not
condescend to limit the display of its powers by the
conditions of finite criticism, nor is it conformable to
the council of God to effect the conversion of human
souls by their mere astonishment at external signs.
Had Jesus given them a sign from heaven, is it
likely that it would have produced any effect on the
spiritual children of ancestors who, according to their
own accepted history, in the very sight, nay, under the
very precipices of the burning hiU, had sat down to eat
and to drink, and risen up to play?
Would it have
had any permanent significance for the moral heirs of
those who were taunted by their own prophets with
having taken up the tabernacles of Moloch, and the
star of their god Bemphan, though they were guided
by the fiery piUar, and quenched their thirst from the
Signs they had seen and Avonders in
smitten rock?
abundance, and now they were seeing the highest sign
of a Sinless Life, and yet they did but rebel ^nd blas
pheme the more. No sign should be given, then, save in

prophecies which they could not understand. " That evil
generation,"
and adulterous
He exclaimed, turning to the

"
densely crowded multitude, should have no sign save
the sign of Jonah the prophet.
Saved after a day and
night amid the dark and tempestuous seas, he had been
a sign to the Ninevites

so should the Son of Man be
saved from the heart of the earth.1
And those men of
1

;

nights"
The "three days and three
of Matt. xii. 40 mean httle more

INTERFERING KINSMEN.
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Nineveh, who repented at the preaching of Jonah, and
the Queen of Sheba, who came from the ends of the
earth to hear the wisdom of Solomon, should alike rise
up in the judgment and condemn a generation that
despised

rejected one greater than Solomon or
than Jonah. For that generation had received
every
Babylonian
blessing : by the
captivity, by the Macca
and

bsean revival, by the wise and noble rule of the Asmo-

princes, recently by the preaching of John, the
evil spirit of idolatry and rebellion which distempered
naean

their fathers had been cast out of them ; its old abode
had been swept and garnished by the proprieties of
Pharisees, and the scrupulosities of Scribes ; but, alas !
no good spirit had been invited to occupy the empty
shrine, and now the old unclean possessor had returned
with seven spirits more wicked than himself, and their
last state was worse than the first.
His discourse was broken at this point by a sudden
interruption.1
News had again reached His family that
He was surrounded by a dense throng, and was speakingwords more strange and terrible than ever He had been
known to utter ; above aU, that He had repudiated with

open scorn, and denounced with uncompromising indig
nation, the great teachers who had been expressly sent

from Jerusalem to watch His words. Alarm seized
them ; perhaps their informant had whispered to them
the dread calumny which had thus called forth His
From the little which we can learn of
stern rebukes.
His brethren, we infer that they were Hebrews of the

wxBiipepov, or fuiy —e.g., from Friday evening to Sunday morning.
strange
See the passages
idiom has caused needless difficulties.
This
quoted by Lightfoot (Hor. Hebr. ad loc). Cf. 1 Sam. xxx. 12, 13; 2 Chron.

than a

x. 5, 12 ; Deut. xiv. 28 ; xxvi. 12.
] Matt. yii. 46, "En hiVou XaXovvros.
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Hebrews, and Hkely to be intensely influenced by Babbinical and sacerdotal authority ; as yet, too, they either
did not believe on Him, or regarded His claims in a
Is not the time again come for
very imperfect Hght.
them to interfere ? can they not save Jesus, on whom
they looked as their Jesus, from Himself? can they not

such influence as shaU save Him
from the deadly perils to which His present teaching
would obviously expose Him ? can they not use towards
Him such gentle control as should hurry Him away for a
exercise over

Him

time into some region of secrecy and safety ? They could
not, indeed, reach Him in the crowd, but they could
get some one to call His attention to their presence.

Suddenly -He is informed by one of His audience —
" Behold, Thy mother and Thy brethren stand without,
Thee."
Alas ! had they not yet
desiring to speak with
learnt that if they would not enter, their sole right place
was to stand without ? that His hour was now come to
pass far beyond the circle of mere human relation
ship, infinitely above the control of human brethren ?
Must their bold intrusive spirit receive one more check ?
It was even so ; but the check should be given gently,

" Who
and so as to be an infinite comfort to others.
"
is My mother ? He said to the man who had spoken,
" and who are My brethren?" And then stretching
forth His hand towards His disciples, He said, " Behold
My
the

My

mother and

My

brethren

!

For

will of My Father which is in
brother, and sister, and mother

whosoever shall do

heaven, the same is

1

"

CHAPTEB XXXIII.
THE

DAY

OF

CONFLICT.

'Eyybs paxaipas, iyybs 0eoS. — IGHAT.

Ad Smym.

4.

Up to this point the events of this great day had been

sufficiently agitating, but they were followed by circum
stances yet more painful and exciting.

The time for the mid-day meal had arrived, and

a
house.1
to come and lunch at his

Pharisee asked Him
There was extremely little hospitality or courtesy in the
not offered in downright hostihty and bad
invitation.
faith—as we know was the case with similar Pharisaic
invitations —its motive at the best was but curiosity to
see more of the new Teacher, or a vanity which prompted
him to patronise so prominent a guest. And Jesus,
on entering, found Himself, not among public&ns and
sinners, where He could soothe, and teach, and bless—
not among the poor to whom He could preach the king
dom of heaven —not among friends and disciples who
listened with deep and loving reverence to His words — -

If

"
Not " to dine with him (which would be

but rather
The
morning meal, was a
"to lunch (apto-r^o-y) at his
slight repast about twelve in the day, more like the French dejeuner than
" breakfast," far slighter than the Se'mvov. Lange has under
the English
stood the scenes of this chapter better than any other commentator (Leben
Jesu, iii. v. 7).
1

house."

oVais

&ptarov, or

Semvhari),
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but among the cold, hard, threatening faces, the sneers
and frowns, of haughty rivals and open enemies.
The
Apostles do not seem to have been invited. There was no
sympathy of a Thomas to sustain Him, no gentleness of
a Nathanael to encourage Him, no ardour of a Peter to
defend, no beloved John to lean his head upon His breast.

Scribe, Lawyer, and Pharisee, the guests ostentatiously
performed their artistic ablutions, and then— each with
extreme regard for his own precedence — swept to their
places at the board.

With

no such elaborate and fan

tastic ceremonies, Jesus, as soon as He entered, reclined
It was a short and trivial meal, and
at the table.1

outside thronged the dense multitude, hungering still
He did not
and thirsting for the words of eternal Hfe.
choose, therefore, to create idle delays and countenance

a needless ritualism by washings, which at that moment

happened to be quite superfluous, and to which a foohsh
and pseudo-religious importance was attached.

Instantly the supercilious astonishment of the host
expressed itself in his countenance;
and, doubtless,
the Hfted eyebrows and depreciating gestures of those

unsympathising guests showed as much as they dared
to show of their disapproval and contempt.
They were
forgetting utterly who He was, and what He had done.
Spies and calumniators from the first, they were now
debasing even their pretentious and patronising hospi

tality into fresh opportunity for treacherous conspiracy.
The time was come for yet plainer language, for yet
more unmeasured indignation

them.

;

and

He exposed, in words which

He did not

spare

were no parables and

could not be mistaken, the extent to which their outward
cleanliness was but the thin film which covered their
1

Luke xi. 37,

elaeXB&v

av4neaev.
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inward Avickedness and greed. He denounced their con
temptible scrupulosity in the tithing of potherbs, their
flagrant neglect of essential virtues ; the cant, the am

bition, the publicity, the ostentation
orthodoxy, the deathful corruption
it,

of their outward
of their inmost
hearts.
Hidden graves were they over Avhich men walk,
and, without knowing
become defiled.
And at this point, one of the lawyers who were pre

sent — some learned professor, some orthodox Masoret1 —
ventures to interrupt the majestic torrent of His rebuke.

He

had, perhaps, imagined that the youthful Prophet of

Nazareth —He who was so meek and lowly of heart —He
whose words among the multitude had hitherto breathed
the spirit of such infinite tenderness — was too gentle, too
loving, to be in earnest. He thought, perhaps, that a
word of interpolation might check the rushing storm of
His awakened wrath. He had not yet learnt that no

strong or great character can be devoid of the element
of holy anger. And so, ignorant of all that was passing
in the Saviour's mind, amazed that people of such high
distinction could be thus plainly and severely dealt
"
with, he murmured in deprecatory tones, Master, thus
:

!

"
saying, thou reproachest us also
Yes, He reproached them also they, too, heaped on
the shoulders of others the burdens which themselves
;

;

refused to bear they too, built the sepulchres of the
prophets whom their sins had slain they, too, set their
backs against the door of knowledge, and held the key,

in;

on them too, as on aU
that guilty generation, should come the blood of aU the
so that none could enter

1

course the mass of textual and other criticisms which form tho
Masora had existed for ages before they were collected or reduced to

Of

E

E

writing.
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prophets, from the blood of Abel to the blood of Zacharias,
Temple.1
Avho perished between the altar and the
The same discourse, but yet fuller and more terrible,

subsequently uttered by Jesus in the Temple of
Jerusalem in the last great week of His Hfe on earth ;
Avas

but thus did He, on this occasion, hurl down upon them
from the heaven of His moral superiority the first
heart-scathing Hghtnings of His seven-times-utteredwoe.2

They thought, perhaps, that He would have been

deceived by their specious smoothness and hypocritical

hospitahty ; but He knew that it was not out of true
heart that they offered Him even the barest courtesies
of Hfe. The fact that He was alone among them, and
that He should have be§n, as it were, betrayed into such
company, was but an additional reason why the flames
of, warning and judgment should thus play about their
heads, which hereafter, unless they repented, should strike
them to the earth; Not for an instant could they succeed
There is a spurious kindness, a
in deceiving Him.
bitter semblance of friendship which deserves no respect.
It may pass current in the realms of empty fashion and
hoUow civility, where often the words of men's mouths
are softer than butter, having war in their heart, and
Avhere, though their throat is an open sepulchre, they
nothingflatter with their tongue ; but it shrivels to
before the refining fire of a divine discernment, and
20, 21 ; v. infr., Vol. II., page 246.
representatives
The modern
and continuers of the Pharisaic sect are
called Perushim. "They proudly separate themselves from the rest of
their co-religionists . . . Fanatical, bigoted, intolerant, quarrelsome, and in
1
2

See 2

Chron. xxiv.

the"
truth irreligious, with them
outward observance of the ceremonial law
is everything, the moral law little binding, morality itself of no import
ance." Such is the testimony of a Jew
(Frankl, Jews in the East, E. Tr.,
!
Porish,"
i.e. a Pharisee, is the bitterest reproach which,
ii. 27.) " You are a
one of the Chasidim can utter (id., p. 35).
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leaves nothing but a sickening fume behind. The time
had come for Him to show to these hypocrites how weU
He knew the deceitfulness of their hearts, how deeply
He hated the wickedness of their lives.
*
They felt that it was an open rupture. The feast
broke up in confusion.1 The Scribes and Pharisees

threw
off the mask.
From fawning friends and interested
inquirers, they suddenly sprang up in their true guise
deadly opponents.
They surrounded JesuS, they
pressed upon Him vehemently, persistently, almost
threateningly; they began to pour upon Him % flood
as

of questions, to examine, to catechise Him, to try and
force words out of Him, lying in ambush, like eager
hunters, to. spring upon any confession of ignorance, on
any mistake of fact — above aU, on any trace of ^Heresy

on which they might found that legal accusation by
Avhich before long they hoped to put Him down.*How Jesus escaped from this unseemly spectacle —
how He was able to withdraw Himself from this dis
play of hostility— we are not told. Probably it might
be sufficient for Him to waive His enemies aside, and
bid them leave Him free to go forth again. For, meanwhUe, the crowd had gained some suspicion, or received
some intimation, of what was going on within.
They

had suddenly gathered in dense myriads, actuaUy tread
eagerness.3 Perhaps
ing on each other in their haste and

This appears from the K^KetBev HeXB6vrds abrov of Luke xi. 53,
is the reading of », B, C, L, Sua., instead of the much weaker reading of
1

our version.
2

Luke xi. 53,

Theophylact explains it by airb rov ariparos
Classically, the word means "to dictate

Euthyd. 276 C).
3

Suid. s. v.).
opprimere."
"
Vulg.
KpareTv.
os
lesson" (Plato,
a repetition

ijp£avro Setvus iv4xetv Kal krroa ,-opari£etv (cf.

This seems to be implied by Luke xii.

toB ix^ov.

1, iirio-vvaxBetaav

rav

The aorist marks the sudden assemblage of the crowd.

pvptdSuv
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a dull, wrathful murmur from without warned the
sees

in time that it might

Phari

be dangerous to proceed too

far, and Jesus came out to the multitude with His whole
spirit stiU aglow with the just and mighty indignation
by which it had been pervaded. Instantly — addressing

but through them the
Hstening thousands —He broke out with a solemn warn" Beware ye of the leaven of the Pharisees, which
hypocrisy"
He warned them that there was One
is
before whose eye —ten thousand times brighter than the
sun — secrecy was impossible.
He bade them not be
afraid of man — a fear to which the sad perturbances of
these last few days might weU have inclined them —but
to fear Him who could not only destroy the body, but
cast the soul also into the Gehenna1 of fire.
The God
who loved them would care for them ; and the Son of
Man would, before the angels of God, confess them who
primarily His own disciples,

Him before men.
While He was thus addressing

confessed

them,

His

discourse

was broken in upon by a most inopportune interruption
—not this time of hostility, not of Ul-timed interference,
not of overpowering admiration, but of simple policy
and self-interest.
Some covetous and half-instructed
member of the crowd, seeing the Hstening throngs, hear
ing the words of authority and power, aware of the

recent discomfiture of the Pharisees, expecting, perhaps,
some immediate revelation of Messianic power, deter

mined to utiHse the occasion for his own worldly
He thought —if the expression may be allowed
ends.

viewa, Gehenna, is a corruption of the Hebrew Gi Hinnom, "the valley
outside Jerusalem, which had first been rendered infamous by
of
Moloch worship, then denied with corpses, lastly saved from putrefaction
and pestilence by enormous fires. It thus became a iype of all that was
terriblo and disgusting.
1

Hinnom,"

—that

THE RICH FOOL.
he could do a good

stroke
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of business,

and

most incongruously and irreverently broke in with the
request —

" Master,

speak to my brother, that he divide the

inheritance with

me."

Almost stern was our Lord's rebuke to the man's

egregious self-absorption.

He

seems to have been one

of those not uncommon characters to whom the whole

universe is pervaded by self; and he seems to have con
sidered that the main object of the Messiah's coming
would be to secure for him a share of his inheritance,
and to overrule this unmanageable brother.
Jesus at
once dispelled

his miserably carnal expectations, and
then warned him, and aU who heard, to beware of letting
the narrow horizon of earthly comforts span their hopes.
How brief, yet how rich in significance, is that little
parable which He told them, of the rich fool who, in his
greedy, God-forgetting, presumptuous selfishness, would
do this and that, and who, as though there were no such
things
as death, and as though the soul could Hve by
fruits"
and
and "my
bread, thought that "my
barns,"
"
could
and to eat and drink and be
"my
for many years to come sustain what was left him of a
soul, but to whom from heaven pealed as a terrible
echo to his words the heart-thrilling sentence of awful
x
irony, " Thou fool, this night

I"

Luke xii. 16—21.

It is

not indicated, any more than in the case of
Dives, that his riches were unjustly acquired : his fault lay in his for
them; for
getting the Giver; forgetting that he was but a steward of
soon death
how
them;
forgetting
getting that the soul cannot live by
the
reminis
that
might make him relax his grasp of them. It is clear
in our Lord's mind.
cence of Nabal's selfish folly and wretched death was
pov
repetition
emphatic
(cf. 1 Sam. xxv. 11)
of the
This is shown by the
passage, too, offers
and by the choice of &<ppi»v = Nabal (id. ver. 25). The
passage in the Son of Sirach (xi
sufficient resemblances to a beautiful
1
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And then our Lord expanded the thought.

He told

them that the Hfe was more than meat, and the body
Again He reminded them how God
than raiment.
clothes, in more than Solomon's

glory, the untoiling
HHes, and feeds the careless ravens that neither sow nor
reap. Food and raiment, and the multitude of posses
sions, were not Hfe : they had better things to seek after
and to look for ; let them not be tossed on this troubled
sea of faithless care •} be theirs the Hfe of fearless hope,
of freest charity, the life of the girded loin and the

burning lamp — as servants watching and waiting for
the unknown moment of their lord's return.
The remarks had mainly been addressed to the dis
.
ciples, though the multitudes also heard them, and were
But here
by no means excluded from their import.
Peter's curiosity got the better of him, and he asks
" whether the parable was meant
specially for them, or
aU?"
even for
reply,"
To that question our Lord did not
and His
sUence was the best reply.
Only let each man see that
he was that faithful and wise servant ; blessed indeed
should he then be ; but terrible in exact proportion to
his knowledge and his privileges should be the fate of

the gluttonous, cruel, faithless drunkard whom the Lord
should surprise in the midst of his iniquities.
And then —at the thought of that awful judgment
—a solemn agony passed over the spirit of Christ.

He thought of

the rejected peace, which should end in

18, 19) to establish the interesting conclusion of Stier, that our Lord was
also familiar with the Apocrypha. In the original Greek of this parable
there is a singular energy and liveliness, quite accordant with the mood

of intense emotion under which Jesus was speaking.
1
Luke xii. 29, ph pereupi{eaBe, " Be not like ships that toss in the
6tormy offing, outside the harbour's mouth"
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he thought of the divided households and
the separated friends.
He had a baptism to be baptised

furious war

;

with, and His soul was straitened Avith anguish till it
was accomplished.
He had come to fling fire upon the
earth, and oh, that it were already kindled ! —that fire
was as a spiritual baptism, the refining fire, which should
at once inspire and blind, at once iUuminate and destroy,
at once harden the clay and melt the
are reminded

Ave

gold.1

And here

of one of those remarkable though

only traditional utterances attributed to Christ, which
may possibly have been connected .with the thought
here expressed —

" He

who is near me is near the

fire !

he who is

far

from we is far from the
But from these sad thoughts He once more de
scended to the immediate needs of the multitude. From
the reddening heaven, from the rising clouds, they could
foretell that the showers would faU or that the burning
wind would blow —why could they not discern the signs
of the times ? Were they not looking into the far-off
fields of heaven for signs which were in the air they
breathed, and on the ground they trod upon ; and, most
of aU —had they but searched rightly —in the state of
they would see the star
their own inmost souls ?
kingdom?"*1

If

I

have seen no perfectly satisfactory
It seems best to make the rl B4xa
explanation of rl Bixa,
eiBe,"
equivalent
would that." So those
to
as
a question, and regard
Origen (?), Meyer, Stier, Alford,
difficult words are understood by
though
probably fliere was something far
&c, and, as it seems, rightly;
(.ould be rightly under
more in these utterances of deep emotion than
1

Luke xii. 50, ™s

<rw4xopai.

el #S,j avfoBri.

stood.

.
,
_
itvp6spaicpavairb ttjs
PatriXeias.
iyyvs
o Se panpav ait iuov
pov
iyyis
rod
'O
saying are
(Didymus in Ps. lxxxviii. 8.) Traces of the same
p. 778; Ign. ad Smyrn. 4. (See Westfound in Orig. Horn, in Jer. iii.,
»

cott, Introduction, p. 430.)
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which should at once direct their feet, and influence
their destiny, they must look for it, not in the changing
skies of outward circumstance, but each in the depth of
his own heart.1
Let them seize the present opportunity
to make peace with God. For men and for nations the
" too late" comes at last.
And there the discourse seems to have ended.
was the last time for many days that they were to hear
His words. Surrounded by enemies who were not only
powerful, but now deeply exasperated—obnoxious to the
immediate courtiers of the very king in whose dominion

It

was living — dogged by the open hatred and secret
conspiracies of spies whom the multitude had been
taught to reverence — feeling that the people understood

He

Him

in

the minds of their leaders and
teachers sentence of death and condemnation had already
been passed upon Him — He turned His back for a time
upon His native land, and went to seek in idolatrous
not, and that

and alien cities the rest and peace which were denied
Him in His home.
1
Cf . Matt. xvi. 2, 3 ; Luke xii 54 —57.
" ventus arens " (Jer. in Ezek. xxvii).

¦

Kaiaav is the hot wind, on?

CHAPTEB XXXIY.
AMONG

THE HEATHEN.

"They that dwell in the land of the shadow of death, upon them hath
tho Light shined."— Isa. ix. 2.

" Then Jesus

went thence, and departed into the regions
Sidon."1
of Tyre and
Such is the brief notice which prefaces the few and
scanty records of a period of His life and work of which,
had it been vouchsafed to us, we should have been
deeply interested to learn something more. But only a
single incident of this visit to heathendom has been
recorded.
It might have seemed that in that distant
region there would be a certainty, not of safety only, but
even of repose ; but it was not so. We have already
seen traces that the fame of His miracles had penetrated
even to the old Phoenician cities, and no sooner had He
reached their neighbourhood than it became evident that
He could not be hid. A woman sought for Him, and
foUowed the little company of wayfarers with passionate
"
Lord, Thou Son of
entreaties — Have mercy on me,
devil."
DaArid : my daughter is grievously vexed with a
We might have imagined that our Lord would
answer such a prayer with immediate and tender appro1

Matt. xv. 21—28; Mark vii. 24—30.
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bation, and all the more because,

in granting her peti

He would symbohcaUy have been representing the
extension of His kingdom to the three greatest branches
of the Pagan world. For this woman was by birth a
tion,

Canaanite, and a Syro-Phcenician
by position a Boman
subject ; by culture and language a Greek ; and her
appeal for mercy to the Messiah of the Chosen People
j1

might weU look like the first-fruits of that harvest in
which the good seed should spring up hereafter in Tyre
and Sidon, and Carthage, and Greece, and Bome. But
Jesus — and is not this one of the numberless indications
that we are dealing, not with loose and false tradition,
word."
but with solid fact ?—" Jesus answered her not a
In no other single instance are we told of a similar
apparent coldness on the part of Christ ; nor are we here
informed of the causes which influenced His actions.
Two alone suggest themselves : He may have desired to
test the feelings of His disciples, who, in the narrow
spirit of Judaic exclusiveness, might be unprepared to
see Him grant His blessings, not only to a GentUe, but

a Canaanite, and descendant of the accursed race. It
was true that He had healed the servant of the centurion,
but he was perhaps a Boman, certainly a benefactor to
the Jews, and in aU probabihty a proselyte of the gate.
But it is more likely that, knowing what would foUow,
He may have desired to test yet further the woman's
faith, both that He might crown it with a more com
plete and glorious reward, and that she might learn
something deeper respecting

Him than the

mere Jewish

1 The name is somewhat
uncertain; it is perhaps the opposite of
Liby-phoenix — i.e., the Phoenicians of Carthage (cf . Uterque Poenus, Hor.
Od. ii. 2, 11), since the province Syro-Phoenice
was not created till

Hadrian's time.
2i5/>a

ioivto-o-a.

The readings of Mark vii. 26 difEer, and Griesbach reads
But perhaps 'Svpo^oivimo-o-a ( a, A) is the safest form.
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up.1

And

further than this, since every miracle is also rich in
moral significance, He may have wished for aU time to
encourage us in our prayers and hopes, and teach us to
persevere, even when it might seem that His face is
dark to us, or that His ear is turned away.
Weary with the importunity of her cries, the
disciples begged Him to send her away. But, as if
even their intercession would be unavaiHng, He said,
" am not sent but
unto the lost sheep of. the house of

I

Israel."

Then she came and feU at his feet, and began to
me."
Could He
Avorship Him, saying, "Lord, help

indeed remain untouched by that sorrow?
Could He
reject that appeal? and would He leave her to return to
the Hfe-long agony of watching the paroxysms of her

Calmly and coldly came from those
lips, that never yet had answered with anything but
"
mercy to a suppliant's prayer— It is not meet to take
demoniac

chUd ?

dogs."

the children's bread and to cast it to
Such an answer might well have struck a chiU into
her soul ; and had He not foreseen that hers was the
rare trust which can see mercy and acceptance even in
apparent rejection, He would not so have answered her.
But not all the snows of her native Lebanon could
quench the fire of love which was burning on the altar of
her heart, and prompt as an echo came forth the glorious
and immortal answer —
" Truth, Lord; then let me share the condition, not

"
are distinctly told that they about
hearers, and the witnesses of His
separate
occasions at least been publicly
two
had
on
He
miracles : and
David"
"
greeted by the title, Son of
(Matt. ix. 27; xii. 23).

In Mark iii. 8 ; Luke vi. 17, we
Tyre and Sidon " were among His
1
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of the children, but of the dogs, for even the dogs
table."1

the crumbs which faU from their

She had triumphed, and more than triumphed.

eat

of

Not

one moment longer did her Lord prolong the agony of
woman,"
"
her suspense.
He exclaimed, " great is

it unto

And with
his usual beautiful and graphic simplicity St. Mark ends
the narrative with the touching words, " And when she
thy faith

:

be

thee even as thou

was come to her house, she found the devil gone out, and
bed."
her daughter laid upon the

How long our Lord

remained in these regions, and at

Probably His
departure was hastened by the pubHcity which attended
His movements even there, and which —in a region where
what spot He stayed, we do not know.

it had

His

object quietly to train His own nearest
and most beloved foUowers, and not either to preach or
to work deeds of mercy —would only impede His work.
been

On Tyre, with
its commercial magnificence, its ancient traditions, its
gorgeous and impure idolatries, its connection with the
history and prophecies of His native land — on Sarepta,
with its memories of Elijah's flight and Elijah's
miracles — on Sidon, with its fisheries of the purple
limpet, its tombs of once-famous and long-forgotten
kings, its minarets rising out of their groves of palm and
citron, beside the blue historic sea, — on the white wings

He therefore left that interesting land.

of the countless

of the Gen
tiles, and to aU the sunny and famous regions of Greece
and Italy and Spain— He would doubtless look with a
1

Nal,

Kvpte'

Ka\ yap

dogs,"

vessels, sailing to the Isles

ra

Kvvdpta,

n.

t. X. (Matt.

XV.

27),

" Tea, Lord ; for

even the little
&c. The tylxia may possibly be the airopaySaXtat
Equit.
fragments
415), or
of bread on which the guests wiped their
(Ar.
hands (after thrusting them into the common dish), and then flung to
the dogs.
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But His work
feeling of mingled sorrow and interest.
did not lie here, and leaving behind Him those Phoenician
shrines of Melkarth and Asherah, of Baalim and Ashtaroth, He turned eastward —probably through the deep
gorge of the rushing and beautiful Leontes— and so

reaching the sources of the Jordan, travelled southward
Decapolis.1
on its further bank into the regions of
Decapolis was the name given to a district east of
the

Jordan, extending

as far north

(apparently)2

as

Damascus, and as far south as the river Jabbok, which

formed the northern limit of Peraea.

It was

a confede

racy of ten free cities, in a district which, on their return
from exile, the Jews had never been able to recover, and
which was therefore mainly occupied by GentUes, who
formed a separate section of the Boman province. The
reception of Jesus in this semi-pagan district seems to
Wherever He went He was
have been favourable.

unable to abstain from exercising His miraculous powers
in favour of the sufferers for whom His aid was sought ;
cities3 He was entreated to heal a
and in one of these
For the Leontes and the doubts as to its identification, see Diet, of
"Bostrenus,"
Geogr. s. v.
and Robinson, Bibl. Res. iii. 408 —410. The
1

passed from the regions of Tyre through
in Mark vii. 31, is almost certain. The Codex Sinaiticus here
Reg. Parisiensis.
concurs with the Vatican, the Codex Bezae, and the Cod.
well
be attained by
could
not
Besides, the privacy which He was seeking
plain
of Esdraelon, by Bethshean
southwards, and so through the

reading
Sidon,"

Sta

SiSuvos,

"He

Perhaps
and over the bridge at the southern end of the Lake of Galilee.
Melkarth, &c, lingered on.
am wrong in assuming that the worship of
Lucian (P), De Ded Syr. ix.,
Mr. Gamett calls my attention to the fact that Syria—
u4ya\a iepa in
those of the Syrian
enumerates only three apXata Ka\
On the other hand, Melkarth
Hera, the Byblian Venus, and Astarte.
period
on coins.
continues to be represented to a late
3 Pliny, Nat. Hist v. 18.
(Scythopolis) are
B Gerasa, Gadara, Hippos, Pella, Gergesa, Bethshean
readings
of one or two of the
all said by Pliny to belong to Decapolis; the
names are corrupt.

I
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man who was deaf, and could scarcely
He might
have healed him by a word, but there were evidently
circumstances in his case which rendered it desirable to
make the cure gradual, and to effect it by visible signs.
speak.1

He took the man

aside, put

His

His

fingers

in his

ears, and

and then St. Mark pre
serves for us the sigh, and the uphfted glance, as He
spoke the one word, "Ephphatha ! Be opened !"2 Here
again it is not revealed to us what were the immediate
spat, and touched

tongue';

He may have
influences which saddened His spirit.
sighed in pity for the man ; He may have sighed in

have sighed for aU the sins
that degrade and aU the sufferings which torture ; but
certainly He sighed in a spirit of deep tenderness and

pity for the

race ;

He may

compassion, and certainly that sigh ascended Hke an
infinite intercession into the ears of the Lord God of
Hosts.3

The multitudes of that outlying region, unfamiHar

with His miracles, were beyond measure astonished.
His injunction of secrecy was as usual disregarded, and
hope of seclusion was at an end.
The cure had
apparently been wrought
'

Mark vii. 32—37.

in

close vicinity to the eastern

More exactly nns™, a sound hardly capable of transliteration into
The conclusion which some have drawn that our Lord ordi
spoke
Greek, and that St. Mark has only preserved for us a few
narily
Aramaic words on the rare occasions on which Christ adopted the ver
nacular language of His people, is very precarious.
Most of the Jews of
that time, those at any rate who were educated and lived in the great com
mercial centres, spoke two languages, Greek and Aramaic, to which
many of them must have added a colloquial knowledge of Latin; but we
have seen reason to believe that the language most commonly used by
our Lord was Aramaic (v. supra, p. 90).
3 "It was not drawn from Him," says
Luther, "on account of the
single tongue and ears of this poor man ; but it is a common sigh
over
all tongues and ears, yea, over all hearts, bodies, and souls, and over all
men, from Adam to Ms last descendant."
(Stier, iii. 394.)
2

Greek.
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shore of the Sea of Galilee, and great multitudes fol
lowed Jesus to the summit of a hill overlooking the
lake,1
and there bringing their lame, and bhnd, and
maimed, and dumb, they laid them at the feet of the
Good Physician, and He healed them aU. Filled with
intense and joyful amazement, these people of DecapoHs

could not tear themselves from His presence, and —
semi-pagans as they were —they "glorified the God of
Israel."2

Three days they had now been with Him, and, as
many of them came from a distance, their food was ex
hausted.
Jesus pitied them, and seeing their faith, and

unwiUing that they should faint by the way, once more
spread for His people a table in the wUderness.
Some
expression
of His
have wondered that, in answer to the
pity, the disciples did not at once anticipate or suggest
what He should do. But surely here there is a touch
of deHcacy and truth. They knew that there was in
Him no prodigality of the supernatural, no lavish and
Many and many
needless exercise of miraculous power.
yet
a time had they been with multitudes before, and
on one occasion only had He fed them ; and moreover,
after He had done so, He had most sternly rebuked those

offer of
who came to Him in expectation of a
such gifts, and had uttered a discourse so searching and
strange that it alienated from Him many even of His
friends.3
For them to suggest to Him a repetition of.
a presump
the feeding of the five thousand would be
forbade, and
tion which their ever-deepening reverence
repeated

»

s
3

opposite Magdala.
Very probably near the Wady Semakh, nearly
Matt. xv. 29—39; Mark viii. 1—9.
These points have been (so far as

looked.

I have

observed) universally over
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forbade more than ever as they recalled how persistently
He had refused to work a sign, such as this Avas, at the
bidding of others. But no sooner had He given them
the signal of His intention, than with perfect faith they

His

They seated the multitude,
ready ministers.
and distributed to them the miraculous multiplication of
the seven loaves and the few small fishes ; and, this time
unbidden, they gathered the fragments that remained,
became

and with them filled seven large baskets of rope, after
the multitude —four thousand in number, besides women

and children —had eaten and were fiUed.1

And then

kindly and peacefully, and with no exhibition on the
part of the populace of that spurious excitement which
had marked the former miracle, the Lord and His
Apostles joined in sending away the rejoicing and grate
ful throng.

in the previous miracle : for the
size of them compare Acts ix. 25, where St. Paul is let down the wall of
Damascus in a airvpts. To suppose, as some have done, that this miracle is
identical with the Feeding of the Five Thousand—both being but blurred
1 o-irvpiSes,

this time not small

Kmj>ivot,

as

traditions of one and the same event —is simply to deprive the Evangelists
of every particle of historical value. The two miracles differ in almost
every circumstance —in time, in place, in numbers, in results, in details ;
and it is a striking mark of truth, which certainly would not be found
in the work of inventors, that 'the lesser miracle is put after the greater,
our Lord's object being to do a work of mercy, not to put forth a display
of power.

END OF VOL.
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